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A. OPENING SESSION 

PREVENTION SUCCEEDS 

(PRESIDENTIAL ADDl<ESS) 

HMtW Folks, Surdary,StateCharities AidAssocialUm,New York 

At the opening of our fiftieth anniversary session, we glance backward a moment, 
to get the trend of our present movement. Our history has been continuous and con
sistent, but each deaode has had a particular emphasis. 

In the records of the first ten yea.~ statistics figure largelyj. a natural inheritance 
from the parent organizatio~ the Social Science Association. It was a census enumera
tion; a line survey, not a Pittsburgh survey; the method, addition, not analysis. The 
second decade emphasized humane care, the correction of abuses and neglect. The 
third decade made the transition from care to cure. Its spirit was expressed in hospitals 
and nursing. In the fourth decade, the thought of prevention became prominent, but 
rather as a profession of faith than as a working program. In the last decade the pre
ventive program is a fruitful reality. 

This transition from prevention as an article of faith to prevention as an operating 
program is our special subject. 

Only a few choice spirits took the early talk about prevention very seriously. 
The dependable public officials of the community, and its stable and we1l~to-do citi
zens, found their real satisfactions in the many agencies of cure and correction; in 
solid and substantial hospitals, where visibly the sick were made well; in orphanagest 
which seemed so superior to ordinary homes; in reformatories; and in family aid. They 
had no misgivings as to the success of such agencies. To them, the prevention of 
sickness, distress, and crime existed as a theory, an ultimate objective; it seemed rather 
of the nature of a speculation, worth trying, probably, people spoke well of it. but, at 
best, highly uncertain as to results; undoubtedly very expensive; and bringing tangi
ble benefits only iD the distant future, if ever. 

Portions of a preventive program have now been in operation for a decade or two, 
and it is time to take a trial balance. This is not easy, for we have few measurements of 
social progress. Even social workers, in the midst of things, may easily underestimate 
the rate of change, the volume of accomplishments. For so tremendous a blessing as 
release from some great scourge only one generation is grateful or even conscious of 
benefit. Only the generation which has seen smallpox appreciates vaccination; only 
that whkh has seen yellow fever, holds in grateful recollection those who risked their 
lives to learn how to control it. We all profit daily by the preventive work of the past, 
but are unconsdous of our monumental obligations to those who, in spite of skepticism 
and opposition, planned and carried through the adva.a.ces which make our lives more 
attractive and "SeCure. 

Few statistics of families receiving aid, of destitute children in institutions, of 
patients entering hospitals, and the like, have much value as an indication of social 
conditionsL Th~y are more likely to reilect the attitude of thiP! public officials of the 
time; the confidence of people in relief agencies, or the education of the public to the 
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4 OPENING SESSION 

fact tb&t relief may be had. The death statistics, however, though subject to quali
fications, corrections, and interpretations, are our only real basis of comparison. The 
number of deaths llm>ws light on the vastly greater munber of illnesses. The volume 
of illness and the number of deaths in turn reftect the volume of poverty. Mortality 
statistics if our only available measure of human wei!are, are dependsble. 

These, and other available evidence, show a complete reversal in the relative posi
tions of cure and prevention. 

We are not nearly so sure of th~ complete success of curative and correctional 
agencies as we were. Do sanatoriwns cure tuberculosis? Yes, but the patients have 
a distressing way of not staying cured. Do refonnatories reform? Sometimes, 
possibly only occasinnally. The hospital finds its morgue an important adjunct; and 
of the patients' who lesve by the front door, some are cured and stay cured, some are 
cured tempomrily, some are partly cured, and some are not cured at an. In fact, it 
aimost begins to seem tb&t any really serious disease is seldom wholly and permanently 
cured. A slight dsmage to some vital organ often is the beginning of a process which, 
years later, becomes a serious disease, djminjsbing usefulness and shortening life.. ~ 

In the social field the trend is the same. The saying thst a man may be "down" 
but is never "out" may be true in a theological or philosophical!leiiSe, but hArdly in 
a practical sense, for the great majority of those whom the oommUDity calls the "down 
and outs" do not come back. What of the laborious, loug-<:<>ntinued ellorts for .the 
rahabilitation of the families of habitual deserters, drunkards, shiftless ne'er-do-wells? 
Success is possible? Yes; frequent? No. , 

Worst of all is the com:ctional field. Personally, I have come to the conclusion· 
tb&t we shall never learn to manage prisons and jails. The demoralizing eliect upon 
human beings of being placed in charge of othOr human beings, who are deprived of 
their liberty and civil rights, is too grest a strain. I do not thiDk we shall ever reform 
prisons and jails, but I have every confidence tb&t we shall outgrow them. 

There I!! little basis for optimism in studying .the results of cure or c:orreCtion. 
Meantime, prevention. from being a pious hope or a tolerated sperulation, has achieved. 
an undoubted success; has established its right to the c:onlidence of the commUDity, 
and to the unqualified devotion of every socia,j worker. 

Going direetly to the biggest fact of all, in fifty years the average lifetime in this 
country baa increased from forty-one Years to fifty-six, a gain of fifteen years. This 
simple statement carries implications in social well-loeing almost beyond our grasp. It 
means a saving of more than half a million Jives each year; a reduction in mortality 
of more than 40 per cent; a reduction in the current amount of illness, at all times, of 
about a million perseus. ·It means the release for productive purposes of ihose who 
would have been ill, and of those who would have been busy cariog for them. 

Tuberculosis, formerly the greatest cause of death, baa been reduced one-half, 
and moves down to fifth place; typhoid, reduced to a remnant, moves rapidly toward 
the vanishing point; diphtheria baa fallen to a sm8n percentage, and can be made to 
practically disappear, aimostat once. In a few years infant mortality baa been reduced 
as much as we thought it coDld be in as many decades. 

These gains are impressive, because they can be stated in mortality rates. If we 
had similar methe<l!o of measuring sickness, poverty, and distress, I am sure we would 
find the results astonishing. I do not say tb&t this saving of life is comparable to, or 
wiU lead to, better standsrds of Jiving-and less poverty; it ia the same _thing. p,.. 



PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS-FOLKS 5 

ventive efforts are not separate; they are intimately bound together. To say th&t 
tuberculosis has been reduced is simply another way of saying that fewer children are 
forming weD-beaten paths from their homes to the poormaster's office; fewer families 
are having their standards of education and health smashed in a long struggle against 
hopeless odds; fewer widows need pensions; fewer half orphans are sent to institutions 
or become wayward through lack of parental care. As tuberculosis goes down, living 
standards go up; and it is one operation. Every untimely death prevented means less 
waste1 more income, better standards of living, more happiness, and more general well
being. Improvements in health and in welfare, are not separate, nor even different; 
they are the same thing. 

Conditions of life have improved in large cities through better housing, greater 
cleanliness, more education, and better administration, until even the look of th.ings 
has changed. The slums have gone. They now exist only in fiction and in the moving 
pictures. We look much more sharply for juvenile delinquency, but find less of it, 
and nformatories have many vacant beds; societies for the prevention of cruelty to 
children, in the earlier sense1 are becoming obsolete. 

These are only instances. The closer the analysis of present conditions, the 
stronger becomes the impression of a notable amelioration, effecting the very texture of 
human society. Standards of living have risen. Education is more general and more 
practical; wages have increased; hours and conditions of work have improved; people 
are ha.ppier1 healthier, more useful, and live longer. Most of them don't know it, but 
that does not alter the fact. 

In speaking of preventive measures I am not thinking solely of efforts directed 
con.sciously toward particular results. Extraordinary events, such as the decline in 
tuberculosis, are not due wholly, possibly not largelyt to the particular things done in 
the anti-tuberculosis campaign, varied and indusive as those are. I am including 
broader movements, which, by conscious aim, or as incidental and unintentional 
by-products, have achieved the betterment of human life in concrete ways. 

The sum total of these activities, direct and indirect1 has proved beyond doubt 
that prevention is possible; that human affairs are manageable; that conditions of life 
can be modified; that man has power by his own effort to improve (and equally to 
depress) the average level of human well-being. 

But prevention is not only possible, it is also practicable. It costs less than cure, 
and is simpler. The cost of the funeral of one victim of typhoid would pay the bill for 
chlorinating the water supply of a great city, which takes effect instantly. Shick-testing 
and immunization against diphtheria are among the simplest thiugs a doctor does; but 
the treatment of a serious case of diphtheria is a heroic undertak.ing. Preventive 
dental hygiene requires little skill, and is quick and painless; fillings and extractions 
are difficult, painful, and ever dangerous. The cost of probation is a mere fraction of 
the cost of institutional care; but even probation gets into action rather late, when 
much damage has been done. The earlier and broader measures of recreation, health, 
family preservation. and early discovery and care of mental defects, are the real pre
vention of delinquency. 

In fact, the preventive program possesses tho>e virtues which we have foUild 
measurably lacking in cure and correction. Cure or correction is, as a rule, unce~ 
incomplete, temporary, expensive. and slow. Prevention, on the other hand, is rela
tively certain, complete, permanent, cheap, and quick. 



OPENING SESSION 

We should expect P"""""tion to be practicable. It is in line with the accumulated 
wisdomandmaturejudgment of manlrjnd The twig is easily bent, but the bee cannot 
be straightened; the stitch in time is,taken much more quickly than the Dine; a 
pound of cure is less effOcti"" than an ounce of prevention; the child that is trained in 
the way he should go will not, when he is grown, depart therefrom. 

Our few efforts at prewntion hsve been remarkably sna:essful, but we are only at 
the beginning of a real J?mgram of prewntion. We hsve devised and shsrpened our 
tools; wehsveworkedoutmethodsandateclmique. Ourneztandimmedistetaskist.o 
develop our fragmentary program into one thst is definite, comprehensive, and con
vincing. The general outiines of such a program will emerge, it is hoped, in the pspen1 

and discussions of this coofereD<e, but two or three of its major elements may be 
mentioned. 

x •. The conservative American Public Health Association declared at its last meet
ing, by foJ:mB.! resolution, alter serious amsideration, that, without further additions 
to our present knowledge of disease, but simply by the more complete application of 
whet we now know, twenty years can be added to the average span of life within the 
nezt half century. That is a call to which every social wmker, worthy of the name, 
must respond. It would mean a great simpliJication and diminution of every one of 

.his pt~;>blems. 
•· The school, the agency through which every child comes into contact with 

organiaed. community life, offers the great opportunity for discovering, near their 
source, and for cozrectiog while they are still incipient, those departures from the 
noJ:mB.!, which, left uncorrected, produce so large a part of the nOed for relief and cor
rections! work. 

3· We must complete in detsil the plan, already sketched in outiine, whereby 
fully tmined medical exa.minstion and advice is availeble, on a sound economic basis, 
to every individual, from the beginning until the end of life. 

One serious qualification must be made in the assumption that data is alreadY aVail
able for an effective preventive program. In mental hygiene we are proceeding rather 
on the basis of hopea and of intimations, than of fully demonstrated methods. The 
great and continuous increase in the populetion of institutions for the mentally dis
turbed, whatever factors may account for it m part, suggests to me the probability of 
some actual increase in the volume of mental disturbances. In any case, it constitutes 
one of the heaviest drsins upon the public purse, an4 is a tremendous strain upon our 
entire social structure. We do JlOt seem to hsve pushed bark far enough along the 
chain of a.use and effect torecogoisemental disturbancenearthepointoforigin. We 
do not straighten the bent twigs in the mental hygiene garden, because we do not see 
that they are bent until they are half grown. We must proceed with the best light we 
hsve, hoping and confidently expecting thet more intensive study, over a loDger period 
of time, will give us further insight into those obsc:uxe factots, and not only ensble us to 
bring help when help can be effective, but also diminish the need for help. No sum 
would be too farge to devote to researcll in the lield of mental hygiene, uoder competent 
direction. 

We have spoken thus far of cure and of meventioa as though they were whollY 
aeparate; of coursq, they are JlOt. Some activities are hath, and equally, curative 
and preventive. All stages of ·the transition are represented. The dif!em1ce is partiy 
one of emphasis, of objective, of the inspiring spirit, of a loDger perspective. What we 
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call ugood case work,"-the joy and luxury of helping a. family in the best way it can 
be done with our present knowledge, purely remedial in its origin-takes into account 
at every stage the long look ahead, the health and development of each individual, and 
is one of the most fruitful methods of starting the processes of prevention where they 
are most needed. "Back to the home" almost summarizes the trend in every field of 
social work. 

But the fact that the transition from cure to prevention is gradual, should not 
obscure the fact that it is real; and that the acid test of every social activity is its pre
ventive value. 

'When we begin to integrate our present and proposed activities into a balanced 
preventive program, we confront the major topic of this anniversary session, 11Social 
Work in the Life of Today.n Such a program can be carried into effect only when 
its objectives. are understood and accepted by those permanent institutions of society~ 
which we are to consider during the various days of our session. It must touch every 
field of human life, redefining objectives, giving them a new content; its appeal must 
be so compelling or so attractive that the school? the home, the church, and public 
opinion will be drawn irresistibly to its support, and ever to daim it as their own. The 
contact of social work with industry is wholly of a preventive character. Industry, 
in some of its unsolved problems, reduces standards of living, impairs health, and under
mines family life; social work urges that it puts its house in order, as a matter of public 
concern and public policy. The twelve--hour day and the seven-day week, and such 
survivals, must disappear before industry will be safe for democracy. 

Thus, preventive work takes on inevitably, whether we like it or not, a very broad 
and general character. Our preventive aims do not fall into any one category, nor 
follow any one method of approach. Some of us are prone to think of prevention as 
meaning things of a highly technical character. such as, let us say, the prevention of 
typhoid fever by a pure water supply and a pure milk supply; things of which the 
average citizen is Jikely to be quite unaware, the benefits of which are equally 
sl!.ared by the just and unjust, the social and the anti-social. Such workers may 
be slow to join in urging measures touching debatable questions of social policy. 
Others of us, gifted with more courage, o.r possibly, with more liking fo.r combat1 ue 
less attracted to the destruction of germs, and are really interested only when attack is 
made on some problem which directly involves wages, hours, or conditions of labor. 
A constructive preventive program must include all these things and many more, and 
must enlist in its support not only all these kinds of social workers, but all good dt.ir.ens. 

A pre~ntive social program must concern itself with all these standardized pro
cedures and admin.istrative agencies which we call ulaw," and If government!' It is 
in this field that we are most likely to be misunderstood. The social worker applies 
anew the standard lost of sociAl results to all these slowly elaborated agencies of govern
mental, social, and economic life. He may be a little more apt than others, when told 
that a particular piece of the household furniture is a priceless family heirloom, to 
exa.mine it for a trademark, half expecting to find it stamped" Made in Grand Rapids, 
U.S.A." Even so, if it be an instrument of comfort and refreshment, he would not 
discard it, but would keep it and use it,. 

\\'hen confrontffi with what someone calls an unchangeable law of economics, the 
social worker (knowing: well that there are many such laws, and that they are extremely 
important) may, nevertheless, inquire canfully as to whether this particular law may 
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-be of human and volitional origin, and recall that it is of the""""""" of human laws 
that they may lie &tnend.d, or repealed. He is keenly aware of the great sweep of 
governmental ac~ and of the sm.tegic signifiamce of the power of tuation, but he is 
....aained from indiscriminate socjali .. tion by the fact that the very Cl9lter of the 
objective of social wm:k is the individual. Its highest aim is that each per.;on sball be 
eaabled to molize the best that is in him; to live throughasneariyas maybe the normal 
experiem:es of a liietime; and to make the best contribution he can to the rommon 
weal. Whatever may heppen elsewhere, among social wod:eiS, hl>erty will ,_,. be 
in danger of !Je(lQII!ing obsolete or negligJDle. 

In these debatable lie!ds, where even the wisest may not be ton dogmatic, the social 
worker is - a doctrioaire. His position is precisely that of the true pmctitioner of 
iscientific medicine. Dr. Abram Flemer, m a singularly lucid chapter in his report on 
medicaleducation,pointedout thatwhen:i.sall the medical cults and separatists founded 
their various schools upon so= one principle or thenry, with which they must rise or 
fall, scientific medicine itself is wholly empirical or pmgmatic, trying all things, and 
holdiug fast to that which works; UDfettered by any precanteived theory. The posi
tion of the social wolker is emctly ana)agous. He belongs to no one school of sociology, 
economics, or govemment. He looks only to results; he is uot made afraid by any 
.labels or precedents of any device or plan which, to the satisfaction of all ,...sonable 
tests, contnlrutes to human well-being. It is precisely because of this rommon scien
tific basis that both medicine and social. work are making, at the same time, the great 
tr.msition from cure to prevention. 

As we thus see social work as an iDftuence permeating and mOdifying the objectives 
and opemtions of such venerable ,institutions as the Church, the home, the school, 
industry, law, and government, it is clear that social work cannot be in any sense a cfi&. 
tinct and separate 1ie!d of hllllliLI1 action. It is simply the entire community in one 
aspect, at particular times, oonsciously tsking thought as to the happiness and well
being of all its members, aware of their kinship rather than of their differences, asking 
consciens effort to subordinate distrust, strife, and tlie ""cess of competition, and put
ting oo the gentler aspects of nndersta.nding, co-<>peration, amelioration, and benedic
tion. It is the job of the social wm:ker to bring it to pass that such community moods, 
mstead of being eJ<ceptional, become more .ieany habitual and normal. 

·How far can such a program of prevention go? To what ...tent can it allord a 
satisfactnry ~ of life? It Certainly would ~ve most of the major disshill
ties and misfortunes, which now cripple, stunt, bimd, maim, and degrade buman beings. 
The intelligent application of our present knowledge of buman lile, without involving 
aay change that, to the most timid, might seem ds_.s or even sudden, without 
making appreciably greater dnn•nds upoo public or private funds, and without n:quir
ing administrative skill beyond what has already been demonstrated, would place man
kind upoo such a new basis of hope and accomp1isbment that thereafter the hOJOSCOpe 
would need to be cast anew, and it may well be l<ft to that generation to do iL 

Meeting in the national c;apital, the question of federal action in our field mturally 
arises. The origin of the utional cooference was an awakening of various states, as 
such, to their responsibilities in the field of social welfaze. Earlier laws in these states 
have l<ft social dutjes to the localities, to villages, towns, counties, and cities. In the 
decade after the Civil War, there arose a sense of the necessity of OCHmlination of local 
efforts, of state leadership. State boards of charities and correctioo were established 
to inspect, edw:ate, and lead the-y in legislation and administration. It is now plain 
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that this growth in state activity has not hindered local initiative a.nd growth, but bas 
increased it. Under this state stimulus, the county is emerging more and more as the 
operating weHare unit. The promptings, inspections, investigatiOfS, and educational 
leadership of the states, have helped the localities to see their ppportunities a.nd to do 
better work. 

There is nowt in the first decade after another war, an increasing sense of the need 
of a more adequate national agency of research, information, and1 in a sense, leadership 
in social work, just as there was fifty years ago in the various states. The individual 
states, or most of them, have reached a fair degree of cohesion and unity of effort 
within their own borders, but there are still forty~t different varieties. Some of 
our lines of work are represented in the federal field by a bureau, or a fragment of a 
bureau, and some are not represented at all. These bureaus and fragments are scattered 
through a number of departments. In some important fields, such as public relief 
and correction, we have no federal organ whatever for the collection of !acts as to 
state and local legislation and administration, and none for that broader research and 
sifting of the experiences of the states and of other countries. Such information should 
be the starting point of state action, but obviously it is impossible for each of the forty
eight states to do this for itself. Think of what the nation could have done and can 
do in research and in education, in such fields as mental hygiene and criminology. 
The shifting in emphasis from caring for the end results of disease and poverty to a con
structive preventive program, including public agencies, makes it all the more impera
tive that action be planned upon the widest possible basis of knowledge. A grouping 
together and rounding out of the various federal activities dealing with social welfare 
in one adequate department, which, by its name and dignified position, carries at all 
times the broad message of social welfare to the entire country, seemS a natural solution. 
The nation need not, probably should not, take over any duties now performed by the 
states. Its activity would not diminish the responsibility of the states. In authori
tative source of information, of education) of leadership, of that stimulation which 
arises from definite knowledge, would increase the efficiency of state actionj just as 
the states by similar methods have raised the standards of local administration. 

We must carry our thought of prevention one step further-from the national to 
the international field. Every social worker recognizes one outstanding enemy above 
aU others; one which can undo in a brief day aU that he may hope to ac<:omplisb in a 
gene.ration-war. Since) in the relatively minor fields of human misfortun~ taking 
thought and employing reasonable means has forestalled a.nd prevented the occurrence 
of disaster, so, in the greater fields of world affairs, we are justified in a confident 
ezpectation that it will be found equally possible, by suitable means, to tum aside the 
greatest of aU evils, and thereby to afford to peoples of the world an opportunity to 
realize their hopes, and develop their individual and communal lives, as now the indi
vidual in his own locality rests securdy upon the assurance of law and order. Here, 
too, prevention must pass from a declaration of faith to a definite program. 

To individuals communities, sta~ nations, and the worldt then, the way is opeo1 

and it is not difficult to shake off these legacies of evil and prove themselves truly 
masters of their fate. 

Social workers of America, who so well situated as you, in a country blest with 
wealth1 peace, and security, to read rightly the lessons of your own experience and to 
lead the way-God grant that we may rise to our opportunity. 
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SOCIAL WELFARE A FACTOR IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

Cbks E. Hughes, Seaaory of SIDk, WasM>og~oto 

In mending to you a word of conlial greeting, it is oot my Pll!J'O'O to review the 
important activities in which you are enlisted, or e""" to discuss with any approach 
to adequacy the interesting topic you have assigned me. . I should like merely to refer 
to some of the by-products of your work. 

We canDOt fail to realize that the basis for an social betterment must be found in 
peace and prod!Jctivity, the one affording the essential condition and the other the 
necessary means for improving the standards of living. Whatever may have been 
possible in primitive times, today, with the complexity of oor relatioDS, social welfale 
cannot be attained by any policy of negation and destructino, but OD!y as the fruitage of 
the civilization which rests on the opportunities and understandings of peace. I am 
fond of speaking of the department of the government with which I have the privilege 
of being associated as the "department of peace." No one can question the primary 
aims of American foreign policy in maintaining the natioual security, in protecting 
.the rigbts, and in safeguarding the fair opportunities of our citiz>ens; imt in the happy 
phrase of Bryce, "these legitimate aims can be pursued in a spirit of justice and friend• 
liness" to ail peoples. We seek thus to plliSUe them and, with respect to the ultimate 
aim, oor whole effort is to provide a sound basis for what you are striving to do; that 
is, to protect, to foster, and to make buman life more secure and wholesome. 

I am glad to say that, so far as our relations to other peoples are conceroed, there 
is every assumnce of abiding peace. The clouds which two years ago darkened the 
Far Eastern sky, ha"" been dissipated, imd, to the disappointmeot of those who mske 
bitterness the test of patriotism, we have been aple to associate the great powers of the 
Pacific in a friendly accord aupported by mutual cODlideoce, while at the same time we 
have carefully preserved the sound American tradition of freedom from aUisnce and the 
principle of equality of opportunity. · How""" this accomplisb.ed? Simply by achiev
ing a. dissrmament of thougbt and by creating a beifer mutual understanding. At the 
Washington conference we managed to sczap distrust as well as the vesaels of war, and. 
to end an nnneoess•ry and wasteful competition which spe1ied not security but suspi
cion.. Toda.y, notwithstanding the gravity of unsettlad issues, we find threugbout the 
world ample reason for encoura.gement in the earnest efforts to romove the economic 
evils following the Great War in the emibition of Onhaneod industria.! capacity, in the 
awift repair of damaged areaa, in the ertraordina.ry ertent of recovery despite an diJii.. 
cultiea. So great bas been the progress that it is not too mucb to say that the whole 
aspect of atiaks would insta.ntly change if OD1y means could be found to dispel the fear 
and apprehension which is the barrier to accoed and to give a sound b6sis for the con
fidence which an desire. 

Tbe .more we reflect upon the es<eniial conditions of poa.ce the more cleariy it 
appears that they are not to be fouad in any artificial arrangements, important as these 
may be as faci1ities; that it is the disposition of peoples that counts. Any sort of con
trivance will fail if peoples are not disposed to peace or are not able to find ground for 
belief in each other. It is idle to talk of proscribing wa.r unless tbe peoples are intent 
on mainta.ining peace. You cannot maintain "peace by force, for who will supply, who 
will control, who will direct the force. Great nations ma.y indeed discipline a weak 
power, provided they are united in policy and provided always that the west power is 
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not a necessary weight in some mntrived bala.nce of power. But when great nations 
do not agree among themselves, who shall guard the guardians? In that case, all the 
arrangements which are made to depend upon their harmony of view are bound to fail. 
If those who are keenly desirous of enduring peace will descend to the contemplation of 
realities, it will be seen that there is only one way to the goal, a long and difficult way, 
that is, by the cultivation of the spirit of friendship and good will among the peoples, 
through which alone the sources of dangerous strife can be dried up. If you find any
where in the world, as, for example, we happily find in the case of our relations to our 
neighbor to the north, a complete assurance of lasting peace, it is not because of treaties 
or (Xllitical arrangements of any sort; it is simply because the roots of amity strike deep 
in the thoughts and convictions of both peoples. 

It is the commonplace of diplomats and statesmen, in their confidential intercourse 
that they would like to do many things, which are reasonable in themselves, in order to 
.remove differences and to settle disputes, but that public opinion in their respective 
countries will not permit them to act in the way in which they would like to act. This, 
in all negotiations to adjust differences, is found to be the last refuge of unreasonable
ness. \Ve hear much of the intrigues of diplomats, and they are accountable for much, 
but far worse offenders are those who create a public sentiment which makes it difficult 
for honorable statesmen to find ways of practical adjustment. 1 do not minimize the 
opportunity and responsibility of political leaders in rushing nations into war, or in 
keeping controversies alh~e. relying upon an aroused patriotism and sense of national 
danger to support them. But the desire and purpose to promote the peaceful settle
ment of contro'lrersies from which serious trouble may ultimately arise is quite as often, 
if not more often. the desire and purpose of conscientious statesmen rather than the 
will of their constituencies. Responsible leaders are harried by their opponents, ambi
tious rivals are ready to take their places, editors and orators are quick to excoriate 
those who would seem to make any national sa.critice in the interest of a reasonable 
adjustment, and thus an atmosphere is created which renders futile the agencies of 
peace however admirabl)T contrived they seem to be. Thus. in the long run the hope of 
world peace lies in those quiet humane efforts by which peoples come to under!ta.nd 
and to trust each other until they reach the point that war between them becomes 
unthiDkable, and with that sentiment any difference can be composed by direct 
approaches and the processes af reason. Looking beyond immediate exigencies, I 
believe that if there is a powerful and continuous i.nfiuence at work to bring humanity 
to the desired goal, it is to be faund in the manifold humanitarian activities in which 
you .,., engag<d. 

The importance of humanitarian work in this aspect b that it touches the hWil&Jl 
heart out of which are the issues of life, the springs of national emotion. If our America 
is understood abroad, it is because of the gratitude of millions of people to whom the 
American Red Cross and the American Relief Association have brought succor from 
distress and starvation. There are those who speak of the hatred of America; that is 
a superficial and too readily accepted view which, I believe, takes little account of the 
confidence in the generosity and humane purposes of the American people, a confidence 
which you ll<-ill find deep-seated and abiding among vast numbers of people in the coun
tries of Europe where children have been nourished, disease checked, and the afilicted 
relie\•ed through the efforts of our national or quasi~national agencies. It is true that 
we have poured out of our abundance. But no worthy cause appeals to America in 
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,.,.;, and a:moDg all peoples, whatever diffetmces may uist or <XImplaints be ~. 
it is fully realized that here, if anywhere, will be sure response to the cry of need. I 
mention this because it is wall to recogniz.e that there is this feeling, what has happily 

. been called & "ground swall" of popular good will toward thiscouiltry. We may count 
upon it in our efforts at pesaful settlements &nd we owe it to the endeavoJS of the sort 
which you h&ve so effectively otgallized. You are the apostles of peace because you 
carry the gospel of friendship &nd helpfulness. 

You know how earnestly we h&ve sought to maintain the most con!ial relatioDs 
with our sister "'''llblics to the sotith.. Our national policies h&"" furnished an oppor
tunity .for their development secure in intfependem:e and in immunity from foRign 
intrigue. AD know, except those among us who noforbmatdy suffer from mental 
indigestion and are UD&ble to assimilate facts and those who 6nd pleasure in libeliog 
their country, that we h&w cherislied no imperialistic d~ &nd desire to see all our 
neighbors strong and- just. with unimpaired sovereignty and amstantly incft:asing 
prosperity. · But I question if the efforts of this govemment for oue h~ ye&n h&w: 
aca>mplished as much to promote understanding and good will in Latin America as the 
recent wall-directed endeavor of American philanthropists in comh&tting disease &nd 
tims directly contributing to hum&n welfare. When the American f<m:es of medical 
science stamp out pestilence, when American skill safegwuds the very foundation of 
healthful activity, they create a """"" of gratitude and friendship which will do mo"' 
to ...move distrust &nd to dmw our peoples together in a mutually henelicent <:0-<lpet&

tinn than any pos5ible political pronouncement. It is one thing to address govem
ments; it is quite another, and much mD"' dillicult, to reach the heart of peoples, hut 
this must he done if we .., to be of aid in removing the causes of strife.. Tbe same 
results follow our efforts for public health throughout the world. · Tbe field of oo-<>pera
tion in resisting the sp~ of disease. in fostering child life, in promoting hygiene, in 
controlliog the production and distn"bution of nan:otit: drugs, in promoting scientific 
research, and in strengthening educational follll<i'!tions affords a vast opporbu\ity for 
effort congenial to the American spirit, in every way consistent with American tradi
tion, &nd worthy of all the skill &nd intelligence which we cau give. • , 

We need these humanitari&n activities not only to promote international good will 
hi helping others, hut in order to help ourselves and to inaease our own capacity for a 
sound &nd helpful inllueoce in international relations. We need among our own people 
the unifying influence of humaaitariaD. work in wliich all races represented in our popu
lation ro-operate to seCure common eods. There are those who speak of American 
co-operation in international alfaiJS as theagh we were of one mind and had one voice. 
When there is a dominant American interest or a supreme issue transcending racial 
differences, we haw displayed a most gratifying degree of unity and ao mraordinary 
power of concentrated effort. But when thea is no euch dominant issue and questions 
involving foreigo political interests arise, we exhibit, because of our racial divisions, not 
simply the normal divergences of opinion always to he expected in a democmtit: com
munity, hut the viewpoints, oontroveiSies, &nd rival interests of European countries. 
We have large groapa organieed among our people in the interest of what they respec
tively caD. u their COUDtry1 n which, however, is Dot OUJ'S. They tange themselves in 
antagonistic fcm:es according to the groupings of the old world &nd try \1> bead Amen.. 
can policy to padicular foreign interests. This is undoubtedly the natural ...Wt of 
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mcial ties, of deep-seated affection, and of the traditions associated with race and Jan~ 
guage. It is none the less a grave menace and deprives America of her just infiuenee. 
There is no artificial method of changing this. It would not be changed by appointing 
a delegate to a conference, or by any mechanism of intercourse, which very likely would 
lead to a more intense controversy over our attitude and the instructions to our repre
sentatives. If the question is one involving the political controversies of Europe, we 
have naturally but regrettably the divisions due to the European antecedents of the 
different portions of our population, and instead of healing controversies abroad we 
tend to reproduce them at home, and thus burden and embitter our domestic politics, 
already heavily laden, by foreign issuos. Our historic foreign policy takes account of 
this by keeping us out of broils which do not directly concern us. 

But how are we, in a world in which the seeds of dissension have been so lavishly 
sown, to unify our people and to produce in world relations a distinctly American con
sciousness, making possible an impartial, just, disinterested~ and hence helpful point of 
view? I find the best promise of this in the purely humanitarian endeavor of all our 
people for all peoples. Here we fi.nd common ground and welcome opportunityj here 
we realize the benefit of ascertaining what has been done elsewhere1 of broadening our 
horizon. for we have much to learn; here in the community of human interest we may 
gradually be able better to understand each other, to remove prejudice, to appreciate 
the difficulties of other peoples, and to develop to a larger degree a true American senti
ment which will be proof against the efforts of propagandists to- make us serve foreign 
political purposes and thus enhance our capacity for wholesome c~peration. If this is 
to be accomplished, it is imperative that organizations for humanitarian purposes shall 
not be 'i.SSOciated with political controversies. Nothing could be more unfortunate 
than to limit the vast possibilities of American helpfulness in philanthropic work hy 
striving to link it to any sort of political program. You may think one way is better 
tha.n another, hut others may think differently, and to the extent that you insist on 
political controversy to attain your end you will unfailingly lo.se your social momentum. 
The first essential of our capacity to help is to take these activities out of politics. 

Peace must have its heroism no less thaD war, and your achievements of fifty years 
are replete with the finest heroic endeavor. We are somewhat disposed of late to 
wonder for what we have won liberty and defended democracy. The victories of war 
have given us opportunity hut we can use it only through the victories of peace. These 
are the victories of science, with its conquest o.f disease, its manifold inventions, and 
its discovery of new applications of natural forces for the protection and enrichment of 
human life. They are the victories of a discriminating judgment, which give us the 
better organization7 the more perfect methods, the intelligent ut:ilization of power. 
Social welfare becomes impossible, however good the motive1 in a community which 
has not sense enough to conserve the bases of productive effort and to ::t void the waste 
and folly of wild schemes of the enthusiasts who after all are the most dangerous ene
mies of society because they not only dissipate social energy but would destroy its 
sources. There are finally the victories of sacrifice, of the painstaking, self-denying 
individual effort, without which all organization becomes a mockery. 

You are celebrating the accomplishment of fifty years, but you a.re at the threshold 
of achievement, and not only the future well-being of inclividuals, but the assurances 
of peace itseU as the essential condition of social welfare are largely within your keeping. 
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HEALTH 
SOCL-\L WORK AND HEALTH PROGRAMS 

Dr. Liflingston Farrand, Pruidml1 Ctmldl UnifltTsily,!Jha.ca1 New York 

I am glad Mr. Folks did not announce the topic printed on the program. Afte 
a long experience I have learned that the chief reason for announcing a formal subjec: 
is to permit a speaker to say what he pleases and, in the exercise of that privilege, ] 
certainly do not intend, at the close of a long and wearying day. to discuss in techinca 
terms the situation which now exists in the campaign for health. I think my mos· 
useful function must be briefly to sum up certain of the tendencies in the great healtl 
movement now under way, and possibly to crystalli.ze some of the results of today': 
discussions. 

Dr. Biggs has just given me all the text I could wish. It is a very wholesome th.iiij 
to have a conservative adviser like Dr. Biggs always at hand. If you follow hin: 
in your tendencies to make predictions you will always be safe. He can combiru 
dramatic achievement with lugubrious prediction more consistently than any man J 
know. I have sat at his feet in health work for nearly twenty yearsJ and the conserva 
tive tone which he has taken tonight is very familiar to me. Of course the da.y mus· 
rome some time when Dr. Biggs will be right and the conservatism of his predictio~ 
borne out by the facts; but up to date the decline in the mortality curve has annualiJ 
exceeded what he has been willing to forecast. Naturally this cannot go on forever 
and then is no doubt that some day that curve of his is going to Batten out. 

One thing is dear, and that is that in the picture he has presented and by the mean: 
he has outlined there is much yet to be achieved. You and I, associated as weare witl 
certain of these organized movements. a.re often in some danger of misconceiving ou 
task. Aiuch is imputed to us from time to time in the way of claims of which we a~ 
not guilty, but we must be very careful that, as members of any organization for tlu 
fighting of any specific preventable disease, we do DOt lay claim to a reduction in th• 
death rate as being largely due to us or our efforts. '\\'hat we are seeing is undoubtedl; 
the result of a vast accumulation of forces of improvementj but that result is alsl: 
undoubtedly greatly accelerated by the intelligent direct effort of specific organization 

\Ve have seen these societies bom and developed through various stages. Som~ 

of their growth has been unconscious but most of it has been due to intelligent and wisl 
direction. 

It is dithcult to single out any one index of progress, but one of the most usefu 
and today most strildng is the increased expectancy of life which has become so notabL 
in recent yean. There bas been, in a way, a certain correlation between the increas 
in life expectancy during the centuries and the growing appreciation of social respon 
sibility. There was a slow and gradual increase during the sixteentll, seventeenth, aru: 
eighteenth centuri~ when knowledge was slight, and then in the nineteenth centul') 
came that enormous development of knowledge when new discoveries of -science we~ 
applied to human life and dramatic clumges were the resu1t. \Vith the encouragemen
lent by a picture which all could understand, and with the growing appreciation of tht 
significance of ill health and lack of vitality as an economic and social handicap, W< 
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disco~ a aew appreciation of opportunity on the part of the public, and the~e was 
a widespread movement, _....;ng itself in different ways, which demanded that the 
world should have what could zeasona.bly be expecbod from the application of knowl
edge already in our possession. The n:sult was the springing into being of a verY con
siderable number of independent organizations, each dUected toward the control of 
this or that preventable disease. Durillg the last decade theie has arisen, as a conse
quence of this situation, oae of the most puzzling problems which has ever been pre
senbod to social workers; namely, that of bringing these independent organizatioDS 
into hazinony. This is far from having been aca>mplished. although healthy progress 
is being made. 

I am inclined to think that our p&rticular problem as health workers is to see to it 
that we get the benefit of the concentrabod ODergy of an informed public. This can 
QDly be obtained by closer concentration. As these movements have developed, cer
tain genenJ truths have emerged which afford a basis for common action. We now 
....U.. that the primary responsibility for leadersbip in tiJ!' health campaign must ..,.t 
upon the public official. We must never entertsin the fallacy that a lay organization 
can Ieplace oflicial authority and ""P'Dsibility. On the other hand, we must accept 
full!OSpoQSl"bility for aeating a public opinion upon which the public health nflicial can 
-· We must improve the conditions which surroand him. We must give him the 
tnols he must have with which to work, and we must support him in the efforts which 
modem medical science has indicabod as sound and necessary. 

. There will, however, al-ys Iemain a certsin field which can be lilled best probably 
bY the laity rather than bY government officials. It is in that great field that I think 
we lind our particular function, and by it I l)lean the education of the public. The 
health official should not ba apart from it. He should inspi1e it. But, after all, the 
work of education can prohably be carried on best by you and by me. It is the func
tion of these organizations rep-ted here tnnij!ht to seize the facts poin~ out to 
us by men like Dr. Biggs; to outline the opportunities sop-ted; to promulgate the 
methods which esperienced authority indicates as practicable, and, by broadly infolD!-, 
ing the public, permit the application to the welf&~e society of those methods which 
knowledge has shown to be sound. 

When I see the potential energy ~bod by this great coofeJOD<:e, I cannot 
help feeliDg that, aiter ali, our largest responsibility is perhaps not as laboiers against 
any specilic evil. I see here an agency of tlemendous power for the development of 
broad and soand ideals of demooratic citinnship I am sure there are graver evils 
abroad in the country and in the world today than those described by mortality and 
morbidity statistics. If we can agn:e upon some of these more fundamental aims and 
ideals, and can bring about united effort for their acblevement, improvement in the 
specilic fields we are organieed to occupy will follow. As we look the country over 
tndsy and,_ the reign of prejudice of OverY kind on everY side, the tendency of OverY 
group to seek~ legislation, the apparent anxiety to impose the wili of one upon 
all the leSt, to traDS!ate bY legislation the opinion of a group into a code of conduct to 
which all must confonn, I feel thet we are as a people laying an axe at the verY root of 
clemocracy. We are turoing away from that spirit of tolemnce without which democ
racy is impossi&e. In other words, it is time for us, as men and women interested in 
the great social problems of the dsy, to look above and bayond our specilic fields and 
....U.. that we have an even broader duty and ""P"nsibility; and that is the responsi
bility of American citizenship. 
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HEALTH AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

Doctor Luduik Rajdsman, Dir«lor, Health Staion, League of Nat ions 
Gennti, Switztrland 

I do not think that you would like me to deliver an academic discourse, neither do 
I think it would be appropriate for me to do soJ so if you will allow me I will not tell 
you what the problem of health in international relations should comprise, but I will 
try to express, as briefly as I may, and as dearly as my knowledge of your language will 
allow me, what has been accomplished in the last few years in the domain of public 
health from the international point of view. In doing 50 I do not want to refer to the 
international work undertaken and carried out so splendidly and admirably by the 
various relief organizations of which this is the home. It would be impertinent for me 
to do so1 nor am I competent to speak of it, but I should like to tell you in a. few words 
about the activities of the various public-health services in and outside of Europe in 
relation to urgent problems of the day. 

In talking about health problems in Europe during the last few years we must, of 
necessity, take into consideration first of all epidemic disease. You know that after 
November, 1918, when the armistice was proclaimed and the nations of western Europe 
had seen the soldiers return home, the eastem part of Europe had become a scene of 
strife. War, revo1ution, and famine succeeded each other and left behind a disorgani
zation of the economic conditions, and from the health point of view, widespread 
epidemk. Now, you ba ve heard a great deal, I am sure, about the enormous focus of 
epidemic disease which was formed in eastern Europe and in Russia, particularly in 
Igt8. I should like, if I may, to show the actual proportions of this epidemic in the 
~everal states over which it has been scattered. 

Now (pointing to illustration on chart), this chart represents the growth of the 
epidemic of typhus in Russia since the year 1905, nine years before the war. Between 
tgos-18, the curve is on the same level. In tgtS, when the Bolshevik revolution 
broke out, and when the Reds were fighting on every front, there was complete disor
ganization of normal life and the epidemic situation assumed gigantic proportions. 
You will note that in 1920~ there were 3,3s8~ooo cases of typhus reported in Russia.. 
Now. in talking to social workers~ I need not state the difficulty in reporting epidemic 
disease in any country, and what particular difficulties there must be in Russia. This 
figure represents a minimum estimate. Very careful inquiries were made as to how 
many times this figure should be multiplied in order to arrive at a correct estimate, and 
the most conservative .figure was that it must be mu1tiplied by two and a half or three 
in order to get the number of cases found here. As you see by the -chart it went down 
and then came up again. Although in the year 1922 it was still very high, since last 
fall there has been a most remarkable improvement in the situation. 

This enormous epidemic infection of typhus can be expressed in one figure. In the 
four years between IQI8-n, there must have occurred in Russia between thirty and 
forty million cases of typhus. The consequences of this outbreak are perfectly clear 
when you Jook at the curve for the same period of time for the infection of typhus in 
Poland, which is the next border state to Russia, and the largest of them. You will 
note that these two curves are almost identical. In the scale at which they are drawn 
the Polish figure would have to be multiplied seventeen times in order to give you the 
rigbt comparison, and thus may be seen the effect of this enormous infection which has 
been carried over the borders in a very remarkable manner. 
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Another map "'Pmellts the extent of the epidemic last year. You will notice at 
once how. the shaded portion of that map changes in the dllection of the west. This 
map is so prepared as to demo-te the intensity of the infection. You will notice 
then, the two~ wide .....OS of epidemic and you will see the farther west it goes, the 
less p!Oilounced it is. In Poland you will still see in the eastern part shaded districts. 
The farther west you go the less it is in the western part of Poland. You may ask why 
has it been acting as a filter through which infection was passing and infection was 
stoPPed? Why was that infection carried through? ;For a very simple reason. This 
territory in central Enrope during the lint three years following the annistice has been 
the marching ground of millions of people. There were two big movements on beth 
sides. On the one hand there were nearly two million Russian prisoners of war kept 
in Germany, who retnrned to their homes; and, on the other hand, millions of prisoners 

. in Russi& had been sent to their respective homes in Europe; and,1ina.lly, and this is the 
most important of all, iit 1915 the ImperiBl Russian Annies evacuated into the interior 
between two and three million peasants who scattered from the eastern district of 
Poland and from the other hordei states all over the tenitory of Russi&. Now these 
men began to retum in a more or less disorderly manner, and carried with them the 
epidemic from that enonnous focus of infection. The oonditions along that line · 
became very difficult indeed, and perhaps you may be interested to know thst through. 
the main quarantine stations there have passed, m six months, about on~half million 

·refugees thst have been registered. Ovei the length of that line from November, 1918 
to November, 1922, 2,265,000 emigrants crossed. These are not figures of imagina
tion. Those are the people who have been registered io the same Oiderly way at the 
herder stations as you have all been registered here. 

In addition to that there has been a movement nnregistered and uncontrolled 
along the front. That is roughly the situation as it existed at thst time. . 

You will ask what steps have been taken? I am not goiog to speak about the • 
misely of hundreds of thousands of people nor .about the work of the variO!lS relief 
organizations carried out in so admirable a ~. · Heze was a problem clearly calling 
for intemational action because the problem was caused by intemational activity and 
there was now need that it should be dealt with on an intemational scale. Let us · 
oonsider what was done by governmentsiil:the past when an epidemic was threatening . 
the n:st of the world. In the past the usual qua;antine measures were enforced against 
the states from which the epidemics were starting. That is to say. evezyane was trying 
simply to protect his own countiy.· This time a:new and very oommendsble step was 
taken; namely, it was decided to carry the war into the enemy's tenitory and try to 
oontrol the epidemic on the spot. I am extremely glsd to say thst this lint step was 
taken hy the government of the UDited States and that the lint detachment sent by 
any government to help any other government in ita fight against disease, as distin
goished from a relief organiation, was that sent by the American government, and a 
very distinguished Washingtonian, who is at present in this room, had command of 
this unit. . 

Let us consider for & moment what importance, what bearing, the famine in Russi& 
has hsd on this situation. The fsmine in Russi& hsd caused the migration of hundreds 
of thousands of people in variou• dllections, and whatever order hsd been brought into 
the situation slowly, as noticed by these slow decreases of the incidence of the disease, 
hsd been again, so to speak, distorted by this mass.movemenl of the population. It 
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became so serious that at the beginning of last year, 1922, it was evident that a very 
dangerous situation had developed along that JiDe. It became so serious that the 
governments of Europe decided to take council and take immediate action, and in 
March last year a most remarkable health conference met in Europe, in Warsaw. 

This conference was attended by technical experts of twenty-seven governments, 
and, for the first time since 1914? all the governments without any exception, attended 
this conference and, side by side, sat Poles, Gennans, French, representatives of Soviet 
Russia, Turks, Bulgarians, and so on. These experts in the first place decided that it 
was of the utmost importance that the various health services of the interested nations 
should know exactly what was happening beyond their OWll frontiers and that this 
information should be available for aU of them at all times. 

In the second place they have worked out a definite program of attack. They have 
decided, and this is extremely important, that the point of attack. should not neces
sarily be a region of the most intensive epidemic, but a region most vital from the eco. 
nomic point of view, from the point of reconstruction of that vast area of Europe. They 
have selected as this region, the basin of the Don, in south-ea.stem Russia. They have 
decided further that the lines of communication between that region and the rest of 
Europe should be particularly protected; fmaUy, that a zone of sanitary defenCe 
should be built up on both sides of this front between Russia and her neighboring states. 
This zone exists in an almost complete form on one side of the frontier. The red dots 
(indicating) on this side of the map show the epidemic hospitals that have been created 
in the last three years, numbering n7. I am very glad to be able to say, in regard to 
those hospitals, that of those built there during the last two years, not one has been 
built entirely by the Polish government or by the epidemic commission of the League 
of Nations, but toward all both have contributed. 

Let us return to the decisions of the conference. A very careful estimate of the 
cost of the campaign was made, but, unfortunately, the governments did not provide 
the necessary funds and therefore this part of the program lapsed. You may ask why 
I regard this conference as a vezy important one. I regard it as verY important for 
this reason: the public health experts, the various experts of the various governments 
who met for the first time since the war, had decided they must conclude between 
themselves agreements and sanitary conventions which would enable them to keep 
themselves mutually informed of the progress of the work. and to adopt common meth
ods of attack. Where no money was required the success was immediate. During 
the last twelve months, eleven such conventions have been concluded and, as this chart 
shows (indicating), these have been concluded between Russia and all .the border states, 
with the exception of Roumania, between Poland and Germanyl between Poland and 
Czecho--Slovakia. There is a convention between Czecho-Slovakia and Austria, between 
Bulgaria and Roumania, and between Bulgaria and Jugoslavia. I feel certain you 
did not hear much about such reconstructive efforts on the part of the governments. 
You seldom do. Ut me give an illustration. In the last few days the newspapers 
have been full of threats of war and the possibility of warlike activities between Pola:Dd 
and Russia. You will be interested to hear that a fortnight ago, as a consequence of 
these conventions, a special Russian-Polish sanitary board was created in order to see 
the convention was propuly carried out on both sides of the front.. 

This ~ then, an example of the international activities in the fight against epi
demic diseaset but this fight, in order to be properly cCHlrdinated, requires a third party, 
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some outside organization that will try to keep immediate and constant contact between 
tha various governments interested. Well, such an organization exists, and I will, 
perhaps, refer to it in a few moments. But you will readily undeiStand that in order 
to keep up work of this nature, tha constant collection of immediate inlonnation about 
the development of the epidemics is necessaiY· You will be interested to hear, per
haps, that the governments, not only of Europe, but the whole world, are thoroughly 
alive to this necessity and at the present moment there is in progress a sanitaJy survey 
which is being conducted in some seventeen or eighteen European couotries, which are 
ali marked on this map {'mdicatlng} of Europe; and at the same time special, very 
representative committees of inquiry, oonsistiog of the foremost public-health govern
mental erperts, have been collecting information, on the one hand, concemiDg the Near 
East, and, on the other hand, concerning the Far East. 

It is not sufficient lor such information to be gathered. What is necessaiY is to 
try to bring into immediate contact the rank and file of the public services of the world. 
Here again during the last twelve months stepa were being taken to consummate this 
idea, with the object in view of an interchange of public-health oflicers of the various 
countries. At first, some eight governments participated in this interchangi:. Then 
there were seventeen, and now we hope still more. It is an interesting fact that in all 
of these public-health activities no distinction whatever is being made by the gov...,... 
ments; no distioction !lS between the victors, the defeated, and the recognized powers; 
medical oflicersof all nations are grouped together in perfect friendship. 

You will ask me now, perhaps, what is the connecting link between the various 
organizations? The connecting link exists in the follll of an interna.tional health 
organization. This international health organization is trying not only to correlate 
the efforts in the way I have described, but abo to make it its business to take the initia
tive in such eft"orts of international activity, from the medical point of view, which 
may have immediate and practical results. The international health organization• 
cannot substitute, and never will he a. substitute, for the public-health service of the 
va.rious countries of the world. The strength of such an organization can only lie in 
the fa.ct that it may a.ct through the intermediazy of every and any public-health service 
in the whole world whan the necessity arises . 

. Let me give you here an illustra.tion -taken from another sphere of activity a.lto- . 
gether. You know that diphtheria is being ~~!'&ted by injectious of antitoxin; it so 
happened that the measurement of the unit of poteocy had not been cacried on a.ocord
ing to a. uniform standard. Although the m.ediCa.l resea.rch had discovered a steoda.rd 
unit, it wa.s not uDiversa.lly adopted. Stepa were ta.lcen to do so, and eleven !Uremost 
resea.rch institutes of the world, -beginning with Japan, and passing through New 
York, Washington, London, Pa.ris, Brussels, Berlin, Frankfort, Vrenna, Copenhagen, 
Rome, Basle, through all these European countries and ending in Moscow, have, for 
the last twelve months, cacried on medica.l and laboratory experiments as a basis of 
lnternationa.l tea.m work according to a uniform plan, with the result that as far as this 
serum, at any rate, is concemed1 an intematio.nal unit has been finally introduced. 

You will ask me, perhaps, what is the constitution of this internationa.l health 
organization. "I:his international health organization is in the hands of a very repre
sentative committee in which practically all parts of the world are reptesented. There 
are representatives of the public-health service of Belgium, SwitJerland, Spain, Poland, 
Italy, Ja.pan, Brazil, India; there are representatives of France, and of Germany; the 
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surgeon general of the United States Public Health Service is acting in an advisory 
capacity, and. if occasion demands, the Russian Soviet minister of public health also 
attends those meetings. This committee has executive officers forming its permanent 
secretariat. Those secretaries may, perhaps, be looked upon as a staff of more or less 
interpreters who have to translate English into French, French into English, Italian 
into French, and French into some other language, and in doing so to try to- discover 
what is the common denominator for the efforts and the wishes o, all those public
health services. 

The International Health Organization may have, perhaps, to accomplish more, 
far more, interpretation of what is in the common mind, and, if I may end by paraphras
ing very famous lines, I may say. perhaps, tlut it is the foremost duty of the Interna
tional Health Orga.nization to see to it that recommendations and decisions requiring 
international action shall be carried out and shall be put into effect, and should there 
be any reason to suspect that something will go wrong, then "'ours is to reason why, to 
try to do the work and not to let it die." 

• 
HOSPITAL SOCIAL SERVICE AND HEALTH 

SOCIAL CASE METHOD IN HEALTH WORK 

Jana Tluwnl<m, Ct.>mmilta Dn DUpmsary Deoekpmem of lhe 
Utdkll Hospikll Fund, New Yori: 

In many minds and in much medical practice the two main requirements for the 
care of sickness continue to be isolation of the patient from his natural surroundings 
and pursuits and his restraint under the authority of the physician. This idea of the 
physician,s authority lingers in our everyday speech-'~ doctor's orders," "doctor's 
permission,'t "disobeying the doctor." It would not be difficult to show that the 
usual Conditions met by the physician in the care of skkness during past ages required 
both isolation and restraint. There are still today, and beyond doubt always will be, 
many disease conditions which are best managed by isolation and control. When 
pneumonia attacks us or an automobile runs us down. may we always find strong~ 
capable bands to control us; but to say that such have been, and to a considerable 
extent still are, the prevailing conditions under which medical work is performed does 
not deny that there are and always have been other factor.s. It may also be true that 
throug9 railure to recognize fully these other factors due emphasis has not always been 
given them. 

In the last two decades or mo"' an idea or treatment has developed which is the 
opposite or restraint and isolation, the idea, namely, that better effects can be obtained 
by making the patient a participator and co-operator in his own careJ and by handling 
him not in isolation from his everyday surroundings but with his surroundings as part 
and pan:el of him. Indeed, it has been fairly well demonstrated that the patient can 
be adequately und<I>tood and helped only as his surroundings a:e under.;tood. 

I do not mean fot" a moment to suggest that medical practitioners at large are 
thinking fint and foremost of the patient's participation and his orientation. I am 
fairly sure that this is not so. As nearly as I can get the general attitude of the medical 

• 
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profession, the factors of first importance are physical signs; that is.. chest signs, 
tempem:ture." blood pressure, mecbanjsm of" joint, measurement of ~ e~-inter
pKted in the light of past history, ouset and development of the disturbance, plus 
laboratory findings. 

Aa physicians reach fuller &nd deeper comprehension of physical signs, they 
s.re able to find them in earlier stages or to ;,.,Ja.te them in obscun: combinations. 
At thls point perhaps the physician first remgni,... the value of the patient's intelli
gence as co-operating in the search for pertinent symptoms and events. Then, when 
early signs can be interpreted and measures of relief or control decided upon, the patient 
and his world nearly always assume a large share in canying out such measures. The 
point of emphasis; here, is that medical pmctice itself creates the need of the patient's 
participation, and participation• creates the need for search into the highways and 
byways of the patient's being and encompassing world. 

· I believe I express only the general conception of those dealing with health prob
lems, including medical social worl<ers, in stating thst the job of so-<:alled "medical 
social service" has its place in modem medicine prlmsiiJy because of medicine's Jiew 
emphssis on the patient as partner in his own health care and on the patient's surround
ings as affecting Jhe cowse of health care. After watching medical worl< for several 
years, I have come to the opinion that while the more brilliant .,,..... ... as, in surgical 
technique, bacterial discoveries, functional interpretation, etc., may exhibit no large 
social component, yet the failures of practitiooers generally do exhibit insdequate 
understanding and management of the person treated. • 

Many items msy go to make up the causes for such failuie. J have heard physi
cians express commonly two opinions abeut the matter: that the responsible physician 
lacked really deep and sincere interest in the P,.tient, or that he was careless in his study. 
lloth these reasons would lay blame on the failing practitioner, hut they do not seem. 
to me to account for the great frequency of failure. I have known too many eamest 
physicians unable to convey or communicate pTs,ns or enthusiasm, and too many who 
were careless in the study of cases, who nevertheless had conspicuous ability for 
ma.naging patients. It seems to me that the old Idea of the patient as an isolated 
unit and. the doctor as unquestioned autjlority-"the Olympian attitude," as it has 
been called-plays a large part in frustrating medical effort. If I am not mistaken, 
this traditional attitude is being modified by tlie growing tendencies in practice which 
have called the patient's co-operative psrticipatioo and the orientation of the patient 
in his surroundings. Most practitioners today recognke the obligation to know "" 
much as possible about the sum total of the patient and to lind means of aecuring his 
active interest and help in promoting his own health. ' 

What are the areas of the bealth field in which thls new C<HlperBtive relationship 
between p>edical wisdom and human need for personal medical guidance appeara to 
require a special technique? The health field and the health work thereio.is probably 
co-extensive with civilized life, or, if we count in the wide-fiung undertakiogs of the 
Rockefeller Foundatioo, the Internatiooal Health Board, and other agmcies, the field 
and bealth work therein is accmately described as endreling the globe. Within the 
lield the operatiooa are divided into two kinds: those where the health service and the 
individual mee' and interact in respect to the iodividual's special requirements; and 
those where the health service meets masses of iodividuals in respact to their communal 
needs, either as to the needs of associated individuals or as to~eir depandence on the 
materi.al environment. · 
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It can be shown that some work of case-method nature underlies the foundations 
of mass operations, but it is generally agreed that mass operation as such is performed 
with a tec.lmique different from case technique.. Yet the two must be often combined, 
and it would be of real importance to case-method exposition to show that campaigns 
and crusades and broadcasting are more effective when followed by case work with 
individuals and with situations in which individuals a.re interlocked. It is, however, 
in the field of health work which deals primarily with the individual; that is, in medical 
practice proper, that a special case technique is needed. The phrase "~tive 
participation by the patient in the care of his own health" has been em played to picture 
headline fashion a need which is forcing radical changes in medical practice. 

Think just a moment of a few of the attributes which present-day medicine 
requires of the patient. I fancy even fifty years ago, before anesthetics and trained 
nursing were developed, that the attributes a patient needed most were courage and 
endurance. Today intelligence and perseverance can, I believe,. be put at the head of 
the list. The prescription of a modem practitioner for the care and management of 
conditions like rickets, gonorrhea, or diseased joints, requires a. fairly high level of 
intelligence, not only on the part of the patient, but also of his family. A very high 
degree of perseverance is also required in many kinds of maladies where long, tedious 
treatments are called for-the correction of posture, the correction of any habit, whether 
of our muscles~ glands1 or nerves. Syphilis is typical of certain conditions which require 
both perse\-erance and intelligence on the part of the patient; treatment is unpleasant 
and often shov.'S little result, is long drawn out and frequent, and all the while the 
patient may fed no pain or disablement. These problems cited are old in medicin~ 
but the part which the patient is asked to play in present -<lay treatment of these old 
problems is becoming far greater and more rigorous. Wherever medicine is practiced, 
more and more participation is being demanded of the patient. At the same time, 
also, this patient is being individualized and studied as he never has been before. 
Two facts are recogoized simultaneously: that each applicant presents a unique prob
lem, ~d, to a. far greater extent than had been thought, there resides within the appli
cant the means for solution of his problem. 

A case technique is used to seek the factors, especially those in the client's thought, 
his view of his own pligbt and of the people and things connected with him, and of 
previous events and actions that have induced his present state. FurthermoreJ a 
case technique is used to perform certain parts of treatment, explicitly and mainly 
those parts modifying and regulatiog habits and those controlling the things and people 
associated with the client. In major aspects the technique used for such study and 
treatment appears to me identical with that being learned and used in what we are 
calling u social case method," which is that of standard social work. 

It seems then to follow from the argument thus far that the use of the so-called 
usocial case method" in medicine is hardly to be described as S\lpplementary to the 
skill of another profession. The method seems necessary for the performance of com
ponent and integral, rather than of suppleroentary, parts of the service. That is to 
say, the physician-the practitioner---as distinguished from the sanitarian, has always 
practiced case method. Case m~thod emphasizes what is unique, &ngular, special 
among individuals,. while mass method emphasizes what is common to many and 
genecal. Each patient comes out of a different background and presents a condition 
peculiar to himself. He may resemble many, but the best medical tradition regsrds 
~as individual and unique. The J?l-Ore he is thus regarded, the more his ability as a 
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partner in working up his case is valued. So much for the need of ...., method in 
medkal pJ;actice. 

Now what do we know about the teclmique of case method? Does the experience 
of social worken throw any light on this teclmique? Can we give any idea of the actual 
process enacted within us? I have myself had dealings with seveml thousand patients. 
Attempts to reproduce in imagination the processes of my approach to them, my 
encoUilter, and exclumge with them yield me little. Every...., is different, I say, and 
I behave differently toward each. Yet we bow there are common elements and effects. 
Have I patterns, as it were, which I follow? It seems I must have, for I am sure I 
have passed through UIICilttainty and trial to assUlallce and comfortable eercise in 
respect to some pmcesses I seem to have had always in mind numerous effects I 
desired to accompllsh. Imagination of an accomplished effect seemed to stimulate 
my activity and determine the meaus I tried. Can I instance any general modes of 
behavior in encounter and exclumge with patients? I believe I use most frequently, 
and depend on, two. One cousists apparently of something of this sort: filllilg my 
whole mind with impi<OSIIions of the person befme me, obliterating for the time being 
any extraneous interests in order to sink into him and Imagine myself seeing his prob
lem through his mind and with his emotional reactions. The second may sound like 
an odd bit of coofession, but candor urges me to relate it, for I believe I depend on it 
more than on any other mode-<:onstant watching for humorous aspects, for combina
tions and conjunctions of aJfairs during an encounter which can produce a smile or 
laughter. 

This past winter a small group of social worker.., of which I was a member, endeav
ored to study the processes of interviewing in social case work. We discovered that a ' 
good deal bad been said and written about PJace, time, attitude, and other conditioDlng, 
cin:umstances, and a good deal about purposes and ends, but little of the processes of the 
participants or tile teclmique of operation as such. We had all had similar experiencei,' 
had all employed similar means and d~ We came to feel that an interview was• 
mme alive, more complex in organization, thaD. we had realized. In actual practice 
I believe we grew a little mme aware of cause and effect, grew better at utilizini!'an 

, advantage secured or avoiding a risk •• ,'fie agree that the interview is the social case 
worker's all-important means or instrument for gathering information and briDging 
about changes. We agree further in thinking that the teclmique for its performance ' 
may be improved in some measure by criticslly jodging effects secured and means 
employed, and exercising ingenuity to imagine better effects and better means. 

If medicine is more and more to seek the partneJship of the patient in his own 
care, than ways of discovering the patient's qualities and capacities and converting 
them to use must be leamed and taught. In order In teach an art we must be able to 
describe how its effects are .,Weved, as well as to feel and describe its eliects as such. 
The latter bas been beautifully done in the chapter "Social C.... Work in Being" 
in Miss Richmond's Ja.st book. But little bas been done, as far as I bow, to show 
the processes of acblmDg effects. Might it not be worth while to begin analysis with 
aome simple unit of operation, one familiar and much used, and seek to sepanste its 
component parts? One of the daily operations of every medical worker, doctor, 
social worker, end nwseis the instructing of patients. We all do it without much heart 
sean:bing, and fancy we b&ve conveyed mesning to the patient. Results show that we 
fail often, and yet I belie.., that we can, if we will take pains, loam to succeed. 
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The operation ('instructing" may be described as: getting the patient's state of 
mind, or usizing him up"; getting subject-matter over to him. 4'Sizing him up" 
may be itemized as: learning his store of information about the subject; Jeaming his 
store of misinformation about the subject; and learning his lack of information about 
the subject. V.'hen I have reached this point, three things have been accomplished: 
the patient has in a measure revealed himself to me7 l have in a measure revealed myself 
to him, and, most important, he has in a measure revealed himself to himself. 

You notice that I have at DO point in this wpposed analysis really described the 
proasses by which effects are produced. I have merely prepared the material for 
analysis. Did I ask questions or did I tell the patient something that suggested his 
telling me something? And how have I learned to choose one mode of approach for 
one manner of man and another for another? 

There is, I feel, DO aspect of medical practice that needs study and experiment 
more than this technique of patient management. Rough-and-ready methods we 
know, and rule--of-thumb practices help us to scramble through the day's work, but 
these are far from being the adequate systematized body of principles and practices we 
need for the conduct of any part of a business so vital as medicine. We need the 
help of great thinkers and educators like John Dewey. Even more I believe we need 
to study together our own procedures and products. Research into records of our 
work is good; research iDto the live thing on the wing is better. 

THE CONTRIBUTION OF HOSPITAL SOCIAL SERVICE TO 
HEALTH CONSERVATION 

Edith Baker, Direr.I<Jr of Soci<Il S...W:e, Barnes Hospilal, St. Louis 

What do we mean by "health conservation"? Health is defined as 11 that condi
tion of the living body in which all the bodily functions are performed easily and 
perfectly and unaccompanied by pain," but this only depicts physical health, the 
foundation upon which mental health must he reared if we are to consider the whole 
human being, for the mind of man is the great objective for which we build the healthy 
body. Conservation is variously interpreted as "to protect and develop the fullest 
usefulness of the great natural resources" or f•the act of keeping or protecting from 
loss or injury." It is with this latter function that we are primarily interested1 keeping 
or protecting individuals, families, neighborhoods, cities, states, and nations from loss 
of or injury to health. The individual is the unit with whom we are concerned, for 
national welfare and efficiency are largely dependent upon individual health and sanity. 

The general or special hospital occupies a strategic position in the whole field of 
health promotion and protection, although its role in public health activities is relatively 
modern. The main functions of a hospital are generally given as the care and treatment 
of the sick, techn.ical training of medical students and nurses, and scientific research; 
uy feeling of responsibility for servi£e to or education of the community is of recent 
growth. Before the construction of new hospitaJ.s. there is now a tendency to inquire 
into the needs of a community, thus endeavoring to meet them and avoid duplication. 

This growing social conscience of the hospital has undoubtedly been fostered by 
the soclal-servi<e department. Patients coming to a hospital or dispensary present 
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indications of conditions as they exist in the comm•mity; so patients with tuberculosis, 
lead poisoning, and trachoma introduce problems of communal health which the 
hospital cannot ignore. Here the medical social workers not only aid in the care of the 
sick, lizst by inteipreting to the patient his physical condition and necessary treatment 
and, second, by adjusting his environment so that treatment can be effective, hut alsp 
assist the public health IUlthorities, the industrial plants, and the schools to relieve or 
to prevent the diseases with which we are confronted in the hospital. Thus it is """' 
that medical social service reaches out from the hospital into the community to acccm
plish these results. The medical social worker must know her community, its housing 
and sanitary laws, its agencies for relief or family case work, its child-placing societies, 
its musing service, and all the forces that can be utilized for the betterment of health. 
She is interested in all organizations for the promotion of health, whether public or 
voluntary. While the majority of public health activities deal with the masses, the 
medical social worker reaches the units of the mass. Only by infiueocing the units 

. can you leaven .the mass as a whole. 
Doctors grow discouraged and are reluctant to diagnose and advise patients in 

dispensaries when there is no assurance of their =ommendations being carried out, or 
to care for those patients in hospital wards whose further treatment or post-operative 
·care after discharge <aDllot be assured. With an adequate c:orpa of social workers to 
help them, doctors are more apt to do their best work and so assist those whom scien
tific knowledge can aid to conserve their health. 

The study of the personal, environmental, and economfc situation of the individual 
patient, comprlsiDg the social data. gathered by the worker, gccasiooally aids the 
physician in making & diagnnsis, and is taken into consideration when the final 
pmgrsm lor treatment is outlined. Social treatment seeks to uphold the requhements 
of sanitation and hygiene, and to establish the standard& of health, through promotion 
of the doctor's plan of treatment, plus co-operation with social, educational, n:ligious, 
industrial, legal, and public or private health resources. To summ&rize: The-aim of 
hospital social work is to assist in the cure or prevention of diseese; the fuoction is 
service to the sick or potentially sick; the method is case work based on social diagnosiso 
and treatment. 

Hospital social service has contributed to health conservation by aiding in the 
early dingnnsis and adequate treUment of tuherculosis. It &SSUmes responsibility for 
the follow-up of su.pects, the instruction, supervision and disposition of tuben:ulous or 
pre-tuberculous patients, and the examination Of contacts. Through the interview 
with patients as soon &s the diagnosis of tuberculosis is established, and while they are 
in & receptive mood, social service can frequently infiuence their whole re&etion to the 
diseese and persuade them to follow the prescribed treatment. In maey localities, 
after the !izst interview, the remainder of this work is deltgated, through the social 
service department, to local boarda of health, tuberculosis associations, or public health 
nurses, but the social worker retalDS &n interest in the family until this pmgrsm is 
accomplished. 

Tbe annual mortality in the United States from all forms of cancer is estimated as 
90;000. While 8o,ooo soldiers died during the wu, during the same period, zSo,ooo 
people succumbed to cancer. Although the educations! campaign against this dis
ease has been carried on sioce the American Society for the Control of Concer W&S 

founded in New York in May, 1913, there is still much to be dono in dissemi••tin<! and 
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utilizing knowledge concerning it. Through ignorance of warning symptoms and delay 
in seeking medica1 advice1 many lives are needlessly sacrificed each year. However, 
early and accurate diagnosis of cancer is futile unless skilled surgica1 treatment can 
follow. \Vhen patients do not believe in the seriousness of their couclition, which may 
be painless, and refuse operation, the doctors tum to social service. In their private 
practice they have the confidence of their patients, and their advice is readily accepted, 
but in a cro-wded dispensary where time is limited, it is necessary for the social worker to 
supplement the doctor's arguments. The worker, by establishing friendly relations 
with patients and by careful and repeated explanations to patients and their fam
ilies, generally succeed in convincing them of the perils of delay and the imperative 
need of following the doctor's recommendations. 

The adequate follow-up of patients with syphilis and gonorrhea is recognized as an 
essential part in the program for the control and reduction of venereal disease. In 
many clinics this is the function of the social service. The worker also acts as inter
preter of medical data to outside agencies and the general public. In this capacity sbe 
can do much to educate toward a saner conception of the medical and social aspects 
of venereal disease. 

In recent years) heart disease, as a preventable infection, has been given careful 
consideration by the medical and social professions. The r6Ie of the social worker, as 
an assistant to the doctor in cardiac clinics, is well recognized. With adults her task 
is mainly ameliorating the hardships caused by the crippling of the wage-earner or the 
home-maker, arranging for rest, suitable employment, or the lightening of duties. 
With children, much can be done to prevent recurrent attacks and thereby establish 
good compensation. The social worker regulates the restriction of activity and sees 
that attention is paid to teethl tonsil~ and nutrition when indicated. H chorea. is 
present, the child must be carefully supervised, taken out of the home if necessary, 
and placed in restful surroundings. As heart disease vies with tuberculosis and 
pneumonia for first place among the causes of death, the prevention of cardiac cripples 
constitutes a major problem in health promotion. 

·From the point of view of numbers1 nervous disorders and mental disease present a. 
larger problem in the field of health than any other. Knowledge of the patient's 
behavior at home, at school, at work, and among his friends may be essential as elements 
in the doctor's diagnosis, yet inaccessible to him save through. the social worker. More
over she can do much to carry out the re-education, the family readjustments. or the 
institutional treatment which may be specified. As an interpreter of mental hygiene 
to social agencies, she contributes to the earlier recognition and better understanding of 
neuro-psychiatric problems. Because of the realization of the need of this skilled 
service, the trained psychiatric social worker has been developed. 

The whole field o£ industrial medicine has much to contribute to health protection 
by the control of industrial human wastage. The dangers of fumes, dust, stnined 
positions, and too long hours of toil are easily recognized but are not easily remedied 
when more emphasis is placed on the product than on the producer_ The medical 
social worker, as the connecting link between hospital, factory, and home, may be of 
service. But as yet we need enlightened public opinion and further medical leadership 
beiore mucb can be accomplished. 

The diminution in the maternal and infant death rates during the last quarter of a 
century has been gratifying. In pre-natal, sick, and well baby clinics much advice 
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given by the doctors would he lost if social service did not adapt it to the intellect and 
circumstances of the mother. This teaching net only assisl3 in safegwuding the health 
of the mother, but also if apectant mothers are given adequate iostruction c:onceming 
the care of their fir.!t bern, subsequeot clillclron will be mere apt to receive a fair start 
in life. 

The diSOiders of nutrition, which underlie so many of the Dlfldical poblems Bt 
with in the bcspillll, present a need fer cueful dietary instruction and hygiene teaching 
Wlth children of pre-school and scbool age, underoowisbment, if neglected, cltr.n leads 
to serious impairment of health. The hospital social womr is frequently confnmted 
with the task of trsining patieots or their parents to put aside aplong habits 
and inherited customs. In some hospitals these patients are treated in groups or 
eissses, but there is always the mussity of individualizing the instrw:ticm, for 
each patieot must he made to feel that the directicma are fitted to his particular 
needs. 

In orthopedie cliDics, doctors depend on the assistance of the social womr, -
only for the obvious task of procuring appamtas, but for supervision of patients, such 
as those with bone tubettnlosis needing long =umhent c:are. Many hospitals cuing 
for acute cases cannot keep these patients in their wards for the necess&Iy length of time 
to insure good .results. Chronfc hospitals or convalescent homes acceptiog this type of 
patient are few, and the ingenuity of the social worker is tued to povide the Decess&Iy 
resources. Also patients with scoliosis, infaatile pamlysis, and so on, - he followed 
closely until treatment is completed. Yet the .results in straight, active bodies, with 
as little deformity and functional loss as possible, c:ertamly justiliea every dfort. 
Such patieots are then assets rather then liabilities in the community. 

In additioa to service to individual patients, the social worker has the opportunity 
of raising the standard of health in other members of the family by hringiag them undu 
medical direction. Through receguition and interpretation of health poblems and 
hygiene-teaching, aot only the patieat but his family and associates may he-given a 
better grasp of the laws of health. Our numeious intemlaticma and depeadendes 
make the physical and meatal condition of each the concern of all, and in this IeSpec:t 
may not an enlightened a-patient become the most ardent and convincing exponent 
of health principles that any commuafti may have? 

Thelnlluence of hospital social-service therefore cannot he measured by ststistics 
of admissions or discharges of patients, for through the medium of the hospital it 
reaches-out in ever wideaing circles into the .,.,:..unitY, working with all the resowces 
in order that disease ms.y he prevented and health coaserved. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF HOSPITAL SOCIAL SERVICE 
IN FRANCE 

Margwrilo Noujlard, GmoriJI Diuclriu, Hospi~Gl SO<ial Wori, Pom 
Tea years age Dr. Charles W"mchester du Bouchet, at the time sorgeon of the 

American Hospital in Paris, was so struck during his visit to the ststes, by Dr. C&bot'a 
social service department in the M•"S"cbusetts Geneeal Hospital at Boston that an his 
return to Paris, he gave an enthusiastic description of this work to a few frieads. 
Among them was Dr. Nageotte Wilbouchewitcl>. who made from the tractsand-teriaJ 
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he gave her an impressive ieport on "Hospital Social Service." This report, bringing 
to light the necessity of social work in helping the doctors and the patieots, was 
read to the Society of Pediatrie in November, 1913. 

In March, 1914, Mme Georges Getting collected some funds, and, with the 
approval of Professor Marfan, the first "Social Service" was started at the Hospital 
des Enfants Malades, with a trained nurse, Mlie Oelker, as social worker. This 
work. grew very rapidly, and was appreciated, not only by the doctor!, who were happy 
to feel that somebody was there to see that their advice was followed and understood, 
but also by the patients, and by the nurses of the hospitals. 

In August, 1914, when the war began, evecything was stopped. Mme Getting 
and J>flle Oelker hsving contracted nUTSing obligatinns near the wounded, but some 
months later Professor Marfan, who had so much appreciated social service, requested a 
visiting nurse to resume this work, and it has been in her hands ever since. 

In 1917 Dr. Chsrles White, chief of the Bureau of Tuberculosis, of the Depart
ment of Civil Affairs, of which Mr. Homer Folks was director, entrusted to Mme 
Georges Getting, who had just finished her work at the American Ambulance at the 
·Lye&: Pasteur, the organization of hospital social service in the barracks. These 
barracks had been erected in baste in Paris hospitals to receive the soldiers evacuated 
from the trenches for tuberculosis. One of them was appointed to the sick wives 
(many o( whom were widows), mothers, daughters, and sisters of all fighting men, 
because- it was here among these poor anxious women that the social worker's presence 
seemed most needed. 

In January, 1919, under the supervision of Dr. Adair, of the Children's Bureau, 
social service was started in four maternity hospitals, l>flle Oelker, released from duty, 
taking the lead once more in Saint·Aotoine Maternity Hospital. Thtee other trained 
nurses were put in charge of Lariboisi!re-Tenon and Baudelocque hospitals. Within 
a few months Dr. Adair left France, caliing upon a very small group of people to carry 
on this work, and in July a French committee was organized to continue the work 
begun by the American Red Cross. 

·In the spring of 1919 the Bureau of Tuberculosis was also dissolved. Our chief, 
Dr. Garvin, transferred us, with the kind permission of Dr. Williams, to the Rocke
feller Commission, with two hundred and sixty-six thousands francs balance remaining 
from the revolving fund amu:ded to our work, Dr. Garvin feeling that this sum would 
be spent with efficiency. In June, 1920, & French committee, with the help of 
Dr. Louste, in chsrge of the tubercular wards at Uvry, was formed to take charge of the 
tuberculosis section. The social service already existing in Professor Uon Bernard's 
tubercular wards joined this section. Dr. Louste bas remained a fervent friend of 
50Cial service and is a great help to us in all circumstances. 

Ao attempt had been made by the children's bureau to provide two social service 
departments in children's hospitals with social workers) but this demonstration came to. 
an end when the American Red Cross left Paris. 

In January. 1921, hospital social service having proved so valuable to the doctors, 
an effort was made by ~fme Getting to secure a subvention from the Ministry of 
Hygiene, to enable the reorganization of social service in children's hospitals.. Our 
experience in maternity and tubercular wards enabled us to progress this time more 
rapidly, and within a few weeks the work. was started &t Hopital Bretonneau and at 
the Enfants Malades. 
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Having established social service on a finn basis With a paid worker at the head of 
each department giving full time to her work, with a nosponsible committee and 
treasury for each section, we decided to federate our groups under the name of "Hos
pital Social Service," so as to put more tmity into our methods of work and to gain 
more lotte in our appeals for public subventions. This fede!><tion took place with so
lemoity on May 31, xgn, a.t the Assistance Publique, under the presideocy of its di
teetor1 Dr. Louis Mourier.-

Following the advice of Miss Monica Moore, field worker of the Rockefeller Com
mission, who had been a very enoouragiDg and devoted friend, a committee on propa
ganda, under the prosideocy of Princess jacques de Broglie, had also beeo formed. 

· Since thet period we have worked incessantly to improve and en1a.Jxe our work. 
When the American Red Cross left Paris in the summer of 1920, eight hospital social 
services were working regularly under two separate organimtions. At the preseot 
date, May, •9•3. twenty.m: hospital social services are working in Paris, an under one 
organimtion. We have received subventions from the M"toistry of Hygiene, the 
Red Cross Societies, the Conseil Mnnicipal, etc., amounting to 64,ooo francs.. Our 
subscriptions have been 65,527 francs, and our committee on propaganda has brought 
in 63,957 francs. Our budget for •9•3 is oso,ooo francs. 

A section of surgery has just beeo adjoined to our hospital social service, the fi.tst · 
service being started under Dr. Dujarier in Boucicaut Hospital. This hospital is our 
field for demonstration, as the maternity wards, the tuben:ulsr wards, and the surgery 
wanls each possess a social worker. 

The Assistance Publique has tumed over to our work..;. in the maternity wards, 
for nearly eighteen months, the task of lilling in the records fnr each request concerning 
the assistance awarded to forsaken women, ancl quite receotly has entrusted us with the 
care of extending social service to the hospital sta.II suffering from tuben:ulosis. With
in three months our workers have t&keo in charge one hundred and fifty-three officials • ' 
and persounel. They are examined by Dr. Rist lit La!!nnec Hospital aod relim.! from 
an mental and lina.nclal difficulties during th.U ·illness. 

A mental hygiene dispensary for out-door patients has been attached to the Sf<'. 
Anne Asylum, and we have beeo asked to '!rganiae th.U social service, to do the follow
up work in connection with their patieote, and keep them in touch with the dispensary. • 

We have been requested also tO appoint a social worker in hospitals treating veoe
real diseases. Social service is most needed there, as the doctors do not know what 
becomes of their patients when they leave the hospital, and have DO way of persuading 
them to continue their treatment if interrupted. Our lineocial resources, however, 
do not permit us, for the preseot at least, to answer these DOW demand& With the 
hope of raising yearly subscrlptions ·and following your methods of work, we have 
engaged & propagaodist. She has beeo worldng for on!y three J!lOOths on special 
donations. This experiment has proved sufficiently successful, so thet our committee 
has agreed to keep her on until the end of the year. 

Having given you an outline of hospital social service in Paris since the time you 
turned it over entirely ta our hands, I want in a few words to tell you of the 
work itself. 

In the .....,.,;ty hospitals the social worker sees the women at the pre-natal 
oonsultations and gives them an the information oonceming the public assistance 
they are entitled to receive. She makes sure thet the fnture mothers will come back 
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regularly to the consultation. She visits them at home so as to know exactly the 
difficulties that have to be met and put aside. The worker encourages the mothers 
to nurse their babies. She exerts her influence on the mother who is tempted to aban
don her child> by drawing up, pencil in hand, a budgetJ showing that it is not impos
Sll>le for a woman, alone, to bring up a baby, with the co-operation of private and 
official assistance. '\\"'hen there are other clilldren in the familyt the worker sees that 
they are admitted to temporary homes, while the mother is in the hospital, and tries 
by every means to have her reach the time of her confinement in the best physical and 
mental condition. 

In the tuberculosis wards the first object of the social worker is to put the patient's 
mind at rest about his family during his absence from home. After having had the 
children examined1 she sends them to the country, if necessary, and sees that at home 
elementary hygiene is carried out. The social worker visits the patient's employers, 
asks for a relief during his stay in the hospital, and tries to obtain assistance to send 
him to a. sanatorium or convalescent home when the time comes. 

In the hospital wards the worker creates an atmosphere of mutual confidence and 
sympathy by being the link between the patient and his family or all other organization. 
When the patient returns home, she tries to find appropriate work for him and refers 
him to the district dispensary through the Medical Confidential Exchange. This 
excbaoge was organized by Major Duffield, statistician of the Rockefeller Founda
tion. We are using it now in eight hospitals, and have reported to it from our tuber
culosis section alone 2,978 cases utterly unknown to the dispensaries. 

In the children's hospitals the social worker assists at every out~patient consult&~ 
tion, and sees that the prescriptions are properly understood and carried out a.t home. 
The worker teaches the mother how to prepare die~ how to make a poultice, how to 
bathe a sick child, etc. She relieves the mother by finding temporary homes for the 
other children, so as to allow her to give up all her time to the small patient. She 
finds work for the father if be has none. The social worker is much appreciated 
by the doctors1 whom she assists daily by giving in a few words full particulars 
abOut the case. 

Our hospital work extended this year to S,ros cases, which were taken in charge 
and followed; u,BQ4 visits were made at home; 1,282 children were placed in foster 
homes ot sent to the country; 100 mothers with babies found situations; 71 infants 
were put out to nurse under medical supervisioo; 61 infants on the point of being 
forsaken were kept by their mothers; 3,645 cases suspected of tuberculosis or venereal 
diseases WC're sent to the dispensaries; 632 patients were sent to private sanatoriums; 
232 patients discharged from sanatoriums after recovery were provided with situations. 
Through our workers' personal effo~ 6 r ,soo francs were raised for the direct benefit 
of the patients or their families. 

The following cases have been followed up until they needed our assistance no 
longer: 

Mme S., who has already four clilldren, gives birth on November IS to three 
boys. She lives in the suburbs, in two small rooms, which became entirely insufficient 
with the three extra babies. The father has incipient tuberculosis. It being impos
aible to find better lodgings, we decided with the president of the Associations des 
Familles Nombreuses to rent near their present home, for- 450 francs a year, a piece of 
ground, where we instal the family in two postal wagons equipped as a home. The 
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association, above named, paid for the first year's rent· of the ground. The social 
worker mised. for this famjly x,235 francs, 6oo of which were spent in the acquisition 
and transportation of the wagous. Owing to this acquisition this family now lives in the 
open air and possesses a kitchen garden with poultzy and rabbits. The father has been 
able to retain his situation at the gas company near by, and, living in the same nei8h
borhood, they keep in touch with those who helped them out of these diflieulties. The 
mother was also provided at the """"' time with three cradles and infants' clothing. 

L L. is an American boy aged seventeen, an orphan, with two young sisters at 
school and an old feeble grandmother, who am ooly work occ:asionally a few hours a 
day ascharw<mum. He was admitted at the hospital, L& ChariU, for general fatigue 
and asthenia. After investigation, it appeared that this physical and mental depression 
was caused by deplorable hygiene. Ycnmg L. lived alone in a furnished room, his 
mesls consisting chiefty of hlead and chooolate. The different employers who were 
visited on his &CCOUDt all complained of his imgulari.ty at work and his neglectfulness. 
He was dismissed from different firms, and, being out of work, fared worse than ever. 
The social worker's first attempt was to send him, for at lesst three months, to the 
countly to recuperate, before trying to secure work for him. His ambition is to become 
a wireless telegrapher in the navy or on a cargo boat. After many requests to the 
American Relief Association to help send L to the countzy, we received 3co francs 
to send him for three weeks to the seaside in Brittany, but the joumey was so expensive 
that we insisted that this sum should be employed to send him to a convalescent home 
within a few miles of Paris, where the prlee of board was reduced for him from 10 to 7 
francs daily. Our committee promises a contn'bution so as to allow L. to remain at 
least two and one-ll&lf month& at Gambville. The worker's ambition is now to pre
pare L.'s future when be leaves the preventoiium. After investig&tiug the school of 
wireless telegraphy, he found that a sum of 150 francs was needed to pay for the 
courses, books, etc., and that x,oso francs were indispenSable for boarding at the 
Y .M.c.A. during six moirths; in allx,Soo francs• to set L. afloat. After two months' 
proceedings at the American Church, the MorgiD. B~ etc., the American Relief 
Association let our worker know that a group of Americans were disposed to help J:..• 
and to look alter him financially and morally. Our worker immediately got in touch 
with the director of the Y.M.c.A. and aSked him to receive L After a thorough 
medical examination, the Doctor at·GambviDe advised L to ~<SUme a norms! life, a 
fougex spell of idleness being bad for him, so on. the Jirst of March be came back to 
Paris, in good physical condition, seeming very anxious to resume work. He bas now 
in his own hands the means of making a good situatiOn, and his future depends solely 
upon the will he puts lnto his work. 

The members of the F. family are lnterestiug poople. They bsve seven children. 
A boy of nine has spine trouble, the yoUDgeSt bsby is aged five months. The father 
bas deformed feet from rheumatism and am ooly work occasionally. They live in 
dark lodgings, the lamp bums sli day long, but the rooms are kept remarkably tidy and 
clean. At the first visit the worker asked them if they had no Rlati,... in the countzy. 
They had a fath ..... in-law in the Department of Savoie who would be Ie&dY to rent 
them a home and a field but they couldn't afford to mo.., or pay the railway fare. 
From March t,fto June 04. the social worker tried to get these good poople back to the 
countly. At fast she collected, from different mganization.s 450 francs and their 
:railway tickets free of charge. They bsve written mquently since that time to so.y 
how bsppy they ...... 
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The results we have obtained are due chiefiy to tbe excellent qualities of our 
workers. We have a picked staff, chosen from tbe Amyot and Chaptal schools, tbe 
School of the Comi~ Nationalt the School of Pu&iculture in Paris, the Florence 
Nightingale School in Bordeaux. Each worker has a personality which we try to 
develop. Though tbe basis of tbe work is tbe same, tbe work differs according to tbe 
patient's needs and the doctor's comprehension of social service.. 

In Dr. Rist's and Dr. Armand-Delille•s Services, also in Professor Convelairets 
at Baudelocque Maternity, the workers are prompted to gather all medical information 
from tbe different clinics through which the patieot has passed, so that no previous 
diagnosis should escape tbe doctor's knowledge. They are prompted also to investigate 
and report on the psychology of tbe patient, on bis meot.ality toward treatment, 
or toward resuming work after a lengthy stay in a sanatorium, or having been for a 
long spell discharged from duty. 

So, to keep in constant touch with our workers~ our mornings are devoted to going 
the rounds of the hospitals. Once a week they meet in our offi~ each section sepa
rately, to discuss their case work. Once a month all the workers meet together to 
get well acquainted with one another, and help to solve the problems of a family 
who comes under the obstetrical~ the tuberculosis, and the child welfare division. 
These meet.ings are presided over occasionally by one of the doctors most interested in 
social work. Our workers hand us in every month a detailed report on their work. 
These reports are summed up every quarter to be read and discussed at our committee 
meetings, which are held regularly four times a year. 

Our office, at 44, Rue de Lisbonne, Paris. is open daily from 9 A.M. to 12 P.IL 
and 2 P.K. to 6 P.K., Saturday afternoon excepted. A staff of three people is always on 
hand to give out aD information applied for by numerous calJers. A set of files of 
all charitable organizations, kept up to date, can be consulted on the spot. The 
office takes charge of all tbe individual cases that do not come directly under the head 
of • hospital social service, many very deserving cases having been helped and provided 
for through this channel. 

· Professor Sergent, Professor Bezan~n, Professor Leon Bemard, Professor Con
velaire, Pro-fessor Jeannin1 Professor Marlen, Professor Nobkourt, Dr. Rist, and Dr. 
Guinon, all say that social service has entirely changed the atmosphere of the hospital 
wards, and that its in.Buence OD the students is very marked. We are very fortunate 
to work under their direction and to find so much keen and kindly interest shown us in 
our work. We hope to make hospital social service better known, and more appre-
cisted every day. . ' 

We are far younger in tbe field than you are, but we are doing our best to make op 
for lost time. Mme Georges Getting, who waa extremely sorry not to be able to 
attend this congress, pressed out committee to delegate me, not only to put before you 
tbe work that you entrusted to her, but also for me to gain more knowledge through 
your experience. Mme Getting is the soul of social workt and devotes all her time a.nd 
advice to our work. She knows bow to awaken the interest of everybody, and has the 
best influence over the social workers. We owe to her, alone, the work we have built 
up today. 1 hope that soon we shall see some of you among us in Paftss and that you. 
will then see for yourselves the work we try to acxomplish, after your example, for 
tbe good of humanity. 

Allow me, before closing, to exp""'" our deepest gratitude for all you did lor us 
during the war. Wbenevu I have met oome of you at home, I have tried to convey 
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to you that our people do not forget. It is a privilege for me today to be able to say 
before so many representatives of the United States that..there is no~ a poor family in 
France that bas forgotten the wonderful support given them by the American Red 
Cross. 

THE UNOCCUPIED FIELDS OF HEALTH PROMOTION AND 
DISEASE PREVENTION 

W. S. 11anim, M.D., S«relary, Sial< BIHri oj H<alllo, 
N~hC~M • 

The speaker has on sevenU. receot .,......;ems caDed attention to the Wst unoccupied 
field of medicine and the untilled field of health promotion and disease prevention, and, 
in discussing that phBse of our subject at this time, he can only repeat what bas been 
sald elsewhere. This field is of such great dimensions that to see it clearly and appreci
ate it fully it must he looked at in segments. So let us hastily glance at its main sub-
divisions. · 

· The problem of maternity involves annually the pregnancy, the labor, and the 
lying-in period of 2,750,000 women. During their pzegnancy these women receive 
but on&-fifth of the professional attention whiclJ. is needed both in the interest of the 
mothers and their children. From 30 to 35 per cent of them, in some sections of the 
country from so to 6o per cent of them, pass through not only their pregnancies but 
through the hazards and pains of labo>: without professiOlla! attention, being attended 
b)' midwives, many of whom are illitemte and the vast majority of whom ate under no 
public supervision or regulation. In their lying-in period it is safe to assert that the 
women of this country receive not more than on.,.thhd of the medieal care that all 
authorities, obstetricians, textbooks, und medical schools teach they should have. 
Considered in its entirety, it is altogether conservative and safe to say that maternity, 
involving the very soun:es of life and coloring, to & Jarg.. extent,,of the whole course of 
life, its length, and fullness, receives not more than on...third of the professiOlla! can 
that it should have. · 

From neglected and damaged m6therhood bow short is the step to impaired 
infancy! As a result of the neglect of motherhood, infancy is denied its birthright 
and given the mess of pottage instead-the artificial food in the place of the breast
and in consequence thereof we have a la!ge perCentage of the I,SOO,OOO cases of well
ma<ked diauhea and enteritis which annually allect our s,ooo,ooo infant popolation. 

Moving on without a break in the continuity of the hood which relates one disease 
state to another, we come upon 100,000 cases of the common communicable diseases 
which occur in eaily childhood, and we pause in thought long eoough to realli:e that 
much of the loss and damage to life by these diseases would be prevented if infancy 
weie better cared for. . ' 

Lying just beyond and dependent, to a Jarg.. extent, upon uneated-£01 mateinity 
and abnOimally fed and diseased infancy, we come upon the great problem of mal
nutrition, numbering its victims among the school population of this countly at from 
a,ooo,ooo to 4.f00>000· Emerson bas pointed out the close relation existing between 
malnutrition and the commoo defects, c:alling attention to the fact that 8o p..- cent of 
the children who suffer from maloutrition are allected with some of the common 
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Oefects. The prevalent defects of childhood, significantly referred to as" the common 
defects/' count their victims in the millions and include I,OOO,ooo public school chil
dren with diseased tonsils and adenoid~ 4,000,000 with visual defects, and 15,ooo,ooo 
who need dental treatment; all of them retarded and retarding our educational 
progress. 

It is important that in considering diseased infancy the social worker should 
think not in terms of individual diseases but of the causative relation which one group 
of diseases in infancy and early childhood hears another. There is a continuity of 
pathology which extends from matemity through the early years of life, which is plainly 
vistDie in the pre-school and school age, and which, as a shadow, is not difficult to trace 
through adolescence into adult life. 

The extent of disease in infancy and childhood and the surplus of untreated dis
ease over disease that is adequately treated impresses one with the size of the oppor· 
tunity and need for more adequate medical service during these early and telling years 
of life. Anyone familiar with the practice of medicine will agree that not less than 
from three to five times the medical science and care that is available a.t this age period 
is needed. 

Moving from childhood into adolescence we have to take into account :2-,coo,ooo 
fresh cases of venereal diseases that occur annually, and to these add the tremendous 
carry-over of old untreated cases and complications of last year and other years. This 
group of diseases largely supports three specialties and generously contributes to 
the general run of practice. Moreover, and most significantly, it will be admitted by 
the profession that this important group of diseases does not receive one-fifth the 
attention or one-fifth the treatment which the interests of society require that it should 
have. 

Passing now into adult life, attention has been called by the Life Extension Insti~ 
tute to the fact that only one-fifth of the adu1ts who need Jhedica1 treatment are receiv· 
ing it. 

Summing up. it must he clear, even with a hasty review1 that the field of medicine 
is nOt more than one-third, possibly one-fifth, occupied. 

Finally, we must understand that when medicine has gafued controJ to a reasonably 
adequate degree over the pathological phases of life, then the profession will utilize 
the opportunity for a still larger service-the opportunity that relntes itseH not to the 
small percentage of the population that is obviously diseased, but to the much larger 
percentage of the population that is appare-ntly well. The tendency of the medical 
profession, especial1y during the last half or quarter of a century, bas been more and 
more toward anticipatory treatment, or prevention, away from the pathological toward 
the physiological, away from the idea and work of repair to the work of improvement, 
of promoting health. The time is not far distant when we will realize that more can 
be done for society, more accomplished in raising the average level of life, by effort 
brought to bear upon the higher and medium levels than by effort expended upon the 
lower levels. To illustrate: it will be found less costly and of greater value to lift 
ten men from an 8o per cent to a 90 per cent level of life than to lift one man from a 
20 per cent to a. 90 per cent level. 

How is this vast fidd to be occupied? In the first place, it cannot be divided into 
two separate parts, one labeled prevention and the other cure, one restricted to occu
pancy by the health officer and the other to occupancy by the practitioner of medicine. 
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The pmctice of medicine, as has already been pointed out, has for many y.ars been 
extending its field of work to indode more and more of the CODditioos antecedent to 
actual disease. Moreover, it is a fact, as Sir James Mac"Keuzie says, that the medicine 
of the future will spend proportiouate)y less time in dealing with diseases that h&ve 
reached aD "advanced stage" and JD0R and more time 'lfith diseases in. the ICeady 
stages" and the "predisposing stages." The pmctice of medicine as applied to 
obstetrics, including pregnancy, which is a normal, physiological condition, but one 
with special liability to disease and accident, is perhaps the earliest and most important 
emigmtion of medical thought and pmctice into the physiological phases of life. The 
pmctice of pediatrics, dealing again with a normal but enfeebled state of being, is 
rapidly follmring the pmctice of obstetrics in RBCbing out from the pstbological and 
including the larger nonnal population. The recent stodies of the Life Erteosion 
Institute and other agencies, psrticularly the medical work of the army during the 
recent war, in physically invoiciog large populations, ""' seniDg to emphasj.,. the 
importance of the pmctice of medicine, becoming more and more the application .of 
biologic science to the whole population, sick and well alike. It is the business of medi
cine to anticlpste as well as to cure disease. To aoticlpste is to prevmt. Medicine 
has both the right and the obligation to pmctice the twin arts, cure and prevontion. 

Just as medicine has been eztending its Jines farther and farther away from the 
cure of emting disease and toward the anticlpstion of disease, so public health, with 
its iDitial interest and work largely nostricted to prevention, has found that much of 
prevonlion is predicated on treatment and thst to realize a further reduction in mortal
ity and morl>idity mtes, its program must insist upon aulu>g<ments for the more 
adequate treatment of disease 1 isease in reality as wdl as in anticipation-for, after 
aD, about the only dilterence between cure ·and prevontion is cJumologiral The 
public am no more renounce its interest ""d its rights in the treatment of disease than 
the medical profession am afford to restrict its work entirely to cure. 

In the development of medicine and public health the work of disease p...,...tion 
and disease treatment h&vehocome so closely related thstitis impossible to sepamte the 
two. Physiology lodes intp pathology, health into disease, as the green Jesf of spring 
becomes transformed into the brown death of autumn. The moa:upirdlield in medi
cine, of health promoti011 and disease p:Wention, cannot be sepamted into two parts, 
ooe involving the problem of cure,• the other that of prevontion. The two problems 
are insepamhle. 

The interrelated, insepamhle problems of· disease prevention and treatment, 
caonot be dealt with by two sepamte forces, one I""P"",.nle for cure and the other 
for prevention. Separation of forces means lack of UDderstanding and absence of 
co-ordin&tion between workers whose tasks are much the same; it means hicthm and 
contlict with resulting h&cm to both medicine and public health. Combination of 
forces means understanding. co-ordin&tion, and increased efficiency for both branches 
of medicine. 

But there is a much more important reason whY two forces, 011e a group interested 
in prevontion and public health and the other in the private pmcti<:e of medicine, 
canoot occupy this lield of disease prevention and health promotion, and this more 
importaot ...._ is thst, pmctically speslring, there is but one group which is or can be 
made anything like adequate for dealing with this problem. That gmup is the medical 
profession. If the health olDcials of this anmay ahould undertake to orplliR, 
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train, and enlist a corps of worker. sufficient to deal with the present field of disease 
prevention and health promotion, they would have to contemplate a. force of from 
roo,ooo to roo,ooo professionally trained officers; furthermore, that force would be 
engaged in a task so intimately related to the work of private practice, with so much 
overlapping, that there would be constant friction, conflict, lost motion, and inefficiency_ 
There can be but one well-organized force in the field of vital conservation, and that 
force must, both by reason and necessity, be made up of health officials, always greatly 
limited in number, and the rank and file of the medical profession. 

As the work of health officials and physicians cannot be separated but must be 
co-ordinated, an understanding as to related responsibilities is essential A proper 
division of responsibilities will be predieated on the general principle that the mem
bers of the medical profession shall perform such items of public health service) both of 
a curative and preventive character, as their training and number make possible, and 
that for such items of service they shall be paid a reasonable compensation, the medical 
profession taking into consideration, in determining what is reasonable compensation, 
the difference between bulk work and individual case work, between wholesale and 
retail prices; and, further, that health officials, representing the public interest, shall 
so organize and restrict their personnel as to provide for the medical profession render
ing the aforementioned services, the health officials devoting themselves largely to the 
enforcement of health laws, particularly quarantine1 passing upon items of service 
rendered by the profession for which remuneration is claimed1 and in so organizing. 
social and professional forces as to enable these forces to more completely occupy and 
bold the field of disease prevention and health promotion. 

HEALTH DEMONSTRATIONs--~ROGRESS TO DATE 
FRA.l\IINGHA .. 'I{ HEALTH AND TUBERCULOSIS DEMONSTRATION 

DcnuJld B. Armstrong, M.D., EucuJive Officer, Nationol Beallh 
Council, Nt:W York 

The chief yardsticks of progress in the Framingham Health and Tuberculosis 
Demonstration, without mentioning the research findings previously reported upon, 
may be brieOy described in the following way: 

First, the a.ssumplion of Mallh senti« responsibilities by local communily.-Up to 
the present time the local community, either through official or voluntary agencies, 
has taken over all of the pre-natal, infant, and pre-school work; all of the school health 
work; the genera1 health administntion of the community, including tuberculosis 
nursing, tuben:ulosis, and V.D. clinic work, etc.; a.nd, to a large degree, the health 
and disease preventive acti..-:ities in the industria1-age group. 

Second, incuasrd expenditures for Moilh u•Df'k.-The expenditures for health v.-ork 
in the conununity have increased from approximately So.40 per capita per year in 19-16 
to $1.25 per capita per year in 1911. In addition, the demonstration is still spending 
from So.so to $o.75 per capita per year on such services as the diagnostic consultation 
service, X-ray expenses, etc., so that • ..,-hen all the work is assumed, the total com
munity expense will be in the neighborhood of $J.oo per capita per year. 
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Tmm, sta&lical_......, of~-~ci'<Jk.-In 1922 the general death rate was 
n-48 per~ r6 per cent ~action under the rate for the pr1><1emcmstration 
decade average; the infant mortality rate for 1922 was 4r.r-.. so per cent reduction 
under 1916; the average tubettulosis de2th rate for 1921 and 1922 was 53·6--il ss per 
cent reduction under the pre-demonstration decade average, the zates being corrected 
for non-residence and certification emns; satisfaetery mrults have been "'P"fted for 
the first four and on&-haH months of 1923. Not only,.... there only two deaths from 
tuben:ulosis, but, in spite of a very active Consultation service, only twelve active 
cases of tubemJ!osis have been discovered. 

Fowlh, ~hero slill ,.........., ito F,..,....gluJm ~ fii<Wi 1D 14 done..-In the 
first place, there are such activities as the consultation service to be financed in some 
way by local agencies. Contn"butions from industries and other agencies are now being 
n=ived, covering a part of the cost of this service, and it is hoped that it may be 
wholly financed during rga3. There then remain eertain ever present problems of 
eflective co-onlination, eoonomkal and eflicieot organiaation, and local health leader
ship. However, the univen!ally strong sentiment for health worlt in the community 
and the popular and enthusiastic support for health erpenditureo-these and other 
factors-give BSSUI&Dce of the eflectusl solution of the problems of administr>ltion 
and leadership. • 

MANSFIELD CHILD HEALTH DEMONSTRATION 

W tJ1Ur H. Brmmo, M.D., IJirex;kw, M .,.jitld, Ohio 

The c:hild-health demonstration at Manslield represents a distinct type. It is an 
eflort to show what a typical rural county, containing a small industrial city (popula
tion 31,000), can and should do to assure all of its<hildren an equsl opportunity for a 
full measure of health. 

The prohlem is being approached by means of an alliance between the people oi 
Richland County and the National Child Health CoundL The funds for this live
year venture in co-operation are being lumished by the American Red Crosa. 

The goal of the demonstration is to develop. a c:hild health program which will be 
economically psactieal for the community, rather than to conduct an intensi"" labora
tory ezperiment. This does not preclude the posSibility of scientifu: study or interfere 
with the trying-<>ut of new discoveries in the health lield. 

The policy of the demonstration is one of assisting to build up all of the local 
agencies, public and private, which are concerned with the health of children. Guided 
by this policy, we have devoted our time and funds to the c:o-operative establishment of 
eertain services which are ConCeded to be .....,tial for the plO""Dtion of disease and the 
promotion of the health of c,hildren. 

One of the valuable instruments in establishing and guiding these services has been 
a series of national advisory committees~ which were orgsnir.ed hy the: child health 
c:ouncU. These committees are made up of :ecogniJed leaders in their particular 
fields. TbrougJ the generous assistance of these leaders, we have been able to profit 
by the experience of health workers in all parts of the United. States. 
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The demonstration began active operations in January, 192:2. A preliminary 
statement was made at the Providence conference last June. Tlris report is made to 
indicate the lines along which the work is developing. 

Community rdat;,m,hips.-The disposition of the servi= established by the 
demonstration will be dependent upon sound community relationships. We feel that 
we have established such relationships with the official and unofficial health and edu
cational agencies. The foundations have been laid for them to take over the parts of 
the work which have pasaed the experimental stage. This has already begun to happen. 

Medical seruice.-This service is in charge of a full-time pediatrist. The consulta
tion service (after the Framingham plan) has grown in amount and influence. As 
more and more of the local physicians have called the pediatrist, our medical relation
ships have improved in cordiality. To our main health center in Mansfield have been 
added two branch centers in the county. Through these centers, we have been 
able to furnish carelul health supervision to r .541 children under school age. The 
demonstration is assisting in establishing a system of medical supervision of schools 
through the co-operation of the county medical and dental associations. We have 
established a conference group on preventive medicine, which meets weekly at the 
headquarters of the demonstration. Through these meetings, sixteen of the more 
progressive medical men are being given a post-graduate course in preventive medicineJ 
with particular application to children. Two important bY-products of this activity 
are already apparent: the tendency of individual physicians to make health supervision 
a part of their private practice~ and an increased willingness to support the demonstra~ 
tion and actively participate in community health projects. 

Nuning seroict.-The nursing service is a co-operative undertaking between the 
Mansfield Public Health Nursing Association, Richland County chapter of the Red 
Cross, Shelby Public Health League, and the demonstration. Co-ordination of effort 
and improvement in nursing standards are being secured through the acceptance, 
by the local organizations, of the director of nursing of the demonstration as their 
executive. The work is being conducted on the generalized plan. The city and 
courity have been divided into districts, with one nurse responsible for all forms of 
nursing in her district. At present we offer pre-natal, obstetrical, infant, and pre
school care and school nursing. The work is growing rapidly. During the first year 
care was given to 1,443 cases. Of this number 1t057, were bedside care; 1,353 were 
instructive cases, approximately 26 per cent were pay cases. 

Health-Muro.Jitm strTiice.-one of the major activities of the demonstration is 
health education in the schools. Through the active co-operation of educational 
authorities, teachers. and parents, we are working out ways to make health habits 
attractive to children. It is possible for us to actively promote health education 
because the director of health education of the demonstration bas been officially 
appointed supervisor of health education both in the city and county schools. The 
teachers have been reached through institutes, con£erencn, and extension courses. 
At the beginning of the last school tenn we held a four-day health institute on methods 
of teaching health. This winter an extension course has been conducted in -affiliation 
with Kent Nonnal School. At present definite courses are being built up by the active 
participation of the teaching group, with the assistance of the advisory committees 
and field service of tbe American Child Health Association. 
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NtllriDim sm>iu.-'l'hls service is laying the fmmdatiODS for makiDg practical 
for ourrommnnity the newer knowledge of nutrition. It functiODS both as a ccnaultant 
to other divisions of the demODStration and as a promoter of special nutrition projects. 
The undernourished child is being approached at first with the normal group. Through 
physical examination by pbysicians, ema mid-momfog and mid-aftemoon nourish
ment, and special classroom teaching, an attempt is being made to bring the under
weight child up to normal. Special nutrition classes and a summer camp are to be 
used for the umesponsive cases. Through the home economics courses in the village 
and city hlgh schools practical. Instruction in nutrition is being given to the future 
mothers of the community. 

Rss~Mei sm>iu.-()ut of the needs of the local organizatiODS bas come a demand 
for a complete organization survey of the county. This is now in process of organiza
tion, with representatives"from the state departmen!s of health, education, and chari
ties and the Bureau of Juvenile Reseatth, Ohio Council of Social Agencies, Ohio Public 
Health Association, Ohio State University (Extenmon Service and Sociology Depart
ment), and Farm Bureau Federation. In the local Jield every agency, civic, seeisl, and 
health is to participate. The success of this venture in co-operation will be gauged 
hy the amount of this program which am be translated into a permanent part of the 
community 6fe. We are glad to report that Mansfield and Richland oounties are 
showing a willingness to accept the responsibility for those parts of our wwi which 
have passed the experimental stage. 

EAST HARLEM HEALTH CENTER. DEMONSTRATION 
(Department of Health, City of New Vorl<, and Twenty-two 

Co-operating Agencies) 

K......,. .p. W~; &:oculi"" O.ffjur, &.1 H.,_ Hoallll 
c...w, N., Y or1o 

The East Harlem Health Center is a demonstration in which twenty-two health 
and allied agencies have come together to solve some of the probkms and difficulties 
presented in the co-ordination of healtli aetivities in a latge city. 

For eighteen months these l!wenty-two agencies have been working together in 
one building on the upper East Side of New Vorl< City, under a plan developed hy the 
health service committee of the New Vorl< CountY Chapter of the Ameriam Red Cross. 
The two main objects of the demODS!mtion were to show how, wbile enjoying complete 
autonomy each in its own field, the local health and allied groups could be a>
ordinated and what it was possible to do in the way of establishing a well-rounded 
health program for a district of about too,cco persons. The wwi bas been canied 
on by a oouncil of representatives from each of the a>-QPer&ting agencies and a selected 
group of neighhorhoo.Ueaders. 

Before the health center was opened, a system for c:orrelating the reports of the 
various activities was wwied out. Thls involved a careful stody of the e.isting reoord 
systems, the cJassjfiration of similar items of service, and the prepamtion of forms OD 

which all of the agencies could report their work. This "health bookkeeping system" 
as it is called, has made it possible to watch the work grow and to oompare the services 
being rendered with the community's health needs. 
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The day the participating orgazlizations left their various neighborhood bead
quarters and came together all in one house, the first important step toward tbe co
ordination of health activities was taken. But this was only the beginning. They 
had still to lea.m whether or not public and private agencies. which had so long w-orked 
apart, could live together in peace aod amity and effectively relate their services for 
the common welfare. 

To help solve these questions, a house counciiJ made up of the heads of all the 
services operating in the building, has been meeting together and thinking together 
since the health center's opening. A tangible result of this thinking and working 
together appeared at the end of the first year, when it was found from a comparative 
study that the services of the agencies previously working in the district had increased 
4T.2 per cent. In the case of only one of these organizations was there an increase in 
personnel. 

The agencies have also carried their work of co--ordination and health-service 
building out into the community. This is weli illustrated by the health program devel
oped in the local schools. During the first semester of each year a series of health 
talks and demonstrations is given. In the second semester, and this is the part of the 
school work in which the principals and teachers are particularly interested, a local 
interschool contest is held, in which prize scholarships are awarded to the two teachers 
developing the best classroom program of health-teaching. This competition is super
vised through an arrangement with the Ameri<:an Child Health ~tion, and ha.s 
as its aim the permanent establishment of regular courses of classroom health-teaching. 

Each spring the children who are to be registered in the kindergarten or I-A 
the following fall, are brought to the schools by their mothers for a physical examina
tion by the school doctors. During the summer the physical defects discovered are 
followed up for correction by nurses from the health center. 

Intensive methods which may be applied by a. local co-<>rdinated group are weli 
illustrated by a house-to-bouse canvass for health education recently started. It was 
decided that every faruily in the demonstration area should be periodically visited 
and the message of the health center personally given. To this end education¥ visits 
are being made by nurses from three of the co-operating agencies. 

A careful study of the community's health assets and liabilities disclosed a. number 
of gaps in the district's health work. One by one the missing services have been 
provided through the co-operation of the health center agencies. For example: A 
bureau of health information was established by the New York County Chapter of 
the American Red Cross and a general medical examination clinic, by the Bureau of 
Pnventable Diseases, of the department of health. The Association for Prevention 
and Relief of Heart Disease put in a catdi&c clinic. A psychiatric clinic was estab
lished by the New York State Charities Aid Association. Two needed services for 
which there were no existing agencies-a dental clinic and nutrition work-were pro
vided by funds from the bealth<enter budget. 

A demonstration is being conducted within the area to determine what might be 
considered adequate nursing and health service for a district of 40,000 people, what 
such service costs, and how the work can best be done. This experiment is known as 
the "East Harlem Nursing and Health Demonstn.tion." The four agencies conduct
ing this. demonstration are Henry Street Visiting Nurse Service, the Maternity Center 
Association, the Association for the Improvement of the Condition of the Poor, and the 
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New York County Chapter of the American Red Cross. The annual budget is $6s,ooo, 
half of which is contributed by the four co-operating organimtioas and half by a New 
York foundation. This work has been in opemtion only a few month&, and it is per
haps too early to attempt any c:onsideration of its results. 

It will be interesting to give some idea of the amount of work done by the East 
Harlem Health Center agencies. DuriDg the past eighteen months 14.823 different 
persons, or IJ per cent of the district's popofation, made g8,r6!J visits to the center. 
Of these calls 64 per cent were to bealth clinics; •3 per ceot were to educational services; 
9 per cent to family welfare agencies; and 4 per cent to nursing organizations. In 
addition, 71,817 visits were made to the homes; ss per cent of these ...,.., for bedside 
nursing care; '9 per cent follow-up clinic visits and 26 per cent welfare visits. A 
comparison of these figures with a similar period before all the agencies came together 
under the health-center plan shows an increase in services rendered this district of 
more than 8o per cent. To produce this result, approximately only 10 per cent was 
added to the community's normal annual -diture for bealth, nur.Dng, and family 
welfare work. 

The following two points in the progress of the East Harlem Health Center 
Demonstration are submitted as wolthy of careful c:onsidemtion by public health 
administrator.!: all of the public and private health and allied agencies in a defined 
local area of a large city have come together and WOlked togethu in one building with 
no important difficulties;. health wolk in the demonstration area has been very nearly 
doubled in the spsce of a year and a half. 

MULBERRY HEALTH CENTER DEMONSTRATION 

J olm C. GNJIJarl, Diredor, Dep.rlmml of SocUJl W elf an, New Y .,.k 
A:socUJlm for I,.,...,., lhe t;...amo.. ~ lho p..,. , , 

We began the work of the Mulberry Health Centu with the conviction that the 
most conspicuous gaps in preventive bealth work with children lay in the pe-natal 
and the pre-school period. Our pre-natsl service combines nursing instnlction to the 
expectant mother with a eareful obserw.tion of her condition, nportii.g back to the 
doctor in the pre-natsl clinic unusual and aJs.mpng symptoms. 

Since the pre-na.tsl work is the entering wedge, the extent of this service measures, 
in a fairly definite way, the extent of our influence in this area. For the past three 
yeats, fully so per cent of the births of the area. have been reached through this service. 

The eumina.tion clinic for presumably well children of the families reached 
through our nursing service is a.n essential feature of our preventive health program. 
In April, I9-19, we opened our own examining station in the. district. At present we are 
examining approximately 2,000 children a.nnually. There has been a steady increase 
in the number of children of pr&-School aga examined at this clinic. Defective nutrition 
has roceived particula.r &ttention from the very begioning of our campaign. During 
tho first year five nutrition classes were in operation, but the work with school children 
has gradually been reducecl, until todsy we are devoting practically all OUI attention to 
children of pre-school age. 

AU children of pr&-Schoo1 age, who"!" diagnosed by the doctor as under-nourished, 
are referred to the nune for the com:ction of physical defects and to the nutrition walker 
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for nutritional care. With children of this age class work is obviously impracticable. 
The work must be done in the home. The workezs visit the homes of the children, 
weighing them on a portable scale and calling to the mother's attention errors in diet 
and hygiene which are preventing the child from making the proper gain. At the end 
of three months those children who have made good gains are brought to the doctor 
for re-examina.tion1 to detennine whether they are still below grade. H they pass the 
doctor's examination, they are discharged but kept under observation for three months 
to see if the health habits have been firmly established and the child has eontinued to 
make good gains. Those who, during the first three months of care, have not re· 
sponded in spite of the improvement of health habits are usually problem cases and 
need further observation from the doctor~ 

The dental sen ice for school children which we have been conducting for three and 
a half years in this area can hardly be adequately described in this brief report. The 
May number of "!!other and Child," however, gives a full account of this interesting 
service. Our plan has been to concentrate our staff in the schools where no work has 
been done and whe-re work. may go on from year to year without .interruption. In 
this way we are assured that the work is being done where it is most needed and where 
the continuity of the service would enable us to secure tangible results. 

One of the greatest contributions to be made by the health-center movement is the 
better understandiog of health problems presented in particular areas, which intimate 
and intensive neighborhood work makes possible. A careful study of the defects 
found in the pre-school age period clearly indicated that the outstandiog defects of 
this group were attributable to the high incidence of rickets among babies. This ]ed. 

to our undertaking. in co-operation with the health department, an interesting cam
paign against this disease, which promises to be a most effective preventive measure. 
An industrial and sickness census made by our staff last April has unearthed a wealth 
of material both as to the eeonomic resources of the neighborhood and the types of 
illness which it encounters and the type of treatment afforded. A study of the vital 
statistics of the area for a five-year period shows an alarming mortality among children 
from "pneumonia and among adults from tuberculosis, which calls for an intensive 
drive against these diseases if appreciable savings of human life are to be made. Out 
of the weighing and examining of children has come a study of the relation of height 
and weight to undernutrition, which promises to be a real contribution to this pressing 
nationa1 problem. 

THE Cffi,IMONWEALTH FU?rr> CHILD HEALTH DEMON
STRATION PROGRAM 

Courlt:nay DiniJ.•iddie, Exaulit>e Director, Amaicon Clsild HWlh .AssDcialion, New YDI'k 

The child-health demonstration program financed by the Commonwealth Fund 
is a venture in co-operative relationships between three communities of the United 
States and a national committee, in the interests of mothers and children of those com
munities and of the nation. 

The demonstration program is based upon a fairly simple creed. No mother 
should die or be injured in childbirth because of lackofknowledg< on her part oro{ proper 
medical and nursing attention. Every haby should be bom under circumstances 
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that insure a healthful and vigmous start in life, so far as possible. Eftl')' child should 
have the acJvaa~ of wholesome Jiving conditiODS and of health supervision which 
will maintain freedom from defects and facilitate a sturdy development. All boys and 
girls should leam those habits and acquire those ideals and attitudes which will contnD
ute most to the making of strong bodies and minds and the P"'P&'''tion for grestest 
usefulness to their fellow-citizens and to their country. The rommittee believes that 
eftrY child should have health supervision from before birth until adult life, and that 
eftrY mother should have the best advice and guldance. Each stage of thO child's 
development has its especial needs. Aay souod plan for the protection of children and 
the promotion of their health must, of necessity, be closely woven into a complete plan 
for the health of the entire community. To help bring this about in each demonstra-
tion community will be one of the aims of the committee. · 

As part of the program of child conservation, the committee will advise the estab
lishment of certain definite services, as they may be required by each community. 
Plans for these will be arranged and details earned out in co-operation with the local 
agencies and in conformity with conditions in the individual community. A oenter is 
planned for each of the demonstration communities, at which, with the ro-operation 
of the local physicians, pregnant mother& may receive advice and supervision together 
with visiting-nurse service throughout the period of maternity. For children up to 
two years of age, height and woight records, periodic e»minations, iustruction to their 
mother& in care and feeding, and visiting-nurse service when required, will be available. 
There will be similar supervision for little ones from two to si:J: years of age, including 
also thorough e»min•tion as .. safeguard against defects and reference to the family 
physician for correction. 

School c1Jild,m.-A. complete plan of health protection, education, and develop
ment for the 11C11oc>J child is comidered of grest importance by the <x>mmittee. Aay 
measures for the health supervision and education of the child in the schools involve' 
the complete co-<>peration of the physicians and nU~SeS, sympathetic unde<standing 
and appreciation by the teachers of the principles" of health education, and ro-operation 
of the parents. The latter may be stimulated by group meetings and discUssions "on 
the part of the parents, by home visiting, and general educational DlOilSW<S. Such 
co-<>peration of parents and citizens is Ossential to the understanding and permanency 
with 'W'hkh any measures are carried on by the oomwmitya F"""""" , .. ~.-The rommittee ~ charge of the Commonwealth Fund 
demonstrations has been granted an appropriatinn estimated as sufficient to cover three 
live-year demonstrations in three dillerent communities of the United States. Tbe 
sum to be spent in each pl.aee is not a had one, but will depend almost entirely upon 
the extent to which the community is prepared to carry on permanently work which 
may be initisted by demonstration funds. The committee is willing to finance the 
begiDniog of any type of work which is sound and definitely for the health of mother& 
and of children of any age, provided this is coosidered as a mst step toward the com
munit)"s taking over a supervisory and financial responsl"bility for such work within 
a fairly brief period. In addition, the committee willlinante overhead expenditure& 
and nseareh and ezperimenta.l work, which should DOt be a permaaent charge upon the 
community, but which is necessszy to proper guldance of the work as a national experi
ment and to a study and presentation of the results. 

S•;tnisorJ ru~.-A committee of representatives of the governmental 
authorities of the community-the physicianf, the educators, the business, labor, and 
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chic organizations-should, from the very beginning. take its part in guiding the local 
work in co-operation with the director of the demonstration, who will represent the 
committee in each community. 

Basis for sekaion.-The committee has laid down very simple conditions upon 
which it will judge of the eligibility of a community. The whole health situation, the 
needs of the community, its co~perative spirit, and its ability to carry on the work will 
all be most careiul1y considered in comparing relative qualifications of different com· 
munities. 

TM Fargo demonstralion.-Fargo, North Dakota, was chosen from twenty-nine 
cities which made fonnal application for the first demonstration in the upper Missis-
sippi Valley region. Doctor William J. French was selected as the director of this 
demonstration and soon after his arrival at Fargo he assisted in the formation of a local 
committee representative of the government forces and private associations interested 
in the health, social service, and civic development, and of the physicians and other 
groups. This local committee has been meeting regularly, and takes a keen and active 
interest in the affairs of the demonstration. With the full approval of the medical 
society, a whole-time pediatrist has been engaged actually to carry on medical examina
tions and to act in a consulting capacity with physicians who wish to help develop 
standards for pediatric practice in the community. The city commission has voted 
to engage a whole-time health officer who will be employed, on the pay-roll of the city, 
about September 1, '9'3· His salary will be paid in part from the funds of the d.,..,on
stration during the few months intervening. if he is appointed prior to September I. 

Three nurses already employed in the city, two of them in the schools and one 
engaged in work for the under-school-age chi1d, together with three additional nurses 
supplied from the demonstration funds, have joined forces in the development of one 
complete pla.n of nursing for the city. Afiss Brink, of the sta:II of the National Organi
zation for Public Health Nursing, has visited Fargo and made a study of the local 
situation. Advisory assistance also will be given by members of the staff of the Ameri
can Child Health Association. A well·baby conference carried on by the local chapter 
of the! American Red Cross has been continued, and in addition another one is being 
started at the demonstration headquarters with the close cCKJperation of the physicians. 
The dentists have volunteered their services in the examination of the children in the 
kindergartens and the first and second grades of the pubfu: schools. The pediatrist 
has examined the children in these grades in four of the public schools since his arrival 
on April IS. 

Limitations.-The committee does not imagine that any of the three communities 
in which the demonstrations will be located will, in the course of five years, develop a 
perfect working program for the health of the children. It is probable that other 
es>mmunities will have achieved much better results in some lines of work for mothers 
and children than any o( the three in which these demonstrations will be carried on. 
It is, therefore. with no thought of reaching the millenium so far as child health is 
concerned that the committee anticipates possible results of its efforts. It doe~ how
ever, very definitely hope that each of these three communities will show a gain in devel
oping its owu resources IUid in enthusiastically concentrating its energies upon the pro
tection of its mothers a.nd children, which will be an encouragement to other communi
ties to carry out energetically the same measures. It is the hope of stimulating real 
progress rather than of the achievement of a perfect plan that is the committee's 
incenti\.-e. 
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A losi.-The Commonwealth Fund appropriation will make it possible to answer 
several qu~tions as to what such demonstrations can give to the health of our mothers 
and children: F'll'St, how far can the assi!!lance of such & child-health demonstmlion 
committee, as thet fanned by the Commonwealth Fund, help three more or less typical 
communities to develop their own resoUtteS for S&ving the Hv... of mothers and b&bies 
and for promotiDg the health, strength, and sound development of children of all ages? 
Seamd, wb&t is the relative value and oost of som" of the measures to this and, so f&r 
as this can be determined, in the brief period of five years, under more or less comp!a 
conditions, the effect of which may not be easy to determine in so short a 
time? ~ what practical lessons can the average commtmity which is not assisted 
by outside fonds learn from such demonstmtions as to how it may develop the best 
ml>thods of sa.ving life and promotiDg health under conditions such as it faces? 

Whatever are the answers to these questions, it is ceriain thet the national asso
ciations in touch with thes~> three community eHorts willle&m much thst can be given 
to the cause of maternal and child health everywhere. 

MILBANK MEMORIAL FUND HEALTH DEMONSTRATIONS 

Jolm A. Kingslnw)>, Seaaary, MilbW Memorial Ftmd, New YorA 

Practically the entire year of :1922 was spent by the technical hoard and the 
advisoly council of the Milbank 'Memorial Fund, with the intimate <XK>peration of 
the state department of health and the State Charities' Aid Association, in studying 
counties and cities in New York state availahle for health demonstmtions. As the 
result of c:aroful statistical and sociological surveys, the choice has finally rested upon •. 
Cattaraugus County, in the southwestern paxt of New Yorlr. state, and th .. city of • , 
Syracuse, as the industrial city, while the mewpolitan district remsins yet to be 
chosen. The results of a year's cieh'beration may be summed up in the title of the pro
gram which has been adopted finally, viz., the "New Yorlr. Health and Tuberculosis 
Demonstmtions of the Milb&nk Memorial Fund." It will be noted thet the program. 
is no lOll&"' c:alled "A Plan for the Control of Tubereulosis in New Yorlr. State," and 
also thst tubereulosis takes second Place in the title. 

The chief respons1'bility for results will rest upon the local public authorities and 
voluntary agencies. These authorities and agencies will hsve at their disposal the 
expert services of the techoical hoard, the committee on tubereulosis, and Public 
Health of the State Charities' Aid Association, and their respective stalfs, supple
mented, when and as required and requested, by the state department of health. The 
detalls of local programs "" submitted to the Technics! Beard, or perhaps individual 
projects in the prognuns, will be carefully studied by thst hosrd,.the results of the study 
reviewO>d by members of the advisoly council, and, finally, the projects will be sub
mitted for the consideration of the hosrd of directors of the Milb&nk Memorial Fuod, 
which, if it approves, will make appropristions ,....,mmended by the Techoicallloanl.. 
Approval and appropriations obtsined, the Technical Beard will in tum be respons1'ble 
for the distribution of functions and fonds tu the various agencies, state and local, 
responsible for the operations. 
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Cattaraugus County has a population of about 72,0001 and occupies an area of 
approximately 1,343 square miles. It is located in a picturesque section of New York 
State, in the valley of the Alleghany River, adjoining the state of Pennsylvania. 
When this county was selected, it contained fo-rty-nine more or less autonomous 
health districts, boards of health, and health officers. The first, and certaiDly not a 
mean, achievement resulting from the selection of Cattaraugus County wa.s the action 
taken by the board of supervisors on authority granted by a recent act of the legis
lature, which permits a county, with the approval of the state commissioner of health, 
to establish a single health district and to appoint a board of health, which is authorized 
to appoint a county health officer. This has all been accomplished in Cattaraugus 
County. The county has made compa.mtively liberal appropriations from its own 
funds as an earnest of its desire and intention to co-operate. It has chosen one of the 
most highly qualified health officers in the country for this position of leade:ship-
Dr. Leverett D. Bristol, recently professor of preventive medicine1 University ofMinne-
sota1 and formerly commissioner of health of the state of Maine. The demonstmtion 
in this COUDty is rapidly crystallizing into an effective organization, but the program 
still remains fluid. 

If I were asked to indicate how this demoostration may he distinguished from 
others, I should he inclined to say by its UDiversality. It deals with larger groups of 
population than other demonstrations; the character of the population is more varied; 
it has a greater diversity of population and environmental conditions. The Milbank 
demonstrations are concerned with aD age groups; the diseases and conditions dealt 
with are universalr and the demotl5tratkms include mental a.s well a.s physical health; 
there is universality of participation; evezybody and every organization in the demon
stration units are included, public and private agencies alike. There is no sharp 
time limit on the demonstrations; they deal with health not in its narrowest sense, 
but rather in its broadest social setting and social implication. The demonstrations 
of the Milbank Fund may he called efforts at social control of physical and mental 
welfare. 

SOCIAL ASPECfS OF MEDICAL RESEARCH 
PROMISING FIELDS OF MEDICAL RESEARCH BEARING 

ON PUBLIC HEALTH 

William H. Park, M.D., Direclor, Heallls D~Parlmenl Laboratorks, 
N.., Y~Wk 

The topic assigned to me might seem on first thought to permit of almost endless 
suggestions. This would be true if it were not for the limiting word '~promising." 
In the past, as it will be in the future, the importance of many problems affecting the 
public bealth has led us to attack them even though we had merely the slightest 
hope that we might be successful in obtaining a solution. Most of these attempts end 
in failure, but occasionally they result in brilliant discoveries and in marked advances 
in our measures to promote the public health. 

A3 my research experience has been confined largely to the prevention and cure 
of the commUDicable diseases and to the relations of micro-organisms to disease, I 
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will conline my remarks to this :restricted field. Those who discuss the subject will 
be better able than I to suggest promising lineS of research upon diseases due to such 
causes as a deficiency of vitamines or of types of nutritious elements or of intemal 
""""'lions. The striking results aheady obtsined from these lines of research in the 
prevention of rickets, scurvy, pellagm., and diabetes are known to all of you. 

A stody of the history of the rise and decline of many of the different communicable 
diseases a!Bicting mmlkind brings to us the interesting information that with settled 
communities during the past fifty years in nearly every instance there has been a 
great reduction in the number of deaths, while ODly in a few has there been aoything 
like an equal reduction in the number who become infected. Thus, while most of us 
now as was the case fifty years ago at some time in our lives still become infected with 
a little toherculosis, ODly one-third as many die as fifty years ago and less than half as 
many develop serious illnesses. 

Scarlet fever, while it has diminished ODly perbeps one-blf in its morbidity rate, 
has decreased 95 per cent in its mortslity rate. The fact that in these and other dis
eases where we have developed no efficient vaccine or where we C&DilOt destroy the 
connecting carrier of the disesse, as the mosquito in yellow fever and malaria, or 
destroy the virus in our food, as in the sterilization of water and the pasteurization of 
milk, leads us to the comforting knowledge that by increasing the body resistance to 
the development of infection by non-specilic means we bring about a lessening of the 
virulence of the infecting microbes. There appears also to be an increase in the aver
age immunity of the populetion. We thus gradually cause a decline in the severity 
of the individual communicable diseases while we are stdvhig more or less successfully 
to eradicate them. 

Before considering the :reasons for these changes in the severity of many of the 
communicable diseases and suggesting fields of further research, let "us first review a 
few of the changes thet have taken place so that we may be assW'ed of the correctness• ' 
of our stateroents. 

In the decades ending in x873, or fifty yeats ago, and those ending in 1923, we 
lind the following contrasts: 

. . 1873 •893 •9•3 
Scsrletfever 

Death tate gr 3I 4 
Sickness 300 ISO 

Measles 
Death rate a• x8 ro 
Sickness 450 420 

The drop in the number of death& from measles can preb&bly be attnl>uted to 
better medical care, inereased. average specific resistance to infection at the time of 
contracting the disesse, and of average lessened virulence of the measles microbe. 
The drop in tuberculosis is due to the same causes and also in addition the increase in 
non-specilic resistance through better food, rest, and change of environment and the 
elimination of bevine infection in the young through the pasteurization of the milk. 
The drop in ~ deaths from scarlet fever is due to the same causes as measles and, 
in addition, the preveotion ol many from ever becoming exposed bel:ause of bettex 
isolation of patients and the pasteurization of milk. 
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It is also probable that in well-populated communities there is a gradual increased 
specific immunization of the average population;. partly by the most susceptible 
dying and so not adding to the population the probably very susceptible children, and 
partly by immunization through becoming carriers of attenuated pathogenic bacteria. 
Thus we know that during the war the men from the cities developed less severe 
respiratory infections than those who were from the farms. We know that the endemic 
typhus virus is much less virulent than much of the foreign virus, and that there are 
forms of endemic smallpox which are much less severe than that imported from outside. 
We also know that children in the city who are immune to diphtheriat as shown by a 
negative Shick test, show a much higher percentage than those from the country. 
Medical research bas I believe, a most important and hopeful field of work in this 
study of the behavior of the different endemic communicable diseases and to study 
the best methods to increase human resistance through both specific and non-specific 
means and thus to bring about a decrease in the virulence of the microbe which we 
have been unable so far to eradicate. It is well known that when human beings are 
crowded together in unsanitary conditions diseases increase in virulence. 

There are a. number of diseases in which the microbes which cause them are still 
unknown, such as scarlet fever, measles, mumps, typhus fever) etc., and others such as 
influenza, in which the specific germs are suspected only. l-iost of these viruses are 
probably of most minute size and most of them are known to pass through stone 
biters. Information concerning them is just beginning to be accumulated. Medical 
research should be concentrated on the isolation and study of this important group of 
micro-organisms. The fact that the diseases attributed to them belong to the class 
in which one attack usually confers immunity against future infection gives promise 
of the development of vaccines or serums lf we can discover the microbes and methods 
to cultivate them. 

Carri<rs.-Medical research during the past twenty yoars bas impressed us with 
the importance of the life of the pathogenic bacteria and protozoa in healthy persons, 
as well as in insects and animals, that act as intermediate hosts. We have reason to 
believt that if it were not for these carriers it would be comparatively easy to rid our
selves of many of the communicable diseases of man. The remarkable success that is 
attending the attempt to eradicate from the world the last case of yellow fever is due 
to the fact that the species of mosquito which is the necessary connecting link between 
case and case is & household mosquito that can be easily found and destroyed and its 
breeding places eliminated in the localities where the infection is apt to be. These 
characteristics do not belong to the malarial mosquito and therefore we have the 
utmost difficulty in eliminating it. 

Up to the present time investigation bas been occupied with the attempt to 
discover the carriers and to cure or eliminate them. The results of these studies have 
been more successful in detecting carriers than in eliminating the parasitic microbes. 
We have indeed bad very few successes in which the conditions were favorable and the 
community approved, such as the extermination of the yellow fever mosquito, the 
typhus louse, the plague rat, and the rabid dog. On the whole the problem bas hardly 
been touched. For instance, the germs that cause the respiratory infections~ con· 
stantly in the throats of dwdlers in all )arge communities, and frequently in the throats 
of all wbo come occasionally in contact with them. Carriers of typhoid bacilli, while in 
a few cases they are celieved by operations on the gall bladder or by intensive immuniza-
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tion by vaccines, as a rule remain infected for JHe. Pezsistent caniers of diphtheria 
bacilli are frequently cured by the removal of the diseased tonsils, but thegreatmajority 
of healthy-peroons who an: caniers are necessarily undetected and m1treated. 

The matter of the cure or at least the control of the carrier is so important that 
it oilers a most fruitful field for research work. Further study on the insects and 
animals that act as caniers will help us to understand their habits and thua be able 
to prevent or to lessen the chance of their becoming infected and so transmitting 
infection. The relief of the human carrier from the infecting microbes can be attacked 
from the standpoint of restoring the infected tissues to such perfect health that the 
microbes will disappear, or of in<:nasing the material or specific antibodies, or of d&
covering chemicals whlch will inhibit the bacteria more than they will lower the vitality 
of the tissues. These chemiNils may be applied best intemally by vapor, or spray. 

Tile origjl< of •pidemiu.-We have done little but guess at a solution for the 
mystery of epidemic outbreaks. During the past ten years infantile paralysis has been 
endemic in the esstem part of the Umted States. In New York City the cases ha"" 
varied from Ioo to 6oo. In 1916 there were- 9,000 cases and •,450 deaths. Froni 
1881 to 1904 there were between 200 and 400 deaths from cerebro spinal meningitis 
each year, then in 1904 there were 1,400, and in I90St 2,025. After this the cases and 
deaths dropped hack to their formet amount and diminished in fact to one-fifth their 
former amount. 

The influenza pandemics of z89t and 1918 present the same peculiarities. The 
first twe diseases were certainly endemic before the outhteal:, and this is probably 
true of inlluenaa. It seems to me that we must assnme fhat the endemic virus had 
become less virulent and that many had become immune through becoming caniers 
and than a new stmin was imported that was both more virulent and also of a dilietent 
immunological type. ' 

The development of epidemics and their decline opens up a most promising field 
for medical research work. Flemer and Amoss and othets have already studied the 
rise and fall of epidemics among laige groups tlf animals These studies as well as 
those on man shouid be contioued as we may gain information of great importaece. 
The importance of this subject and the .Uc:cess aheady attained suggest broad lines 
for medical research. The human and a!Wnal material is at haod for study. 

Let us look a.t a fe'l" enmples of Promising research in individual diseases Dur
ing the past fifty years measles has contioued to be tbe expectation of each new-bom 
child. Ow: progress has been intreating the ca8es so that broncho pneumonia is some
what less common and fatal. The measles virus is liltra.ble, and we have no bowledge 
of its na.ture or ability to cultivate it. At present we ha.ve twe leads which have 
important possibilities. The first is the use of serum from a coovalescent case. Ten 
cubic centimeters is beliem to give immullity for several weeks or months. The 
other is the ingellioussuggestion of Dr. Herrmann, whocooceived the idea of inoculating 
measles virus on the ua.ssl mucous membrane of a child at six months of age. At this 
time the child has a tra.ce of its transfened mother'a immune bodies. A very, very 
slight attack of measles or just a suaaestion of corysa develops. An immullity is 
conferred on the gteat majority. This will probably be tried, aod on a large scale, in 
New York City this fall. The possibility of the prepara.tion of a vaccine from a culture 
is bound up with the possibilities of culturing this liltra.ble virus. 

The success obtained from the use of the typhoid-para.typhoid vaccine has encour
aged us to use other vaccin;s. A number of ~ have used!tbe pneumococcus 
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vaccine. In New York, through a grant from the Metropolitan Life Insurance Society, 
we have been testing the vaccine for three years. A very considerable immunity seems 
to be produced which lasts for about six months. 

Further research is very necessary to prove whether the immunity is of sufficient 
intensity and duration to make it a practical problem. Other methods such as spraying 
the germs or swallowing the germs have been suggested and are even now being tried. 
The fust reports are favorable. 

The use oi vaccination with diphtheria toxin-antitoxin begun in human beings 
in 1913 has since then steadily increased. The immunity developed has been shown 
to last in the majority for at least seven years. The natural tendency of chiJdren in 
cities to develop immunity as they grow older supplements the immunity produced by 
the vaccine. In New York City, we have during the past two years,. Schick tested
and, when necessary, immunized more than 400,000 children. The diphtheria mor
tality has dropped one-half in the past three years. It is only .IJ per z,ooo for the 
·winter months~ which is less than any pre-.-ious whole year. The morbidity has lowered 
nearly as much. Other cities in the United States are undertaking the vaccination. 
A few more years of testing "ill demonstrate whether we have .in vaccination a practical 
method of eliminating diphtheria. 

The use of therapeutic sera has been bandk:apped because of the mixture of foreign 
substances with the antibodies. The antitoxins were practically refined some years 
ago. Lately the antibodies in the antipneumococcus serum have been greatly purified. 
Research should find a very useful field in further attempts to purify the antitoxins 
and the other antibodie51. 

Similar investigations on the separation of the antigenic portion of vaccines so 
that we may obtain the immunizing stimulus without the annoying reactions. Work 
now in progress in some of the laboratories is very promising. For several of the 
protection sera and most of the vaccines we have no proper potency tests. Without 
these we find it difficult to separate the suitable from the unsuitable samples. 

Better methods of diagnosis to separate regional diseases due to different microbes 
would be of great hdp in research work. Thus, for instance, there is no method of 
~ing sure whether a case of supposed inftuenza is really due to the germ of pandemic 
influenza or to one of the ordinary pathogenic germs, such as the pneumococcus or 
Pfeiffer bacillus. 

I think I have touched on enough subjects to convince youJ if you needed con
vincing, that there are many fields of medical research connected with public health 
which are most promising of useful results. Indeed there are so many that the pro
visions for attacking them are quite inadequate. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 

Georg! W. McCoy, Jf.D., Dir«<M, Hygie~W: Labor4iMiu, Uniktl 
Skiles Public Htollh Semce, W<>Shinglon 

It has been said that the greatest need of the day in public-health work is the 
wide adoption of scientifically demonstrated procedures, which implies that research 
bas gone forward faster than the application of its results. V\lbe-n we come to consider 
specific examples, however, one soon rea.liz.es that those who look to us for advice and 
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guidance haw·not been slow to take advantage of substantial progress in ~ 
This p-mus~ always be oonsidered in the light of the socla1 system and ecunomic 
surroundings of the people in question. We must recoguize that the world is not solely 
a theater for public-health demonstrations, and that the application of some of the 
results of research is 110t practkal; in other words, that the results would not be 
commensurate with the cost. For aample, nothing is better understood than the 
means of contmlling ma1arla, and yet thnse who have had much experience tell 1111 that 
insomecomoumities the cost of maiari& control wnuld be so large as to be unwarranted; 
in other wonls, it would be better for the population to abe.ndnn the alllicted c:Om
m.uDities. Pellagra allordsanotheraample; research has shown theta swep.:eventmo 
is to be fcnmd in an ample, well-selected diet, but where the disease prevails the eco
nomic status of the population is such that the suitable diet is not to be had, either 
tlorough long-established dietarY habits, want of nnderstanding, or through sheer 
inability to sec:ure the needed food. 

A final ...,.,pie of insbility to apply practically what we know theo~tically is to 
be fonnd in plague. The means of control of plague through efforts directed agaimt 
rodents are well known, and when plegue appears in an important commUDity, where 
it interleres with business and jeoperdizes a large population, it is promptly suppr 55' i. 
Plague eJadic:ation, however, in rural districts, for emmple, among the ground squirrels 
of our Pacific <XJaSI, is~ matter; covering an enormous area, the cost of eJadic:a
tion WDuld be very high; so high that no one would feel warranted in spending the 
money necessary to wiPe out an infection that i:&USeS tWD or - cases of plegue 
per year, with half as many deaths, and money for public-health purposes can be 
used to better advantage in other directions. 

Let us oonsider some of the results of research as epplied to severallields. Small
per vaccination, the logical outcome of 2,ooo years of man's struggle to flee himself 
from "the branding iron," was taken up and adopted rapidly throughout the civiliz.ed • ' 
world, and though we ~guize the failure to ac<omplish univelSa1 vaccination in any 
country, it ~ perhaps the ~test direct n\sult of the application of the experi
mental method in -entive medicine. This is said in full knowledge of the fact tHat 
commUDities become 1&2 in IBlr.ing account of this protective measwe, and sometimes 
pay snch penalties as Denver did a few months ago, and as Kansas City did a year · 
earlier. Such ezperiences as these always leave 'Vaccination in a position stronger than 
before. 

Or, c:onsider the speed with which diphtheria ant:ito>in became practically uni
formly employed within a. short time after its discovery. In this connection we 
m&y point out the almost univelSa1 application of the laborstoey method in the diag
nosis of the disease. The latest and most logical of all means of control-diphtheria 
lmmuniaation by the to2in.antitoxin mixture-we find widely employed even before 
the stage of experiment has been fully c:ompleted. Further illustrations may be 
found in the repid spread of the use of Insulin in diabetes, and the less ~ introduc
tion of araemeels in the treatment of syphilis. One who is in a position to observe the 
reaction of the public to promiaiDg work in public bealth quickly senses the eagerness 
to take advantage of any ~Y useful advance. 

Often practice outstrips research. For instance, it is, I think, generally agreed that 
the prophylactic value of whooping c:ough v8ccine is problem&tical, and yet we know 
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of a community in which so much confidence is reposed in the procedure that whooping 
cough contacts are excluded from schools unless vaccinated. The pathetic eagemess 
of the public to be vaccinated against in:Buenza and pneumonia is another example 
of practice outstripping research, as it is generally recognized that the vaccines against 
influenm and pneumonia are still in the experimental stage. 

Recently, apparently through some misunderstanding, a rather optimistic report 
was hroadcasted in reference to the success of certain investigations of influenza. 
The readiness of the public to accept and act on this information would have been a 
revelation to anyone who regards the great mass of the population as apathetic to 
scientific medicine. 

'\\"e must I t.hi.nk1 recognize that overconfidence in the results of research investi
gation is precarious. Only too often the result of a blood test is regarded, not as an 
indication, but actually a.s a diagnosis. Again, it is unquestionable that too much 
dependence on the laboratory report occasionally does harm in diphtheria. 

Theoretically, we ought to have no such thing as morbidity due to anthrax, but 
in the present state of our knowledge we would have to discontinue the industries 
dependent on hides and hair if we would abolish anthrax. 

Let us glance at the field of industrial hygiene; when we have a clear-cut remedy 
for an industrial hazard, such as the prohibition of a certain kind of·phospho:rus in 
making matches, it is not a difficult matter to have the remedy applied; when, on the 
other hand, we are as uncertain and vague as we must be regarding hazArds and pre
vention of many diseases in industry, the public may be excused if it is in no haste to 
ac-cept our suggestions. 

Automobiles in the United States kill several thousand persons per year; indeed, 
one insurance company has on the average four policy-holders killed every day; here 
is a direct, certain1y a preventablet loss of life. As an individual and as one interested 
in the conservation of life, I should like to see the automobile abolished, but as one 
interested in the weHare of the whole people I realize that the automobile is indis
pensable and that the loss of life, deplorable as it is, may be more than compensated 
in oth~r directions. 

It is often said that when a direct economk gain is to be effected, much more is to 
be expected in the way of adoption of public-health measures than when the argument 
is solely from the public-health point ol view. No disease to which man is subject 
is more certainly preventable than rabies, .and research has disclosed all of the essential 
facts of the disease, yet every year a number of deatha due to this disease are reported. 
The loss of live stock, due to the same infection, is very large, and yet the well
understood and readily applicable preventive measures are not applied with respect to 
men or animals. I am not sufficiently familiar with the field to speak with much 
assurance, but I venture the opinion that the eradication of rabies is not economically 
worth while, either from the public health or the agricultural point of view. 

Upon the whole I feel that we can congratulate ourselves on the readiness of the 
public to utilize our substantial contributions to public health. We must take heed 
that we exercise such judgment in recommending the applications of our research 
findings as to continue to merit the confidence of our master, the great public. 
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THE GROWTH OF THE SOCIAL POINT OF VIEW 
THE GROWTH OF THE SOCIAL !'OINT OF VIEW IN THE 

MEDICAL F1ELD 

William P. s-, M.D., c-al IMulor, A....n.- Social Hygimc 
JtssociGiim&, N., Y lri 

The growth of the social point of view in the medical field can be discussed or 
intelpieted only in the light of history and the present devclopm- of medicine and 
surgery. Within the memory of many of our own parents Jiving today, anesthetics, 
without which surgery could not be pmcticed, came into use. The tbjnnjng ranks of 
Civil. War v.temns, as they matth on Memorial Day, ""' evidence of the short span 
of time since men went to war with army physicians who knew nothing of modem 
bacteriology and asepsis or of sanitation as it is carried on today by every city and 
state in the ution. It was not until the present centuzy, which is a way of saying 
within the past fifteen or twenty years, that the profession of medicine became equipped 
with its wonderful methods of scientific accuracy in diagnosis and treatment, in immuni
zation, and other means of prev.ntion of disease and the com;ervation of health. 

The almost incred!Dle mpidity with which knowledge requisite for the practice 
of medicine has inaeased in the past fifty yeaiS, and the devclo~ of great hospital 
and dispensary organimtions in every center of population have inevitably absorbed 
the attention and administrative skill of the best men in the field of medi<ii!e, and until 
very recently thm have been relatively few women ptacticing medicine. These 
leaders have thus naturally devoted their efforts to intramural re;earch and the indi
viduill treatment of patients. The students of medicine were most deeply imp......d 
with this phase of medicine, and on grad.iation began practice with ideals of the 
highest service to each patient, but with no conception of any duty to the community or. , 
the families and associates of their patieots. From the date of receiving his license 
the avemge successinl. physician has few contaCts outside the immediate affi;i. of his • 
private patients, and these contacts are largcly limited to his office or bedside v4its 
at which the important subject of discussion is the procedure in critical illnesses. One 
can hardly find another large group of .influential highly trained men and women who 
have hitherto had less opportunity in their education, oo:upation, and daily Jives to· 
know what adVllllces have been made in the growth of the social point of view. 

Other reasons why physicians have been -slow to play their full part in social 
work may be found in the spectacular devclopment of public-health administration 
and of the nursing profession. Tho latter has in<:roasingly ..Iieved the doctor from 
the resp<m'"lillities for solving the social problems of his cases. With this opportunity 
for release from tho general advisory relationship of the old-time family physician, he 
has burled himself in the !Aoclmique of tho specialities in medicine and surgery. This 
partoership _between nurses and doctors has been in many ways a great benefit to 
patients in both private and institutional ptactice, but it has served to remove the 
physician further from contact with the social aspects of his profession. Likewise the 
tmDsfer of respousibility for the control of communicable disesses from the physician 
to the puhllc health ollicial and the equipment of the latter with administrative power, 
laboratories, inspection services, and papular educational facilities has still further 
convinced the physician that the puhlic considers his duties to be llmited primarily to 
individuals who seek his advice and treatment. 
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All this, however, is only evidence of the physician's lack of understanding of 
social needs and social-work methods_ It does not justify the deduction that the 
medical profession is opposed to participation in such work. The reverse is true. In 
every great emergency, such as the Dayton Flood, the San Francisco Fire, or the 
world war, and in local conditions wherever a physician has become interested .as a 
citizen in the public welfare, his social point of view has developed along with that of 
th.i! fellow-townsmen similarly interested. 

More concrete evidence of this is found in the extent to which physicians have 
served as health officers without pay, or as members of boards of healthtand in in.numer~ 
able other welfare bodies to which they have gi,.·en most generously of their time and 
money. The growth of free dispensary services, the later pay-clinic plan, and the 
recent health-<:lioic idea, all of which thus far depend largely upon voluntary or small 
honorarium service of physicians for their success., are additional evidences of the 
increasing degree to which physicians a.re participating in social work. The most 
encouraging new factor io growth of the social point of view in the medical field is the 
rapid development of the periodic health-examination program. This principle has 
long been practiced in dentistry and has of course been advocated by individuals, by 
schoolt by health authorities, and by such agencies as the Life Extension Institute, but 
only within the past year promises to become a Datiooal practice. Probably nothing 
will contribute more rapidly to completing the social welfare education of the physician 
than the success of this periodic health examination movement in which he must parti
cipate-

Other forces which are playing their part in leavening the conservatism and 
.individualistic ideas of physicians are the experiences so many of them had during the 
war. Those who entered the army and navy learned that, important as is the treatment 
of individual cases, the great thing in winning a war is to keep the largest possible num
ber of men on the battle line the greatest number of days in the year. This they learned 
could not be done by limiting their efforts to those who became ill or were wounded; 
the big thing was to keep them well- What the army and navy medical officer learned 
about prevention of disease and health conservation, the overworked physician who 
was held at home learned in his community and through co-operation with his local 
health oflicia.l or by service with the United States Public Health Service_ These 
experiences have been supplemented by participation in the organized health and 
welfare work of the American Red Cross and of other great philanthropic bodies. The 
enlarged health programs o.f industrial organizations and of the insurance agencies, 
notably the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, have still further enlisted and 
convinced the medical profession that the social aspects of its work must be given 
idequate attention. It is no longer the theory of sociaJ work in relation to medical 
practice which holds the physician back, but certain difliculties of administration and 
practical application. 

The natiooal health insurance schemes adopted by various countries in the past 
thirty years. notably the English Insurance Act against sickness and unemployment, 
bave shown how to do some 1:hings and how not to do many others in relation to corre
lating the medical and social forces. The physicians themselves are working out many 
problems of co-operation among speci.ali.stst and costs of professional service, by their 
experiments in group medical practice and hospital-center facilities. The United 
States Public Health Service and industrial surgeons are doing much to demonstrate 
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and to apply to civil life on an economic basis standaids of efficient ...,.;,;., rerognizod 
as attainable. Certain ezperiments in what is frequently called ~ 
medkal prictice, such as in Chicago the Public Health Institute, are being watched 
closely and, while still on the lirlDg line of intensely controversial opinion over the 
ethics and professional standard aspects of such activities, they are producing informa
tion of great interest regarding methods of admjnistmtion and cost data. 

In conclusion of this paper which is intended to be merely a syllabus of factors 
related to the growth of the social point of view submitted to guide discussion, I 
desino to voice the opinion that physicians are now embarlted upon a permanent pro
f!'8m of co-operation in social work, and willing to proceed as :rapidly as the ways and 
means are developed. The recent progmm ·for enlatging the activities and li!muy 
of the New York Academy of Medi~ which has in the past done sUch notable work 
in the medical social field, is an outstanding enmple of this. There are ODiy a few 
dangers, as I see the situation, and the chief danger among these is that the public will 
insist on too :rapid progress, and will cast aside the vitally essentisl personal equation 
of doctor and patient. The success of medicine in futuM even more than in the past is 
depandent upon that complete understanding and sylllp&thy between patient and 
professional worker which has been the glory of medicine and nmsing and is now being 
established as a tradition in social work. All organiation making for efficieru:y and 
troe economy of personnel and money ;must be built around this principle of highly 
prized personal Service by professionally !mined and mature men and women who pos
sess sound judgment, resomcefulness, and such liberty of action as is requisite for case 
. work in the larger meaning of that term. . 

Just as medical pmctiee C8D no longer be earried on efficiently without pathologists . 
and a score of other specially tmined associates of the surgeon and physician, and can 
no longer be conceived as satisfactoly without the assistance of the profession•Uy 
tmined nmse, so the public and the medical and nmsing professions are mpidly realizing ' 
that these forces already active must have added to them the co-operation of the pro- • 
fessional social-=viee worker, who can bring to the disposition of each case essentisl 
knowledge of the social unit from which the patient comes, and the social """""""" 
avallable for application to the treatment, convalescence, and social rehabilitation 
of the patient, and the prevention of rtcurrence of the condition and illness. We. 
need to emphasize and educate the public and the professional groupo concerned to 
see and apply a broad progmm of co-operation and partner..hip on a basis of respect 
and equalitY amcmg members of the professions of medical, nmsing, and social work. 

THE GROWTH OF THE SOCIAL POINT OF VIEW IN MEDICAL 
AND HEALTH EDUCATION 

AU... W. Pr-, M.D., Jo,_ HoplriM Um-sily, Balli_, 
In a discussion of this kind it is quite necesaai)', of oomse, that we have as clear 

an idea as possible as to just what we mean when we use the words "social point of 
view." Like many other pleasant sounding phrases, this term is used by many persons, 
glibly enough. without any l08IJy clear conception as to just what the term actoally 
does mean. In default of any prlor Wldemtanding as to the meaning of the word, it is 
permisoible, I auppose, for each speaker to define the teem for himself. 
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For the purposes of this paper, therefore, we shall consider the .social point of view 
as that point of view which recognizes that cases of social maladjustment result usually 
from the interaction of a number of social factors, and that the solution of the problems 
presented by such cases of maladjusbnent can be bad only tbrougb the co-<>rdiDated 
efforts of persons especially familiar with the operation and control of these various 
fadors. Specifically, therefore, the question propounded may be re-stated as follows: 
'\\'hat progress is being made in the task of acquainting students of medicine and of 
public health with the infiuence of poverty, delinquency, and defect in the causation of 
disease; with the infiuence of disease in causing povertyt delinquency, and defect; 
and with the forces and agencies at present at work in an endeavor to control these 
factors? 

Superficially this question migbt be answered quite easily by stating tbat, so far as 
any formal effort at instruction is concerned, there is no very evident growth of social 
viewpoint in these schools, and this paper might, without doing serious violence to the 
facts, be concluded with this statement. Fortunately, however, education, even in 
educational institutions, is not confined to matters taught in formal courses, and we 
may discover signs of a. slow but somewhat encouraging growth of the social point of 
view in schools of medicine and of public health if we observe closely_ Starting with the 
pioneer work of Doctor Cabot in Boston and of Doctor Emerson in Baltimore, in 
endeavoring to bring students of medicine into first-hand contact with social problems 
and growing with the development of hospital social service, we find the medical stu
dent, at least during his period of service in a hospital, thrown more and m&re into 
contact with social problems and socia.1 workers, and getting a more vivid and accurate 
pkture of what modem social work means. 

That this process has been slow. and that social work has found so little expression 
in the actual teaching of medical students. is somewhat inexplicable. Individual 
physicians everywhere realize the very close touch between medical problems and other 
social problems, and socially minded physicians are to be found serving on boards and 
working in dose co-operation in the field with practically every social agency in the 
country. Such co~perat.ion is, however, almost always purely personal, and there is 
nowhere, to the knowledge of your speaker, any real, official liason between the 
organized medical profession or organized medical teaching on the one band and the 
organized social agencies on the other. 

Mention should be made a.t this point of the very important developments in 
connection with the teaching of pediatrics in a number of medical schools. In some 
ball-dozen medical schools in different parts of the country effort is being made by 
professors of pediatrics to bring their students into direct contact with the field prob
lems of pediatrics. This is accomplished through service in welfare stations and some
times through visits to the home of individual cases. Tbe effect of this effort in enlarg
ing the horizon of the student is. of course, direct and immediate. Here again, however, 
the effort is generally dependent upon the personal interest and enthusiasm of the 
individual teacher of pediatrics. 

Tbat hospital social work bas not affected the point of view of the medical student 
more than it has and has not suo:eeded as yet in securing a place in the scheme of 
teaching, is another refiection, of course, of the psychology of specialization_ Speciali
zation leads to the development of great skill and interest in the special field, but 
also leads inevitably to a loss of interest in other fields. Tbe physician in the hospital, 
concerned as he necessarily is with the medical aspects of the case before him, does 
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not find it easy to look from the disease itself to the circumstances under whicll it 
developed. The resident staff, particularly, of a hospital quickly loses touch with 
affairs in the world outside end comes to live in a special end wholly unnatunl world. 
The psychology of the physician, therefore, undoubtedly contributes largely to the 
lack of co-ordination between medical worl< end social service. The fault is not an, 
however, on the side of the physician. The social worl<er bes her own psychology end 
contributes her part to the bul!ding of the wall between medicine and social service. 

Another cause for the failure of the social worl<er to impress the importance of the 
social point of view upon the medical student is the very common belief among workers 
in special fields that there is something essentially diflicult or mysterious in their 
own worl< and that it is useless, or worse than useless, to endeavor to communic&te 
any adequate idea of thet work to a person hsving iess proparation and experience 
than they themselves possess. This belief is due to lack of clear comprehension, on 
the part of those holding it, of the· difference between the principles of any sobject 
end the techoique of appl:yieg those principles. It is perfectly true that successfully 
·to apply the principles of social work to any particular case requires knowledge, train
ing, end er:perience. If these principles are true principles, however, end not merely 
personal generalizations from esperience, they may be comprehended by any person of 
average intelligence.: It might be said that one of the best tests of the truth end · 
soundness of any principle in any science is the possibility of expressing that principle 
in non-technical and essily comprehended terms. If the social worl<er, therefore, 
thrown in contact with the medical student will cease to n;alr.e a mystery of social 
work end eodeavor to expluln the principles of such work to the student without any 
affectation of superior lr.nowlodge or appearance of didacticism, the result will not infre
quently be beneficial in more ways than one. · 

That the growth of the social point of view in medical schools could be much hso
tened by the giving of formal courses of instruction, is, of course, appareot. In spite • • 
of the present frightfully overcrowded condition of the medical curriculum, tim is not, · · • 
in an probability, imposs~"ble of achievement. The success of such a course depeods 
on the ability of the teacher to simplify the subject end to avoid overelaboration Of 
detsils 

The schools of public health, though ..S yet few in number, will inevitably e=cise 
an inlluence on the general psychology of health administration far greater than the 
numbei'S of their graduates would lead us to believe. The student in such a school, 
even in the absence of formal instruction in social worl<, cannot escape being far more 
impressed with the importance of social fcm:es in the causstion of disease than is the 
student of medicine. He is trained from the beginofng to think of disease in terms of 
mass rather than of individuals, end to seek for general rather than special causes. His 
statistical training necessitates, of course, thet he take cognjzance of social forces in an 
bls ealculaticms, and bls iield investigations bring the tangible results of the operation 
of social forces clearly to bls mind. The student of public health, therefore, cannot 
escape whet is essentially the social point of view. 

Again that this point of view could be made more definite end effective for such 
otudents by systematic instruction in the principles of social worl< is, of course, evident. 
Here too the principal obstacle is the overcrowded condition of the curriculum. The 
introduction of such courses is already ender serious consideration in the schools of 
pnblic health and will, I trust, soon be an accomplished fact. 
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Reviewing the field we may say, I think that the P""""' of Integrating medicine 
and public health with other social agencies has begun. The progress while slow is in 
the right direction.. For the fi.nal accomplishment of our aim we may be forced to 
await the appearance of a real integrator, who will sum up the present scattered 
knowledge of the physiology, pathology, and therapeutics of community life into a 
social doctrine to be aa:eptod by all. On the other hand this Integration m.a.y be 
brought about by a concerted effort on the part of all of us day-laborers In the various 
fields to endeavor to understand the hopes and aims of workers In other fields and to 
develop a mass psychology among the workers in all fields that will lead us to our goal, 
a real social program. 

THE GROWTH OF THE SOCIAL POINT OF VIEW IN NURSING 

KatlwriM Tucker, Superi.ntendentJ Visiting Nurse Society~ Philadtlp!M 

To see present trends in their true perspective, one must take at least a fieeting 
glan~ back beyond the fifty-year limit of this conference, to the beginning of both 
musing and social work. The impulse toward a service for others grew out of and was 
bound up with the religious spirit, and historically it has been closely associated with 
the church. Naturally, In the beginning, this spirit expended itself cbiefiy upon those 
two groups In the community most in need of help and least able to help themselves
the sick and the poor. These problems seemed so closely Interwoven that for the 
most part they were thought of and met as one. The greatest stimulus and oppor
tunity for the expression of this impulse toward service was to be found in the religious 
orders of the early Christian church.. It was a logical development1 as those who tended 
the sick .and poor became a group set apart, to find a conscious need for more defined. 
principles, on which basis the work might grow. 

Such principles were enunciated by St. Vincent de Paul in whose Orders a.re found 
the fore-runners of our modem organized nursing and social work. The Sisters of 
Charity combined the responsibility of the visiting nurse and social worker~ In the 
technical sense they did not have the professional qualifications of either, but their 
spirit toward the human problems and difficulties of their families is something beyond 
which we cannot grow. Io his instruction to these Sisters, St. Vmcent de Paul laid 
stress on the following two notes, which certainly carry the prophecy of our present 
conception: first, that upoverty is not necessary, but is the result of definite causes 
that can be abolished;" and, second, tha.t, "alms are not enough in work among the 
poor, but constructive aid through a personal knowledge of their difficulties is essen
tial." Gradually, as the work of the Sisters grew, not only in Fra.Dce but in other 
countries, and their emphasis "'·as increasingly on nursing, it was evident they needed 
more preparation. Such a recognition was the beginning of the development of stand
ard• and training in nursing work. So we find that nursing and social work had the 
same beginnings. 

To become & professional means, among other things, acquiring skill in performance 
as a technician. The result of this emphasis has sometimes meant, in the o1der pro. 
fession of nursing, and may be a danger in the newer one of social work, dwelling too 
long on these processes, thus losing sight of more ultimate and more fundamental 
objectives. And it is not strange if, In the swing of the pendulum from chaos to 
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order, too much older results at fust. It was just as nursing was finding itself some
what restrlc~ in its methods that interest in social considerations began to take shape 
as a distinct entity and an "about to be" profession. 

Amcmg aU groups there is an increasingly general ....Jiz&tion that tecl!nirnl skill 
is not enough in attaining professional zank.. The acquisition of a knowledge content 
which is unique and special is of equal if not greater importance. It has been, in the 
development of a broader and sounder educational basis for nursing, that social work 
has made one of its most noteworthy contrlbutiODS through continual revelatiODS of 
the part played by social causes in disease. Social workers saw, in their da.y-by-<lay 
0011tacts, these causes at work and their dUect resulta Though the credit certainly 
cannot be given to one group alone for this emphasis on social causes, as it has been 
part aod,pen:el of the new public-health movement, the definite application of this 
knowledge certainly has been brought vividly to our attention by studies initiated and 
carried on by social workers. Therefore one of the indirect but most far-reaching 
iolluences has been the active participation of social workers in the new public-health 
movement, which movement has revolutionbed nursing and nursing edurntion, open
ing up undreamed of posstoillties aod responsibilities. Even before this an under- , 
standing of each other's fields and interests had begun through the evezyday contact 
and co-operation, in those da.ys sometimes more fancied thao real, of the early visitiog 
nurses and social workers. Probsbly the social group that most affected those first 
beginnings in community nursing were the settlements, many of which had their 
own district nurses, in one outstanding emmPJe the two activities startiog as one. 

The dev<:lopmeot within the social lield which has been most closel,y .....,.;.,ted 
with the nursing profession at its source in trsining schools has been the hOSPital social
service movement. Through the observstion: and supervised work of pupli nurses in 
hospital social-service departments, through direct contact with these workers and their 
accomplishments in the wards and dispensaries, and through their lectures and classes,' ' 
beth the spirit and fundamental principles of social 'WOrk have permested throughout 
the whole nursing process in maoy training-schOols. So profound have aU these 
iolluences been, that we lind them affectiog the whole plan of nursing-«lurntion. • ' 

That branch of nursing most closdy reisted to social work, and therefore most , 
obviousl,y and directly affected by it, ;5 now caUed "public health nursing," having . 
grown out of the older visitiog or district nursing. In passing, it is worthy to note 
that this esrly visitiog , nursing, dissociated ~ religious orders, was started by 
Wliliam, Rathbene, an active phlianthropist in Liverpool, whose interest in the sick 
poor grew out of his personal knowledge of social conditions causing sickness. With 
the twentieth century came the new public-health movement with its emphasis on 
prevention, not just cure, and its more recent emphasis on health-«lucation. Puhlic
bealth lesders tumed to those nurses already visitiog the sick in their own homes as the 
best mesns of carrying the knowledge of how sickness could be prevented and of 
tesching the principles of personal hygiene, so that health might become a positive 
factor in each famliy. . 

Such a definite enlargement of their opportunities and responsibilities-from that 
of bedside nurse to famliy health teacher, who uses her bedside work as a most favorable 
entrance into homes, and as a mesns of demonstratiog the principles taugh.,_has 
increasingly necessitated more social knowledge. It has been in this transformation of 
visitiog nurses into pUblic-bealth nurses, out of which have grown a variety of special-
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ized types of public-health nurses, that social work has played and continues to play 
an important part.. So that there may be no misunderstanding of the use of the terms, 
may I pause here to define what is meant by a public-health nurse, as the use of the 
w-ord "public" often causes misconception. It is a generic term for any graduate 
nurse who serves and protects the health of the public, giving attention to the social 
as well a.s the medical aspects of her function. This work may be supported out of 
public or private funds, the real criterion as to whether a nurse is a public-health nurse 
or not being whether her primary object is the protection of the health of the public. 

The infiuence of social work, in the technical sense, on this phase of nursing has 
chiefly been along two distinct lines--case work and community work.. From the 
former ha.s come the emphasis on the family as the unit and on the development o-f a 
technique in assisting the individual to adjust himself to his environment. The result 
has been that increasingly we find the public-health nurse, whether as visiting nurse, 
infant-welfare nurse, tuberculosis nurse, or school nurse, seeing her greatest oppor
tunity as a family health worker, using the ·general case-work method in her planning 
and carrying out of a health program for the family. Constantly she is observant of 
social factors, calling in a social worker when intensive social diagnosis and treatment 
are necessacy. Out of ·this growing understanding of each others procedure, at last, 
we are getting the kind of co-operation that is real because it springs from an under
standing and appreciation of the other's aims and emphasis. 

The best sort of co-operation may spring from a comparatively slight knowledge 
of the other's professional technique, and yet it is enough for intelligent observance 
and reference to the proper resource at the right time. Beside the general philosophy 
and certain processes of case work that have come to be part of the public-health 
nurse's approach to her own job, social. case work has led to an appreciation of the 
importance of preserving the integrity of the family group which, if broken down at 
one point1 may be undermined throughout. No longer do nurses see family treatment, 
therefore, just in health terms. Any constructive pian must take account of its effect 
on all phases of family life. Probably the greatest factor in bringing about such 
mutual understanding has been the case conference, where the various groups interested 
in any given family have come together to give each other the benefit of their experience 
and knowledge, so that a unified plan, with as little waste and duplication as possible, 
may result. Certainly this is the clinical method of learning and teaching, and points 
the way to the soundest basis for a constructive division of labor and responsibility in 
closely allied fields. 

Now let us turn to the second concrete influence of social wo-rk. Ever since visit
ing nursing was first organized in this country there has been a growing tendency to 
ma.ke the work of the nurse in homes something more than a charity service. Small 
fees were charged to those who were able to pay, until gradually the service has been 
worked out on an actual cost basis, being used by everyone in the community, irrespec
tive of their economic status. \Vith the development of the public-health movement 
the importance of a. non4arlty, community-wide basis has been especially felL 
Health, like education. is something that should belong to everyone in the community 
and should not carry with it the stigma of charity. 

Throughout the special educational program for public-health nursing, as well as 
in nw.ing iL<elf, is found the most definite evidence of the growth of the social point 
of view. The education committee of the National Organization for Public-Health 
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Nursing feels that no post~uate """""' is complete that does not include at least 
four weeks field work in a social case-work agency. Such theoretical and praCtical 
tminiDg is not only for the purpose of facilitating ondezstandiDg aod intelligent co
operation, but is prlmarily to give the publi!:-health nurse the fundammtal social 
knowledge and technique for her to apply in the development of her own field. Such 
interdependence necessitates more group work in detailed planning and in community 
programming. Breaking down the ba.rrlers, preveoting isolation, in fact, taking any 
profession from the role of ooe of the occult sciences into the open places of evieyday 
life is the end to be desired. There are still eno1J8h special skills beloogiog to each, 
so there is no dsJ!ger of complete identifitation. The way has opened up for sharing the 
adventuring spirit and learning processes together, each benefiting by the oth~s 
special knowledge and equipment. Thro1J8h the recognition of the same fundamental 
purposes, thro1J8h seeing the job to be done as one whole big problem, needing dilferent 
processes in-meeting it, some of the early religious spirit and stimulation from nnitod 
effort aud high endeavor is being found. · 

SOCIAL HEALTH PROBLEMS IN RURAL COMMUNITIES 
RURAL SOCIAL WORK AND HEALTH 

JG,.. Vtm de Vrede, Dirtdor, Nw.ring SmMI, ll104 Joupll C. lAgan, 
M-, s_...ur.n. Dil>isWI>,' A.mmam lUcl Crt>Ss, A.llafll4 

Sacial work and public health hsve gone hand in hand in their development, 
altho1J8h along somewhat different lines. l.ast year the American Public-Health 
Association celebrstod its fiftieth anniver.ou:y in health organization, as we are now 
doing in social-work organization. ' · 

The early development of health work during the last hall century was begun in a 
nations! .and governmental way although pnoviOus to that data the colonies, and 
la.tar the states, had developed regulations for the enforcement of quarsntine, especially 
for ships. A few states hsd already organized health departments fifty years ago, 
aud some 134 cities hsd some form of hOalth organization. 

The early task seemed to he the protection of the rural districts against the ills 
of the city. It was not untll xgxo that the death !"ta of New York City approximstely 
bslanced the death mta of rural New York. Efficient health wort in the cities has 
turned the seale in the other direction. The city must now needs he protactod from 
the rural districts which hsve been neglectod. 

Efforts to extend social woxk to rural commnnities, while less exteosive, hsve on 
the whole been more soundly planned thsn similar efforts in the field of health. Neither 
the financial expenditures nor the results, however, h&ve been nearly so great as in the 
field of health. Outside of the emph•sis pla.ced upon the atansino of home service 
by the :Red Cross, with the incident ovexhead cost of supervision, no la.rge resources 
have been available for this wort. Centrslised administration and control hsve been 
absent from such wort •• has been done, and there has been a conscious (though 
genemlly misguided) effort to Oidist the active administrstive direction of local ieader
ship. It is upon this !act thst we base the .statement thst in genexal the efforts to 
extend social wort to rural commnnities have been sounder thsn those for rural health 
organization. These efforts may be classed as follom: · 
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First, private organizations, conspicuously the New York Charities, Aid Associa
tion, which in 1908 organized a department of county agencies to further the develop. 
ment of county tmits for the care of dependent children throughout the state. This 
is the most significant voluntary state organization for the extension of social work to 
rural communities, and its experience in working out co.operation with public officials 
in more than twenty counties has furnished a more natural basis for the assumption 
of county welfare work as a public function than has existed in other states. 

Second, the Iowa plan was first adopted at Waterloo, Iowa, in I905· Its essen
tial feature was a combination of public and private funds for the payment of the 
salary of a worker who served in the joint capacity of overseer of the poor and secretary 
of the local charity-organization society. This plan never extended much beyond the 
environs of half a dozen cities in Iowa, and }.fiss McClenahan, who chiefly promoted it 
from her position in the extension department of the university, herself clearly states 
that the plan presented four fundamental difficulties: there was no agency to systemati
cally promote the plan, there was no general state advisory board with authority to 
promote uniformity of standards and of administrative policies, or even to be called 
upon for consultation and advice; the plan was purely voluntary, and both its inaugura
tion and continuance depended upon the co-operation of local citizens and the county 
supervisors; in respect to relief work, the plan was legally restricted to city limits. 
It may be said of this plan, therefore, that it has no applicability except to rural 
territory contiguous to an urban community, already sufficiently developed with 
social forces progressive enough to inaugurate and administer the plan without outside 
aid. 

Third, state boards of child welfare and state boards of public welfare. as illus. 
trate<i by the laws and bills relating to county boards of child welfare and public 
welfare in Arizona, Arkansas, ~finnesota, Afissouri, North Carolina, Ohio, and Virginia. 
These laws and their administration are fully described in the recent bulletin of the 
Children's Bureau, No. 107, entitled "County Organization for Child Care and Pro
tection." A criticism of/two of these laws will incidentally bring out the fundamental 
prinriples of rural social work. Let us, therefore, examine the chief featuns of the 
laws of North Carolina and Virginia. Both laws provide for the employment and 
payment, out of local public funds, of a social worker to meet the public responsibility 
toward the dependent, delinquent, and defective, •pecilically as stated. This legal 
recognition of the essential need of such a worker represents a distinct advance over 
the attitude which only ignorest palliates, or sentimentalizes over the needs o£ these 
classes. The North Carolina law first made the employment of such & worker manda~ 
tory on the counties and was later amended so as to make it optional in counties with 
populations under 33,000. The mandatory pro-vision was evaded in many counties 
by the employment of a nominal official at a nominal salary, and this mandatory feature 
of the law aroused legislative opposition which, two years after the passage of the act, 
came nea.r repealing the entire plan. The Virginia. law makes the appointment of the 
county board mandatory, and the employment of the superintendent optional with the 
county board upon provision of the funds by the county commissioners. In thus cor· 
tdat.ing public responsibility with higher standards of service. and, a.t the same time 
preserving local autonomy, the Virginia law is the sounder in this respect. A more 
-centralized authority also appears in the North Carolina law in the method of appoint
ment of the county boards. This board is appointed in North Carolina by the state 
board, which also has the power of ronovaL The Virginia board is appointed by the 
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local circuit judge from a fist of eligible COUilty IOSide.nts submitted by the state bosnl. 
In North Carolina the practice has been to appoint the county superintendent of schools 
and the cha.irman of the county commissimlers and one other peiSOD, while .in Vrrginia 
the practice is to prepare the list of eligibles submitted to the circuit judge from names 
suggested by existing local organizations as the most interested and suitable people, 
The Noztli Carolina law vestS the county board with advisory powers only. The 
Virginia. law vests the bosnl with legal powem-the inaugumtion of the county superin
tendent and the direction of his worlr.. Both laws make regular meetings of the bosnl 
mandatory, and the VirgiDla law provides that copies of the minutes of meetiogs must 
be sent to the state bosnl within three d&ys after each meeting. The provisic>"" of the 
Vrrgini& law would seem to be much more conducive to activity on the part of local 
bosnls than that of North CaroliDa, where, as a matter of fact, the bosnls as now pn>. 
vided for are regarded as & weak spot in the law. · 

The North Carolina Jaw makes no mention of co-operstion, and CODSequently 
the county bo&rd nor the county superintendent h&ve any e>pressed COliCODl with the 
co-ordination of county agencies or with the division of .responsibility between the 
public and private agencies. The VirgiDla law does take this ph&se of community 
organization into purview, lirst by the method of choosing and appointing the county 
bosnl, and by providing that the sUperintendent shall exercise his powers and duties 
"under the supervision, control, and direction of such local bosnl and in co-operation · 
with other public and private agencies." It is stated as one of the duties of the bosnl 
"to foster co-operation and intelligent division of worlr. between all public and private 
ch&ritable and social &gencles in the county or citY to the end that public resources and 
ch&ritable donations may be conserved and the needs of the county or city be ade
quately cared for.'' An examination of all the.county welfa.te laws and their adJninis... 
tr&tion indicates an appreciation of two principles enunciated by committees of the 
Country Life Cooference on Rural Social Service as baslc, the enlistment of local leader- , , 
ship and control, and the employment of an executive of e>perience and vision. 

. The fourth effort to ate:od social work to .qru communities is represented by . 
Red Cross ch&pters situated in rural communities which, under conditions presc:ribe4. 
by the national organization, extended their worlr. to civi)jan families. This will be 
further discussed later. • • 

All rural work faces many h&ndicsps that do not exist in the city, and cbie.fly 
it faces the absence of the id&a of progressive social betterment, which is gradually if 
unconsciously spreading in the citiea. Again it confronts the indifference to hum&n 
values suth as exists between aliens or distinct upper and lower classes. We h&ve in 
mind the cropper tenant and the Negroes of the South and Southwest among wbom 
there are still almost utterly unmet pioneer health and social needs. 

Inadequate fuwlces is another h&ndicap to rural health and social worlr.. Sub
sidies h&ve been associated with most that has been done so far, and in our judgment 
will continue to be necess&ry for some time to come within practically every county 
in some sections, at least during a demonstration period. These subsidies in the past 
h&ve not taken into consideration as soundly as they should local education and 
participation. They bave been conditioned too largely upon financial psrticipation 
through the public authority, and such participation only. 

It Would seem that the opportunity of the Red Cross to ate:od its bome service to 
ci~ in rural communities should h&ve received more encouragement and confi-
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dence from social workers than has been the case. It might have done more than it 
has in both this field and in that of public-health nursing bad the leaders in these 
fields been more unanimous in their approval. It may be the opposition and struggle 
within and without the Red Cross has been for the best, because it appears now that 
the attitude and program of that organization is not regarded as overlapping or competi
tive and is characterized by a due sense of humility and a genuine spirit of co-operation. 
The Red Cross chapter groups contain an actual or potentialleadeiShip and an interest 
whichl if vitalized by information and executive service, could supply an essential 
element to rural community progress, which would lead communities to organize 
gradually and understandingly to meet their problems. A subsidy of $2,ooo annually 
for three years, to a limited number oi Red Cross chapters exclusively for their local 
workJ would represent an interesting experiment. The donor should make the selection 
of the chapters to receive grants, these to be conditioned upon the chapter raising an 
equal amount annually for the same period and maintaining a local Red Cross program, 
including a tmined social worker or a public-health nurse. 

Heretofore such a proposal has not been practicable for three reasons: the absence 
of responsible local organization through which to work; the absence of any assurance 
as to standards of service; and the absence of supervision. The relation of the Red 
Cross chapter to its national organization and the facilities which such national organi
zation provides are a guaranty of integrity and efficiency in these three respects. 

If a public-health nurse is engaged1 the program is reasonably standardized. If a 
social worker, the program should consist of the following direct activities, limited or 
extended by action of the Red Cross committee according to the local situations; 
first, in co~perating with school teachers by visiting homes to investigate causes of 
absence, and adjusting home conditions which are keeping children out of school 
(school-attendance work); second, in securing medical aid for children needing same; 
third, in giving oversight to dependent and delinquent children, and especially those 
on parole or probationj fourth, in making provision for disadvantaged and dependent 
children withi.n the county; fifth, in co-operating with county authorities, church 
societies, and other organizations in the administering of relief and providing con· 
structive aid; sixth, in systematizing, through himself as a dearing house, the col· 
lection of data relative to the community's social problems and ways and means of 
bringing this data and its implic:atiollS to the notice of proper local groups. 

In these activities the worker should be the executive, and act under the direction 
of the executive committee of the Red Cross chapter1 and should utilize the co-operation 
and practical help of other groups which are or can be interested. The direct benefits 
to the individuals and families aided by such a program would be fully commensurate 
with the money expended, but such benefits do not represent the biggest results to be 
obtained. In a word, the main accomplishment will be to awaken the people of the 
community to an organized concem for the improvement of health conditions and the 
establishment of more adequate provisions [or the welfare of children. 

The field of health and social work is so inclusive, the "many ills that flesh is heir 
to" so complex, that in order to adequately serve, even the rural community. many 
types of worke~ are needed-the physician, the nu.ne, the social workert the nutrition 
expert, the visiting teacher, the volunteer. In our rural communities obviously such 
a complete program is prohibitive. The pionee~ must necessarily be the physician 
or health officer, the public-health nurse, the general social worker. But even here we 
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can often secure only the physician, or health offioer, and the public-health nwse 
or social worker. . The physician can in no case be dispensed with. Where only one 
community W..rker can be secured the logical point of attack must determine which 
sha.ll be the first in the field. 

THE NEGRO'S STRUGGLE FOR HEALTH 

e..g.,.. KW;k/e J.,..., ~ s..,.dtwy, NationiJl 
Urm Lmguo, NN YDrk 

Straogeaa it may seem, this subject partakes vetymuch of the idea of the Negro's 
struggle to regein health. Research into the condi>ions of the Negro's health in Africa 
and in sl&very presents a most interesting pictnre. Travelers in Africa have noted, 
prior to the advent of the white man in numbers, the almost total absenoe of oertsin 
diseases to which the Negro in America is addicted in larger proportion than the whites. 
This is especially true of tuberculosis and the venereal diseases which directly or indi
rectly have taken such a geeat toll of Negro lives. 

In the sl&ve regime in America it was to the advantage of the masters to keep their 
slaves in good health. Regular inspection of the slaves, clean quarters, good, whole
some food, enforced regulation of habits, and the like were on the best plantatioos and 
in city homes insisted npon in order that the slaves might be in the best physicarcon
dition and thus be able to render the l""'"t poss1'ble amount of seryioe, At the close 
of the CivU War, therefore, we lind a group of Negroes living principally in the South, 
rues! in the main, possessed of relatively good health, and prepared with a good physical 
beckground to begin a life of freedom and to take up the intricate and difficult problems 
of the new civilization. 

For a period of nearly sixty years, the Negroes thoogh free in name have struggled 
apinst geeat odds. Negroes have been the lest group to get the benefit of better
health movements, yet in aoal;jrzing the Negro's hl!alth condition, one must take into 
account the Negro's remalkable powers of orientation, whether of the llesh or of tlu! 
spirit. Self-preservation as the first law of natnre asserts itself in most adjustments 
which this race makes. This law is seen 'in 'the struggle of the Negro group in cities 
to ac;quire better living quarters. In many large cities persons have misunderstood 
the motive behind the effort of members of this race to purchase or rent houses formerly 
Ot<:Upied by whites. They have been accused of sOekmg "social equality" and "asso
ciation with the whites" when it has been only some unc:onscious impulse which has 
prompted the Negroes, in their endeavor to survive or prolong life, to seek living quar
ters in that section of the city where gerbege and refnse are regularly eoliected, where 
ssnltary inspection is assured, where streets are paved and cieaned, where proper drain
age is possible, and where the physical condition of the property is kept up to standard. 

It would be natural.to suppose that Negroes, as descendants of a. tropical race, 
would he constituted, by nature, especislly, to withstand the ravages of the diseases 
:which are peculiar to torrid-zone races rather than to those peculiar temperate-zone 
races. ]ust as north Elll'Oj>Mns have with difficulty aoclimated themselves to pre
serve good health in torrid-zone regions, so would it be safe to assume that Negroes 
would lind difficulty in meeting the health requirements of a temperate zone climate. 
Some writers have gone ao far as to say that the laws of natural selection have been 
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operative, and the weaker of the Negro group have been the first to feel the effects of 
the attacks of those diseases which have become less destructive to white men, not only 
through the increased knowledge of methods to combat these diseases, but through the 
operation of the law of natural selection itself. That the disproportionate death rate 
of Negroes, however, has been due to environmental forces rather than constitutional 
weakness, is evident, as certainly it would not be possible for a race either to deteriorate 
or make a complete change for the better within a period of ten years. Even if the law 
of natural selection were in operation, one could not observe constitutional changes in 
a whole group within a period of more generations than are recorded within the life 
span of our longest-lived individual 

There are two sets of facts resulting from widely separated sources which when 
put together seem to have tremendous significance. Dr. Alfred Hess of New York 
City, who has devoted several years to the study of rickets and has conducted a number 
of successful experiments in the control of this disease) estimates that 90 per cent of 
the Negro children of New York suffer from rickets in infancy. This disease seems to 
have an unusual incidence among colored ch.lldren and is the result of poorly controlled 
environment; specifica.lly1 inadequate exposure to sunlight and insufficient nourish
ment, both characteristic deficiencies of city life. The "bowed legs" and "knocked 
knees" which are the result of retarded development of the bone tissue of the body, 
while not in themselves conspicuous in adult life, have a most serious effect upon the 
bone tissue in more vital parts of the body. Narrow chests and lower muscle tone are 
some of the most serious aftermaths of rickets. These in turn result in diminished 
breathing capacity and render those children affected susceptible to reSpiratory 
diseases, especially bronchitis, pneumonia, and tuberculosis. On the other hand, the 
report of the surgeon general's office on army recruits shows that although Negroes 
registered superior physical proportions in practically all the measurements, they had 
a narrower chest circumference and showed a greater susceptibility to respiratory 
diseases. It is perhaps not too far fetched to 5-uggest a possible connection between 
rickets in infancy and susceptibility to respiratory diseases in adult life. 

The struggle of the Negro for health has indeed been an effort to leam uhow to 
live in the dty.n The death rate of Negroes in rural sections is about the same as that 
of the neighboring whites in the same sections. As has been indicated, the Negro has 
in the past fared poorly when be has settled in cities. The Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company has, however, increased its Negro policy-holders to more than x,8oo1ooo or 
about one-sixth of all the Negroes living in the United States. Its experience with these 
Negro policy-holders shows that there has been a reduction of 22 per cent in their 
death mte during the eleven years between 1911 and 1922. This has been due, prin
cipally, to a reduction in the deaths of children under fiftee·n years of age, at which age 
period the proportion of Negro deaths is highest in comparison with whites, and also 
to the reduction of the proportion of deaths from pulmonary diseases. The Negro 
death rate in 1920 for tht registration area was 18.4 per thousand; for the Negro policy
holdeJS in the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company in 1920 the death rate was 14-5 
per thousand. The white death rate in t<)OO for the whole country was I7.I per thou
sand. Thus it would 5Cel!1 that the Negro is less than twenty years behind the white 
people of America in h.is struggle for a longer life. 

The continuous migration of Negroes to the North since the Civil War, and the 
great inllux of the past ten years which is still in progress, is beginning to challenge the 
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prediction of many that the Negro could not survive the rigors of northern wintus and 
the competition of northern industrial life. In considering the h.s per cent reduction 
in the mortality rate of colored people living in the registration area of the United 
States between I9IO and rg•o, it is interesting to learn that the death rate among col
ored people in New York City during that period declined "4-3 per cent. Between 
rgro and rg>r the death mte among Negroes of Philadelphia declined 4•·• per cent. 
The rate was IS-7 per thousand in rgn. Between rgro and 1920 the Negro death rate 
in Chicogo declined 17 percent. 

The army records for the world-war show that Negroes had a largu percentage 
of men accepted for.the army from those drafted than was the case with the whites; 
also that after they were registered, a largu pm:entage of Negro registrants were 
admitted for full.miJita.ry service. If we assume that in some sectinna of the country 
injustice was shown the Negro and .a larger percentage of Negroes than whites were 
inducted into service as a result of physical ... minations by the draft boards, the fact 
that a smaller percentage of Negroes were rejected after they had been inducted into 
service would indicate that the first tigores were nor far amiss. • 

I have presented vital statistics .from varinus points and given facts concerning the 
Negro's general physical condition to show conclusively that the Negro has actually 
improved in heslth and is capable of improving forther. It is just as interesting to 
study some of the causes of this change. Most of the improvement that has come 
about in Negro heslth has been the result of the Negro population seeking an adjust
ment to the requirements of their environments that they might survive. The forces 
that have been created by organized effort to improve the living conditions among 
whites have been tardy of approscb to the Negro population. Of course, some of the 
work of city health departments and of private orgeniz&tions has bad effect on the 
Negro group, yet but little definite conscious effort has been made to read> the Negro 
population with health programs until a decade ago. The past twelve years, buwever, 
bave seen a remarksble change in this situation. · • 

In the first place, Negroes have, both through their own personal efforts and 
through the efforts of active placement orgeniz&tions, found better jobs for Negroe5, 
peying more wages and affording them advancement while at work. This has tended 
to create a greater degree of .satisfaction ...id Lope in the minds of the masses of Negroes, 
and just as is always the case when wages increase, general mortality and especially 
infant mortality, among the group has decreasecj. A smaller percentage of colored 
mothers in our large cities are now workbrg from day to day to supplement the meager 
family income. In 19IS when an investigation was made of infantmortslity among the 
Negroes in New York City, it was discovered that in one aection of the city wbere the. 
largest percentage of mothers worked and wbere the families had the smallest incomes 
u.d the largest percentage of lodgers and therefore inore overcrowding, infant mortality 
was 314 per thousand, while in the entire city for the colored people it was ••• per thou
sand, and for the whites, g6 per thousand. A campaign of hnprovement was orguired 
in which social weliare agencies, the health department, employment placement 
bureaus, puhiic schcols, and in fact all agencies that touch the life of the family were 
brought into acti1110 co-operation to handle effectively this unfortunate situation. The 
Negro infant mortality for the city was reduced in two yee.W time from 202 per thou
sand to 173 per thousand, or a reduction of •9 points. In 1919 the infant mortality 
among Negroes in Ne\v York was 151 per one thousand birth& In 1920 the infant 
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mortality among Negroes in that district in New Yorlt City wh""' the rate was 314 
per thousand had h«:D ttduced to a point lower than the infant mortality of the whites 
in the same district. 

These figures for New York in themselves tell a complete story when one com
pares them with the DegiO infat~t mortality o{ r&)o in Richmond, wheD it was recorded 
as 529.8 per thousand; in Charleston,. when it wasrecordedas461.7 per thousand; in 
New Orleans, when it was rated as 430.2 per thousand~ In this connection, I might 
add that the infant mortality among whites in New Orleans in I&}c> was 269-4- per 
thousand; in Charleston 200-4 per thousand; in Richmond z86.g; far in excess of the 
infant mortality among Negroes in New York at the present time. 

Possibly the most effective educational movement for improving health among 
Negroes generally has been the Natiooal Negro Health Week which was started in 
1914 by Booker T. Washington through the National Negro Business League at the 
suggestion of the Virginia. Organization Society, which immediately received the 
co-operation of the National Urban League and, subsequently, the active aid of the 
surgeon general's office, state boards of health, and other nationa1 organizations. 
These agencies each year early in the spring conduct a week's campaign of health edu
cation followed up in as many places as possible by continuous health propaganda 
throughout the year. 

One of the notab1e organizations performing this continued health service is the 
American Social Hygiene Association, which has a departmeDt which has given especial 
attention to sex education among Negroes. In connection with this reference to the 
effort to reduce venereal disease) it is proper to mention again the absence of venereal 
diseases among Negroes on their advent to this country. Possibly one of the most 
unfortunate incidents in connection with the Negro's contact with the whites was the 
transmission. from the whites, of the curse of venereal diseases to the Negroes. The 
Young Men's Christia.D Association and the Young Women's Christia.D Association 
have also conducted helpful health programs. At the fonnation of the Community 
SerVice, Incorporated, Negroes were considered, and now there are more than 400 
committees throughout the country engaged in providing leisure-time activities for the 
colored populatio11. This of course has bad and is still having a vety excellent effect 
on the health conditions among Ne~ as recreation which affords fresh air and whole
some exercise is recognized as an aid to health. Through these educational campaigns, 
both of a health and of an economic nature, Negroes have been induced to save their 
money, to purchase their own homes, and to invest in housing projects. One out of 
every four Negro families in the United States today owns its own home. This of 
course tends to regulate the home life of the family with good results in improving 
health. 

In the United States there are oow among the Negroes 6,ooo physicia!ls, 3,000 
trained nurses, •so hospitals and sanatoriums; too national or state sick-belliefit socie
ties. with many hundreds of locals, and soo social-service workers engaged in active 
service among the colored people. Fifteen years ago there were probably no trained 
rolored 50Cial workers. Then: is a Negro physician now for every 1,700 of Negro 
population. Twe-nty-five yean ago, not only were there few colored physicians, but 
it was claimed that 1\egroes had 110 faith in colored physicians and would oot call in 
eveo a white physician except in cases which threatened to be fatal 
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The Negro's struggle for health might be ccmsidered u eHorfof the race to survive. 
And yet in the mind of each individual it is simply an eHort on his part to li.., as long 
as possible 8!ld tO contribute as much as poss>Dle economk&lly as well as spiritually to 
the world. 

With the educational facilities being extended througheut the South, with the 
migration of Negroes from the South to the North still in progress, bringing more 
Negroes within the zone of better living conditions, with Negro leaders increasing in 
their apprecis.tion of the value of pubJID.health education, 8!ld with the whole standard 
of living of Negroes being raised to a higher !e..,), there is suflicient reason to espect a 
continued improvement in the health of the race. This will result not necessarily in 
any increase in the percentage of increase decellDially in the Negro population, but 
certainly in a steady increase in the population due, if not to more births, certainly 
to a much greater percentage reduction in deaths than in births. 

ORGANIZATION OF RURAL NEGROES FOR PU11LIC 
HEALTH WORK 

T. J. Woojkr, Jr., c....,.;..;.,. on I,.,.,adal C~alitm, 4llanla 

The South will never be wholly healthy or wholly efficient until greater stress is 
laid on the health of· the Negro. As the southern states gain admission into the 
United States vital statistics ngistmtioo area the evidence &ei'UJl1ulate& proving the 
fact that the health of the whole southeastern 8!ld much of the sonthwestem section of 
the United States is tonditioned by the health ¢ Negroes. 

There are nine million Negroes in this section, most of them rural Negroes. In 
addition, the contacts between the races are such that the health of the white people is 
dependent upon that of their colored neighbors. The food is cooked, the clothes 
washed, and many of the children nursed by coloreq people. A diseased colored com
munity therefore; of necessity, means a diseased white community. But this works 
both ways, the health of the colored people is just as dependent upon the health of the. 
white people. The dependence Is mutual, 8!ld for this reason public-health work in 
the Sonth must be teamwork between the two rsces. No nther procedure will succeed. 
This phase of southem health problems is self evident, 8!ld should be well understood. 
It has not, however, been sufliciently empb••ired in the past. 

As a genersl !'1lle the same diseases affect the colored 8!ld the white communities, 
hut the colored people ha.ve their peculiar health problems which require especisl 
emphasis in health work. They suf£er more from tuberculosis. In Georgia there 
were more than twi<:e as many deaths from this scourge among the colored people aa 
a.mong the white. A very high infant mortality rate accounts for the death of between 
Io and 15 per cent of the hsbies before they reach their first birthday. Valushie lives 
of young mothers are unduly sa.crificed in child birth. Chronic diseeses, such as heart 
disease, Brights disease, and cerebral hemorrhage cause tela.tively very many more 
deetbs a.mong colored people .than among white. The genersl death rate of colored 
people is 6c per cent higher than tha.t of white people. 

But there Is i. brighter side to the picture. Colored health is improva.hle and is 
mpidly improving. Based on their esperlence and careM record of r,soo,ooo policy-
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holden, Dr. Dublin, of the Metropolitan Life IDsurance Company, in a. r=t ~ery 
optimistic report, announces a striking improvement in Negro health during the put 
teD yea.n. That this improvement is not a.n accidental thing and really refiects & 

thoroughgoing change in the mortality situation is indicated hy the fact that the der.th 
rate has declined in every age period of life, and mortality from a diversity of conditiODS 
has been lessened. Among the very young childrea the death nte has dropped more 
than one half. Tuberculosis mortality has dern:ased &om 418 per Ioo,ooo to 044. or 
42 per cent. Deaths &om typhoid and malaria, which especially a!Iect the rwal dis
tricts, declined 75 per cent. In spite of the influenza epidemics der.ths &om pneu
monia have declined 26 per cent. Improvement along 10 maay and diverse lines is 
most hopeful and indicates beyond a shadow of a doubt that the coinred people have 
awakened to the importance of the healtb problem in tbeir affairs. They have actually 
determined to profit by tbe opportunity to reduce the unnecessary loss of life from 
which tbey have sulferod. 

If, to this determination and inerer.sed activity on the part of colored people, 
there can he added more organizations whose programs whole-heartedly provide for 
public-health work in the coinred community, much progress can he made in tbe coming 
two or tluee decades. 

Thedillicultiesmay as well be faced first,howenr. Tbeeearetwo: theiguorance 
of tbe mass of Negroes, especially rwal Negroes, and the lack of organizations for 
spre&ding tbe healtb message. 

The traveler in tbe rural soutb is impressed witb the poverty of tbe community life 
iD. ma.a.y areas. Where the land is held in large pla.ntationt, tenant houses are scat
tered, villages relatively few, and communication poor. The only rural institutions 
are tbe chun:h and tbe school, and tbese are scattered, poorly equipped, and hampered 
hy rer.son of their shifting CGDStituency. Futy per cent of the tenants live on the farm 
only a yer.r and then move elsewhere. They are pilgrims, merely sojourning a while 
and having little or no interest in their community or its institntions and leaden. /1$ 
weak as these institntions a.re, however, they are the starting point of aoy program 
which would rer.ch out and he ellective in the couotry districts. By ignoring them, too 
many of our county organizations have become units functioning only in the principal 
town and lacking in constituency and influence in the villages and open country. The 
colored preachers and the colored teschers are the natmal advisers and counselors of 
tbeir people, even more so than white prea.chers and teschen are of white people, 
because their leadership is not divided witb otber classes as is white leadership. 

Very little has been done so far to in<:Rase the interest of rural prer.chers in public 
health, but some distinct prog.- is being made witb the teachers. The Amla T. 
Jeaoes Found&tion, in co-operation with the state and couoty sehoul authorities, 
maintains supervising teachen .in •so southern counties. These tesch= travd 
throughout the county alding aD rural teachers witb tbcir problems and bringing up 
tbe standards of the country school as much as possible. Within the past few yer.rs 
these teschers have been very useful in attacking tbe school healtb problems and through 
tbe school tbe healtb problems of the community. This is a big field, however, and 
one in which much remains to he done. Entirely too IJl&IIY communities provide care
fully foz tbe medical inspection of white school children and ignore the black school· 
children.. So far as epidemics are coocemed, such a policy defeats itself, for "" epi· 
demic among the colored children will npidly sprer.d to the white schouls and undo 
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the worlt there. Any effort to reach the colored populs.tion with health programs must 
take inh> account these colored leadei&-the preachers, the b:a<:h""" and the farm and 
home demonstration agents. 

Next in importance to the colored leader is the southern employer. The living 
c:onditiODS on many tonant farms are such that hygiene and Sanitation are stnmgers. 
It has been said of some of the houses that the school cbildren can zetum home and 
study goology through the floor, botany through the sides, and astro1Joley through the 
roof. Our landlords need to he imPressed with the actual cash value of a heslthy labor 
supply. It is estimated that 450,000 colored J1eople in the South are seriously ill all the 
time and us,oco colored people die annually. If ball of the sickness and desth from 
preventable causes were. eliminated, the saving in eamings alone would amount to 
about $Iso,ooo,ooo; Much aid has been given to landlords by govennentsl agmcles 
interested in better pigs, better mules, and better chickens, but, as yet, tomp&Ialively 
little has been done to help the farmer have better labor. Within the past few years 
the farm and home demonstration. agents have passed from a purely agricultural 
program.to oue which laya more stress upon farm health and sanitation. These are 
the stmtegic people for reaching the landlord. ODly compamtively few colored farm 
and home demonstration agents are now employed, but those who are on the job are 
demonstrating their worth in reaching their own people and inlluencing the senthnent · 
of the employeiS •. 

These then are the elements in the community upon which to build: the present 
health organizations, the "'*'red lead..., the farm and home demonstration agents, 
and the emptoyers. The proper person to incus all these· efforts effectively is the 
colored county nurse-not someone to do bedside nursing, but someone who can 
organize parents and b:a<:hers to follow upmedlcal inspection of school cbildren, organim 
neij!hhors to do the house-nursing work, organim midwives into instruction groups, and. 
interest the doctom in clinics, especially veneresl-<lisease clinics. • • 

Many counties are now ripe for the aervices-of such a workot if part of the funds 
could he supplied by an outside source for beginriing the ezperiment. For every one 
of the •so supervising b:a<:hots now at work there should he a county nurse on the job;. 
Hote is a big field of public heslth work ripe for the harvest. There is great need for 
the interest and Jin&ncial support of foundations for Negro heslth operating as the •. 
foundations now in the field of stimWating.Negro education. These foundations sup
ply aid to states in maintaining state ~ of sChools, and they supply aid to 
counties by maintaining county supervisors and strategic schools. There is nothing 
whatever to correspond to these agencies in the field of public heslth •. 

Colored nurses, although working under established beslth agencies, will need aid 
in OD!isting the interest and organizing the forces of the community. In onder that 
this may be accomplished, an &dvisoey- body of white and colored citizens should he 
formed. The personnel of this body should represent the county and volunl&ly health 
organizations, the white employers, the educationsl boards, the.farm demonstration. 
forces, and the colored leaders. This board will provide the real teamwork which is so 
essential. In many counties such an &dvisoty board may he found aheody existing in 
the county interracial committee. Eight hundred of these county committees have 
been organized I>Y the Cc>mmission on Interracial Co-operation. The primary object 
of these groups is. to promote good will between the nces, but they feel that good will is 
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promoted best by working together for the good of the community. In a few places 
th..e coounittees are already backing health projects and through their co-operation 
during the past three years National Negro Health Week has been more widely observed 
than ever before. 

ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL IMPORTANCE OF HEALTH 

HEALTH-A NA~ONAL ECONOMIC ASSET 

Rbbtrl E. Chaddock, Secrei<Jry, American Slatislical Associati<m, 
Net11 Y11<k 

I. The nu.u.krn ~ attitudt /Qwat'J human amsen1Qiion.-In the older view
point man, as a factor in production. was not given as much attention as the machines 
be tended. Today man is regarded as an end in himself for whom wealth is produced, 
not merely a human machine to be wom out in the creating of goods. Human powers 
and energies are now being viewed as the most impo-rtant part of the nation's economic 
resources. Instead of filling places made vacant through disease and injury, the effort 
today is to prevent diseases and industrial hazards, not merely from a hum.anitarian 
motive, but because of a clearer realization of the economic wastes of the former system. 

In the city especially and under the factory system, the worker's chief asset is his 
ability to work continuously and effectively. Workers need the protection of their 
health in order to take their proper part in industry and to maintain their standard of 
living. This might not concern the individual employer so much if he were willing and 
able to secure at any time another worker, to replace the one disabled, without addi
tional expense to himseH. But the procedure of replacing a disabled worker is exPen· 
sh·e, a.s measured by the cost of training a new employee, by decreased speed of pro
duction, by spoiled work, and by compensation for injuzy if the cause of disability is an 
industrial accident. 

:z. The modern view of resowas.-Abundant natural resources in forest, mine, and 
soil taused us to regard them as inexhaustible a.nd until recent years the bounty of 
nature has been squandered by us without thought of future generations. It has been 
the same with human resources, and the results have been even more serious.. The 
eager pursuit of quick profits has absorbed the attention of the business man and has 
led to the exploitation of the worker and the neglect of his health and safety. The rapid 
inflow of immigrant laborers, of different nationalities, and with widely different 
standards and ideals, has promoted this narrow view of human resources. 

There has appeared a different attitude toward industrial progress. The health 
movement has for its object the conservation of health and working capacity over as 
long a period as possible. It costs society heavily in goods and services to rear men 
and women to maturity, when they a.re ready to contribute their returns to the common 
stock of wealth. U these potential workers be injured or disabled or if they die pre
maturely, industrial society suffers a serious loss by being deprived of a return for the 
coot or their rearing, or as measured by the goods and services required for their sup
port during the period or their disability. We cannot afford to scrap workets at tbe 
period o£ their maximum capacity as we scrap machines at the end of their usefulness 
when they have earned their replacement. We cannot afford to continue the seven~ 
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day week and the twelve-hour shift in industry. We cannot a!tord the present toll 
from industrial accidents and other occupational hazuds. We cannot a!tord to ha.ve 
our population sick and disabled from prevents.ble causes. 

3· s- t;J ,. lioMJilieL of mdustritll ~ """"""" lour.s.-Tn 
December, <92I, Chazles H. Veuill,Z statistician for the United States Employees' 
CompellS&tion Commission, estimated the deaths from industrial accidents at 20,000 a 
yeaz, and the tempozazy injuries at •,.;oo,ooo pez yeaz, causing time losses to those 
-pororil~disabled, aggregating about 38,000,000 worldngdays. He also estimated the 
penilanem paitial disabilities at xoo,ooo pei yeaz, in which cases the eamiDg power 
·would be pezmanently impaired to a greatei OI less degree. These injured iDdividuals 
and their dependents must curtail in most cases theirexpenclituies, and their sta.ndaidl 
of living axe undermined. Except In the case of fatal injuries, the number of pezsoDS to 
be maintained is not deaeaaed, while the sum total of goods from which both the active 
and the disabled axe maintained is decreased. By fai the larger paxt of this economic 
waste is preventable. Besides, there axe indirect effects of industrial accidents which 
inlluence the future working capacity of large numbers cif worken. Children leave 
school eaxly to supplement family earnings. Their education is curtailed, their physi
cal vigox is lessened, and their worldng capacity is impaired. Lowered sta.ndaidl of 
living imposed by these circumstances gM rise to ill health and intermittent employ- · 
ment, which impose additional future economic losses upon industrial eociety as a whole. 

In x92o, Lonis L Dublin, statistician of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 
and Miss Jessamine Whitney, statistician of the. National Tuboreulosis Association, 
constructed life tables fur the iwured policyholders in the ind.i.trial depaxtmem of the 
Metropolitan Company, for the period xgn-x6, showing the expectation of life at 
various ages, with all causes of death includeil and also with tubereulosis excluded.• 
In the general population of the entire countxy at thst period they estimated that 
tubercalosis mortality subtracted about 2.5 yeaxs from the average life sPan under 
prevaiJins mortality conditions. These investigators attempted to express t:h6 losses 
in average length of life caused by this single diSease in teims of estimated money 
losses. Aftei an enmination of the available data on wealth, income, and productioJi,' 
they estimated that a loss of one yeaz of life was equivalent to a money loss of lzoo in 
national wealth. This estimate was sublclti:ed to economists fur confirmation.· Since 
tubercalosis mortality subtracts an aversge of •·S yeaxs from the life span of each 
individual, tho loss pez person would be l•so. ;Fox a population of approoimately 
Io6 millinns, tho total loss would amount to $26,soo,ooo,ooo. The present genomtion 
would add that much more net wealth if tubercalosis were entirely eliminated. The 
a.vemgolifetime is about soyeaxs in tho United States. Therefore, this totallossmeam 
an annual charge of over lsoo,ooo,ooo on account of this one disease. But for each 
death from tuberculosis there axe probably live or six other persons who axe constantly 
ill from the disaase. The angle of approach above outlined gives no consideration to 
the very large economic losses which result from the periods of peztial and total W... 
ability duo to tuberculasis. For many, work must be suspended entirely for a time, 
and probably for an working capacity is moxe OI lesa impaired over a oonsiderabla 
period. 

-. A...U:.. .._. Jtaiaf. Supplemeo.t. ~ No. z,lrludt. :sg2s.. 
1 Oa tbe CCNb tJ/ T.,.,.,.tlfJ Qua:terl;y pnbU,..tJou of tho A.merkaD Statlatk&l Aalad&tioa. Decom

ber 1920:. pp. 44z-osa. 
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During the ten years from Y9l<r20 there were 99,261 deaths from tuberculosis 
in all forms in New York City. Of this total for the decade, s6.sss~ or 57 per ant 
were between 20 and 45 years of age, of which about two-thirds were males.' This 
reveals a serious picture of economic loss at an age when men and women should be 
at the height of earning capacity and when deprivation of earnings places a heavy 
burden upon individual and family standards. But to this 57 per cent must be added 
another 2o per cent (19.544) of the 99,261 deaths which occurred between 45 and 6o 
years of age, still well within the economically productive age period; and about 
6 per cent (s,866) between the ages of rs and 20 years. The former group should have 
been able, during the period of 45 to 6o years, to earn a surplus above the cost of their 
rearing and the immediate needs of themselves and their dependents; the latter groupJ 
z 5-20 years, were deprived almost entirely of the opportunity to compensate for their 
rearing, in an economic sense; cut off at the vezy entrance into productive opportunity. 

4- The ectmOmic lossts from maladjusJ1Mnl in industry must be eonsidet'ed.
Dr. Frederic S. Lee, in his book, "The Hum~<~~ Machine and Industrial Efficiency, 
demonstrates the need for the experimental attitude toward the human factor in pro
duction, regarding the human body as a mechanism with its own peculiar character
istics which distinguish it from non-living substance. Notwithsta.nd.ing its very great 
importance in industry, how crude are the present ways of handling the human factor 
in production! No such development of the science of the human machine employed 
in the factory has taken pla.ce as in the case of the other machines in use. This is, in 
part1 a problem of conserving the health and energies of the worker by careful studies 
concerning the effects of factory conditions upon the laborers and their output. Much 
bas been learned about the causes of industrial accidents and ways of preventing them.. 
industrial poisons which affect workers and methods of avoiding their ill effects, and 
dusty trades and their relation to tuberculosis. But industrial health is not merely 
the prevention of occupational diseases and injuries. Working capacity is to be pre
served and increased by a more scientific determination of the proper length of the 
working period, by the study of the effects of introducing rest periods, by the classi
fication of workers according to their capabilities for various kinds of work, by a deter
mination of the effects of overtime, night work, and seven-day employment upon the 
workers and their output. Fatigue in industry has become a matter for serious dis
cussion an.d more careful definition. ActivityJ mrntal or physical, is the cause of 
fatigue, which may entirely disappear during rest; but persistent activity-as in numy 
of the monotonous processes of modem production, in overtime work or rush seaso~ 
in seven-day employment, in work requiring excessive muscular exertion or carried on 
under conditions of excessive heat-produces fatigue past the limits of perfect recovery 
and may bring about disordered bodily functions. This condition exposes the worker 
to greater liability to accidents and germ diseases, or may induce nervous and digestive 
disturbances. Industrial fatigue is a drag on the wheels of industry. In this sense 
fatigue has been defined as "the sum of the results of activity, which show themselves 
in a diminished capacity for work."~ The modem employer and the community more 
generally will come to view i.t as sound business to safeguard the health and capacity 

• A chart preyared by the New Yon: Tubl:mdoci:s A.ssocia.tioD. shows these tact. graphic:ally. 

• T.i.t B44114.,11M1~ Worl#. Collis ad Greenwood, p. &o. Chapter F'm1 ol thia book praentw 
a.a cxc>cUcnt tnatm.enl of the su_bject of f&ti(ue. 
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of the workman by a sensl"ble observance of the facts and IEachings of ph)'lliological 
odence. 

The health handicaps of the. wqrking population are rellected in the variety of 
defects and their number found among school children, both in country and city, whkh 
are left uncorrected; and in the defects discovered among the men, twenty-<Jne to 
thirty...ne years of age, drafted for the army in the world-war. 

Early entry into industry often aggravates initial suhnonnal conditions, and may 
create new ones. Child labor becomes a source of economic loss to society. Employ
ment of children too early, or under bad conditions endangera the general health of the 
adult worker, and aa a consequence UlldmxUnes his productive power. 

·In 1909. in his report on "National Vitality," Professor Irving FISher estimated 
that J,ooo,ooo pexsons were seriously ill at all times in the United States and that 42 
peJ cent of this illness waa pfllVOiltable, with a possible addition to the !He span of 
Jifteen years. It is probably a conservative estimate to say that at any moment 2-3 
per cent of the working population are incapacitated for work by illness. It is safe 
tosaythata.nwchlargerproportionofthosegainfullyemployedareconstantlyworking 
in a state of ill health which "seriously lessens their output. A very small percentage of 
those who are absent from work on account of illness continues to receive wages during 
the period of disability. Therefore, the illness estimated above for the working popula
tion represents an enormous loss in wages. 

The budget studies of individual and family e>:penditures, made by Chapin in 
1907 for New York City and by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics in rgx8, have shown 
SigwJic..nt increases in health e>:penditures as the size of the' income increases. The 

· number of serioua illnesses, however, seems to be pretty eveniy distributed through the 
various income groups. Chapin showed that· low-income groups appealed more fre.. 
quently to free medical facilities. The evidence would indicate that poverty is the 
reasim for low expenditures for bealth, not the absence of illness in the lowe< income 
groups. 

The costs of maintaining the present bealth organization, devoted mainiy to alle
viation and curing disability whkh has already become serinus, is very large. Under 
a regime of allowing illness and disability to occur and then curing or alleviating them, 
doctors, nurses, etc~ are maintained froDi a.i:cumulated surpluses in the hands of indi
viduals or groups, or from the pro<luctive energies of others than their patients. 

5· Tlr4 dioidmds of luaJI/r-a nalionalliabilily-wkd ;..., ""ll.fSfi'.-Juat aa a 
nation cannot be strong in war with wea.lt and deiective men in the ...Dks, so the great 
economic aaset of a nation ;.:its stronimen and women-effective during along working 
life. In recent years the e>:penditurea on industrial hygiene and preventive medicine 
have yielded large returns. The object in the industrial plant has been to increase pro
ductivity through the promotion of better bealth among the workers. Only Jif
or twenty years ago, in most cases, when an industrial accident occurred, the injured 
was sent to the city hospita.! and not to ~ first-aid station within the establishment. 
Here the responsibility of the employer ceased. Most .concerns kept no records of 
absence because of illness, and little or no information waa avallable as to the cost of 
illness. Men were given jobs after a personal interview, with littie or no attempt to 
determine their qualifications for a particular job. 

But now it is becoming clear in many cases that the company has an investment 
in each of its employees, which is impaired or lost in the event of disability. It has 
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been sho"rn that tra.iniug a new employee costs the employer a definite sum in dollars 
and cents. ){ere absence of a skilled worker for a few days slows down production 
and causes fina.ncia) loss. Physicians and nurses have become a pa.rt of the paid staif 
of many business establishments, whose chief functions are to prevent injury and disease 
rather than to cure. :Medical departments, begun as experiments, are being continued 
as paying investments. The object of physical examinations of workers on entering 
the plant and periodically afterwards is not to disqu&lify defective workers, in the main, 
but to determine qualifications for specific work and to classify the workers fitted for 
the particu1a.r kinds of work. 

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company's rec-ords show a death rate among 
the insured wage-earners and their families declining more rapidly during the past 
decade than among the general population of the United States registration area~ 
The company calculates that during this period eight and one-half years have heen 
added to the life of these industrial policyholders. During 1922 they estimate a. 
saving in death claims of almost $u,ooo,ooo. Just how much of this decline in 
mortality during the period is due to the genernl improvement in the industrial a.nd 
commuWty conditions and what part is due to the health work of the company is 
impossible to say. This is assured, that the officials of this and other insurance 
companies regard expenditures for health as productive investments, and effective in 
postponing deaths a.nd increasing profits. 

The benefits to the employer may be summed up as follows: health organization 
reduces time loss due to sickness, and consequently decreases labor turnover and 
absenteeism; it reduces compensation costs for accidents and disabilities; it increases 
output by making a steadier labor force and by keeping employees longer in the service 
of a given employer; it increases general efficiency by experimenting with the human 
factor in industry to find out the best conditions for work, and by seeking to create a 
higher level of physical vigor and endurance. 

The sma.li employer finds it difficult to introduce this general health orga.niza.tion 
und~r competitive conditions. Besides, much that employers are now doing is regarded 
as paternal by the workers and they do not like it. Therefore, only a limited part of 
the possible health and safety work is being done in the industrial establishments, a.od 
only a limited port can be done there. 

If it bas paid tbe factory owner to organize preventive health work and to give 
physical examinations to his employees, expenditures for similar purposes in the entire 
community a.re yielding also large returns in decreasing disability a.nd postponing 
deaths. In 1910, when New York City had a million less people than at present, the 
deaths from tuberculosis were about twice as large in number. The death rate from 
this disease has fallen 5 I per cent in twelve years. Deaths of infants and deaths from 
contagious diseases have shown similar declines. l1ilk station doctors and JUU'SeS, 

school physicians a.od nurses, private health organizations, a.nd public health officials 
are organi.z.ing preventive health work rather than waiting for serious illness and disa
bility to overtake the members of the community. 

The investment in public health work is still comparatively meager. We have not 
realized fully the public economy of greater expenditures for constructive activities. 
The total annual expenditure by all official governmental, Federal, sta.te, a.nd local 
agencies in public health work is probably not over one-sixth of the expenditure of the 
people of the United States for <!Iugs a.nd medicines alone. We spend over a billion 
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dollaJs ammally on our public schools. How small a fraction of this enonnous expense 
is devoted to physical education and health worlt in our schools! 

O>mmnnit.y organization of health promotion and protection is mme and """"' 
essential in modem city life. Group action by insurance plans lowers individual costs 
and secures more adequate health protection. Socjalired and preventive medicine 
i..quires group organisation. The need is for better ways of spending incomes. This 
is psrtly a problem of education on such matters as inod values, and psrtly a matter of 
preventing ww.. ry expenditures. This is equiwlent to increasing incomes of 
individuals and families and creating a surplus from which adequste health protection 
is possible without free medical service. 

DISEASE AS A FACTOR IN POVERTY 

Bailey B. Burrill, Golwal Dirldor, A.uocialitmjor Improoitsg lire 
~•fllNP..,,N.,. Fori 

This paper will undertake to emphasize the fact that ill health and poverty are 
even more closely related than is genemlly reoognized, and that c:wrent pmctiee in 
dealing with the problems of poverty does not make adequate m:ognition of their close 
relation. 

Tflherculosis altmo -for oV<r ,.. lralf of ..U.f "Pfltdiltwu.-I woofd draw 
upon the e>perience of the Association for Improving the Coadition of the Poor fur evi
dence of the fact that disease ·and poverty are inextrit:ably correlsted. Aa:ording to 
the monthly roport of this association, fur the 'month of Much, $23,500 was upended 
for allowances to families out of a total of $30,000 expended for material relief during 
the same month. So-called "allowances" are given only to families that h&ve been 
known to the .......:iaticn fur a perlod of at least tl!ree months and for which a aefinite 
plan of action l>as been mapped out, involving the supplementing of the income of the 
family. Of this $•3.500 spent for monthly allowances, $9,ooo """expended fur ra,mi: 
lies in which tuberculosis was a. definite fa4or- The remaining $q,soo was expended 
fur allowances to other families. Thus it will be seen that of the current upenditures 
fur relief pwposes between 011&-third ·and on.,.hall of an of the upenditures were made 
for families in which tubercnlosis was present as a-factor. 

This is conlirmed by the fact that the total upenditures fur material relief fur the 
last fisca.l year of the association were $J45,ooo, and the total amount upended fur the 
relief of families in which tuberculosis was a factor was $n6,ooo, again over on...third 
of the whole. A study made of the dependent-widow group of the association, which 
requires an even laiger upenditun: in the allowance group, indicates that 41 per cent 
of these families are in need of relief because of the fact that the husband died from 
toberculosis.. This evidence is supported strikingly by a similar study made several 
yesm ago of all dependent widows' families cared fur by the Board of Child Welfare 
in New York City. This showed that the fathe!s of 42 per cent of these families h&d 
died of tubercnlosis. In other worda, one health problem alone-tubettulosis of the 
bresd-~a major uperating factor in coosiderably more than one-half of all of 
the families under the aue of typical family-welfare organizations. 

Ollw tlinas• fodors.-A slightly dillerent pictwe. but one again emphB!iring the 
impo!tance of disease ... a factor in poverty, is seen from ... -mination of the atatis-
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tical report of the Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor for the six 
months' period ending :March JI, 1923. The visitors and nurses of the association, in 
their reports, indicate what are discovered as the leading health and social problelns in 
the families under their care. Inasmuch as poverty is seldom the result of a single 
factor alone in any given family, one may find seveml health problems as well as seveml 
social problems asacxompanying factors in each family. As & matter of fact, in dealing 
with 3,87 5 families that were under care during this six months' period, there were 
5,613 separate important health problems listed by visitors, and 3,643 different impor
tant social problems. Tuberculosis was listed, for example, 839 times in the 3,875 
families, meaning that tuberculosis was present as a complicating factor in 539 of the 
families. Cardiac problems were listed in 163 of these families; venereal disease, in 
268 families; definite mental or nervous disease or mental defectiveness, in 299 families. 
Blindness appeared as a problem in 84 families; paralysis or crippled condition, in 91 
families; rickets, in 236 families; convalescence, in u6 families; acute physical disa
bility, exclusive of the general disabilities already referred to, in 8rs families; and so on 
through the whole list of health problems. 

Similarly, under social problems, widows with dependent children appeared as a 
social problem in 444 problems; old age, in 206 families; unemployment, in 471 fami
lies; desertio~ in 212 families; non-support, in 118 families; death of the wage-earner 
other than husband, in 75 families; and so on with a group of social problems. 

Similarly, in listing the health services rendered during this six months' period, 
there were 6,524 definite health services rendered, as compared with 2,940 social ser
vices rendered. These health services included diagnostic clinic examinations; physi
cal treatment at hospital, sanitarium, out-patient department, preventorium, or by 
private physician; or maternity care, nutritional care, dental care, convalescent care, 
and so forth. 

It is not intended by citing these figures to balance the one group of health factors 
carefully against the other group of social factors, because it is readlly realized that one 
health problero may be ten times as important as another health problem or may be 
more important or less important than one of the social probiems involved in a given 
family, but a careful examination of the whole statistical report does give one clearly 
the picture that health problems are of fundamental importance in the work of any 
family-weUare association; indeed, they seem to the writer to be of much more signi. 
ficance than is recognized in current practice in dealing with poverty problems. 

Responsibilily of famiJy-u•<lfMe agemies.-If these data mean anything, for exam
ple, they would mean that the further reduction of mortality and the accompanying 
reduction in morbidity from tuberculosis would be of the greatest significance for family
welfare work. When we realize that the tuberculosis death rate in New York City 
has been more than cut in half in the isst two decades, and bearing in mind what I 
have said about the relation between tuberculosis and the necessity for relief, we appre
ciate that al.ready family-welfare organizations in New York City, public and private. 
are, by the very facto( the decline in the tuberculosis death rate alone, made more able 
to deal with the existing poverty that is left than they were in '903· I cite tuberculosis 
because it is probably still the major health problem involved in poverty, It is a 
disease of long duration, in which the bread-winner has a protracted period of chronic 
illness before his death. It takes a family with exceptionally stable, economic hack
ground to be able to withstand the economic effects of a two- or three-year period of 
continuous illness of its bread-winner without any income from this source. A very 
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large number of otherwise quite normal families of wage-earners come within tho pov· 
erty group cared for by family-welfare org&Dizatious under this stmin. If we can again 
cut tho death rate from tubereulosis in New York City in one-half, it would be of tho 
greatest possible significance to tho work now being conducted by family-welfare agen
cies. It would inevitably free at least one.fourtb of the expenditures. of such organiza
tions for other lines of activity in addition to adding greatly to tho eoonomic assets of 
tho community a group of self~pportiog, self-reliant families, which are now a beavy 
burden OD tho community. The funds tbus freed c:ould well be devoted to prevention 
work in order to further decrease tho amount of sickness and poverty which bas to be 
relieved. 

It therefore becomes impemtive for family-welfare organizations, in my judgment, 
to either participate actively in tho program of tho prevention of tobereulosis or to at 
least see tbat adequate stepa are taken, in any given community, looking t<>ward this 
end. By adequate stepa I mean stepa tbat are commensurate with tho results of 
failing tD prevent tuberculosis. If one bad tD Choose, for aample, at the present time 
between spending as much money as is now being spent fm tho relief and care of tuber
culous families io a given city and spending some real percentage of this in the preven
tion of tobereulosis, it would, it seems tD me, be a duty tD see tbat some of tho fonds 
were diverted to tho prevention of tobereulosis pn>gram. Fortunately, in most com-· 
munities this is not a final and necessary alternative, because it is possible, I believe, 
in most communities tD raise funds necessary tD deal with both problems, but the pre
vention program is the one tbat is Diost likely tD be the last to be adequately developed 
and, because there is so much at stake for family~welfare oiganizations) it becomes a 

·prime responsiiPJity resting on them tD see tbat the program of prevention is early and 
adequately developed and tbat the general public are educated tD tho point wbere they 
see the significance of adequate support of such preventive activities. 

But it is also imperative tbat.fa.mily-welfare workers know bow tD deal with the'' 
problems of personal hygiene mdof readjustment of family health habits tD enable them 
tD deal ellectively with such families as must be' cared for because their tubereulosis 
bas not been cared. 

I have zefened at length tD taberqllosis. One might S&y almost the same thing, 
.although the factor is proportionetely not' quite so great, with regard tD cardiac difli.. • 
culties. And so I might in tom refer tD venereal disease, mental and nervous diseases, 
paralysis, crippled condition, blindness, rickets, pnd so on. 

c,__,.i liWtJiun ......mag m lreallh d~-There is another implication of 
the close relation eDsting between poverty and disease that I wish tD emphasize. I 
have pointed out tbat health problems as well as social problems appear in practically 
all of the families which are known tD fa.mily-welfare mgsnizations and tbat this fact<>r 
should be adequately recognized in the organization of the work of family-welfare asso
cietionsor other org&Dizations dealing directly with the problems of poverty mfamilies.. 
As I look over the bist<>ry of family-welface org&Dizations, and as a part of this I refer 
t<> the literature of case work and family-welfare problems, I do not discover an ade
quate recognition of the place of ill health in tho problem which they are interesting 
tbemselves in and miting about and diPcussing in oooference, wben they meet for p111" 
poses of diseussion. 

Is it possibly true tbat we have been so busily engaged in ·discussing the technique 
of investigation, terminology, diagnosis, and understanding of persenality tbat we have 
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lost sight of the importance of discussing and grappling with the problem of health as 
a significant and underlying factor of the family problems which family-welfare organi
zations are dealing with? It would seem to the author that there is a fair presumption 
that this is the case. 

Cas-e-work training wattling in hMlUJ training.-I tb.ink also that the evidence 
indicates that there is inadequate recognition of the health factor in the Uaining of social 
workers for family case work. An examination of the courses of study in schools of 
social work would seem to support this. There is an effort to train hospital social 
workers, including in their training a considerable amount of work which possibly 
gives such workers an adequate health background, but in the requireq. courses for 
case workers in family welfare organizations, unless I am mistaken with regard to the 
contents of the courses which are announced, there is very inadequate training as to the 
significance of disease and its prevention in dealing with individual family situations. 
Without trying to press this point unduly so far as it relates to schools of .social work. I 
think that the generaliution that family-welfare workers as such have a wholly inade
quate training in the fundamentals of health as an underlying basis, for their worlt 
is incontestable. The lack of such training has, I believe, led to much wasted effort 
in dealing with family situations. It has been responsible in part for a failure to dis
cover physical bases for dependency which are essentia.l to satisfactory social treatment. 

There are, however, evident signs of progress in recognition on the part of social 
work organizations that a careful medical diagnosis is an essential and almost necessary 
routine part of the treatment of families. The development of more adequate diagnos~ 
tic clinics for the apparently we~ as well as for the sick, are more and more their con
cern. Some organizations are either supporting such clinics themselves or are joining 
with other social-service organizations in maintaining them. I am told as an interest
ing illustration of what I have just said that a joint clinic service recently established 
in Philadelphia is already considered an essential part of the necessary machinery of 
case-work organizations. 

Then, too, there has been the unfortunate tendency to so divide the field of practi
cal he<llth work from the field of practical social work that it leads to a sharp division 
in two fields which are not two in reality but only in practice. This divisio-n applies 
to method, ~rsonnelt training, and day~to-day practice in dealing with families. The 
person who visits f&milies, whether !or preventive and eduCational health reasons or for 
social-work reasons, either is or should be a family-welfare worker. The problem of 
understanding personality and of effecting changes in family habits in order to prevent 
a group of defective nutrition children from becoming chronic dependents and fit 
subjects for social workers is exactly the kind oi problem that social workers have to 
wrestle with. It is a family-welfare problem and the worker, whether she be a general 
social worker. a nurse, or a dietitian, must be a family-welfare worker with adequate 
mining, not only in health but aiso in the understanding of individual personality and 
the possibilities of dealing with it. If this problem falls into the hands of the social 
worker, no matter how fundamental may be her philosophy with regard to the family 
and its social relationships, no matter how much she may understand personality and 
human behavior, unless she also has some understanding of health problems and of 
nutrition as a factor in health or in poverty. she is not in a position to be an adequate 
family-welfare worker with this particular family. I query whether it is not unfortu
nate that in this day, when public health and preventive nursing are coming more and 
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more to mean the adjustment of peiSODal and family situaticms in order to correct or 
prevent fundamental personal hygiene and family habits that inevitahly lead to disease 
and poverty, there .has grown up such a deep and fundamental cleavage between the 
group of social wodws and the group of public-health nw.es. The latter group should 
have more social work, understanding-of-personality, and philosophy-of-<!Ociai-Riation
sbips bsckground, and the other should have more health-philosophy, health-method, 
and Rlation-of-<lisesse-to-poverty' training. The question isn't so much whether we 
shall use public-health nurses or social workers for family-welfare prohlems as it is 
whether·we shall tiain family-welfare worlrers to deal with family-welfare prohlems as 
they arise in particular fami!ies This would mesn, in my judgmeut, a much closer 
bringing together of the training of the preventive and educatioml public-health nurse 
and the t!aining of the social worl<er. • 

C...a.m....-But it is not the purpose of tbis paper to do any more than prowke 
thought. It cannot attempt to deal comprehensively with the whole question which 
the title of the paper suggests. If I have brought out auy facts that tend to indicate that 
health is one of the major factors in the problem of poverty and thatitsrecoguition is not 
yet commensurate with its importance, and if tbis should be recoguieed to the extent that 
it would mean a modification of the attitude of family-welfare wodws with regard to 
health problems-a modification of philosophy, techofque, method, t!aining, etc.-, 
and if I have at the same time indicated that most of the prohlems of the family ~tor, 
whether she be the educatioml preventive public-health nurse or the social worl<er of 
& family-welfare organization, are not fnndamentslly and radically diffexmt and require 
much the same approach and prohahly much similarity in training, then I shall have 
•momplished the purpose which I had in mind in presenting these thoughts to you. 

. . 
MENTAL ATIITUDE AND INTELLIGENCE AS SOCIAL . ' 

HEALT,H. FACTORS 

DELINQUENCY AND THE EX-SOLDIER 

W. P. Lor.,.., M.D., Dirldor, Wi.t!:inisi,. Psycbialri& I..mtra., 
Madisott 

In r9o2 it was estimeted that appro>imately 20,000 a-service men were in peDBl 
institutions throughout the United States. This seemed an unusually large number. 
It was very difficult to get reliahle statistics from the whole country. We therefore 
investigeted tbis st"tuation in Wisconsin and found that in the latter part of t912 there 
were over JOO eo-service men in the three major peDBI institutions of that state. We 
alSo foand that appro>imate!y an equal number had alresdy served time in these insti
tutions during the three-year period following the demobilization of our anny in 19t9. 
In other words, 6oo eo-service meu had been incarcerated in the peDBl institutions of 
Wisconsin These men were 1argeJy natives of the state. W'JSCOnsin's quota in the 
army was appro:limately 120,000. Upon tbis basis 0111>-half of r per cent of those who 

.. 
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served with the military forces in the world1s war were sentenced to penal institutions 
during a three-year period following their discharge from militaJy service. If this 
ratio is applied to the whole United States, and assuming a mobilization of over 4,0001-

ooo, the estimate of 20,000 e:z:·service men in the penal institutions throughout the coun~ 
try is corroborated by our findings in WiscoiJSin. 

This is an abnonnaJ situation. The instance of criminality is far above that 
ordinarily found in the civilian population for the age group concerned; that is, males 
ranging from nineteen to thirty-one. '\\~e therefore sought an explanation for this 
condition in Wisconsin, and the results of our survey made during: the latter part of 
1922 and January, 1923, form the basis for this paper. 

In \\risconsin we have three large penal institutions-the state prison, the state 
reformatory, and the house of correction, which practicaUy serves Milwaukee County 
as a reformatory. 

The investigation was authorized by our governor and the work was done by Dr. 
W. S. Middleton, associate professor of clinical medicine. University of Wisconsin; Dr. 
Raymond L. Kenney; and Dr. Fzank C. Richmond, members of the medical staff of 
the W"ISCollSin Psychiatric Institute; and myself. The work began in December, 1922, 
and was concluded in January, 1923. The three penal institutions were visited, and 
every ex--service man found was personally examined by us. The examination was 
very thorough and complete. After close questioning as to present complaints, past 
medical and service medical conditions., as well as family history, the man was stripped 
and exsmined from head to foot. All findings were recorded. The physical examina
tion comprised the taking of height and weight. thorough general inspection for physical 
stigmata, general nutrition and musculature1 detailed routine exa.mination of the eyes, 
ears, mouth, and throat (including the teeth, tonsils, etc.), the thyroid gland, skin, 
lungs, heart, abdomen, extremities1 genitalia, lymphatic and nervous systems. Blood 
pressure estimation was included and in certain ca.sest where indicated, special examina~ 
tions were made, such a.s urinalysis, etc.. In every case a Wassermann test was also made.. 

The mental examination consisted of a personal interview with the prisoner. This 
examination was conducted in a. separate room. The prisoner was encouraged to be 
fzank and freely relate his story. He was questioned closely concerning various periods 
in his life. The institutional records and history were used to corroborate the prisoner's 
story. A stenographic account was taken at the time of the interview. All prisoners 
giving evidence of meager education, all who failed to complete the seYenth grade at 
school, all who showed any peculiarities of conduct, all sex offenders and odd personali· 
ties were further examined as to their intellectual level. For this purpose we used the 
standard Terman intelligen« tests. These tests were periormed in separate rooms, 
offering an excellent opportunity for a thorough and satisfactory examination.. 

In all we examim:d 290 ex-service men; of these 134 were in the state prison; 65 
in the house of correction, and 91 at the state reformatory. After completing our sur
vey, we reviewed the case records. Significant facts and observations pertinent to the 
purpose of the survey were grouped and analyzed. 

SCt>p. of -"""<)1.-ln our examination our interest was especially directed toward 
the probable effect of prison environment upon the physical condition of the prisoner, 
his b6t weight previous to incarceration, and his body weight at the time of the exami
nation. We were also especially interested in the relation of the physical disease found 
to militaJy service and,likew~, its possible bearing upon the offense committed. 
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In our mental enminations we sought su.ffident information to permit a. conclu
sion as to the existence of any mental disease or mental enfeeblement, the character 
of per.ooDality, whether normal or ahnormal, and if abnormal, the further classification 
as to the type of almonnality. For our purpose we reganled an intelligonce equivalent 
to that of a 9- to ,,..year-old child as of moron level. Intelligence rating below thet 
of a. 1)-ye&r-ol.d child we designated as imbecile. 

We inquired carefully into the early life of every prisoDer, and traced his life his
lory up to the time the ofiense was committed. . We sought especially to briDg out 
facts cooceming home influences and their absence, schooling, childhood labor, compan
ionships, early employment, trades or skilled worl: attempted or mastered, earning 
capacity before and after military service; marital state, dependent children, social 
interests, etc. 

The military service of each man was c:arefully looked into. Thls included wounds, 
a<:cidents, and illnesses in service or subsequent to. service; also, the cooduct of the 
prisooer while in military senic:e, court-martials, misdemeanors, promotions, character, 
of discharge, etc. Careful inquizy was made as to circumstances of the soldier iJnDu>. 
diately after disclwge, his employmeot, and his income. . 

A special effort was made to a.oafyze the situation immediately preceding the 
offense for which the prisooer was incarcerated. The crime and circumstances leading. 
up to the crime were dlscussed with the prisoner, his rea.ction toward the ofiense and 
its coosequence were noted. Likewise, his attitude toward punishment, his feeling 
toward society, a.nd his p!a.ns for the future were remarlr.ed. . 

We grouped the off..,... into trivil!l and major, against person, property, and anti
social. Among trivial offenses were included petty thefts, breaking into boa cars, 
passing worthless checks for small amounts, assault of person not particularly vicious 
or with serious inteot, wife abandonment, adultery, breaking in and stealing foodstnffs, 
stealing from cash deposits, breaking into isolated summer cottages, operating auto
mohiles witbout owner's cooseot, bresl:ing pro~ lion rules, etc. Olfeoses agsinst per· 
son are such as rape, serious assault with intent to kill, murders and attempts at mu.
der, and similar vicious acts. Offenses against property aie such as taking or wroJ11to 
fally holding property, money, valuables, or melchandiae. We classified as mti-socia!, 
ofienses that diaregalded social convections, such as, the Mann Aet, liquor cases, 
abandonment, adultery, breaking probation ~ •. etc., and the plea made by the priso 
oner at the time the cha.rge was recorded. A special inquiiy was made into the poss1"b!e 
relationship of ..tcoholism to the offense. The" history of alcoholic indulgence was 
obtained. Lilrewise of drug addiction and, incidentall;y, the relationship of either such 
habit to the previous military service. 

Finally, an effort was made to determine a.ny influences upon the crime committed 
that migbt be justly ascribed to military experience or training. In deciding upon this 
we took into ccmsideration the character of military service experienced by the prisoner, 
the leogth of service, his age and impressionability while in service. We also consid
ered the character of offense committed, circumstances surrounding the commission, 
and how such migbt be influenced or affected by military life as we ourselves had 
observed it. · 
P~ m-.-The physical diaeases and defects found a.moni these men were, 

in some instanceS, definitely of military origin, while in a.n equally large number there 
were physical defects which were not tracesble to military seMce. 
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Ph;ysialldisabilil;y of s"l>ia OJ'igin.-Of the 290 men examined by us, we found 73 
cases, or 26 per cent, in which the physical disability was in our judgment Uacea.ble to 
military service. In a. few cases the men were receiving compensation, but, with the 
e:r;ception of one the compensation was not adequate and not comparable to that usually 
paid beneficiaries. It seemed evident to us that their status of prisoner handicapped 
them in prosecuting their claims. or, what was especially surprising, their uniform lack 
of interest and knowledge concerning compensation. No one man sought to magnify 
his disability. Instead, we were impressed with the indifference and lack of knowledge 
concerning federal provisions for the disabled. Their carelessness in this regard was a 
striking contrast to our experience with claimants. They give the impression of not 
wishing to realize upon their military service, nor desiring any sympathy or financial 
belp becsuse of such disability. 

Sutnf1!14t"Y of numal examitJIJlions.-As already mentioned, an effort was made to 
carefully examine the mental condition of each prisoner. It is interesting to compare 
our results with surveys made upon civilian prisoners at these institutions during the 
last few years. Our results show a greater incidence of mental abnormality in the 
ex-service men as compared to the civilian prisoners. 

Til<fub/Hnintled.-Among the 290examined, we found 73 cases of feeble-minded, 
or approximately 25 per cent. Of these 17 registered intellectually belnw the level of 
a normal nine-year-old child. The remaining 56 cases had an intellectual level ranging 
from 9 to I 14 Among these feeble-minded, both imbeciles and morons, we found all 
sorts of crimes, some of the most serious offenses having been committed by these pris
oners. 

Ps;ychopalloic personalities.-The mentally abnormal persons designated as psy
chopathic personalities were separated into several groups. For our purpose we decided 
upon four types .. ·hkh we designated in our table as: easily influenced, inadequate 
type; unsocial~ maladjusted type; serious character defect; criminal type. 

It is believed that therapeutic measures might bring about favorable results in 
some of the cases listed under the first two groups. These therapeutic efforts wa 
believe should be started at the prison and should continue after discharge from the 
institution. Such efforts, however, would only be successful if the conditions are 
studied in each individual case.and a proper supervision exercised after release from the 
prison. In the type designated as serious character delects and criminal type, we 
believe that reformation is exceedingly difficu1t, if not impossible. 

Social data.-Some very interesting facts were disclosed among these prisoners. 
Their possible bearing upon crime must be considered. It is noteworthy that over sS 
per cento! the prisoners examined gave a history of disrupted family relatinnship during 
childhood. In all, we found thirty-five cases in which there had been juvenile delin
quencies sufficient to warrant incarceration at industrial schools, etc. This number 
represents 12 per cent of the total examined and is somewhat below the percentage 
usually found among prisoners generally. A definite record of previous conviction 
was obtained in fifty-five cases, or 19 per cent of the total examined. It must be held 
in mind that these fifty.five were found only among the cases at the state prison and the 
house of correction. At the reformatory there were none who had been previously 
convicted. 

Cri,.iMldiU<J.-It is very striking to note the relatively large number of prisoners 
at the reformatory who plesd guilty_ Eighty-seven of the ninety-one young men 
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examined confessed their gnilt at the lime of arrest. The pleas of gnilty among the 
es~e ml'll at the state prison and the house of omection were also relatively large, 
&veraging 75 per cent. Another observation of considemble interest is, with few 
exceptions, the feeble-minded all plead guilty. 

&msomi< :lrur.-By economic stress we mean a situation preceding the criminal 
act in which the prisoner was in dire need, away fmm homo and witheut mends or 
through loss of employment, or lack of opportunity for employment, was witheutfunds. 
In order to come uilder this term, the offense committed had to he apparently a true 
outcome of the stress and, furthermore, it had to he .. theft or similar olfense in which 
the proceeds or objective was proportional to the need. 

Alco"""-.-A total of seventy-five ex-eervice men, or •s per cent, are criminals 

because of arts directly associated with alcoholism. The crimes in filaily instances 
were committed during periods of mental confusion. ·Among those listed as associated 
with alcoholism are included the o!Ienses.c:onnected with "moonshine traffic." In a 
number of cases, especially those &t the reformatoey, alcoholic indulgence began during 
milit&IY service. 

Drug addictions were swprlsingly absent among these ""~ men. Only • 
among the 134 at Wr.upunand"""" at the reformatoty r.nd the house of correction. 
A~-When this survey was started the district office of the United· 

States Veterans' Burer.u at Chicsgo offered to co.openi.te and assist in establishing 
claims for disability. Representatives of the United States Veterans' Burer.u were 
present &t the sutvey mr.de both at the reformatory and Waupun. With their assist
ance, in all, forty~en claims for disability were started or re-examjnatioDs for 
increased compensstion requested. 

s_, of finMngs.-The following facls were disclosed as the result of a mental 
and physical examination mr.de on 290 e>:-eervice men in the penal institutions of 
WISCOI!sin: •s per cent had physical and mental disabilities of service origin; ss per 
cent were mentally a.bnormal; •s per cent were feebleminded; 59 per cent wero fmm 
homes that were disrupted during the prisoner's childhood; 19 per cent had served 
prison terms before present conviction; u per cent had heeD juvenile delinquents; 
62 per cent were gunty of trivial off~; 69 per cent were gnilty of theft; 75 per cent 
had pleaded gnilty to the charge; 32 per Cent were o!Iemes associated with economic 
stress; •s per cent were offenses definitely iDJluenced by alcoholism. 

R .... ~.-Tbat a thorough mentaJ and physical examination he made 
on all ~men in penal institutions; that a thorough mental and physical exami
nation be made, as & matter of routine, upon all pelSOIL9 incarcerated in penal institu
tions; that in lUilll states such mental and physical -minations he made through a 
medical service of the medical department of a state university if such eaists. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF INTELLIGENCE IN THE CONSERVATION 
OF HEALTH 

Roberl M. Y..-k<s, M.D., Nali<mal R-.h C-'1, W..m..g'-, D.C. 

Intelligen£e JllObeb)y is more largely responsible than &D.Y other quality or factor 
in evolution for man's dominant position in nature. Its importance for human progreso 
continues undiminished. From ita effective use. discovery, invention, indusbial 
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organizationt economic and educational advances result. The cultural status of tribes, 
races, and peopl~ varies directly with intelligence.. It therefore behooves all who are 
working for human welfare and betterment to try to understand, gauge, and evaluate 
intellectual traits in themselves and in those whom they aim to help. 

Public health and hygiene are not excepted from the sway of intelligence. Phy
sician, teacher, and social worker need definite and trustworthy knowledge of human 
personality, and especially of the traits and capacities of the individual. Arising from 
this consciousness of need is insistent demand upon psychologists for aualysis of per
sonality and lor serviceable ways of measuring and safely evaluatiDg important traits 
of mind. This reasonable and enlightened demand eventually will be met. Initial 
and crude forms of intelligen ·e tests are gradually being replaced by more relined and 
reliable methods which yield specific infonnatiDn about the mental constitution of the 
person. Standards of judgment and bases of comparison are rapidly emerging from 
research1 and, most important of all, it is coming to be recognized that balance, the 
proper proportions among traits, is incomparably desirable. Safer or the individual, 
so far as contentment and happiness are concerned, is mediocrity with symmetrical 
development of traits and balance than supernormal condition of one important trait 
or function accompanied by subnormal development of other activities. Intellectual 
genius coupled with unreliability, disloyalty, selfishness, or other moral defect or lack 
of balance has scant attractiveness. 

There is much ado about intelligence testing, and many are the wise and foolish 
claims and criticisms. Nevertheless, mental measurement advances steadily. In x875 
practical mental measurement was unrecognized, perhaps also non-existent, and never 

.in human historyJ so far as we have been able to discover, had man's experience and 
behavior been observed systematically as an aid to medical, hygienic, educational, or 
economic progress. In 1900 the scientific study of these aspects of human life--com
preheoded in the term psychology-was well beguo, and appreciation of the practical 
significance of such information was manifest. 'Y.le know the status of the science of 
mental measurement and the art of psychotechnology at this time. Progress has been 
rapid and on the whole eminently safe. ·we may not believe all that is claimed, for 
there are incompetent as well as unscrupulous persons in the camps of psychologists 
and psychiatrists. Conservatism a.nd caution are in order. It is wise and well to 
prove all things, but it is also necessary that we have faith in the possibility of progress, 
good will, and determination to make scientific inquiry increasingly serviceable to 
mankind. 

In the advancement of health we must, of course, attend to all types of problems. 
For example, poverty as a social ill may very well be compared with opulence. It is a 
sufficiency of wealth rather than too much or too little that is socially safe and desir
able. Intelligence has much to do with the extent and the nature of our resources, 
whether it is a case oi too much or too little for our own welfare or for the social good. 

Similar1y, in the case of crime as social or anti-social behavior, we find from an 
intimate study of the cases which present themselves in our day's work that the intel
lectual status of the individual is highly significant. Now, intelligence is no more & 

simpl~ single factor than is general health. Yet, when we say there is ~uch a thing 
as general intelligence, we mean just about what any sensible person means when 
he remarks that his general health is good. We aualyxe health into a variety of 
specific conditions. We can analyze intelligence, we must., indeed, analyze it if we 
are to consider specific functions which vary accordiog to the requirements of the 
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situation, occupaticmal at othenrise. The question whether general intelligence can 
be measured is just as much to the point or just as little as the inquiry, "Can health 
he measured?" In so far as either is possible, we should go forward to the measure 
of mote and more specific and definite functions or varieties of behavior, significant in 
the life of the individual and in our social :elatinnships. 

Vwe, or unhygienic or immoral living has heen abundantly shown by statistics to 
depend upon intelligence. There is convincing evidence thst vice is highly correla.ted 
with low-grade intelligence. Perhape I liad better make this brosder and S&y with 
ID.entsl disturbances, not merely with mentsl defects. 

We are p..-ticularly concerned in this program with disesse. Whet is the :elation 
of intelligence to disesse and defect or to those lacks of balance which become problem& 
for the physician and heslth officer? The evidence is clesr thst for the preservation of 
health, the good physicsl condition thst escspes disesse as well as accidents turns upon 
good intellectual capacity far more than upon good education. I do not mean to 
minimize the importance of formal and natuia:I education. We caDnot escape being 
educs.ted; whether we are ev.. subjected to school discipline matters relatively little 
by compsrison with the esistence of educability. If one has lirst-rate natural capscity1 
one acquires a fair education in the course of an indefinite number of yesrs of living, 
although he may not be able to read or write I The educaticmal influence of living, the 
educational influence of home and occupational environlnentJ is the essential test of 
the value of intelligence. -

For the conservation of health we must consider the significance of intelligence in 
two individuals. The person wh- health is to be <:ODSerVeil or preserved or restored; 
and the conserver of health. I have spoken thus far of the intelligence of those of us 
whose health is to be conserved. I have indicated thst in my opinion a high degree of 
intelligence is desirable, and good intelligence is essential, for the conserva.tion of health 
in the individual. A high order of intelligence is desirable for quite different reasons· 
in those of us who are responsible for constructive worlt in public health and-hygiene. 
Here pxogress depends upon the intellectual capscity of the individual,, and especially 
upon origil.aiity and initiative. Other aspects of personality may not with safety·be 
ignored, for there are people of very mediocre intelligence who, by reason of good will, 
social-mindedness, extreme U!1SelfishnesS, devotion, and faith in their work, accomplish 
wonders! So temperament and charaeter must be considered as well as intellectual 
functions. . 

'l'l!is brings 'l'• to the next principal point 1 wish to take up. The success of our 
work with one another, whether public health or social service, depends largely upon 
our analysis of personality. . Of coUISe at this stage of our knowiedge the analysis must 
be crude; but at least we can distinguish between those fundaments! items which go 
to make up what we call intelligence and those which constitute charaeter. Assuming 
thst we have a •euomwly usefui analysis of personality to worlt from, what can be 
done, what are the prlmary needs and requirements in connectinn with mental.....,....,_ 
mont, and especially in intelligence measurement 1 I have no apologies inr thepxogress 
of mental measurement cir the pteSent status of "intelligence tests," so-called. I 
think, all things coosidered, a great deal has been accomplished in the last twenty 
years. The sit'!&tion, scientifically viewed, is far from satisfactory, and quite as far 
from satisfactory u practic:ally viewed. Yet I am entirely optindstic. We need the 
measurement of specific traits. This peychologists h&ve heen emph••i•ing from the 
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beginning. We should find out precisely what ought to he measured and then devise 
suitable methods of measurement. Now this is being done. Meanwhile, group mental 
tests are being used broadcast. Do not be deceived by appearances. What you hear 
most about is relatively crude examining or testing. But all the time intensive work 
is going forward lor the improvement of method and standards. 

Now for the second point which I wish to emphasize. No measurement of an 
individual is of practical value to us unless we have some basis of judgmeot as to the 
significan-ce of the measurement. We must, in other words, have a basis of comparison. 
So we have come to talk much about norms or standards of judgment in our mental 
work. We know that there is no such thing as a. typical human being. We are indi
viduals. How many important types of individuals exist in the human race no one is 
prepared to sayt but we know that there are a great many types-physical, mental,. and 
from the standpoint o( character-and a great many occupational types also. Conse
quently, it is not sufficient to set up a single standard of judgment with refereQce to a 
particular individual trait. We must have standards for the principal types of indi
vidual, standards for the sexes, standards ;ertainly for difierent races or peoples. If 
we are going to avoid injustice to individuals and groups in the use of results of mental 
measurement, we must have increasingly reliable standards of judgment. To evaluate 
their relations we need also more ~ple lmowledge of the traits which we attempt to 
measure. 

As I said in my summary, balance-the proper proportions among traits-is 
infinitely preferable to overdevelopment of some one trait, even to genius. I suppose 
there might be some difference of opinion in this, but it is p:refembJe that we be well
balanced, even if we sometimes have to he mediocre in intelligence, than to have a one
sided superiority. With these reflections on the sign.ifi.cance of balance and the possi
bility hy means of mental measurement of throwing light on the characteristics of the 
individual, on his desirable and necessary relation in the social sphere, and on his rela
tions to the conservation of health, I must Conclude. 

UNCONSCIOUS MOTIVES DETERMINING SOCIAL ATIITUDES 

Wmiam A. Whil<, M.D., Suptrinl<nd<ni, Sl. Eli.oh<lh's Hospital, Washingtoto 

In order to introduce the suhject upon which I am to speak I thought I would 
speak for a few minutes on something Dr. \Villia.ms mentioned, the matter of prejudice. 
He de-fined prejudice to you. We are as a rule inclined to think of prejudice as the 
other fellow•s opinion when it does not agree with ours. Dr. 'Williams gave a sm:ne
what accurate definition of it. but I would like to give you my idea of prejudice. I 
came to this idea some months ago when I was writing a little book on Insanity and the 
Crimi'hll Llw. When I was discussing the attitude of mind of the expert witness, I 
made up my mind that very probably not only was the expert witness a prejudiced 
individual when he took the stand, but any one of us must necessarily, concerning 
every problem of our life, if it has any vital interest for ~ be prejudiced) because by 
pn:judice I mean that particular attitude of mind with which we must come at any prol>
lcm because of our previous life experience. 

We have lived a cert&iD numher of years and bad a cert&iD numher of experiences. 
We have accumulated a numher of facts. We have thought and thought about them. 
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That is the way in which ""come to any problem. The nature of our past ezperiences 
of necessity controls the way in which we approach that problem. That is prejudice, 
and we must millze that everybody we come in contact with, in coDJl<Clion with our 
special problems, is already prejudiced when we approach him. We have also to millze 
that we ourselves have our own special prejudices, so that it frequently happeD!! when 
the stage is set for these various prejudices to come together the result is what I have 
been pleased to call a clashing of instincts, and because of these clashing instincts we 
get into the impasse Dr. Williams bas been talking about. 

Now, in respect to our.selves, more paiticul.&r!y in respect to the social wotker, let 
us examine some of these positive and negative attitudes of the social worker, bis 
prejudice and bis laclr. of prejudice. The first quality, perhaps, that the social worker 
should have is the capability. of understanding the problem of the pa.rticular case upon 
which he is workillg-the positive understanding, the faculty of being able to under
stand. All that is dependent somewhat upon a laclr. of prejudice. · It requires the 
ability to approach the problem as far as possible without preoonceived notions. 

Certain of the attitudes born of prejudice work vert disastrously. For example, 
if a social wotker must he single-minded and of a single purpose, he must desire solely 
to solve the problems to benefit 'the person who presents the particul&r problem at 
issue. II he bas another purpose in mind, the purpose will in some way get in the way 
and trip him up and interfere with bis results. We may think we can keep undesirable 
ideas from other people's knowledge. We may think we may approach one of these 
problems with some ulterior motive and nobody will know. It may be true that nobodY 
will koow in the ..,... that they can fonnulate it defiultely :ii. wmds, but they can feel 
that a person bas not the right motive. The social worker bas- the right motive if 
he bas not a siDgle mind and a single p~to solve the problem he bas undertaken. 
The laclr. of that si!'gl~>-~@lnesa. wlll/surely undo him. It is not appreciated, 
although it is a.'!'-~ obvious fact, !'ow impertant the mental attitude is to all ' 
parties ~ea. . . . , 

.dJ[ any social endeavor, the social worker and all others with whom he cmnes in 
~tact have their prejudices, their own pa.rticular ideas. And all these things enter 
into the solution of the problem. Sometimes these things are .........W,gly ha:d to 
overcome, and are never overcome by I~ one's·patieoce about it, getting mad and · 
ealling other people names. We must study their situation, and so come to a thorough 
understanding of WhY it eDsls and WhY the world undertakes the solution of its proi>
·Jems in that particular way, and it will ou1y he the tesult of that sort of understanding 
possibly that will bring any measure of effort that willbave any prospect of sUtteSS. In 
my wodd it sometimes happens that the attorney general or the comptroller geoeral 
bas made a decision that is absolutely the op~ of the decision that I wanted, and 
it seemed to destroy for the time being all my hopes in a certain direction. Now, there 
are a great many things that may be done about that adverse decision. I might get so 
I bate everybody in sight, or have a grouch and go off in a corner and sulk. I might 
do a great many things. none of which would help at all. Or I might take this adverse 
decision as a comment upon the orlginal ineffectual way in which the question was pri>
sented. If I assume that an adve..., decision was rendered beeause I did not properly 
present the case, I may take that adverse decision as a challenge to examine myself, 
see wherein the fault lies, and map out a new method of attack. And so when the social 
worker fails in pa.rticular problems, the important thing for him to do is not ta blame 
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individuals who have not yjelded tD his efforts. It sometim<S happens tD the doctor 
whose patient won'tget well.. He is inclined to fed that the patient is a sort of unrea4 

sonable type of person and ungrateful for his efforts. That sort of thing won't do. 
The social worker should examine his own methods a.nd see wherein be has failed. 
When he begins tD do that I think at least he will begin tD make a success of problems 
that heretofore have been failures. 

Now, there are a great many cures that are put forth for individual illnesses and for 
social evils. In medicine we have all sorts of cures, hydrotherapy, 5uggestion, and all 
sorts of things, but at the bottom of all those cures and through them all is a common 
component whi-ch is the psychologicaJ component. We are a little inclined to call it 
suggestion, personality, or something of that sort. None of those names tell us much 
about it; they are simply names, descriptive terms. I never heard of anyone who used 
a suggestion in that way tell what it was.. It is true with the social worker, his mental 
make-up in the treatment of a patient, and I suppose his personality at times, in 
supreme moments, hut we should realize that the everyday work of the social worker, 
thousands and thousands of them throughout the country, cannot be done by the super
man or superwoman. It has to be done by the ordinary man and woman, and there-
fore the social worker needs to be trained in thinking and feeling and in the accumula
tion of facts and data so that he can bring all of th<Se facts and all of thls training in 
thinking and feeling into his work. I have no special sympathy with the people who 
want to standardire everything. Thus we have, therefore, all of these mental elements 
entering into the situation, the prejudices we have to meet in others, the prejudices 
existing in ourselves, and, if possible, the eradication of some of them by special courses 
.of t..raining. I have called this process of eradicating the prejudices, increasing the 
field of conscious control, and I believe if you are consciously aware of this possibility 
and have learned not only to criticize others but yourselves, you can increase your power 
of conscious control very materially. 

As to the next fifty years of this social endeavor, I am optimistic. I believe that 
something has been accomplished in the past fifty years; but that the most important 
thing that bas been accomplished has been the recognition of the problem. I am never 
disappointed about a mistake made in carrying out a particular program so long as the 
fundamental problem has been recognized and the people are beginning to think about 
it. It seems to me that recognition of the problems you are trying to solve is the most 
important thing that has happened in the last half-century, the recognition of the neces
sity of studying the human animal, studying and understanding his mental reactions. 

~fay I call your attention to one big task done in the last twenty years. I refer 
to general work of psycho-ana.Jysis, which has been a movement that has come into 
e.'ristence to answer all the questions raised. Whether it does or does not answer ques
tions may be a matter of opinion, but I do think that inasmuch as it has come into 
existence for the purpose of answering those very questions of human motivation, it 
cannot be disregarded by any of you without a judicial examination of what it offers. 

Now, why do- I think this work is going to succeed? This work of salvaging the 
human being, of reclaiming the energy wasted in the defective and delinquent classes, 
bear.; I think a great similarity to the work of a large industrial machine. When the 
large packing houses first went into operation there was an enormous amount of mate
rial thrown away and wasted, blood from the slaughter houses ran down the sewers. 
As other packing houses came into existence. competition grew up, and the necessity 
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of S&vmg the waste, savmg evezy particle, beoame evident and the question of how to 
prevent this waste was solved. The blood does not run down the sewets today, but 
k made to Serve & useful purpose. 

I think now that society haS beoome so compli<ated, and the danger from the 
delinquent classes and the anti-social classes, the wasted enmgy of the defective and 
delinquent classes, has become so gre&t that society cannot any longer aiionl to neglect 
them, and therefore out of necessity these problems will be t&kea up mare and mare 
intens;vely as the ye&rs go 011. Mankind, I have an ide&, does not like to progress very 
much. Man hangs b&ck a gre&t deal like a crying chlld being dm@ged along the street 
by an irrit&ted mother. He does nat want to go ahead until his mother of necessity 
linally fot<:es him to progress. Society of necessity will find out ways to recapture this 
enormous a.mount of wasted enmgy and put it to some kind of usefulucss. That, I 
believe, is the work you a.re tey;ng to do. Now, in your problems you have started the 
solution. in recognizing the motives lying back of the conduct of human anima~ which 
will cert&inly help you in this recla.im&tian of defective and delinqueat people. The 
enormous amount to ...:la.im in the industrial machlne is due to the dilferent types of 
individuals, their dilferent positions in tha.t m&chlne, distrust, fear, or hate often of one 
another, and there is nothing to dispel that fear, that hate, except understanding: 
Understanding is therefore the job you a.re engaged in. That is the bssis of all your 
work. Before the sunlight of thet understanding these class prejudices and individual 
prejudices""' bound, more or less, to give wa.y. Yoa have the opportunity to dispel 
these intervening obstacles and break down this impasse I a.m a firm believ..- that 
ignorance, sellishness, hate, and all the nsf: of the anti-social emotions can never erect. 
a barrier to progress that is so high or so firm that human ingenuity cannot sooner or 
later surmount it or go through it. 
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SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE LABOR MOVEMENT 

Wil/i<Jm H. Johnsw.., Presitknl, Int<rt>jlional AssodatW.. of M achinisls, 
Wo.shingkm 

Social workers and workers in the labor movement have, it seems to me, much in 
common. For -one thing, they both face a. somewhat hostile world. I do not mean 
that the world as a whole bears them any personal ill will, but at present the most 
powerful forces seem to have different sta.nda:rds of value and to be pressing toward 
different goals from those which are nearest their hearts. Here is one energetic group 
intent upon making war or preparing for it, another utilizing their immense powers to 
gain foreign concessions and govern foreign peoples, another striving to make as large 
profits as possible at home, still another contending for political preferment. In the 
mdt~ of struggle for individual advantage the powerful often seem to be those whose 
main object is not the desires and welfare of men in general. Those of us who have 
socia1 ends in view and are busy about them have to contend with the opposition or 
indifference of such forces. 

\Ve are alike also in sharing the hardships of the pioneer. Few come in such close 
contact with the defects of modern civilization, with its human waste and losses, with 
, its manifold injustices. In the midst of this wilderness we cannot help dreaming of a. 
more orderlyJ a more intelligently, directed and humane society. Yet it is our lot at 
present, not to build the perfected city, but to blaze trails, to clear away the stumps 
and lay primitive foundations. I am sometimes told that social workers feel keenly 
their limited opportunities, that they are tired of patching up social diseases which 
need fundamental cures, that they do not wish to be thought of merely as dispensers 
of the trumbs of charity which faU from the rich man's table. A feeling akin to this 
often comes also to the servant of tabor organizations. '\V1len so many constructive 
possibilities are in sight, it is galling to have to fight over and over again the battle 
for elementary rights. of organization and recognition, to have to insist again and again 
on the necessity for decent working hours, a living wage, and fair $\·orking conditions. 

Some who are not in close touch with the labor movement fall to understand why 
we dwell so much on these matters, and seem to believe that we do so out of choice, 
or because our imaginations cannot compass anything further. I can assure them that 
this is not the case. Anyone who is familiar with industrial conditions in this country 
knows that a great many employers and even public officials are not yet1 after a cen4 

tury of growth of the labor movement. convinced that voluntary and independe-nt 
organizations of wage~amers are here to stay and must be recognized in the establish4 

ment! where their daily life is li'"-ed and where they eam their bread. Such elementary 
standards as the eight-hour day are not yet practiced in vast stretches of the nation's 
industry. It is a continual struggle, in many branches of work, to keep wages anywhere 
near the level on which a man can support a family in health and decency. \Ve are 
just recovering from an industrial depressi~n during which many employers utilized 
the temporary disadvantage of the wage-eamers1 not merely to reduce their wages, 
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but aJso to break· up their organizations and deprive them of rights and conditioDS 
gajned by years of struggle. Constant attention to these elementary matters is not 
our choice, but a bitter necessity. 

I am not one of those who believe, moreover, th&t there is any lack of dignity or 
social benefit in the struggle for better hours and wages. Some pen;ons seem to regard 
controversies between unions and emplo)l1>rS about these issues as similar to & conflict 
between business competito:rs for custom or between partners for a division of profits. 
It appea:rs, in their eyes, as the sort of' struggle in which the public is not concerned 
beyond seeing that it is conducted fairly and with & mjnimum of inconvenience to out
siders. Social workers will apprecinte, I think, that more than this is involved. 
Insufficient wages, insufficient leisure, insufficient employment, fatigue, and unwhole
some or improper worldng conditions give rise to a great part of our social troubles, 
and it is ten times as important to eliminste the causes as it is to attempt to alleviate 
the results. Furthermore, it is desimble that these causes shall be eliminsted, not by 
the concern of someone above or apart, but through the independence, intelligence, 
and mutual elfort of thase alfected. The unsatisfactory'plight of the unorganized and 
dependent wage-earner consists not ouly of the material hatdshlps to which he is sub
ject but also of the lack of status and power in his relation to industry. An organiza
tion of his own, which can build up this status and power in the cou:rse of winniog 
tangible advantages, confer.. a psychological benefit on bim which is immeasurably 
greater than his material gains. 

· One of the most pressiog needs of the present day is a general recognition that 
voluntary organizations of labor oughUo erlst, and that' they should, in the public 
interest, function not merely as social clubs and mutual heuelit societies, but as repre
aentatives of their member.. in the governan'ce of those aspects of industry with which 
they are specially concerned. 

The struggle for minima of status and compensation, however necessary it may be; · 
is merely the basis for something larger. In saying this I hope you will not anticipate • 
that I am going on to give you a neat architect's drawing, accompanied by plans and 
specifications, for a new and better social ord&r. Society cannot he reformed by day
dreams, nor can it he made over by platforms and programs. Nevertheless the labor 
organizations have a great contribution io make in the work-a-day world beyond th& 
gaining of elementary justice fortheir member.., Once their status;. firmly established, 
they can go on to make constructive contrlb!!tions of far-reaching importanoe. In 
some eases they are even now conducting experiments of much siguili.cance. 

Talr.e, for instance, the question of efficiency and economy of production. Much 
is said by enemies of the unions about their assumed "restrictions of output." Some 
of these so-called "restrictions" are working rules put into effect to p"'vent overspeed· 
ing and to protect the health and ultimete efficiency of the worker. Others are merely 
the re1lection of loose and haphazard industrial management, which falls to share with 
wage-earners the heuelit of inereased productivity, or falls to prevent loog periods of 
seasonal unemployment cr business depression. These working rules ""' small indeed 
in their effect on produetion compared with the major wastes of industry, such as unem· 
ploymeut. But labor has a positive interest in efficiency which can be exercised where
ever its position is secure. · We do not need economists to tell us that the more useful 
goods there are produced, the larger is the product in which we may share as consumers. 
O!lce we can be aure that we can share fairly in the division of the product, and that 
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standards and methods of work will be set in such a way as to protect our interests, 
there is no force more eager for efficient production than labor. I speak here not of 
vague generalities, but of experiments actually going on in various industries, some of 
them sponsored and iDitia.ted by 1abor organizations. 

For this sort of uperiment the organization of the wage-earners is essential. New 
methods of production devised in privacy by management and imposed from above on 
unsuspecting wage-earners, do not take into account their point of view or enlist their 
co-operation. If such methods are not defeated by passive resistance. at least they 
fail to achieve the best results. If, on the other hand, the co-operation of a labor 
organization can be secured in the study of processes and the improvement of efficiency, 
the practical knowledge of the workers is tapped, their confidence and interest are 
engaged, and the union machinery is there to assist in achieving the best possible 
result. The chief reason why the co-operation of unions in these matters has not been 
more frequently secured in the past lies in the experience of unions with those hostile 
or grasping employers whose habit it is to guard jealously every power of manage
ment, and to seek the major share, if not all, of each improvement of Productivity. But 
I hope we shaU before long be able so to demonstrate by results the superior benefits 
of co--operation with labor, even to the employers, that this attitude will tend to disap
pear. 

Another contribution being made by labor organizations in a definite way is the 
labor hank. F-or years we have had many insurance and benefit plans which offer 
much better opportunities for invesbnent of the wage-earners' savings than can be 
obtained in other ways, but these are an old story. Recently more than a. dtnen banks 
have been established in this country, with resources of many millions of dollars, a 
controlling interest in which is owned by members of labor organizations. These 
banks are not operated for the profit of bankers or of the stockholders. Their chief 
aim is social, in that they hope to use the enormous credit power of the wage-earners 
and other depositors in the general interest. \Ve have yet to explore all that can be 
done safely with the credit power in the present competitive system, and I can assure 
you that these banks are determined above aU to safeguard their deposits. But at 
least we know some of the things which we can safely refrain from doing. We can, 
with safety, refrain from financing detective agencies and employers bent on warfare 
with labor. We can, with even greater safety, refrain from financing speculative busi
ness ventures whose chief gain, if successful, is that of the profiteer. In the meantime 
we can, by sharing profits with the depositors, make sure that the wage-earner gets 
something for the use of his money, and gets it in a much healthier way than by the 
special profit·sharing and stock subscription schemes put out as a bait for submissive 
wage-earners by individual companies. 

Such efforts as I have mentioned cannot solve our largest economic and social 
problems, at least for a long time, but they do make contributions to knowledge and to 
social organization which would be useful in any larger solution. Labor also has its 
eyes on the more fundamental questions of economic waste, and is coming to use its 
efforts to further management of industry in the public interest rather than for private 
profit. \'r e are conscious. for instance, of the disorder and the need for a basic change in 
the roaf industry. I cannot speak for the miners, but I think it will be found that 
among the most valuable contributions to a solution of the coal problem will be the 
studies made and the recommendations submitted to the United States Coal Commis-
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sion by officials of the United :Mine Workers and the technicians whom they have 
engaged. I can speak directly for one of the unions whose members are employed on 
the ra.ilroads; and in this case I koow that we are actively interested in questions more 
fundamental than wages and houn. We have our experts co-operating with the Inter
state Commen:e Commission in their investigation into economy and efficiency,_-we 
are studying the fundameotal question of ra.ilroad valuation, we have declared oursel""" 
in f&wr of the broad principle of govemmeot ownership and democratic maDIIg1llllent, 
and We are constantly co-operating with groups of fa.rmen; and other citizens who have 
a vital interest in the matter, to study the requirements of the transportation system 
and to bring ahout a real solution of ra.ilroad diffiCulties. 

Such controversial activities may aeem to some too purely economic or political 
to be called social aspects of the labor movemeot. But basic social questions cannot 
be separated from economics and government. As long -as economics concerns itself 
with academic "laws," or adopts solely the point of view of the profit-maker, and as 
long as polities is merely a struggle between political machines for patrooago, neither 
has much social meaning. It is one of the chief social contn"hutions of organizations 
such as the trsde unions that they can attract the attention of economists to practical 
problems having to do with social welfare, and that they can lift polities to a plsne 
where it must take account of the effect of government on the daily lives of the great 
masses. 

This has not been a· comprehensive picture of the labor movemeot from the social 
point of view. In the larger sense the whole movement is a social force, and each of 
its many activities would ha.ve to be described in order to cover the subject. But I 
have tried to .suggest that organieations of labor are not mere negative associatioos for 
mutual protection, that they are also constructive forces, necessary for the building of a 
better social order. They at once attract attention to ~justments of society and 
furnish a machinery for better social organization. Tbey teod to develop a fitness for 
larger responsibilities as they rece~"ve recogni~ and power. Tbey build up, group 
habits of co-operation and discipline wbich are essential to any democratic control of 
an industrial civilization. In so far as social workers are interested in a fundament~~) 
attack on their problems, I do not see wby the unions should not go hand in hand with 
them. At anyrste I am conscious of the great debtwbichlaborowes to progressive social 
workers lor their vision and sYMpathy in the past, aod I hope that this debt will grow 
even larger as time goes on. For in the long run; we are all working for the """" eods. 

INFORMAL REMARK& 

H010. HtJrberiHo....-, S.C.elary of c-u. W&""'g~m< 
I have not come with any formal preparstion. I ha"" had it upon my mind, on 

some occasion amongst those with whom I have worked during these last five to seven 
years, in certein matters, to make a recounting of stewardship, more particularly in 
connection with the recent operations of relief in Russia. I ""Y "those with whom I 
have worked" because when one realizes that the foundstions of the American Reiief 
Administration lie, as they do, in a multitude of committees, some three thousand 
throughout the nation, he is well aware that perhaps one half of the members at this 
conference are also members of the American Rallef Administration. You have given 
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the founda.tion upon which that service has been built1 and to you is deserving -some 
accounting more than the fonnal reports of a financial statement, the audited accounts 
that are circulated to the public. 

In order that I may give you perhaps a better comprehension of the problems faced 
during the last two years in Russia, let us go back. to the foundation of this work. itself. 
The American Relief Administration, founded immediately after the armistice at the 
request of then President Wilson for the purpose of relief of the then imminent famine 
throughout eastern and central Europe, was the greatest relief organization the wodd 
has yet seen. It was organized because 2oo,ooo,ooo people, exhausted in four years 
of war and engaged in revolution and in the founding of new governments and new 
states, were involved in a food s!wrtage of a dimension never before known. During 
the course of the administration, in the year 1919, something more than 2,5oo,ooo tons 
of American food were distributed throughout that great area. from Finland, through the 
Baltic states, south into the Balkans; and something more than so,ooo,ooo people 
were directly sustained from that food supply. Not even these numbers recount the 
total volume of service given, because theoreticaUy, in any given state, the food supply 
may be adequate for the entire population for one half of the harvest year, or it may be 
adequate for one half of the population throughout the harvest year, or the whole of 
the people may suntive from three to six months out of the harvest year, so that in 
providing a food supply for half the population. one has really saved the whole, because 
the food would have been completely exhausted at some time before the harvest. And 
so the work of the American people during the winter of 1919 was practical relief in the 
greatest of all famili-es. 

No loss of life of any numerical dimension res.u.Ited from that famine because organi
zation was started early enough to provide a food supply in advance of the necessity, 
and Europe was saved, not alone from the tremendous calamity of loss of life from 
starvation and disease, but, in that period when all human institutions were tottering 
at the foundations, the masses of the people in twenty-three governments were given 
such sustenance in spirit, such sustenance in economic strength, that they managed to 

survive, and upon the foundations of order peace was built. There could have been 
no peace in Europe had there not been this priceless service of the American people in 
the relief of economic destitution. 

The organization of that relief extended in far greater ramifications than the mere 
provision of food supplies, because with some fourteen new governments erected from 
the ruins of four great empires, as yet unable to find their feet economically, with rail
roads disorganized, industry paralyzed, every farmer holding such food as he bad, 
every village against its neighbors and every other city and state, we were on the thresh
old of chaos, nnd it became necessary to reorganize so d.S to take charge of transporta
tion and of coal supplies1 and to place Americans in strategic positions in the various 
governments. All these things were accomplished by a group of a thousand Americans, 
drawn from the ordinary run of American life; men were chosen from all callings, from 
all parts of the United States, who rose in an emergency to service of a character that 
is not called for often in the lifetime of a man; service in government and in the admin~ 
btration of economic functions strange to them all1 but they performed a disinterested 
serviccJ winning for America the esteem of 200,ooo,ooo people and a confidence that 
there rested upon them the primary functions of government for over SCQres of millions 
of people. 
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In the midst of this problem, requiring tremendous finances and 3,000 ships, there 
ran a thread of Americ&n charity over and beyond these gxoat economic services; for 
throughout lhat period the clWdren were placed upoll a special service, administered 
by a special divisioll, separated entirely from the other services, and cuganized on the 
foundation of American child-health principles. Some seven millioDs of children, ,_ 
sheltered in the •o,ooo institutions creatEd in every town and ,.mage· throughout the 
whole mass of ooo,ooo,ooo -le, in order that there might be some sort of adequate 
provision for all classes widows, orphans, and the destitute. In the primary obliga
tion of providing shelter, the Americans fumished supplies and direction and skill at 
the initial stages. After the passing of the gxoat fsmine with the harvest of tgtg, there 
arose a new problem when it was <lisc<mored that one of the results of the famine was 
deterioration of the anjma1s There was a great loss in cattl~ The children of the 
white mcea depend upon the milk of cattle, and while adults can .recuperate with a 
successful harvest, it is impossible for children to do so. These -le turned to the 
Americans to secuze for them foods with which to preser10e the health of their children 
until recuperation of foods might be possible· through the restoring of the cattle. 
Thus America contioued to support from 5,000,000 to 7,000,000 people for two years 
more.. Organization had been such that at the end of that time, with the reco~ 
of their economic strength md of their food supplies it was possible for America to. 
withdri.w and to leave them functioning in the preservation of their own children. 

From that background in 1921, the appeal came from Russia for relief in the gxoat 
fsmine resulting from the failure of the harvest of that yesr. It became necessary 
to mobilize for Russia a group of men skilled in fsmine ploblems, in economic prob
lems of transportation, and in the problems of quiclr. and IO&dy distribution, and 
it was found possihle, within a period of Ji"" months after the appeal came, to place 
an organization in action in Russia, which fod upward of u,ooo,ooo people. That 
oould not have been acoomplished had it not been for the men skilled and ezperieooed 
and for the gxoat heart of the American people.. The Russian famine, primarily due, 
it is tru.e, to a climstic failure in the rgot harvest, was eno11110usly increased by the 
previous denuding of the country of all reserve supplies, <Iue to war, hfockade, anci 
Ievolution, and, furthermore, transpOrtation was disorganized and the DOl1ltS! institu
tions of government destroyed. As a reliUit of the IeVOlution there was no community 
spirit, nor men of leadership in the varinns COIDII!UDities upon which organization could 
be built. And yet this group of American men and women, in number less than ooo, 
were able within five months to mobilize s,ooo -recruits, to open 24,000 stations, to 
secure upward of 8oo,ooo tons of food, to organize its distribution throughout :Russia, 
and thus to ~t the ravages of fsmine and save the loss of oo,ooo,ooo lives. As it 
was, the loss of life was perhaps •,ooo,ooo. There again the problem of the children had 
to find its separate solution, and while it was found possible to support adults upon 
hresd stuffs in times of gie&t emergeDey, it was found also that children cannot 
survive without animal products. In times of diie famine and disorganization, 
when the mon.l IeStraints &Ie lost, people cannot be entrustEd even with the care 
of their own children, so in Russia it again became necessary to organize children's 
problems sepamtely. Again sheltem and institutiou....., set up, some 4,000,000 

children gathOied in separately from their p&Ients and provided with necessary food 
supplies and clothing. 

The Russian relief dif!OJ:ed from that in central Europe, as the Americ&n Relief 
Administration itsell undertoolr. medical relief. Under this organized medical relief 
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some 14,-ooo,ooo people were inoculated and vaccinated and .t,ooo hospitals set up 
with supplies, and the vast sweop of disease that !hrootened the rest of Europe was 
stemmed within the borders of Russia, to the safety of all neighboring nations. 
With the arrival of the harvest of last year the problem of bread stuffs was again solved 
for the Russian people. It is true that there were certain areas where the h.arvest was 
not sufficient, and about 8,ooo,ooo people were involved, but the production of the rest 
of Russia was sufficient for the entire population, except that in some districts many 
children needed the animal foods, and here again the American Relief Administration, 
as in central Europe in 1919, maintained the support of children over the present winter, 
and is today continuing with approximately s,ooo,ooo children upon its hands. The 
forthcoming harvest promises well, the recuperation of agricultural pursuits is extra.· 
ordinary, and there is hope that Russia, with its 1923 harvest, will be independent as 
to food supplies. 

The problems of Russian relief have in many senses been much more ·difficu1t than 
the problems of central Europe, since it is a government based upon class conflict and 
is emerging from a revolution, the prime motive of which was hate. It is untrue that 
America and American ideals have not been welcome. As a matter of necessity we 
have been welcomed by the government of Russia. There bas been more or less diffi
culty in the functioning of the administration, but in the main we have had 
the co-operation of the government. We have no complaint to offer. If I have any 
complaint to offer it is that some of our own fellow-citizens, one group in particula.rJ 
who have thought that, inasmuch as the difficulties of Russia have been contributed 
to by her government, America had no obligation, and that this was a case where the 
beggar on the roadside should be passed by. We have had conflict with that group who 
ha \"e felt that America should take no part in the salvation of Russia, and we have had 
to combat the extreme radicals in America who preferred that Russia should die rather 
than that the hated Bourgeoisie should have been of service to them. Nevertheless, 
the problem has been !net. 

The difficu1ties of Russia are not over, however, for, with the government founded 
upon the economic belief that has resu1ted in the exclusion of initiative, there has come 
a demora.lization of industry that has projected a degree of poverty in the cities that is 
beyond all description. And while the harvest for '9'3 will probably provide ample 
food for her people, she still has the problems of poverty and of reconstruction before 
her. Despite all we may think or some of us may feel with regard to the ideals or the 
economic principles of the government of Russia, we have to bear in mind that the Rus-
sian people are one of the world's greatest people, a people of 120,-ooolooo, who have 
for three generations been the friends of America, and whatever may he the state of 
their government at this momen~ the day will come when Russia will emerge from her 
trials and troubles, and we cannot and we should not be subject to the charge that in 
her desperation and in the time when she was incapable of her own salvation, we, her 
friends, have passed her by. 

Due to the re\'"ersal of economic policies in Russia, the agricultural industry is 
fast on the road to recuperation. The abandonment of communism in the land, the 
assignmtnt or title in fee simple to the peasants, the freedom of markets for their prod
ucts, aud the restoration of the right of inheritn.nce amongst them has resulted in 
rmewed endeon-or, on their part, that is bringing rapid results in their salvation, and. 
while measures or like benefit do not extend to industry and commerce as a whole, yet 
Russia. with its 90 per cent agricultural population, is today well on the road to recov-
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ery. I am questioned often as to whether further relief in Russia will be continued 
a.f!M tbe forthcoming harvest. I have felt that tbe American Relief Administration 
could not be of great service longer. It requires other forms of organization to meet tbe 
problems of poverty and agricultural reconstruction. But I do not believe Amerl<a 
should cease her efforts to assist'tbe Russian people. 

One more matter that may be of importance and interest to you who are fellow
workers in these efforts is that tbe American Relief Administration, having accumulated 
unique experience in handling the mass problems of Cbil.dren, has felt that that experi
ence of six years should be turned to aC<OWlt in American life. The problems of child 
life in America, the problems of ma.fnutrition, and of subnormality are familiar to you, 
and to these problems we have felt that this great mass of accumulated experience 
should be turned, to some purpose. I have therefore undertaken to bring tbe resouroes 
of the' American Relief Administration, which consist more in experience, organization, 
and meu than in money, into the good will and <:<>Dfideuce of great numbers of people 
to the support of tbe Amerl<an Cln1d Health Organization. And in pursuit of that 
purpose we have brought about an amalganmtion of the American Child Health 
Association and the American Child Health Organization of the American Relief 
Administration lor a community purpose in the further apansion in the iield of child 
health in the United States. 

In these times of great criticiam throughout tbe world, in fact, in times of a hol<>
caust of criticiam of tbe peoples of Europe by peoples in the United States we aze told 
in nearly every breath that there is no gratitude, no esteem, for Americ& in return lor 
tbe vast sacrifu:e and service of our people, I do not mean- tbe sacrifu:es of war, but 
those of relief, for America has expended upward of lz,ooo_,ooo,ooo in the relief of 
poverty, famine, and ca.larnity in Europe. One of the calamities of the world today 
is the platform of hate upon which a great deal of in!Mnationallife and some of tbe 
domestic policies are resting, and it is impossible for those who conceive of international, . 
relief in terms of hate to appreciate internati~ relationships in terms of J<lve and 
affection. We are told there is no gratitude felt toward the people of America lor those, 
literally, scores of millions of lives saved-the mass of human life saved to Europe. is 
probably ten time5 the losses by ber want-but I see no reason why she ·should judge 
the <:Onduct of Amerl<a on the hasis of gratitude. To me ingratitude is a matter of . 
minor importance, even did it aist. These lives were saved, tbe foundations of 
innumerable institutions preserve<I; and despair has ~ lifted from the hearts of 
millions of mothers and children. These childien have been saved to normal life, to 
a future purpose, and to a future service. The sweet flowers of disinterested human 
service planted in thousands of communities, and cultivated there, continue to this day, 
and no one of the thousands of American men and women who have helped in the 
administration of these measures and are in &.position to know tbe facts will tdl you 
that there is no gratitude in the hearts of the peoples of Europe. The literally thou
sands, hundreds of thousands, and millions of children who, at tbe American canteens 
and asylums and shelters, have daily repested tbe Lord's prayer with their eyes on tbe 
American flag have had that flag implanted in their hearts and memories as representing 
something more than might and war. The peace of the world can be established on no 
other foundation than that of good will between people& Tbere is good will to America 
in the hearts 3! these hundreds of millions of people, a good will that will descend 
through generations of their people. 
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During the dark days of the Civil War, at a time most critica1 in our political 
history, the Russians evidenced a good will to the United States when they assembled 
their Oeet off the port of New York. From that act, perhaps small, there grew a tra
dition of affection for Russia in the minds of the America.D people that survived all the 
shocks of po-litical discussion over a period of sixty-five years. For America to have 
entered Russia, to have spread American love and service over her people, to have 
come to their rescue in times of their desperationt will have implanted a tradition in 
Russia even more deeply than the comparatively small instance that preserved the 
affection of America for Russia over all those years. I would rather have the American 
flag implanted in the bearts of these millions of people as a matter of protection to my 
country and to my own children than to have added to the American navy all of the 
battleships that could be Boated upon the Atlantic ocean. 

SOCIAL STANDARDS IN INDUSTRY 
WAGE, HOURS, SAI>HTATION, SAFETY 

Ret'. John A. Ryan, D.D., National Catholic. Wtlfare Council, Washington 

In a general way the object of social work may be stated as the relief and preven
tion of social distress and the improvement of social conditions. The outstanding 
subjects a.n:: fQO{)., clothing, shelter, health, education, moral character, social efficiency, 
and social institutions. The number and variety of problems with which the social 
worker deals are typically and abundantly illustrated in the program for the fiftieth 
anniversary meeting of the National Conference of Social Work. Although relief has 
always been recognized as the elementary purpose of social work, the stronger emphasis 
is laid upon prevention. If relief is the more primary and immediate consideration, 
prevention is the more fundamental and enduring. The task of preventing social dis
tress consists in the removal or mitigation of evil causes. Of these causes some are 
mainly or wholly individual, arising out of the individual's own weakness or inadequacy, 
while others. are wholly or mainly social, having their origin in group life or social insti
tutions. Among the e1ril social factors a bad eminence is occupied by those which are 
dominantly industrial or economic. 

No formal or considerable argument is needed to convince present-day social 
workers that the proposition stated in the last sentence is true and is a tremendously 
important truth. Nevertheless it will perhaps not be out of place to bring to the atten
tion of this audience one or two striking illustrations of economic conditions producing 
problems for the social worker. lfany of you recall the attempt made by Professor 
\Varner in his book, Amuican Clwritks, to analyze and tabulate the causes of poverty. 
From the records, which he presents, of rts,ooo instances of distress in Germany, Eng· 
land, and the United States. it may be fairly inferred that in more than soper cent of the 
cases the sole or the predominant immediate cause of distress was insufficient income. 
From the study of s.ooo families, recorded by the New York Charity Organization 
Society, which Dr. Edward T. Devine made in his book, Misuy and ils Causes, the 
conclusion is likewise warranted that industrial factors had more to do with producing 
distress than all the other causes combined. 
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Facts such as these, abundant, uni-.al, and obvious led to the cn'Btion in 1909 
by the National Conference of Charities and Comction of the committee on occupo.
tional standards. In the WOlds of the first chairman of that committee, Mr. Paul U. 
Kellogg, the oooferenc:e recognized "the in=asing importance of industrial factoll! in 
modem social life, not only as infiuential in themselves, but as -ting othei iDJiu.. 
"""""and sometimes whally dominating 01 peiVeiting them." In Older to estimate in 
the most pmctical way the.mngth of these industrial factoll! and forces, the..,.. oom
mittee undertook the task of~ "certain minimum requirements of well
being." The committee proceeded on the theoiy that the poverty and distn:ss trace
able to industrial causes are the ftSUlt, diiectly 01 indiieclly, of snhnonnal standards 
of life and labor. In other words, the committee ...Jized that so loog as men and 
...,.., lived and WOiked below a certain level of comfort, employment conditions, and 
income, they would amtinue to require the attention of the social worlter, even though 
all othei causes of dependency were removed. The problem, then, was to fDIJDulete 
normal standards, to describe systematically all those minimum requirements of indus
trial life and conditions which are necessary to abolish the specifically industrial cause 
of distresil. 

In zgn the name of the committee was changed from" Occupational Staadlmls" 
to "Staadlmls of Liviug and Labor." This title was reteined until I9L4- lly 191s 
the Committee on Standards of Liviug and Labor had been disssolved, but we lind at 
the 81lllual cooference that year a progmm presented by a committee on social legis
lation. In 1916 there was a. committee on unemploYMent, ,and in 1917 one on social 
insnranre These tluee committees were camposed in· the maia. of the same persons 
and dealt with the same subjects as were repiOSented in the compooition and program 
of the committee on standards of liviug and !i.bor. At the 1918 cooference, an impor
llmt plaee was held by the committee on industrial and """"""ic preblem.s. That 
committee bas had a continuo"" ezistence up to the present, although, like the other 
divisions of the cooference, it is for the year •9•.3 in a state of suspended uiimation. 
Nert year it will resume its functions. The establishment of the Division on Ind'!'!
trial and Economic Ptoblems in 1918, its amtinuation since that time, and the fact that 
there have been ecmomic programs undeJ: .:various DB.mes presented at every annual 
meeting of the oooference since 1910, CODStitute striking ewiclence of the importance of 
industrial factors in social distn:ssand social work. 

In the rgn cooference, the committee on standards of liviug and labOI discussed 
various economic factoll! such as wages, insuiance, edw:ation for industrial life, houn;, 
woman labOI and cbild labOI, safety, and occupational diseeses These toPics were 
presented sepamtely as ooospicuous elements in theli.eld of industrial factoll! and in a 
scheme of indUlltrial minimums. At the 1912 oooference the committee was ready with 
a systematic and complete statenrent of social sllmdards for industry. Under the heads 
of wages, hours, safety, and health, housing, term of WOiking life, and compensation 
OI insUI&Dce, the comaiittee described in considerable detail the least amount of income, 
safety, and comfort compab"ble with social, family, and individual well-beiDg in the 
life and labor of the industrial population. This was the famous "Platform of Mini
mums. u None of the standards therein proclaimed. as necessary for decent human 
ezistence bas - been successfully attacked, nor indeed seriously criticized. 

This moroing we shall attempt to review brief!¥ the progreso which bas been made 
l!ince rgu toward the ...uizati011 of these standanls, and to descn"be the outlook foe 
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continued progress. The four group meetings scheduled on today's program will deal 
with some of the wider and perhaps less obvious relations between industry and social 
work and welfare. At the general session this evening, we shall Jisren to sddresses by 
three distinguished speakers on certain important subjects in the same general field. 

According to Bernard Shaw, the trouble with the poor is their poverty. Para
phrasing this statement, we may say that the principal disability of the laboring classes 
is lack of income. With adequate wages, the workers would be in a position, either 
directly or indirectly to attain almost all the other standards described in our platform 
of minimums. Some of the goods involved in these standards the workers could buy 
out of their higher compensations. lfost of the others they could sooner or later procure 
through the organizations which better pay would enable them to maintain. 

Vilhat progress has been made since 1912 toward attaining the living-wage stand· 
ard? At that time the estimates made by various authorities pointed to the conclusion 
that between one-half and three-fourths of o-ur adult male workers were receiving less 
than the amount necessary to maintain a m.an and wife and three small children in ele
mentary health and comfort. The remuneration of women wage-earners, relative to the 
cost of decent individuaJ maintenance, was stated in about the same proportions. 
Have real wages increased since 1912? In other words, is the proportion of workers, 
male and female, in receipt of living wages greater today than it was when our platform 
of minimums was constructed ? Owing to the lack of recent statistics, it is impossible 
to answer this question with any degree of assurance or exactitude. One of the most 
recent estimates is that contained in the paper which Mr. George Soule read at the 
meeting of the American Economic Association in Chicago last December. The figures 
which he quotes from New York and Wisconsin statistics nindicate an increase in real 
wages of about 17 per cent between 1914 and the present year." If this increase has 
been maintained throughout the country in all industries, a considerably larger propor
tion of our wage-earners are at or above the living-wage standard than in rgu. Of 
cOurse. it is impossible to say whether the increase noted in New York and Wisconsin 
for factory workers has been general, either as regards industries or localities. Some 
light Upon the question can be derived from a consideration of the amount estimated 
as necessary in 1912 lor a family living wage and the subsequent increase in the cost of 
living. There was rather general agreement then that the smallest amount upon which 
a man and wife and three cbildren could be maintained in health and efliciency was $8oo 
per year. The increase in the cost of living since 1913 bas been 70 per cent. On the 
basis of these two figures, the cost of living for a family today would be at least$t,350. 
It is possibly true that three-fourths of the male sdult workers are today receiving at 
least the daily equivalent of that annual ineome. 

Unquestioned progress has been made in the scientific determination of minimum 
standards of living. In 1912 the only important aVllilable studies of family budgets 
and the cost of living were those of Professor R. C. Chapin and Miss Louise V. More, 
both for New York City. Within the last six yeaf'St at least a doun important studies 
have been made, covering various parts of the country, some of them extensive, others 
more detailed and intensive+ Probably the most important are those produced by 
the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, by Professor W. F. Ogburn, by the 
Philadelphia Bureau of Municipal Research, and by the National Industri&l Conference 
Boan:l. The significance and superio-rity of the recent investigations in this field con
sist not merely in the fact that they present in scientific fashion and in great detail the 
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various items that enter into a minimum standard of living, but also in the substantial 
agreement which they exhibit in their estimates of the cost of decent Jiving. Notwith
stsnding the criticisms in the recent minimum-wage decision by Justice Sutherland, 
it is DOW poss1"ble to e.tunate both the content and the cost of a decent stsndard of Jiv
ing, wbether for a family -or for an individual with sufficient canfidence and acxuracy 
to satisfy all reasonable persons. This is a very ccmsidemble gain. 

Even more important is the progress made since I9I2 in the acceptance of the Jiv
mg..wage piinciple. It was formally embodied in the code of rules adopted and enforced 
by the National War Labor Board wbile that tnl>unal was in uistenoe. Although it 
has not been recog,rlzed and practiced by the Railroad Labor Board, it has received 
fro!n that body the tribute of lip seiVice. Even the majority of the supreme court 
concede "the ethical right to living wage," although, unfortunately, they deny that this 
right holds good against the employer, leaving it suspended in tha thin and chilly m. 
Snbstsntially all the Cbristian bodies of the country have within the last ten years 
proclaimed the piinciple, and expressed themselves as favorable to its embodiment in 
legal statutes. So geneially has the acceptsnce of the piinciple become that it is 
SC&ICely eVOI rejected in theozy. · 

All but one of the mininun-wage laws on the statute books of varions states have 
been enacted since rgu. Twelve &Ie still in force, but that of the District of Columbia· 
has been nullified by the recent decision of the supreme court. No state has considered 
seriously the enactment of a minimum-wage law fOI adult males. The deterring rea
sons have been the fe&I that such a law would not pass the constitutional test and that 
the proposal would not receive adequate suppOit in the Iegisiature. 

What of the future? So far as pnblic opinion is concerned, there is Do reason fOI 

discouragement. The Jiving-wage principle has become so fumly established in the 
minds of religious authorities, social WOikers, the laboring classes, and even many 
econooristsand employers, that we JII&Y canlidently erpect a steady if Dot rapid approach 
to its UDiVOISai Iealization in tha world of industry. Apparently the method •of legis
l&tion cannot ha made avallsble without a cl!ange in the constitution, or at least a 
change in the procedure by which laws &Ie declared unconstitutional. The most scieil" 
tine and effective constitutional change would be one conferring upon both Congress 
and tha states the powei to estahiish, far Diaies as well as females, muimum homs of 
labor and minimum standards of wages, chlld.Jabor, Sllllitation, and safety. UnfOI
tunately, th..., is very little hope for theadoptitl!l.ofthis thorougblymsonahlepieceof 
Oiganic law. Only two. constitutional proposafs are now receiving serious considera
tion: an ameadment authorizing Congress and tho states to enact minimum-wage laws 
for women and minors, and the enactment, either by Congress OI through a constitu
tionalameodment, of the rule requiiing the vote of at least seven justices to declare a 
law unconstitutional. The latter pmvisinn would be effective for all practical purposes, 
would be available for othei desirable social legislation than that relatiDg to wages, 
and possibly could be effectively enacted by Congress w.ithout a constitutional amend
ment. Hence it would ha the mOIO expeditious method. At any rate, it is well worth 
trying. 

The present restrictions upon immigration have had a marked effect ill Ieducing 
the supply of uruWI!ed l&bor, and, consequently, in improving the wage conditiODS of 
those who fonn the great bulk of the undeipaid workers. Should the uistiDg immigra
tion l&ws be retained for a considerable time, they may prove to be one of the most effec-
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tive means of increasing the proportion of workers receiving living wages. For this a.5 

well as for other good reasons, the present limitation of the volume of immigration 
should be continued indefinitely. 

During the war, the number of wage earners enrolled in labor unions increased 
enormously, and undoubtedly exercised considerable infiuence in extending the scope 
of the living-wage standard and in retarding the subsequent decline from that standard. 
Nevertheles~ there is no good reason to hope that organization will of itseU be able to 
bring about universal living wages within, say, the next quarter of a century. 

FinallyJ we may note an important element of hope in the growing recognition 
among all classes of the relation between a living wage and production. Advocates of 
the living-wage principle frequently declare that the only economic problem involved 
is one of distnDution. Enough is produced, we are told, to provide all the workers with 
living wages if only the product were properly distributed. While this is substantially 
true~ it is a truth which does not of itself carry us very far. It does not throw adequate 
light upon the question of methods which will bring about the required distribution 
easily or within a. reasonably short time. On the other hand, considerations drawn 
from the production side of the problem indicate some very hopeful lines of advance. 
During the years 1917-I91 we shipped to Europe some fifteen billion dollars' worth of 
goods in addition to the normal volume of exports, despite the absence from production 
of between 4.ooo-,ooo and s,ooo1ooo able-bodied male adults. Secretary Hoover's 
conunission on waste in. industry found that twelve of the leading industries of the coun
try were only about 6o per cent efficient. These facts are only part of the evidence 
that our productive capacities are far in excess of the actual amount produced in any 
given year. The recognition of these facts is bound to lead to a narrowing of the gap 
between what we can produce and what we do produce. And there are signs that labor 
itself is coming to realize the importance of the productive element, and to consider 
sympathetically plans for the establishment and maintenance of production standard~ 
Such is the nature of the reply we can make to those pessimists who say that our country 
and Qur industrial resoun::es are too poor to provide living wages for all workers. 

The trend has been decidedly toward a shorter working day~ During the last 
decade there has been a steady march toward the eight-hour dayt until now it is recog· 
nized as the standard and prevails pretty widdy. The exact prevalence, however, is 
not k.novm. From 1915-19 the number of workers brought within its scope was 
approximately three and a half millions.. 

The old theory which demanded the most for the least has given way to the new 
theory which recognizes two primary factors in determining the length of the working 
day- the human factor and the industrial factor. The human factor concerns the 
length of time a worker am stay at bis task without suffering injurious fatigue, and 
without sa.criiicing the leisure which is necessary for the enjoyments, recreations, and 
duties of a wholesome life. The industrial factor concerns the length of working day 
which will maintain the worker in such health as will effect a m&Ximum of efficiency. 

Practically every state in the Union and the federal government have some sort 
of legislation limiting the hours of labor. The improvement in hours, however, is not 
due entirely to legislation. It is due to no less an extent to union activity and to private 
collective bargaining between emplo)·ers and workingmen. For the great mass of 
unskilled a.nd unorganized laborers, however, the length of the working day is still a 
serious problem. E"~ the basic eight-hour day does not obviate such abuses. as exces-
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oive hours due to overtime, Sunday labor, continuous shifts, and night work. What 
is needed is aa actual eight-hour day with an adequate wage scale, which will do away 
with the necessity for overtime ezcept in emergencies, and the reduction of night and 
Sunday work to a minimum. 

The steel industzy has been one of the most obstinste in resisting a shorter worldng 
day. In 19010 however, the largest compaoy in this industzy, the United States Steel 
Co1p0mtion, announ<ed its approval of the reduced hours' policy and its determination 
to put the policy into effect. The successful worldng of the tm-shift system has 
proved the practkability of shorter houm from a production standpoint. 

The chief factors influencing the health of - are occup&tional hazards 
and diseases, irregular employment, unhealthy conditions of living and working, and 
the employment of women, particularly manied women, under harmful conditions. 
The importance of the wo!br's heslth, not o!lly to social but to economic we1fme, is a 
fact which has been genereliy conceded for the last ten years. Conditions of labor are 
no 1- the concem merely of the physician, the sanitarian, the labor leader, or the 
social worker. The employer and the economist have recognjzed the necessity and 
economic advantage of healthful working conditions for employees. This new con
ception of health as an economic necessity is the haois for legislation dealing with hous
ing, workmen's compensa.tion, safety regulations, and sanitary provisions. As with· 
hours, however, legislation alone has not secured all the improvement. The notion
wide ''safety first'' movement, intelligent and scientific investigations into occupational 
diseases and haeardous employments, th~ action of individua,l employers aod ooocems 
in establishing physical uamination and supervision of workers, sanitary conveniences, 
safeguards, hospitals, and ao on, all have their root in the rather recent and g:owing 
recogDition of the human and economic factois which demand provisions for the work· 
er's health. · 

The constantly increasing mass of evidence on the question of national heslth ' ' 
forces the deduction that the industrial worker 'is more subject to sickness 8:iu! has • 
smaller chance of living the nozmal span of yeazs than has the worker in other pwsuits 
and ways of life. This constant wsste of life aod heslth and consequent loss of induS.: 
trial efficiency constitute a real menaa:. .The figwes given by the pn:sident of the 
American Society of Safety Engineers are appalling. In the United States ahout 
'/0,000 people are killed accidaota)iyevery yesr; This is nearly 10,000 more than the 
total hattie deaths and subseque.nt desths from .Wl>Unds suffered by our anny in tho 
war. Each year over 7oo,ooo wage earners are incapacitated by injuries for an r.verage 
of four weeks esch. The economic waste from casualties is appnWm&ted at $8oo,ooo,· 
ooo r.nnually. And this does not consider the er.cessive prlvr.tion and sulfering entsiled. 
About 90 per cent of this expense is claimed to be caused by preventable accidents. The 
figwes of the National Safety Council for 1919 are: over aa,ooo killed and over soo,ooo 
injured as a result of accidents in American industries. While the enct eztent of this 
human waste is not known, it is probr.ble that the accident rate for the whole United 
States is sS,ooo a month, or a,ooo a dr.y. With the spread of compuisoJy workmen'• 
compensation. laws, an increasing volume of mo:te exact information is becoming avai
able. The gradual education of the public to these facts, and the translation af human 
into economic loss, have been r.ctuating motives in the tread toward improved condi-
tions. . 
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By way of summary, we are justified in asserting that, despite set-backs and disap
pointments, greater progress has been made in the last eleven years toward minim1JJX1 
decent standards of wages, hours, health, and safety than in any previoll! decade. And 
the outlook for the future is brighter than it has been at &DY previOU! time-

CHILD LABOR 

Graa: Abbott, Chi<j of Children's Bureau, Unil<d Stales Deparlmenl of 
Labor, W .a.shington 

It will not take long to review the progress made towasd the realization of the 
standard with reference to child labor, adopted in 1912 by the Conference Committee 
on Standards of Living and Labor on which the chairman has asked me to report. The 
standard adopted at that time was a sixteen-year age minimum for the employment of 
childreo. Two states have managed to pass that hnrdle--Ohio and Montana; and 
five have a fifteen-year minimum for most occupations-California, Maine, M1chigan, 
South DakotaJ and Texas. 

But it is hard.Jy adequate to end our review there. We are, by the very fact that 
this is a jubilee conference, invited to look hack over the past fifty years in order that 
we may have some historical perspective on what we are to do next. 

\Vhen the first conference met in 1873, the question of compulsory school atten
dance and, for that matter~ of free public .schools, was a subject of heated controversy. 
Only four states bad at that time adopted modem school-attendance laws. Fifty 
years ago child labor was prohibited or regulated in a few states. Some beginning had 
been made on all these standards except that of physical fitness, now required with 
certain exceptions in twenty-two states. In 1873 six states had established a minimum 
age for factory work. In four of these-Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, 
and Vermont-a ten-year age minimum bad beeo adopted. Rhode Island had a 
twelv.e-year minimum for factories; Pennsylvania. bad a thirteen~year age minimum 
for textile mil~ but emp]oyment in the mines was authorized at twelve years of age. 
The hours children might work were regulated in fourteen states as follows: California 
permitted no more than an eight-hour day for wards and apprentices-other children 
were not so protected; ten states OT territorie&-Connecticut, Dakota Tenitory, Maine, 
Minnesota, New Hampshire, NewlJersey, Ohio, Peonsylvania, and Vermont-bad a 
ten-hour law; Massach~Uetts bad a sixty-hour week fos children; Rhode Island bad an 
eleven-hour day for childreo nnder fifteen, and Georgia prohibited a longer day than 
sunrise to sunset for white persons under twenty-one years; Wisconsin fa laws were so 
conu.dictory in terms that it is bard to say what they did prohibit. One state, Rhode 
Island, bad prohibited night work. Delaware had passed the law, soon copied in many 
states, prohibiting the employment of childreo under fifteen years of age in acrobatic 
and similar performances. Seven states had some educational requirement which the 
children mll!t meet before they could be legally employed in a few enumerated occupa
tions. 

At the first conferenc~ which met in 1873, the subject of child labor, or compulsory 
education, found no p]ace on the program. As far as I can discover by a study of the 
Proceedings of the conference, and .Mr. Alezander Johnson in compiling his Index, it 
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was not discussed until r8g6, when it was included in a program on the relation of the 
settlements to labOI. At that time Mzs. Florence Kelley, speaking out of her ezperi
eoce as chief Uu:toty iospector of Illioois, as well as a n:sident of Hull House, urged 
sixteen yean as a minimum age for employmeot. 

What I am woudering is whether by aoy chaoce at the pnsent time the conference 
is passing, without discussion, anything so signifu:aot in our present-<lay problem as 
c:ompulsoey school attendance and protection of children against premature employ
ment, as was the fact during the yean 1873 to r8g6. From rgo3 the subject appeared 
on most programs, so that for twenty yean we may be said to have been worlting on 
the question of child labor. 

Dr. Lindsay, in discussing the whole subject in an admirable paper in rgo6, urged 
a fedeia! bureau equipped to make continuous studies of child labOI, so that the 
facts would be available to the American public. We have sucl!. a bureau today. 
Whether it functions as it ought, I am of course not the one to say, but I can say that 
it desires to be really useful. The Children's Bureau is eager that the investigations and 
reports it makes shall not only be truthful but timely and helpful in connection with the 
problems in which you are interested. We have tried the experiment of a fedeiai law 
establishing national minimum staodards for the protection of children. The ezperi
ment showed that the fedeia! law had a.ftorded protection to large numbers of individual 
children and had also been the means of increasing existiog state laws and inducing 
state legislatures to raise state standards. This experiment came to an end with the 
decision of the United States Supreme Court that neither in its power to regulate intel
state or foreign commerce, nor to lay and collect taxes, does Congress have the right to 
indirectlY prohibit child labor. 

At the last session of Congress there wm a number of joint resolutions, proposing 
an ameodment to the United States Constitution, which were intended to meet this 
situstion. After much discussion, those interested in seeing that the children of the 
United States are given the largest possible p~tion favor an amendment whlch will 
make it possible for Congress to enact a national minimum standard and at the same 
time will preserve to the states full right to raise but not lower that uational standa!d. 
I can conceive of any state being jeslous of.its powers to raise the staodaeds of care for 
its children; but I cannot conceive of e. state being jeslous of IOStrlctions on the power 
of employers to exploit its children. ·. However, there are some who fee.r that the adop
tion of e. fedeia! minimum msy impair the initiative and sense of loc:al Iap<>Dsibility 
in the ste.tes. I would remind those people that a large part of the.clviliaed world has 
adopted not only a national standard but e.n international staode.rd with reference to 
the employment of children. The most important nations of Europe be.ve joined in 
the child-labOI conventions drafted at the International Lsbor Conference which met 
in Washington in 1919. . They do not seem to feel that by e.greeing to an international 
standard they have lost their independence. On the contrary, they rightly feel their 
Jndepeadence is ssfeguaeded with better oppOitnnities for their own children and for 
their neighbors' children· Ought it not to be possible for Congress to say the.t in no 
section of this counttywill children be allowed to work below standaeds now established 
by international agreement among many nations, e.od whieh the moral sense of this 
countty long age demanded? Whether this is to become possible depends upon people 
like you wbo are converted to the necessity of protectiog children from preme.ture 
employment, upon the eagerness and enthusiasm you put into your discussion of the 
subject with those with whom you meet at home. 
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THE STATUS OF SOCIAL INSURANCE 

l•hn A. LDpp, DirectM, Dtparl....U of Soci<ll Action, Nati<ncal Catholic 
Welfare Cwncil, Chicago 

III 

Prior to 1907 not a single permanent act of legislation had been passed providing 
for any form of social insurance in any state. Now, note the progress. Beginning in 
1907 mothers' pensions have extended to forty-five states; workmen's compensation 
for industrial accidents has been adopted in forty-three states, and by Congress for 
federal employees, since the first permanent law was signed by Woodrow Wilson in 
New Jersey in r9n; health insurance, which had not been discussed at all prior to 
1910, has assumed large proportions in present-day discussion, and while no law ha.s 
been ena.cted1 twelve legislative investigating commissions have made reports. Old
age pensions, which have been the subject of several legislative committee reports in 
recent years, were not enacted anywhere in this country prior to 1923, except_ in Alaska. 
During this present year three states-Montana, Nevada, and Pennsylvania-have 
begun the march of progress which shortly is likely to invade every state in the union. 
Unemployment insurance has not been enacted in this country. 

The mere numbers of laws enacted means little, however, unless the tendencies 
of these laws are indicated. Forty-three compensation laws and forty-five mothers' 
pension laws might mean little or much. Many of the laws actually do mean little; 
some of them mean very much. The question today is this: Are these laws adequate 
for the purpose, or are they tending to become adequate ? The answer is that they 
have been in the main inadequate1 but they are improving fast, almost incredibly fast, 
judged by the ordinary experience in social progress. • 

'Workmen's compensation laws began with long waiting periods; short periods of 
compensation payments; low compensation for death, and particularly low for com
plete disability; inadequate medical and hospital care, often none at all; no provision 
for physical or vocational rehabilitation; and with private profit-making insurance 
carriers. 

Thanks to the incessant publicity given to the standards of compensation laws, 
established by the American Association for Labor Legislation, the waiting period has 
been steadily reduced, and is now more commonly fixed at from three to seven days; 
the payment period has been lengthened, gradually tending toward continuous pay
ments during disability. however long; the payments for death and complete disability 
have been substantially increased in many states;. provision is made in almost all 
states now for some medical care, and the more advanced states provide for a complete 
care during disability, including medical1 surgical, hospital, and nursing care; insurance 
in state funds instead of profit-making carriers is slowly gaining the ascendency; voca
tional rehabilitation has been enacted into several laws as a part of the compensation 
provision. The Federal Act for national aid for vocational rehabilitation has stimu
lated tbi• movement and seem• likely to make rehabilitation a big factor in all social 
insurance. 

Mothers' pensions have likewise gone through several vicissitudes. In the begin .. 
ning in some states payments were wholly inadequate, due to the failure to appropriate 
enough money. Several states made the law merely an adjunct of outdoor relief; 
others have placed the administration upon the same basis as the care of the destitute. 
The proper idea of a pension has been obscured. It is hardly necessazy in this gather
ing to point out that in many places mothers1 pensions are approaching a standard of 
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zeasonable adequacy; mothers' pension work iS il<:iD& lifted out of the realm of pau
perism. The proper place of mothers' pensions is beiDg rec:ogofzed as a form of social 
insunmce, aS a payment fOl' service rendered by mothers to the community, and as a 
good insurance against an increase in future dependency. 

'Health insurance is at this time obscured by the smoke barrage aod fumes of 
poison gas which the commercial insumuce companies threw out against it when it 
seemed likely of passage in the state of New York in 1919- It may take some years 
to drive away the poisoned atmosphere. It is probable that health insurance may fol
low old.qe pensiono, aa it did in England No subject has ever had as much carefully 
prepared basic informatioo upon which to proceed before enactment as has this ooe. 
When political c:onditioos are ready, we may reasooably OipeCt the enactment of an 
advanced form of social insurance against sickness. 

What has been ssid concerning the adequacy of payments is likely to apply in the 
new legislation for old-age pensions. Of the new la'Wl! enacted Nevada has not made 
adequate provision, while in Pennsylvania the appropriation was cut from 5>,000,000 
to Jus,ooo, with the upectation that the plan would be set up admini.stiative!y before 
the appropriations were made available in later years. The dangei is that the early 
appropriations will be insufficient to meet the :requirements, but experience proves 
that that weakness of social insumuce gn.dually corrects itself. 

Social insurance against unemployment has not been enacted anywheri. in this 
country, but it has :reached the stage of practical planning. The bill introduced in 
WlSCODSin, which seems likely of passage, is a carefully prepared plan, based upon 
American cuaditions. Out of the maze of bewildered discuss!oo, running back through 
the last twenty yeam, we bave at least reached the point where we see clearly that 
unemployment can be solved by the stabilization of industry as far as possible, plus 
.the application of unemployment insmance. 

What has this movement meant to social work, and wbat will it mean when the 
program is fully rounded out? It has meant alreadY the promotion of several of the 
ideals of social work. It has kept thousands of children in their own homes uuder the 
care of their own mothers; it has given independent support as a matter of right to 
hundreds of thousands of workem injured in industry; it has prevented many thou
sands from beiDg reduced to the necessify of making application for charitable aid; it 
has restored hundreds to self_,.upp&rt, aad it has reduced the number of normal childreo 
in child-caring institutions. When the program is entirely rounded out it will practi
cally stup up the main channels by which people Piss from economic independence into 
precarious living, destitution, and pauperism. Socisl insurance will, to a CODsiderable 
degree, stabillze c:onditiono, and stop the rec:IUiting of the ranks of the destitute. If 
we conceive of a complete scheme of social insurance in operetinn in any state, we might 
..,.sonabJy e>:peet that new cases in the files of social organization would decrease fully 
15 per cent. ' 

PROGRESS OF LABOR LEGISLATION FOR WOMEN 

Mn. Fl...- K.U.,, C....,.ol S~, N.a....l c.,.,_,, l.Nf'" 
• Ners J!or11 

When I looked at the subject assigned me, progress of Labor Logislatinn far 
Women, my first impulse was to say "It has been progress backward!" There is 
bitter truth in those wwds, but it is not the whole truth. 
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Thirty years ago this month1 in Dlinois, in :1:&}31 the first eight-hour law for women 
in this country was adopted by the exertions of the trades unions and settlements, led 
by Hull House.. It was enforced1 as thoroughly as a law could be enforced, in the third 
g=test manufacturing state of this union by twelve inspectors charged with innumer
able duties, including the inspection of every tenement house in the state in which, 
pen:ha.nce, a garment might be produced lor sale. In May, 1895 the Supreme Court of 
nlino-is held that under the Fourteenth Amendment women, being citizens, could not 
be deprived of the right to work unlimited hours~ The court was a rural one. One 
lonely judge among nine represented the city of Chicago, then, as now, the second great 
manufacturing city in the Western Hemisphere. The court, I will he briefer than it 
was, in nine thousand words defined its position, explaining that women were citizens 
although there were four minor derogations upon their citizenship. It said: "Women 
cannot be allowed to work in mines underground as men can; they cannot be called to 
the militia as men ca.n; if they own farms, they cannot work out their taxes upon the 
roads as men can; and they can vote only once in four years for three trustees of the 
University of lllinois. In spite however of these four derogations upon their citizen
ship, they cannot he deprived of their right to contract to work as they and their 
employers. may agree. 

That judicial opinion was the law of lllinois for Jifteen years. So pamlyzing was 
its effect that,. in the Mississippi Valley and far to the east and west, no state attempted 
to deal with hours, or wages, until Oregon, in 1907, defying this evil precedent, adopted 
a ten-hour law for women. According to the decision of the Supreme Court of the 
United States upholding the Oregon ten-hour law in r9o8, the Illinois decision in r89s 

• had been wrong! The principle at issue in both cases was identical. In his defense 
of that Oregon law, before the Supreme Court of the United States, Justice Brandeis, 
then a practicing lawyer in Boston_, created a new hope for wage-earning women. He 
acted upon his belief that ignorance of the social aspects of industry alone had misled 
the Supreme Court of Illinois. He was convinced that,. if the social facts of industry 
could he presented to the courts of last resort, it might become possible for the United 
States·to take its place among the civilized nations. (There is nothing to laugh at in 
that I England had been enforcing such laws since 1844. We sbould rather hang our 
heads in shame while the memory remains of that illinois decision of 1895 and the years 
that followed.) Mr. Brandeis' hupe W1IS justified. From t9o7-r6 he gave his price
less services in defense of legislation for the welfare of wage-earning women and girls 
before courts of last resort. 

The Consumers.' League which1 about four years after the appearance of Dr. 
Ryan's book on The Lilling Wage, introduced the legislative movement for minimum 
wage commission~ furnished comprehensive briefs in support of the legal arguments 
which followed. Industrial welfare statutes for women were upheld by the courts, 
even a Califomil eight-hour law applying to those pitiful victims of overwork, pupil 
nurses in training in hospitals, public and private. There were upheld in nine yean 
the ten-hour law in Oregon and many other states, the nine-hour day, the working 
week of fifty-four hours, &nd one daYs rest in seven. To assure a period of rest at 
night for wage-.eaming womenl the Court of Appeals of New York reversed in 1914 
its ad\-erse decision of 1907· In 1917 the Supreme Court of the United States upheld 
the Oregon tm-hour law for men, and allowed the decision of the Oregon court to 
stand in support of a minimum-wage law. 
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The anti-diuw: in the District of Columbia minimum-wage case shows conclu- • 
lively that that interval without progress, that stagnant period from rllgs-rgo8, may 
now come ai!aJn unless the voteis determine that it shall neva be repeated. The 
decision in itself is progress backward. Its effect was immediate oonfusion in the state 
legislatures in session on Aprllu, and since that date. It obliterated a. workable a.nd 
necessa.ry la.w for freeing wa.ge-eaming women in the District of Columbia from the 
"lash of sta.rva.tion." This is the expression used by English economists to describe 
the position Of the English wa.ge-eaming class before the esta.blishment, in rgro, of 
tra.de boards (so minimum-wa.ge boa.rds for meo a.nd women are called in England), 
under which 3,000,000 English wage-earners are, according to Sidney and Beatrice 
Webb, fxeedfrom that lash. I do not attempttocondeose or to quote ortosUIIli!ISrize 
that decision. It fills eigbteeen pages of print. :Brielly, trenchantly, Chief Justice 
Taft a.nd Justice Holmes have sta.ted their dissent. Never in the long history of judi
cial interpreta.tion of the Constitution was grea.ter need of dissent, nor was eva dissent 
more brilliant than this recorded by pen in mortal hand. I commend it to your careful 
reading . 

. Under the Fifth ud Fourteenth Amendments of the fedOial Constitution as now 
interpreted by the court, it is idle to seek to assure by orderly processes of legislation, 
to wa.ge-eaming men, women, or children, life, liberty or the pursuit of happiness, 
This decision fills those words with the bitterest a.nd most cruel mockery. Following 
it, wages of the most ill-paid women in the District of Columbia have been cut. Under 
the pressure of competition in American industry o.t this time, it establishes in the 
.pra.ctical experience of the unorganized, the unskilled, the illiterate, the alien, end the 
industrioliy sub-norms! women wage-eamas, the constitutional right to starve. This 
is a new unreel Scottn decision. 

What is to be done? Are the women of the United Sta.tes to sit again in the com
pony of the women of Patagonia a.nd the Islands of the S.. as human beings without. , 
claim to legal protection of life, a.nd heslth, a.nd continued ca.pacity for work~ Does • 
anyone believe that they will d<> that? Have we forgotten that the most important 
la.bor law ever passed nevu mentioned la.OOr? That is the constitutional amendment 
which gives to working women, and to all other women, the right to vote. It is by far 
the most important la.OOr la.w concerning w<>mea that eVOI has been or ever can be. 
pessed. It is the law which gives~ balf of the .people of this nation the power to regis
ter their. will and their cooscience. 

Two things must be d.,..e, and conierences &bout them have alrea.dy begun. One 
called by the Consumers' League bas beeaheld in New York, to wbich people came fr<>m 
the Pacifu: coast a.nd from states whose minimum-wa.ge laws are, puhaps, endangered, 
to consider how their la.ws may be safegua.rded, and how the right to legislate may be 
sa.ved for sta.tes wbich have not yet experimented with industrial-welfare measures. 
Here in W&shington a coniuence called by the Women's Tr&de Uni'i' League to con
sider next steps agreed upon <ffort, greater than bas ever beea mnde, to organize wage
earning W<>men in unions, that they may d<> for themselves all that tra.de-uni<>n organi
zation can.to improve wages and hours. :But more must be done than that. 

This conierence is fifty yea.rs old. The organization I have the honor to represent 
eatued its twenty-fifth year on the first day of this month. We ca.nn<>t look furward 
to lighting <>ver again the bsttles fought in •Sw, getting beaeficeat sta.te laws uniy to 
have them swept away. We new voters must bring a longer view a.nd more h<>peful 
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hearts into the voting constituency than have been there in the past. \\·e must bring 
more imagination, more initiative, and corrective action with less delay than fifteen 
years. In earlier days we endured outrageous delay because we had not suffrage and 
in part, also, because of the virtually universal belief that the Constitution of the United 
States could be amended only after a war. It had beeo drafted and had received ten 
amendments following the Revolution. After the Civil War came twot so perversely 
interpreted ever since. The Fourteenth Amendment intended to preserveiife, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness for colored people has not been allowed to do that. Since 
its adoption Negroes have been burned, hanged1 robbed, and disfranchised, while the 
amendment has been used to block. industrial legislation for women$ girls, and children, 
white and colored alike~ 

Now. therefore, at the close of this first quarter of the twentieth century, our 
eighteenth century Constitution, the oldest in force in the world, adopted when we were 
3,ooo,ooo rural people, must be expanded to meet the needs of 103tooo,ooo people 
struggling with the difficulties of our urban civilization with its new industrial demands 
upon women and children. We have to modernize the Constitution to meet the needs 
of our own century, and to modernize the court that interprets the Constitution. Until 
this is done discussion of industrial legislation is purely academic. 

The lesson of the years from t895-April n, 1923, is clear. The progress of labor 
legislation in the United States depends, not upon public opinion, not upon Congress 
and the statest not upon the needs of the wage-earners or the development of industry. 
The progress of labor legislation depends upon the personnel of the Supreme Court of 
the United States and the 50Cial and economic opinions of the judges. The court 

.incarnates a world-old injustice. It bas dealt with the whole people, but it has repre· 
sented only half of the people. We have seeo two child-labor laws destroyed. No 
woman had any share in that destruction, or opportunity to stay it. Vle have seen the 
minimum-wage laws of thirteen states endangered by the recent decision. No woman 
participated in that responsibility. Sooner or later women must be added to the court. 
The monopoly of the interpretation and administration of the law by men alone can 
never again be accepted without criticism and protest, It is a survival of the age 
before ~:omen were fuU citizens. In view of its powers, unique in the world, the per
sonnel of the Supreme Court of the United States is of the uttermost permanent import
ance to this nation. Yet in the choice of judges, politicaJ affiliation-s, rcligious associa
tions, and geographical position all have great weight. It is a singular circumstance 
that judicial e.."q>Crience is not requisite; even presiding justices have been chosen with
out reference to it. Urgent, therefore, as is the modernizing of the Constitution, the 
personnel of the court is the first essential. 

The justices are too few. They are compelled either to give inadequate study to 
the new, complex, vital questions constantly referred to them, or to defer their decisions 
and thereby inflict unmeasured han:iship. From I9I5-I7, inclusive, wheD. the Oregon 
ten-hour and minimum-wage laws were pending, the court pondered twenty-eight 
months before in the end both were allowed to stand. Nine men cannot deal with the 
mass of cases that are constantly piled up before it. So we see one hour given to each 
side for oral argument, and when validity of laws of many states is involved, three 
hours all told, perhaps, allotted for the oral discussion of a measure of the utmost 
gravity for the welJ·being of the mass of wage-earning women in the United States. 
The court must be enlarged. Henceforth decisions cannot depend upon the vote of 
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one justice. This nation cannot end= h&ving the life, health, and ....Jfano of millions 
of worlte:s determined by the odd justice, thelifth justice. The District of Columbia 
law was oonstitutional in rgn, when Justices Pitney and Day were on the Bench. It 
may be constitotional again by 19•7· The fate of the workers of this c:cuntry cannot 
depend upon such incidents. ' ' 

If, thORfoxe, we are to make progress forward, not backward, we c&nnot merely 
repeat the long experiment which Justice Bxandeis sua:essfully led throughout nine 
yoars only to have it checked last month. We bave a huger task than baa evex con
fronted us. We bave to medemize the Constitution and to medemize the Supreme 
Court if, as a people, we are to go continuously forwatd. 

SOCIAL CASE WORK IN INDUSTRY 
PERSONNEL WORK IN FACTORIES 

Louise C.~. Emp~ MaMp, s.;n..Kauj-, Ito&., 
Riltbml Mills, N.., York 

Personnel work in factories is the outcome in part of the mo¥1!ment fox improving 
the industriel welfare of the wo*"'"' and in part of the movement for better and more 
efticient maoagement in industry. 

Welfaze work was first undertaken by cmplayers some forty yoars ago when the 
public was beginning to point to the respoi!Sl"bility of industry for the well-being and 
safety of the men and women employed., The motives on the part of individual 
employers for introducing ....Jfano work were varied. Some ....&ed thet they had a 
genuine XOSpoi!Sl"bility for providing pioper conditions for their employees; othen 
were either phiia.nthropic or paternalistic; o!J!ero again, no doubt, ~ that it 
might be goed business. 

There was also a suspicion, on the part of labor unions especially, thet the mo~ve 
of employers might be to counteract efforts &t union orga.nimtion. They feared that 
employees might become so well pleased with lunchrooms, clubs, and classes, and goner
ally improved physical conditions)n the factory, thet they might lose sight of the need 
fox more fundementa! improvements in wagoS, hours of work, and other lines along 
which labor organizations were working for industriel betterment. But whatever the 
motives, and they were probably mixed in most cases, the installation of the ....Jfano 
worker was a great step forwanl in industry and industriel relatiOilll. The keynote 
of the work was the recognition of the individual in indu.stry. It marked the beginning 
of interest in the human factor, not as a mass of labor power, but as a ·group of individ
ual human beings, each with the range of human likes and dislikes, weeknesses and 
possibilities; men and women who could be interested, d....Joped, and adjusted, and 
each one of whom had home and civic relationshipa which affected his indu.stri&llife. 

Welfare work has been defined thus: "Aothing fox tbe comfort and improvement, 
intellectual or social, of the empinyees over and above wages paid." The individual 
employer would instell a welfa,..worker, usuelly a woman, whose duties chielly con
cerned what'D now generally known in personnel work as "service," such as home 
visiting, nuxsing service, first aid, orgamu.tion of lunchroom, restroom, classes and 
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clubs for recreation, benefit societies, and similar work relating to the interests and wel
fare of the employee outside of his actual job. She had practically nothing to do with 
the man's actual employment; and the centro} of selection~ training, producing ability,. 
and wages still continued in the hands of the superintendent or the foreman. 

But the original welfare-worker with her limited field is passing. During recent 
years- there has been a tendency for SGme of her work. to become a part of the larger 
field of social service undertaken by the community. Extension of neighborhood classes 
and clubs, recreational facilities, public health work and clinics, visiting-nursing ser
'\ices---all these have been encroaching on her field, so that the welfare-worker, instead 
of doing this work herself, can do it best by connecting the employee in the plant with 
the proper outside social agency where it is established. This tendency is in the right 
direction. Health, recreation, and education are community problems, and the oppor
tunity for recei'"ing such service should not depend upon a person's employment in a 
particular plant. \\'ithin the factory too, the need of the welfare-worker to stimulate 
action for better physical conditions lessens as buildings are better constructed and as 
engineering experts are employed to look after ventilation, ~sanitation, lighting. safety, 
and other conditions affecting the worker. Some of the features formerly regarded as 
.. welfare" have become accepted as part of the regula.r routine of good factory opera
tion. Aiany a welfare "frill, of yesterday has become a plant necessity today. But 
we must not forget that the welfare-workers in many factories have helped to prove 
and sell the idea for better conditions and equipment. 

But while the field of usefulness of the welfare~worker has been lessening in these 
directions, her work at the same time has been showing up a great need on the part of 
management for specialized attention in another, namely the relation of the worker to 
his job. Welfare work seems inevitably to lead back to the job. The result is that 
during the past fifteen years there has come into industry personnel workers, both men 
and women, who have retained some of the functions of welfare work, but who also 
are concerned with the employment and working ability of the employees. There is 
sometimes a tendency on the part of social workers to look askance at personnel 
workers who claim that they are principally interested in the worker as a producer. 
Yet it is the vital point at which the individual in industry must be studied, understood, 
and dealt with. Alter all the job is the hub of his industrial life, his means of livelihood, 
and it ought to be his joy and his incentive for thought, action, and interest~ It is his 
chief basis of relationship and contact with his fellow-workers. Given a suitable and 
satisfying job, some at least of our social and economic problems would djmjnish. 

It is because the individuality of the worker so closely affects the job that personnel 
work bas also become an important part of the movement for better- and more scientific 
management in industry~ Efficient management not on1y assumes the responsibility 
for production but also for the conditions and ways of production-the performance 
of the work, the training of the worker, and the all-round adjustment of the job, the 
worker, and the environment. In fact, while the function of management is generally 
defined ns covering the four M's {men, mater:ia.ls, machinery, and method)1 funda
mentally it is man management. It is at this point of common interest in the welfare 
and industrial efficiency of the individual worker in industry that welfare work and 
scientific management combine to form the basis for personnel work. 

At the International Industrial ".elfa.tt Conference in 1922, the following definitioa 
of personnel work was drawn up: 
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The __ .,_,Ia ....... the ...... ~. l'nfallilllq IIIIa -lloa,fodaoll71hou14 
noderlbobootpoooll!le-wltlotheleut,...;hloeflortond-.. Atlbo-llmeltlhoul4-. 
u.d <lon!op li>IDdaatzlallilo tho -,...,~a~, oad phJsiool ....u.bol!qr of Ill who ollue II>DIIIderiq 
tld.t .me.. Ia &Q' tiCODOllllc Ulkm tbe ftmctiom of the msnagrment af a fDduatrial oqa,zda.U=; should 
Udude tb&t of proped,r Dll 1' •tiq the humaR ftlatioDS and of maldcl tbt 1Mit. ~ adjutmata 
'*-IIIIo llltlhldaolu.d lhawozl:. This- ia called 'l'onmuuol W..t.' 

l'enomuo1 WOlk in factories is known under many dif!mnt Dame~, ODd lista of the 
duties that ran to the lot of perscmnel worlters an: .ilinost as varied as the number of 
plants employing them. In some cases the entire supervision and control of the pei'

SODIItl of a piantfsin thehamlsof the _.neldirecto<, employmeat -·dine
tor of inclustrialftlatioas, SUJ*' jo I ideDt of ...-.i<e ODd empioymmt, arw!Ja- the 
title may be. Ill other cases, the duties of the P"""""" worlter do BOt clif!c m.ucll 
fmm the welfaze.worlter's. Or his duties ue limited ~ ta the intmviewinc of 
........... who an: thea tumed - to the fcm:m2iD for ldriDg. l'oosibly he - keep 
-.is ODd mtemew worli:ers befole theY leave, but he may """" very lit& ta say 
about themnditioas of employment. 'Theactualezpeziencesof- plants, llmrevu, 
show that his fnDrtions and respcmsibilitio b!aoden out u he gets more familiat with 
the plOCOI008 of work, employees, and the policies of the orgaaizatioa and .. the llllllt
agemeat and worlters gain caafidencc in his ability and see the value of the WOIL. 

'The appointment of a perscmnel worker usually means, or ought to mean, a central
ized emplayment department for all interviewing of new applicants, ......,;ting, hiring, 
and dlscharging of workers. Supervision"""" the separations and disclwge of worker.. 
is one of the moot Important duties of any employment department; and yet it ia the 
most difficult function for it to assume, as foremen feel that tl:iey lose dlsdpliDary power 
when they lose the right of dlscha.rge. The resUlt is that eftl1 in otherwise well_.. 
izecl employment departments, foremen still'frequently :retain the right of disclwge 
without previous approwl or consultation with the personnel -· Workers 
have made a great gain where such review is in the banda of the personnel manager, 
as it gives an opportullity of ezplanation, getting at the facts, and making adj ... ents. 
Woriten~~<>lonprdepend. for their joheupan thew'hims of a foreman with full power to 
hi:re and file. •• 

Labor-is .. serious disealle of indusby in the 'IJ'Dited Slates, and while It is 
due ta """'Y causea and mndjtims, the ·...re·right of furemen to hi:re &Dd.lire Ia""" of 
the big MDtrilnaliD& .,._ Ill fact the ma,_..., that a persnnnel deputmellt baa ill 
m:luciDc labartumo-by takingilltaits Jwuls ~right of disclwge is""" of the best 
soiling poillts for persnnnel WOik. Its principle is BOt ta hi:re and lire but to hi:re and 
11o1c1. Whoa it is &gum:~ that the cost of Iabar -- has been estimated hom Is 
ta $100 per man, one gets some idea of the cost to a factor.y of a )'01117 Jahoi
over of roo per cent, and this is not abnormal. This takes no ac:ccunt of tho cost to 
the worlter ill unemployment, inss of wages, and dissatisfaction. 

Another advantage of per!ounel work to employees is that there is aomeone ill the 
manaaement who ia dobitely :responsible for considering .,d discussing problems of 
piOduction hom the lahoi end. The introduction of a now machine, changea ill tho 
methods of work, change of supervisors, physical altemticma In a departmen~ 
affects tha workers and, ill tum, is affected by the attitude of the wa<Jr...... Yet if it 
is nohod,y'a ~ business to take the time to considei the problem hom this angle, 
it is not apt to :receive a margin of attention. 

In the he~ peiSDilllel departments, we lind incrouing attentiOil being 
given to t1>e tm>pet aelection of worlr.ers. Thiough detailed ~ to lind out 
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the requirements of each job, through careful interviewing, application blanks, trade 
tests, and record-keeping, and continued experience in selection and follow-up, per
sonnel departments are attempting to reduce to a minimum the number of misfits. 

After selection, the personnel manager helps to introduce the new worker to the 
foreman and the planL The experience of every employer is that the largest turnover 
occurs among those who have been employed for less than a month. For this reason 
stress is be-ing laid upon the adjustment of the new worker, introducing him to other 
workers1 and giving him some idea of the customs and po1icies of the plant. Most 
of us have had the experience of the depressing strangeness and the interminable length 
of the first day in a job. 

Closely related to this work is the definite planning for training of new workers. 
Instead of expecting the newcomer to pick up the trade by watching someone who prob-
ably thinks him a nuisance, there is substituted systematic training under instructors, 
who not only understand the process, but who have had some training in tea.chiog 
methods. Such plans and methods are seldom worked out without some form of cen
tralized department. 

The foreman, busy with production, has neither time nor opportunity to do such 
planning, which ought to be based not alone on his own individual experiences but upon 
the training experiences of other departments and other plants. An example of the 
careful consideration and study necessary is shown in the apprenticeship plan for 
weavers, which has been worked out by the trade councU in the silk-ribbon industry 
in New York City. Before it was finally drawn up, apprenticeship plans in other 
centers and other industries were investigated, the employers and workers analyzed 
their own experiences and methods, and others familiar with the trade were consulted. 
The result is a constructive plan far better than any plan that could have been 
devised by an individual foreman through his own limited experiences. 

In the training of new workers there must also be plans for their promotion as 
their ability improves. After time and money have been spent in training, a good 
worker may be lost because, 'il.ith no system of promotion, the worker has been over
looked. 

The problem of working out standards of production is increasing in importance 
as a function of personnel work. The demand for exact information as to what con
stitutes a fair day1s work as well as a fair day's pay requires the establishment of stand· 
ards. In some industries where collective bargaining has been instituted, piece rates 
and wages can be adjusted only upon such a basis. 

Many of these questions of production and compensation are of mutual concern 
to the management and the workers, and we realize more and more that they can be 
worked out better through co-operation between the two. Here again the hand of the 
personnel manager can be felt in helping to develop the spirit and means for such 
co-operation. ·whether it be through some form of employee representation, shop 
committees, or councils, or through trade-union orga.ni.zation. such co-operation can 
only be carried out effectively if someone is assigned to act as the medium. with time 
and understanding of the problems involved. For instance, the drawing up of a col
lective bargaining agreement between the management and workers in a silk mill 
required about two months' work, with discussions, investigations of similar plans 
elsewhere, and the actual drawing up ol the agreement-

The need of such a.ttention is shown by the value of thelaborma.nager in the men's 
clothing industry whe~ collective bargaining machinery has been set up. With some 
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Dine hundred plants in the United States at the present time which have some form of 
employee reprosentation, not including the many plants de&liug with labor organiz&
tious, it is apparent that there is a large field ahead for personnel work. On aa:ount of 
the pcoition of the personnel manager between the management and the wotkers, it 
has even been prophesied that be may be employed jointly by both sides to wotk out 
many of these problems of joint interest and conoem. 

Even where no such C<H>peration has been estahlished between the management 
and the workers, the personnel manager usually has some share in working out the 
labor policies of the management. With his knowledge of the conditions in the plant, 
his contact with the workers, and his opportunity for study of the recotds and ezperi
enoes of the plant, the personnel worker can bring a va,luable point of view to the m&n" 

agement. 
Personnel management in itself is helping to bring about better industrial relations, 

not alone through its work of adjusting differences, and perhaps removing causes of&;.,. 
tion, but in bringing management itseli closer to the employee. As plants have grown 
rapidly, the foremen have become the actu&l employers o£1abor, determining their own 
labor policies and methods. As soon as an eucutive is responsible for personnel prob
lems, it inevitsbly opens the way for better understsnding and more far-sighted poli
cies. It has helped to make employers better acquainted with bow their busioesses 
are actually beiog conducted £;om tbe labor end. . With his interests aolely in the 
human factor, the personoel manager has the time, interest, and training to look &t 
industrisl production from the standpoint of the worker involved. We hear about 
workers' PSYchology. It implies the need of looking at a situation from the worker's 
point of view. The chief value in considering it is that it ought to give an opportunity 
to make adjUstments of conditions beiore tbey become grievances and to anticipste 
what will be the elfect upon tbe worker of changes in methods or environment. 

In different plants, varying emphasis has been laid npon different functhms of 
personnel work. But the underlying purpose is .the a&me in all-the &ttentioa, to the 
individual in industry, as a human beiog wbose welfare, development, and happiness 
are conoemed, and as a member of industly who has to render the best possible servke 
to tbe community at the minimum cost of elfort. At every point the personoel man
ager does not deal alone with individuals but also with groups. His experiences with 
individusls must furnish tbe hasis f(\1" policies for the group. 

The number of employers is increasing whO sincerely believe in the value of per
SOilllel work both as an efficient business propos1tion and as a means of working out 
·better relathms between themselves and their employees. One cannot help wondering 
that employers have not e&rUer realized the need for special attention on the part of 
management to their labor problems. The payroll forms a considerable part of their 
yearly ezpenses, and yet aperts for handling of machinery and purchasing of materials 
have been firmly established before tbe personoel expert is even thought of, even as & 

matter of good busines,s organlza.tion. 
While the selling point of personnel work to the average employer will doubtless 

be its financial value, personnel work has far more valuable by-products for tbe workers. 
Perhaps no factor brings this point out so well as the need for adequate training for 
work. A study made in England of the individual differences in output ~
weavers showed that the weavers wotking the hardest and expending the most energy 
did not produce the most, due chlelly to the fact that they had not been properly 
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taught. Again in such questions as physical conditions, a study in lighting showed that 
production was 10 per cent more when normal daylight was used instead of &Itificial 
lighting, not to mention the strain to the worker. 

In no factory can the personnel worker do his work alone. We are getting a.way 
from the highly centraliud dep&Itments organized dUiing the war, and the personnel 
manager or director is an executive rather than the head of a separate department. 
Foremen are being drawn in as the means of carrying out work and are getting a wider 
understanding of personnel administration. The increasing attention to foreman train
ing shows this. Pusonnel work is most satisfactory where the manager has been able 
to make the entire orga.niz;ation understand its spirit, aims, and technique so thor
oughly that every department head and every worker shares in carrying it out with a 
central head and heart to give direction and inspiration. 

Personnel work has been hampered in its growth by non-essentia1s and fireworks 
added by employers in moments of ignorant enthusiasm. But many have learned to 
pick the wheat from the chaff, just as workers themselves are beginning to see tha.t 
personnel work has outlived the old label of "helfare" work, and that it is built upon a 
sound economic philosophy. In any economic system, however Utopian, there will 
still be a place for much personnel work. As in other forms of social work, there was 
a lot of sentimentality until a technique was worked out. After all, the sentimentality 
may be the temporary food for the spirit, until a solid backhone of technique can he 
provided, or, as the saying is," turning the wishbone into a backbone." 

Mary Richmond in her book on Whal is Soei<ll Case W twkf points out that, 
., the case worker has his specialized skill, but back of that must lie a philosophy." 
l'eiha.ps personnel workeiS face- this danger, that we may lose sight of the philosophy. 
With three masters to serve-the public, the individual employer, and the workers
it is all the more essential that personnel workers do not get lost in the maze of intricate 
and interesting technique, but can go out on a mountain top occasionally to see whither 
the road is leading. 

PERSONNEL WORK IN RETAIL STORES 

George D. Halsey, Pewmn<l Dir«kw, Woodward ~Let/wop, 
Washington, D C. 

The proble015 of personnel work in a retail store are but little different from those 
in a factory. The same fundamental principles underlie both; there are the same 
human needs and desires to be met. 

Careful &election, tlaining, and the building of interest and enthusiasm lor the 
work are, if possible, even more important in a store than in a factory~ In the factory 
the gr<at majority of workers &Ie never in contact with the public. Bad personality 
never touches the customer. A man may be the worst possible grouch and be an excel
lent tool-maker or lathe hand. In fact, I have heard some employment men say that 
they never knew a good pattern-maker who was not a grouclL In a factory, a man may 
spoil some work, but if there is a good inspection department, there is only the loss of 
the time and material. In a retail store~ however, from 6o to 70 per cent of the entire 
store family is constantly in contact with the customer1 and the most frequent contact 
is through lower-salaried, less-experienced penple. The qualities of personality and 
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nine hundred plants in the UDited States at the present time which have some form of 
employee representation, not including the many plants dealing with labor organiza
tions, it is apparent that there is a large field eheacl for personnel work. On account of • 
the position of the personnel manager between the management and the workers, it 
has even heen prophesied that he may be emplOYed jointly by both sides to work out 
many of these problems of joint inteJeSt and concem. 

Even where no such co-operation has been estshlished between the management 
and the workers, the personnel manager usually has some share in working out the 
labor policies of the management. With his knowledge of the conditions in the plant, 
his contact with the workeJS, and his opportuofty for study of the r<COids and experi
ences of the plant, the personnel worker am bring a Vl\luable point of view to the man
agement. 

Personnel management in itselfis helping to bring about better industrial relations, 
not alone through its work of adjusting clliferences, and perhaps removing causes of fric. 
tion, but in bringing management itself closer to the employee. As plants have grown 
rapidly, the foremen have become the actual employers of labor, determining their own 
labor policies and methods. As soon as an executive is responsible for personnel prob
lems, it inevitshly opens the way for better understanding and more far-sighted poli
cies. It has helped to make emplOYers better acquainted with how their b•ninesses. 
are actually being conducted from the labor end. . With his interests solely in the 
human factor, the personnel manager has the time, interest, and training to look at 
industrial production from the standpoint of the worker involved. We hear about 
workem' psychology. It implies the need of looking at a situation from the worker's 
point of view. The chief value in considering it is thet it ought to give an opportuofty 
to make adjUstments of conditions before they become grievances and to anticipate 
what will be the effect upon the worker of chaoges in methods or environment. 

In clliferent plants, varying emphasis has heen laid upon clliferent functions of • 
personnel work. But the underlying purpose is. the same in all-the attenti011, to the 
individual in industry, as a human being whose welfare, development, and happiness 
are concerned, and as a mereher of industry who has to render the best possible service 
to the community at the minimum cost of effort. At evezy point the personnel man
eger does not deal alone with individuals aut also with groups. His experiences with 
individuals must furnish the hasis fQr policies for the group. 

The numhar of emplOYerS is increasing whO sincerely believe in the value of per
soonel work both as an efficient business propo&tion and as a means of worldng out 
better relations between themselves and their employeea One cannot help wondering 
that eroployers have not esrlier realized tbe need for special attention on the part of 
management to their labor problems. The payroll forms a considemble part of their 
yearly expenses, and yet experts for band1ing of machinery and pwcllasing of materiala 
have heen firmly established before the personnel expert is even thought of, even as a 
matter of good business organization. 

While the selling point of personnel work to the average eroployer will doehtleso 
ha its financial value, personnel worl!. has far more valuable byi>roducts for the workers. 
Perhaps no factor brings this point out so well as the need for ad<quate training for 
work. A stud:y made in England of the individual differences in output between 
weavem showed that the weavers worldng the hardest and ezpending the most energy 
did not produce the most, due chiefly to tbe fact that they had not heen properly 
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taught. Again in such questions as physical conditions, a study in lighting showed that 
production was 10 per cent more when normal daylight was used instead of artificial 
lighting, not to mention the strain to the worker. 

In no factory can the personnd worker do his work alone. We are getting away 
from the highly centralized departments organized during the war, and the personnel 
manager or director is an executive rather than the head of a separate department. 
Foremen are being dra.wn in as the means of carrying out work and are getting a wider 
understanding of personnel administration. The increasing attention to foreman train
ing shows this. Personnel work is most satisfactory where the manager has been able 
to make the entire organization understand its spirit, aims, and technique so thor
oughly that every department head and every worker shares in carrying it out with a 
central head and heart to give direction and inspiration. 

Personnel work bas been hampered in its growth by non-essentials and fireworks 
added by employers in moments of ignorant enthusiasm. But many have learned to 
pick the wheat from the chaff, just as workers themselves are beginning to see that 
personnel work has outlived the old label of uheHare" work, and that it is built upon a 
sound economic philosophy. In any economic system, however Utopian, there will 
still be a pla.ce for much personnel work. As in other forms of social work, there was 
a lot of sentimentality until a technique was worked out. After all, the sentimentality 
may be the temporary food for the spirit, until a solid backbone of technique can he 
provided, or, as the saying isJ "tumiog the wishbone into a backbone." 

Mazy Richmond in her book on What ;, So<ial Case W <WH points out that, 
u the case worker has h.is specialized skill, but back of that must lie a philosophy." 
,Perhaps personnel workers face this danger, that we may lose sight of the philosophy. 
With three masters to serve-the public, the individual employer, and the workers
it is all the more essential that personnel workers do not get lost in the maze of intricate 
and interesting technique, but can go out on a mountain top occasionally to see whither 
the road is leading 

PERSONNEL WORK IN RETAIL STORES 

G«Nge D. Halsey, Pentmn<l Dir«kw, Woodward &" Lclhrop, 
Washington, D C. 

The problems of personnel work in a retail store are but little different from those 
in a factory. The same fundamental principles underlie both; there are the same 
human needs and desires to he met. 

Careful selection, training, and the building of interest and enthusiasm for the 
work are, if possible, even more important in a store than in a factory~ In the factory 
the great majority of workers are never in contact with the public. Bad personality 
never touches the customer. A man may be the worst possible grouch and be an excel~ 
leot tool-maker or lathe hand. In fact, I have heard some employment men say that 
they never knew a good pattem-ma.k.er who was not a grouch. In a factory, a man may 
spoil some work, but if there is a good inspection department, there is only the loss of 
the time and material. In a retail store~ however, from 6o to 70 per cent of the entire 
store family is constantly in contact with the customer, and the most frequent contact 
is through lower-salaried, less-experienred people. The qualities of personality and 
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attitude toward. the work and the firm are of vital importance. The poor sales person 
not only spoils metthandise or loses the one sale, but also often drives away the cus
tomer and kills future sales. In other words, goud personnel work is of even greater 
importance in a retall store than it is in a factory, bees use those qualities most neces
sary to success in a store are the ones most susceptible to development ander the meth
ods of modern personnel work, and most easily destroyed by a poor handling of the 
human problems. 

About a year before our eotrance into the world-war, I had the opportunity to 
visit a number of employment departments and peopleinterestedin personnel problems. 
One of those I visited was a woman quite prominent in social work.. Our discussion 
most naturally turned to the question of wbat is the basis on which we can hope to 
reach a solution of our industrial relations problems. Her statement was as foUows: 
The interests of employer and employee are fundamentallY opposite. One is inter
ested in getting his labor as cheaply as possible, the other in selling his services for as 
high a price as possible, these interests being forever opposed. Any industrial peace 
will be the result of a compromise and will come when employers on the one hand and 
employees on the other are so strongly organized that each is afraid to encroach upon 
the rights of the other. In other words, industrial pesce will be a sort of "belance of 
power," an armed neutrality. On the other hand, I found employers working toward 
a solution by so-<:aliud"welfarework." Out of the generosity of their hearts they were 
graciously and condescendingly giving to their employees certain wonderful things, 
such as better washrooms, entertainments, beseball diamonds, summer camps, and 
free medical attention.; but in case the employee should dare be so ungrateful as to 
question the salary he was receiving, this benevolent employer would froth at the mouth 
and pour forth a heated dissertation on tbe .ingratitude of the present generstion, and 
how at the time whea he was a young man, etc. 

These are the two opposite extremes of an effort to solve one of our most serious 
problems. We all know thet neither can furnisl> a solution; but somewhere ill between 
there must lie a road which leads to real peace aad happiness. This road is what mod
em scientific personnel men and women are trying to find. While quarreling with 
neither, tbey reject both the armed neutrality theory on the one side and the peternal
istic welfare theory on the other side, and start out with this hypothesis: In a properly. 
planned and managed organization, the int~ts of employer and employee are iden
tical. 

Starting witb this hypothesis, the modern personnel dimctor assumes that nothing 
has any place in the personnel administration of any store or factory unless it meets 
the following conditions: Fiist, it must sufficiently increase the value of the worker to 
the management by increasing the quantity or the quality of his work to make the 
expenditure profitable, and must also increase to the worker either the financial returo 
or the "happinessiP.ving content" of the job, or both; second, it must be considerate 
of tho deep-seated desire of each individual to maintain self-respect, and take into 
account the growing desire of the worker to have some share in the determination of the 
conditions under which be must work.. Witb these two conditions in mind, every 
phase of the personnel administration of tbe store should be very critically scanned, and 
those things which cannot meet the conditions should be changed or eliminated. 

EmplQ)'minj.-Much has been done in recent years to improve the methods of 
selection and plscemeot. The old hit-or-miss methods of taking whatever applicants 
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may be in the waiting room to fill the day's vacancies and then "shooingn the rest out 
by an employment clerk coming out and saying "No more vacancies today" is most 
wasteful of human power and bad for the management, for the worker~ and for society 
as a whole. Through the use of physical and mental tests, a thorough but considerate 
and courteous study of each applicant) and the maintenance of a carefully indexed 
waiting list, the modem employment department aims to so select and place the new 
people that their aptitudes will find the fullest expression and their failings will be the 
least possible handicap. The real employment manager is much more than a mere 
watch dog at the doorway to keep the unfit from entering. He is more of a vocational 
counselor to help those who do come in to find the place best suited to them) and to 
help those he cannot place, by advice, find suitable work, or sometimes to advise them 
what they should do to fit themselves for better positions. Let me give just one 
example from recent experience. We were interviewing a number of men for a position 
of some responsibility and one which called for tact in dealing with the public, above 
almost every other qualification. One man seemed to be above the average in educa
tion and appearance, but something about him made me think that he lacked the 
patience and tact so necessary. So after a verj- few questions I said in a slightly hesi
tating way (which left ample opportunity for him to have argued his case). "I don't 
know, but I am afraid you haven1t had quite the experience desired." Immediately 
he flared up: "Vv"hy didn~t you say what you wanted in your advertisement? Here 
I have been going around from office to office and always the same reply. You fellows 
have jobs of }'"Our own and don't care a thing about a fellow who is out of work." 
Somehow in spite of his tirade I felt that the man was the right sort, and I asked him 
into the office. I tried to tetl him in the most friendly way I could just why I thought 
he was not finding work; that other interviewers were seeing ~t same impatience and 
lack of tact that I had seen, and I felt sure that if he would try to overcome this, he 
bad the ability to get and hold a position of responsibility. 

There is frequent opportunity to give such advice or advice as to training that 
would be helpful. You can readily see, also, that the employment interviewer is in 
an unusually advantageous position to give such advice. The applicant seeking a 
position is more ready to believe the advice "practical" when it comes from the man 
who has the power to decide whether or not he shall be employed than if it came from 
a preacher, teacher, social worker, or even his own parents. The time of employment 
is also an excellent time to give constructive advice to those who are employed. Often 
ad\-ice like the following will start a young man or young woman into habits of study
ing: uwe are going to employ you and give you a chance to try out on this job, but 
if you expect to make good, you must do some studying. I will ask the librarian to 
lend you the books, and this fall you can enter-- night school and take the course 
in --. If you will do this, I believe you can make good and your pay will cilmb 
right along. Will you promise me that you will do it?n Of course, as you aU know, a 
very large part of the advice, particularly when given to those not employed, is wasted; 
but the occasional one wbo does take the advice and cilmbs on up into a good respon
St"hle position more than repays the giver for all his work. Advice given to those 
employed should be noted on the record and fallowed up by the person giving it and by 
the training department. This friendly follow-up of new employees by the man who 
employed them, until they have become a real part of the organization_isconsidered an 
important part of the work of the employment department in all stores with well-
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attitude towan! the work and the firm are of vital importance. The poor sales person 
not only spoils merchandise or loses the one sale, but also often drives away the cus
tomer and kills future sales. In other words, good personnel work is of even greater 
importance in a reta.il store than it is in a factory, because those qualities most neces
sary to success in a store are the ones most susceptible to development under the meth
ods of modern personnel work, and most easily destroyed by a poor handling of the 
huma.n problems. 

About a yesr before our entmnce into the world-war, I hsd the opportunity to 
visit a number of employment departments and people interested in personnel problems. 
One of those I visited was a woman quite prominent in socis.J work. Our discussion 
most naturally turned to the question of what is the basis on whicb we can hope to 
reach a solution of our industrial relations problems. Her statement was as follows: 
The interests of employer and employee are fundamentally opposite. One is inter
ested in gettiog his labor as cheaply as possible, the other in selling his services for as 
high a. price a.s possible, these interests being forever opposed. Any industrial peace 
will be the result of a compromise a.nd will come wheo employers on the one hand and 
employees on the other are so strongly organized thet each is afra.id to encroach upon 
the rights of the other. In other words, industrial peace will be a sort of" balance of 
power," an a.rmed neutrality. On the other hand, I fouod employers working towan! 
a solution by so-called "welfare work." Out of the generosity of their hearts they were 
graciously and condescendingly giving to their employees certain wonderful things, 
such as better washrooms, entertaimnents, baseball diamonds, summer camps, and 
fRe medical attention; but in case the empJoy.:e should dare be so uograteful as to 
question the salary he was receiving, this heoevoleot emploYer would froth at the mouth 
aod pour forth a heated dissertation on the ingratitude of the present generation, and 
how at the time when he was a young mant "etc. 

These are the two opposite extremes of an effort to solve one of our most serious 
problems. We all know that neither can furoish a solution; but somewhere in between 
there must lie a road which leads to real peace and happiness. This road is what mod
ern scientific personnel meo aod women are tiying to lind. While quarreling with 
neither, they reject both the armed neutrality theory on the one side and the paterbal
istic welfare theory on the other side, and start out with this hypothesis: In a pmperly 
planned and ma.naged organization, the interests of emp)oyer and employee are iden• 
tical. 

Startiog with this hypothesis, tho modern personnel director assumes that nothing 
has any place in the personoel administration of any store or factory unless it meets 
the following conditions: First, it must sulliciently increase the value of the worlter to 
the management by increasing the quantity or the quality of his work to make the 
expenditure profitable, aod must also increase to the worker either the financial return 
or the "happiness:.gl.ving contentn of the job, or both; second, it mus.t be considerate 
of the deep-seated desire of each individual to maintain self-respect, and take into 
account the growing desire of the worker to have some share in the determination of the 
cuoditions uoder which he must work. With these two conditions in mind, every 
phase of the personnel administration of the store should be very critically scanned, and 
those things which C&Dllot meet the conditions should be changed or eliminated. 

Emplo;vmprJ.-Much has been done in recent years to improve the methods of 
selection and placement. The old hit-or-miss methods of taking whatever applicants 
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may be in the waiting room to fill the day's vacancies and then ushooingn the rest out 
by an employment clerk coming out a.nd saying ' 1 No more vacancies today" is most 
wasteful of human power and bad for the management, for the worker, and for society 
as a whole. Through the use of physical and mental tests, a thorough but considerate 
and courteous study of each applicant1 and the maintenance of a carefully indexed 
waiting list, the modem employment department aims to so select a.nd place the new 
people that their aptitudes will find the fullest expression and their failings will be the 
least possible handicap. The real employment manager is much more than a mere 
watch dog at the doorway to keep the unfit from entering. He is more of a vocational 
counselor to help those who do come in to fmd the place best suited to them, and to 
help those be cannot pla.ce1 by advice,_ find suitable work, or sometimes to advise them 
what they should do to fit themselves for better positions. Let me give just one 
example from recent experience. We were interviewing a number of men for a position 
of some responsibility and one which called for tact in dealing with the public, above 
almost every other qualification. One man seemed to be above the average in educa
tion and appearance, but something about him made me think that he lacked the 
patience and tact so necessary. So after a verjr few questions I said in a slightly hesi
tating way (which left ample opportunity for him to have argued his case}. "I don't 
know, but I am afraid you haven't had quite the experience desired." Immediately 
he .Bared up: nWhy didn't you say what you wanted in your advertisement? Here 
I have been going around from office to office and always the same reply. You fellows 
have jobs of your own and don,t care a thing aOOut a fellow who is out of work." 
Somehow in spite of his tirade I felt tha.t the man was the right sort, and I asked him 
into the office. I tried to tell him in the most friendly way I could just why I thought 
he was not finding work; that other inter..;ewers were seeing th~t same impatience and 
lack of tact that I had seen, and I felt sure that if he would try to overcome this, he 
had the ability to get and hold a position of responsibility. 

There is frequent opportunity to give such advice or advice as to ~ that 
would be helpful You can readily see, also, that the employment interviewer is in 
an unusually advantageous position to give such advice. The applicant seeking a. 
position is more ready to believe the advice upra.ctical" when it comes from the man 
who has the power to decide whether or not he shall be employed than if it came from 
a preachert teacher, social worker, or even his own parents. The time of employment 
is also an excellent time to give constructive advice to those who are employed. Often 
advice like the following will start a young man or young woman into habits of study
ing: "We are going to employ you and give you a chance to try out on this job, but 
if you e.xpe<:t to make good, you must do mme studying. I will ask. the librarian to 
lend you the books, and this fall you can enter -- night school and take the course 
in--. If you will do this, I believe you can make good and your pay will climb 
right along. Will you promise me that you will do it?" Of course, as you all know, a 
very large part of the ad vice1 particularly when given to those not employed, is wasted; 
but the occasional one who does take the advice and climbs on up into a good respon~ 
foible position more than repays the giver for all his work.. Advice given to those 
employed should be noted on the record and followed up by the person giving it and by 
the training department. This friendly follow-up of new employees by the man who 
employed them, until they have become a real part of the organization_isconsidered an 
important part of the work of the employment department in aU stores with well-
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organized personnel work. This gives the right sort of an employment ma.n a very 
wonderful opportunity for .real case work, for .real development of personallty. 

The c:areful employment man makes his selection with a thought not merely as 
to whether or not the person will be able to do the work required, but whether he bas 
the capacity to grow in. the department. For instance, in selecting a messenger boy for 
the advertising department, we like to think that we are selecting a future artist or 
copy-writer, or possibly even a publicity director. Something occurred a few months 
ago which pleased our whole employment oflice more than anything that baa occurred 
in a long time. A boy who is doing minor clerical work Gust a few months ago he was 
the messenger) in the advertising office brought Gver the proof of a cut that was to 
appear in the men's furnishing advertisement in a few days. He had made the draw
ing. He had made several attempts aad finally the artist had accepted his drawing. 
Just a week or two later the messenger boy who brings the proofs around had a little 
advertisement of a rose-bush sale marked aad initialed on our proof; be had written 
the copy. He was as proud of this as an G!der man would be of his first !ull page in the 
S~ Evming Posl, and he had a right to be. When the publicity director feels it 
necessazy to OJP&Ild the department and he needs the services of another copy-writer 
or artist,. do you think be will ask us to go out and lind one fGr him? No indeed, be 
will just teli us to hire another messenger boy for bim. 

Training.-Ii this sort of tbing is to be efiective, however, there must be something 
more than the friendly interest and follow-up of the employment man; this must bo 
supplemented by organized training. Most stores hove regular training or educational 
departments. It requires five e< six lessoDs to teach the new salesperson how to make 
out the necessary sales checks aad forms used in all of the many dil!erent kinds of 
traJ?,sactions.. Many stores offer courses in splesmanship, textiles, color and design, 
business English, shorthand, and typewriting; Motion pictures are shown illustrating 
helpful points in courtesy and salesinansbip, and explaining the manuincturing pro
cesses used in the making of the varinus articles sold in the store. Meetings to encour
age better service aad salesmanship are conducted on the selling ftoors just beinre the 
store opeos. Except for the meetings just before the store opens, all of these classes 
aad meetings are most commonly held during store hours. Some stores, notably 
Fileno's and Jordan & Marsh of Boston, hove gone one step forther. To make 
more efiective their policy of lilling ·the better positions by promotion, training 
courses are given to those eligible for pre<notion before the vacancy occurs, so that they 
may be ready when the opportunity comes. There is, of course, the daager in this that 
if the vacancy does not cwne reasonably soon after the training is completed, the person 
is likely to become discoursged. However, the plan seems to be working weli at both 
of these stores. College men aad women are taken into many stores aad given a regu
lar "route" through the dil!erent departments and a course of training so that at the 
end of a definite period they are eligible for promotion to the positions for which their 
aptitudes fit them. 

Tho ,.,,.,. toM i< .w~ maJ.mg gD<Nf.-one of the most interesting aad important 
tasks, and Gne which often uses the resources of every department of the entire person-. 
nel divmon, is the saving, for the house and for themselves, of the pecple who are not 
making good. The G!der short-sighted method was to let them go aad to hire me<e. 
The modern w,.y is to study the real cause of failure and try to remedy the cause. A 
salesman was not making good, seemed to lack enthusiasm, aad his sales were low. 
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Careful questioning brought out the fact that his eyes had troubled him for years. 
\Vith properly :fitted glasses he was a new man. An assistant buyer couldn't seem to 
learn to do the necessary figuring of mark-up:, mark-down, etc. Investigation showed 
that she had not had much opportunity to go to school Some private coaching in 
elementary percentage and fractions and a transfer to a department more suited to her 
tastes made of her a thoroughly capable assistant buyer. Occasionally a transfer 
alone is all that is needed. 

All of these phases of personnel administration unquestionably meet the first con
ditions set down as n-ecessary in that both the store owner and the worker profit by 
them. 

For the most successful work the second condition should also be met either 
through some form of "industrial democracy" or through individually consulting and 
considering the worker's desires. 

PusonaJ-sert'i« work.-The modem tendency in personal administration is away 
from a great deal of purely ""weliaren or personal-service work. Particularly in the 
cities, where of course all the larger stores are located, most of the store members have 
their own social ties formed through their churches or clubs or through neighborhood 
activities. Personal service of the social or entertainment nature has very largely 
and rightly been taken over by the church and the community. There is, however, 
need for some purely personal-service work in every store. The problem of just what 
should be included may be solved by applying the conditions to each thing. Luoch
roo~ the services of a trained nurse and often a doctor, quiet and pleasant restrooms, 
in5urance in case of illness, and many other similar things do undoubtedly increase both 
the employee's va1ue to the house and his happiness in his job. Any welfare work which 
does not do this should be abandoned. As much as possible of the personal-service 
work should be administered by the employees through their own associations o_r com
mittees. This meets the second condition which has so often been violated by paternal
istic welfare work. Also it furnishes a good starting ground for the more complete 
industrial democracy. 

Wage paymmt pla11s.-Since this group is interested more particularly in the part 
of pcrsohnel administration which can be classed as social case work, a detailed dis
cussion of the wage-payment plans in use in the different stores would be out of place, 
but I do wish to make the statem-ent that in this as in all other phases of personnel 
administration, the two conditions can and should apply. There is no question but 
that the worker desires to get just a.s high a wage as he can; &nd the store owner desires 
as low a labor cost as is possible. But a higher wage may not increase, and in many 
cases actually decreases, the "ratio of pay-roll to total sales" which is the figure which 
interests the store owner. Confidential figures from stores all over the country show 
that the stores paying: the lowest wages to their sales people have very close to the high
est selling cost per- cent; and those paying the highest wage have a selling cost per cent 
lower than the average. In many stores plans of wage payment are in successful opera· 
tion which do satisfy both conditions fully. 

And so. by carefully applying these conditioD.5 to evezything that enters into the 
personnd administration! we hope to wdd all of the people in each store into one big, 
happy store family, so that we may serve you faithfully and well, and our happiness 
and pride in our work may make your shopping more profitable and pleasanL 
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SOCIAL RESEARCH IN INDUSTRY 
PERSONNEL RESEARCH 

L. L. T""'''"""• Semor Slaff Offiur, B......,. of Publi& p.,...,.,a Adminis
lralims, lmiilule of &mmmml Ro.s...,.cll, Was/moglon 

PelSODilel is a term which covers a variety of activities that are widely dive.gent 
in technique and objectives, but as we come close to the ideals of those who represent 
personnel work in its various phases, it becomes clear that this art of pelSODilelmanage
....,t or persoDnel administration does signify an idea which is common to all these 
different activities. This idea will play an important l<lle in the future development 
of the industrial order. The common idea which nms through all personnel activities 
concerns the relation between the requirements of almost every person to earn bis 
living aed those other requirements aed opportunities that he needs in order to live a 
satisiactory life as a civilized person, a citizen, and, what is still more important, as a 
contented member of society. It is in the relations between these two Iealms, that of 
earning a living and that of living an individually contented life, that the art of person-
nel is concerned. -

We all know that the industrial order has had, as its basic criterion of excellency 
aed progress, a strictly objective, materiallstic, and quantitative set of values. To 
produce wealth with the least expenditure of human energy, with speed and dispatch, 
in colossal quantities, was that which produced admization. To be a part of the reali
zation of such goals becsme the function of the individual, and to specialize aed divide 
labor into minute parts for individual assignment became the universal necessity. Jlut 
just in so far as the individual person, as a person, submerges himself into the rl>le of 
realizing the collective economic values, to the extent that he devotes the major part 
of his time and energies to a small fracti~ of .;.,llective aed efliclent production, just 
to that extent does he tend to experience a separatioo between his functioos as a W&ll":" 
earner and his functions as a normal living person. He comes to regard his work as a 
necessary evil, a price that he must pay to g8jn for himself those benefits ibet to bini 
constitute his life. This separatioJi in the mind of the individual person between that 
which he produces for society and that which be himself ~oys to belesds ~Y 
to conllict. • • 

The art of personnel starts with an inquiry concerning the conditions which are. 
necessary for production in modem society, imd it attempts to adjust these industrial 
conditions, as far as possible, to the needs aed opportunities of normal people, consid
ered not as employees but as people. It has been found that many of the circumstances 
of employment that are injuries to the physical, mental, social, aed moral life of per
sons can be s.voided without detriment to production. Examples are the numerous 
devices and arrangements that contribute to physical safety in work. Here the dangers 
that normal people avoid when they have their freedom are not unneCessarily forced 
upon them in their hours of work. To that extent, then, a step has been taken in the 
direction of harmmiizing the requirements of earning a living aed the requirements or 
conditions that free, normal people seek. Such elforts belong in the _...u category 
of personnel. 

Personnel research covers conveniently all those inquiries wblch are being con
ducted to effect a. consistent relation between the two realms, working aed living. 
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Employment methods are being developed whereby applicants for positions may be 
assisted to find their best opportunities with the least possible cost of effort and failure. 
That economic benefits accrue from the discovery of effective employment methods is 
a fortunate coincidence. Methods of training employees to fit themselves for increased 
share in the responsibility of production are a part oi personnel, particularly in so far 
as the industrially efficient training affects the lives and careers of people. Personnel 
does not concern itself with those problems which relate exclusively to production, nor 
does it concern itself with those circumstances in people's lives which have no effect 
on production. It is interested in the hundreds of problems in which production and 
living are both mutually affected. The numerous attempts to train foremen come 
within the field of personnel. 

V/age adjustment is of course a central personnel problem in that it concerns inti
mately the relation between what a person produces for society and what he lives by. 
But it is a safe guess that many of the issues which take the form of wage disputes origi~ 
nate in normal human impulses, which can only by perversion take a monetary form. 
Thus~ it is normal to seek those opportunities which afford the enjoyment of power, 
superiority, mastery, freedom, control. and opportunities which give social approval 
from people of our kind. To the extent that the conditions of work give these oppor
tunities, it becomes correspondingly less urgent for each individual to turn his attention 
away from work to gain these satisfactions. It is the business of personnel to ascertain 
the conditions under which these opportunities for self-expression, sell-assertion, sclf
respect1 sell-advancement, and social approval may be provided in ways that are con
sistt:.nt with productive work.. It is with these criteria. in mind that students of per
tonne! are studying the merits of different types of organization of commercial and 
industrial establishments. 

Personnel research can be defined as the impartial study of the conditions under 
which productive work may be made a truly integral part of living. 

RESEARCH IN THE LABOR MOVEMENT 

George Soule, Diredor LabOf Bureau, Inc., New Y twk 

In a New York evening newspapert which is generally believed to be liberal and 
to have the best financial and economic pages in the city, I happened to read last 
Saturday a special dispatch from Boston about business conditio~ It begins: "Cau
tionary signals are being hung out by New England industrialists. Our textile and 
shoe machinery has been running at high speed, and the prosperity of labor is evidenced 
in many wa~ notably by the number of brand new automobiles seen in city streets 
and country roads." Since. at 1ast year's conference of social work, some of the dele
gates were interested in a. strike of New England textile-workers against a wage reduc
tion which would have placed them below the poverty level, this connection of textile
workers with new automobiles was intriguing. The dispatch goes. on to speak of u spec
tacular" wage increases to say that fanners are reducing their acreage because of inabil
ity to pay present wages, and to assert that "millions of people are worse off (than before 
the wage increases) because their cost of living bas risen faster than their purchasing 
power." I need not go on to follow the intricate reasoning of the author, which lands 
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him securely a.t the conclusion that everything would be rosy were it not for the fact 
that wages have risen, since higher wages are the cause of high prices and may bring 
an end to prosperity. I am usiog this dispatch foro. text, not because it is a particularly 
horribie example, but beco.use it is quite fairly "'Presentative of current popular writiog 
on business economics. 

Now, the remarkable thing about this sort of performance is that it does not give 
the slighest indication that economics is, or should be, a. science, and that intelligent 
economic discussion is impossible unless it rests on a basis of da.ta. I suspect that the 
a.uthor did not check up the ownership of the la.rge number of automobiles he saw. I 
know that he did not look into the wage da.ta. According to the Massachusetts 
Department of Labor and Industries, the average weekly earnin&-s of factory workezs 
were, in a week in March, 1923, $23.s8, and this was only about 7 per cent higher than 
in last September. According to the National Industrial Conference Board, skilled male 
cotton-mill-workers in the North, if they could have worked fifty-two weeks a year, 
would have earned an average of $r,o85-44 yearly before the recent increase. That 
increase, which was ui per cent, brougj!t the figure up to about $r,220. After spend
ing, say $400 for the new car, it would have left $8oo on which to support the family. 
Our author was also a bit careless about the cost of living. The last published index 
figure for Massachusetts, that of March, was slightly below the February figure, and 
showed an increase of less than 2 per cent from the low point reached a year ago. It is 
quite conceivable that higher wholesale prices may eventually be translated into higher 
retaH prices. Can it then be claimed that the prices the mills are now charging for 
their product are due to higher labor costs? Wholesale prices of cotton goods began to 
rise in July, 1921, and have been going up pretty steadily ever since. The wage increase 
did not come until the spring of 1923. Cotton print-cloth sold, in February, at about 
gn per cent above the low price of the depressinn. This was before wages were raised 
at all, and when wages did go up the increase was onlY nl per cent. Cotton sheeting 
had risen about So per cent at that time. It-looks very much aa if other \hings thau. 
wages were respODSIDie for higher prices. Perhaps increaaed profits had something to 
do with it. 

I am not offering this as a sample nf Iaber research. 'The onJy research involved 
is the collation and consultation of 0: few easily accessible records. It will, however,, 
furnish a starting point for the discussion of how labor research arises and for what it is 
good. Many years of academic economic research and the """"'t astonishing develop
ment of business research for employers have not sufficed to'create a public conscious
ness of econemic facts which would make such articles as that of the Boston correspond
ent impossible of general acceptance. Ttade unions meet just such arguments aa these, 
and the erootional resistance which such arguments arouse, every time they negotiate 
with employers about wages or hours or conditions of workt and every time they arbi
trate such questions or appeal to the public for support in an open controversy. They 
meet also more profouod opposition than that based on mere ignorance of published 
da.ta. 'They have to fight, although they frequently do not reco,~ their opponents, 
whole systems of economic theory which have become a part of the basic assumptions 
of many persons in power. Why did the Supreme Court invalidate the minimum-wage 
law for women? A careful reading of Justice Sutherland's opinion discloses that 
entirely aside from the legal re•soning involved he waa chielly induenced by the old 
laissez-faire economics, with its assumptions of inexorable economic law and its auto-. 
malic operation for the ultimate good of all. The wage law waa invalid, he said in 
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effect, because it based the compensation not on the worth of the service rendered but 
on the assumed needs of the employee. It apparently never occurred to him to ques
tion whether in the ordinary cOW'SoC of events, without regulation. wages aYe based on 
the "worth of the service" rendered. What is the ''worth" of the service and how is it 
to be measured? The man who assumes the la.issez.-faire doctrine identifies the worth 
of service with what the person rendering service actually receives. Or rather, with 
what he would receive if there were perfectly free competition. But modem economists 
know that in the real world this is a meaningless abstraction, and that actual compensa
tion bas little or no relation either with justice or with inexorable law. 

So it happens that the labor movement has need. of practical research in its imme
diate struggles, and it has even more need of research in connection with the larger 
social aims with which the immediate struggles are inextricably inter-woven. It 
cannot depend on the economics handed to it from older generations or from the 
employers. Afore than any other element in the community, it must know the facts, 
it must know how to interpret those facts in the light of new situations and of its own 
aims, and it must know how to procure acceptance of these interpretations. 

Research for labor is not, of course, confined to economic facts and theory. It 
must embrace engineering, accounting, and other sciences and arts. During the past 
few days I have been attending hearings of the Interstate Commerce Commission 
on economy and efficiency of railroad operation since July z, 1922. The first road to be 
examined was one which had refused to settle the shop strike, and the problem of the 
commission was chiefly to assess the policy of management in the shops from an engi
neering point of view. It was shown that the railroad had been grossly extravagant 
and inefficient while fighting the unions. The question of company union versus trade 
union was brought down out of the clouds of sentiment and unsubstantial controversy, 
in whicli it is usually discussed, to a basis of operating statistics, locomotive condition, 
labor turnover, unit cost, the effect of specific shop rules, and 50 on. In these hearings, 
before they are over • the entire relation of trade-union organization and collective bar
gaining 1\-ith rffi.cient production will be examined. And it is noteworthy that in this 
detailed discussion it is the unions who a.re taking the lead in the demand for a complete 
array of facts and their interpretation in the light of modem engineering knowledge. 
Tbe question of railroad valuation is a fundamental one to all persons concerned in 
larger railroad policies, and that means nearly everyone. It is chiefly an accounting 
question. The railroad unions are not only aware of it, but they are doing everything 
in their power to advance itsdiscussionJ and are participating in the hiring of accounting 
experts to explore it. 

Numerous other instances might be mentioned to show the wide field of labor 
research~ even in its existing primitive stage of development. It arises in negotiations, 
in arbitration proceedifib"'S, io general publicity, in public hearings,. in preparation for 
legislative action. Most of us will agree that in our ch-ilization industrial problems 
are basic. To (ew of these problems can labor long remain indifferent. Since labor is 
the chief sufferer from existing maladjustments, it is likely to be more active than others 
in seeking solutions. And labor is rapidly coming to adopt the attitude that problems 
cannot be solved without the aid of science, that ftnt of all it is necessary to know the 
facts and to understand them. 

What I have said may have created the impression that labor's use of facts may be 
of little benefit scientifically, since it is directed to convincing others of what labor 
already believes. If labor research resulted merely in propaganda in this narrow sense, 
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it would be useful in so far as labor's assumptions are well founded, but it would not 
offer much possibility of adding to the genezal stock of kn<>Wledge. But, in my opinion, 
it would be difficult for labor so to limit the field of its !'eSeaiCb, even if it wished to do 
so. No one, no m&tter what his presuppositions, can come into intimate contact with 
accurate data, and can exercise scientific methods of interpretation, without educating 
himself. He will be less likely to follow policies, which in the long run will injure him, 
than if be did not attempt to investigete the basis for his beliefs. Of course it is taken 
for granted that organizations of labor have the primary purpose of ....;.mg the status 
of their members. If the point ever comes at which further improvement of that status 
can be gained only at the cost of an inferior position on the part of non-wag&-eamers, 
it will be the privilege of other economic ciasaes to protect themselves by an appeal to 
science. Even in socb a sitnation, however, the chances of justice and the perm&nent 
welfare of all will be greetly improved by the introduction of scientific method into the 
controversy. 

I am of the opinion that wbile anyone may be candid in his view of established 
facts, few or none can be impartial in their basic desires which determine the use of 
these facts and the building of policies on them. Facts must be interpreted in the light 
of whst we wish to do. There is, therefore, little hope for the better adjustment of 
human al!airs if we must delegate the development of the human sciences solely to 
those rare persons who are utterly cold and impartial, or to those more numerous per
sons who conceal a hias under the assumption of impartiallty. There is more hope for 
the discovery of truth in the hammering out of facts and policies among those who 
fmDkiy admit their bias if these persons give a general adh.....,ee to mutually aceepted 
scientific standards: Anyone who has. for instance, sat a.s arbitrator in a labor case 
presented by competent experts on both sides, will admit that his education in the 
subject is more thorough at the end of the hearings than if be had withdrawn to a tower 
room and attempted to arrive at the whole truth by himself as an impartial scientist. 

Labor research, in the sense of practical technical service to labor organizations, 
is comparatively new. It is fmDkiy experimental:. It does not set out to solve" at one 
blow the largest and most complex problems. It does not pretend to erect a grandiose 
theory of social organization. But by relating itself to practical needs of the unions 
as they arise, it does hope to build, slowly it ~y be, the texture of facts and of und"" 
standing which would be necessary to any larger reform. It hopes to lead into the more 
fundamental questions here and there as the ocasion arises, and to be of real service 
in answering those questions by its functional and. worldng connection with the largest 
body of persons who are vitally al!ected by social institutions. · 

INDUSTRIAL TECHNIQUE AND SOCIAL ETHICS 

E. C. Lin<knum, S;.<;,.]islmRu...-clt, New Yorll 

When man changed from a tool-using to a machine-using organism, industrial 
technique began. The implications of this change cannot be overstated or overempha
sized. A tool is a very simple extension of the human orpnism. Its use necessitates 
no unusual organic adaptations. A spade or a hoe is simply the human hsnd or foot 
extended. A ~chloe, on the other hand, is something more than an extension of the 
human body. It is designed to perform a specific task in relation to certain materials. 
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The huma.D organism must adapt itself to the machine~ This involves neural as 
well as muscula.r adaptations. The consequences are at first physiological, but they 
translate themseh~ ultimately in socio1ogical and psychological terms. Industrial 
techn.ique is in its very beginnings a departure from customs, habits, and mores. 

Social control. which is here taken to mean a conscious attempt on the part of 
society to create social situations in which the greatest net total of good human experi
ence may exist, moves at a slow rate of speed. Its primary aim is to control human 
natu~ and one reason fat: its slow rate of progress is the theological tendency to 
control human .nature by mystical and extraneous forms of authority. 

Theological ethics have stood in the way of a real study of human nature, and 
hence in the way of fundamental ethics. The nature of industrial technique and the 
nature of ethics account for the hiatus which exists between the two. But this essen
tial distinction, which is largely one of time, is not sufficient to account for the present 
diso~ state of society. 

All"dark .ages" are characterized by a sense of futility, a lack of faith in human 
capacity. Ours is a modem "dark age" because we are caught within the clutches of 
controls which we do not understand and which~ consequently, plant in our hearts the 
seeds of futility and despair. The modem world is no-t merely diso~; it is 
baffied and balked. 

Industriall«hnique and the shift of au.tlwrity.-Contrary to the oft-repeated and 
absurd dictum that human nature cannot be changed, the industrial technique bas 
changed human nature. The machine has impinged itself upon certain elements in 
humanity with such force that it has altered whole idea-systems and created new 
behavior·patterns. Industrial technique has been responsible for changes in human 
nature comparable to the changes frequently noted by historians after great wars and 
in61trations of the conquerors into the conquered people's culture. 

Man not only does different things1 but he produces rationalizations of the acts 
he performs which are unique. For example, a person in control of individual tech· 
nique, an employer of labor, may now affinn ardent convictions of political democracy, 
and at the same time ex-ercise industrial control in the most autocratic manner. This 
phenomenon would not be unique were it not for the fact that this same man has no 
capadty for realizing the fundamental discrepancy, the essential dishonesty, if you 
please, of his position. He does not understand that he has taken an unethical attitude 
toward life. It will be seen that we are now dealing with that perplelcing quantity or 
quality called "power." The industrial technique has brought into being new forms 
of power which are not only changing the face of the earth but are also changing the 
face of man. Thus far the only answer which the worker has made to the new and 
sinister power of industrial control is to confront this power with another form of power; 
namely, organized labor and the strike. To confront one power group with another 
power group in frankness is a process of some value. The mere confronting will, how
ever} produce no creative results; the two forms of power must interact in relation to 

mutual concerns. Mere reaction is not enough;. there must be interaction. This 
cannot happen, of course, so long as the opposing power-groups utilize the methods and 
the modes of force and coercion, which is only saying that nothing fruitful can come out 
of the confronting of power until the process is seen in the light of what it patently is; 
namdy, an ethical relation. The new authoritarianism of the machine must either be 
intellectualized, spiritualized) or it must ultimately be removed by revolution as other 
forms of dissociated authority have always been removed. 
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Induslrial lulmiqul and lmman valfUS.-Industrial technique has produced a 
civilization of dual values. The values which the machine has thus far created are 
material; and the values which the power-group in control of. machine:s accentuates 
are pecuniaty. Industrial technique is a relation between the machine aud raw mate
rials. When this relation is understood, one need no longer be astonished to learn that 
industrial teclmique did not create safety appliances which represent a relation bOtween 
machines aud workers, but was forced to utilize these by the community. Thus there 
has arisen & dual standaed of values. The industrial technique is interested in per
petuating material values, while the commuofty is interested in perpetuating human 
values. The battle goes forward in two spheres. On the one hand are the trade unions 
representing a fighting symbol to the worker, and urging him forward to press his 
claims, to state his values, and to malr.e inroads upon the employer's power by means 
of his own power, Blld through the methods of force. On the other baed stands the 
community represented by the symbol of rei>resentative government aud justice, the 
legislatures and the cc.urts upon whom falls more aud more the burden of umpiring the 
eombut. 

Once more we W:e a moral issue. Which values are best? How is the determina
tion of values to proceed? And how long can we live in the environment of a. dual set 
of values-a dual morality-in which the only recourse is to formalla.w? This is, of 
course, the pertinent consideration, since it is evident that the machinezy of la.w can 
oofy persist so long as revolution is postponed; it has no capacity to withstaud or to 
restrain a disintegrating civilization. The la.w can oofy assist in maintaining a pea.ce
fol slalu.s ![UQ so long as the la.w aud the slalu.s ![UQ are more or I= synchronous; when 
the situation itself changes abruptly or entirely Blld J:he la.w is involved to perpetuate 
a set of values which no innger exists, revolution is inevitable. History bas &t least 
taught this one lesson, namely, that there are no divine rights wbether vested in kings, 
courts, or legislatures. The oofy rights which may ultimately win the laurel of divinity 
are those which emerge from the relatinns between human beings. 

TM uhkoJ sil<lalitm sial«<.-This discussion is based upon the assumption that the 
norms of bebevior, and ethicS, emerge from activities, and that the signjficant norms 
of bebevior arise out of necessary activities. Bebevior is positively ethiesl wben it 
cooforms to those modes which are commonly accepted by the community. These 
acts which are peculiar to you because you are a member of a particular group may be 
roughly classified as social forms of ethics. Tllere can be no doubt, that it is in the 
reabn of social ethica that modern civilization is grossly deficient. The economic inter
ests are so universal, so intimately connected with physiological necessity, and in a 
sense so underlying and fundamental, that it seems imperative that we devote our 
energies to this conflict. In fact, it seems quite prabeble that unless we can produce 
sullicieot intelligence to create a social ethic in this sphere, there can ensue oofy a 
beighteofng of the other conlli~ts and, in the eod, complete disintegration. There is 
still time to bring about a fusion between ethics and industry, but the time may come, 
aud sooner. than those deluded by temporary lulls of prosperity and fitful revivals of 
capitalism are aware, when the new social ethic can be erected oofy upon the sacrilicial 
alter of human lives or not 8.t all. 

This paper can do no better at this point than point out in abbreviated form the 
various ethical relationships inherent in modern industry. 

First of al( we must come to a sharp realization that moral responsibility includes 
the whole of life. If the relations of human beiDgs have any signjficance at aD, they 
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are relations which produce ethical results. The person who adheres strictly to the 
accepted codes of personal morals and has no evolving set of ethical norms for his 
group relations is obviously a. dishonest and immoral person.. U ethics a.re to function 
in the family but not in the chamber of commerce, in the church but not in the board of 
directo~ in the rotary dub but not in the factory, then we may as well have no ethics) 
for the places where we talk about ethics are relatively unimportant, while the places 
where we act significantly shape our lives and other lives and determine whether we 
are building a miserable or a joyful world. 

Second, social ethics imply joint responsihiliti~ Two persons can live ethically 
in relation to each other·onJ.y when they are conscious of their mutual interests and 
responsibilities. Two groups can only act justly with each other when the mutual 
responsibilities and interests are recognized. In industry as it is now organized there 
exist five distinct groups; the stockholders, the directors, the management, the workers, 
and the community. Each group now lives in an ethical atmosphere which is indepen
dent of and frequently divergent to the ethical atmosphere of every other group. To 
be strictly inclusive in the use of a sociological approach to this prob1em., one would 
need to include two other groups; namely, the courts and the politic~ 

'I'he 11Dc!lwltkts live in the atmosphere o{ traditio-nal .ethk:s. ancl thereby escape the responsibilities 
incident to their relationship to industry. 

The dir«»N. acting as the representtivcs of the atockbo~ live i.D an atmo!ophue of &!moat purdy 
pragmatic ethics; they a1and midway between the atodhol~ and the management. and insist upon 
practical result! from the industry, results which an: visu.&l; that is, profits. 

The--:_,.,. eurcises three functions; it dea.la directly with the politician, with the worker, and 
with the technologist. Some of iu tit&ndards are taken dir«Uy from the ma.chine, !Ome from the politici:&n, 
and 50me from the work en. Its policies. are ahifting and uncertain. Efficiency is its ga&l, and it recopizes 
human val.uts only under pressure and then by compromise. 

• The -las live in the realm of neceuity, As workerti they mUllt perforce aa:ept a utilitarian mode 
of ~tion. As mcmben of lamilies they are affected by the inevitable demands of a better life and a widen· 
in,: culture, They can assert thcae demands only through organized opposition to the management. 

The &ot~J'h live in the realm of tradition. They can only participate in enlarging ethics as legislature. 
made-law enables tht:m to traru.cend the pucecimtJ a.nd the procedure of the past. 

The ;olitkiGff &Sa re~ntative of all the people is in a most uncomfortable position. He ostensibly 
aeeks to fullow the will of the grea.ter number and actually follows the will of those who poSKSB for the 
moment 'the sreatest po-wer. His ethiaJ atmosphen: is flWI.t doubtful since he cannot depart too far ftom 
the traditional and atill bold his position. while be must at the same time deal with the acute probtem. of 
the pra.ent. 

The u~y-the pu.~ now cow:eived. is u anomo)y. There can be no cwnmunity in an 
indw.l::l'W society until the a.bove-mentioned groups. live in the S&me ethical atmosphere. Modern life U 
croup life. 

The real community .is the totality of the interactions of all the groups. Until there is some procedure 
and technique (or such interaction, it is. absurd to speak of pubfu! opinion, the will of the people, or democ
<acy. 

Third, the industria] situation is then seen as one in which groups have arisen 
with their own sets of values. These values emerge from divergent interests. Each 
group claims the right of its particular interest and forms behavior-patterns in conform· 
ity with the fight to maintain those rights. Interests and rights become mutually 
nclusive in the minds of the fighting groups, so that we ultimately reach an imp~J 
an ethica.l dilenuna in which the right can only be stated in terms of power. ObviouslyJ 
such a situation of morally disinfected groups cannot last. Power expressed in terms 
of force contains the germs of its own destruction. Relations between groups can.not 
be improved by lon:e,lor the conquez<d group remains as the embittered group, awaiting 
ooly the day when the fortunes of power shift to its side when revenge comes sweet. 
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Th"" ia industrial society seen as & ci:antic conftict between interests, rights, and 
values. • 

ltlliero a""'' 014 ?-Man's efforts to be free from this dileinma are in tum heroic 
and pathetic. There are, for example, those feeble attempts of the sentimental 
emple>yer to solve the problem by so-called "welfare progmms." Here we see the.situa
tion at its worst. The recipients of industrial doles from employers are not contented 
human beings. They are, in fact, no longer human. They have accepted the animal 
plane of life, aod in their Inner hearts they cao have naught but contempt for their 
shabby compromise. 

Then there is the heroic effort of the Russian proletariat, in which compromise ;. 
throWn to the winds, in which the participants add spiritual zeal to force and in one fell 
swoop cast the entirepolitico..,conomic system overbosrd. One may disparage the cru
elty incident to this procedure, or one msy be wholly unsympathetic toward the Russian 
revolution, hut one caonot deny its heroic proportions. These two illustratinns are 
used because they typify the too extreme methods of approaching the industrial prob
lem. One is the method of cspitulation and compromise, and the other is the method 
of non-compromise, of active resistence, of revolution. 

We are not confrooted simp!y with a choice between these two alternatives. That 
is despotic almsgiving which impoverishes the worker's miod, or thet of violent revolu
tion in the interest of a preconceived and resdy made system of life; nor must we 
choose between the "red star of Trotski" and the "black shirt of Mussolini." All of 
these methods represent an oversimplliication of human nature. We must dig deeper. 
Neither the :sentimental nor the revolutionary viewpoint is scientific. The chief difii
adty with radicsls is that they are not suf!icient!y radical · They do not go far enough 
toward the .roots of the situation. They are not scientific. No one can be scientific 
and at the same time b~ an ardent propagandist for ao fn'Wri scheme of reo<ganizing 
life. The two viewpoints are antithetical. Socialism, communism, and syndicalism 
are useful as ideals, they do vezy little to help us out of our ethical dilemma. To hold' 
to an ideal and to proselytize others to accept 'that ideal when there is no opportunity· 
or means of giving it an empirical trst is likelY to be worse than not possessiog one. 
This sounds dangorous!y like an argument against all ideals as such. It is intendell to 
be quite otherwise. It is proposed as, a means toward a discriminating selection of 
ideals. The vezy emotional tenacity 'wiih which certain so-called "radicals" hold to 
their ideals precludes scientific e1perimentation. The true radical is the scientist. He 
deals with things as they are. He goes to th~ -ts. Courageous fligbts of imagina
tion be needs, but his conclusions are never labeled law, principle, or truth, until they 
have passed through the rlgorons tests of experience. 

Wkal cltse <lou 3Cilmu off.,. 1-5cience is a method and not a body of facts. Facts 
change and are relative, and no one appreciates this more than the true scientist who 
feels his way forward tentative!y and patient!y. This •tatemeot is a preface for what 
is to foliow, becsuse it is not assumed thet science has a patented solution for the indU5-
trial problem. This paper is more an appeal for the scientific method applied to human 
aliairs than an esposition of scientific achievement. May we then, tentatively and in 
the spirit of adventure, ouggest an approach to the industrial conllict from the view
point of science. 

First, the scientific viewpoint invites us to eliminate emotionalism from the idea 
of conllict. Confticts are not in and of themselves bad or immoral or unethical. They 
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simply are. Life is conflict. The whole concept of life as adjustment implies that 
there is a resisting force or object to which the organism must adjust itself. The 
adjusting proc<ss may produce either good or had results, but this does not imply that 
the confl.ict itself is inherently either good or bad. 

Second, the scientific viewpoint asks us to investigate this adjusting process min
utely. What is it that happens when an organism adjusts itself to its environment? 
Is it the organism acting upon the enviromnent, or the environment acting upon the 
organism? Obviously, it is both. The organism is changed, but the environment is 
also changed. The process is one of interaction, and not simply a.ction and reaction. 

Third, the scientific viewpoint indicates that no significant adjustments are made 
until conflict appears. This does not mean that life is all conflict. Nor does it mean 
that life is all co-operation. Life is adjustment, and conflict and co-operation are 
parts of the adjusting process. Conflict and C<H>pemtinn are not antithetical qualities 
or quantities placed over against each other; they are merely two ways of viewing the 
lile process. 

Fourth, arlj~tment always takes place in parts and not in wholes. That is, the 
organism does not adjust itseU completely to the total environment, but rather adjusts 
a portion of itself or a part of its function to a portion or a function of the environment. 
The total environment is involved in each adjustment and must eventually become a 
part of the total adjustment, but the total adjustment is a building up of minor adjust
ments.. 

This is perhaps sufficient for a beginning. Now comes the adventure! Is it pos
sible to view the industrial conftict from the above-stated standpoints of science? 
And does such a viewpoint clarify the issues? I can now only speak for myself and 
that small group which shares with me this view, but from so narrow a platform I can 
unhesitatingly say that the viewpoint is not only possible, but that it carries with it a 
new hope and a new faith for mankind. AndJ nowt I must speak tentatively for the 
above principles are by no means true principles, in that they have been verified on the 
social level. I only claim that they have validity in general for science, and that they 
must now be validated on the social plane. Permit me to call to your attention a few 
of the results of this viewpoint on relation to our theme--group adjustments within the 
industrial technique. The contending parties to the conflict now enter upon the diffi
cult problem of adjustment, not with hatred, bitterness, and determination that one 
side or the other shall be vanquished, but rather with heads up and spirits high, to give 
integrity to their interests. Facts are not gathered and used for the purpose of proving 
one side wroog an<1 the other side right. Facto are now jointly gathered and jointly 
used to assist in making the adjustment. "Power over" is gradually altered until it 
becomes upower with." We do not grasp control from each other according to the 
accidental shifts of power, but we share control according to our- intrinsic worth. We 
are no longer measured by the mathematical yardstick of majorities and minorities, 
but by the spiritual values of perrouality. Social ethics will not be this or that dog
matic and traditional affirmation, but it will become the emerging reality, the technique 
of our evolving adjustments. 

I am not proposing a scheme or a plan (or the regeneration of industry and society. 
I am merely proposing a method ol approaching the problem, and I do so with the full 
&ssur&nce that progress comes through new method and not through new facts or new 
results. Ends never justify means. Ends""' insignificant save as they are related to 
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cn!ative means. What I have indicated aboVJ> is being approached in numerous ways. 
'l;he impartial chairman wbo sits as arbitrator betweeo employ.,. and workers has gone 
part of the way. Industrial, democracy ventures, in individual industries where 
employees share portions of control with employers, are leading in a similar direction. 
However, the real fruits of these experiments are likely to be lost UDlesa we begin to 
see them as steps in an evolutionary process. 

Industrial technique controls natural forces. Social ethics control human forces. 
Both sets of forces are natural, and the only valid distinction is that one set of forces is 
without and one within. It has so happened in the rapid rise of industrial technology 
that its control has become well-nigh supreme. Society takes its cues from industry. 
Groups form about economic ip.terests1 interests which they pursue in opposition to 
social ethics, or under a form of conduct which leaves other groups discontented and in 
a warring mood. As a result we live in a civilization which is fundamentally dishonest; 
a civilization in which men assert principles of ethics in which they claim thorough 
belief, but which they claim to be unworkable; a civilization in which ideals and activi
ties are separated; a civilization in which there is one mode of behavior for the home 
and another mode for the factory; a civilization in which human pei500&!ity is glorified 
on Sundays in churches and degmded on week days in stores and workshops. This 
conflict between techni<iues and ethics goes even farther; it lies at the bottom of our 
interna.tiona1 dissensions We believe in peace, but we participate in activities which 
inevitably lead to war. We believe in internatioual co-<>peration, but sanction high 
tariffs. We long for world-democracy, but practice individual autocracy. We give 
enthusiastic support to a league of nations but lea.ve our iminedia.te neighbon in splen
did isolation. Either our beliefs, our ideals, or our ethical standards are false or we 
are a dishonest people. So far and so deep has industrial technique sunk into our very 
souls. Our protestations of idealism are as sounding brass and tinkling cymbais unless 
they are translated into action. It is by our fruits that we shall be judged. 

There is no easy way to redemption. Industrial technique must become ethical • 
and social ethics must become technical. The t>rocess is not simple. Good will and 
straight thinking, character and science, are destined to be our chief tools, and we IIIUSt 
use them well, for our civilization has nothiDg else upon which to stand or go forward. 
The alternative is disintegration and <ietay. It means that "We are working out a: 
new wa.y of living for mankind, a new rule, a new conscience. There must be lifetimes 
of building up and lifetimes of pulling down and trying ngsln, hopes and disappoint
ments, and much need of philosophy. Let uS; therefore, set ourse!V'03 with all our 
minds and all our hearts to the perfecting and working out of the salvation of mankind." 

RECENT INDUSTRIAL INVESTIGATIONS 
BUSINESS CYCLES AND UNEMPLOYMENT 

Edwanl Eyro e-, s-.,, Presidml'• Cmf.,,_..,. u,.....p~oymm~._ 
Wa:sbinglcm 

Before ¥journlng on October >3, tha President's Cooference on Unemployment 
adopted a report calling for careful investigation into the feasibility of stabilizing 
employment. To csrry out this plan, Herbert Hoover, as chairman of the oooference 
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appointed a committee on unemployment and business cycles to study the problems 
and if possible, to draw up a constructive prograllL 

To prepare material for the consideration of this c-ommittet;. an investigation was 
necessary into the facts of cyclical unemployment and into the various plans for reduc
ing or preventing it. The National Bureau of Economic Research was requested to 

take charge of the investigation and to prepare a report for the consideration of the 
business cycle committee. This bureau was chartered to conduct quantitative investi
gations into subjects that affect public welfare. Its aim is to ascertain fundamental 
facts within its field as accurately as may be and to make these facts known. The 
form of organization is designed to ensure not only scientffic and impartial work On the 
part of its staff, but also a review of their results by men who represent the various 
important angles from which economic problems are viewed~ The investigators, 
directed by Dr. Wesley C. Mitchell, an authority on business cycles, have sought to 
supply not conclusions but data which would help the committee and the public gen
erally to reach their own conclusions. 

The fact-finding report, then1 is the work of the Na"tional Bureau of Economic 
Research; the plan of action based on these fa.cts is the work of the committee on unem
ployment and business cycles, which has just published botb. The recommendations 
of the committee may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Government 
Printing Office, Washington, for five cents, and the full report, with the committee's rec· 
ommendations and the bureau's findings of fact, from the McGraw-Hill Book Co., 370 
Seventh A venue, New York1 for $4. Interest centers in the third and largest part of the 
bureau•s report, dealing with proposals for preventing or at least reducing cyclical 
unemployment, but a number of important questions is answered for the first time in 
the first and second parts. 

Any consideration of methods to control the business cycle, in the opinion of the 
committee, divides itseU into two parts: first, methods of preventing excessive expan
sion, such as occurred in 1919 and 1920;. and, second, methods of reducing the extent 
of the decline and of alleviating the distress caused by the depressioo. The committee 
analyzes the various economic phenomena of the periodic business boom and sequent 
depression, and its conclusions are that preventive measures must lie in the better han
dling of business in boom times because depressions are due to overexpansion, inflation, 
loss of efficiency, waste1 and extravagance in the boom periodsj that therefore the first 
point of attack on the problem must be more informed action by individual business 
men in periods of rising markets. in order that excessive expansion may be prevented 
and the extent of the decline reduced. Suggestions for such c-ontrol of e:u:essiveexpan
sion embrace recommendations as to the control of credit by individual banksJ possible 
contrul of inllation by the Federal Reserve System, the control by individual business 
men of expansion in their own business, and the retardation in boom times of govern~ 
mental and large utility building and construction. Methods of reducing the extent 
of the decline lie in the building up of governmental and public utility construction 
in times of depression, the use of unemployment reserve funds, and the expansion of 
federal~ state, and farm employment bureaus. The better control of credit against 
O\'erexpansion and speculation, through individual banks and the guidance of business 
it...eU by danger signals of overexpansion, is fundamental. 

The committee points out the part the ftderal reserve banks can play in restriction 
of speeulation and at the same time in liberalizing credit in times of depression, and 
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calls attention to the supply of gold now held by federal n~SerVe banks, larger than 
necessary to support the credit machlnezy of American commerce, and suggests that 
considemtion be given to earmarking a specia.l reserve of tbis gold as against probable 
future gold shipments from tbe United States, tbus accomplishing tbe double object of 
preventiog both temptation to inflation of credits on tbe basis of tbis surplus gold 
supply and at tbe same time tbe great embarrassment of possible financial credit dif!i.. 
culties tbat would arise if foreign drafts were made upon tbe gold which hsd been used 
as a credit basis. 

Early in the report, stress is laid upon the necessity of better understanding of 
the business cycle by business oxecutiv.s. Tbe committee considers tbat before 
bankerst business men, and others can take constructive action ia the enlightened con
duct of business, tbere must be recruited and constantly disseminated the fundamental 
ioformation on which tbe treads in business can be properly judged by each business 
man. Three of tbe ten m=ommmda lions put forth by the committee are concemed 
witb tbis primary need for statistics to guide tbe business man. An increase in the 
resources of the Department of Commerce is recommended and greeter co--operation 
witb the department in co-ordinetiog and extending business information, so that 
business men and bankers may know promptly tbe facts about tbe rate of production 
measured in physical units, tbe stocks on band and in transit, the treod of prices, the 
volume of sales, tbe trend in money rates, and tbe speed in freight movements. In 
recommending tbis larger statistical service, tbe committae asks for tbe e.pansinn and 
standantization of statistics of business and employment now collected by state and 
federal bureaus, the collection ·of employment statistics by tbe Federal Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, and tbe final summation and publication of all of these statistics by 
tbe Department of Commerce, in order that.tbere may be promptly available a COl>

nected, uniform series of facts about the treod of business. It urges tbe oollection by 
telegraph and publication within ten days of tbe vital facts relatiog to these six key· • · 
industries: raw wool and woolen textiles; raw cotton and cotton textiles; hides and 
leather and shoes; iron and stael and leading fabricated products; zinc, lead, and cop
per and leading products of each; and bituminous coal 

A section of exceptional intarest, as well as of practical, timely value, discusses the 
use of construction work as a balance wheel for the business machine. If all branches 
of our public works and tbe cons~tion WOII.; of our public utilities-the railways, 
telephones, and othem-<:ould systematiCally put aside financial reserves to be provided 
in times of prosperity for tbe deh"berata pmpose of impeovement and e.pansinn in times 
of depression, we should not only decrease the depth of depressions but we shoold at 
tbe same time djminish the height of booms. A further advantage of the proposal .is 
tbat our plant and equipment would be built in times of lower costs than is now the case 
wben the contractor competes with consumable goods in overbidding for both material 
and labor. This utilization of government projects as an employment reserve, so far 
,.. possible, by which demand for labor and materials may be stimulated during depres
sion, is now being medea part of the administration's policy. In response to President 
Harding's request for an opinion regarding tbe advisability of present building or post
ponement of proposed public construction work, SecretarY Hoover recently recom
mended tbat such construction now under way should be slowed down and tbe initiation 
of new project: delayed, in order that they may be pushed forward at some later period 
when there is less activity in private construction and greeter need for providing 
employment to the nation's workers. · 
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Secretary Hoover, in his letter to the President, said that a survey of the Situation 
in the construction trades had brought out several fundamental conclusions, which he 
lists as follows~ Fus~ the year 1922 wa.s one of very large employment and activity in 
the constructiOTl bades, and at the end of the year stocks of construction materials 
were vezy much reduced. Since the beginning of the present year there has been even 
more activity than in the same period last year and the eontracts let in the last few 
months are of larger volume than any hitherto entered into in a similar period. 
Advance orders for construction materials a.re upon a vezy large scale; second, labor in 
the construction trades and in the manufacture of material is not only at full employ
ment, but there is actually a shortage in many directions; third transportation facilities 
available for the building materials are fuJJy loaded, and almost constant car shortages 
are complained of with consequent interruption in production. "My conclusion," 
said Secretary Hoover's letter, '1 from all this is that, at least for the next several months, 
the trades will be fully occupied in private construction, all of which is generally needed 
by the country. For the government to enter into competition at the present moment 
will give no additional employment to labor and no additional production of materials, 
but must in the broad sense in the end displace that much private construction/' 

But the report on business cycles and unemployment bas also had a profouad 
effect on the policy of the construction industries. Yesterday's Nt:t~~ York Times, 
carries on the front page a story with the headline: uHa.lt in Building Urged on Nation 
-All Factors in Industry Agree that Country Is Facing a Crisis-Governors of Ameri
can Construction Council Aim to A void Depression or Inflation." The -construction 
council includes representatives of the American Federation of Labor, bankers, rail
road men, architects, engineers, contractors, material manufacturers and dealers, bond 
and insurance representatives, and municipal officials, and their aim now is to limit 
construction in order to avoid a later depression. No greater proof of the iDJluence of 
our report could be cited. 

One of the great and haunting questions with which the committee had to deal 
was the question of unemployment insurance, unemployment reserve funds, out-of
work·benefits, and the like; for the burden of unemployment falls on the worker, and a 
way to equalize this burden must be found. As an example of the ef!ect of the com
mittee's fiDdings on this great subject, the author of the chapter on unemployment 
insunmce bas, on behalf of 35,000 workers, just concloded an agreement in the Chicago 
clothing market which provides for the type of unemployment reserve funds, mutually 
contributed and mutually administered by the industry, which most commends 
itself to the business cycle committee. 

The success in presenting the idea of eontrolling booms is shown by the action of 
the Federal Reserve Board since the report appeared. It is shown perhaps even more 
strikingly in action by individual business men. The chairman of our committee1 

who is chairman of the board of the General Electric Company, one of the great cor
porations of the country, told me two dsys agn that numbers of his friends had told him 
of their delight in the report, and had stated that after reading it they were completely 
changing their traditional policies for periods such as the present, were curtailing the 
activities of their salesmen, were watching the c.red.it of their customer.s no-w instead 
of i.o the depression period, and we~ avoiding large commitments for advertising. The 
basic idea of controlling the boom is being translated into action, and action now means 
larger employment later. It means safety, it means health, it means happiness, and 
it means good citizenship as well as good business. 
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The progtam outlined by the business cycle committee gives an opportunity for 
all elements in the community to lend their inwest and their iDJ!ue:nce to a solution of 
this vital problem. To statesmen, bankers, business men, es;onomists, industrial engi
neers, labor lead..., and other groups of our citizeilshave been assigned important duties 
and responsibilities toward reducieg the instability of business. Both as individuals 
and as members of organized groups they should devote their attention to the elimina
tion of those destructive features of our economic life .micll are associated with periods 
of business stress and wide-spread unemployment. No problem in society offers a 
greater challenge to our wisdom and our sincerity. None olfem a greater reward for 
its solution. 

But this report is only one of the ideas which the Department of Commerce is 
popularl.ing with American b.;.;,..._ Tbe report on elimination of waste in industry, 
due to Mr. Hoover's inspirstion as head of the Federated American Engineering 
Societies, is being carried into American business practice through this depsrtment. 
The President's Confere:nee on Unemployment was due to the inspirstion of the Secre
tory of Commerce. Tbe commodity divisinns which have been set up in the depart
ment to serve industry and commerce are carrying to the most irsportant divisinns of 
our economic life the message that business must conserve, that we must not waste men, 
thst men and not goods are the principal products of industry. 

That spirit which fed Belgium, which fed I,3QO,OOO of the children of Poland, 
.micll fed Hungary, Austris, Latvia, Fmland, Esthunis and Serbia, and which guar
anteed a balaneed meal a day to 75o,ooo children of Germany, which today is providing 
for J10001ooo Russian childrent and which in the Amerlca.n: Child Health Association 
is turning this great world ideal of service to the service of our own children is the ruling 
spirit of the department. Tbe Department of Commerce is carrying into American 
business the spirit of American social work. 

RECENT INVESTIGATIONS BY GOVERNMENT BUREAUS 

MoryA...W.tm, !Mulor, w....,.•, B-v, Uml<tlSIGJu Deparlmeldof 
LJIJor, W as/Mglo& . . . 

There are two investigations which were made in the years of 1907, 1go8 and 1909 
which '!"ere the underlying basis for the ereatioli Of the Women's Bureau and also the 
basis for investigations which the Women's Bureau is conducting today. The Immi
gration Commission, of which Dr. Charles P. Neill was a member, did its field work in 
t908 and zgog, and secured data for over 619,000 wage-eamers, of whom 116,ooo were 
women and girls. Tbe survey of the conditions of women and child w_,.,...,. made 
in 1907, 1.9o8, .and 1909, when Dr~ Neill was rommissimer of labor, covered establish
ments eDlploying over J3S,OOO persons, of whom more than 167,000 were women and 
girls. It is significant that we think in terms of the past for just i. inw moments in order 
thst we get our bearing upon the present. The survey of women and children wage
earners, which was the largest survey of its kind ever conducted in this field, was made 
ululer a special appropriation from Congress. The report was published in nineteen 
volumes, which are now out of print and can only he bad in those libraries which had 
forethought enough to .upply themselves with these volumes when they were issued. 
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From this early start began the agitation for the Women's Bureau, which finally 
terminated in the creation of such a bureau. The Women's Bureau is charged with 
two functions. One is to create standards and policies for the employment of women 
and the other is to investigate and find out the conditions under which women are now 
employed. It goes without saying that in order to create standards and policies for the 
effective employment of women we must first find out under what conditions the women 
are working. The Women;s Bureau bas made state-wide studies of hotli'S, wages, and 
working conditions in twelve states. While we have not taken every employed woman 
in each of these states, we have taken a sufficient number so that the facts found are 
typicaJ of the conditions existing in the states investigated. In addition to these studies 
of wages, hours, and working conditions we have tried to make other studies which go 
into other phases of the industrial life of women. 

One of our studies is that of the occupational progress of women. It is an inter· 
pretation of census figures in regard to the number of women employed in the different· 
occupations. We found through the study of these census figures tha.t there had been 
very little increase in the number of women employed from 19Io-I92o, only about a 
half a million, while in the decade between I-()OO-""I9IO the employment of women 
increased from 5,3oo,ooo to about 8,ooo,ooo. But the chief interest of this study cen
tl'.rs in the facts showing how the women are employed and what is their march of prog
ress, if any, during the decade 19Io-192o. We found that as agriculturnl laborers, 
and in personal service occupations, the employment of women had decreased to a very 
considerable extent. Women had increased very little in the mechanical industries and 
in trade; they had increased to a very considerable extent in the professional group, 
but the largest proportional increase of women was in clerical occupations. It is signifi
cant to know that in the decade from z-goo-1910 the women followed the work from 
the home out into factories, but since that period of expansion in industry, women have 
marched on into other and more responsible positions in life. 

It has often been said that women have not contributed very much in the field of 
invention and creative work. In order that we might know something of what women 
really had done along these lines, we studied the records of inventions patented by the 
United States Patent Office. \\7e took records (or a. ten-year period and found that 
women have made inventions ranging all the way from household goods to supplies for 
factories, building materials, and transportation facilities. We found that they had 
contributed very greatly to the number o£ inventions of automobile accessories, auto
mobile bodies and parts, and boat aod ship equipment. In fact there is no field to 
which women have not contributed inventions, from a tail-holder for a cow to auto
mobile tops. 

From the earliest time that any of us ca.n remember we have always heard that 
many women worked only for pin money. The Women's Bureau fdt it ought to con
tribute its mite to lay this old ghost. One of our latest bulletins, therefore, is Tk 
Share of lVa~-Eorning Womm in Fomily Supporl. In this study we made use of 
fifty-two different bulletins iss.ued on this subject by different organizations, but in 
addition to these we made a study in Manchester, among the shoe workers, by actually 
interviewing the men and women in the shops and by making home visits to their fami• 
lies. \\'h.ilc we found nothing particularly new in this study, we were able, through the 
concrete, scientifically collected facts we assembled, to emphasize what the other reports 
had already said, that women worked because they have to live and that others 
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depended upon them. We found that married men and married women contribuied 
to their families to an equal extent, but we also found that the unmarried girl more 
frequently than the unmarried bor ga.ve all J,cr earnings to the family budg.:t. It iA 
significant to know that the mass of information we have examined shows without 
doubt that women work from necessity rather than for a few luxuries. 

Another type of study which we bave rocently made was undertaken again with 
the co-operation of the Bureau of the Census. For this study we were able to make a 
oompilation of census material from questions on tha census schedules, which bad not 
been compiled by' the Bureau of the Census because oflaclr. of appropriation. We made 
this study in order to show the value of the material which was on the censns schedules. 
We found many questions relating to the family life which bad not been compiled. 
Therefore we took one city which was typical in the industrial history of the country 
and we studied these schedules to discover the family status of breadwioning women. 
We found that onr,.balf of the women living in this city were gainfully employed. 
Many of them were walking in the udils and factories, and many of them, especially 
the married women, were working at night. I think this report gives us information 
that n<> other report bas given us, showing the sacrifices and the hardships which some 
women bave to go through in order to be ahie to care for their children. We found 
that moot of the women bad to leave their children at home without any supervision 
or any care while the w<>man hexself was w<>rldng. Then we also found tbat m<>St 
of these women were not able to earn sufficient money to get any help to do the house,. 
work. This means tbat the average woman bas two jobs. One is to earn some money 
to feed and clothe the family and the next is to do her housework. I think you wiil 
agree with me tbat each one of these jobs is sullicient for one person. We, in onr 
praise and honor of motherhood, forget that '!"' ha,.. in ou:r midst mothers who bave 
to make untold sacrifices in great measure for their children. I think none of us feel 
we should demand such sacrifices from any number of women nor even from one woman. 
There is suflicient wealth in this land of ou:rs to make it unnecessary for any wopl&D to 
make such sacrifices, and I do n<>t believe any of U. are going to feel easy in onr minds 
until every woman who is making such tremendous sacrifices is relieved from ~ 
burden. It is the duty of the Wamen's Bureau to give yon the information as we find 
it, and it is f<>r you to act. · . . 

THE TWELVE-HOUR SHIFrIN .~ERICAN INDUSTRY 

L. W. Wollaa, s--,, Pt:tkfoltd .A.,..,._. &gi,....;,g SodaM:, 
· W cslsinglms 

"As service to others is the expression of the highest motive to which men respond, 
and as duty to contribute to the public welfare demands the best eff<>rts men can put 
forth, therefore the engineeriug and allied teclmical societies m the United States of 
America, through the formation of the Federated American Engineering Societies, now 
realize a long-cherished ideal-6 oomprehensive organization dedicated to the service of 
the community, state, and nation." This is a quotatioo from the constitution of the 
Federated American Engineering Societies, aa organization formed, supported, aDd 
directed by the engineezs of the United States, in order tbat they might have an agency 
through which to render an essential public service. 

It was quite consistent with the purposes of the organization and with the spirit <>I 
the engineers aupporting it to make a study of the question of the twelvr,.hour shift in 
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UI>erican industry. This question bad bun for many year.~ warmly discussed. A 
1umber of r<perts bad be<n developed mating to it. But lor several reasons there 
.ppeared to be much uncertainty pertaining to many aspects of the question. No one 
.ad definitely determined the extent to which a twelve-hour shift prevailed in American 
odustry; the fundamental factors to be considered in contemplating a change from a 
welve-hour to a. shorter length of shift; whether there were any technical difficulties 
o be overcome before a successful change could be made; and the results experienced 
n those plants where the twelve-hour shift had been changed to a shorter length of shift. 
:n a characteristic engineering fashion the Federated American Engineering Societies set 
.bout to determine the facts and to report those facts as dearly as possible and without 
.ny coloring. A trained and experienced investigator, an economist, was kept in the 
ield for some eighteen months, and an eminent metallurgical engineer for six months. 
['heir work was supervised by a committee of engineers. The results of this study have 
•een published in book form and may be obtained from E. P. Dutton & Company. 

This report discloses that there are more than forty continuous-process industries 
tperating more or less completely upon a twelve-hour shift. They employ between 
;oo1ooo and t,ooo,ooo wage-earners on shift work. Their families constitute from 
:,soo,ooo to z,ooo,ooo persons who are dependent upon earnings from shift work.. In 
Jl of the continuous industries, between one-third and one-hall oi all workers on con· 
inuous operations are on shifts averaging twelve hours. In the iron and steel industry 
here are approximately t so,ooo wage-earners on twelve-hour shifts. The total number 
•f wage-eame.rs employed on a twelve-hour shift basis is greater for other continuous 
ndustries than for the iron and steel industry. There has been a marked tendency 
hroughout all industry to reduce the length of shift from twelve houn to some other 
msis. In the last six to ten years some industries have entirely abandoned the twelve
lOur shift. 

To make the change from a twelve-hour to some shorter length of shift is not as 
.imple and as easy as many appear to believe. The committee stated that Hif any one 
'act stands out above the others, it is that the change cannot advantageously be made 
>Y fist. Our judgment is that to effect the change suddenly or without adequate 
>reParation is sure to cause lowered production. On the other handl it is our judgment 
;hat when the change is pre-planned and the co-operation of everyone is enlisted, gains 
rill accrue to everyone concerned-to workers, management, owners and the public." 

Some of the essential factors to be considered are: 
First, the willingness or unwillingness of the men to do more work per hour under 

:he shorter shift. A change from a twelve-hour to an eight-hour-shift basis means an 
ncrease of 1.3 in the number of men employed on continuous work. U~ess there is a 
arger proportionate amount of production per man per hour, the cost of production 
>er unit may be materially increased. This is inevitable if the men demand the same 
:otal amount of earnings for a.n eight-hour shift as they received for twelve hours. 
~"here such a resu1t cannot be obtained, the men in many instances prefer the longer 
.bift. They prefer larger earnings to shorter hours. This is especially true of for
!igne~ and many are foreigners particularly in the iron and steel industry. 

Second. the responsibility of management as expressed in pla.n.ning, supervision, 
U>d control. In these there must be a higher quality than usually prevails under 
twelve-hour-shift operation. 

Third, fluctuations in indi\ddual earnings and labor costs. Labor costs per unit 
>f production must be kept down. How to do this in face of increased numbers of 
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workers and probably an hourly rate such that a man may earn as much in eight hours 
as he formerly did in twelve calls for a very care!ul aDalysi.s, judicious decisions, and 
elfective procedure. 

Fourth, the relationship of work periods for shift- and for day-workers. Under 
some circumstances this may present a real problem, upon the solution of which will 
depend success or fa.ilure. Into them also enters the question of hourly rates. If the 
shift-worker is paid at such a rate as to ensble him to earn as much in eight hours as 
he formedy earned in twelve, the entire wage base for the day-workers may be very 
much disturbed: 

Fifth, the number of working days per week is another consideration that must not 
be slighted. 

Sixth, the rotstion of shifts is another angle of no small consequence. When is 
the best time, day or night, to change shifts? In answering this apparently simple 
question many factors and conditions must be considered. 

Seventh, general industrial and economic conditions te determine the most oppor
tune ·time for making the change. Upon the wisdom of the decision :ogarding this 
point depends success or fallure. Obviously it would be unwise to make the change 
when there""" a shortsge of labor, because where is the additional labor to be obtsined. 
Likewise it would be unwise to make such a change coincident with a disturbed labor 
condition within the plant or industzy, because it would likely contribute to a worse 
condition and furthermore success depends upon the closest co-operation. 

I beve dwclt upon the factors requiring careful study, not for the sake of emphasia
ing the difficulties or to make it appear doubtful as to the wisdom of making a change 
from a twelve-hour to a shorter length of shift, but to call attention to the fact that a 
plant manager cannot overnight decide to change and issue instructions to do so within 
twenty-four hours. The problem is too difficult, complex, and far-reaching for such a 
procedure. Success will depend upon the degree of care with which the change has 
been worked out. The report shows that in aU cases where the problems has been care
fully aDalyzed and procedure wisely planned that success has obtsinsd. In <those 
instsnces where such circumstsnces did not prevaU tailure ensued. 

The evidence clearly indicates where the change has been made after care!ul con• · 
sideration, wise planning, and close attention given to execution that the results of 
changing from a twelve-hour to a shorter 'shift beve been satisfactory to aU concerned.. 

The general conclusions to be tlrawn from this study are: 
First, the shorter shift has resulted in a satisfactory improvement of quantity and 

quality of production and in a reduction of absentOeism and industrial accidents where 
good management prevaUed and the co-operation of labor was secured. 

Second, in general no economic loss inherently obtains because of such a change, 
provided management uses discretion, carefully plans, and competently administers 
productive procedure, and, further, provided that labor sincerely and fully does its part. 

Third, in general the tendency has been to increase the rate per hour under the 
shorter shift, so tbat the daily earnings of the workers are the same as they were before 
the change. In some instsnces a compromise was made whereby the workers received 
an increase in hourly mte sufficient to compensate them for one half of the number of 
hours by which the length of the shift""" shortened. 

. Fourth, the .evidence shows thet there are no technical processes that prohibit a 
shorter shift, and furthermore the extra time for leisure has in general been used to 
advantage by the workers. · 
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President Harding in the foreword to the report said: , I rejoice to note that the 
conclusions of this great body of experts are identical with those which I have reached 
from a purely social viewpoint. It has seemed to me for a long time that the twelve
hour day and the type of worker it produces have out-lived their usefulness and their 
part in American life in the interests of good citizenship, of good business, and of eco
nomic stability. The old order of the twelve-hour day must give way to a better and 
wiser form of organization of the productive forces of the natio~ so that proper family 
life and citizenship may be enjoyed suitably by all of our people. This clear and con
viocing report of the engioeers must prove exceedingly helpful in showing that this 
much-to-be-desired result can be achieved without economic or financial disturbance 
to the progress of American industry., 
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SOCIAL WORK. IN GOVERNMENT 

Htm. Frank 0. Luwdoro, ~ •I Illinois 

Social work in government is comparatively a new concept. At first government 
contented itself with depriving offenders against the law of their liberty. 'l'hu! were 
established the first penitentiaries. Wben criminals were removed from the sight of 
society, it was thought that the state had performed its full duty. Prison management 
was regarded efficient in inverse mtio to the number of peisonem that were permitted 
to escape. 

Now all is changed. In every step which bas been taken in advance, the idea 
which we now call by the name of "social work" bas been the moving factor. It 
became more and more difficult for good men and .women to forget these defectives, 
even though they were removed from sight. From time to time horrible tales of brutal 
treatment of prisoner.; escaped from the prison walls, no matter how secure the pris
oners were themselves. These tales touched the hearts of humane men end women end 
prison reform had its birth. The pioneers of this movement doubtlesa were actoated 
at first by a feeling of common humanity. And then they began to suspect that may he 
society itself was not wholly golltless in the matter. If society was even remotely 
and only partially responst"ble, wasn't it the duty of society, not only to treat the pris
oner humanely, but to attempt in every way posei"ble to restore him to usefulness in 
society again? The science of criminology became inevitable. 

Prisoners are now being classified in accordance with their capacity for restoration 
to society. Parole laws have been enacted to give the newly released prisoner a steady.> ' 
ing hand while he is gaining his social feet. The parole agent who is moat successful • 
is the one who is doing the largest "1l'Ount of social work. He must have real sympathy 
with the paroled man. He must interest himself in his environment. He must, above 
all, see that this man bas a square deal from the polioe authorities. This last is not 
always easy, but that it is possible I"thlnlt we proved, during my administration as. 
govemor of Illinois, by estsblishing a close c:o,operation with the police authorities of 
the principal cities of the state. 

The criminologist it is who discovers those prisoners, hsppily a small percentage, 
.who never can be made safe fof society. Since the true pwpose of ooofinement in the 
penitentiary is not to punish the criminal, but to protect society, this smaller number 
must permanently he kept apart from society. Even with this smaller number, which 
must be kept apart. permanently, the oommunity idea is the correct one. To give 
expression to this ides suc:cess!ully, social work must play an important part. 

Next after state prisons aune state institutions for the insane. This step was tsken 
because of the abuses which attended privately owned asylums. Agsin the dominant 
idea was to keep safely segregated from society the violently insane. They were 
regarded as a necessary by-product of society, and it was believed that the state hsd 
performed ill full duty when it kept them safely out of sight. In a word, custody by 
the state was the alpha and omega of the state's ooncern. 

146 
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How different now r U social work is now the dominant note in the management 
of our more enlightened correctional institutions, what shall be said of the part it plays 
in our hospitals for the insane, our homes for the feeble-minded. and for all the other 
de~ndents of society? In the old days, the principal equipment of an insane hospital 
was the strait-jacket. The chief aim of society was to keep concealed~ and to forget 
if possible, its unfortunate members who were incarcerated as truly in the hospital as 
though it had been a prison. As in the case_ of the prison. stories of cruelties to the 
unfortunate inmates of theSe institutions escaped through their barred windows and 
stung the conscience of right-minded people everywhere. Again1 some of the more 
thoughtful put the question of how much society was responsible for depriving these 
unhappy beings of their reason. The psychopathic institute and the new science of 
psychiatry began to unfold. Causes were inquired into. The state was no longer 
content to just keep these men and women hidden away from society, but employed 
resources of science to restore them to their homes. But science would have been 
powerless if the spirit of social work had not gone along hand in hand by its side. 
Finally someone suggested that even the normal man or women could not sit idly day 
by day with folded hands without some impairment of the mind. How then could you 
expect the mentally unfit, shut up in idleness, to regain their reason? The idea of 
occupational therapy thus came about. It was found that some congenial occupation 
often held the patients more successfully than bars upon the windows. I myse-lf have 
seen the transformation effected in some of these institutions by giving the patients 
something to do. 'Where before they were listless, wholly indifferent to any proper care 
of their persons, sunk in despair, I have seen them changed into the semblance of human 
beings, neat a.nd cleanly in their personal appearance, with some measure at least of 
"contentment and happiness upon their faces. That was the beginning of the com
munity idea in institutions of this kind. 

If it is the duty o£ the state to restore as many of its defectives to society as possi
ble, social work becomes an indispensable agency. The social worker is the liaison 
officer between the patient and the patient's home and keeps open the path between 
the state institution and society. If the patient is paroled, the social worker follows 
him along the path and lends a sustaining hand while he is recovering his normal rela
tionship to the world. In fact, the moment the idea of more custody gave way to the 
idea of care and cure, the social· worker became as necessary as the physician himself. 
And so we introduced social workers into all our institutions for the mentally inept. 

\\"hereYer we turned in any of our state institutions. and this must have happened 
to you all, the question kept recurring. if only the state could have interested itself in 
these sad cases during childhood~ how many of these unfortunates could have been saved 
from their unhappy lot? And so we established the Institute for Juveru1e Research. 
This institute, the sta.ff of which was made up mostly of thosC already in the employ oi 
the state, and which was closely affiliated with the college o£ medicine of the Unh•ersity 
of Illinois, dealt with the medical, psychological, and psychiatric features of cases which 
came to them through other public agencies. It also UDdertook to study the social 
and environmental factors invoh-cd. This made necessary a social service department 
of the institute. 

Indeed, so many problems of childhood were presented to us, for which we had 
no answer, that we determined to secure if possible a comprehensive report covering 
an phases of the subject. We called together from an parts of the state a body of 
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citizens familiar with the various phases of childhood which society encounters. The 
outcome of this meeting was the appointment of a state-wide volunteer committee, 
with a paid secret&ty, to study the entire ·subject and present a comprehensive report 
designed to determine the duty of state, public, and private agencies with relation to 
children. Thls survey disclosed a situation which was depressing, but which pointed 
the way to progress. For it disclosed an almost illimitable field for sound socisl wot:k. 

I cannot overemphasize the importance of socisl wot:k in government. I know of 
no single advance step which has been taken in the treatment of either the criminal or 
the mentally defective in which the socisl wot:ker, in one fo1m or another, is not the 
indispensable agent for making the progress gained stay put. 

With the rapid expansion of social work in government, one of the difficulties of 
practical administration is the securing of those who are fitted for this wot:k. The tem
perament of the socisl wot:ker is quite as important as technical knowledge. He or she 
must have a wide and deep sympathy and must possess unusual tact. The success of 

. social work depends largely upon the ability of the socisl worker to enlist the volunmzy 
co-operation of those with whom he has to deal. Legislation -om accomplish little in 
this, but everything depends upon the socisl workers themselves. Existiog civil serv
ice machioery usually is not altogether satisfactory for the proper selection of persons 
to do this work. No one, I think, who sees dearly would go hack to the old spoils 
system. Civil service laws have afforded substantial relief from the evils of that sys
tem. Studenb of government, however, have been asked for several years if the last 
word had been spoken in civil service reform. I find that the examination test, while, 
of course1 a VllSt impiOvement over the old me~ is being recognized geuemlly as 
far from satisfactory. Lord Haldane, in his recent inaugural address as president of 
the Institote of Public Administration in England, said: "I have come to the conclusion 
that the pure examination test is far from being a perfect one. Success may result 
from qualities which-neither import the more thorough kind of knowledge nor guar.., 
antee fitness for the kind of employment sough.t after." • • 

Civil service commissions have contented .themselves in the main with blocking 
entrance into the service for purely political reasons. That is natural in view of. the 
fact that they came into being specially for this purpose. Generally they have not 
concerned themselves much with efficiency after entrance into the service has ~ 
effected. Io practice civil service commissions have been as far removed from the 
administrator as was possible. On the other ·hand, a great revolution has been going 
on in private business in the matter of employment. Io private business of any magni
tode there has been developed a great central employment department, the head of 
which is upon a level with other heads of the important departments of the business. 
That department concerns il3ell, not only with entraoce into service but concerns il3ell 
with all those factors which make lor a better morale, which remove inequalities of 
and injustices to different employees, and which Jr.eep in constant relation with 
employees through shop and other committees selected by the employees themselves. 
It is often said, and rightfully, too, I think, that the government should he a model 
employer. That it is not so today, I think all must admit. Many praiseworthy 
efforts have been made to standardize salsries. This has been found a most difficult 
task. And many think that this will he impossible unill civn service bodies shall he 
molded morl after the employment department in private business. That there are 
gross ineque!ities in compensation and in other working conditioDS among publie 
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employees there can be no doubt. That a new spirit wou1d animate civil service 
employees and efficiency be increased by such a department, I believe to be true. H 
ci\-i.l service laws are to be entirely sa.ti'ifactory, there must be genuine co-operation 
between the civil service authorities and those responsible for administration. 'Were 
this so, examinations would be so shaped as to put more stress upon temperament, 
upon character, and upon special fitness for the particular place than they do now. If 
the civil service authorities felt some responstDility for what happened after entrance 
into the civil service was once effected, they would find ways and means for recognizing 
special merit and insuring prompt promotion. In other words, it is conceivable that 
the civil service of the state could be vitalized in such way that inequalities in pay and 
working conditions, as between those doing substantially the same grade of work but 
in different departments1 would be removed. A civil service employe even in the humb
lest position could be made to feel that he was part of a great living organization and 
not simply the coJd product of a statute law which abandoned him to his fate when 
once he was. in the service. 

Recently a very important report upon this whole subject has been made by a 
special committee on civil service of the National Municipal League. This committee 
was composed of Mr. Henry S. Dennison, president of the Dennison Manufacturing 
Company; Professor W. E. Mosher, of the National Institute of Public Administra
tion; Air. 'William C. Beyer, of the Philadelphia Bureau of Municipal Research; Mr. 
J.forris B. Lambie, secretary of the :Municipal Research Bureau of l'linnesota; 1rfr. 
Charles P.?lies.c;kk, secretary and chief examiner of the New Jersey State Civil Service 
Commission; ~lr. John Steven, chief examiner of the New York State Civil Service 
Commission, and Mr. "'biting 'Williams, labor investigator and author. It will thus 
be seen that the committee was composed of men who had had large experience in 
employment, both public and private. It is the most comprehensive discussion of the 
subject of which I know. The general conclusions above stated, to which I came as a 
result of my experience as chief executive of Illinois, seem to have been reached also 
by this committee. Their presentation of the subject, of course, is more complete and 
much more authoritative than anything I have said. That committee has worked out 
a plan for a public employment policy which I believe to be a long step in advance of 
anything now in effect. I have not the time now to go into the details of this plan, 
but you can doubtless get a copy of the report by addressing the Bureau of }.funicipal 
Research or the National Institute of Public Administration in New York City. There 
is one phase of it, however, to which I wish specially to call your attention. Instead of 
a bipartisan commission, the usual form, the report would substitute a single civil serv~ 
ice commissioner with an indetenninate tenure of office, the commissioner to be 
sele<.:tcd as a result of a competitive examination given by a special board. It is con
templated that this commissioner should be specially trained in matters of employment 
and should give all his time to his office. The present commission. usually composed 
of three persons, two of whom are of the majority party and one of the minority, has 
not functioned well in practice. They are usually wholly unfamiliar with the subject. 
And if it be a high-minded commission. it contents itself with permitting the secretary 
to do all the work. H it be not a high-minded commission. it hampers the secretary, 
sometimes to the extent of breaking down the law itself. The most conspicuous part 
it plays in connection with ci\'il service laws is frequently to be found in the budget. 
The ann.ual report of one ~tate commission shows that of a total appropriation of 
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$u,soo for the commission, $7,500 was devoted to the salary account of the three com
missioners. This commi..Jon regretted exceedingly tha.t it had insufficient funds to 
employ a qualified examiner on full time. I am aware of the fact tha.t I was not asked 
to discuss the civil service here tonight, but the subject is so closely related to the high
est Success of social work in government tha.t I could not refrain from these observations. 

We are told tha.t the number of defectives for whom the state must care is con
stantly increasing in proportion to our total population. This raises a question of the 
first magnitude. Some way must be found to stop this tendency. Otherwise it is 
simply a question of mathemstics wben the time will come tha.t the burden is too great 
to be borne by society as a whole. The linal test of our methods of hsndling the soci· 
ally unlit must be: Do these methods in the end reduce the cost to the producing mem
bers of society who must linally pey the bill? It may be a considerable expense to 
the state to establish an institute of psychiatry. If, however, tha.t institute should 
discover a method by which even an insignificant percentage of cases of mental disease 
could be cured or prevented, such an institute would be a profitable investment for the 
state. The social-worker edded to the stall of the penitentiary or the hospital will add 
to the already heavily burdened pey-roll of the state. If thet worker, however, shall 
hasten the time for the retum of the inmate to society and can exercise a steadying 
infiuence during the first critical months after such return, it is a profitable employ
ment for the state. If an institute of child research shall discover some way by which 
to decrease the ever widening stream of the youth of the land to our state institutions, 
it will prove a wise investment for the state. It is safe to say, though, tha.t whatever 
discovery such an institution may make will be given efiect only by an enlarged social 
work. 

I have spoken of the cost to the state for the care of those who are now maintained 
by the state in its penitentiaries, hospitsls, asylum!, and homes. It reeches an enor
mous sum.t It CODSUID.es more than a quarter of the entire revenues of the average 
state. And yet this cost is small compared with \h• final loss to the state Iron! those 
who should be segregated from society and are permitted to remain .a.t large. I have 
in mind especially tha.t class which we generally designate as feebleminded. Only a. 
smail percentage of them, those cases which are most pronounced, ever find their way, 
into a home for the feebleminded. And those who remain at large are they whose chil· 
dren, a generation hence, will swen still further the number of those for whom the state 
must care. The history of the ram.,;. Juke family, or infamous if you prefer that word, 
is in point. The investigator found that Juke, through two sons who Dlllfried degener
ate sisters, became the ancestor, in seven generations, of something like 1,200 pel"SSllS 
"of every grade of idleness, viciousness, lewdness, pauperism, idiocy, insanity, and 
criminality." For this family, it is stated, the cost to the state down to tha.t time was 
$x,•so,ooo. Later the history of the family was followed up for two generations farther. 
They had continned to increase and to !ill the jails, the penitentiaries, and the alms
houses at a further cost to the state of another $x,•so,ooo. This last investigation was 
made in 1915, and the ;;,vestigator records the fact that "out of approJ:ima.tely 6oo 
living feeble minded Jukes, there are only three now in custodial care." 

This leads us to the most important problem of all in dealing with the defectives 
of society. In a state of nature, the Jukes would long ago have disappeared from the 
face of the earth~ Starvation, disease, and exposure, if they had been left to their <>wn 
resources, W<>uld have eliminated them long ago. Mall's interference with Il&turallam 
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alone saved them from perishing. This interference was prompted by feelings which 
are creditable to the human heart, but its consequences are appalling none the less. 
Our consciences will not permit us to see the Jukes freeze, or starve, or die of disease 
against which we are able to guard. Is there any reason, however, why we should per
mit the Jukes to reproduce themselves? They 'Should be separated from society, the 
sexes kept apart, or they should he made incapable of leaving progeny to increase the 
strain under which civilization is already laboring. I know the sentimental considera
tions which are urged against this. I have heard much of the right of parenthood. 
Howe,~er~ who can visit the home for the feeblemiDded and look into the va.ca.nt or 
bestial fa<:es of the children there, and not ask himself, did not these children also have 
a righ~ the right not to be born? The new science of eugenics, if I may call it such, is 
an answer to the dilemma in which we find ourselves. 

PREVENTIVE JUSTICE AND SOCIAL WORK 

Roscoe Pountl, Dean, H orvard Law School, Cambridge 

A significant and apparently a permanent phenomenon in Anglo-America is the 
rapid rise, in the last two decades, of what might be called executive justice-the 
administrative adjustment of relations and the forestalling or summary handling of 
controversies by boards aDd commissions. In antiquity the chief activities of the state 
were war and religion.. In the modem state the chief activities are legislation and 
administration. Both of these are growing at the expense of the traditional or custo
mary element in public justice. Instead of leaving all or nearly all controversies to be 
determined after the event by tribunals with customary standards of decisiont ascer
tained, developed a.s grounds of decision, and applied by means of a customary tech
nique, the modem state more and more forestalls controversy by prescribing rules 
through legislation, or deals with the conditions that produce controversy by subjectiDg 
conduct, and especially the conduct of entequises, to the guidance of administrative 
regulation. 

· How far the change from judicial inquiry and judicial application of customary 
standards after the event has gone may be shown by an everyday experience. A gen· 
rration ago there were no traffic rules for ordinary vehicles and no traffic policemen. 
Beyond a custom of turning to the right, everything was left to the judgment and the 
good sense of pedestrian and of driver. When one walked upon the street, on coming 
to a crossing he exercised his own judgment as to when and where and how he should 
cross. \\"ben a driver came to a crossing, he also exercised his free judgment. Each 
made up his own mind for himseH at the crisis of action. If injury resulted, the judg
ment he had formed for hisnsell was scrutinized after the event by a tribunal, which 
then told him whether or not he had lived up to the customary standard. Today, on 
the other hand1 lines down the middle of roads tell where to drive1 lines upon the pave
ment tell where to cross the street. and other lines tell where to park. ca.rs; while signals 
and signaling traffic officers tell when to cross the street and whentostopandawaitone'a 
tum. This change is typical of what has happened in every sphere of activity. On 
every hand we now seek to handle concrete situations concretely at the time and when 
they arise instead of referring to abstract ge.nenilizations and handling them out or" their 
aetting of time and place. We seek to prevent rather than to cure after the event. 
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We give individualized treatment to the case in hand instead of generalized treatment 
to an abstract situation. 

Indeed, no one should be more familiar with thls change than the social worker. 
It has taken place in the life of thls conference and has been conspicuous in the imme
diate fields of its activity. Fifty years ago we did not treat lunatics, we treated "the 
luna.tic"; we did not give the neededheJp, medical and otherwise, to this or that human 
being afilicted with mental disease, we made general provision for insanity in the 
abstract. Fifty years ago we did not provide for specific cbildren according to the 
e.'<igencles of the c:bancter and antecedents and condition of eacb, we made provision 
for "the cbild." And since the fust need of the typicalabstractcbild was an abstract 
home, we consigned all homeless cbildren in the mass to a. cbildren's home. Fifty years 
ago we did not relieve thls or that case of poverty as such in view of its special ca.uses 
a.nd circumstances, we dealt with the abstract pauper and consigned to a cammon 
poorhouse the vagrant, the wom-<>Ut toiler, the drunken unemployable, the victim of 
disease, the imbecile, and the abendoned cbild. In like manner we did not give individ
ualized penal treatment to criminals, we punished the criminal; we did not seek a just 
result in and for each case, we sought justice in the abstract. For the same contrast 
that may be drawn between the charities and corrections of fifty yeus ago and the social 
work of today is no less valid as between the judicial justice of the nineteenth century 
and the administrative justice of todsy. 

There was nothing individual in the abstract legal individualism of the nineteenth 
century. It thought and spoke of "the individual." But the object of its thoughts 
was not a human being of llesh and blood struggling to satisfy his desire; in a crowded 
world of his fellows. It was an abstract, standerd individual m """""· The legal 
science of yesterday sought an abstract justice for thls standerd man wbere we seek 
today a concrete justice for an actual man. In truth1 the SCK:&lled u individualism" 
of the last century was a reaction from .the relational society of the M"!ddle Ages, put 
in a rational formula after the manner of the eighteenth century. What it was in 
action in the other social sciences you know well. • In the science of law, it assumed a 
genemllegal precept, laid down in advance of action, for a generalized abstract situa
tion, and a mechanical measuring of conduct after the event by that precept. It is 
true in practice there wa.s always a large administr&tive element in judicial decision. 
But the ideal was one of treating eacb case a! an example of a type of ca.se governed by 
a uDiversal rule. In administratioa, on the other hand, the idea is to guide action in 
the particulaz ca.se, or to substitute administrative action, authoritatively directed, 
for individual action at one's perll under the uncertAin guidance of customary rules of 
decision applied after the crisis of action. 

Tlu kgol ord.m.g of soci<ly as ;ar: of social «>>lln>i.-Nowadays we conceive of the 
legal ordeeing of society as only one part of social control A signjficant c:bancteristic 
of recent thought is the breakdown of the water-tight-compartment theory of the social 
sciences. We no longer bold each self-sullicient. We no longer believe that we ma.y 
give eacb a sufficient critique in terms of itself. We recognize that in the past genera
tion each, as it were, sought to lift itself by its own boot straps; eacb, like Baron 
Munchausen, sought to pull itself out of the mud by its own long whiskers. 

Except for convenience of esposition, there are no such analytical lines between the 
social sciences &S we have tried so persistently to draw. For other than peda.gogic 
pnrposes it is impossible to lay out separate social sciences with exactiy limited frontiers, 
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with customs guards along those frontiers to prevent smuggling of ideas across the lines. 
and standing armies to defend against invasion of the territory of one by a.nother. If 
the different organized bodies of knowledge that treat of different aspects of social life 
are distinct at the core, they shade out into one another at the periphery~ \Vhen we 
look at the core, or chiefly at the core1 the analytical distinctions are sound enough. 
But we shall not understand even that core, and much less the debatable ground 
beyond, unless we are prepared to make continual deep incursions from each into each 
of the others. All the social sciences must be co-workers, and emphatically all must be 
co-workers with jurisprudence. \Vhen we set off a bit of social control and define its 
bounds by analyti~ criteria, and essay to study it by its OWll light and with its O\\'Il 

materials and its own methods exclusively, our results, however logical in appearance, 
are arbitrary and futile for any but theoretical purposes. 

lJnification of the methods of jurisprudence; unification of the social sciences, 
with jurisprudence treated as one of them; treatment of law as one form of social con
trol, and so treatment of the legal ordering of society as one side or phase of a broader 
and more diversified social control; a functional attitude toward legal institutions, ask
ing how do they work and what do they achieve-these are the characteristic features 
of the legal science of today. 

The end of law.-When we study law as part of social control and inquire as to the 
functioning of legal precepts and legal institutions, we are led at once to ask what law is 
for. What should we demand of it? What is its end or purpose? 

Historically, men begin with a mere idea of keeping the peace. In the kin
organized societies of antiquity, law in our modem sense was a lesser agency of social 
controL Its scope was narrow and its sanctions were relatively feeble. As a psycholo
gist has put it: "\Vith the exception of some conventions that are not put into words, 
most of our [modern, civilized) herd motives are codified. As we descend, however, in 
the scale of civilization we find less law (in the la.wyeTs sense} and more custom. The 
savage has few definite crimes against which he must legislate, although his life is 
hedged about with restrictions so (to him) self-evident that they nud not be taught 
by precept. • In the earlier stage, politically organized society sought to do little beyond 
regulating or avoiding private war, or war between groups of kindred, through devices 
for buying off the desire for vengeance on the part of those who h'ld suffered wrong. 

With the rise of the stare as the primary agency of social control, Greek philosophy 
gave us io place of the crude conception of a. mere device to keep the peace a conception 
of the legal ordering of society in order to preserve the social status quo. This concep· 
tion governed in Greek philosophical thinking. It govenred in the classical Roman 
law and in the maturity of Roman law. It governed in the larer Middle Ages. Law 
was designed to keep each man in his appointed groove or appointed sphere and thus 
to prevent friction with his fellows. 

In the modern world we come upon a third conception of the end of law. This 
conception becomes strong in politics a£ter the Reformation. It dominates in the 
science or law after the seventeenth century. Under the in.fiuence of the classical 
economics and the metaphysical or idealistic interpretation of history. it reaches its 
highest point in the science of law of the nineteenth century. According to this theory, 
the end of law is to secure the muimum of abstract individual free self-assertion. 
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Of late there have been many signs that a new conception of the end of law is 
replacing the one which had ruled in jurisprudence for 300 years. In one way or 
another all recent juristic thought proceeds in tenDs of what I have ventured to call 
social engineering. It conceives of a practical purpose of eliminating friction a.nd 
waste in the satisfaction of human wants or claims, rather than of a process of recon~ 
ciliug or harmonizing abstract free wills hy a system of abstract umversallegal precepts. 

Limitations on effeci>Nlegal ..a ..... -Another change in scientific thought about 
law is to be seen in our better understanding of tha limitations upon what we may do 
effectively hy means of legal administration of justice. We used to think that there 
were logical ormet&physicallimitationsupon the scope of law. Certain things were to be 
ordered legally because that mOde of ordering them was deducible from a fundamental, 
metaphysically given, datum of free will. Other things were to be left untouched by 
law because restraint of freedom in those respects could not ·be so deduced. Law was 
the ezpression or tcali.ation of au idea of freedom. The criterion by which to discover 
the scope and subject matter of law was, Wbat is the relation of the proposed legal 
regulation to abstract individual liberty 1 If the legal precept in qU<Stion tended to 
promote abstract individual liberty, it was justified. llut as every legal precept was 

·a restraint upon freedom, it had to be justified; and it could be justified only by show
ing not merely that it was compatible with abstract individual h'bertY but that it 
actually advanced and promoted a masimum of abstract, free, individual self.,assertion. 

Under the reign of this mode of thinking we became quite oblivious to hDerty in 
the concrete. It was not a question of free individual self-<lssertion of Jobn Doe or 
Richard Roe under the actual circumstances, hut of free self.......-tion of the abstract 
individaal, wholiy removed from the actual social contacfs and economic pre.sures of 
real life. Hence, courts tallr.ed solemnly about tha employee wbo wished to take his 
pay in orders on a company store and was prevented from doing so by an arbitrary 
statute; as if anyone ever did so of real choice in the industrial society of today; as if 
the abstract freedom of contract of tha mctsphysical ideal had any counterpart in' 
actual life. 

Today we think rather of practical limitations upon tha scope of law. We see 
that there are limitations upon effective legal action inherent in tha nature of our legal 
machinezy. :Because of difficulties involved in tbe ascertainment of the facts to which 
legal rules are to be applied; because o1 the intangibleness 9f many duties which are 
of moment morally but defy enforcement by oxterual pressure; because of the subtlety 
of the modes of infringiog important interes~ which the law would be giad to secure 
effecrivefy if it might; because of the inapplicsbility of the legal machinery of rule and 
sanction to many important hW:nan relations and to some serious wrongs; and because 
legal precepts do not enfon:e themselves, but require us to rely upon individual human 
beings to set the law in motion-for all these""""""' it is not possible, with any legal 
devices of which we know, to secure completely all interests which ethical considera
tions or social !deals indicate as proper to be secured. 

· Thus tbe difficulty is in the machinery, not in any metaphysically demonstrated 
or logically imposed barrier. With improved machinery we may do more ami do it 
better. But as things are, there is much that we may not hope to do, or at least may 
not hope to dowell, bymean.soflaw. For these things we must relyupenothermeans 
of social control. Tbelaw can do no more than preserve a social order in which these 
other means may operate effectively. Yet, when we put it thWI our attitude must 
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be very di.fferent from the attitude of those who saw an inflexible and eternal meta
physical or logical bar standing in the way of the legal securing of human claims, beyond 
the minimum of interference that was required to bring about a maximum of abstract 
individual free sell-assertion. The latter could wash their bands of all responsibility 
for the unsatisfied claims and repressed desires of their fellow-men. They could say 
with a clear conscience, We are powerless to do anything. They could invoke the 
immutable and eternal limits imposed upon la.w by its very idea and purpose as a con
clusive reason for refusing to engage in the futile task of seeking to achieve something 
further for human happiness through the law. As we think today, this comfortable 
evasion of the jurist's duty is not possible. When we perceive that the limitations are 
to a large extent, at least, the limitations of our tools, not inherent limitations in social 
engineering itself, it behooves us to examine our tools in order to see wha.t they are and 
bow and why they fail to do all that may be asked of'them. It behooves us to ask 
whether other and better tools may not be at band or may not be devised. 

The means by whkh law attains its end.-La.w is given effect by means of sanctions. 
The sanctions, or means by which developed legal systems seek to attain their end, 
are punishment, redress, and prevention. Punishment is the oldest and crudest mode 
of securiD.g human claims or vindicating rights. Almost without exception, even today, 
men begin to deal with a new subject by imposing a. penalty, and only after experience 
of the ineffectiveness of retributive methods leam some better mode of treatment.. 
Today punishment is appropriated almost exclusively to the immediate securing of 
social interests as such by means of the criminal law. On the civil side of the law there 
are only a few remnants of an older condition in which punishment was resorted to for 
the everyday vindication of private rights. And even in criminal law we now think 
and speak of penal treatment rather than of punishment. We recognize that except 
for satisfying a certain instinct of men to hurt someone when things go wrong, punish
ment simply as such has proved as futile on the criminal side of the law as we had long 
known it to be on the civil side. 

Rtdrus.-Lega! redress is either specific or substitutional. In specific redress the 
WIQngdoer is compelled to do specificaily wbat he wrongfully left undone, or to undo 
what he did wrongfully. If he bolds something that belongs to another, officers of the 
law take it from him. if need be, and restore it to the owner. In substitutional redress 
the law awards the injured person a substituted equivalent, at the expense of the wrong
doer, in the form of a sum of money. 

Specific redress is only possible in case of possessory rights and of acts involving 
purely economic advantages. A court can repossess a plaintiff of a farm, but it cannot 
repossess him of his reputation. It can make a defendant restore a ch&ttel7 but it 
c::annot compel him to restore the alienated affections of a wife. It can constrain a 
defendant to perfonn a contract to selllaod, but it canoot ooostrain him to restore the 
peaoe of mind of one whose privacy has been grossiy invaded. In the great majority 
of cases, substitutional redress by way of money damages is the only resource; and 
this has been the staple remedy of the law. But tlili remedy is palpably inadequate 
except where the purely economic side of existence is involved. The value of a horse, 
the value of a commercial contract, the value of use and occupation of land-such 
things may be measured in mooey. On the other band, attempt to reach a definite 
measure of actual money compensation for a broken limb is at least difficult; and valua· 
tion of the feelings, the honor, the dignity of an injured human being is downright 
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impossible. We try to hide the difficulty by treating the individual honor, dignity, 
character, and reputation, for purposes of the law of defamation, as assets. Kipling 
tells us what the Oriental thinks of this conception: "Is & man sad? Give him money, 
say the S&lu"hs. Is he dishonored? Give him money, say the Sehibs. Hath he a 
wrong upon his heed? Give him money, say the Sahibs." It is obvious that the 
Oriental's point is well taken. But it is not so obvious what the law is to do. If, 
therefore, the law secures property a.nd contract more elaborately and more adequately 
than it secures personality, it is not because the law rates the latter less highly than the 
former, hut because the leg&) machinery of redress is intrinsically well adopted to secur-
ing the one and ill adopted to securing the other. · 

Pr.....n.m.-Prevention is not so definite a remedial Category. In general it 
means interference in advance to prevent disobedience of a rule of law or infringement 
of a right, or, better still, provision in advance to meet and obviate the conditions that 
make for anti-social conduct. It means provisions for reaching the causes of anti
social coaduct instead of treating the resulting·condoct by itself; provisions lor miti
gating or obviating the situations that lead to infringement of rights instead of relying 
wholly upon ponishment a.nd redress after the event. · 

Of the four means of achieving the ends of law, of the four ways of sanctioning 
leg&) precepts, punishment and substitutional redress are the oldest and the least 
satisfactory. Punishment should be reserved for the criminal law; and the crimin&! · 
law, aa all experience baa shown, should not be used as the everyday agency of relief 

"for every sort of case, hut should be reserved for the direct and immediate maintaining 
of the general security aud the general morals against types of anti-social individual 
and anti-social condoct. Substitutions! redress· should be reserved for cases where 
specific redress or prevention are impractics!>le or would operate inequitably. The 
modern forms of sanction are specific redress and prevention. 

Development of prevention as a legal remedy baa only begun. What we have • 
in the way of prevention is, for the most part, relatively crude interference by injunction 
to prevent immediately threatened physic&! ~ents of economic claims and, in 
recent years, to prevent interference with the nation-wide economic functions which are 
under the protection of the federal government. In England injunctions are used to 
prevent defamation, and there is an increasing tendency in this country to use them in 
order to protect persoll8lity. But the deeper possibilities of prevention have received 
scant attention from lawyers. Yet it seems clear that preventive justice will play a 
large part in the law of the future. The prejudiee against it in the minds of common
law la,.Y.,..,. is historic&! in origin and hasno sound basis. 

Tho ,~ •f ~ Jo admimswaJi<m.-We are now in a position to under
stand the growth of administrative justice, which baa gone forward so rapidly in the 
last twenty-five yeazs, Administration had littie or no place in the pioneer, rural, and 
aaricultor&! society of the last century. It belongs to a busy age and crowded, urban, 
industrial society, with a. com pier economic organization and minute division of labor. 
In such society economic adjustments are so delicste and all things are so specialized, 
that men cannot wait for long-drawn-out investigations after the event in order to 
know their rights and duties and J.isbilities. The economic order demands that, so far 
as possible, wbat they may do aud what they may not do be prescribed authoritatively 
in advance in an accessible and intelli8ible form. It demands that they be guided or 
advised or directed in many things, so that they may do well the other things which are 
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their immediate task. The one case of traffic officers in our city streets, and even in our 
country roads, illust:Iates what may be required in the way of administ:Iative regulation 
under the conditions of today. 

But the same circumstances that call for administration call no less for preventive 
justice. Indeed, administration is one of the chief means of preventive justice, and the 
most effective work in the way of prevention that goes on in our legal order today is 
done through administzation. 

Tk devdopmmiof indi.UU<Jl!Ung Ggt:ntios.-Tbe crowded urban society of today, 
with its oomplex economic organization, demanda legislation to make clear what may 
be done and what may not and administration to guide men away from trouble and 
controversy, in preference to elaborate investigation and exact reparation after injury. 
Legislation does for conduct in many fields what the lines in the middle of the road and 
the lines upon the street crossings do for the driver of the automobile. Administration 
does for an increasing number of activities what the traffic officer at the comer does 
both for automobile driver and for pedestrian. Moreover, the efficacy oi the work of 
the traffic officer is in the individualized nature of his directions, as compared with 
generalized legal precepts. For the society of today demaoda an individualization 
in the handling of many things which was not needed in the simpler, rural, agricultwal 
society of the past. When the points of contact between men are relatively few, the 
general lines and rough compromises expressed in rules of Ia w suffice for the exigencies 
of justice. 'When the points of contact are enormously multiplied, as in the metro
politan city of today, a.nd individual claims oonfiict and overlap on all sides, it is neces
sary to have fine lines and delicate discrim.inationst which are not easily made by means 
of rules of law. 

General rules are made through elimination of the particular circumstances and 
fixing of the common circumstances in a series of cases. In the law of property and 
in commercial law, where one fee simple is like every other and one promissory note is 
like every other, so far as its significant elements go, this method of elimination and 
generalization suffices to give a practicable rule. But elimination of circumstances 
in ord~ to get a rule makes the rule impossible as a self-sufficient practical compromise 
between the claims of the several participants in the infinitely variable situations 
involved in human conduct and in the conduct of enterprises. As the world becomes 
more crowded and the points of contact involved in human conduct become more 
numerous, and the friction of that conta.ct becomes more acute, individualization in the 
legal treatment of conduct begins to encroach upon the domain of legal rules and lega 
conceptions. This need of individualization is met for judicial justice by means of 
legal standards-by the framing of legally defined measures of conduct-to be applied 
by or under the direction of tribunals. 

In framing such standards, the law seeb neither to generalize by eliminating the 
circumstances nor to particularize by including them. Instead the law seeks to formu
late the general expectation of society as to how individuals will act in the course of 
their undcrt.ak.ings, and thus to guide the common sense or expert intuition of a jury 
or of an administrati\'e commission when called on to judge of particular conduct under 
particular circumstances. Titles to land and the negotiobility of bills of exchange and 
promissory notes do oot depend, and ought not to depend, on circumstances. Such 
tnatters are go\--erned by rules which attach definite detailed legal COns.e<luences to defi
nite detailed states o( fact. These rules are not left to juries or to commissions. The 
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facta being ascutained, they are applied by a mechanical, logical process. On the 
other hand, what is due care in driving cannot be detennined in the abstzact, once for 
all, for every driver who will ever drive. What is a reasonable railway service cannot 
be laid down in the abstzact once for an for an abstzact railroad running through an 
abstzact region and applied to an railroads thereafter by a logical process. In sud> 
cases the modem law resorts not to rules but to legal standards devised to guide the 
triers of ¥ or the administrative commission in applying to each unique set of cir ... 
cumstances their common sense resulting from their experience. 

Legal standards are the judicial response to the need of individn•liZBtion, as the 
setting up of administrative tribuDals and increasing relianee upon administration is 
the legislative response thereto. Each is ultimately a response to the conditions of a 
crowded, urban, industrial society, and to a complicated economic order resting on a 
minute division of labor. The same conditions that brought eaoh into aistence are 

·making and must make for a greater development of preventive justice. p,...,.,. .. jusliu in lho IGTJJ of lho pos~.-our historlcsl rommon law had very little 
in the way of preventive maohinery. There was a crude preventive device in the juris.. 
diction of c:rimina.l tribunals or of magistrates to put a threatening oJiender under bond 
to keep the peace. There was an old, real action, long obsolete, by which to obtain 
a judicial declaration that one who claimed a servitude in another's land had no such 
right. Later, courts of equity developed a jurisdiction to enjoin threatened injuries 
to property rights and to construe trusts and advise trustees as to their duties. That 
is as far as our law had gone until the declarat.ory judgment began to be introduced 
cautiously by legislation. 

In most American jurisdictions one r.nust break a contzact before a court will teD 
him what it means. One must guess at the meaning of an instrument and act upon his 
guess at his perll. One must commit a trespsss in, order to find out whather he has a 
right of way, or commit an assault if he would test his neighbor's claim to such a right. 
If he wishes to test the constitutionality of legislation curtailing the free ~of his 
powers, he must run the risk of going to jan in order to lind out what are his righ~ u· 
he is the beneficiary of a will, he cannot do anythjng to establish the facts that shqw its 
validity so long o.s the testator is alive. And if one has made a will, he can do nothing 
to establish these facts, but the matter must await his death, it may be fifty years hence, 
when the question of his capa<:\ty at the time it was made will beoome a controver.iy. 
between the clalmants under it ai.d the c!simimts agajnst it. 

;In the countries .governed by the Roamn law the developmeot of preventive 
remedies on the clvU side of the law has gone much farther than with us. ActiOD& to 
obtain judicial declarations as to the eights of the parties and wills made before courts, 
upon inquiry into the capacity and free volition of the testator, meet the dilliculties in 
our law to which attention was called above. In England also, a proceeding is available 
by which anyone who claims to be interested in a deed or will or other written instru
ment may obtain a judicial interpretation and a judicial declaration of his righ~ Bar 
association committees in this country have been wging legislation to provide preven
tive remedies in clvU cases through declaratory judgments, and a few states have 
adopted statutes modeled on the English practice. Obviously a movement for preven
tive justice on this side of the law is gaining ground. Likewise, the gtadual but per
sistent and continual enlargement of the power of courts of equity to grant injunctions, 
and the contioually growing use of injunctions as a ........, of police, especially in indus-
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trial disputes, indicate a similar movement to extend the most effective of the preven
tive remedies developed in the past. Moreover, with the setting up of modem muni
cipal courts in our larger cities, we have begun to devise bureaus of justice to which 
the citizen may resort in order to know his rightst instead of leaving him to guess at 
them at his peril and then judging his conduct ez tosl /ado. But this cautious develop
ment of preventive justice on the civil side of the law, significant as it is of the direction 
of legal development for the future, is but a. small part of the matter. It leaves un
touched the great field of the crimina! law; a field in which, more than anywhere else, 
preventive justice may achieve great th.ings. 

Prt:tJentiw justice and criminallaw.-Substant.ially all of the energies of our elabo
rate punitive justice are devoted to dealing with offenders after the offence. The police 
are, indeed, an agency of prevention. But they are an agency of forcible prevention 
at the crisis of action. Juvenile courts have done much incidentally in the way of a 
preventive activity directed to the u1timate causes of delinquency. Our agencies of 
probation and parole, struggling with many adverse conditions and (in most jurisdic
tions, at least) laboring under a burden of defective organization and insufficient equip
ment, have nevertheless done somethlng in the same direction. Yet, m.a.king full 
allowance for these things, it remains true that our legal treatment of delinquents is 
not preventive but is punitive in its whole conception and administration. 

Our substantive criminal law is based upon a theory of punishing the viciou-s will. 
It postulates a free moral agent, confronted with a free choice between doing rigbt and 
doing wrong, and choosing freely to do wrong. It assumes that the social interest in 
the general security and the social interest in the general morals ate to be maintained 
by imposing on him a penalty corresponding exactly to the gravity of his offence. It 
is enforced by an elaborate machinery of execution of the appointed sentence. Also 
parallel to all this mechanism of detection, convictionJ and penal treatment ia a no 
less elaborate machinery of mitigation, afiording those wbo are skilled in working it a 
succession of opportunities for extricating particular delinquents from the clutches of 
the law. But with what goes on before the commission of an offence, with the condi
tions that generate offenders and insure a steady grist to the mill of criminal justice, 
the Jaw).er is not concerned. His interest begins wben the morning paper tells him of 
the committed crime. What goes on before and leads up to the crime, often much 
more surely and inevitably than the committed crime leads to conviction and the 
appointed penal treatment is wholly outside of his domain. Very likely he will tell U! 

that his science has to do with what is, not with what ought, to be. The criminal law 
is a body of precepts for the regulation of anti--social conduct. Until there is concrete 
anti-social conduct, it does not come into play. If, within jealously guarded tradi
tional limits, something may be done through legal agencies to reach the causes that 
lie behind concrete anti-social action, the scieoce of legislation must be appealed to. 
The science of law assumes legal precepts already existent. It does not tell us how to 
direct our creative energies to the devising of new precepts or of new and improved 
machinery. 

In efJ«:t. what there is in the way of preventive justice, in the doma.in of the crimi
nal Jaw, is achieved not by legal but by extra-legal agencies. It is done for the most 
part, not by the agencies of the law, but by oocial workers. 

SD<ioJ _,. <JIJ<i £ri.,;MJiaw.-It is the more important, therefore, since this part 
of oocial control, one might say, this part of our whole scheme of oocial engineering, is 
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left to the soda! woikers; it is the mo"' important that the... be complete team play 
between judicial administ.mtion of j~sti~ and the extra-legal soda! agencies of the time 
a.nd place. Whether or not there shan be such team play, whether judicial justice and 
the ext.m-legal agencies of preventive justice shall co-operate in some degree or shall 
go their several independeot paths in indilference to each other, or shall work at cross 
purposes is left wholly to the inclinatioo or enlightenment or nnenlightenment of the 
individual magist.mte. At times and in particular localities much is done to promote 
such team play through the efforts of some particular socially minded judge. But 
there is no guarantee that his successor wiD cootinue the policy of co-operation, and the 
pmctice of rotatioo in judicial work, which unhappily prevails so generaDy in the 
United States, stands iii the way of the development of any technique of co-operation, 
in the only ws.y in which it can he developed effectively; namely, by e>perience and 
intelligent study of that experience by compatent laWYefS and competent soda! workers 
working together. 

Social workers are much mure conscious of the opportunity and, indeed, of the 
need for such co-operation than are laWYefS. Today in our large cities the office of 
& leader of the bar is becoming a huge business organioatioo. Its functioo is to &dvise, 
to organize, to reorganize, md to direct business enterprises; to point out dangers md 
mark safe ch&nnels, and chart reefs for the business &dventurer. The actual admin
ist.mtion of justice in the courts coocems the leader of the profession only as it discloses 
reefs or bars or-currents to be &voided by the business pilot. Thus the leaders of the 
profession have come to be divorced not only from the administ.mtion of criminal justice 
but to no smail extent from the whole work of the courts. .The everydey work of the 
criminal tn'bunals is coming more and more to be the exclusive domain of an unedu
cated, ill-t.mined or unt.mined st.mtum &t the bottom of the bar, or of a smail group of 
nooe too scrupulous politician-laWJ1er5. · · 

Those who could appreciate the psrt which soda! workers play in preventive 
justice, and the more effective part thet they might be made to play through weD-' 
organized and weD-directed co-operation with judicial and &dminist.mtive oflieers, are 
wholly out of touch with criminal &dminist.mtion;and think of it in terms of the abstrae
tions of our old law books. Not unnaturaily they are suspicious of aims and purpoSes 
which come to them couched in uof~ phrases and coupled with that word of 
doubtful connotation "soda!." Those who are in everydey contact with the work of· 
the criminal courts are, for the moSt part, withoQt the t.mining and hackgmnnd required 
for an understanding of the possibilities of co.opemtion, or, even worse, msy have 
interests adverse the...to. In the reorganioation of our system of criminal tribunals, 
the reorganioation of the adminlst.mtive side of our criminal justice, and the ovedlauling 
of criminal law and criminal procedure, which are m&tters of the near future, if criminal 
justice is to function effectively in our large cities, the working out of plans for develop
ing complete and systematU: co-operation between law and soda! work of &ll kinds, 
and full use by tribunals and legal adminlst.mtive agencies of the pos51'billties of cur 
unofficial agencies of preventive justice, must be no smail time. 

Trt<iling 1M coirade """'• ,..llhe oomtJ<i -g.-()rgenized, systematic a><~pera
tion, at least until we shall ha.ve developed a tec::hnique of preventive justice inside of 
the law, is the more important because of its relation to the closely related problem of 
individualization. Medical men teD us that in the last centuiy their science thought in 
terms of abstract "diseases," not in tenns of concrete men and their individual a!Bie>
tions. They teD us that they have come to Jearn the necessity ol beating the man 
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rather than 11 the heart, liver or kidneys, taken as separately subject to disorder.11 

As the medicine of the past thought of and treated rheumatism, not John Doe who had 
rheumatic symptoms, so the law bas been thinking of and treating abstract a.nalytically 
defined categories of anti·social conduct rather than the concrete individual from whom 
the particular items of anti-social conduct procoed. Social work deals with that indi
vidual man. Often it deals with him in advance of the items of conduct which alone 
may bring him into court. Especially it deals with and knows intimately the condi
tions that lie behind those items of -conduct and the circumstances that surround them. 
With our criminal law what it is, with our organization of the administrative agencies 
of punitive justice what it is. the whole background of individualized treatment as well 
as of an effective preventive justice is in the domain of social work. One step has been 
to organize social work and to bring its many phases into systematic relation. A next 
step is to organize no less thoroughly its relations to the judicial administration of 
justice. 

Social W01'k and prt:UenlifJe ciflil justice in IM large city.-l have spoken of preventive 
justice in relation to the criminal law. But we must not overlook that there is a large 
field of preventive justice on the civil side of the law~ which is of much moment in our 
cities of today, and yet is not within the purview of any of the plans for preventive civil 
remedies which lawyers are beginning to urge upon our lawmakers. 

Dr. Southard has shown us that a condition of legal entanglement is one of the five 
types of evil with which those who came under his observation were afflicted. No 
doubt social workers encounter legal entanglement as a complication in cases primarily 
involving other evils. But the law books are full of illustrations of letal entanglement 
pure and simple, which fully justify Dr. Southard's proposition. Mistaken identityt 
deceptive circumstantial evidence, or inheritance of a bOtW fide litigated claim may 
involve the most innocent person in legal proceedings which may be a serious drain 
1pon his r~urces and upon his energies. Such cases are pure misfortune and are 
among the risks of life in society no less than accident or disease. In other cases the 
innocent become involved in burdensome or ruinous legal proceedings through the 
fault of others-through the roguery of a plausible impostor, through wilful aggression 
of a "neighbor, or through the activities of swindlers or extortioners. The reports of 
legal-aid societies are full of such cases. Such societies and social agencies of every 
sort. advising the poor and helping by wise counsel to keep them out of these entangle
ments or to deliver them therefrom, are efficient agents of preventive justice in a field 
where the law still lags. 

Playgrcmnds and lhe "turnlcbk ca.st.t/'-A special example of the relation of social 
work to preventive civil justice may be seen in the so-called tumtable cases-a difficult 
group of cases in which landowners maintain something on their land which is alluring 
to small children, who are attracted and trespass upon the land and are injured. Courts 
have been much divided as to the duty which the law should impose in such cases, and 
writers on law have debated it on logical grounds by deduction from abstract legal 
conceptions. A re«nt writer has shown that the question is related to the subject of 
playgrounds for children. It is significant that his discussion makes use of the report 
of the Playground and Recreation Association of America on uHow People Play in 
Forty American Cities." 

Here again the preventive activities of social work are likely to be more efiective 
than legal rules. But in making and applying legal rui<S we must turn to the results 
achieved by social workers if we are to understand our legal problems aright. 
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Prof~ elhks ofki llre ;eo. liligMII.-In another zespect social work bas an 
immediate relation to preventive justice. It is not enough that legal precepts be 
abstractly just and that a machinery be. provided whereby those who know how, or 
who are properly instructed or properly guided, may invoke the. protection of those 
precepts. Those who are involved in controversy with their fellows or who are likely 

. to be so involved, those whose rights are threatened, and those who are about to act 
in matters of doubt must be able to secure the requisite instruction and guidaBce, or 

·the procedural machinery and the abstractly just rules of law avail them nothing. 
Under our legal system the lawyer does mueh in the way of preventive justice that is 
done by the magistrate on the continent. He instructs and guides and advises oompro
mises and armnges settlements and keeps his clients out of difficulties so fa,r as possible. 
But a great part of our urban popolatinn cannot avail themselves of the services of a 
lawyer in the legal difficulties which they oontinually enoounter, and the codified and 
sanctioned professional ethics, upon which in other oonnections we rely for improve
ment in our administratinn of-justice, threatens to be an obstacle in the way of all 
attempts to make oompetent legal advice avallsble for the poor litigant. 

Those who pass upon questions nf professional ethics object, and object rightly, 
to any impairment of the immediate personal responst'bility of the lawyer. They insist, 
and insist rigbtly, upon the relatinn of attorney and client as a personal relation. Tbey 
resist properly all attempts to merge the individuality of the lawyer in a oo>poration, 
and all associations of lawyers and laymen whereby those who are not amensble to 
professional discipline, and are not legally officers of the oourt, shall take an irresponsi
ble part in the immediate work of administering justice. But our whole organization 
of the profession and our traditional professional ethics grew up in " dilferent society 
and were adapted aod reshaped in America under conditions wholly distinct from those 
that now prevail in our large cities. Hence what, from one standpoint, are agencies of 
improvement, from another standpoint are agencies of nbetruction, standing in the 
way, for eaample, of co-operative organizations nf wnrkingmen, whereby a small con
tribution by eaeh at stated intervals may provide a fund for retaining alawya-; who 
shall be available for any member in case of difficulty. 

In the Jefferson Brick era of our institations, we went a lnng way toward depro-' · 
fessionalizing the ber. The conditions ~at obtain in our large cities today have 
operated otill further in that direction. In Our efforts to restore professional tone and 
to organize the bar, as a self-disciplined profession, with responsibility and powers nf 
discipline adequate to the responst'bility, we mllSt 110t lose sight of a mass of human 
claims that never oome to the notice of the leaders of the profession, under the condi
tions of today, and are nnt unlikely to be left Gilt of accollnt in their plannings_ Social 
workers alone know of these claims in their intensity and entirety, and co-operation of 
lawyers and socia.l wozkers in this respect is no small item in " program of making 
straight the ways for preventive justice. 

Preventive justice has no less poSSl'bilities than preventive medicine. If we think 
of law in terms of socia.l engineering, it must be evident that saoftary engineering is not 
the least important feature. In the urban, industria.! society of today, our orgaofaed 
l!50Cial control must more and mGn: deal with the anti-social in its io.ceptiou. and &t its 
snarce. Characteristically we have left the experimentation-the exploratinn and 
development Gio the field'-to private agencies. Social wozkers have accumulated a 
mass of data and have developed methods and technique which the lawyer must study 
and must learn how to utilize. 
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We need the fullest team play between law and social work. Moreover, on the 
legal side, in order to bring about that team play, in order to make use of a.ll that has 
been done and is doing for preventive justice through the agencies of social work, we 
need the same creative spirit and inventive activity which Americans and American 
lawyer.; displayed so abundantly in the formative period of our institutions. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH PROTECTION 
AND PROMOTION 

FUNDAMENTAL LEGAL PRINCIPLES 

hank J. Good...,.,, P•esidenl, Jolms Hopkins Umoersity, 
Ballimur£ 

The peculia.r characteristics of our American system of government determine in 
large measu"' the fundamental principles governing the law of public-health adminis
tration in the same way in which they fix the principles of our general administrative 
law. 

The fact that American government is based upon written constitutions, on the 
one band the Constitution of the United States and on the other the constitutions of 
the separate states, is unquestionably the most important fact to bear in mind. Writ
ten constitutions impose limitations upon the exercise of governmental power and thus 
fix a sphere within which governmental authorities may act, while the power which our 
courts possess to declare acts of legislatures unconstitutional and therefore null and 
void, as taken in excess of powers constitutionally authorized, provides a method of 
keeping the action of legislatures and other governmental bodies within the sphere 
marked out by the Constitution. 

These constitutional limitations are of two general classes. They arej first, those 
which are intended to preserve and maintain inviolate our scheme of federal govern
ment; they areJ socondt those whose purpose is to protect the individual private 
rights mentioned in the Bill of Rights, which are the invariable incidents to American 
constitutions. 

The constitutional limitations, which have been adopted with the idea of preserv
ing intad our scheme of federal government, are to be fou_nd in the United States Con
stitution. This document is framed on the general principle of enumerating the powers 
of the central government and on the understanding that all powers not thus enumer
ated are reserved by the states. An exa.mination of the Constitution of the United 
States will show that the national government has no public·health powers except 
such as may be incidental to certain expressly mentioned powers. 

The powen expressly granted in the Constitution of the United States to the 
national government, to which health powers are incidentt are as follows: 

First, power to govern the District of Colwnbia, the territories of the United 
States. and the resen"atioas ceded to the United States by the states for the various 
purposes o! the national government. The pubtic-health powers o! the national gov
ernment in these cases are complete, subject,. however, to the limitations contained in 
the Bill of Rights intended to protect individual rights, the most important of which is 
the one which provides that no one shall be deprived of his uberty or property without 
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due process of Jaw. It was because of this provision that the Supreme Court ~tly 
held unconstitutioml an act of Congress fWng a minimum wage for women !n the 
District of Columbia, 

Secoild, the power of Congress to regulate commerce among the several states 
with foi:eign natioDs and the Indian tn"bes. It h&s been held that Congress may, &S 

incident to the exercise of its power to regulate COIIUllelCe, pass regulations !n the 
Interest of the preservation of the public be&lth. Congress h&s thus provided for 
quarantines, for prolu"biting the tr&nsportation !n commerce &mang the several states 
of impure foods and drugs, and for the inspection prior to their tr&osportation from one 
at&te to another of the products the tr&nsportation of which h&s been prohibited. 

There are, however, limits beyond which Congress may not go !n this kind of regu
lation, even where the regulation h&s a public-be&lth character. For it is not the 
be&lth character but rather the fact that the regulation is Incident to the regulation 
of commerce among the several states, or with foreign nations, which justifies the action 
of Co~ It is for this reason tha.t the Supreme Court recently declared unconsti_ 

tutional an act of Congress prolu"biting the tr&osport&tion in Interstate conunerce of 
articles made by child labor. The court held that what was really being regulated by 
such an ect was the manufacture of the article, and that its tr&osport&tion after manu
facture could not affect the public health. A:. the regulation of manufacturing with 
the purpose of protecting the be&lth of those employed !n factories is a function of 
the state and not of the nation, the act of Congress !n question was held to be an un
warrantable encroachment upon the power of the states. 

Third, the power of Congress to levy taxes, imports, duties, and excises in order 
to pay the debts, provide for the common defense and promote the general welfare of 
the United States, h&s been interpreted by the Supreme Court as authorizing Congress 
to impose prohibitory taxes upon the manufacture of articles which may be deleterious 
to the public be&lth on the theory that the power to tax is the power to destroy. Con
gress h&s thus imposed a prohibitory tax on the manufacture of phosphorus matches, 
beiDg moved to this action by the consideration of the effect of making of these matches 
upon those engaged in the Industry. Congress 8iso has made use of this power of 
taxation in the passage of the Harrison Act ageinst the use of narcotics, but in this case 
adopted a rather peculisr method which, however, the Supreme Court has upheld. 
The Harrison Act provides that all seliers and users of narcotics shall register their 
names and pay a tax of a small amount to the collector of intemal revenue, who is 
required to turn over the information he obtains ~tive to the sale and use of narcotics 
to the state officers entrusted with the suppression of their use, who will then be in a 
stronger position to enforce. the state laws. But here again there is a limit beyond 
which Congress may not go. The child-labor tax-Jaw case decided by the Supreme 
Court held that Congress may not pass a tax law of prohibitive character, which is 
clearly an attempt to encroech upon the prerogatives of the states. 

In addition to p&SSiDg prohibitive tax legislation Congress may also appropriate 
money from the natioml treasury for the pwpose of aiding the states in the exercise of 
their be&lth powers. Of recent years such appropriations have frequently been coupled 
with the conditions that the states appropriate equal amounts in order to avail them
selves of the congressional appropriatioDs, and that the espenditure of the monies 
appropriated, bpth state and national, be subjected to the supervision. of national 
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officers. Within the last year the state of Massachusetts has brought an action in the 
Supn::me Court to test the constitutionality of t.his practice. Up to the time of the 
bringing of this action there was, I think, little doubt in the minds of lawyers as to the 
propriety of sucb methods, but it must be admitted that the decisions of the Supreme 
Court in the child labor cases show quite a marked tendency in the court as now con
stituted to preserve the independence of the states against encroachment upon the 
part of Congress. 

Fourth, the treaty-making power. A recent case has beld that where the United 
States makes a treaty, in which the contracting parties agree to pass the legislation 
necessary to put the treaty into effect, legislation passed by Congress for that purpose 
is constitutional, although upon subjects which apart from the treaty were not within 
the competence of Congress. If this case were followed1 it would be possible for Con
gress to exercise powers of health legislation upon matters of international concem, 
which up to the present time it has not exercised. 

The second class of constitutional limitations are those intended to protect individ
ual private rights. They are to be found in both the United States and the state 
constitutions. Some of those contained in the former instrument affect only the 
United States government. Some, however, like the fourteenth Amendment, which 
provides that no state shall deprive any person of his life, liberty, or property without 
due process of law, or deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection 
of the laws, impose limitations upon the states. The state constitutions naturally 
limit only the powers of the respective state governments. One of these limitations 
which has an efiect upon the exercise of public-health powers is what is often spoken 
of as the principle of the separation of powers; a principle which is to be found at the 
basis of an American governments. 

The most noticeable effects of this principle in public-health law are: First, that 
aU public health, as all police powers, must tind their origin in the statutes of the legis
lative authority. No public-health authority has inherent powers. Second, the legis
lature may not vest absolute discretion in a public-health authority. It may delegate 
healtl\ boards powers of regulation, but it must lay down broadly, at any rate, the 
principles which such boards are to follow in the exercise of the power delegated. 
ThirdJ all such delegatio-ns are narrowly rather than broadly construed where their 
tendency is to infringe upon fundsmental individual rights, and particularly where the 
violation of hea.lth regulations and orders is punished crimina.Uy. Fou~ it is some
what doubtful whether it is constitutional for the legislature to confer upon health 
authorities the power of conclusive and final determination, especially as to the exist
ence of the facts necessary to give them jurisdiction to act. 

The other constitutional limitations which have been adopted with the idea of 
protecting individual rights do not theoretically limit greatly the powers which may 
constitutionally be conferred by the legislature upon health authorities. But, practi
cally, they constitute quite a limitation since it is sometimes difficult to convince the 
court.s that concrete acts of legislation have re&lly a. health purpose. This is particu
larly true with regard to- the wnd.itions under which labor is carried on~ induding such 
matters as hours and wages of labor. On its face. all such legislation is economic 
rather than sanitary in character, and the courts have in the past been reluctant to 
permit the legislature to deprive the laboring classes of their constitutional liberty to 
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work as long and for such pay as they see fit, unless it can be clearly shown that the 
legislation in question has a health purpose in that it either protects the laborer or 
safeguards the public. 

The COD>titutional limitations which "" are ccmsidering are often directed toward 
securing a procedure for administrative action, which will make it certain that the per
sellS affected by it shall han had an opportunity te be heard before action is taken, or 
that the law authorizing the action is scrupulously followed. Greater latitude in this 
respect is probably permitted in the case of the action of public-health authorities than 
in other iields of administration. The reason is te be found in the necessity so common 
in sanitary matters for immediate action, which will not hrook the delay incident to 
hearings and an otherwise formal procedure. , Summary proceedings withont notice 
are thus frequently permissl'ble in pubJio.health matters. 

This permissl'ble, although rather drastic, action may, however, be violative of 
private rights. For this reason the action taken is rarely conclusive or final in cher
acter. If time pennits, the person whose rights are threatened may have an injunction 
te restrain the action proposed, or where the action has been taken, suits for damage 
may be bmugbt against thosewbotake it. In either case, the court, before which such 
Suits are heard, has the right to try the whole case and determine whether the law 
under which the ollieial acted, was constitutional, 'whether the action complained of was 
.authorized by the law, and what the damages shall be il the determination is against 
the oflicer. 

As actions for damages are ordinarily tried by jnries, which on the one hand are 
not composed of expert sanitarians and on the other often sympathise with the plain
till, whose rights are alleged te have been violated, health officers are often deterred 
from acting by a very natural fear of beiog mulcted in damages. 

The problem te be solved in all these caS.s is the ever present problem in all admin
istration; viz., that of securing efficient administration with a due regard for privati; 
rights. Prohebly one of the best methods of solution is that adopted by the charter 
of the city of New York, which has been topie'4 by some other cities. ThiS provides 
that no injunction shall be issued te restrain health oflicem fzom acting, and no aqion 
shall be bmugbt against health officers for damage, but that the city will be liable for 
all the damage caused by the unauth<>lliaed actiol!S of city health ollicers. 

THE DEVELOPMENT, OF PUBLIC HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 

Eug..,. R. K.U.,, M.D., S/611 C~of PwiJUJ; H...W., Btnf<m 

Sanitary measures extend as far hack as J:OCOrded history, but intelligent fOIO
thougbt for the preservation of the public health, by means of a deiinite code of law 
and a special executive mechanism for its carrying out, cannot be credited with any 
:remarkable antiquity; 

Interesting as it would be te trace the gradual development in many lands of the 
science of public health, the limitations of this oc:casicm make it imperative for us to 
consider ouly the development of public-health administration as it relatea to England 
and the United States. This is espe<i•Uy appropriate, bo....ver, because in both ooun
tties sanitary institutions have been evolved with the same common-law hac!tgmund, 
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by people having oommon speech and history, even though differences in geognLphy, 
political organization, and economic and social backgrounds have mrulted in the crea
tion of divergent forms of public health administrative principles and practice. 

During that period when both countries were politicaDy united, certain develop
ments in medicine, hygiene, and social institutions occurred which profoundly allected 
subsequent health-administrative practice. The medical profession itself first became 
a distinct body, with deliniu specified duties to the state, as a result of legislation 
passed under the English Tudor sovereigns. This advance deeply alle<:U:d public· 
health administrative development, for, as a reciprocal phenomenon to this royal license 
to practice the healing art, it was a natutal development both within and without the 
profession to consider it the duty of the physicians to advise with king, parliament and 
privy council in national, and with lord mayon and aldermen in municipal, .health 
all airs. 

The recurring invasions of plague in England in the sevent.:enth century led to the 
development of an elaborate, and origimlly ao excessively cruel, quarantine code both 
for sea ports and of house-to-house characrer. Similar procedure in tha British 
colonies of North America. came into vogue in attempts to control yellow fever epi
demics, which occurred as far north as Boston. The great basic, legal sanitary prin
ciple of the right of the community to restrain the freedom of the individual in the 
presence of infectious disease was fu:ed by these plague experiences. 

At a somewhat larer period, in the eight.:enth century, the discovery of vaccination 
against smallpox, of the nature of certain chronic chemical intoxications, especially 
lead, aod of the dietary deficiency basis of scurvy, point reopectively to the beginnings 
of biologic therapy, industrial hygiene, and the nutritional aspe<:ts of public health, all 
of which have greatly affected the development of modem public-health administration. 

These struggles against pestilence and efforts to overcome environmental ha.ndi
caps inimical to life and health brought man into the ninet.:enth century with a vast 
heritage of erroneous conceptiom relative to disease prevention. Some of these false 
ideas were the bases of elaborare legal and administrative codes. Others, though never 
tr&n$ted into stature, had become so finnly diffused through and rooted in the popular 
mind that to this day they have constituted a tremendous harrier to the progress of 
scientifu: public-health development. The great ninereenth century flame of discovery 
in the fields of sanitary !dence1 preveiltive and curative medicine, and community and 
personal hygiene, however, stimulated the development of a sanitary code and SYSUm 
of public health administration for the gradual, practical application of these discov· 
eries. 

The lioes of public-health administrative development in England and this country 
can be traced to two main impulses,onehumanitarianincharacrer, the other emanating 
from the laboratory. The first trail leads hack to that same great humanitarian 
impulse from which sprang prison reform and the abolishment of unrestrieted exploita
tation of child labor in England, and of slave labor in this country. The same growth 
of public conscience that expressed itself in these three great moral welfare movements 
led to more careful consideration and searching inquiry as to the sanitary condition of 
the masses. For decades sanitary reform became a powerful issue in English political 
life. During this time sanitary engineering was born, and the mrultlng improvements 
in warer supply, sewage disposal, nuis&nce control, housing, and ventilation led to great 
improvement, not only in community health, but also to a pathetic helid that all 
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disease of an infectious n&ture was due to faulty environment and capable of eradication 
by correction of environment. These views led to such ideas as the generation of 
diphtheria by sewer gas, and upon thls and similar unscientific bases were erected 
elaborate but unsound legal and administrative practices. 

The names of two men deserve special mention as the apostles of thls doctrine of 
sanibuy salvation by the route of complete control of the environment of man
Chadwick in England and Shattuck in Massachusetts. The activities of the fust 
named were instrumental in the establishment of thefust real centra.! sanibuy authority 
in the British Isles, wlille the other, from the induence of hls masterly report on sam
buy conditions of Massachusetts submitted to the legislature of that State in tll49, 
may fairly be caDed the father of an the state health departments of thls coun!Iy. 
Shattuck was fully a generation ahead of hls time, for it was not until x86g that some 
of hls principal proposals were adopted in tbe statute creating the Massachusetts 
Board of Health. In one patticular he builded fat wiser !ban hls great British contem
porary, viz., by imistiog on the necessity of sanibuy education and peiSU&Sion of the 
public as.the only pennanent and sound basis for advances in public health. 

It is of peculiat significance to social workem to recall that officially it was the 
Poor Law Commissioners of England who wete directly responsible for the establish
ment of the fust moderu health department. Their greatest argument was that by 
expending money on sanibuy improvements "nuisances, by which contagion is gen
erated and pemons reduced to destitution, couid be prevented," and hence the burden 
of poor ntes upon the well-»do reduced. 

Men soon perceivod thet it was not by sanitation alone that public-health admin
istration was to achieve its aim. Abont thirty years after the generai acceptance of 
the sanibuy doctrines just sketched, the discoveries of Pasteur and hls foDowem opened 
up the great and previeusly unsuspected roalni of hacteriallife, and demonstrated bow 
profoundly these minute organisms affected human health. 

Then followed a period corresponding roughly to the second half of the last century, 
which is of intense interest to every student of pil!>lic health or sociology. It Is of the 
deepest significance, because during thls period practically an the principles of publk
health administration under which we now work were either forecasted or oompieteiy 
formulated. During thls period, also, sani\&<Y sci!""'" shook itsell free from the cum
bersome legal principle& and administrative procedures which hed come down to it 
through the centuries and which had been huilt tround the old view thet conditions of 
disease or of health were practically all attributable to causes external to man and 
control!&ble by modification of environment. 

The revolutionazy idea of infection by the agency of ganns grew slowly at fust, 
thea by leaps and bounds. Coincident with its rapid growth came abont a curious 
state of mind .amounting aimost to an obsession on the part of the sanibuy«ientific 
!eadem of the period, a belief that "germ control" was about an that did count in 
public health admini.tration. 

The doctrine of the right of organized society to interfare with the freedom of 
action. of the individual for the good of society at large reoeivod great impetus during 
this period. The old doctrine of quarantine greatly modified by applying its principles 
to the individual rather !ban to the city or village or vessel was etpanded as never 
before, and mu honestly believod th&t by the multiplication of contagious hospitals, 
by earlier and more stringent quarantine, and by the use of methods for avoiding infec-
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tion from the sick all diseases of transm.issiDie character, even as chronic a malady as 
tuberculosis, could eventually be stamped out. The beginnings of many of the divi
sions of present-day public-health work can be traced to this period, not as a result of 
independent effort1 but almost exclusively as a by-product of the search for the germs, 
as, for example, school hygiene. 

In both of these notable health eras of modernity can be clearly recognized certain 
common principles of administration. The first en, that of public-health a.dmiJrls.
tration by applied sanitation, pinned its faith to a theory of the coercion of the elements, 
of man's environment for the mitigation of the social and financial burden of sickness 
and preventable mortality to the citizen, community, and nation. The second era, 
that of the pursuit of the germ, pinned its faith to the elimination of the disease germ 
through coercion of the human being unlucky enough to be harboring that germ. 

Neither period conceived of the individual man, woman, and child of the com
munity as having any active responsibility in the struggle. The health office was, for 
aU practical purposes, as remote from the everyday life of the average citizen's family 
as was the jail or the orphans' home. We may sum it all up by saying that the whole 
concept of this period was that of "dodging infection." The health administrator's 
viewpoint was all negative. To abolish acute infections and to control environmental 
conditions that fostered infection, represented the whole duty of the sanitarian. With 
these objects once a.ccomplished his full obligation to society would be fulfilled and be 
might then piously fold his arms and murmur Nunc DimiUis. 

But after a time it became evident to public-health administrators that there were 
some very real defects in their program~ whether looked upon from the angle of human 
physiology~ community sociology, 'Sanitary theory,legal machinery, or practical applied 
administration. Let us consider a few of the events that led to our present-day 
philosophy in refenncc to public health, though not with any intention of giving the 
impression that they represent aU or even necessarily the most important influences. 

First, public-health administrators had gndually learned of caniezs, missed cases, 
of the intricacies of epidemiology. This led to the abandonment of the old dream of 
eradicating communicable di.sea.se by dependence wholly upon the principles of quar
antine and isolation. Second, public health administrators began to see that the coer
cion idea could never solve the problems facing them even if public-health administra
tion was held within the na.rrow confines of contagious-disease control alone. Third, 
public-health administrators began to realize that the problem of community and 
personal health was something far broader and deeper than a game of dodging infection 
in a world filled with pathogenic micro-organisms. They began to realize the need of 
a positive oonoept of health and of broad-casting this positive ideal of health to all 
the people. They began to realize that it was not enough to preach these possibilities 
to the people, but that the people must aJso realiZe that they must actively participate, 
that they must a.ssimilate at least the simpler principles of personal aod community 
hygiene aod consciously live in accordance therewith, that in the field of health there 
could be no such thing as vicarious atonement for the physiological sins o£ themselves 
or their fathers. 

The gndual transformation of the concept of public-health administration, as 
something: remote from ordinary everyday experience, practiced only by a. group of 
persons looked upon as a sort of cross between ward politicians and visionary scientists, 
to its recognition as a vital function of government, which cousiders the life of the 
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individual while yet in the mother's womb, and has a signilicant message for him for 
evuy period oflife, and ceases this concern only at death, has been largely responsible 
in shaping the latter-<lay developments of public-health administration. 

These later developments have one feature of special interest to the social worker. 
By a curiously tortuous path extending over a century in time, public-health adminis
tration is coming hack to a close relationship with the humanitarian aspect of human 
ptoblems of life and health. As the Buddhist would put it, the wheel has made a com
plete revolution. Public-health administration has turned hack to the contemplation 
not merely of man in the abstract hut of individual men, women, and children, Jinding 
itself onoe more otandiJ>8 shoulder to shoulder with the fon:es of social amelioration and 
advancemenL 

Having sought the answer to the rlddie of disease and pain in water, air, and soil, 
and having found only fragmentary explanstion there as well as in the world of parasitic 
micro-<>rganic life, we now have turned squarely hack to man himself, and have fraDkly 
called upclll him to come and help attack and solve these problems with us. We, who· 
are today engaged in publi<Nlealth work as a life career, are ealling as loudiy as we can 
to all our fellows, pointing out the possibilities that lie in the sane development of all 
these things-epidemiology, infant hygiene, mental hygiene, metabolism, industria.! 
hygiene, sanitary engineering-the whole stupendous list of modem specialities which 
have demonstrated that they have a delinite contribution to offer to this great cause of 
health conservation. I repeat, we are pointing to these truths on every hand and 
ea11ing to our fellow-citizens everywhare, "This is not simply our job, it is also yours: 
Come and help, for only by everyone doing his bit, by each 9ne putting his shoulder 
willingly to the wheel, can the olil spectres of avoidable death, preventable illness, 
unnec ery pain, and needless misery that have dogged man's footsteps from the 
infancy of the mce be successfully controlled oind Jinally overcome." 

TRANSITION FROM NEGATIVE TO POSITIVE 

Wolt<rii."&-,M.D~Direcm,CTriUIIealllt~MMJSj<ld,OTM 

Old age should be the principal cause ~ death. We shonld be like that famous 
vehicle which, after a whole contury of life, though there were indeed "tmces of age in 
the o-.boas ehay, a generalllavor of'mlid decay," there was "nothing loeal as ooe may 
~~&yl" And when the end comes from sheer old .age, "it went to pieces all at once. 
Ali at om:e, and nothing first, just as bubbles do when they bunt." 

But death, as a. rule, comes prema.ttmly. Old age is only theoretically a normaf 
and natUial cam;e of deeth. Defects and disease cause the machine to bleak down 
before it weare ouL This mystery has challenged the attention of ma.n for ages, and 
out of it have grown all of our modem health movementa. In tho past they have been 
largely negative, mere battles to escape disease. Fortunately we are now entermg & 

new phase. Our health ideals promise to exceed that of a.nyother age. They will not 
stop at mere negation of disease, degeneracy, delinquency and dependency, but will 
be positive and progressive. In order to follow the transition from the negative to the 
positive phase of health work, it will be desimble to review brlel!y the evolution of some 
of the theories of disease. These theories bave always molded the character of public-
health endeeVOlll. . 
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IJe,wmi<; theory.-The earliest theories of disease were found among the savages. 
They interpreted fevu, sickness, pain, a.nd madneM to be due to the occupancy of the 
affected body by an evil spirit or demon. Savage therapeutics acauately followed 
S&\o-'"age pathology. Demons were cast out by exhortations or drums. They even 
practiced <~preventive merlicineu by means of charms and amulets. We have sur· 
vivals today in the horseshoe, the nbbit's foot. the horsechestnut, which~ carried for 
their chann. 

Hu,...allheory.-Hippocrates, the father of medicine, clearly recognized disease as 
being a proa:ss governed by natmallaws. He taught that the body contained four 
humors: blood, ph1egm, yellow bile, and black bile, a right proportion and mixture of 
which constituted health; an improper proportion and irregular distribution, disease. 
This theory has never ceased to influence medical thought and pra<lke. It had the 
merit of fixing attention upon natural rather than supernatural causes, upon the patient 
rather than demons. 

Physical and m<ehanKaltheori<s.-There was a great shifting of opinion as to the 
true causes of disease between the time of Hippocrates (soo B.c.) and Sydenham (I644-
z6&)). This period witnessed great advances in anatomy and physiology, whkh led 
in the eighteenth century to the establishment of our physical and mechanical theories 
of disease, upon which modern pathology stands. 

Germ lheory.-The germ theory of disease grew out of the brilliant investigations 
of Louis Pasteur. Entked away from his laboratory by the French government to 
investigate diseases of animals, he laid the foundation upon which has been built all of 
our modem methods for the control of communicable diseases. Pasteur, whose cente-
nary we cdebrate this year, may well be called the a Father of Public Health." 

The Evolution of the Mod..,. PW>/U-Health Mo......m.-Stirred by the discoveries 
of Pasteur, the whole attack upon disease began to assume new aspects. It was a. short 
step from animals to human beings. The world was soon startled by the announre
ment that Koch had discovered the cause of tuberculosis. This, as you know, was only 
the beginning of a long series of brilliant discoveries which have flll1lished us. our most 
valuable weapons in the hattie against disease. 

The underlying legal principles whkh have been used in the application of these 
scientific discoveries to the public-health movement have been defined by Presideot 
Goodnow. Dr. Kelley has described the development of the administro.tive machinery 
that has made possible the remarkable advances whkh have been made during the last 
century. It is my privilege to call yoUI attention to ceitain tendenciea in the field of 
public health which appeal to have unuswo.l significance. I refu to the transition from 
the negative to the positive phase. Or it might be betlei described as our discovery 
of the importance of health promotion as a factor in disease prevention. Progress in 
the rational control of disease dates from the establishment of the genn theozy based 
upon the researches of Pasteur. As the field of bacteriology has gtadually broadened, 
we have roughly classified sickness a.s communicable and non-communicable. This 
classification based upon the known causes of disease has been the guiding factor in 
our public-health efforts. 

Three welJ.marl<ed stages may be distinguished in the evolution of the modem 
public-health movement. They are suppression of disease; prevention of disease; 
and promotioo of health. 
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Suptreuion of dis..,...-Terrified by epidemics of disease and confident in our 
newly found knowledge of bacteriology, we focused our attention upon the causes and 
modes of tmnsmiAAion of the various communicable illnesses. We deceived omselves 
with the belief that by the application of police power through quarantine we could 
solve the problem. Gradually but surely public-health leaders became convinced of 
the severe Iimitstions of this method. This led inevitably to the next stage_ 
P~ of disea.re.-5purred on by the limitations of control by suppression we 

began the development of methods of prevention. This stsge bas been characterized 
by our most brilliant conquests of disease. Yellow r....,, malaria, bookwonn, smallpox, 
typhus, and typhoid fever are a few of the striking enmples. This method of health 
work involved the control of the environment as well as the education of the public. 
Notwitbstsnding the brilliant victories mentioned above and the remarkable reduction 
in the ckath tates from many other diseases, our progresa along certain linea leaves 
mucb to be desired. This dissatisfaction induced the public-health worker to searcb 
for factors of error in his methods- The results of thissearcb baveonce more broadened 
the scope of health activities and focused attention upon an important factor which 
bas long been neglected by the health worker. 

Promolicn of H...W..-The newest phase of health work is the promotion of health. 
This marks the transition from the negative to the positive. To our long lists of "theu 
shalt notsu we are at last adding a few "thou shalts..', This new point of view recog
nizes two vital facts: namely, that health is more than an absence of disease and that 
& strong body is one of Nature's important protectives against disease. 

Methods of Heal/It Promoliots--Health promotion bas become the guiding star of 
·many greups of persons interested in human welfare. This bas resulted in & variety 
of methods wblcb can only be indicated in this brief paper. 

Eugmics.-The iDfiuence of a soond h....dity is now recognized as an important 
iDfiuence in the development of a vigorons body. Based upon painstsking investiga
tions, we are gradually but definitely influencing the future of this race through prac-
tieal eugenics. This is truly a real contnbution "tp health promotion.. • • 

Mlli<m<lltm<l Child Hygione.-Wblle the iield ofmatereal andcbild hygiene is not 
confined to positive-health promotion, it m&kea considerable contribution to it. Tl>C' 
prenatal instruction of mothers, and the.proper care and feeding of infants and small 
cbildren are definite examples of ways in which it operates. 

. Health EdscDii<m m 1M Schools.:.:_The most striking development in health promo
tion bas been the grewtb of health education in the schools. Here we bave the entrance 
of a new and important influence into the health iield: D&mely, the school teacher. 
The adaptation of scientific knowledge about the human body to the needs of the cbiid 
is grewing daily. An alliance between the educator and the public-health worker bas 
wonderiul potentialities for health promotion.. Health is becoming an important 
subject in the curricula of our ocbools. The schools are beginning to ttain cbildren in 
health habits as wen as arithmetic. Physical education bas taken on new and bro&der 
meanings and is meking most valn&ble contributions to the field of health. 

Bealllo Edt=licn of A.dulls.-The extension of the movement for better personal 
hygiene is spreading with commendable rapidity. Stimulated by the propogand& of the 
health worken and stung by the unfa.vwablc results of the wv inventory of our phy
sical staminlh we are at last awaking to necessity for better care of our human machines 

This new health consciousness is expressing itself in two principal directions. 
The fust is an increased interest in facilities for wholesome recreation.. The enormous 
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benefits which .,., accruing to our people from this rapidly spreading, pepular out
door life can scarcely be estimated. We should strive to secure the benefits for every 
grade of our population. The other interesting development is the growing number of 
people who are coming under continuous health supervision. 'We are gradually devel· 
oping a new type of physician. He practices preventive medicine on an individual 
scale. The periodic physical examination and attention to all the details of penonal 
hygiene replaces the classical pills and pewders. It is true this new type is scarce, but 
the medical leaders of our country are awa.kin.g to the possibilities of such service. This 
is positive-health work of the most valuable kind. 

We have followed the evolution of health work from the negative tc the positive 
phase in a rather sketchy manner. It would he unfair to leave you with the impression 
that the speaker advocates the junking of all the machinery which we have built for the 
suppression and prevention of disease. These are invaluable in many ways. He does, 
however1 wish to point out that in this new positive phase that we bave at last recog
nized the value of health promotWn as a means of disease prevention. 

Tbe problem of health and disease is a complex one. It can only be solved by the 
use of all the resources we have at our command. So if we are to reach that golden age 
when vigorous health will be the rule. and old age the principal cause of death, we must 
have real alliance of all of the agencies interested in social welfare. 

THE LAW'S DELAY 
THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT ATTORNEY AND HIS 

RELATION TO SOCIAL WORK 

Alfred Beltman, AUorney al Law, Cincinnati 

By "metropolitan" community is simply meant the very large urban American 
community. There is no necessity for fixing a population figure a.t which a community 
becoJI)es entitled to the resounding designation metropolitan or acquires the advantages 
and disadvantages of metropolitan characteristics. Every such community possesses 
cha.ra.cteristics which are recognized as favorable to the growth of crime and which 
intensify the difficulties of both punishment and prevention. Both the number and 
variety of crimes committed place a great strain upon the law-enforcement machinery. 

The expression "district attorney" will, in this discussion, be taken to signify the 
officials or group of officials who have charge of the prosecution of criminal cases befo"' 
the courts. As was elaborately peinted out in the Oeveland Suzvey of the Adminis
tration of Criminal Justice, the division of prosecution of crime amongst different, 
independent. and uncoordinated groups of officiaJs is a serious weakness in our law
enforcement machinery and a great impediment to the efficient administration of crimi~ 
nal justice. The Chicago Crime Commission listed the "maladministration of crimillal 
justice, as one of the ten great causes of crime. The reduction of the inefficiency of 
the apparatus with which we control crime is therefore an important method of crime 
prevention; and one uf the most pmctkal and necessary steps in this direction would be 
the concentration into one highly organiz.ed office of the whole field of the prosecution 
of all types and grades of offenses before all courts within the same metropolitan area. 

To complete the definitions of the tenns of our subject, we must not forget "social 
work." Almost any definition of oocial work is either too much or too little. In its 
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more comprehensive sense, social work may be held to include everY human activity 
which has the oonscious ~deliberate purpose of promoting the health, order, security, 
morals, and welf.m: of I!OOCty and of the individuals who compose society. In the 
na.rrower sense in which the e:&pieSSinn w:iiJ. genemlly be used in this cfucn..;ou, social 
wnrk oomists of those mnre specialized activities in which the social wnrken and social 
agencies of onr great cities now engage. 

In order to analyze this subject of the relationship between the p"""'""tor's wnrk 
and social wnrk, we muat adopt some fairly defiDite Cl011Ception of the purpose and 
~ function of the prosecutor, and this, in tum, requires the assignment, in the. 
scheme of things, of ac>me fairly definite !tile to the enforcement of criminal law. For 
our purposes this morning it is sufficient to realize thet each and every criminal pn>
aeding is directed hoth at an individual ollense and ollender, with a view of meting 
out the pwdshment or other treatmeot which the law specifies lor that ollenae or 
offender, and, at the same time, is desiged to deter or prevent the commission of future 
crimes by this ollender or by nthera. And the part which the prosecutor playa in this 
proceaa is to gather and present the facts an4 the law to the court or other tn'bunal, 
which determines what was the ollense, who was the ollender, and what the punish
ment or other treatmeot to be meted out shall be. 

The piOpOf relation of the prosecutors work to social wnrk is very easily stated. 
It is social wnrk. The prosecution of crime in any metrepelitan community is simply 
one of the social agencies of that community. Criminal law is for social defense. It 
brands and punishes acts which society deems to be anti-social, which means acts that 
impair social, and therefore individual, health, order, security, morals, and welfare. 
It a>ncerns itself with the individual only because and when the individual's acts injure 
society. Criminal law-enforcement is simply one of the means adopted for the pro-
motion of these social goods. • 

There are certain conditions of phyaic&l and social environment which are produc
tive of crime and which fall well within the scope of the prosecutors ef[ective action. 
AU criminnlogists recognize, for instance, that ui:essive cxmgestion of population, as, 
for ;,..mple, the Ove!a'Owded tenement or lodging ·house, or other situations which we 
call uslums/' a.re. breeders of conditions which tend to produce aimjna1ity. The' 
transient and migratory inhabitant is a <:hz91lk phenomenon of the metrepelitan com
munity. Most of the species, like most of any other class, are law abiding, but the 
crimii>al class receives & percentage of its recruits' from this class. Sanituy a>nditions 
in the lodging-house have an important relations!Up to the production of crime. For 
instance; again, edw::ation is·universally reoogoiaed as a me&DS of prevention or teduc>
tion of crime. Consequently the enfn:rament of school laws, such as truancy laws, 
compulsory-education laws, and the like represent a field of crime Pft"'Ution which 
falls within the normal province of the proaecutor. The mental and phyaic&l weak
nesses which are apt to be developed by child lahor constitute another """""' of crime. 
The child-lahor laws furnish an opportunity for the criminal law to resch ultimste 
factors of criminality. The public gambling-den, the headquarters of commen:ialized 
vicO, the lower types of drinking places, and various other species of "joints" and 
"dives" are univemally reoogoiaed as breeding grouads of crime. The eriminallaw 
furnishes ampie bases for the suppre,..;on of these breeding places by means of the prose-
cution of those'respousible for them. . 

This field of the suppre,..;on of crime-produciog social environments ia one in 
which the social WGrker can obviously give great pmctical assistance to the ptoSeCUtor. 
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The files of the ooci.al agencies should be an UJ>-to-date and an infallible guide to the 
plague spots of the metropolitan community. Organized contacts and co-<>perative 
arnmgements ca.n and should exist in every eom.rnunity, whereby the prosecutor can 
tum to the m:ords of the social agencies for locating these plague spots and for demon
stration of their effects upon the mental and moral fiber of those who live in them or 
frequent them. 

Another type of social environment or condition productive of criminal tendencies, 
which offers special opportunities to the prosecutor for preventive measures and special 
opportunities for co-operation with social workers, is that which arises from various 
types of inequalities prevalent in large urban communities-inequalities of race or 
color, inequalities of social position, of depth of rooting in the soil of the rommunity, 
of social stability, and inequalities of age. For instanu, there is the problem of the 
immigrant and the child of the immigrant. The immigrant is peculiarly subject to 
exploitation. He has greater difficulties in knowing, understanding, and complying 
with the laws of the land. In dealing with him, the work of the prosecutor needs to be 
conducted with an educational motive, in addition to the motive of law~nforcement. 
, In most American metropolitan communities the Negro presents a special problem. 

Statistics sbow a lar~ percenta~, relative to their numbers, of law violations by 
Negroes; and, to an even greater extent than in the case of white persons. Negro 
criminality is the product of bad housing, ...Utary conditions, and the plague spots of 
vice. The social environment of the Negro is not protected by public sentiment to the 
same extent as that of the white man. 

And then there is the juvenile delinquent, universa!iy recognized as the very hesrt 
of the problem of crime prevention. The modem learning and viewpoints concerning 
crime, &oeio1ogy, and human behavior have been applied to the treatment of the 
juvenile offender to a far greater extent than to his adult prototype, and in the juvenile 
court the law enforcement has been" socialized," to use a pet word of the social worker. 
Every case of juvenile delinquency indicates a possible opportunity for crime preven
tion by crime prosecution. The juvenile delinquent is not an accident. In almost 
every case there is an explanation of him. Except where he is with an atypical or sub
normal mentality, this explanation may be found either in the conduct of some adult 
who had cbar~ of the child or who was a aource of infiuence over the child or in an 
environmen~ for which environment, in the last analysis, one or more adults were 
responsible.. In other words, there are one or more adult delinquencies back of each 
juvenile delinquency. The statutes of every state supply more or less adequate means 
of reaching the adult in the case. The records of any well-conducted juvenile court or 
child-welfare agency will or sbould identify the adult in the case. From a social point 
of view there are no statutes of greater importance than these which permit the calling 
to account, in the shape of criminal prosecution, of those who aid or cause juvenile 
delinquency. Regular contact and co-<>peration and record eschange between the 
child-welfare agencies, including the prosecutor as well as the juvenile court, is there
fore important. Crime prevention will not be complete even when we cure the juvenile 
delinquent. We must, in so far as is humanly possible, anticipate and prevent him. 

The proxcutor may not have the right to select the type of crimes which he will 
attack or ignore. Necessarily, however, he must distribute the emphasis which he 
placa upon different type& of offenses, and it is in this matter of emphasis that both 
the public and prosecutors need to acquire a more social viewpoint. The prosecutor is 
tempted to place emphasis upon the newsier and more sensational crimes, particularly 
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homicide. He is usually an elective ol!icer with a political ambition, or at least the 
desire to make a ~. He is naturally apt to be attracted by the more sens&tional 
cases or fascinated by those which involve the element of mystery. The prosecutor 
hlmself, that is, the head of the fon:e, generally lays aside all his other duties and throws 
himself into the trial of sensational homicide cases. Murder is and should remain 
the gravest of crimes, but, from the point of view of social results, the sua:essful prose
cution of murder is probably less valuable than the sua:essful prosecution of many 
minor offenses or the sua:essful suppression of breeding grounds of crime. 

There are other phases of the social enviromnent, less physical and more elusive 
in their nature, ·with less releVIIll<:e, perhape, to this subject of co-operation between 
law-enforcing and other social agencies, hut which merit passing mention because they 
illustmte the value of the more social viewpoint in selecting the objects and the methods 
ot prosecution: for example, political corruption. When political corruption is per
mitted to go nnpunished, it reduces the general respect for Jaw and thus fostezs crimin
elity. As another example, criminologists have pointed out that ertremes of wealth 
and poverty side by side in the same community have a. tendency to produce in those 
who have a.n exceptional amount of rebelliousness in their nature a feeling of resentment 
against society, which tends to destroy their sense of or desire for law and order. The 
prosecutor cannot, of course, control the distribution of wealth. There is, however, 
a small but easily under-rated part which he- play in the reduction of these by-prod
ucts of resentment and rebellion, and that is to take special pains thet prosecutions 
against ofrende%S of means are conducted aa vigorously and aggressively and as speedily 
as the cases against those who- are poor1 and, similarly, that prosecution of types of 
offenses habitually committed by those of means, such as bank embezzlement and busi
ness frauds, are conducted as aggressively and speedily as offenses habitually committed 
by the more indigent, such as petty theft, and, further, to do all within his power to 
overcome the advantages which material means give in defending cases. 

To tum for a moment to a very dill'erent type of social service; namely, ststistics, 
the Cleveland SUl'Vey pointed out the importance;,from the point of view of efficiency, 
of accurate and welklaasilied statistics of the administmtion of crimiDa1 justice. Sta,-, 
tistics are equally if not more important as an instrumentality lor making law-enforcing 
agencies cognizant of social facts, respomive to social needs, and effective for social 
defense. The statistics of the criminal courts and the statistics of the other social 
agencies are but separate chaptezsof the same story and need to be co1111ected, combined, 
and welded together before their full meaning and-lesson can appear. Consequently, 
there should be estabiished and maintained a constant contact between prosecutor and 
the other social WOikers of the community whereby the important and significant facts 
disclosed by the records of the agencies, or more effectively ascertainahie by the agen
cies, can be plaoed at the service of the enfon:ement of the law. 

In many communities the social agencies have WOiked out for themselves methods 
whereby the records at each are at the service of all; and the service of each is realliled 
as forming ·an organic port of a whole, of which the other agencies are the other parte 
What is needed is that the social worl<er and the prosecutor realize that one of these 
parts is still missing to somo extent and without this part that there is :no complete 
and effective whole. • 

We have :noted that in every crimiDa1 case some facts are produced which relate 
to the offender as an individual, his history, and his mental and 'moral cban.cteristics, 
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and that these facts receive some consideration in the determination of his punishment 
or other treatment. All, however, that has as yet developed in the field of the trial of 
criminal cases is that, in actual practice, by more or less infra legal methods, some ev
idence about the offender~ as distinguished from the offense. is received and some of the 
lessons of modem anthropology, sociology, psychology, and psychiatry applied. 

Shan these admissible facts include psychological and psychiatric tests? Is the 
social history of the accused to be taken into consideration? Shan the witnesses be 
the experts of the parties or of the court? How far should individualization of pun· 
ishment or other treatment be carried? Neither the statutes nor court rules nor 
court practice have as yet attempted to formulate answers to these questions or to de~ 
fine the scope and purpose of this type of data about the accused. There is judicial 
individualization, each judge deciding these questions to his bent of mind and habits. 

This confusion between two philosophies, or, if you prefer, between two historic 
stages of the science of criminology, some of whose elements are reconcilable and fusible, 
while others are so contradictory as to require, sooner or later, the process of adoption 
and elimination, reduces or retards the effectiveness of the administration of criminal 
justice and particularly intensifies the difficulties of the prosecutor, who can never be 
quite certain how much o{ the old he is to retain or how much of the new he may insert. 

These questions remain as yet unanswered by either rule of law or actual practice. 
The place, the time, and the scope in criminal procedure of these more modem types of 
facts all remain to be defined, as weU as the place of the prosecutor in the presentation 
of these facts. Inevitably and fortunately, the lessons of modem science will to a. 
constantly increasing degree be embodied in the criminal law and will mold criminal 
procedure. The social scientist and social worker natura.lly desire to promote and bas. 
ten this evolutionary process; and a good prosecutort like any other good official, is a 
constructive reformer as well as a routine administrator. 

Obviously 1 in order to fill his place in this development, the prosecutor will need 
a training and outlook differing greatly from his present equipment, and including some 
knowledge of sociology and specialized fields of psychology and criminology as weU as 
some concrete and practical experience in applied social science. Perhaps specialized 
officeS will be created by law, separate from the office of prosecutor, to which will be 
entrusted this function of gathering, presenting, and interpreting these anthropological 
and sociological facts concerning the offender. Personally I would consider such a 
step unfortunate. 

But whether the prosecutor of the future be one, two, or more persons or offices, he 
or they or one of them will need a constant education in. the social problems and social 
facts of the com.munityj and here lies ano-ther opportunity for co..o-peration between 
those who are administering the law and those who in unofficial capacities are applying 
by other means the social standards of the time. If prosecution is to be socialized, the 
social worke-rs must help. 

One reaction which this paper may produce in the minds of many members of this 
audience is that law and law-enforcement are herein constantly assumed to be institu
tions of continuing growth and importance. Some social workers are skeptical about 
this method of dealing with anti-social conditions. Some of them feel that laws and 
prosecutors and criminal courts are old-fashioned sorts of things, getting to be out of 
date. True, law alone cannot cope with all the injurious socia1 and human products 
of modem city lile. But the social worker should be careful not to underate the impor· 
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taDai ofhavingsocial 'IIOOifale principlesezp......t upon the statute books and in ju<lidal 
decisioos in feims of law. Law is the concise stalmlent of crystallized public senti
ment; or, as has been well put, law appraises the social status of conduct. It embodies 
in definite loan the public realizalicm that such and Sllch an act or neglect is ~ 
tosociety;andthereforeiswrong. Lawisagreatedu<ator. Law-ron:ementreminds 
the public of ilsown standaids of right and wrong and,.,....wakens those standaids when 
they slumber. 

LOWER COURT JUSTICE AND THE IMMIGRANT 

E.a14Holla4a:y Clat!rmo, Nlfll Y twA SdltHJlgjS«illl.Wt~rlt,N""' Y •"'• 

I have been asked to treat this topic UDder the _.,ra1. heading of "the law's 
delay," but I have to tell you to'stsrt with that I shall speak about that difficulty 
probsblyless tban about any other, because in my opinion this is one of the least of the 
troubles in the relalicm of the immigrant with our courts, and it is not a trouble peculiar 
to him; the _.,ral. progress of legal reform will attend to that. On the other band 
there are, for the immigrant, troubles peculiarly bis own, not sulliciently reoogoized 
md noeding special treatment, that I want to discuss moze fully. 

One is the need of UDdeJstanding what is going on in the court aod of being under
stood by the court in order that justice may be done in bis case. Aoother is the need 
of doing justice, and, perhaps quite as important, the need of making him see that 
justice has been done, for the e!fect in bis mind in deteanining bis reactions to the 
agencies of law-enfo=ment, to the law itself, to the government that stands bscl:. of 
the law, and to the state wbich law and go.vemment repzesent. That is to ssy, the 
treatment of the immigrant in the courts is not simply the problem of rendering justice 
in particular cases, but of assimilating the individual alien to our community, and, 
through him, of assimilating the alien group he, belongs to. 

If the native-bom citizen is treated badly in the courts, bis _.,ra1. ideas of the 
country, law, snd government are not so deeply affected; he has other means of infor. 
malicm about the country aside from what the oourts may do, he is held by ties of long 
habit snd ingrained affection to the country; but the immigrant is learning what this. 
country is almost entirely ~ bis pezsonaj ezpeciences, and if he is treated badly 
in the courts, or even if he thinks he is treated badly, he is forming habits of thought and 
action that the theoretical lessons in cltire•ship: 'taught to him and bis children in the 
schools, <annat counteract. _ 

In the court biemrchy the lower court in especial is the immigmnt's school of clti
rensbip, for this is the one with wbich he comes into contact the most. And some of 
those oourts have been treating him very hadly and are still doing so. 

The evils of the old style court of justice of the peace are pretty genenilly reoos· 
niaed, md an active movement has been going on for some years for its abolition. It 
has been superseded, rspeclally in the large cities, where, it would seem, most of the 
immigrant clients would be found. It may not be realired, however, that-in many 
comparatively small places are to he found compact and sizable immigrant colonies, 
drawn there by some industry wbich dominates the town. And in mao:y such places 
the justice court is still flourishing unchecked. Justices are still found wbo are deosely 
ignorant, wbo promote litigslicm for the sake of the foes it will bring them, are in league 
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with their own underoflicials and with unofficial hanger.-<>n of the court, to promote 
schemes of exploitation by which immigrants peculiarly aee victimized. In these courts 
there is only too little trouble from the law's delay, it works only tDo quickly to extract 
money from immigrant pockets. 

In larger places where we find the lower courts divided into separate civil and crimi
nal branches, we find that in the civil courts the worst difficulties aee those of delay 
and cost~ and these are receiving attention in the general movement for the reform of 
legal procedure. 

In the lower criminal courts, however, there is especial trouble for the immigrant. 
In many of them he finds political influence plainly at work. And he is told by 
hangers-on of the court, and even by the lower officials, that "influence" and bribery 
are the regular means of getting a favorable decision. This he is all the more ready to 
believe if he comes from a country where bribezy actually is the way to get favorable 
decisions. 

The justice himself, in such a court, may be of the highest integrity, but he may 
also feel himself so far removed from the immigrant client that he will not concern him
self with trying to clear away the immigrant's misunderstanding. The judge may also, 
in fact, not lend himself to the kind of graftiog the immigrant client is taught to think 
he is carrying on, but he may be playing a larger politk:al game iD which the immigrant 
client is merely a pawn. 

In the justice court almost entirely, and in the police court only too oftent there is 
a lack of the special means needed to get the non-English-speaking immigrant in touch 
with what is going on, to enable him to present his own case properly, to understand 
what is being said and done by the court; that is, interpretation. Imagine any one of 
'Ourselves appearing before a. Russian court, and trying to explain our case without a 
knowledge of their language, and they without a knowledge of ours I We can readily 
see at what a disadvantage we should be. The utmost clearness of understanding on 
the part of the court is needed, to grasp not only the hare facts in a case, but to clear 
away the prepossession against the stmnger1 his habits and manners,. that is natural 
to anyone faced with some one unfamiliar to him. The justice court is too small to 
afford ihe services of paid official interpreters. The unofficial interpreter brought by 
the client may be almost as ignorant as the client, and he may have an axe of his own to 
grind, and put the client at a disadvantage. The police court in the larger cities is 
equipped with interpreter service, but it is too often inadequate. Sometimes such 
courts do not pay enough to secure able pei>Ons. Because of the low pay such inter
preters are often tempted to form lucrative alliances with grafters about the court for 
the swindling of immigrants. 

In the better courts, where interpreters are fairly well paid, and are held to a 
standard of efficiency through a civil service examination. some of the languages needed 
will not be represented. A difficulty not always recognized is that while the interpreter 
may speak a language well enough, a diHerence of racial or political tradition from that 
of the client will make him unsympathetic and even hostile. For instance, an Armenian 
speaking the Turkish language, who is used to interpret for Turkish clients, may be so 
ingrained with racial hostility that he cannot hdp making an unfavorable showing for 
the Turk. In many cases there is moee hostility between peoples who are able to 
speak the same language than between peoples who know nothing of each other's lan
guages, because the common language has been learned in the course of enforced and 
unpleasant association, in which each people has come to fear and hate the other. 
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An intangible element in the situation, and yet one as pen:eptible as the atmo&
phere, is the attitude of sympathy or of indifference on the part of court officers to 
immigrant _clients. The court officer is in a position of advantage, The immigrant 
client is before him to be dealt with under rules carried out and sometimes made by him. 
Sometimes the court officer has a contemptuous attitude towaro the immigrant client 
because the immigrant is ignorant, and the officisl does not try to conceal his contempt. 
Many of these court officeiS ate sure, not like King David, that all men are liars but 
that all immigrants are liaJs, and do not hesitate to say so. This attitude is deeply 
resented by the immigrsnt client. It may seem strange to the well-dxessed, brisk, 
prosperous American in the American court that this dirty, uncouth, ciePrecating fOl'
eigner should have a sense of self..,.teem and self-respect. But he has; a keen one. He 
may not be much to look at, he may not know much abeut this country, but he has 
ideas and traditions of his own. In his own mind he is not just the poor fellow we see 
standing there, but the representative of a whole people, with all its fine qualities, great 
achievements, and high ambitions. In contrast to these what he knows of our country 
may seem inferior in many respects. 

The improvements introduced into the courts in the progress of general court 
reform are of the utmost benefit to the immigrant client. The small-claims court, the 
court of a:rbitrstion, the practice of conciliating difficulties before they get to the court, 
a:re all to his advantage. The co-ordinated magistrstes' court in large cities which 
tends to minimize the ~bill ties for political "pull," to increase the efficiency of 
magistrstes through oversight by a presiding judge, and the pooling of wisdom and 
experience through oonference is a much better place for the immigrant than the old 
minor court. · 

The one feature of most peculiar advantage to the immigrant, however, is one that 
should be worked out more completely with a'view to the better adjustment of the court 
to specisl immigrant needs, and that is the principle of discretion lately introduced into 
the courts, with all that that principle implies. Discretion in the courts, as shown in' 
the speci•li>M courts for clilldren and for famlly troubles, in the use of suspeilded sen
tence, in the use of an indefinite term of senteuce; and in the employment of the proba
tion nfficer and the parole officer means that the person and the general character" of 
the person are of importance in the treatment of a c8se as well as the specific act which 
has brought him into relation with th~ law. It means, then, that officers of the law 
should study the person as well as establish the act. Study of the person means an 
understaading of the mental processes of the pllfSOD, understaading of the environ
mental hackground, habits, and customs that have been at work together with heredity 
to form character. -

In court treatrsent emphasis has already been laid on the study of mental condi· 
lions, as abnormal or normal, for all classes of cases. For clilldren the psychology of 
the clilld is studied, and the environment of the child, for the purpose of making the 
right adjustment in his case. In family cases the efiort is made to adjust differences 
by an appeal to motive, which can only be reached by an understanding of the person 
concerned. The first offender is studied as an undeveloped person for whom a pa:rt, at 
least, of the treatment needed is education. 

Little attention, however, has been paid to the immigrsnt as a type with specisl 
characteristia due partly to racial, partly to social, inheritance, which it is important 
to know. For instance,· many people of foreign birth appearing befono the domestic 
relations court have got into trouble just because their inherited set of ideas about 
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marriage, children, the relation of wives to husbands, of husbands to wives, of social 
duty, and of religious duty are not in accord with the ideas and customs here about the 
same things. Sometimes this lack of adjustment shows itself by an endeavor to abide 
by the old social rules under which the immigrant was brought up; sometimes in 
breaking away from all social rules, because the social pressure which enforced the old 
rules is lost in the new country, the immigrant has bad no opportunity to learn the rules 
of the new country, or to come under the social pressure that enforces them. 

In addressing the client before him it is natural for the judge to fall back on the 
words (fright" and nwrong" as sell-explanatory, on the assumption that certain acts 
are necessarily "brutal 11 or" immoral 't and are so understood by the client. This may 
not be so at all. The act may be the mistaken application of a. social principle valid in 
its own time and place, but not suited to American conditions. To treat such cases 
properly, education7 as well as the due penalty for the act, should be given to the client, 
and this is the line in which our courts are perhaps the weakest in their treatment of the 
immigrant. I realize that this is too large a task to be carried out in its entirety. The 
court cannot take on every immigrant client as a personal and perpetual charge. But 
even a realization of the need for some such line of approach will help greatly. Just 
the attitude itself will have its effect on the immigrant client. The feeling he would 
ba.ve that his view of things was to be considered1 would give him confidence, and induce 
a co-operative spirit. 

If the judges, the probation officers~ and all of the officers of the court, can realize 
that there may be something in the immigrant's mind besides their own preconceptions 
of what an immigrn.nt is, that he is not necessarily a liar. superstitious, brutal, of feeble 
intelligence, and an anarchist, and will approach him as an object of sympathetic study1 

much will be gained. 
As practical measures we should ask, first, that every court dealing with non

English-speaking clients should provide proper means of interpreting the language~ 
If the small court cannot pro,.ide this, that is another reason for consolidating the 
small courts, one of the present plans for court reform. • 

The probation officer should know something of the chan.cter and habits of the 
nati~nal types with which he deals. If possible, he should know something of their 
languages. If) however, the court with which he is connected maintains an interpreter's 
service of high type, as is the case in the municipal court of Philadelphia, the interpreter 
may be called in to his aid, and may, indeed, act as a sort of assistant probation officer4 
The judge cannot be expected to be an expert in all the languages that come before him, 
but he should feel a need. for use in his work, of an equipment of knowledge about types 
of peoples as great as for the technical equipment of knowledge of the law, in which he is 
now required to be well-grounded. Such measures are, indeed, what an adoption of 
the principle of discretion logically leads to, and our courts are accepting that principle 
all over the land. 

Almost as important as the court itself, in the relation between the court and the 
immigrant. is the person or agency through which or whom he comes in touch with the 
court. His. feeling about the court is important. as well as the operations of the court 
itself, and the bad lawyer may not only fail to secure justice for his client but may 
make him think. evil things of the court. 

At this point I am going to jump still further over the fence of the topic assigned 
for discussion in this room right into another building where at this moment the 
methods of legal aid sockties are under discussion. The legal aid society has been of 
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gxeathelp to the immigrant, as o. poor man, in reducing fMthe client the cost and delay 
which are found to be such gxeat hindnmces in securing justice. Are these societies, 
however, fully rocognizing the principle of discretionary treatment, and applying it to 
the best advantage in their treatment of immigrant cases? In general, wemayperhaps 
say that they are not. Reading the reports of legal-aid societies we are impressed by the 
emphasis generally laid on the "equality before the law" of everybody, and on the 
"treating of everyooe alike" whether black orwhite,.oativeor foreign; in short, on the 
pwely legalistic principle of treatment. This is DOt, by o.ny means, however, the uni
~ rule in the societies. Many of them ate recognizing the desintbility of taking 
into comidemtion cfif!erences in clients as well as in ads, corresponding to the discre
tiooary methods of the court. And here is to be found the basis of the peesent division 
of opinion now under discussion in another section meeting between the legal and social 
worker's activity-this idea of treating people acco!ding to their character as well as in 
relation to their acts. Part of this division of opinion, it seems to me, is clearly due to 
a misunderstanding on the part of the lawyers as to the methods of the social worker. 

Ina recent discussion of this matter (TMNIM R.pu/Jlic, April rB, r923, JohoMac
erthur Maguire) the legslistic point of view has been given somewhat as follows: Tho 
legal-aid worker wan.ts to remo.in separate and distinct from the social worker, because 
as a lawyer he feels bound to a traditionally sacred oonfidential relation between lawyer 
and client. He would obtain and use ell peJSODa1 information relevant lo the immedi
ate legal conteoversy, but any other facts obtained he would keep to himself. He will 
take a client's case; he will not make a "case" of the client by pinning him to a card 
like a specimen butterfly. Another cfif!erenoe: litigation is an evil necessity. Social 
service work necessarily becomes a commonplace to the sodelly inadequate whose 
lives will fall UDiess it enmeshes them. The poor man, and particularly the poor alien, 
needs to be disciplined in the idea that visits to lawyers should be rare and l&wsuits 
rarer. 

As to the first point, it is a fundamental principle of the social worker to mo.intain 
as sacredly confideotial the relation between himself and his client. Nothing is 
regarded as more unethical in the practice of social irorlr. than to make puhlie items of 
infomllltion about a case or, indeed, to docket the individoal as a case, which, in fact,' 
is rather the legal point of view. As to the second, the eDCQuragement of self-help is 
another cardiDal principle of the social w.irker. He is the last to expect or pl&n for 
perpetual rocourse to aid. It is his aim to establish indPpendenoe in the client. And, 
in connection with legal troubles, this would naturajly result in an endeavor to prevent 
litigation through peJSODal adjustment of the troubles. The social worker's pl&n of 
action is, in short, based on the same principles as those DOW being adopted in the 
courts, and is best adapted to assist the client in his relation with the courts as they 
are now developing. 

Mr. Fabricant, council of the voluntary defenders' committee, has pointed out that 
in their wodr. cases are approached from the social as well as the legal side, because the 
sctusl condud of the work demonstrates that the social side i& as important for the 
proper presentation of a man'slegel rights to the court, and even to a jury, as the legal 
aide. . . 

It does not seem necessazy, however, in view of these cfif!erenoes of opinion, to make 
an ezclusiw choi110 between the lawyer and the social worker for this type of work. 
Techni<:sl Jegel services are needed. Tho broader view of the case that takes into 
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aa:oUDt individual dilferences is also needed. But there is no reason why the lawyer 
should not himself recognize and meet this need just as the court now does. And in so 
far as methods of arbitration and conciliation out of court are adopted, in so far as 
court procedun: is simplilied, just so far the methods of the social worker will he more 
appropriate than the methods of teclmical legal offence and defence, and just so far 
the Ia wyer, who wants to keep up with the development of court practice, had hetter 
leam them.. 

LEGAL AID SERVICE AND SOCIAL WORK 
THE LEGAL POINT OF VIEW 

JolmS. Bradway, CmqCoumtl, Btw""" of LegaJAUl,Pltiladtlp!M 

Legal Aid in its organized form has heen aptly called an orphan, claiming foster 
parentage with the organized bar on the one hand and with organized social work on 
the other. The purpose of this address is to introduce this ozphan to one of these foster 
parent& so that it may receive suitable parental care in the future. Most of you are 
more familiar with the problems of placing children in foster homes than I could possibly 
be~ But I am sure that the process is one requiring great care, tac~ and ability, because 
the first impression that the child receives of its foster parents and the first impression 
which the foster parents receive of the child go far to determine whether the home will 
be a pla.cc of suitable 80cial contacts. It is, therefore, with some trepidation that I 
approach the problem of introducing this child to you. 

I presume that it is permissible to divide society into three groups: those who 
never need social care, those who are nearly always in need of it, and, finally, the inter
mediate group. This last group is overwhelmingly the largest of the three. From 
it come some of the people who must receive social care. They come because of certain 
causes. The first cause is a great social catastrophe, such as a Bood or an earthquake. 
Th.e second cause is human frailty, such as illness or mental disability. The third cause 
is 10me eocial or economic disturbance, as where the breadwinner of the family is out 
of work. And finally, cases come to you because of some defect in the administration 
of justice, resultiog in a denial of justice to the individual. With the other causes of 
liOCial breakdown we need not deal here. But with the denial of justice it is necessary 
to stop for a time to consider the signilicance of the problem. It affects the COUDiry 
as a whole because it tends to create a class of persons who are denied justice and who 
aze therefore outside the law, are outlaws.. 

It affects the organized bar because the orgsnized bar is charged with the duty 
of administering justice. It affects social workers because it adds to the already too 
large group of persons in the community who must come to you for the necessities of 
life. 

What do we mean by the denial of justice? There are three ways in which the law 
can operate to deprive a poor man of his rights. The law may require that certain 
preliminsry costs he paid hefore a man may start suit in court. If the poor man cannot 
raise the necessary money he is shut out of court and so is denied justice. The law and 
practice may require that a period of time elapse between the time when the case is 
started and when judgment is linally delivered, and a further time may elapse hefore 
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the winning party may be able to collect his damages. If the poor man must bave his 
money at once for food, it is a denial of justice that he should be required to wait a 
week, a mollcth, or a year before he receives wbat the law clearly says he is entitled to. 
The law may require that certain complicated papers be filed or thet certain legal steps 
be taken in a legal proceeding. The poor man canuot take these steps himself. He 
must hire a lawyer to do the work for him, particofa.rly if his adversary haa a lawyer. 
If the poor man C&DllOt pa.y for legal services he may be denied justice. 

Now wbat remedies are there for this denial of justice? If the l&w provides a 
proceeding by which, in certain cases, the court costs may be waived in the interest of 

-a poor litigant, these costs cease to be a barrier to justice. If specialized ,courts, such 
aa small-claims courts, domestic-relations oourts, and industrial-accident tribUD&!s, are 
established, the length of time of handling many of the cases will be Vel)' materially 
shortened, and del&y will cease to be a l&rge factor in the denial of justice. But there 
are always cases where a l&wyer is needed. There are always papers to be drawn, peti
tions to be presented, motions to be made, cross.examfuation of witnesses. and the thou
sand and one details of court life to be disposed of. No one can handle sucb matters 
except persons trained in thel&w. A litigant cannot proceed with any certainty unless 
he haa professional advice, and where the party on the other side retains hlgb-prlced 
coonsel it is rather too much to expect the poor man to be satisfied with no lawyer at 
aU. It is too mucb of a handicap. So there bave never been any adequate solutions 
to the problem, escept two. The lirst of these is to kill of[ aU of the l&wyers. This 
idea bas met with favor at various times and always occurs to the losing party in liti
gation. But as a serious matter it cannot be done all at ouce. The only other .solu
tion is to provide a. lawyer for the poor man without cost. 

This, in its simplest form, is legal-aid work-supplying a. lawyer for those persons 
in the community who cannot a!Iord to pay fOr one, and who, if they did not bave the 
services of a. lawyer, migbt be denied justice. It will be apparent here that to foster 
legal aid is to take out a. form of insurance a.gainst soclal breakdown. 

It may be well at this point to illustrate the J•ituation by a ca.se of the sOrt with 
whicb you aU a.re familia.r. I can voucb for the facts of it beca.use I ha.adled it myself, 
about a year ago while I was chief oounsel for the Philadelph:is Legal Aid Burea.u. It 
is one whicb you yourselves could duplicatll many times over. A widow had an aged 
mother and two children dependent upou her for support. By bard work she had edu
ca.ted herself as a stenographer and lva.s in sea.rcli of a position. She saw an advertise
ment in one of the Pbila.delph:is papers to the effect that a. certain John Jones wanted 
a stenographer to do confideotial work. Whether it wa.s the use of the word "confiden
tial u or whether it was merely & desire to get some money into the house at once, I do 
not know, but the woman did call to lee the employer. After a little conversation he 
decided to engege her for $30 a week. Her duties were to tend ollice and to take in 
sucb money a.s should come in. The nature of Mr. Jones's work was not disclosed. She 
wa.s delighted with the thought of SJo per week because she was so new in her business. 
One la.st condition was attacbed, however. This was that in view of the confidential 
nature of the work she would be required to deposit with the employer the sum of $100 

to gusrantee her honesty. She accepted the position and went home with a ha.ppy 
face to try to borrow the $too. She finally obtained it from a pawnbroker by pledging 
almost everything she had in the worid except the clothing which she was wearing. 
The money was given to the employer, a receipt taken, and the ne>:t day she went to 
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work. It turned out that there was little work to be done. She sat in the office.. Occa
sionally Mr. Jones would come in. Occasionally she wrote letters to oil speculators 
about investm.ents, but no money was given or :received. At the end of the week Mr~ 
Jones told her he would pay her every two weeks. And she was so an.~ous for the posi
tion that she did not fight about it. She went home and borrowed food from the neigh
bors to keep her family going. She bom>wed money from the other neighbors to pay 
the pawnbroker, and she looked forward to the end of the second week with intense 
interest. It came. but no money with it. Mr. Jones was not in the office. She finally 
succeeded in locating him on the phone. He refused to pay her. She resigned and 
demanded her wages and the $100 back. He refused and told her to look at her receipt. 
The receipt which she held for the $too was worded to read that she agreed to allow 
~fr. Jones to retain the $roo for sixty days in ca.se she should cease to work for him. 
She knew nothing about law; whether such a. transaction was legal or not. So she 
went out and walked the streets and wondered whether it would be better to jump into 
the river and end it all. She realized that Mr. Jones's only occupation was taking the 
money away from her and other stenographers. 

This story illustrates several things. In the first place, in Philadelphia she could 
have done nothing with such a case without advice from a lawyer. She had no money 
to pay a lawyer and was afraid to ask at a law office for fear-she might incur additional 
expense. If she had consulted a lawyer he would have told her that to start suit in 
such a case would require at least $6 to get into court and perhaps Irs or $20 in court 
costs before she could have completed the case. And, finally, it would have consumed 
at 1east two months of time before she could have had the case tried1 judgment awarded 
her, the sheriff sent around to Mr.Jones's and the money collected and paid over to her~ 
And such work would have cost the lawyer hours of time, for which he should be com
pensated, in all fairness to himself, by a fee of from $15 to $25. 

Here was a denial of justice because of the court costs, because of the delay of 
court proceedings, and because of the need for and expense of counsel. If the woman 
did not receive the money which was rightly due her1 she would be required to seek 
help for herself, her mother, and her children from a social agency, already straining 
its trcit.sury to the utmost to care for other unfortunates. And yet all this time the 
courts were in session, laws were on the statute books, and the constitution of Pennsyl
vania, in words similar to the constitutions of nearly all of the states, provided that: 
u All courts shall be open and every man foraninjurydone him inhislands,goods, per
son, or reputation shaH have remedy by due course of law and right and justice adminis
tered without sale, denial or delay." If she could reeeive this remedy she would be 
a&ain perfectly normal and se.lf-supporting. Denied justice, four persons would be 
made paupers. And yet it was her poverty which did deny her justice. Vlhen justice 
is denied any person, man or woman, merely because of the poverty of that person, it 
it is time for organized society to step in and remove the barrier. 

\Ye are faced in this country with the problem of seeing that justice is made avail
able fore'\eryone without regard to class. Our fundamental documents of government, 
the Constitution of the United States and those of the various states, all guarantee 
justice as one of the fundamental advantages promised to those who wish to live under 
our fonn of government. \Vhat must a poor person think who is taught to believe that 
justice is guaranteed to everyone in this country without distinction, and who finds 
that there is a class which, because of its poverty, is outside the law 1 I imagine that 
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such a person is iDclined to regard the CODBtitutions and Ia..,. and guaranties as nothing 
more than black mazb on white paper shut up in books, and I think organized society 
bas only itself to blame if he and othezs in his situation are made outlaws and act as 
cmtlaws. · The duty of orga.nized society is to lind the remedy and apply it, and the 
sooner the better. What we need is something to take those black marks o.lf the white 
paper and give them flesh and blood, to make them ring true in the eam of everymie 
who needs them. America must ieam that the law is a living, vital thing. We must 
recognize that we adopted this form of go~ because it promised us certain 
thing.. We must make good thatproniise orourownfsithin the Js.w and in our system 
of govemment will fsil, and we will revert to a stste of anarchy. We, as well as the 
poor man, need a macbiile:y of justice which operates smoothly, impartially, ellicientiy, 
and without deniaL 

The case of which I have told you gives only one feature of legal-aid work; there 
are cases having to do with wages, with landlcrd and tenant troubles, with domestic 
difficulties, with contracts, with accideot cases, with eststes of decedents, with minors, 
with bankruptcy, with crimes, in fact, with practically every branch of law. The poor 
man bas prohiems not unlike his wealthier neighbor. They do not include snch la:g<: 
sums of money, but they mean as much to him as millinos mean to the other man. 
Often they mean more beaouse his livelihood is at stake. Unless the law. can come 
home to every man in time of need we may have our citlaens taking the Jaw into their 
own hands. 

Legal-aid work beganinNewYork City in 1876. In that year therewasoneotgan
izatiou which handled •n cases and oollected for its clients the sum of $T,ooo. Today 
there are sirty~t active organizations doing legol.ald Work in various of the lar&er 
cities of the United States. In the year 1922 these organizations handled over 123,000 
cases and oollected for their clients, in amoimts averaging lesa than Irs, over $520,000 
which had been unlawfullywithheldfrom them. In the last five years over $>,250,~ 
bas thus been collected. It is worth & moment's thought to realiie that there are today 
in the United Ststes persons who unlawfully will withhold wages and other sums or 
money from the poor to the amount of $soo,Ooo a year. Because of this fact thcm
ssnds of persons beeome dependent on charity. It is a commentsry on our national 
ideals of fsir play, honesty, and j~ that so many poor people should be defrauded 
IUld that an equal number of dishonest" people should go UDpunished. The IOSult ils 
that social workers must spend tnuch time, thcmght; and money before these un£or. 
tonates can adapt themselves to the altered dtwmstances. 

Now you will probably ask what this has to do with your particular city. I want 
to bmig out your side of the problem and say to you that unless your city has a legol.aid 
organization, it ought to have one; and Wlless you can get someone better than your
self to stsrt one, it is your duty, as a citlaen and as a social worker, to see that organioed 
society, as represented in your city, awakens to its responsibilities in this diroction. 

Let me give you an actoal picture of a legol.ald bureau. In Plilladelphia we have 
an office in the city hall. The city council g;- us an annual appropriation of about 
$27,000. We bave eleven attorneys, four investigators, and sir members of the clerical 
ats.lf. An applicant for ald comes in and sees a clerk wbo takes down his name and 
addeess and such information about him as will enable the bureau to determine whether 
it is &case w~ the applicant should seek a prlvateattorneyornot. Tbis information 
is entered on a caid. The card and the applicant are brought in to the lawyer at the 
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interviewing desk. He listens to the story and gives advice, .or writes a letter, or turns 
the case over to the court attomey if the circumstances justify such action. He may 
assign an investigator to look into the case and report back to him. Cases are kept up 
tD date by a special follow-up system which brings out all cards for attention at least 
once a week. The place is a law office except that more cases are handled there than in 
any other law office in Pennsylvania, and no bills are sent out. 

This pictuze bas been in the minds of the organized bar of this country. The 
organiz.ed bar, which is our other foster parent, is likewise making a rapid advance in 
giving adequate assistance to these law offices for the poor man. A number of local 
hM associations personally supervise the action of the local legal-aid organizations, 
witness Philadelphia, Detroit, and Columbus. In Connecticut a state-wide act pro
vides legal aid in criminal cases for the poor man. In Illinois the state bar association 
bas arranged 1<> supply legal aid throughout the state. And the American Bar Associa
tion, at its meeting last summer, unanimously adopted the report of a committee of 
which Reginald Heber Smith, author of Juslia and the P(l(ff, was a member,recom· 
mending that every local bar association establish a legal-aid committee to care 
actively for legal-aid clients in the smaller cities, and in the larger cities to establish 
and supervise the actual organir.ations. 

Social workers feel that a legal-aid office should be more than a mere law office. 
The time has come for you social workers as well as the bar to show your interest by 
determining the real position which legal aid occupies. The organized bat is. not at all 
sure that legal-aid work is more than mere law work. The bar is awake to the situation 
8.Ild is. promoting the law office. Legal-aid workers themselves, in between the bar 
and social workers, are trying honestly to work out their position. Miss Waldo, as 
chainna.u. of the co-mmittee of the National Alliance of Legal Aid Societies, or the rela
tion between legal aid and social work, has prepared a most remarkable report on this 
subject, copies of which are available for distribution. Further study of the problem 
is necessary for us. A wrong decision at this time may forever wreck our chance of 
usefulness. 

I. have spoken of establishing an organization in some cities and a committee in 
others I<> do legal-aid work. Of wbat siu must a city be I<> justify an actuallegal·aid 
organization? Statistics show that a weU-m:maged legal-aid organization will care 
for about one person in every hundred of population. In the smaller cities this group 
of people can be cared for by the locaJ bar-association committee. In cities of so,ooo 
and over there should be a.n actual organization. Pittsfield, ::l.fa.ssachusetts, with a 
population of 41,<:100, has an active organization caring for about 400 persons a year 
wbo need legal aid. In about sixty cities of the United States of this siu there ano 
organizations. In eighty-four cities of similar size there is apparently no trace of legal
aid work. Here indeed is a field of activity for socially minded perso~ 

Let us look at the matter from another point of view. Of the rro,ooo.ooo people 
in the United States, a recent survey has disclostd approximately S,ooo,ooo who, in 
their family groups. receive an income of S8oo per year and no more. These persons 
cannot ~r possibly al!ord I<> pay a lawyer for legal sel'Vi=. And yet they are just 
as much in need of justice as their richer brethren. Their problems are just as trouble
some, their burdens just as heavy to bear as the problems a.nd burdens of any other 
class in the community. On the basis of one le&a.l-aid client to every 100 population 
of our great \lrba.D communities~ it is not unreasonable to assume the existence each 
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year in this country of a group of approximately soo,ooo poor pezsons who need justice. 
The active legal-aid organizations take care of 200,000 of these, but what happens to 
the other 3~000 where there is no such machinery? They appa.rently are left to get 
along as best they are able. 

But this is not the only side of the problem. We have spoken of soo,ooo pezsons 
each year who are deprived of their rights, in many cases with impunity. A mena<:e 
to us all is this other group, also of half a million pezsons, who, with impunity violate 
the rights of the first group, and, to use a graphic phrase, get away with it. If organ
ized society permits soo,ooo pezsons each year to be victimized and another soo,ooo to 
violate the law and get away With it, we are piling up a dreadful debt which must be 
paid sometime. And we have only ourselves to blame. The problem for you is, Wby 
should social agencies be burdened with the care of this group of people whose difficul
ties are really defects in the administration of justice? A remedy lies in estahlishing 
legal-<iid organizations in ali yonr cities. The saving feature ahout the whole matter is 
the point of view of justice of our people who will see that a remedy is applied once 
they are convineed that a remedy is needed. If we can prove to the American people at 
large that the promise of American life is not being made good to any group of per
sons in this country, there is no question but that the necessary steps will be taken to 
adjust the matter. There is no fault to find with the laws of our country. They are 
remarkebly fair and are designed to operate with absolute equality on ali classes of 
pezsons in the community. There is no faDlt to lind with our judges, who are probably 
the most able, conscientious, and thoroughly upright group of public servants that 
we have. The trouble lies with the machinery by which the law is brought out of the 
books and home to the individual. The problem is so to adjust our machinery for ad
ministering justice thet it may be avaliable fqr anyone. Legal-aid WOik is no psnacea, 
but in its own field it is the efficient method of hondliog the problem. 

The fundamental documents of our government contain certsin ideals which we. 
are accustomed to regard as the promise of American life. We are promised a govern
ment of laws and not of men, a government based. upon clearly tbought-<>Ut ruiOS mther 
than decisions based upon some individual whim. We are promised equal protectipn 
of the law, o. guarenty that before the law all men are equal, that no man because of the 
class to which he belongs shall be abo\oe the law or below it: We are promised equal 
protection of the law with respect to our lives, our liberties, and our property, whether 
that propertY be a billion-dollar corporation or a weekly wage of $6. These things ali 
of us have asmatleJSol right. A legal-aid organization in your city, honestly conceived, 
carefuliy planned, and efficiently opemted, will go far to take these guarenties. and 
promises out of the books and make them live agaio in letters of fire as they lived when 
first wrirten centories ago. This is one way in which we as Americans can keep the 
faith. 

SOCIAL POINT OF VIEW IN LEGAL AID WORK 

A.U.. Waldo, DirtciDr of l,_t<gali.ms, VolunJary D<fmtkrs C"""'""" of 1M 
Legal A.itl Sockly, Nn~ YorA 

It bas been good to hear Mr. Bradway advise you as social workers to retorn to 
your home to~ and organize legal aid societies, but as a social worker I want to 
amend his suggestioo. Do ali you can to make everyone realize the necessity of a 
legal aid organization, but interest the best lawyers and the bar associstion early in 
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your; campaign, otherwise you will find yourselves in deep waters. You will need their 
co--opetation and services, for legal aid is a highly fec:bnjcal job, and to be effective, 
there must be la.wyers on the sta.fl if your town is of any size. Some societies function 
well as a purely social body, calling in the services of a lawyer only when all conciliatory 
means have failed. This is a disputed matter, but the importance of the co-operation 
of the bar cannot be stated too strongly. 

We have heard of the stray child that legal aid is, or has been, so now let us make 
this a family discussion and consider all who are here as social w<>Ikers for the time being 
at least. 

Upon us rests the responsibility for making laWYers and legal aid societies especi. 
ally recognize the need for co-operation with social workezs and social work. Tbe need 
that we have for the assistance they can render us is met by the need they have for 
what we can do for them and the problems they are dealiog with. From my own experi
ence I have learned to know the value of the legal point of view-the habit of taking 
one feature of a problem and relatiog all facts to that in relative importance. The prob
lem stands out, ~ear and distinct, and may be approached with a greater degree of 
eertainty in its solution. We have situations so complex and urgent thrust upon us 
that we are often at a loss to know which end to pick up first. We will do well to learn 
the method of laWYers and analyze our materials. Then it is our part to persuade law
yers to see that, theugh thelegalissuehasbeendealtwithanddisposed of, there remains 
the mass of social facts which gave it being. Unless this is resolved and intelligrntly 
handled we have a vicious circle which again will give rise to legal situations in the fu· 
ture. 

If my illustrations have the emphasis of the criminal law, as Mr. Bradway's have 
that of the civil, it is beeause I am more familiar with that procedure. Tbe criminal 
law leaves no doubt of the necessity for the close co-operation of social work, as we have 
demonstrated in the voluntary defenders' committee in New York City. 

One of tbe best means of brioging legal aid laWYers to see that social work is indis
pensable as an ally is the social service exchange. The road to conviction is often up
hill, for they fear the violation of the sacred relation of laWYOr and client. They do 
not know that the social worker is as jealous of the confidences of his or her client as the 
most particular of attorneys. One is sometimes of the belief that the code of ethics is 
in the language of psychiatry, a defense merbanism, so seldom is a real test made or 
unbiased investigation undertaken. 

It has beeo most interestiog to find, in a study recently undertaken by the National 
Alliance of Legal Aid Societies of the use of the social service exchange by fegal aid 
organizations, that in Minneapolis the exchange has been in use for a number of years. 
The report for the year 1922, which was sent me, showed that a large number of cases 
were known to nioe or ten organizations, and one to twenty-<>nel It is possible to 
visualize what may be done in toe way of prevention of social ills when there is complete 
and intelligent co-operation of legal aid and social work. In Minneapolis the legal aid 
aociety acts as counsel for sixty-odd social agencies when they have need of such serv· 
ices. Other cities can point to similar results, while still others are stonily against 
the U5C of the exchange or of giving any infonna:tiou. They accept all they can get 
when a social agency refers a case for assistance. 

Perhaps the best working out of the legal aid society with a social agency in prac· 
tice is in Chicago, where the two organizations are alliliated and the interchange of 
services is complete. 
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Too often our impression of the lawyer in practice is gained in our contacts with 
the men who are appea.ring for'our poor clients, the ambulance-chaser type, whom we 
know in New. York as the jitney har, the black watch, or shysters; whose sole c:oncern 
is that they be paid no ma.tter how or where the money is obtsined. This prejudiee 
is carried to all members of the har, and can be best dispelled by contacts with high
minded lawyezs in legal aid work, whose status is the same as ours, in thst they are on 
salary, and whose concern;. justice and not money. Legal aid gives a groat oppor
tunity to lawyezs who desire to give this kind of service, but we must han the backing 
of the har as a whole. 

I cannot emphasize too often the benefit which we gain in contact with snch law
yers and that I, personally, have experienced in dealing with them, and especially do 
I owe a debt of gratitude to Reginald Heber Smith, author of Jwlico tm4 lire Poor. 
In the past two years I have learned from his book, and from the letters which he has 
written in answer "to my questions, the best I know of legal aid. 

Often lawyezs with whom I have talked have spoken of social workers as though 
we were wild Bolshevild, ready to disrupt the wodd overnight. They think that 
because we rail at injustices in perhaps a heated fashion when we see intolerable cone 
ditions, we seek the abolition of law and lawyers. We must let them know that it ;. 
far from our intentino, and that as we clarify and define the bounds and limits of our 
new profession, we will aim to have more and better-fitted workers in our field, as they 
now are takiog measures to impreve the standards in theirs. 

Here I think it will be appropriate to give you a sad tale from my own experience, 
which will illustrate mauy poiots we have beeu discussing. 5!>mething over a Y""" ago 
a man came into our office as we were closing one evening, saying that he had been sent 
by a woman acquaintance of mine. She had told him of my desire to study law without 
giving uP my positino, which is one of the most interesting in the world. He offered a 
correspondence course in Jaw, finishing with the degree of LLJi. and gu&ranteeing that 
the completion of the course would admit me to the har in New York state. I wig
wagged to ooe of our attorneys, but as he was mole intent on getting home tlwi seeiog 
signals, I was left to make my own decision. I fell for the proposition, especially as the 
blue sheet accompanying the booklets be gave me repeated the guarantee. He alsO 
gave me an imposiog sheet -bearing & 1!.01<\ seal which showed that a "scholarship" 
worth $123 had been conferred opon me in return for which I was to interview not more 
than twenty-four persons in two years and urge them to take the course. I also signed 
a small strip of paper which I later found was & note and had obligated myself to pay 
the amonnt agreed upon or_be sued, payjng all the costs of the suit. 

No110011erwas the deed done tha.nlknew I had beeu a fool, and I began myinvesti
getions, determined that if I had paid $5, I should get my moneys worth of experience 
out of it, and perhapa help save someooe else from a similar· mistake. I wrote to 
the regents of thestato of New York and the secretaeyof one of theilliDoislawschools, 
as the firm had an nflice in New York. The replies conlirmed my worst fears, for in 
each state I was told that no credit is given for any work done in a correspondence 
course in law for entrance to the bar examinations._ 

The time had CQI%le for confession. I told our attorneys what I had done a.nd they 
listeoed patienUy till I had told the facts, and they advised me, only laughiog when I 
had done with•the sorry tale. A letter was writteo at once to the "school» telling 
them that because of fraud the coo tract was null a.nd void, that I did not wish any more 
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of the lessons, was returning those left with me, and that I would send back at their 
expense all lessons received in the future. I also demaoded my money back. Needless 
to say I never got it. 

But I kept, then and subsequently, all advertising material, and each evening 
worked on my investigation, writing to the bar association in each state from which a 
oupposed letter of recommendation came, all undated, obtaining the standing and pres
ent address of each lawyer who was supposed to advocate the system. In each letter 
to the bar associations I asked for the requirements for bar examinations. It proved 
that in practically every state written to no credit was given for correspondence courses, 
and that all of the lawyers were indignant at the use of their names, and had never 
sanctioned their use. One man was dean of a. law school and another president of a 
state bar association. 

A couple of months after I had started my investigation the meeting of the Ameri
can Bar Association on the standards of legal education was held here in Washington. 
It seemed that the material I had collected was of enough importance to offer it to the 
bar association. So I wrote to Chief Justice Taft and to Mr. Elihu Root and bad very 
gracious replies from both, with the result that my material is now in the hands of the 
committee on education of the American Bar Association for such use as they see fit 
to make of it. I only hope it will spare some of the 25,000 pupils whom they boast as 
having throughout the United States from the bitter disappointment which will be 
theirs if they apply for the right to take the bar examinations after two years of study 
and fmd themselves where they started. The linal chapter in my story apparently 
WM written when, nearly a year after my contract was made, during which time- I had 
been bombarded with red-and black-inked letters, and trite sayings from authors old 
and Dew, I received a letter from a lawyer in New York saying that he had been retained 
by the "school" and that unless I paid the balance of my fees, he would proceed to sue 
me. Our- chief counsel, Mr. Fabricant, wrote him that I had notified the concern of 
the fraud, and outlined the subsequent history, that the material collected was now in 
the hands of the American Bar Association, and that I would welcome any suit. Silence 
bas.resulted. 

This experience has :shown me several things, one, the open-mindedness of the 
leaders of the bar and their readiness to co-operate if statements are based on fact; 
their earnest desire to eliminate fraud, and to standardize and elevate the requirements 
for the bar. Also, that it is a wholesome thing to experience the feelings of one inside, 
not outside, the legal barrier, for most of us go through life without any notion of what it 
is like to be entangled in a legal process, and we realize tbankfully the skill and technical 
knowledge of the competent lawyer. 

Another way in which legal aid and social work may C<H>perate to the great benefit 
of the community is where the question of the enactment of legislation arises. Often 
work is done before the field has been thoroughly searched lor existing laws which simply 
lack. enforcement. In situations where corrective or preventive legislation seems desir· 
able, why not enlist the interest of our legal aid society to advise us as to existing legis
lation, and1 should new be needed, help us to draft it? 

There are causes a plenty for us to espouse. The other day I was fortunate in 
going to a meeting of the Big Brothers and Sisters at which Judge C. R. Bradfonl, of 
the juvenile court of Salt Lake City spoke of the urgent need of Congressiounl action 
to change the decision of the Supreme Court ruling that no suspended sentences can be 
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given in & fedmal court. Judges prove their social-mindedn0511 in the face of definite 
J.ega.l testrictions in their refusal to impose sentence and deferring it indefinitely, wen 
knowing thet the sepamtion by hundreds, if not thousands, of miles of c!illdren from 
their homes works social injury and does not promote justice., 

Let us ...wze the tasks thet confl:ont any judge in the &dministRtion of la.w, and 
zeo1ize in co-operation with our J.ega.l aid societies how we may assist and not hinder; 
we should remember thet every day new situations arise to he adjudicated which heve 
been undre&mec! of by the fiamers of the laws. Justice Cazdozo in his delightful book 
Till Nolan of lho Judi<ial Pr.-: makes this vividly clear, and makes one yesm for 
the time when the social point of view, the livableness of the hum&ll being in law, may 
he the equipment of every judge. . 

Here then is our great opportunity to create a feeling of cooJidence and willingness 
to co-operate between legal aid and social work by showing ourselves ready to learn 
and improve our methods of doing things. Lawyers will prove to heve inJinite patienoe 
if we will meet them half way, and by exposing them to the infection of our newer 
and less highly otg8llized kind of endeavor, we can bring abont a worlring solution of 
many of our vexed problems in complete co-operation of legal aid with sodal worL · ' 

GROWTH OF SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING OF MENTALITY 
AND ITS RELA~ONSHIP TO SOCIAL WORK 

Adolf M_,.,, M.D., PhilP. P~ CU..U, Jolmt 1lotlliM 
1l .. pilal, Bollimoro 

What is mentality? Our Standard Dictionary tells us thet mentality is the sum 
of mental faculties or powers, as distinguished from the physical; it is mental activity, 
intellectualicy, or the cast or habit of mind. On & better knowledge and control of the 
available and the undeveloped mentality depends a great deal of our program in social 
betterment and in soc:ia1 work generally, and this use of the word, with the facts it 
dmwa into our purview, makes me chooae the relatively broad conoeption of mentality, 
of the mind as it appeazs and works, not m~ as the intellect, hut mther as the pe.
sonalicy. 

Man's notion of man not only was but still is in & definitely unscientific and partly 
anti-scientific stage, and though in the hands of many philosophers it is at least mtionol, 
yet full of unjustified pl<SUppOSitioos. Among th .... stsnds fmemost the ide& that 
~tality is a feature that cannot be tteated In the oame objective way as the rest of 
the facts of the world. 

Man's knowledge of man senerally and spec;mDy heshad a peculiarlJt devious 
development. Early man was oo engrossed with conquering hia envilonment and 
defending himself against enemies thet theno was little room r.., acquiring any abstract 
knowledge of himself. At the same time the olow evolution of mind itself so obviously 
falled to fumish even the necessBl)' capacity for scientific aa:uracy that mythological 
and philosophical imagin&tion had its sway for tbonsanda of yean hefcm the em of 
science dawned. From the start, man's view of himself naturally was but part of the 
dominating view of the uofvene as he aaw it. ADd in this undoubtedly a wealth of 
.,. ....... ....~.. ~. -...: ... -..d fwu.n thii'J earliest historical Detiod. furnishina dear evidence. of 
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given in a federal court. Judges prove their social-mindMnOS(I in the f&c:e of definite 
legal restrictions in their refusal to impose ..,tence and deferring it indefinitely, wen 
knowing that the sepa.ration by hundreds, if not thoosands, of miles of children from 
their homea works social injury and does not promote justice.. 
. Let us realize the tasks that confront any judge in the administration of law, and 
realize in co-operation with our legal aid societies how we may assist and not hinder; 
we should remember that every day new situations arise to be adjudicated which have 
been undreamed of by the framer.; of the laws. Justice Cazdozo in his delightful book 
Tho Nahue of 1M Jfllli<Ml Ptoas$ makes this vividly clear, and makes one yearn for 
the time when the social point of view, the livableness of the human being in law, m&y 
be the equipment of evezy judge. 

Here theo is our great opportunity to create a feeling of confidence and m1lingness 
to co-operate betweeo legal aid and social WOlk by showing ourselves ready to loam 
and improve our methods of doing things. Lawyers will prove to have infinite petience 
if we will meet them half way, and by exposing them to the infection of our newer 
aod less bigbly organized kind of endeavor, we can bring about a. workiDg solution of 
many of our vexed problems in complete co-operation of legal aid with social work. 

GROWTH OF SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING OF MENTALITY 
AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO SOCIAL WORK 

Adolf Mey.,., M.D., P!tipps P~ ClW<, Jolms Hopiitu 
H ospi/41, Ball.,_.• 

What is mentality? Our Stendard Dictionary tens us that mentality is the sum 
of mentsl faculties or powers, as distinguished from the physical; it is mentsi activity, 
intellectuality, or the ca.st or habit of mind. On a better knowledgn and control of the 
available and the undeveloped mentality depends a great deal of our program in social 
betterment and in social work -erally, and this use of the word, with the facts it 
draws into our purview, makes me choose the rela.tively lmi¢ conception of mentality, 
of the mind as it appears and works, not merely as the intellect, but ra.ther as the per
sonality. 

Man's notion of man not only was but still is in a definitely unscientific and partly 
a.nti-scientiJie stage, and though in the hands of many Pmrosophers it is at least rational, 
yet full of unjustified pzesuppositions. Amang these stands foremost the ides that 
mentality is a feature that cannot be treated in the same objective way as the rest of 
the facts of the world. 

Man's knowledgn of man -erslly and specifically has.had a peculiarly devious 
development. Early man was so engrossed with conquering his environment and 
defending himself against enemies that there was little room for aoquiring any abstra.ct 
knowledgn of himself. At the same time the slow evelution of mind itself so obviously 
failed to furnish even the necessary capacity for scientific accuracy that Dl)'thologicai 
and pbilosophic&l imagination had its sway for thousands of yea.rs before the era. of 
science dawned. From the sta.rt, man's view of himself nstorally was but part of tha 
dominating view of the universe as be saw it. And in this undoubtedly a wealth of 
thought is registered from the earliest historical period, fumishing clear evidence of 
very long epochs of h~mentality. 
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Science, as we understand it today, is a specific method of dealing with facts. It 
is systematized common sense, but of a type demanding, :first, exact observation and 
experimental control of facts, and, second, methodical formulation of the facts and the 
principles or laws. Science stands opposed to uncritical knowledge, such as knowledge 
by intuition and fancy, if such knowledge at all deserves the commonly accepted impli
cation of what is meant by knowledge. Fancy, assumption, hypothesis, belief, and 
more or Jess crude, actual experience-these are the raw materials out of which science 
arises as soon as we put the emphasis on objective validity and trial by all the rules of 
experimentation and not only the rules of reasoning. Science is man's way of bringing 
order into his own vision of the fac~ and his vision of the facts is laid down in his lan
guage and formulations in words and number signs, but above all in the practical 
command of the facts themselves, as shown in experimentation. 

For a long time, repeating in a way the manner in which the human mind with its 
tendency toward universals and noumena dealt with nature and facts generally1 the 
scientific study of mentality kept in unduly abstract spheres, as if we had to confine 
our study to the aspect of man, to which eternity is ascnDed. And then to counteract 
this tendency with another extreme, the conscientious scientist arose with the attempt 
to explain mind out -of the brain and the glands of man) as if mind were a product of 
the individual alone and not a development of habits largely molded also in social 
contacts. Both of these tendencies are metaphysical and destined to yield ultimately 
to a method of objective science, which takes the facts as it Dnds them and studies 
them for their differential characteristics, the conditions under which they arise, the 
way they work, their effects, and the means of modifying them. 

With the application of the scientific method to the study of mentality there fust 
came a phase during which psychology tried to establish itself through an elaborate 
use of quantitative methods, limiting psychology, as the science was and is called, to 
a science purely of the data of consciousness. In this it rid itself first of the soul con~ 
cept and kept itself in virtuous aloofness from the concepts of causality that govem 
the natural sciences, and even from genetics. It became an essentially descriptive 
science, made particularly limited through the paralyzing and devitalizing formula of 
psyCho-physical parallelism. In the hands of a few it rid itself further of the mind 
concept and finally even of that of consciousness, ~d turned to a strict behaviorism, 
and within this frame of transformations we have had by contractions and re-expa.n~ 
sions a number of editions of so-called "new psychology/' of which we want to outline 
the outstanding trends. 

If there is any one trait common to man, it is his individuality, inequality, and 
remarkable variation and variability. The practical realization of such differences 
must be as old as man's appreciation oi m.a.n. They naturally suggested a quantitative 
approach. In a way, the scientific understanding of these differences of personal 
equipment received a iirst pragmatic contact with rigorous science only as late as 
1795, when Maskelyne &missed K.innebrook, an observer at the Greenwich Observa
tory~ because of the excessive personal variation in his reaction-time. 

With Fechner and with Wundt, when he initiated laboratory work in psychology 
in 1878, efi'orts to establish quantitative methods were uppermost, and Hipp's chrono-
scope lent especially great scientific dignity to psychological science with the rise of 
researches on reaction-time. Accuracy of time-measurements for a long period dazzled 
the would-be psychologist. Weber's law of the tdatinna of stimuli and the just per-
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ceptible differences of sensation was of this quantitative order. We need not wonder 
that in judging the result of these labors William James spoke of much of the scientilic 
psychology as a laborious demonstration of the obvious. The early efforts were largely 
efforts to acquire a standing for psychology among the sciences by showiDg that it can 
use quantitative methods. 

Somebow, in order to work peacefully and unmolested, academic psychology 
found it of advantage, if not logi<:ally necessary, to limit it.elf to strict introspection, 
and even when the behavioristic wave came, it made a special point to keep its skirts 
absolutely clear of the psychology not only of morality, ethics, and religion, but of aJI 
the most truly dynamic interests of life. It limited it.elf to the pnrsuit of the study 
of the sensations, neutral &ssocia.tions, and thought p~. and, finally, a venture 
with the work-arve, the learning-curves, and the use of trial-and-error devices akin 
to the puzzle bos and maze of the auimai experiments, and a certain amount of ffirtation 
with the natural history term "instmct.t' 

There were, however, a few iosurgents who wanted to include in the individua.llty 
more vital human f&cts and distinctions, and, as the broadest and most courageous 
among these, we Jind G. Stanley Hall, who urged his appeals in bebaJf of chlld study 
and a frank attack on aJI kinds of human problems. He was, and is, an unhesitating 
pragmatist temperamentelly, if nOt theoretica.lly. With him, the principle must have 
been that nothing human should he foreign to the psychologist. Above aJI things he 
was most devotedly interested in child study, and in a biological and genetic approach, 
uncritical as it may have been with its bold esploitation of the :recapitulation theory, 
and a characteristic post-Darwinian method of piliDg up analogies as well as examples 
in proof of his theses. It was again Stanley Ha.ll's group thaf was ready to see a large 
contribution to psychology in the tests of Binet and Simon, whim came to replace the 
overaccurate and formal psychometric studies of Cattell and others on college students 
by sets of simple performances, viewed no longer from the &Dg)e of absolute quantity, 
but from the much simpler and direct one of success or fa.llure. 

We do well to realize that the venture of Bioet and Simon came only eighteen 
years ago, no doubt intended frankly as a modest" effort, born essentia.lly of practical 
exigencies-the caJI for a safer grading of Paris school children; hardly understood by· 
the originators as a move that might for a time command the central iotezest in psy
chology. The outstanding festure of this move is its conlidence in the value of sam
pling a variously wide r&DgO of objective performances, and not merely testing and 
measuring an abstract mind. 

In the mesntime, about 1905, there had ariSen the movement of medical social 
work threugh Cabot in Boston, and in New York threugh a revolt against an attempt 
to intreduce old-fashioned after-care principles in psychiatry into the state system. 

The "new psychology," which Scripture had extolled to us in the nineties (some 
of you may have seen ~he book ooce present on many bookshelves), would hardly heve 
startled any social workers. But things proved different with respect to another wave 
which had started in the eighties with occupation, hypa.Qtism, work with multiple per
sona.llties, and hysteria, was further developed in the nineties, and came, in the first 
decade of the present <:entury, to take the more finished form of what we now know as 
psych<>-analysis, with its preoccupation with the unconscious, the emphasis on the sex
instinct, and, later, also on the ego-instincts. Seeing man. io the light of m,ythology 
and the fancy of. the psychoneurotic, but at least in reaJiy human and vital terms-
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that was to my mind the fundamental contribution and stroke of genius of the move
ment. 

Freud's concepts arose from the attempt to understand the principles at work in 
hysteria and in other abnormal and unusual conditions which do not confonn with the 
usual formulations of human life. Back of the supposedly banal realities of ordinary 
human experience Freud had the courage to see a latent unconscious reality in the 
form of mankmd's stzuggle for happiness reflecting itself in the individual life; and 
especially in the naive dream more personally expressed than in socialized waking life. 
Freud was led to see in the dream the very revelation of the individual's nature, because 
it carries on a kind of disguising of reality in a manner of hide and seek that has made 
its use in the old quest for a secret of the real nature of man all the more tempting. 
Freud, made an involuntary psychoJogist of every human being, a betrayer rather than 
a revealer of his own nature, and he assured for himseH a widespread interest through 
his working with the dream, the very activity that had intrigued man for ages and 
aroused .all the curiosity modem man seems to need to tum his interest to a fact as 
common as human natur~ Instead of generalities and abstract concepts, he used the 
similarly intriguing concrete facts of sex-life as the bearers of all the forces at work, and 
released all the pent·up curiosity and eagerness of talk and fascination required for a 
sensation. Freud's theory has proved most fruitful, fascinating, and stimulating 
where plain, common sense could not make an impression. It has the vital elements 
that were lacking in most other efforts: it is intensely dynamic and speaks of absolute 
determination of life in contrast to the peculiarly timid evasion of casual thinking in 
most psy<:hologies. 

Unfortunately, while Freud has given us a broadening and hnmani;ring of our con
ception of mentality, his theories have also tended to fu: in the minds of many certain 
questionable obsessions in their philosophy of life, from which we would he glad to he 
freed. so a.s to bt able to turn to more neutral ground again. The consequence of these 
modem psychometric and psycho-analytic developments was: on the one h.andt a 
tendency to rule-of·thumb measurements, unfortunately largely neglecting, if not 
belittling, the personality features, just aa had been done by the soul·shy and mind
shy factions of academic psychology; on the other hand, a humanizing psychoiog:y, but, 
unfortunately, one getting its impetus largely from the lessons of mythology and hy~ 
teria, where we might prefer a confident front attack upon average man as we all should 
know him. 

In connection with psychiatric work, but from an angle quite did'erent from Freud
ism, there had developed during the last twenty-five years a less spectaa!lar objective 
psycho-biology, which may well furnish an obligatory background of any dependable 
scientific understanding of mentality, including that needed for socW work and law. 
The chief point in this conception of objective psycho-biology is that it looks for an 
understanding of mentality which does not merely see intelligence tests or a reduction 
of man's life to sex and to the unconscious, but begins with and turns back again to a 
frank and reasonably balanced review of man's responsiveness and his positive and 
negative a.sseU in the form of specific samples (rom the whole wide range of practical 
performance. It surveys, according to the utent of specific demand, tbe jobs and 
recreations, the interests anJ ambitions, personal, educational, civic and political. 
moral and religious, and the balance of actual performance and ambitions and oppor
tunity, as shown best in concrete performance, but also, and I want to emphasize this 
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specificolly in contrast to the mere performance psychology, in the capacity for satis
faction and for what I should like to call "amstructive composure," composure in the 
best seDSe ~ the word; that is, putting oneself together in rest for new activity and 
new responsiveness.. 

This gives us a science which would mean tha a.a:eptance of man as the product 
of physico-chemical, biological, and finally psycho-hiological integration, an intrinsi
cally social type of individual, tha heir, structurally and calturally, of a succession of 
civilizations, with their languages and literatures, their art and architecture, their 
traditions and customs, their religions, philosophies, and codes of life. We stody the 
biologically and psycho-biologically integrated individual for its performance and 
hehavior and activity and achievement, for its general and specifu: attsinments, and 
the conditions for their successes and fallmes; we study it as well for all the soul and 
spirit and mind we may get conaete facts for, whether shown in action or in that inward 
and outward adjustment which, for want of a hetter term, I emphasize as constructive 
compusure, including leisure, faith and conviction, culture and philosophy, and other 
apparently imponderable realities of life and of man. 

I am tempted to introduce the further discussion with the question; Will the 
social worker learn more from psychlaby or from normal life? I am inclined to think 
that tha more of hls or her experience the social worker learns to get from normal life 
and its variations, and not largely through the overspecialized taste for a kind of dime
museum oddity, the better social work will fare. These are my reasons: it m&y look 
as if psychiaby of today had received its light and salvation aclusively from the study 
of the abnormal along liD.e!; quite dilferent from our amimon-sense knowiedge of man; 
it may look as if you cannot possibly do justice to man if yc)u do not talk largely in 
terms of internal. secretions, of psydlometrics, or of the unmnscious and of rationaliza.. 
!ion and the outcroppb>gs of the repressed unconscious, of the dominance and com
pelling urgency of the sex-instinct, and the whole of life as little more than a by-product 
of sex-yearning. This I do not helieve to be the best readiog of the facts as they are. 
llut as I see the facts in my patients, I get the truest and safest picture from a dependa
ble common-sense a.a:ount as little altered •posslble by theoretical jazgon, which is 
usually based more or less on assumptions. ·Whatever the more highly specialized' 
methods furnish us lits easily into this !"'ttinll. Just because it may sometimes he 
necessary to point to unconscious factors, I do not consider it desirable to stsrt the stu
dent of normal or average human nature, and the helpers in the care of my patients, on a 
scheme which focusses the attention on what it might tske months of systematic self
pondering, called "ana!ysis"to bring out in a manner that would amount to scientilic 
proof. 

In my traioiJlg of medical students, I have esch student work out a fairly syste
matic personslity study of the worker himself or herself and a more summary sketch 
of a few outstandingly contrasting classm&tes or known persons. Instead of accepting 
adjectives and geoeral descriptive comment, I ask the student to develop the habit of 
making statemeots of definite situations and reactions and actual performance and 
ambitions apt to bring out the distiactive penona1 traits for their bearing on concrete 
penonallife-problems, and especially those which might call for a specifu: personality 
study. Essentially the same thing I do with my patients, in whom I msy interest 
myself in6nitely lJlOre in what is normal and working than would he the case with the 
overspecialized paychopathologist. 
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In training social workers I should frankly espouse the taslr. of looking in eacll 
per.;onality study and case =-! for the plain, actual personal problems. I should 
then see whether and to what utent the individual under consideration shows or fails 
to show a capacity to use his or her assets, partly by considering the successes, but, 
since the successes might be the results of gambling, also the capacity for constructive 
composure. 

The cultivation of this practical haclr.ground appean to me urgent for scientific 
as well as practical reasons. In the first place, we have to remind many hasty general
izers that intelligence tests cannot be used without sucb a haclr.grouod, as rule-<>f-thumb 
measures, without a revulsion of the victims, both the tested and those for whom the 
tests are made. In the second plaoe, psycbo-<ma!ytic gener.illzations had best be kept 
on a similarly pragmatic bssis. The actually dependsble psycbo-a.nalytic work takes 
months and years, and is fitted only to exceptionally chosen persons. It remains a 
matter of practical demonstration whicb will be the best training for a social worker. 
But I for one shall try to make more and more convincing and attractive the study of 
the accessible facts and their use in contrast to that of the exotic and largely dogmatic. 

The great calamity in present-day life is the loss of a sense and appreciation of 
points and periods of satisfaction and rest instead of the never ending craving for stimu· 
lation and excitement. One of the principal goals of the social worker is to find a way 
to a safer and saner and less haphazard- or theory-ridden individual and social existence. 
There is a tremendous need, not only for success and temporary gratifu:a.tion, but for 
more lasting and restful anj yet constructive satisfactions, and for the capacity for what 
the word composure may weU suggest. There is too much dependence on stimulation 
and ncitement and too little on activity, wbicb leads to restful satisfaction. To help 
people find their plaoe in nature and in the social fabric, to get visions of achievement 
rather than destructive propaganda a Ia cJass.consciousness 'and class-emphasis, to 
cultivate cause for confidence rather than juvenile chafing and suspicion of interference 
where we really just want the right lr.ind of order and self-regulation, to attain poise 
and to attain satisfaction under a creative rather than violently revolutionary regime
the~ ia what most of us yearn for at heart. lue we cultivating a knowledge of mentality 
and of hWIWlity that will get us there? 

The settiog for a real hygiene of mentality should be, above all, practicable, sane, 
and satisfying as we go along. No one line will bring us exclusive salvation. We need 
a religious getting-together; we need an intellectual-philosophical getting-together; a 
religious-philosophical background for a reasonably undisturbed grasp of the opportuni· 
ties offered in the common goals of ethics, moralities, and ideals of life, and, above all 
things, practical types of socially practicable happiness and creativeness. 

In our study and in our practical work we do not impose upon ourselves any arti
ficial limits or fixed standards of interest in the human aspect of our subjects. While 
we are agreed that as social workers we do not favor any meddling with the religious, 
legal, educational, and personal life, we have to understand the person's habits and 
capacities and ambitions, no matter how different they may be from our OW!ls and we 
have to learn to h<lp, not to meddle. If we find dilferences in intelligenoe tests and 
the like, we do not allow ourselves to give a verdict without consideration of the facts 
of the life-history. And in shaping this we look for an expansion of the best critical 
common sense, and wholesome regard for simplicity and directness, with a frank espou
sal of a sane behaviorism and objective psycbo-hiology. This furnishes us a sane and 
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safe backgrcund for an the further detail knowledge, the appreciation of the mstincts 
and their evnlution, the evaluation of intellectual and other assets, and of the deep
seated individual and social problems, some of which we might need to umavel along 
the line of dogmatic psycl!o-anal}'lis. 

What will be of importance in the individual personality-study cannot be settled 
a priori, and should not be viewed under restrictions and limitations of information. 
The social worker will always do well to keep himself thoroughly alive, not oofy with 
regard to charity and education, but with regard to the religious, etbkal, artistic, and 
dmmatic manifestations of the day, and especially with regard to the interplay of an 
the fl>te-determining factors in the persons with whom he deals. Without a rich and 
active constructive imagiDstion and an interest in the human problems of those about 
us, a social worker might easily become a poor routinist, and a kind of Man:eline, the 
Hippodrome cloWl\ of fifteen years ago, who always rushed in where thinga had taken 
"""' of themselves anyhow, a kind of ~uperlluous, ludicrous "fwls." The social 
worker does not have to be ma.inly a kindly ~ and go-betweeo. He has to 
demonstrate to ao essentially antiscientific public by deed and vision, and usually 
with silence, that sound training and willingoess to understand situations and make 
available resources of experience is different from meddling. Enthusiasm has to have 
a solid backbone of controlled method and experience. Modero personality and situa
tion study aims to furnish that. With a truly experimental constructive SPirit and a 
melioristic philosophy we accumulate experiences, aod, without neglect of any of the 
sources of sound knowledge and of inspiration and stimulstion, we msy well hope to 
in~ and usc the ever growing confidau;:e in & scientific und!=15t&nding of mentality, 
personality, and lif&.situations. 

What then are the fundamental gains that stand out in the growth of the scientific 
understanding of mentality? · 

First, a growiog conviction that, as far as poss1Dle, we want to go hy concrete per
formsnces, and not geoenal imptessions; that we are dealing not with abstract mental
ity, but with perionnancesin intelligible and controllable situatious, with full c:onfidence 
that we do justice to both critical common sense 8nd the fundamental principles of 
science when we single out the humsn peoblems worthy of study aod calling for wort; 
determine the conditions under which they_&r!se, their working, and the means of experi
mental modification. With a ressouably well-planned personality record we find in 
the sphere of psycho-biological integnations a hasis for our science as solid and as 
objective as that in the spheres of pbysico-cbemkal, biological, sociological, ui-. 
biological, mathematical, and other sets of integrations. 

A second important gain is the realization that we must consider the individual 
as a persono.lity, and also the stoclr. from which it was hom aod the setting in which it 
grew up, on the hasis of a reasonably full life-history. 

The third point is a growiog confidence, important especlally for our relation to the 
law, that, in proportion as faimess and sound judgmant become the rule, we shall be 
able to overcome the traditions which make people distrust uobiased and unlimited 
study of facts and still prefer legol and other traditional and arbitrary limitations of 
evidence aod of practice in tho work with human beings and their problems. 

The fourth point is the cooviction, no doubt comforting to those who suspect us 
as reformers, tha' there Is no room for periectionism in modero psyche>-biology and in 
social work, but that our philosophy Is satisfied to be a sound meliorism,.with faith in 
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human efiort. As a background for these developments, unfortun&tely we still find 
about us, and sometimes in our midst, the heritage of the past ages and the result of 
"sloppy" and uncritical irresponsibility eoncerning clear thinking an extreme that 
indulges in the notions of omnipotence of thought, calling the really arehaic mental 
attitude'1new thought"; and another extreme, that of complete distrust of anything 
that smacks of psyche or mind and soul and spirit. 

Let us remember that we have a science of man called uphysica] anthropologyu; 
we should cultivate also a functional anthropolcgy and not only pbysiolcgy on the one 
hand and ethnology on the other, with a psychology left too much in the abstract. 
With a sound practical sense for the sweeping or specific assets and problems of the 
individual and of social groups, we are working for a growing understanding of man's 
nature and mentality as a solid basis for social work, and a.l$0 of a sound and progressive 
law, especially if we study the performance also in the light of what I have here called 
constructive composure. 

To sum up: the human mind has a limited capacity or range of attention. Jt is 
apt to become one-sidedly focussed. In the scientific study of mentality there have 
been conflicting lines of emphasis, some due to presuppositions inherited from the long 
prehistoric periods of mankind; then the overeager quantitative perfectionism and 
elementalism; then the insurgent tendencies of psychometrics and psycho-analysis; 
but. in the background, a steady deveJopment of an objective psycho-biology, keeping 
its feet on the ground of a scientifically critical, common-sense approach. It furnishes 
a well-balanced setting for social work and law, with a.n interest in the normalities rather 
than the sensational. and also, while basing itself on objective c:oncrete performance, 
making a spocially needed point, not only of the acceptance of success and failure as a 
scientific criterion, in addition to purely quantitative measuring, but also of the call for 
consideration of what I chose to term 1'constructiVe composure."" 

THE TRANSmON FROM CHARITIES AND CORRECTION 
TO SOCIAL WORK, 1873-1923, AND THEN? 

Julia C. Loi!Jrop, Rix:kfonl 

The Conference of Charities and Correction was begun in 1873 by~ group of men, 
secretaries of state boards of charities, who were desply convinced of the responsibility 
of the state for the protection of its helpless and suffering membars in public institu
tions and elsewhere. They created the conference in the earlier years of the era of 
institution-building, with the details of which they were necessarily much occupied. 
Those great secretaries had a noble pity for the misezy which they were trying to remedy 
and, better, they had a noble curiosity &a to why that misezy existed. 

We celebrate the fiftieth anniversary under a new title substituted a few years ago, 
the Conference of Social Work. Unfortunately it cannot mean that the work of 
carrying on public institutions is outdated or completed.. It does mean that the 
words "charities and correction~' have wom thin and that the eagerness to discover 
and to cure the csuses of social wastage is increasingly the inspiration of those who 
form the conference. Probably "social work" is a term destined in its time to 
wear thin, but for the present our title answers the purpose. The celebration of the 
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liftieth year as a CODferenc:e of social work shows many accomplishments and projects 
of gonuine social value. 

Yet he>w sternly we are confronted with enmples of tasks uncompleted or still 
baflling..,.. .The B.lde>r felt for public institutioDs in their developing period has evapo
rated with years, and toe> gonerally they now lack the intelligent, public interest which 
can never lapse with safety. The states spend enormous sums. The institutions are 
still necessazy. Prisons, orphenages, hospitals for the insane, institutie>ns for the 
feeblo-minded, the aged, and the handicapped have been multiplied without lessening 
the numbers c:omiDg tC> their doors. A deadening acceptance of them as inevitable is 
too much the.rule. Only where they have become in a truesensecentersof study and 
of teaching are they really alive. 

Undoubtedly Mr. Kelso, as a Massac:husetts man, if for no other reason, intends 
speaking at length on the scieotifi.c, ingenious, and courageous work of Dr. Femald of 
Massachusetts. · It is enough for my point tC> refer tC> the fact that what would be 
under less skilled management a vast custe>dial institotion for the feeble-minded has 
become under his superintendency a place of scieotifi.c research, from which developed 
methods of worl< and play and instruction for its population, te>gether with growing 
plans fe>r the freedom and safety of individuals of feeble minds throughout the 
state. And these plana promise tC> make a fundamental change in the treatment 
of the whole question of how best tC> deal with the feeble-minded. All of which affords 
an illustr&tion of what public institutions could become if by fumly established public 
policy and not by occasional good fortune our ablest young scieotiats were drawn inte> 
the public service from which they are now repdled. . 

Again an instance: It is significant of theeagemess te>understand causes that Dean 
Kirchwey's recent report on the Cook County (Chicago) jail, making plain its abomin
able discomiort and crowding, disturbs our coiaplaceocy most deeply wheo be shows 
the economic status of the prisooers. We are told that 97 per cent of the xo,64> 
prisooers awsiting trial during the year >92> were charged with bailable offenses, and 
were beld in jail only because they could not get bilil. The same report shows that 70 
per cent of the 6,ooo persons sent tC> the house of Correction in 1921 were committed 
solely for non-payment of lines,-ss per cent of the lines under $20. Thelaat federal' 
census showed that in the whole countty mOf" than tllC>,OOO persons were in prisoo in a 
single year for non-payment of lines. In these grim !igwes we now clearly see their 
dark threat against public welfare, 1\ut we abandon the mean solace of fatalism and 
recoplae the sure power of public opinion tC> change this or any social injustice if once 
.made plain and clear. What is more important, we CODfess our share in the failure 
tC> make this particular injustice plain and clear tC> the goneml public. 

But it doea not need illustration tC> lead the W&Y te>w&ld two basic queatioDs which 
occur in the discussion of the transition from charities and correction tC> public welfare, 
a transition incomplete and undefined, leading on we know not how far inte>.the nat 
hulf century or beyond. 

Can we create in fifty years a public service of such pzacticsl opportunity and such 
great ideals that our ablest youth may look te>ward i~ as a career? 

Can we aholish povertY within lifty years? 
If the one hundredth aniuversary of the Conference of Social Work can show these 

questiqns ansnred affirmatively, its members wiU still have work to do of a fineness 
no one can measure until public oervice has its rlghtful place in public respect and until 
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the gross >Ocial waste of sheer poverty is ended. Both tasks should be &e<:Omplished 
in far less than fifty y<ar.o. 

FU.t as to training for public service. No endeavor to S<CUre the best minds for 
the puhlic service can be el!ective for public institutions or even for the wider field 
descn"bed as public welfare apart from all the other kinds of public aervice. Unless 
public service is seen as one whole, great field, offering adequate rewards of dignity and 
opportunity for activities requiring ability and integrity, we shall contioue to see it 
abandoned by men of high ambition. Nor can we have scientific ability highly trained 
for public welfare and leave administration to untrained, unprofessional persons, who 
inevitably are placed aoa replaced by political parties as political fortunes rise and fall. 
However, it is not the disaster of political control whlch interests us now, rather it is 
the substitution of a fine ideal, which automatically but incidentally precludes political 
controL If this view of the civil service seems fancifult read the little volume contain
ing the evidence of Lord Haldane, the most practical of practical Englishmen, before 
the Royal Commission on Coal Mines in 1919, and the convincing introduction by 
Messrs. R. H. Tawney and Harold Laski. 

Lord Haldane described the valuable practical training as administrators, which 
the London School of Economics bad arranged at his request for a selected group of 
young army officers. It developed an administrative technique which included the 
understanding of how to get the best out of men by a. more human approach than that 
of military discipline. Obviously he described a task beset with special difficulties and 
which would he more readily and natUially performed with civil students. The sig
nificant thing for ua is that Lord Haldane's testimony shows that a.dministration must 
be taught and can be taught, and taught in a. scbool of a type well developed in this 
country. 

I hope it is not improper to- remark here that in my opinion nothing could be more 
ill-advised at the present time than any belittling attack on the many fragmentary laws 
designed to protect the civil service in our cities, states, and federal government. Who
ever objects to civil service rules because he cannot discharge whom he likes forgets 
that if the tenure protection of the law were removed, the appointment power 
would no longer be his, but only that of the winning side in a tug of war between the 
bacl=s of rival candidlftes. The present tendency of our schoois and universities to 
train both for research and for administration would at once be discouraged if we lost 
the protection now afforded by our merit laws. 

A vigorous, forward movement is urgent to strengthen the merit system throughout 
this country; to make it elastic and f!mble (as the federal service already is in many 
ways). Too often now the system of appointments is topsy-turvy, standing on its head, 
protecting futilely tbe inferior positions and leaving tbe more responsible positions to be 
fitied by political influence.. Set it on its feet, give due weight to the non-assembled 
enmination, tbe persooal interview, tbe opinion of the applicants' peers for the top 
appointees, make removal for cause as easy as appointment, and tbe efficiency of public 
aervice will increase beyoud the belief of the sanguine. 

Put into the public service the patience, the modest devotion of McCarthy1 of 
\\~isconsin, who made the first legislative reference library i.o. this country, and who 
bequeathed to us all a plan for & society to improve the public service and we shall see 
our drab, dusty words, "Civil Service,u shiDe and glow as the title of the finest oppor· 
tunity for aervice to the tiving force of a growing democracy. Who thinks this change 
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requires fiftyye&IS? Twenty-fiveyeaiSis too long a period. Why not say tm? We 
have schools, we have young men and women eager for the opportunity publk service 
should olfer, we need only to stir the public imagiDation and our own. 

As to poverty, the social worker is already guilty of insidious attacks upon it, 
and by paths so dlm:t that they are unavoidable. The juvenile court unexpectedly 
enough al£ords an •dmirnhle illustration. It made visible the mother, "to double 
busiDess bound," who, because death, sickness, desertion, or· other reasons deprived 
the family of the father's support, is compelled to eam the living and to perform her 
own duties in the household at the same time. How oftm she is crushed by the bwden 
and loses control of the children no one knows. Oftm enough so that the children 
come into the courts neglected and lawless, plaiDly because of her iBbility to do two 
things at once. After some yeazs of observation the jodges of two or three courts 
almost simultaneously insisted that cash allowances or peosio:os from public funds, be 
made to the mothexs as the most economical WILY to prevent the neglect and ruin of the 
children. We know how generally this principle has been adopted. Much prophesy 
of evil fallowed, but the results have been cli.s8ppointingly sua:essful wherever common 
sense and patient study have been put into the adminisllation. • Careful analysis of 
cost, a budget always too narrow perhaps, but infinitely more comfortable than the 
previnus precarious uncertainty, alowly began to grow more ""'son•bly hlleral. The 
adoption of these minimum allowances under mother.s' pensions, calculated with such 
painstaking care, as Miss Nesbit, for example, has giveo, is a step toward the wider 
studies of incomes and living staudalds which the furtheram:e of social welfa!e demands, 
and which social workem must be called upon to aid in securing. 

The. old doles must go before the study of living costs and necessities, such as the 
Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor can:ies forward in its family relief. 

If we need encouragement &s to the possibility of dralning rnpidly the ugly depths 
where poverty and petty law-breaking meet, we hAve only to tum to the English law 
of 1914, known as the "Criminal Justiee Administlation Act," which pennits fines to 
be paid on installments, and by various anangements makes the payment bath possible 
and sure while it obviates imprisonment. N"mety"thonssnd committments because of 
inability to pay fines in the ye&II9IO, and 9.000 ten yeazs later after the new law had· 
been in operation sixyoa!sis the extraoidinaly change :noported. If no other and better 
.....on than mere muction in cost of m&intenance is coasidered, the English prnctice 
is not benesth our legislative attention. 

But though the social workexsmustdeal with the eztremest results of poverty, they 
look inc:ttasingly for a solution thtough raising Peralliving staudalds safely above 
the poverty line. In this wider view it may be :nomaxted that though the majority of 
the Railway Labor Boanl cry out apinst the considemtion of a --·ble standard 
of life as a basis for determining wages, it willsurdy cry vainly in the end. Far more 
significant thsn its pxotest is the law by which Cougress has crested the f&ct..findi!lg 
commissi'>ll in the coal miniog industry of this country. This law llanslates & certain 
pangiaph of the Declanotion of Independence into the life of today in terms we may 
be su:no the bald and wise spirits who signed that document would be the mst toapprova 
if they were here now, again leading publk opinion. Let me :nomind you of the sections 
dim:ting study of living costs and .._, 

Said Commission shall also submit :nocommendation relative to (a) StandaldiziDg 
the mines upon 'the basis of their economic productive capaci!y'-1uld regardiDa the 
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closing down of mines which~ by reason of their natural limitations or other conditions, 
fall below the standard; (b) Ascertaining &nd standardizing the cost of living for mine 
workers and the living conditions which must be supplied or afforded in order to sur
round the workmen with reasonable comforts, and standardizing also as far as practica
ble the amount of work a man shall perform for a rea.sona.ble wage, recognizing the value 
&nd effect of such surroundings in respect of their efficieocy; (<) Standardizing a basis 
of arriving at the overhead cost of producing &nd distributing the coal, including deliv
ery at the door of the consumer, recognizing in this compilation that the standardized 
cost of living to the miners should be the first a.od irreducible item of expeose. 

Those who have watched the infant death rate, that sure index of social well-being, 
fall as wages rise in the families of miners and of many other industrial workers can 
never be persuaded that public welfare is safe in a country which ignores such evidence. 
This evidence alone would drive us to the definition of a family status above the poverty 
line, which we take so for- granted that it may be no harm to remind ourselves that the 
earnings of an average man must not fall below a sum which permits him to support 
his family in prudent comfortt allowing his wife to carry on the home and rear the 
children free from the necessity of piecing out the family income. 

Social workers at the beginofng of &nother fifty years are a strong and growing 
force. They are trained in new specialized schools, a.od often have degrees &nd diplo
mas. They are better paid th&n their predecessors. They dem&nd and deserve pro
fessional recognition. So much for the outside. 

As for the spirit, they inherit from the founders of the confereoce the vital legacy 
of pity1 that '*rebel passion" in the word-s of Gilbert Murray. And they inherit a 
noble curiosity, a search for facts in true relation, which both inspires. and holds to 
patient work the urebel passion." 

·we are well aware of the great structural social movements which slowly must 
compel a better public service and the abolition of poverty. After all, no one knows 
how long or how sbort a time will be required to finish this spade work of our civilization. 
But this much is sure we can quicken the pace. To illustrate: this year, immediately, 
we C&n help to make plain the power toward abolishing poverty whicb Congress baa 
bestowed on the fact-finding commission quoted above. 

Is this not an auspicious beginDing? 

PASSING OF THE STONE AGE IN CARE AND 
CUSTODY 

Robert W. Kdso, Esu.ai .. Secrr.tary, COU1tdlof SocW Ag~. 
Bost<no 

Tbis is a picturesque title whicb admits only of commonplace treatment. Perhaps, 
too, it is presuming to speak of the passing of the institutional period in care and custody. 
The United States is sown broadcast with asylums, orphanages, and poorhouses; jails, 
prisons, and juvenile refonnatories. 

In 1910 the federal census listed 5,408 benevolent institutions, nearly hall of whicb 
were hospitals or infirmaries, one-fowth of which were child~ring homes, a.nd one
fifth, homes for the aged or for the aged and cbildren combined. These were exclu>ive 
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of penal institutions. There were ninety-two <lOUD.ty homes. for children out of a total 
of r,rsr child-<:aring institutions, of which r,rsr institutions had >SIMI children under 
care. Eighty-four thousand one hundred and ninety-eight persons, over half of them 
beyond 55 years of age, were being cared for in almshouses, and 88.313 a year were being 
admitted. New England had 181 paupers per roo,ooo of the popul&tion. The Pacilic 
division had 132. The southem states reported x8. In 191o, also, r,314convicts were 
entering our state and fedelal prisons and our county jails each day while r,264 were 
stepping out. Janu&IY r, 1910, 24,974 minors were inms.tes of jovenile zefonnatozy 
institutions; and in addition there were in the w>dsssified jail and prison popul&tion 
noted above 9II persons under I8 in state and federal prisons, 6,325 in county jails, 
3,539 in municipal jails and lockups, and I,I4I in institutions for both adults and 
juveniles. 

And this vast field of institutional activity, greeter in volume than ever before in 
our histozy, shows some decided elements of perm&Jl!'DCY. Was not the first overseer 
of the poor created in rs1•, and is not the last one just like the first? Was oat the 
·English spongiiig house and private gaol a borror for centuries, and is not.the county 
jail, its American counterpart, the same unclassified human llotsam kept just a bit 
freer from death by jail fever and other infection? If one is to propose the passing of 
the institution as a primary function in social service, he must prooeed with care. 
Approaching this subject is something like stepping up behind a mule: either one must 
leave no intervening space at all, or plenty. 

But if yon will hear with me, I Wish to call up before your minds a dimly seen or 
soon fotgotten couzse of cbange in human relations, to mu:e its progress to the present, 
and to apply it whore I can to this subject of institutional care and custody. It is only 
now, as we look backward from the eminence of understanding, that we perceive wbat 
a revolution&JY c:lumge bas been going on. £rudely D&med, that cbange bas spelled 
the discovery and recognition of human individuality. Wbat then is the ,...wning by 
wbich it bas come about? Fiist, man's progress from epoch to epoch is measured by 
his knowledge of the laws of nature, in part:iculu his knowledge of bimself. 6eamd, 
scientifu: knowledge of the human mind and the hllman body bas so fal:_developed that 
the ertreme individuality of each one of us s-ds revealed. We differ in our intelli• 
gence, and the degree can be measured. We differ in our ability to e&rJY responsibility. 
We differ in the degree to wbich wemaymtclse choice or free will in our conduct. We 
are of all shades and degrees of mental soundness, from the well-meaning condition of 
reverie with never a creative thought to madness that bays the moon. 

Our slow and stesdy progress in t!Us great field of understanding bas been accelerat
ing for a hundred years. The first mighty impetus came from Charles Darwin as l&t~ 
as x859- But it is OD!y yesterday that psychology as a science was born. William 
James wrote his epoc:hal treatise in •89<>; and it is almost upon the bOUI tbat we are 
peering beyond the general psychology into the vast untrodden vista of psychis!JY. · 

As one approaches the mainland from the sea there appears first a low, dark line; 
then & battlement of clilf and crag; then vaileys; and l&st of all the details of trees and 
meadows and houses and cattle. It is in like manner that mankind approaches his 
pbilosophy of citizenship. With dim perception he sees in the far distance the dark 
background of things. A man is jest a unit in the drab mass of humanity. His behav
ior is to be govemed by the same s~ as. that applied to eVOJY other unit in the 
mass. All men;.... alike in their power to will, in their freedom of clwice, and in their 
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ability to bear responsibility. The UDdiscrimin&ting eye saw all these minutiae alike 
aDd fu:ed the same rule for aiL 

Hence we look ba.cltward in this ccmpuatively enlightened age and review without 
astonishment the doctrine that every man has one alternative iD the observance of the 
la.w: either be can commit a.n act which is a breach, or he can refrain from committing 
it. So long as he is xational he has unlimited freedom of choice. And as to his ra.tion
ality1 either he is of sound mind, as competent as any other sane person, or he 
is demented, insane1 a lunatic, crazy. 

And as all men are alike, punishment or other treatment which society considers 
appropriate for one is good enough for all others. So we are not surprised looking ba.clt
wa.rd to see the rogue who makes stealing his art aDd the poor wretch who has taken 
another's bread for his starving child hung on the same scaffold. We do not wonder 
that all who had not the means of sell-support and were infirm were herded together in 
the same poorhouse-the wandering mendicant whose philosophy is one of change and 
whose religion is m.aintenaDCe without labor cast in with the widow who has toiled with 
all her God-given strength and is now come to want through no fault of her own. We 
are hardly shocked to turn to John Howard's account of English prisons and discover 
his mildest generalization to be that the prisons of his time were built exclusively for 
the safekeeping of the inmates. In that earlier stage of social science there was nothing 
individual about conduct: consequently there was nothing individual about treatment. 

What then has the new understanding brought us? In the rea.hns of the infirm, 
the dependent, the diseased, aDd the defective it has spelled classification. For the 
citizen accused of crime it has brought a recognition of varying degrees of ability to 
carry the responsibilities of citizenship. And for his wretched pal who has been con
victed it has worked that same intelligent classification according to his ability to 
respond. 

The castellated orphana.~:e will persist long years after we are dead, because man 
applies newly acquired knowledge slowly. The germ theory of disease is recent. We 
know that the assembling of children under average conditions of medical ove..Jght 
results in a high incidence of cummunicable diseases. We know that the consignment 
of veiy young infants to congregate care, except under the most perfect hospital con
ditions, is ak.in to a death warrant. That was a dark year in the history of child care in 
Massachusetts when So to 90 per cent of all foundlings sent to the state infirmary died 
there. It was the year 1857, aDd it was Samuel Gridley Howe and Fxank Sanborn who 
had the couxage to make the facts public. 

But the knowledge whieh man gains about himself abides. It has its eflect in the 
long run. He readjusts his life so that he may take advantage of that knowledge. In 
this field of child care, science points to individual treatment. Social case work with 
its fundsmental of service to the individual in the development of his personality 
dem&Dds that sepuate treatment. Individual treatment under condition. approximat
ing the natural home status of the child is making ever deeper inroads into the province 
of the orphanage. Kindly care in the one is giving way to skilful treatment in the 
other. The days of the orphanage are numbered. Were it not that we cling to the 
idea that it is especially good for the souls of these little folk to be herded together, we 
should have tom down the mi:narets long ago. It is but a question of a few years now 
when every orphanage in the land will be no more than a temporary shelter, a.nd its 
inmates will be placed in foster homes. 
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It is still within the memory of lMng man that to be crazy was to be pc,.essed of 
the devil. This faCt illustrates one of the most picturesque phases of all folklore. 
The Christian Bible is fun of it: the Kcmm is fun of it: the Sacred Book of the East is 
~Jete with its imaginings: mythology and the entire philosophy of things which we 
sense but cannot see eehoes its fa.Jlacy. 

Its. tragedy cries out in anguish fnim the chained wretches of the ~trim, from 
the ezecutiolier's block in London Tower, and from the Salem ga.Dows in our new Amer .. 
ica. Ignorance has 110 blacker stain upon its shield, nor sadder story. L,ot ignonuu:to 
e:tCUse our forefathers for their treatment of the insane. Let me illustmte that treat
ment hom the recmds of Massachusetts, one of the fomnost states in modern methods 
of treatment. I quote hom an inspection report by Dorothea Dix: 

"Late in December, :~Sop: thermometer 4 degrees above aero; visited tb2 al.mshaase. :ne&t ad. C~D~Do
fortable establishment; two iDaue women, one in the houe associated with the family. the other "out of 
doOrs.» ~·· .. I asbd to see thesu.bjectwbowas.,.outofdoo-m"; aadfollowiqthe-mistresaof the hoc&e 
thmuoh the d<ep,.,., .. , lhudckrino and benumbod by the-cold,.......! l>undftd yan!s. ,.. ....., 
in the rear of the bam to a amall bwldi'*• which might ha.ve affO!'ded a d(!lft:C of comfortable lhelttt, but it 
did DOL About two thirds of the in~ was filled. with wood Uld peat; the other third wu divided into 
two pub, one about. H feet aquaze coataineda eylindustove, in whic:h wu no fire-myampanioauuered 
aa ezclamatioD at finding .no fire. and busied herself' to light~4 0h, I'm so CO'hL so co~' was utteled in 
plaintive tones by a womaA within the eaae; 'Oh. so cold, so coldl' Here was a W'OUWl cqed aDd imprb. 
oncd without fire or clothes. not naked, indeed, for one: thin cotton garmeat partly covered: her, and part of 
& blaaket wasg&thcreda.bcmt theahoulde.ra; ~abe stood. shivering iD that dreary place. The grey loeb 
failing in disorder about tbe £a.c:e gave a wild a:presaioD to the pUlid featufts; untended and mmfortles 
she might caD aloud, but none could he&r; abe might die, and. there would. be llOU to cloee the ~· Pretty 
SOOD. I moved to 8'0 &.,_,. 

"'Stop. did you walk?' 
, .. No/ 
... Did JOU tide?" 
cuya.• 
···no tan me with JOU. cto. rm !OCOld. Do .JOU know my aiaten? They Uve in this town; I want 

to aee them so modi: d.o let me go1' And abiYerinc withea,geme~a to get out. u with tbe biting c:old.lhe 
rapidly tried the ban of the cage.'' 

Into this somber setting has been projected .a. process of scientific anal~ of the 
human mind. At lirst a timid psychology, not readily credited. Now we know that 
the mind may suffer hom disease eqnally with the body; that human conduct is the 
result more of bodily condition than of divine inspiration on the one hand or total 
depravity on the other. Ourteligion is purilied by purging from it this heinous mistolr.e. 
Yesterday the insane wretch was an·enemy of soclety; todsy, barring some ever widen
iDg zones of enlightenment, be is still restrained by force, as distingulsbed from per
suasive therapeutic treatment; tomorrow, launched as we a.xe into poycbiatric researcb, 
the irons which Pinel struck fmm the sbriekiDg women of the Sal¢trimo may be taken 
even hom the distorted minds of those who joumey in the shadow. 

The wret<:h wbo was 1imt cl)ained at the mad aide was finai)y taken intO the asylum, 
where at least be could have wannth and sbelter. Then the asylum became a hospital 
where chains and straight jackets gave way to immersion beths; and scientific medical 
treatmeot was added to kindly care. Today insanity is challenged as a visitation of 
fate. It is recognized as frequently curable. The hospital no longer waits like a yawn
iDg abyss to swallow the tragic dement; it reaches out into the community and welcomes 
the citizen who is mentally troubled till be fears a catastmpbe; it receives him as 
a volUJ>tary patient and treats him for mental sickness. 
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Our world of experience has produced aoother figure grim and silent. He stands 
with head bowed down. The world has disowned him. From him as a last measure 
of retribution it has taken the birthright to labor and earn workman's pay. He has 
broken the law. It is pajllful to read the world's story of the criminal and see with 
what ingenuity he is explained; how one school finds him to the manor born, a type, a. 
distinct being; how another cares little about the rogue except to kill or punish him, the 
safeguarding of society from the repetition or the imitation of his act being paramount; 
how one group finds solitary meditation excellent for his soul, and another, under the 
centralizing force of the age of mechanics, would assemble .him for work but would 
impose unbroken silence. 

In all this dimly focussed reasoning the great lack was a better knowledge of men· 
ta.lity. \\'hat manner of man is this who will not keep the laws? We are now in a 
fair way to discover the key to this fellow's thoughts. Meantime we discover to our 
surprise that he has a soul like the rest of us, that the degree of responsibility for uphold
ing the rules of society varies greatly, and that those who transgress most are oftentimes 
most eager to obey the law. It is not so very long ago,-I know of an instance in Ply
mouth Colony,-that we destroyed buildings and slew animals as retribution for crimes 
in which they were concerned. The being who committed crime sinned also against 
God. Those were days when governments were not usually by the consent of the gov
erned and consequently in which the sovereign needed the partnership of Jehovah to 
expand and perpetuate his good will. If it were possible for the members of this con
ference to descend this mo-rning into the dungeons of Philip II, or to peer into the cells 
of the English prison hulks, or to inspect any one of a thousand county jails in our own 
beloved country, they would see the physical results of all this wrong reasoning of the 
past. The individual has broken the rule of society. He is therefore outcast. What 
shall sovereign society do with him? "Kill him," said sovereignty of old, uand if that 
is not conscionable, shut him up in solitary confinement that he may be known of man 
no more forever." "Protect society from his lawless acts/' says modem democracy, 
"but salvage the man if you can, turning him back to ordinary life when he is likely to 
be abJe to get along." 

Has the new understanding ha.d much effect upon the convict and the prison? 
In three ways we see the beginning of the end of the old regime. First, the discovery 
and classification of mental defectives while they are children provides a fund of knowl
edge certain in time to identify most defectives who are charged with crime, and will 
in the end locate them by themselves for treatment according to their conduct. This 
process of finding the mental defective takes form in the census of the feeble·minded, 
in the conduct of the out~patient clinic for mental examinations, as in Massachusetts, 
and in the requirement of special classes in the public school for markedly backward 
children. Second, the rapid growth of probation for all hut chronic offenders and of 
parole even for felons marks the unwillingness of the pwple to condemn merely for 
punishment and their desire to put up with the offender and to improve his condition 
as long as he shows even a half-hearted desire to behave. Third. the steadily progress. 
ing tendency to look. carefully into the mind and character make-up of the accused and 
of the prisoner is leading to an intelligent classification o[ the inmates of all of our cor
rectional institutions except the county jail. The slag pile of misceUa.neo-us humanity 
is to disappear and prisoners an: to be grouped according to their ability to react to 
reformatory influ.,_. Tbe day is not far distant when courts will no longer commit 
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olfeadeiS to particular prisons or places by name. When the fact of guilt has been 
proved, the court w:i11 fix sentence and commit the prisoner to an admimstmtive amr 
of the government which w:ill take him in custody and deal with him, DOt ccntrary to 
the limitations of his sentence, according to his condition and prospecta as a citizen 
rather than according to his conduct as a wrongdoer. One of the finest eumplea of the 
beginning of this classification is the industrial farm at Occoquon. 

Individualization in law and in our social servke practice w:ill certainly destroy 
the frowning battlements of penology, and in like manner it w:ill destroy-it is destroy
ing-the 1JDclassified almshouse. 

A report of <790 described the Boston Almshouse as a place where "P""''"" of 
every description and disease are loclged under the same mof and in some instances in 
the same contiguous apartments, by which means the sick are disturbed by the noise of 
the healthy, and the infirm rendered liable to the vices and diseases of the diseased and 
profiigate.'' This unsavory condition waa attacked by the building of the House of 
Industry where the worthy poor were to be given wodt. In eleven years after this new 
institution was opened its report (for r834) showed the population to be made up of 6x 
peiSODS who were either insane or idiotic, <34 sick or infirm, 104 boys and girls of school 
age, 28 children at nurse, and an unclassified remainder of 201, of whom 64 were men 
working at picking oakum. 

That concentmtion of misery baa been broken apart. Little children are forbidden· 
the almshouse unless they are with a parent. Those little folk who swazmed the old 
almshouses have gone out into foster homes, for the most part. Contagious disease 
cases, notahiY tuberculosis and syphilis, have been isolated. :Vagmnts have been segre
gated. The insane and to some extent the feeble-minded have been taken away for 
special care. The best modem almshouse is an infirmary. 

While the better knowledge of today is biealdng out the granite walls of the prison 
and renovatiog the plaoe with sunshine and the opportunity for productive labor, it is 
increasing institutional care in another field, the care of the insane. Prison custody 
of the insane w:ill no longer be tolerated by enlightened people. But custoay there 
must be, and treatment there must be. Insanity is now mental disease, and the old 
asylum is now a special hospital for treetment of such disordOIS; benc:e a new institU
tional method in this field of care and custqdy is in the making. 

That childhood is taming into its own we have many evidenoes. The foremost 
child-care agencies in the world are child-placlDi! enterprises. The abandonment of a 
child in favor of anyone w:illing to walk away with it is dissppeariDg as a phase of the 
movement from bamu:ks orphanage to the foster home. Standards of boJn&.linding, 
standards of efficiency in the supervision of children placed in foster homes. have come 
into being. The congregate institution is to disappeex,leaving behind it the temporary 
shelter housing only a few little ones at a time, and keeping those for the briefest prac
ticable period. 

Tbankslc modem science again we are able 1c place ophthalmia in the discald with 
smallpox and the hookworm. News comes from my own state that whereas in other 
years there have always been from twenty to thirty pathetic little grope!!! in the 
infirmaries, there was last year not one single case of infant blindness due lc ophthalmia. 
A decade ago this one cause was responsible for & third of all blindness. And in this 
field too a revolution baa taken place. The hiind man who used to be dumped into the 
discald along with cbronic paup015 and defectives in our poodwuses has been brought 
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out of his darkness where at least his mind may see. His need is for opportunity. He 
is handicapped, but nevertheless able and of""" courage. He wants his chance. We 
now recognize his problem as educational, no longer a task in mere care and custody. 
And tbougb we still follow false prophets in continuing pauperizing pensions for the 
blind, notably in Ohio and Maine, weare for the most part awakening to the true nature 
of tbat problem. 

Let me close this statement then as I began. Man's rapidly increasing knowledge 
of his own mentality, that science which we call by the general name upsychology," 
has broken down many of the set attitudes bom of ignorance in the past, has spelled 
individualization in the law, and has resulted in a recognition of the per.;on himself in 
the process of judging his conduct and rehabilitating him for citizenship. Today we 
see only the beginoings of tbis revolution in a process of care and custody built upon 
the old notions. With constantly increasing speed tbis movement will revolutionize 
our methods. Though we are early upon the scene, you and I are witnessing the passing 
of the Stone Age in care and custody. 

GOVER."'MENT BY BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS IN ITS 
RELATION TO SOCIAL WORK PROGRESS 

Kenn<Jh L. M. Pray, Diredcr, Pennsyl"""ia School of SD<Wl 
Work and Healllt Work, Phiklllelp/JU. 

The ineptitude of democratic governments for tasks requiring scientific foundations 
and specialized skills is one of the venernble axioms of politics which has long been 
accepted without serious cballenge and has largely dominated our political and social 
thinking in this generation. It followed and almost superseded an earlier conception of 
democracy, its precise opposite which recognized no task too difficult nor too delicate 
to be entrusted to the chosen representatives of a democratic constitutDcy. 

We have now come to a period in which neither of these beliefs is an adequate basis 
of sound socio-political development. There is an undoubted revival of faith in the 
democratic principle and reliance upon it. An awakened realization of the inadequacy 
of individual strength in the face of some of the mammoth forces let loose by the growth 
or modem social institutions, a clearer recognition of the dependence of individual 
progress upon social well.being, and a keener sense of social solidarity have stimulated 
throughout America a co-nstantly accelerating tendency to employ the government as 
an instrument of common service and protection. And this fervor for increased govern
mental activity rises to its crest during a period of unparalleled growth in appreciation 
of science and scientific specialization as an essential factor in social progress. 

The eternal problem of democracy-how to unite leadership and the authority of 
special knowledge and insight with the ultbnate authority of the masses of men hent 
upon self-control and sill-expression-is thus presented in this epoch in more acute 
form and in broader extent than ever beiore. If too complete reliance is placed in the 
old democratic principle, society faces the danger of saaificiog at the bands of a clumsy, 
unenlightened, political organization the slowly won standards of technical proficiency 
and the ideals of patient. disinterested, scientific effort toward progress, which are the 
most precious distinctions of modem social work and its most valuable contribution to 
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social life. If, on the other hand, in our impatience to achieve final mastery over some 
of the obviously destructive fottes in our civilization we lean too heavily upon the 
authority of the enlightened minority, we lose the priceless legacy of democratic institu
tions to be found in the constant renewal out of the infinite variety of mind and experi
ence that make up a democratic society-of the ideas and ideals that move the world 
forwlmL 

There is reality in both these perils, or at least in the fear of them which lurks in 
the minds and determines the reactions of great bodies of our people as they confront 
projects of social refozm. Have you watched the nsponse of organized labor to the 
successive efforts of federal and state governments to set up agencies for the determina
tion llld enforcement of community policies affecting industrial problems and relations? 
Is there doubt that labor's reluctsnce to subject itself to even the most friendly and 
enlightened supervision and protection is based upon its fear that it may lose its own 
birthright of self-control and self--advancement? Tbe apparently democratic, though 
slow and costly, prOcess of progzess through self-olg8Diz&tion and mutual aid wears a 
more attractive mien to the man in the ranks than the most elaborate protective code 
framed and administered from abOve. And is there uot genuine justification for that 
fear? Is there uot danger that so-called expert administration shall become too em. 
interested, so to speak, too Jar removed from the daily grind of toil and trouble, to sense 
those emotional backgrounds which are the vezy essence of evezy human situation? 

On the other hand, who C8ll watch ao AmeriCilllegislature at work-rushing in to 
solve by legal fiat the infinitely complex and delicate problems of human relstionships; 
writing into rigid statutes the shifting slogans of ephemeral <;tUSOA:Ies; throwiag aside 
the laborious scieotific efforts of disinterested investigators-without praying to be 
delivered from the tynmny of ignorance and prejudice? 

We have yet to lind a formula which wiii unite, in proper halance, the force of 
democracy with the efticieocy of enlightened leademhip. Onr fust effort in that direc
tion resulted in the movement, under discussion this morning, toward government by 
bosrcls and commiss!ous. A glance at receot bistO!'f of political development hi Amer
ica suffices to prove the reality of that movement. It is significant that the life of this 
conference practically spans the period of its growth, for this conference represeois 
above all else the scientific spirit and methqd in social work; it grew out of a dawning 
realization that by comparison and analysis of oxperieoce geoeralprlociples ofproredure 
could ha identified as applicable wherever like causes operate. It is of more than pass
ing significance that the conference owes its origin. to the first few state boards and com .. 
missions in the social field. · 

It is interestiag to note that the movement toward the creation of bosrcls and com
missions began as an adjunct to legislative, that is, ·strictly democratic, control of social 
policy. Almost invariably at the beginning a legislative investig&tiag committee was the 
forerunner of the independent atbninistrative commission. 

Its development took about this course: First, a recognition on the part of intelli
gent legislator.s of the need for special knowledge as the basis of practical bandUng of 
specific problems recognized by the whole community as requiring govemmeotal action, 
this knowledge to be interpreted and applied by geoerallaw at the hands of the direct 
representatives of the whole people, the legislature, and the courts. These fust com
mittees were composed, almost invnriably, of legislators themselves. 

Next, there appeared occasional recognition that the problema which had at fust 
been viewed aa relatively simple and within the field nf general, rat~ than spec:ial, 
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experience, were in nality technical and complex in chatacter. Outside specialists 
were therefo-re summoned to the aid of the legislators, first in mixed commissions and 
then in special -commis..">ions entirely apart from the legislature. 

Then intelligent men recognized the futility of endeavoring to act upon spasmodic 
flurries of fact, and the investigating commissions were transformed into permanent 
fact-finding bodies, charged with the duty steadily tD accumulate and tD interpret the 
basic information essential for progressive policy-formation by the legislature. 

Larger and larger powers of taw-enforcement were granted to these bodies that were 
in possession of the facts upon which the policy of the law was based, and the courts 
were compelled to surrender to the boards and commissions some of their earlier 
functions. 

Finally, and most significant of all, the legislature delegated tD the commissions 
large powers of rule-making, amounting in fact to the power of policy-formation and of 
la.w-making itself. 

Strikingly parallel with this growth in the scope and power and inlluence of the 
commissions was the consistent pressure from within and from without to free them 
from contro] by elected representatives of the people. Long, overlapping terms of 
office and other safeguards against political overturn or domination were consistently 
employed to protect their independence. Honor, alone, without the salary which 
would presumably make the positions tempting to mere politicians, constituted the 
reward offered for service. 

There is plainly to be seen in this record slow but steady progress away from the 
principle of democratic control toward that of government by enlightened minorities. 
Clear evidence was given of the distrust, conscious or unconscious, with which theoreti
ca] democracy, in the shape of popular control, was viewed by those responsible for the 
development of these new governmental agencies in the field of social work. This fear 
of practical democracy is easy to understand in the light of our political experience 
before and since, and it is a factor in the present situation which cannot be overlooked. 

To those early instruments of an awakened public purpose to achieve social prog
ress through specialized scientific efforts social work in America owes a debt beyond 
caJculation. To them we owe, in considerable measure, at least, a new appreciation of 
the unity of the social problem confronting modem communiti~ a concept that under· 
lies all modern scientific social work. For they were charged in most instances with 
studying .and interpreting not one but many phases of the social maladjustment that 
came to public attention, and they found the roots of them all intertwined deep in the 
common life and the common nature of men. 

They demonstrated the futility of spasmodic, fragmentary contests with conditions 
that are continuous and universal in their scope a.nd effect. They led in stressing the 
imperative necessity and supreme utility of preventive measures. They patiently and 
persistently brought to public consciousness the community's responsibility for its own 
future. They looked ahead, they planned; they organized and systematized the grow
ing body of fact brought to light by the study and experience of scattered and often 
isolated workers in the social field. Above all. they infused into the public service a 
fiavor of disintensted social purpose which alone can justify social control through 
government. Their place in the history of social work. in America is secure. 

'What is i~ then. that &ccounts for the obvious recent reaction away from govem
ment by ind~ndent boards and commissions toward government by direct responsi
ble r!:presentatives of a democratic electorate? Such a reaction is plainly to be seen 
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in practically every teeent effort to reorganize state government, and such efforts are 
becomiDg frequent. ·As one commonwealth after another applies itself to simplifying 
and unifyiDg its govemmenbllstructure, the movement toward government by respon
sible executive ageDcies and &way from diliused and independent administration by 
boards and mmmissious becomes clearer. 

In the fust place, I venture to suggest th&t the IOOiglllliz&tion movement itself, 
despite superlicial appellll1llCeS to the contrary, is an ezpi<SSion, somewhat indefiDite 
and even unconscious, it is true, bnt none the less ,.,U and far-reaching, of an awakened 
interest in government as a social agency, of a widespread determination to employ this 
most powerful agency of social control in the promotion of social justice and progress. 
The fact th&t governmental eapaosien, which is one of the eonspicuous facts of our time,. 
bas occuned almost wholly within the fields which are distinetively social in charscter 
and inlluence is evidence on this point. It is because of this expansion, of the broad
ened functions of 1!9Vemment and its~ part in the lives of individuals and commu
nities, th&t the movement to organize and direct its energies more effectively bas gained 
popularity. This is at least one aspect of the "economy and efficiency" crusade, 
which~ given it vitality and effectiveness. 

But something more than a general interest in governmental economy and effi. 
ciency underlies the popular YeaCtion agsinst indapendent administrative boards and 
cmnmissions. I believe it is due in considerable measure to & ~volutionary change 
in the community's attitude toward the social problem which these boards and commis· 
sions, among other agencies, have laid hare. The hoards, th&t is, have themselves 
helped to shape the weapou now turned against tljem. They have helped to prove th&t 
the iDs with which they have been chiefty ooncerned are not isolated elements, different 
and separate from the rest of the life of the community, bnt are part and parcel of th&t 
life, inseparably oonnected with all the economic, intellectual, spiritual, and social 
interests and activities that oompose th&t life; th&t they are not the affairs oniy of an 
unfortunate and unde~privilegedminority, but are like in kind if not in degree, the prob
lems th&t arise in the lives of all citizens, rich as well as poor, strong a.s well as weak; 
th&t health, education, friendship, mutual service; OCOI>UIIUc stability, and opportunity, 
with whose acute defects or maladjustments the boards and oommissions have ben 
largely occupied, are but aspects of the rich and rounded life which everyman would live 
and which none enjoys now in its fulnesS. • 

The distinction between social service and the rest of life, between social work and 
the rest of government, tends to vanish when, in the name of social service, the state 
reaches into the home, the workshop, the school; the playground, and meeting piace of 
every citizen, not of a single class. Why then, it may be properly asked by the plain 
citizen, distingoish in the inrm through which the state acts? Why preserve some 
community agencies from the ellegod taint of political control and not all? What is 
politics but collective action for the achievement of common purposes and the promotion 
of the common welfare? 

1 do not saggest that this process of ""'soning is usually nor often as consciousiy 
clear as might appesr from this argument. Least of all can we deny th&t far less ideal· 
istic motives enter into the calcu!&tions of many of those who now appesr most intent 
upon transferring the powers and functions of indapendent commissions cxmcemed 
with social problemS to responsible executive departments. Yet there is clearly to be 
discerned in the whole movement to briag the social activities of government under 
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popular control, through m!p<>IISI"ble executives, the inlluence of the new conception of 
these social activities as & universal. normal function of every society. as a constructive 
foree in the life of r:very citizen. So long, that is, as social work was concerned with the 
especially weak and unfortunate minority alone, it mattered little, so it appeaud, to 
the gnat body of citizens how or by whom the state's social service was administered. 
When social work becomes, however, the guide, the helper, the mentor and censor of 
all alike, it achieves a new significance to all, which brings it within the ranks of those 
common concerns over which, in demoaatic communitiest the citizens themselves exer
cise control 

This raises new and pressing problems for those who would see social work 
maintain and advanao its ideals through scientific research and technically proficient 
administration, and who yet share, as we all must share, the democratic hope and 
faith abroad in our thne. One course is closed to us. We cannot turn bark to 
that dark age when social work was pure philanthropy, when we fixed our gaze nnd 
confined our discussion to those mythical entities, the dependent, defective, and delin
quent classes, as if the sum total of health were the absenao of disease, and the object 
of life were the elimination of corruption. Our field is the whole community and every 
individual in it. Our objective is a sound, vital, growing society, in which every indi~ 
vidual shall have the greatest possible opportunity and the greatest possible incentive 
for self-development and self-expression. 

Nor can we yi<ld ground on that other fundamental of our faith, the efficacy and 
the necessity of scientific, disinterested, honest workmanship as the basis of sound 
50Cial policy and administmtion, whether in public or private service. 

Our only choice is to welcome and to utilize this new interest in governmental 
affairs, this new appreciation of the common responsibility for the promotion of 'SOcial 
welfare through government, and to make of it an ally in the extension and improve
ment of community-wide social efio~ in which the widest democratic participation 
and oontrol shall be linked with specialized knowledge and skill in ndministration. 
We cannot contest the simplification and unification of public service, with its attendant 
gains and savings, without losing touch with the rising volume of social spirit and pur
pose Which the governmental reorganization movement represents.. We e&n, however, 
if we will, build into the governmental structure foundation stones of solid scientific 
spirit and method, and thus not only serve the cause of social work but strengthen the 
whole edifice of our democratic SYStem. 

Because it seems to me that there is a dangerous breacll between those who are 
primarily interested in the development of scientific social work, and those who are 
interested in promoting efficient democracy, and because they must find common 
ground and move forward together if either group is to make its most telling oontribu
tion to our society, I propose here to suggest one practical plan by which their aims may 
be reconciled. 

I admit cheerfully and finally that the day of miscellaneous, unC<H>rdinated, 
independent, irresponsible boards and commissions in the social field is at an end. 
There is no department of government which more clearly needs to feel and to express its 
respomibility to the community for economical and efficient administration than that 
which deals with specifically social interests. There is none which will profit more 
largely from the general interest and participation which grows out of democratic 
control. 
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But I go further and declare that ao the state is in fact and in its entirety a social 
agency, justified or not as it promotes the well-being of its citizens or fails in that pur
pose, those phases or depsrtments of the state's business which an: especially concerned 
with fundamental human needs and relationships are the state's highest functions, 
which deserve first considemtion and at least Ill equality of status with other depart. 
ments in the structure of government. On princiPle, I claim for the state's social 
activities the prestige and force which attach to depsrtments of government regarded 
as essential, organic, ordinary responsibilities of the state, rather thm accretions and 
appendages of a different and inferinr grad0- Such a status of equality carries with it, 
rightly and inevitahly, ultimate democratic control of policy, through legislative and 
executive authorities responsible to the people. 

Equally emphaticaDy we are obliged to assert the imperative importance of scien
tific leadership and teclmical proficiency in these depsrtments. · These must be pro
tected by several means. Qualifications for appointment must be so clearly defioed 
in the law as to establish a clear standard to which the appointing authority can be 
beld to account. The merit system must be applied rigorously in an subordinate 
appointments. Outside of the government, associations of vigilant and informed citi
zens must stand guard over these standsrds, ready to support effective service with the 
same vigor. with which they condemn betrayal in public offiCO- These are measures 
applicable alike to an depsrtments of government. The larger sigoificsnce of social 
work in the public service of the future must result in reawakened effort toward these 
general public improvements. 

But there are specific policies to be nrged with reference to these specific depart· 
ments. First, it must be recognized that scientific leadershiP and technical proficiency 
can ouly be secured to the state by granting freedom of initiatiYe and independence of 
operation within each field having definitely differentiated and organized objectives 
and techniques requiring the direction of quslified specialists. That is to say, several 
independent departments, rather. than one blanket organization directed by a chief' 
nocessarlly uofamiliar with many of the technical tasks involved, should be provided. 

Secondly, haviog thus emphasized the esseni:ial independence of technical special
ties, we must balance this autonomy in technical depsrtmental affairs by recognition 
of theuofty of the whole social process as of the whole individual lifO- We must require 
the closest possible co-operation, consisteDcy of policy, and uofty of purpose among an 
the departments of government concerned with social interests. 

May I illustrate the principles suggested bY. the outline of lilt organization of gov
ernmental activities in the welfare field which, it seems to me, would achieve the desired 
end? 

u;t some American commonwealth create within the structure of its government 
a series of singl&-headed, responsible. executive offices or departments, each concerued 
with one of the well-defined fields of social 'improvement and construction now recog
lliaed as within the scope of state activity and responsibility. There come to mind at 
once the fields of: health, mental and physical; education; labor and industry; child 
protection and guardianship, perhaps; family and adult rehabilitation and assistance; 
and prevention and correction of delinquency. Others may now or hereafter be 
required. 

Let the •d of each department be appointed by the governor for an indefinite 
term, without approval of either branch of the legislature, but removable for cause, 
after hearing, with the c:oasent of the legislature or of its upper branch. None would be 
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eligible for appointment wbo did DOt meet at least certain stipulated requirements of 
training and experience. Each director would be responsible for the execution of the 
Jaw and for the development of policy and efficient administration within the law in the 
field of the department concerned. 

Associated with each director would be an advisory cotmcil of unpaid citizens, 
appointed for fixed overlapping terms? by the governor, upon the nomination, in part, 
of professional organizations and associations of citizens particularly concerned with or 
affected by the work of the department. These councils would be strictly advisory in 
function, except in certain matters, and a quasi-judicial or quasi-legislative character, 
which may be entrusted to them by the legislature, with the power to approve of rules, 
to interpret the law, and to decide particular controversies arising under law or rules. 
In such matters the councils would have the rigbt of approval or veto of departmental 
action. 

Tbe independence and autonomy of each department having thus beeo safeguarded 
within its own province, the necessary u.nity of aim and co-ordination of activity among 
all these departments would be promoted by constituting the heads of tbe several 
departments into a weHare board, having within its province matters of general policy 
ali ecting the whole welfare program of tbe state and also all those partieular problems 
involving the co-operation of two or more depa.rtments. The proposals and projects 
of this board would be subject to approval by the govemor, as the chief executive 
responsible for initiating and controlling governmental programs and insuring tifective 
administration. 

This roughly sketched type of organization, which is equally applicable, apparently, 
to other phases of governmental business, such as finance, public works, and the like, 
offers one1 in some respects, I believe, the only feasible solution of the problem ,of public 
ad.ministra.tion in an era of rapid 'Scientific progress. It is democratically controlled, 
being responsible in all its parts to an elected chief executive, and subject to law in 
matters of policy; it cannot, therefore, far outrun the general opinion of the community, 
nor unduly disregard the proper sensibilities of those subject to its jurisdiction and 
inftuence. 

It recognizea and provides for scientific leadership within each field in which science 
ba.s revealed and proved import&nt distinctions of objective or method, but it recognizes 
the value of a whole view and of concerted treatment of the social situation as a single 
problem, requiring joint consideration of a general program and of common or over
lapping responsibilities. 

It provides the basis of efficient administration by placing initiative and responsi· 
bility in the hands of a single qualilied executive in each department, but it safeguards 
public and individual rights against arbitrary bureaucracy by entrusting to represen
tative groups of informed and disinterested citizens the final decision in matters involv
ing vital interests of any citizen. 

It invokes the service of specialists and authoritative leaders in every field, and 
gives them room for the utmost exercise of their powers, but it balances against the zeal 
and the impatience of the expert and tbe refonner the deliberation and caution of tbe 
average citizen, and it tap& the great reservoir of ideas and ideals from which democracy 
prosumably draws its strength. 

It is capable of adaptation to wide administrative activities or narrow onesJ as 
the need and poticy of the state develop. It avoids the temptation to plunge forward, 
or just as often backward.~ in an effort to meet some fragmentary view or superficial 
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need, through the croation of new agencies of government without :elation to those 
already at work in the field. 

It is difficult to conceive of such an orgaulzation at work in any state without infus
ing into the whole political life of the commonwealth something of the spirit of profes
sional service and workm,.ship and of scientilic method, which would make of every 
department of government a department of social servioe in its best sense. 

I have DO illusions as to the danger of relying upon mechsnjsms to meet the com
plex problems' of human adjustment that oenter in government and in social work alike. 
No mere formula. will meet any human situation. But in a time when the mecb•nics 
of govemment are .being revised, we cannot hold aloof and lesve to others the recon
struction of the machine through which our own ends ""' to be achieved. We must 
contribute of our own experience to that task. It will ta:x the combined leadersbip of 
social workers, economists, and statesmen. Of these, the fust should DOt be the last 
to assume their share of the common responsibility. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE CHURCH ON SOCIAL WORK 

AbbtJean Violki~Editorof" L~AssiskmaEduaJJi'De" of Paris, Franu, 
and Presid<m of lhe Soddy for lhe Impr0fl<t1lenl of Working...,.'> 

Dwdlings 

The National Conference of Social Work has asked me to speak at the celebration 
of the fiftieth anniversary of its founding and this invitation I consider a great honor. 
I feel very unworthy of it, but I must add that it is a great joy for me to come to this 
meeting in the name of the Catholics of France and of the social and charitable organi
zations I represeot, and to proclaim the deep friendship that unites the people of old 
France to young America. 

These two peoples of the Old and New World are destined to come to an under
standing and to work together in the terrible erisis through which modern civilization 
is passing, because both are !illed with the same enthusiasm for justice and for a high 
moral ideal. 

With deep emotion do I recall my intercourse with the American Red Cross during 
the war. It was during the critical years of I9I7-I9t8, at a period when, without the 
sons of free America to help us, Right conid not have triumphed. You sent us not oniy 
the troops that so greatly contnouted to the linal victory, but you also brought us the 
self-sacrificing service of the most intelligent and the most active women of your social 
and charitable organizations. Thanks to these women, numerous centers of social 
work were founded, which remain living witnesses of the brotherhood that unites the 
two peoples. It was thus that Miss Curtis, of the American Red Cross, called me from 
the front, where I was serving as chaplain, to collaborate with her in the foundation of 
a conlidential exchange on the model of those already at work in the great cities of the 
United States. Thanks to the help of the Red Cross, this confidential exchange was 
founded and continues to work for the greater good of the poor and for the benefit of 
all charitable and social work in Paris. In coming to speak to you at this meeting, 
therefore, I merely pay a debt of gratitude. 

You have been kind enough to ask me to talk to you on the good relationship 
between the church and social work. It is a subject which is particularly dear to my 
heart, because for twenty years I have been engaged in trying to find a common ground 
for religious action and for social work. 

There are certain social problems that seem to me characteristic of contemporary 
society. The foremost of these is the education of the modem citizen. Society has 
conferred new rights on him, and consequently, has necessarily awakened new temp
tations in him. It bas given him at one and the same time knowledge, the right to vote, 
and h1Jerty of conscience. But knowledge is not education, as we understand it-that 
is the formation of character and conscience. Now, it is a fact tha.t the greater the 
knowledge of a man, the better should he know and realize his moral and hia social 
responsibilities. When modern society gave each man the right to vote, it entrusted 

••7 
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to hlm the destinies of his countzy, with an in8ueuce 011 the geneml man:h of affairs. 
F"mally, when modem society decided thet every citizen had a right to liberty of con
science, it thereby proclaimed that, as a society, it had no concom with the religious 
or philosophical ideas each might tum to in seeldDg a sclutiOil of the problem of his 
destiny. 

Under these cimtmstances, how is the social ccmscience to be aroused in such a 
manner thet the citizens m&y use their voting power only for the public good? How 
is their political action to be freed from the persoua1 interests that are so often prejudi
cial to the public good? If they do not vote properly, will they not disturb social ecOil• 

omy, promote discord, and multiply injustice? That is a serious problem for which 
there is 110 scluti011 e.cept that of the thorough mom!. education of the masses. I say 
the same as regards liberty of ccmscience. This liberty henomes a. da.nger whenever the 
citizens see in it a means of freeing themselves from aD moral constraint and of allowing 
themselves to be led by their sellish pessions Liberty of amscimce must not be ta.ken 
to mean liberty foe each OllO to do as he likes and to think what he chooses. Every 
man is morally bound to seek for troth with aD the strength and power of his being. 

It is easy to see that in aD these questiOils the chmch is necessarily called upon to 
take an important pa.rt in the formatiOil of conscience. To begin with, she reminds 
everYQile that moral responsibility iru:reases in proportion to cultwe and knowledge. 
That is why she endeavotS to develop in ~ the sense of right and wrong, and 
elso WhY she reminds men tha.t they are absolutely bound to accept the sacrifices 
impesed by moral law. Tbe pa.rt the chmch plays henomes more impertant as temp
tations become stl<mger. Now, as CVCI}'ODIO knows, sellishn..., pride, the love of 
pleasure, and m011ey increase in proportion to ma.terial civiliZation. H tlu=fore, care 
is not taken, social divisions will go on increasing and may essily be transformed into 
fratricidal strife. 

In this endesvor, in view of the mom!. tra.ining of the individual, Christianity 
claims the foremost lliDk. Does it not, as a matter of fact, strive to remind each man 
that he is respens~Die to God, not only for his outward acts, but for the molt secret 
movements of his heart? Does it not remind hlm that~ must keep his con
scieru:e P""' from sin and not shrink from sacriJiciog human plessures and satislactioU 
rather than do WIODg? Does it not put into men's minds a hope, strong enough to 
help them to make the sacrifices that mOzar perfection demands of them? And finally, 
does it not keep constantly before their eyes Cbrlst dYing on the crosa in onler to save 
the rights of conscience and to bring men to loot, on the life to come as the true end of 
their life on esrth? In on!er to meet the demand of the mom!. educati0l1 of the human 
race, Cbrlstisnity claims perfect liberty of teechi•g and education, a liberty aD the 
mo"' necessazy in our days, in that the modem sta.te has decJa..,d itself neutral as 
regards religious teaching. 

Tbe chmch in France, fully conscio>lS of her educatiooal mission has founded a 
large number of good works, the primary object of which is the mom!. tra.ining of the 
faithful. We have, first of all, the free schools and colleges. In these schools the 
chmch strives to form chamcter. She adopts the new pedagogical methods, accon!ing 
to which the will is to be led to accept what is right mther than he forced to submit to it. 
She &wa.kens a sense of respens~lillity, and she teaches self-govemment by making the 
pupils~ in wa.tching over the mom!. condition of the schooL Besides these schooh, 
properly so called, the Chmch of France has founded a large number of dubs for the 
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young people of both sexes. I think it may safely be asserted that organizations of 
that kind may be found in nearly every parish. 

The French club is in many ways like the English or American club. It is a center 
for meetings-, for pleasure and sports, where young people may be occupied and amused 
without being exposed to the temptations of the street and of questiooable resorts. But 
our club is above all a center of moral education.. This education is given through what 
we call study circles; that is, groups of young men under the direction of a priest. 
There are as many study circles as there are categories of young people. Some are 
destined to bring together young apprentices, othezs workmen, still others are centers 
for the young people from high schools, or the children who attend the primary schools. 
The program of studies is prepared beforehand every year. First and foremost comes 
the moral teaching, the Gospe), the foundations of belief. Then come the serious 
social and economic questions of the present hour. Only a limited number, about 
twenty at most, should form a circle, so that everyone may have a. chance of taking 
part in the discussion. These study circles are certainly one of the most efficacious 
means of training the rising generation. In order to train adults and remind them of 
their duties as citizens, the church had founded among other things, the parish unions, 
social clubs, and professional guilds. The special aim of the latter is tO train the pro
fessional conscience. As is well known, evezy profession brings in its train its own 
temptations and special dangers. That is why it is important to enlighten Christians 
and to give them the courage to react against the dishonesties that are current in certain 
professions. 

\\·e have also groups of social workers recruited among the students of our great 
schools (Polytechnique, Centrale, Normale): that is, among future army and navy 
officers, university professors, engineers, etc. They go at stated intervals in factories 
and workmen's quarters and deliver popular lectures on topics of the day and subjects 
of interest to the men. This movement is relatively new and has a great future before it. 

Finally, the education of the adult is completed at public discussions. The French 
do not care to accept ready-made doctrines. They want to argue, and not to yield till 
they bsve carefully examined every argument. This habit practically tends to form 
an elite who knows wbst and why it believes. Indeed, one may say that the church in 
France has, above all~ devoted herself, for the last fifty years, to the formation of an. 
Elite. Only now is she beginning to reap the fruits of that patient endeavor. It may 
be asserted with truth that. at the present moment, the most cultivated circks in con
temporary Frn.nce know nothing of the narrow sectarian spirit of past years. Large 
numbers of college students aDd of young university professors are fervent and con
vinced Christians. These men have no intention of remaining isolated from all social 
activity. On the contrary they take their sbsre boldly and generously in all the move
ments whose aim it is to develop in the whole nation the sense of moral and social 
responsibility. 

The organization of modem society offers another problem, which is as important 
as that of the social training of the citizen, and that is the defense and preservation of 
the family. It is in the bosom of the family that the virtues, which are essential to the 
life of the nation are formed and developed. It is through and in the family that the 
child learns to ohey and to sacrifice himself, that the parents practice & wise and self
sacrificing authorityt that both parents and children serve their apprenticeship, as it 
were, in the spirit of solidatity and social responsibility. 
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Now, the normal development of the family is seriously endangered in our days by 
numerous ca.uses, Chief of which seem to be the foDowing: the demands of industry; 
the love of luxury and of comfort; the unquenchable thinlt for pleasun: and enjoyment; 
the exaggerated development of the rights of the individual, who easily comes to believe 
that he has no duty ezcept that claimed by his own personality, without any Iegaro for 
the duty he owes the community of founding a family or of devotiDg himself to the 
families of others. 

This family crisis is due also to a conception of human love, which is makiDg great 
headway in the world and which it seems necessary to define. There are many who 
preach "the rigbt to love" exactly as they preach "the rigbt to live." In their eyes, 
human love is merely a means of pelSOD8l enjoyment C&ITYing with it practkally no 
social responsibility. They think of human love without any reference to the child, 
its natural fruit, and they <OllSider that they can take it up and drop it at the beck 
and call of caprice and circumstaoces. It is easy to see that such a conception can 
only lead to the destruction of the family. It thwarts the establishment of the home, 
imd makes of the child an obstacle to the free enrcise of the faculty of loving. It 
opens the door to dissoluteness and debauchery. 

In France great efforts are being made to find a remedy for this tem'ble evil, and 
it is important to point these out. France is, in fact, the chosen land of the family. 
In spite of the spread of the doctrines mentioned above, in spite of the economic ob
stacles that the family has to face, the moral life of the nation rests on an Elite, faith
ful to its ancient traditions, and struggling bravely to preserve the moral qualities that 
are the basis of our ancient European civiliza:tion. Hence there are at present iD. 
France two marked currents of theught: one which claims the right of an inesponsible 
love and preaches the voluntazy restriction of the family, the other which insists on 
subjectiDg love to the moral law and encourages large families. 

Movements in favor of the defense of the family are growing prodigiously in France 
at present. There are, to begin with, the family &l$0cistions. They are innumomhle 
and their influence on legislation and on the economiC life of the countzy is beginning to 
bear fruit, which it will be useful to point out. It is thanks to them that the system • 
of tamtion has been modified so as to relieve~ family in proportion to the number of 
its children. This is especially the case in calculatiDg the income tax and the inherl
tance tax. Employers have fonned vast organizations called" compensation funds," 
the puipoSe of which is to give extra wages to the workmen and employees in proportion 
to the proportion to the number of their children; There is a wide movement in favor 
of the family vote, and there l$ a hope that Parliament will pass a law grantiDg the 
father of a family as many votes as he has children in his family. 

The Federation of the Family Associations of the Region of Paris, in the formation 
Of which I had a part, is e.amining a system of provident forethought, meant to help 
young married couples who are determined to do their duty as founders of families, and 
so make their task easier. This federation has made a speci.a.l study of the housing 
problem. It has built a number of houses, and has even begun the building of a whule 
village in the outskirts of Paris. It considers also thst a provident forethought must 
provide for the ,needs of the family; it founds co-opemtive stures, the returns of which 
go into the provident fund. 

But, however important the economic kctor may be in the struggle of the family 
ageinst the causes of destruction, it remains none the less true thst this prohiem depends 
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above all on conscience and the moral law. Hence Christianity must have the chief 
part in the reconstitution of the modem family. This does not mean that in questions 
of sexual intercourse, there is a religious moral law which differs from the natural 
moral law. The rules laid down by the church for her children are the rules of the natu
ral moral law, but the fact that she connects them with the religious life of the individ
ual gives them a particularly penetrating power and influence. These rules are very 
simple. They lay down that the body has its responsibilities as well a.s the conscience, 
and that love is a creative power whose essential aim is the generation and education of 
children. It follows that young people must keep themselves chaste until they marry, 
and that married people must submit to the moral law that governs married life, and 
not consider themselves free to make such use of their bodies as may please them. A 
high and difficult moral ideal; to live up to it the spiritual life will almost always be 
an in<lispensable factor. 

It is in order to help in the solution of this weighty problem that the French Church 
has founded the Association of Christian Marriage. This association, though of recent 
formation, has spread rapidly into most of our dioceses. Its president is Cardinal 
Dubois, archbishop of Paris, and its acting president, his auxiliary, Bishop Chaptal. 
It is in essence a work of training and education in right thought and feeling. It groups 
together the young~ who promise to keep pure before marriage, and shows them that 
they must learn to be proud of the effort that makes them masters of their animal 
nature. It distributes tracts and pamphlets, in which it reminds the masses of the 
greatness and beauty of the moral law. It publishes three reviews, one for young men, 
another for young women, and the third for married people. The latter makes a 
special study of the difficult problem of the education of children. In the diffusion of 
this teaching on sexual and marital relationships, the Gospel principles of self-sacrifice 
and sell-renunciation necessarily play an important part. It is indeed impossible to 
give one's self up to a single love, without having to struggle against the temptations of 
nature. It is also impossible to dream of founding a large family, if one seeks in the 
goods of this world a means of satisfying selfish desires. The will itself has to bend to 
the claims of life in common and to the maintenance of a good understanding in the 
familY~ The spirit of sacrifice which is essentially one with the Christian spirit is there
fore a necessary condition for the restoration of morals. 

Religion plays an equally important part in the education of children. It reminds 
parents that they are the representatives of God, and that their authority must be used 
to train the moral conscience of the child, and thus it gives them a. clearer and keener 
knowledge of their vocation. It obliges children to accept the authority God has given 
their parents1 which will render easier their efforts to do right, and.. thus it inclines their 
hea.ru to obey and to trust. The Association of Christian Marriage devotes much of 
its literature and its propaganda to the reaffirmation of these essential principles a.nd to 
the demonstration of the innumerable ways in which they may be applied. 

So far we have only sought to show the iDfluence of the church on the training of the 
individual and the family. To complete the survey. we ought to examine her inB.uence 
on the government of the country, on its economic life and on the works tha.t are~ 
properly speaking, social and charitable. These problems are too complex for me to even 
tryto5Ulll them up. But I may he allowed a few remarks on the attitude of the church 
with regard to the grave problem of the relatioos between capital and labor and to the 
social omaniza.tions which reoresent those two economic oowers: that is. the sYndicates.. 
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In co.isequence of the wea.l:.ening of religious belief in our claY", it would seem th&t 
material interests have taken on a prevailing and almost exclusive importance, to the 
detriment of mom! and roligious ideas. The result has been the Jetting loose of desire 
and a wild ""'" for material goods. This leads to eamomic conllicts which, alas, too 
often become sanguinary, and also to metciless class strife. As a matter of fact, the 
tendency of paternal &nd workmen's syndicates is to take into account only the psrticu
lar interests of the class they represent. They forget th&t the interests of every cor
potation demand an understanding between capital and labor and a spirit of mutual 
self-sacrifice. Unfortunately, the syndicates are too often indifferent to the interests 
of other OOlpOr"tions, and to national and international interests. 

Modem nations must realize once more that the Christian idea of worlt is the only 
remedy to be found for this great evil. Employers and worltmen must be fully con
vinred of their social responsibilities, and understand that work is first of all service 
rendered to the community and oofy secondarily a souroe of gain for one's self. 

It is with the object of rendering professions mom! that the cbun:h en<OIIl'8&"'S the 
forming of syndicates and other professional groups. But she takes care to keep dis
tinct tha roligious and tha social life, and leaves the syndicates to govern them..J.ves. 
She only groups Catholic;s in special oofons, calied guilds, in which mom! principles are 
studied in relation to the different professions. Thus trained, Catholics can take a 
share in the syndical movement, without being drawn into upinions con!Jary to justice 
or to tha idea of brotherhood. 

The different points I have touched will allow you to understand clearly the posi
tion taken by the church in Frim<:e towaro social action. She has JlO intention of mono
polizing this action for her own benefit. On the oon!Jary, she asks the faithful to take 
their share in all the social endravors of the nation as long as they do not imply the 
giving up of the essential princlplos of ChriStian morality. She encourages initiative 
and brings to them the help of Catbalics trained by her mom! and educational 
organizations. • 

· Ladies and Gentlemen, I have finished. There remains one duty to fullil1 which 
is dear to my heart, that is to tell America how clo..J.y we are oofted to her in our striv
ings after the same mom! and social ideal. America and France are two free peoples. 
Both understand that the religious and.th~ social life must give each other & continuous 
mutual support, and that the salvation of modern civilization makes an appeal to all · 
the mom! powers of the nations in ·a spirit of justice and of mutual disinterestedoess. 

THE OPPORTUNITY AND TASK OF THE CHURCH IN VIEW 
OF THE FACTS AND THE EXPERIENCE WHICH 

SOCIAL WORK NOW PRESENTS 

R ... Shaikr M allwuJs, D.D., Dean of 1M J);flitrily St:lrool, um..myof 
· · Cii<ogo 

Organized Christianity faces a new epoch. A generation ago !eligious thinkers 
and cbun:h leaders bad bsrely begun to break from the conception of their task inher
ited from the middle of the nineteenth century. Sociology itself bad only begon to be 
recogni::ed as a field of study. The oontrnl of the Protestant cbun:hes, was largely in 
the bauds of mid-VICtorian evangelicals who bad been warned ~t the "oooking 
stove upostasy." Though Freemantle, Bnu:e, Ely, Strong, and other prophetic souls 
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were continuing the succession of Maurice and the Christian socialists, the social inter
est was only kindling. There was nota hook in English on the social teaching of Jesus. 

In this presence it would be imposition to contrast the present interest in social 
affairs with these conditions. It is a new age we are entering and making, and in this 
new age the social emphasis is dominant. 

Alongside of the Christian ministry have grown up the vocations represented in 
this conference, which deal with human welfare far beyond the lim.its of church pro
grams. The ministry no longer is the only calling in which the idealism of youth can 
find expression. The church must now share with other agencies of human weHare 
the vicarious tenth of society. Indeed it suffers somewhat in the new competition, 
because men and women can serve their fellows through social agencies without com
mitting them!Selves to theological tenets. 

The situation raises the question as to whether the church conceives of itself as 
having any social function, or as being compelled to leave social work to non-ecclesiasti
cal organizations. The answer to such a question must be discriminating. The over
whelming mass of chwch members are adherents of Catholic churches, which regard 
themselves as the channels of saving grace from God. Through their sacraments and 
priesthood and theix dogmas they bring about such a. relationship between men and 
God as can otherwise not be attained. The church is the agent of divine love which 
seeks to rescue individuals. 

From such a point of view social service is not an essential duty of the church. 
Yet it would be a mistake to say that these churches are without social agencies. They 
maintain hospita.ls1 establish schools, care for the poor, and in many other ways come in 
very close relationship with social affairs, particularly with the family life. 

A similar position, although of course subject to modification, is that of the his-
toric Protestant groups. Tbey hold that the primary object of the church is to preach 
the gospel of salvation from sin and guilt and to minister to the spiritual nature of their 
members by means of sacraments and religious activities. To such churches social 
service until recently has not appealed. It is true they have, like the Catholic Chris
tians. set up certain ameliorative institutions, but the general tendency of Protestant
ism has been toward the withdrawal from many social interests to which the Catholic 
chuKhes have devoted themselves, such as education and the control of marriage. 

Over against this inherited view of the function of the churches we Jind a rapidly 
growing appreciation of their social obligations. The development of social work has 
reacted upon them and to a considerable degree they have begun to represent new social 
interests. Kindergartens, nurseries, and parents1 classes are growing common. :Many 
churches have complete outfits as community centers, with the necessary apparatus 
for athletics, sociability, dramatics, and of course for dining. Quite as striking is the 
widespread avowal of loyalty to the Christ-spirit of service. Denomination after 
denomination has adopted or enlarged the social creed drawn up by the Fedeml Coun
cil of the Churches of Christ in America.. Altogether, it is beyond question that 
although reactionaries may protest and the elder statesmen of Christendom may warn, 
the generation now coming on to the stage of church life is full of social spirit. True 
this attitude is not yet universal in the churches. Probably the majority of Protestant 
churches are served by men of little or no social sympathy and, so, oblivious to the new 
world of which the churches an: a pnrt. It is to the university and !Seminary-trained 
men that the present social interest of the church is largely due. 
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But does this powth of social mterest a.gue that the chutth is no longer to have 
& religious function? A few radicals 5cem to hold that social and cultUia! activity is 
the primary; if not the only, function of a church. They would substitute sociology 
and psychology for theology, and social activities, moving pictures, basketball games, 
and political discussions for the conventional activities of the church. Naturally such 
a conception of the operation of a chutth find& favor among not a. few repxesentatives 
of social agencies. Just as a. few yea.rs a.go we were told that eugenics was to a.c:complish 
more than the Ten Commandments, so now we are encouraged to believe that society 
will find some new technique which will eoable it to escape the evils of so-called "super
naturalism." This technique seems to be foond pretty largely m the field of medicme 
and surgery, sanitation, amusement, recreation, and talk. In this puzsuit of morals 
without God a.nd Utopias without repentance, the churches are asked to jom. It is of 
course conceded that they will at least for the present preserve vestigial religious organs, 
such as the choir, prayer-like meditation, an address, and a coliection. But religion 
itself is to be a sociology and an ethic. 

~ I do not believe that the number of de-religiouized chnrcbes is large, but if one can 
judge from literature, they represent the outer Jines of the ecclesiastical spectrum, to 
which many social workers give their approval, but appsreotly do not heartily support. 
Nor is it easy to see why they should. Specialized organizations for socisl end& are 
better organized, more efficient, less encumbered with inheritance, more franl:ly underC 
standoble than a chnrcb which has only a social program to offer humanity. If religion 
is psychopathic, the llOOller chutthes are replaced by franldy and consistently non
religious social agencies, the better. A chutth as & chnrcb loses its grip on humanity 
about in the same proportion as it fails to stand for something which is religious in the 
~sense of a relation between man and that immaoent reason a.nd pwpose upon which be 
is dependent and from which be seeks to draw help. 

But to cbnrcbes which are neither anti-social nor a.nti-religious, the present 
development of social agencies is a. call to new efficiency. I do not see how any man' 
with historical knowledge beyond an ability to 'q.a.ke epigrams can fail to see the eig
Dificance of the church in preserving and developing social ideals, social agencies, a.nd 
social service. When one stops to consider the cataciyams across which Christiaolty 
has carried humanity duriog the past 2,000 ;yeatS, it is strange that so ma.ny vocational 
social workers igoore it. Think only of the crisis which arose when a. great and bril- · 
lia.nt civiliza.tion disintegrated, cities disappeared, literatore was destroyed, works of 
art were burled, political institutions were abandoned, citizens were massacred and 
milliom of armed immigmnts inherited a land they had conquered! Yet that was the 
crisis m civilization which the cbnrcb had to face in the fourth and fifth centories. 
The Dark Ages and the brutality of the Middle Ages are not cbargesble to the cburcb. 
They were the result of social forces which the church had to withstand and tranalonn. 
And, despite all difficulties, it did Its work. The only leacalag was in its circles, the 
only social ideals were m its teaching, the e>nly social service was m its institotions. 
But hanlly had it assured the work of the wonderful thirteenth century, when the dis
ce>very of America and other causes bruught a.bout another complete dislocation of 
economic, political, and educational life. Again Christianity had to face a crisis such 
as no other religion has been able to face. Again the chnrcb survived and gave direc
tion to the l!en•i ... noe and Revolutionary periods of the sizteenth century. So, too, 
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when in the eighteenth century the stress of the new industrial life in Europe and 
America brought the middle cl.a.ss to power. This period of revolution was not merely 
political; it was still another shifting of the entire perspective of life. At the start it 
seemed as if Christianity was to give way to some sort of illumination or philosophy or 
proletarian impracticability. but great religious movements like those of the Jt!ethod
ists, Baptists, and Evangelicals of the Church of England~ produced men, cultivated 
attitudes of mind, and organized social agencies, which lie beneath much of the soci.1J
wellare program of modern times. In all this activity the church has not relied merely 
on social technique. It has had power to minister to social needs because it has stood 
for dynamic morals rather than social convention, for the cosmic forces working in 
evolution, for God in human life. 

Disregarding therefore extreme types, we can consider the opportunities which the 
situation in the world of social activity offers to those churches which, on the one side, 
are determined to represent genuine religious faith and, on the other, to have some part 
in the service of the world. ' 

The present situation demands that churches which engage in social service shall 
have a ministry trained in the technique of such work. A desire to help is no guarantee 
of ability to help. Good people do not always have good sense. The mistakes of an 
idcaJist are sometimes even more dangerous than those of a reactionary. If the 
churches are to engage in any form of social service, they should take advantage of 
.scientific training which schools of civics and social administration make possible. 
Especially should candidates for the ministry be given training of this sort. The study 
o( ancient languages, important as it may be1 does not fit men to deal with charities, 
the family, recreations, reforms. Religion has outgrown its philological stage and is 
rapidly outgrowing its theological stage. If the church is to have any significance in 
social welfare, it must see to it that its influences are properly applied. This is true 
not only of churches in America, but of that enormous extension of helpfulness which 
we call the umissionary movement." The days of mere proselytism among the heathen 
have long passed, if indeed they ever in any true sense existed. The missionary move~ 
ment is civilization carrying its religious, moral, and social ideals to nations which it is 
tranSforming with its industrialism, finance, and militarism. No other religion than 
its own can bear the weight of western civilization. Schools and hospitals, agriculture 
and athletics. social settlements and the emancipation of women, and relief of starving 
millions and the care of children are now involved in the missionary project. The leaders 
in •uch work should be given training mther than be left to the menace of the trial and 
failure method. 

Such training is made possible by the present status of social agencies. Scientific 
methods which are the outcome of wide experiment are at the disposition of the church. 
That they sometimes a.re different from those which the churches have attempted to 
f-ollow in similar work is probable. But no theological conservatism or ecclesiastical 
exclusiveness can make inefficient methods efficient. Good intentions are no substitute 
for good technique. For the churches to fail to take advantage of the wealth of the 
new social methodology would be as inexcusable as £or them to ignore medical dis
coveries in the hospitals which they maintain. Men do not go to a hospital to be ill 
under Baptist or Presbyterian auspices. They go because the chwch whose name 
the hospital bears has been wise enough to see that the Christian spirit of ministra-
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!ion must appropriat... the best medical methods. The same is true of dispensaries, 
charities, =reations, libraries, and every other type of social activity which a church 
undertakes •. To do a good act ignorantly is to risk deing it dangerously. 

The P""""'t devdopment of social agencies makes it unnecessazy for the churches 
to carry on many community operations whichfonnerly they alone were fitted to diiect. 
TraiDed and specialized leadership can do these things much better than amateur 
altruists. True, some good people are not always satisfied with efficiency. They want 
dramatic ef!ect. As they demand tears in repentance, they want thrills in good works. 
There is a pleasurable sense of usefulness in giving out free bread and oaffee, which is 
quite lacking in the systematic, unsentimental work of the Associated Charities. Card 
catalogues and records however, are more efficient thau the uncorrelated work of many 
churches. Chicago once became a haven of the hobos because a chamting woman 
all but crippled organized charity by her appeal to the sentimentality of Chicago 
churches. Relieved &om t..mptation to adopt this type of agency, churches can now 
leave to intelligent leadership the service which admittedly must be professional if it is 
to be efficient. 

But such delegation of duty to the new agencies does not apply that the churches 
Jack opportunities for social service. In them are ready at hand groups which can 
maugnrate social activities and institutions which the community is not ready to estaJ>. 
!ish, but which later it may take over. We are coming to see that a community should 
do things for itseH rather thau expect them to be done for it. But communities are 
often amorphous, shot through with local antipathies and jealousies. In such cases 
the churches are always present to be the nucrei of worthy undertakings. They illus
trate the usual law that group orgaulz&tion preceded commuulty action. In the field 
of initial experiment, the churches are not rivals or even competitors of other social 
agencies. They represent such organized altruism as many a community possesses. 
Without them such altruism would be either donnant or without erpression. That 
institutions started hy the church should pass into more specialized hands is to be 
erpected and, generally spes king, hastened. Bllt a community must have altruistic 
citizens before it can have altruistic institutions. Commuulties without churches 
seldom establish social agencies. 

Wben a community has efficient social agencies, the churches should co-opemte 
rather thau compete with them. CburChis may well be I<presented on their bosrds 
of mansgement and become sow:<es <>I income. :They will also be able to supplement 
organized activity in ways more personal and in~te thau other institutions would find 
possible, but their main service will be in arousing intelligent interest in the activities 
of well-organized social agencies. Through such participation the churches have an 
opportuulty to express the spirit of helpfulness more intelli&enUy and more ef!ectively 
than would e>therwise be possible. The present development of social work thus serves 
to make the spirit of service within the churches more ef!ective. Social agencies become 
the oo-operative agencies of religious groups. 

This delegation of certain fonns of social service to well-ordered agencies serve& to 
specialize the place of the church in the division of labor among social groups.. Back of 
every institutional activity there lies some spiritual force, without which the institu
tions themselves would decline. Persons devoted to the details of administration put 
on the protectivp covering of unsentimental impersonality. It is fortunate that this is 
the case. No social worker could endure the constant experience of misery, """"'w, 
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and want without this instinctive protection.. But somewhere, espec:ially in moments 
of consecration, in even the most unsentimental profession there is emotional incentive 
and the education of attitudes. Despite all declarations to the contrary, humanity 
is more than its instincts and its bodies. Behaviorism is only a half.trutJL We 
believe in justice and kindliness and the worth of our fellow-men. kly institution 
whkh can produce people of good will is indispensable if society is to grow better. The 
church is this sort of institution par exceJkna. Possessed DOW of trustworthy means 
for expressing good will m society, it can safely stimulate sympatby and sacrificial 
socia.l mindedness. 

But good will itself rlemands a basis. I cannot see why the strong should care for 
the wea.k:1 or the fortunate care for the unfortunate-, unless there be some fundamental 
reason for this violation of the law of the survival of the physically fittest to survive. 
In humanity there must be something even more fit than strength, else our care for the 
weak and for tbe diseased, tbe depresstd and tbe depeodent, may be only a weakening 
of the race itself. Regard for human welfare implies that human welfare is worth pre
serving. It is true that economic arguments are made for personnel work and other 
metbods of breaking down tbe impei>Onal relationships between employer and employe, 
but observation convinces me that in many cases employers who plead only economic 
efficiency for tbeir enlightened policies are sheep in wolves' clotbiag. Tbey really 
believe that such policies are not o.nly "good business," but just. Respect for the 
human element in industry is grounded in the belief that the human element has value 
in itself. Protestations to the contrary are a form of benevolent hypocrisy intended 
for the consumption of stockholders. 

The church can be counted on to develop and advance this basis for the correct 
&<>eial attitude. It grounds its belief in justice and good will in its belief in God. No 
one can be so blind as to fail to see tbat tbis conception is tremendously dynamic. 
Furthermore, it is a preservative of enthusiasm. Cynicism and "hard boiled" pro-. 
fessionalism always ha-s beset those whose vocation is the amelioration of human sin 
and stupidity. The church, if not tbe only, is certainly tbe chief agency for lifting social 
duty with its self-sacrifice from professional routine into human brotherhood. It is 
indee'd more blessed to give than to receive when one feels the urge of divine love. 

Thus the relationship between social agencies and the church is reciprocal. Just 
as the church can furnish the men and women of good will and keep the fires of altruism 
burning by religious conviction, social agencies can serve the church even beyond acting 
as its agents. Indeed they are already giving the church a. conception of the content 
and tbe limitations of moral judgments. Our new knowledge of tbe bligbt resting 
upon ill-born, ill-nourished, and physically unlit children is certain to modify or make 
intelligible the church's conception of sin. To believe that the human race is doomed 
because of Adam's sin may be a round-about way of organizing atavism and evolution, 
but it is more intelligent to believe in the backward pull of inherited, outgrown good. 
The more we know aOOut pedigrees, the better we understand morality. Good lunches 
and good teetb make for good remper in children. Case study m mental hygiene, 
housing, the rescue of children from bad surroundings, and similar activities are all 
uniting to induce a conception of morality which is less concerned with the Garden of 
Eden tha.n with the town and the environment in which one lives. The prevention 
of tuberculosis and syphilis is quite as much a duty as the maintenance of church.going. 
In otber words, our growing understandiag of actual human life is making it plain tbat 
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sin and righteousness, forgiveness, and regeneration cannot be reduced to theological 
algebra. 

Thus, regarded as institutions ha.ving a ctistinct place in the life of a community, 
the churclre9 and social agencies both render and receive mutual aid. It would be a 
pity if any rlvahy should grow up between them. The growing·sweep of social work is 
vastly greater than anything the church can ever undertske or should ever undertake. 
This fact itself, however, makes clear the social !unction of the churrh. It, no more 
than the schoo~ will be replaced by specialized agencies of society. It will contiuue 
its manifold ministration to human needs, bnt its primary function is educatiunal 
rsther than directive or administrative. It must OOil!orm its teachings and practices 
to the actual facts which social experiment furnishes; but, relieved from the pressure 
of innumersblesocial duties, the church can more effectively devote itself to its o- task 
of produciDg men and women of fsith and good will, and of training them in the art of 
oo-operative living. It can thus become the manual training-school of social service 
rsther than its esclusive agent. It may be tha.t some of us may hsve to chaage our 
conception as to wha.t the church is and even change our estimates: of the ultimate value 
of human life, but such chsages will be toward a better mutual understanding between 
institutions which seek to answer problems set by maladjustments in life. Institutions 

·which seek to make men more brotherly by inculcating a fsith in the God of love will 
furnish the material for a new society. Agencies for rendering social service effective 
will organize this material and trsin it for service. If both will heartily <:0-<lper&te 

in the pursuit of fraternity, they can not only ameliorate buman ills but set up social 
practices which shaJl evolve a moR moral, mote permanent, .and more equitable social 
order. Upon such <»<>peration confidence may hopefully """t. For, recognizing tha.t 
social service is a means rather than & goal, it will accustom our world to tha.t attitude 
of mind &nd tha.t social behsvior which individuals and classes and nations must possess 
if everm&Dkind is to realize that it is more blessed to give justice than to fight for rights. 

THE RELATION OF THE CHURCH TO SOCIAL WORKERS 

Dr. Alico Salom4ro, B..-u,., c..-y 
It is with great diffidence that I o.~pt to add a few words to the o.ddresses which 

we ha.ve listened to tonight. It seems exceedingly presuming for a layweman to speak 
after we hsve beard two men, wbo by their very.calling, are entitled and privileged to 
deal with the subject of the day. Yet I feel thst in a way the evening would remain 
incomplete if one. of the social workers who is working outside the church did not pre
sent ber ideas on the relation of the church and the social work of the present day. 

I will not approo.ch this subject in a general way. I would rather deal with it from 
one particular point of view. . I will not inquire how far the social work is directly 
affected by the church, but will speak on the relation of the church to the social worker 
himself, to social worken as a body. I will try to point out wha.t the social worker 
receives from tbe church and, let me say in all due humility, wbat he or she can give 
beck to it. Thst means I will speak on the underlying principles of social work. 

The question before me is therefore how it is possible for people of different nations, 
classes, professions, and creeds to meet here together in a UDity of purpose, in a spirit 
of co-operation and mutlial good will. Wha.t is there in social work which dmws us 
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together and binds us all into a band of OOliUades and fellow workers? It would facili
tate matters indeed if this question oould be answered by a simple assertion that it is 
the church which brings us together, the reli&ious inspiration, the consciousness that 
we are all children of the same Father. 

It is doubtless the religious motive which first &ave to mankind the conception of 
charity, of a love which seeketh not its own, of a love of God which must work itself 
out in acts for m.ank.ind. But we know that there are social workers who are attracted 
into social service by other impulses. There is, for instance, the patriotic, the national 
ideal which during the last years bas brought thousands of workers into our ranks. It 
is an impulse oi a most compelling nature, and through it many people have experienced 
a real passion for heroic service. Many of our community activities may be traced 
back to this patriotic ideal. We all want to improve the economic conditions, the 
health, and the education of the less--developed members of our community, because 
in this way we raise the whole standard of our nation. Then again, there is the humani
tarian impulse. We see work done purely and exclusively out of human sympathy, 
out of a sense for justice toward those who are oppressed and suffering. Or we see 
social workers who are prompted by the solidarity of class. of a. group, of a trade; a 
feeling which was widely spread among the guilds during former centuries and which 
has come to :new life wit.hin the trade unions, the friendly societies, and other co-opera
tive movements of today. 

It would be possible to go much farther into these different impulses and to describe 
their peculi.ar features. Yet are we not more concerned in finding one which is the link 
between them all ? Should we not better tum and look for those elements in these 
various channels of work which are common to us all and see if there is one fundamental 
principle of inspiration which underlies aU our efforts, it matters not what the medium 
for expression? 

\Vhat is common to us all? It seems to me to be the social ideal, the conviction, 
the faith, even, that mutual aid is the law of life, that the essence of life does not rest 
with ourselves but that it can be realized only in our relations with other human beings. 
We can never make our life something real~ something completet unless we make it 
ovenlow with sympathy, friendship, love1 and action, unless we pass over the threshold 
which separates. the "I" from the "you." It has been said, and it is certainly true, 
that either we live to do something for others, to achieve something for them, or we are 
not alive at all; "'·e merely exist. 

Surely this is the principle in which we all believe, the social workers connected 
with the church as those working through other channels and through other bodies. 
\Ye are united in feeling the individual's responsibility for mankind1 united in the con
viction that men cannot live by hatred, that they can live only by love; not by fighting, 
hut by helping each other. ·we are united in the conviction that all progress of civiliza
tion has been brought about by man's increasing capacities for co-operation.. This is 
where the spiritual side of the problem comes in. and this brings me back to the rdation 
of social work and the church. 

We have heard several speakers at this conference speak of the pernicious philoso
phy whkh for a generation or two has held humanity in chains. which has directed its 
abilities only toward material ends, toward selfishness, toward a struggle of all with all, 
of that individualism which is at the bottom of all the distress, of all the agonies, of all 
the horrors through which our generat:ion was doomed to live. 
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This, then, is the underlying princlple of our wod:,-that we as social wolkers of 
the world are UDited in our attitude against this philosophy of individualism. We must 
overcome it. . We must lead to victoty the social ideal. We must realize it as far as we 
can in our own actions and try to make it the princlple which rules our work. Social 
work is not merely a phase of life, a field of work, a p~<>fession like otheiS; it is a con
ception of life which must conquer individualism, which alone can reconstruct the 
world. 

It was the most pathetic, the most <fismal period in human history which made a 
doctrine of a merciless struggle between individuals, which made people believe that 
a better equipped race wouid be the result of such struggles. Instead of it, the result 
which was achieved was competition between individuals, antagonism between classes, 
between employers and employees, between town &lld country, between mces and 
creeds, &lld ultimately the most terrible war amongst the ll&tions. The results of this 
doctrine of individualism hs.V<O been engraved with letters of blood and fue in the his
tory of the human race. And here "" stand full of reverent thoughts and mourn for 
the millions of lives which were aacrificed. We mourn not only, each of us, for the 
snldieiS of our country, on our side, but for all the soldieiS of all countries, on both sides; 
not only for those whom we know but for all the unlmown snldiers. We know ths.t we 
hs.ve to atone for their deaths, we who are still of the world, which belonged to them as 
well; we who still see the light of the sun, which was tsk011 from them just at the age 
whOil they loved life most. We are pledged and bound to make the world a better place 
to live in for future gmerations, a place in which the doctrine of the struggle for life 
and the survival of the fittest will be repla<;ed by the law, by the gospel, of mutual aid. 

As social wolkers we are UDited in the faith ths.t the world'cannot be redeemed, ths.t 
it cannot be freed, from all its pres011t distresS untll the ideal of solidarity is accepted by 
all, untll those who are strong IellOUDCe climbing to the top of a ladder, the steps of 
which are made of those whom they have trodd011 down and crushed during their 
ascent; untll those who are strong will be willing to bear the burdens for the weak. 
Truly, there is no blessing which one of us can owtraslong as not all the others hs."" their 
shs.re in it. Truly, none of us is safe as long as ncit all are safe. There is no poV<Orty, 
110 distress, no disease even, which does not avenge itself on those who shirk to relieve it. 

Carlyle hs.s told us in one of his books the story of &11 Irish widow,.who lived with 
her childrOil in Scotland in the greatest pc;..<rty. He relates how she went to her neigh
bors and to all sorts of institutions and applied for help, "I am your sister, yoo must 
help me," she said. But they refused her boca-: she was a stmager. All her applica
tions remained withont result. They repudiated her sisterhood, hut she proved it 
after all. She contracted typhoid fever and many people within the neighborhood 
caught it from her, and seventeen of them died. "She was their sister; they could not 
get away from the fact.'' Surely this p~<>ves ths.t no one is safe as long as not all are 
safe. The service for the weak and heavy-lsden, for the least amongst our brothers, is 
not a sentiments! !deal, but a law of life on which, in the end, eV<On self'f"''SSl"ation 
depends. 

This brings me hack to my original departure. Tbis is where the church comes in. 
It is religion which first gave tD mankind the wonderful wisdom which upressed this 
fundaments! truth, this law of life, long before science disco......d it. It is a law which 
was not only applicable at a certsin time long ago, under certsin primitive conditions 
of & simple rum! population, but which will forever constitute the basis of human 
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relationships. Some of the social workers of the day accept these ideas directly as the 
teaching of the church. There ano others who do not consciously tJace their ideals 
back to their ori.gina.l source, but this wisdom, this law of life, must be present in all of 
us if we are to accomplish the work which is entrusted to us.. 

How are we to realize this our ideal; how are we to idealiu our realities which 
remain so far behind it? I have heard during these da.ys a. most illuminating address, 
which dealt with the solution of conflicts and which advised us to rely more on science 
than on emotions. There is truth in that statement. Science ca.n lead us very far. 
It was just the realization that we need science, that a good heart does not mean good 
work, which made us organize the schools for social workers. But science is not the 
last word. With all science, with all knowledge, with "Standards and methods, our will 
is not set to motion, not brought into action. This can alone be achieved by the 
emotion of the ideal. 

Let me wind up with a message from Germany, which refers to this problem. We 
have during the last years completely changed our form of government, our social order, 
our institutions and laws. In doing this we have learned our lesson. No exterior 
chang~ no new structure is sufficient in itself. This has led us into a religious revival. 
We have realized what Tolstoy expressed as the final result of all his mental and spirit
ual struggles, what is the essence of his last hook bearing the title, TM Light 1/ral Shines 
Out of DarktUSr. He has therein expressed the gist of his conception of life in a few 
words: uoruy if something is accomplished within the soul, the world can be changed.." 

This is the underlying princip1e of socia1 work. There is our wonderful opportu
nity; there is. our enormous responsibility. This is whr:-re we, the social workers, must 
help the churches to accomplish SOIIlething within the human heart. How are we to 
do it? We must do it by teaching the new-old gospel of mutual aid to the children of 
our nations, by bringing them up and educating: them in the methods, in the spirit of 
co-operation. We must impress it on others. on all with whom we have rela.tions of 
work or neighborhood or friendship, by the very conduct of our life, by the nature aDd 
character of our work. by the way in which we render our services, not as a profession, 
but.as a privilege; not because we like our job, but because the spirit leads us. 

We know thst we can only do this by the grace of God, as those who, being poor, 
yet make many rich; as those possessing nothing, yet having an things. We can only 
accomplish something within the human soul if we begin within ourselves. 

THE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY AND TRAINING FOR 
SOCIAL WORK 

THE SEML'i1ARY VIEW OF TRAINING FOR SOCIAL WORK 

Rn. WiUiam J. Kt1'by, CaJholic. UniV~JTsity, Woshingloft 

All great social interests create schools. By means of them traditions are handed 
down. ideals are stated, equipment for defense and propaganda is perfected, and the 
ordinary instruments are furnished by which adjustments to changing life are effected. 
Law, medicine, music, art, drama., engineering, socialism, religion, charity, and industry 
furnish apt illustration in the creation of schools. The theological seminary appears 
then as the agency by which the clergy- formed lor their religious work in the world. 
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Speaking for my own chwch alone, as other speakers will ~resent theirs, I note 
that we have a total of sixty-Dine theological seminaries in the UDited States. Our 
standard course rests on tnulitions which were very slightly modified in & geneml 
regul&tion issued in 1920. Four years are devoted to the seminery comse proper. It 
includes dogtna.tic and moral theology, with many subdivisions, Holy Scripture, chwch 
history, """"' Jaw, liturgy, sacred eloquence, including training in the preparation of 
sermons,'music, and practical aspects of the ministry indlcated by the lerm "pastoml 
theology." Preceding this theological course, two years are devoted to philosophical 
""d uatural sciences. Tbe latter include geology, physics, botany, biology and chem
istry. Preceding this two-year period, we require the ordinary cultural eollege course 
represeoted by the A.B. degree. 

Over and above these scholastic requirements the theological seminary devotes a 
fairly large amount of time to the p,.,.,.,.U spiritual training of the seminarian. The 
ptaetices or daily meditation, of spiritual conferences, of anoua! retreats, and related 
phases of spiritual life receive systematic attention for reasons to be stated in a moment. 
In this way the years in the seminary are organized and crowded. In fact. regul&r 
courses of reading in spiritual, cultural, and biographical lines are conducted during the 
time of taking meals. In this way fields are covered which might not otherwise be 
""'ched. Tbe result of all of this ls a volume of tnulition and a rigidity of cuzriculum 
that makes it somewhat difficult either to introduce innovations in courses or to under
talte substitutions of courses or to make any new demand on the time of the seminarian. 
The limits placed in this way upon the introduction of new interests into the seminary 
are indlcated by limitations of time and energy rather than by any preference. In fact 
the pressure of the seminary conrse reeches so far as to create a tendency to keep semi
narians together during the summer vacation, except for a few weeks. We meet the 
impulse although itlsnot always carried out. Sometimes a summer camp ls established 
near the water wbere a lot of healthy outdoor exercises may be had and a fair amount 
of work may be done privately by the theological students mther than in clessos. 

The lint principle that guides seminary life is that of personal sa.nctilicatioll.' The 
seminary aims fundamentally to produce a type of"persoQal spiritual life in the student. 
He is led to know, recogeiR, and adjust himself to ultimate spiritual reallties. TheSe 
spiritual trutbe are looked upon as internal, personal and tmnalomling. All seminary 
ideals, tha disposition of time, the forms Of ilioclpline, and the oonstructive suggestions 
ofiered spring out of this primary .aim of personal sa.nctilication of the individual 
student. •. 

The second principle ls that of isolation. Tbe student is lsolsted &om ordinary 
social contacts in order that his spiritual formation may pmceed with the least distmo
tion or obstruction. The seminary course ls, more or lesa lsolsted &om current life 
largely for the same reason. Tbe seminary itself ls physically isolated by being loca.ted 
prefembly in the country or suburbs. In this way command of envimmnent, and con
trol of atmosphere and of relations permit the student of good will to gain an enriching 
spiritual experience that would otherwise be impossible to bim. 

. The third principle that governs the seminary IDight be called ecclesiastical cul
tural. Tbis principle discourages specialization during the theological course. It does 
not forbid it but it does discourage it as a geneml pmctice. The seminary aims to 
convey a roundejl ecclesiastical culture in order that the young priest may, to quote the 
familiar phrase "sentile cum ecclesia." Hence a wide range of ecclesiastical studies 
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is presented. Students of exceptional ability are encouraged to specialize under private 
direction in the seminary. But this is optionaL 

A fourth principle, as I see it, re-lates to spiritual values in life. The historical 
and actual role of the church as a spiritual regenerating power is insisted upon. Spirit
ual truth is clothed with a certain authority that tends to fix one's judgment in behold
ing the relations between religion and life. Perhaps Paul Bourget expressed this 
thought when he said in one of his novels, "unless you live as you think, you will think 
as you live." The seminary impresses upon the student certain ways of think.ing 
spiritually to whicb life should be adapted. He looks out upon life from that stand
point. 

This isolation of the student and of his thinking from ordinary life does not break 
contacts so much as it places them under a certain point of view. This is conspicuous 
throughout the entire course of moral theology, which includes far reaching treatises 
on justice, charityt the nature and sanctions of rights1 the relations of environment to 
sin, the nature and functions of the state in relation to justice, and duties .in all statio-ns 
of life whatsoever. The whole development of casuistry results from the effort to relate 
the simplicities of principle to the complexities of life. 

Granting this isolated, trnditional. ecclesiastical character of the seminary, we 
recognize that it must nevertheless face the new factors of thought and life. We note a. 
vast increase in information about social conditions and relations; new insight into 
social causes of distress) injustice, poverty, sickness1 and death; new phases of social 
conscience awakened by the dreadful contrasts of life, new impulses stirring, new and 
definite standards of human rights formulate~ and above all the new cha.Uenge to the 
church to show its power to deal with conditions through its primary rOle of inspiration, 
aod its secondary rOle of strengthening every hand raised to hasten the coming of the 
day of justice. 

This process and its forms of challenge become extremely imposing, and they gain 
immense authority from the extent and quality of organized social work. 

I take no time to interpret our traditional pra.ctices into new terminology. The 
confessional. for instance, is case work of a high order. The effective modem case
worker tends to become a kind of confessor for those who trust in her. Nor do I take 
up the extent to which our traditional teaching concerning social justice, the rights of 
the poor, and the obligations of the rich contains an effective message for today. I 
wish simply to describe the manner as I see it in which the new elements in thought aDd 
aspiration penetrate our seminaries. 

Tbe method is to a great extent informal and personal. The general cultural 
purposes of the seminary exclude specialization. It is expected that the average young 
priest will in the course of b..ii ministry come into contact with conditions and problems. 
If he brings sympatby and intelligence, the process of specializing in social work starts 
there. He will be ealled upon to adapt his theological and spiritual training to the facts 
of life as he meets them. 

Young priests who express a desire or show an aptitude for further training either 
go to Europe to study or come to our own university here or go to a school of pb.iJ.an. 
throphy lor the technical murses offered tbere. Attendance at all kinds of conferences 
in social work furthers the training of the priest who follows his aptitude for specializing 
in the field. While we have, I think, too few highly qualified priests in the field, that 
is perhaps a lesser evil than having too many. One of my professors in Louvain said 
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to me while I was a student there that America would never be a strong militazy power 
beeause it was imposs1ole to get below the rank of colonel in the American a.rmy. If 
all of the membeni of the army of social workers were colonels, the ponr would fa!e 
badly. We donned impemtively in our priests sympathetic understanding of the field 
of social work, great nspect lor the achievements there, and a freedom from intolerance 
or prejudice in respert of it. Furthermore, we looJr. for the development of laymen and 
laywomen in the field, but this is beyond the present question. My first point is, then, 
specialized preparation for social work as a form of graduate activity after ordi· 
nation. 

I note next that the social work point of view is carried into the faculty by individ
ual prolessozs wbo occupy the traditional chairs in the seminary. I CSllllOt recall a 
aingle faculty wherein we may not fiir.d one or more who have this adapted social vision 
and wbo exereise a wholesome inlluence in the faculty and upon the student body by 
giving to the appeal of social work a certain welcome authority. When it is possible, 
this type of professor gradually selects a group of students who wish to do extra work 
afong sociologica.llines. In this way classes in economics, sociology, and social psy
chology are formed and much valuable work is done. As an illostration I might men
tion Dr. Ryan wbo was for many yeazs professor of moral theology in Saint Paul Semi
nary before he came to the Catholic University. 

In the next pbase of this process we Jind it customary to invite specialists in the 
field of social work to lecture regularly or occasionally to the entire student body. 
This arrangement does very much in presenting the general point of view of social work, 
as it bears o.o.. the theological courses on the one han~ and upo.D.life on the other. The 
department of sociology in our university, for instance, haS been asked to coeduct a 
three-hour course lor a year in sociology as an organic part of the theologica.l course in 
one seminary. 

This method of introdacing specialists to lecture has been developed in recent years 
by a new arrangement. The Bureau of Social Action of the National Catholic Welfa!e 
Council carries a list of lecturers, both lay and ·cleriral, who enjoy general ol"'special 
authority in the field of social work. This bureaU sends out to all of our theologica.l 
"""'in•ries a list of lecture topits and of lecturezs avallable. The seminary sele<tli 
topico and lecturezs as it wishes and the lectures are furnished without cost. 

When the seminary is in or verynw a large city, group8of students are formed by 
wlunteers. They dewte one afternoon a week to the visiting of hospitals, prisons, 
institutions, and agencies for the three! old plll"pOSF ,of observation, service, and training, 
These societies enjoy very great prestige in the seminary and they are much encouraged. 
They are left free to invite lecturers who may interpret their experience and work 
to them. 

I think that the development on the whola is promising. It is slew perhaps. as so 
many social readj-euts are slow. But the methods that I have outlined are natu
ral, quiet, and uncontroversial. They are found generally in ow: seminaries and their 
develepment promises definite fruit. 

While it has taken much time to say these things and they appaar to be important, 
it is necessary to note that in an epmina.tion of the reports of the last ten annual semi
nary meetings, I found only three papeta urging the development that I have been 
dascn"bing. This shows bow far ahead of fonnal definition, the quiet ordinarypiOcesses 
of adjnstment advance. 
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THE SEMINARY VIEW OF TRAINING FOR SOCIAL WORK 

Dr.Shoikr Mathews, Dean, Diflinjt.ySchool, UniDeTsUyofChiC~.Jgo 

I have listened to this illuminating paper of Dr. Kerby's with deep interest. It 
is only thirty years since the seminaries with which I am acquainted have seriously 
undertaken to put social training into their curricula.. Unless I am mistaken, our dis
tinguished friend, Graham Taylor, was the first professor of Christian sociology in 
AmeriOL In consequence there has followed a very considerable elaboration of the 
curricula of the seminaries. 

Protestant schools may be roughly classified as those strictly under denom.ina-
tional control and intended primarily and exclusively for ministers of the denomination; 
and iD the second place those schools associated with universities whose business is the 
general forwarding of the church. Because my acquaintance is more particularly 
with the latter I suppose my rema.rks may not be altogether representative of the entire 
body of seminaries. 

First of all, we are training ministers to be leaders of churches. They are not 
simply preachers, or pastors, but leaders of churches; and the church, the local body, 
becomes a. subject of organization and operation. In a certain sense, we are training 
men in the ministry to become social engineers. They are increasingly being taught 
to work through the organiz.a tion of their church members. In so doing we naturally 
are changing very markedly the emphasis in the theological curricula. Hebrew, I 
think, is not required for a degree in any university divinity school. We do not require 
Greek for our D.B. degree at the University of Chicago. There is opportunity for the 
study of Hebrew and Greek (the faculties in these departments are rather large) but 
the emphasis of training has quite shifted from grammar and exegesis. I suppose the 
majority of the men who- are now going into the ministry, except in certain exceptional 
cases, know very little Greek and less Hebrew. In the place of that particular, strictly 
a.cademic, work~ based upon knowledge of the original languages, there is coming a 
otudy of the Christian religion in its history as originating and recorded in the Old and 
New Testaments, and with church history; and further the study of social science and 
educational science, not simply as addenda to an ~ling curriculum, but as actually 
formative elements in this curriculum.. I suppose no departments have grown so 
rapidly recently as those dealing with religious education and the general social opera
tion of the church. Seminaries independent of universities are one after another put
ting in courses in these fields, and those coimeCted with universities are utilizing the 
entire sociological and educational faculties of the university. 

There has grown up recently a new vocation, that of religious education. By 
that I mean something very similar to ~ training put up in teachers' colleges, nonnal 
schools, and schools of education, based oo social life itself. Social poychology figures 
largely in it, and the practice of orga.niration is an e.sseutial part of it as a sort of project 
teaching. One institution after another is appointing officers who! for the sake of a 
better name, we may call directors of vocational training, whose business it is to see 
that these men who are to be ministers really work in the field. They put the students 
into fields a.nd study them then: and train them in the organization of the church in 
social service. They are organizing all sorts of community interests. For example, 
we have a class in play for all students, and, as a very co.nsiderable portion of our students 
ue married-which seem5, Mr. Chairman, to be a conditinn which it is impossible to 
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overcome in our Pmtestant och~ have the amusing md very interesting experi
ence of seeing theological students and their wives being tsught the principles of com
munity recreati011. Sometimes I have seen even members of the faculty engaged in 
chasing one another around chairs. 

I have a grest belief in the swimming pool and in basket baD, and similar means of 
grace, hut I do not think any of us regard them as anything more than forms of expres
sion. They ano means of organizing and interesting real folks in Christian activity. 
It is this to which I would particularly caU your attention. As you know, aU reforms 
would he easy if it were not for folks. In our seminaries we are trying to give our men 
not only technique which comes from study and practical work in various fields, settle
ments, chwclles, Sonday schools, charity organization societies, and recreation, but 
to make them feel that tha church asan organized group of men md women of good wiU 
has primary importance in the production of still other men and women of good will. 
Of course we must have technique. We must have men who know how to he sensible 
as well as good. But what these seminaries are attempting is to produce leaders of 
social groups which C8!J. serve as the nuclei of good wiU md a grest confidence in the 
God of love as weU as ina Godofl&w. WeshaU he able toworkataUrefonnswithsoch 
a faith in God if Christian people in the chwclles can he led to make the sacriJices which 
democracy enjoins. If it is more blessed to give than it is to receive, most people are 
ready to let other folks have the larger blessing. Unless we can in some way produce 
leaders to help furnish society with men and women possessed with a sacri6cial social
mindedoess, aU reforms are going to he academic mther than eflective. 

To !min men, then, to he leaders of churches, to give them a sort of manual train-. 
ing in social service, to fill them with the conviction that c:bui<:hes are not institutions 
for merely upholding things as they are, md that God is something more than the 
personification of permanent social values, a sort of tra.nscendental Uncle Sam, this 
is the missi011 of the seminary. Its cuniculum should and can meet its need. 

THE SOCIOLOGICAL TRAINING OF MINISTERS AS VIEWED 
BY THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

Jeffroy R. Bradd~, F..-DiHI:Wr,Sclrooloj Sodol W.,.k, Boslms 
There is an associstion of tmining ochoois fu~ social work; but, so far as I know, it 

has never expressed itseH upon the aubject matter helore us. There is a large md grow
ing asooc;iation of A=rican profeosional. social wo"rkers, hut I feel aure that it has not 
spoken on this matter. What I say is merely my own persoua1 view, but it is one which 
I think is shared by many social workers. 

The pith of the matter seems to me to he this, What does the social worker want 
the minister to he? Answer that, md we shaU have answered the next question 
hecause we wiU want the seminal)' to teach the things which wiU make the minister 
that which. we want him to be. But, first a word of distinction hetween doing social 
service and being a· social worker~ The so-called "professional social worlr:f!!S, are 
engaged in an honomble and useful caning. Distinguish the professional social workers 
from other persons who are doing social service with a social mind, and the whole 
situation clears_ itseH. Doing social service with a social mind is the indispensable 
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duty of every J:<ligiou. person. Which do you want the minister to be? Do you want 
him on the one ha~~d to be a sanctified social worker, or, on the other, a socially minded 
minister? I have the answer for myself ready. I want the minister to be a socially 
minded minister, not a kind of sanctified social worker. And I want it for two reasons. 
The first is because I want all social workers to be sanctified human beings and the 
second is because I want the minister as a specialist to do his job so well that he won't 
have time to be doing the work of the social worker. 

All honorable activities of life can be used for the building of charscter, but the 
minister is to be, we assume, a specialist in 1M ust of religion for the upbuilding of 
character and the development of id~ for better persons and a better society. 

What is the relation of the socially minded minister to social work? Here I think 
we come to a border line where it is difficult to put our fences across. What I am going 
to say now is rather in the nature of a confession of the difficulties, and yet I am going 
to be optimist enough to think we can see a way through. If the minister is to be a 
specialist in the use of religion for the upbuilding of character and ideals, then what do 
we want him to get in the theological school? That is not an easy proposition. A 
great social worker said, "I know one thing you should teach in the school of social 
workt and that is the best in English literature." She desired that for the purpose of 
illustrating the social mind and character development. But thet should be had in 
coUege, by all. as preparation for life. Take farming. Some of our rural friends would 
have us feel thet they want the country minister of the future to be an all-round bandy 
man and a farmer. I do not. I want my minister in the country to belong to the 
Granget as I do, to have his garden and orchard and keep chickens1 but not because he 
is a minister but beca.U!e he i! a human being in the country. I want my minister in 
the country to believe that country people are just as much human beings, with vital 
epiritual needs, as are the dwellers in the city. The difficulty is in the border-line 
work. 

Ten years ago we were thinking a ,zood deal, and helpfully, in terms of economics. 
Lately we have been thinking about psychiatry and trying to determine whether we are 
all high-grade morons or what. But I believe that in these coming years we are goiDg 
to sires! a new upectof ~ychology, and that it is going to take us back more and more 
to the wisest and kindest of workers, to Jesus of Nazareth. Here is a wonderful oppor
tunity of working out & study in the theological schools of human behavior in the light 
of the religiou.life. That is what I believe the >OCial worker should ask the theological 
schools to do. The minister will doubtle,. be a sort of handy man around the commu
nity house, but he should stand forth as & great specialist in this world in the develop
ment of spiritual life and conduct, in the development of ideals, through religion. 

So I make a plea that the student in the theological school ahallleam to be this 
great epecialist in the things of the spirit. My other plea is that the word specializa.
tion means inevitably co-ordination and co--operation. If there is one thing I have 
Jeamed in my life with regret it is that ministers do not co-operate more with social
workers and social workers with ministers. If we are going to have specialists, our 
specialists must work together. So my last word is the hope that the real social worker 
is a spec.ialistt and that the minister is a specialist; and that they and the doctor, the 
lawyer, the judge, and all other socialized specialists v.-iH work together. 
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THE SOCIAL TRAINING OF RABBIS 

S;,m.,E. Gol4sleifo, Di<ector of SIH:Ial Senia, Fr .. S:yt~Ggogue tln4lmlruckw 
of SIH:Ial Senia,Jowisl& lmlilulo of Religi<m, N<w Yori 

After those addresses by Father Kerby, Dean Mathews, and Dr. Brackett I feel 
a very real sense of embanaSsment. These men represent institutions long established 
and with a splendid record of service; tho institution I bave the honor to represent is 
teally an infant in your midst. The Jewish Institote of Religion was founded by 
Dr. Stephen S. Wise just a year ago and opened its doors for the first session in October, 
1922. Though the institution itself is young the cuniculum and program we bave 
developed is derived from many years of our own experience and many consultations 
with experts. As a result of our experience in the Free Synagogue of New York and 
of amferences with other congregations and leadm of religious and social thought, 
we bave decided to make social service one of the departments of study and practice 
in the Jewish Institute of Religion. The Soda! Service Department is c:o-ordinsted with 
all other departments and the courses included &IO required for every studeot preparing 
for the rabbmste. 

A number of reasousbave urged us to incorporate the Department of Soda! Service 
in the curriculum and to require these courses of all students. F"mt, the faculty and 
the executive council of the institute both believe tbat the minister today is OipOCted 
to function in four ways-a a pastor, as a preacher, as a religious edue&tor, and also 
as a social worker or leader in community service. This is especially troe in the smaller 
communities where then> are no highly trained social workers. If the minister is to 
be equipped for leadership in community service it is necOsso.ry to prepare bim as 
carefully for social work as for preaching or for work in the lield of religious education. 
Therefore we bave extended our progmm to include t"eSOBiclt, religious education, and 
community service. 

The second reason is this: We find all over America. tbat our churches and syna
gogues alike are endeavoriug to reconstruct themselves aod to re-establish themselves 
as social ageucies. The synagogue in the begimling was a socia1 institution, and so, 
I undmtand, was the church. It was a !Jl- in whicb people gathered not OD!y for 
worship but for communsl activities. We bave lost our power and prestige as social 
agencies chiefly because social work .nirmg the last twenty-five years bas become a 
scientific procedure and the synagogue and the church bave Wled to follow. We 
now realize thet in order to retrieve our positiol;l, in the sociallield it is ..........ary for 
ns to train ourselves and to become as far as posoible experts. The hospital is a mediaJ 
center for community service, the school is an educationel center for community BOIV· 

ine; the church and the synagogue, in our judgment, should be religious cent.... for 
community service. The church and the synagogue must be brought into closer 
contact with society and must learn to BOIVO society mom directly and efficiently than 
they bave done dnriug the past one-quartor of a century. 

The third reason must be evideot to everyooe todsy. Religion has& social mean
ing and a social message. The center of religion, the very soul of religion, is com
munion-communion with the Oversoul, communion with God. When this central 
religious experience is translated into the accents of the intellect it beoomes a creed; 
when it seeks Jo embody itself in forms of beauty it becomes symbols and cemnoDies; 
when it eodeaVOIS to .,_ itself in conduct it becomes service. Service, in other 
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words, is just as legitimate and just as necessal}' an expression of the religious spirit 
as is the repetition of creeds or the observances of ceremonies. This interpretation 
of religion is not new; it is very old: "What doth the Lord require of thee, but to do 
justly, to love mercy and to walk reverently with thy God/' This message of Micah 
is the burden of all gn:at religious teachen in Israel, from Amos, who denounced the 
social COttUption in Samaria down to Jesus of Nazareth who drove the money-changers 
out of the Temple in Jerusalem and by this act sealed his own death warrant. 

The time allotted me is too short to describe the courses we have included in the 
Social Service Department. They include the following: First, the history of the 
synagogue and social service, in order that the men may learn the origin and develop
ment of the synagogue, the social activities associated with it in the course of the centu
ries, and the different ways in which the synagogue and the church are endeavoring 
to recreate themselves as social institutions. Secoud, the history of social legislation 
in Israel, which outlines for the men the ways in which Israel has endeavored through 
legislation to meet the social needs from century to century. Third, the causes of 
distress and groups in need of service. Some of our men come to us believing that 
the sole cause of distress is personal depravity;. some come believing that the sole cause 
is social maladjustment. They do not know that we have outgrown both these theories 
and that the causes of distress are found in different circles of life, sometimes in the 
circle of the individual, sometimes in the circle of the family, sometimes in the home, 
sometimes in the neighborhood, sometimes in occupational life, and often in the 
larger circle of social organization. We do not hegin with a study of institutions or 
even of orga.oizations, as we once did in social service. We begin with groups in 
need and then study the organizations and institutions that have come in\o being to 
serve them. Fourth, the principles of community organization, so that the minister 
may understand the elementary social enterprises and the most effective way in which 
to organize social groups and social forces. Fifth, the critical study of social pro
grams, which includes the study of the social ideals of the ancient world, the Middle 
Ages, and OUT own day, stressing the social programs of the church and the dif!erent 
industrial and political groups. The sixth cowse includes studies of social problems 
in cUrrent social life. 

\\Oat results do we hope to attain? We h-ope., for one thing, tha.t the men who 
graduate from the Jewish Institute of Religion will have an adequate understanding of 
what Dr. Southard has called the Kingdom of Evil. For centuries we have been 
preaching the Kingdom of God. The time has come to realize that the Kingdom of 
God can advance only as the conditions that make up the Kingdom of Evil are changed 
and corrected. Another thing we hope is thet OUT graduates will be enabled to speak 
with some degree of authority. Authority is derived from two things, knowledge 
and experience. These two things our men must have. They must get them through 
their study and discussion in the classroom and through their service in the field 
which will be carefully directed and supervised. Much damage has been done religion 
and the ministry by preachers who speak without knowledge and without experience 
and whose sennons, therefore, are irresponsible endeavors to deal with social questions. 

Last of all aud most of all we hope for another thing. During the last lifteen or 
twentyye&IS we have been trying to socialize religion. We have reached the hour when 
we must undertake to religionize our social life. This means that we must work out 
in social practice all those gn:at principles and ideals common to your faith and mine; 
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the principle of freedom, not the freedom which h'bemtes the body but tbat which 
eufrancbises tho soul; the principle of the Sa.nctity of human life, which means tbat life 
must be allowed to develop its highest powers in ~ man and woman; the prlnclple 

· tbat the """""""' of the earth are not the p cssessiOll of a minority of men but belong 
to an humankind and are to be utilized not for the purpose of enriching a few but for 
the purpose of serving all; the principle tbat it is the function of our economic life not 
to create profits but to serve society, and tbat the first charge upon industry and com
merce and finance is not dividends but adequate maintenance of every IJIIUJ, WOIJIIUJ, 

and child upon a decent self...,pporting, self-reliant, and self-respecting level of lifo. 
The organic laws of social life are not the laws of economics but the laws of ethics. This 
is the platfmm upon which we stand. 

This _. I invited a Christian collesgue to pzeach in my pulpit. He said be 
would be glad to do so and to speak opon "Wh&t the Jew and the Christian Have in 
Common." He divided his address into three parts: "When I consider our doctrines," 
he said, "I find the Jew and the Christian are tar apart. When I consider our cere
monies I find we are near together. When I consider our social ideals I find tbat we 
both stand upon the same platform." This to ""' is the final reason for introducing 
social service into the seminaries. It me&nll the development of a rmnmon program 
to which you and I and an groups can dedicate ourseiY<S. May God speed the time 
when this common program will become youra and mine, and the program of an 
ministers in Amem:a. 

OPPORTUNITIES .FOR PRACTICAL SOCIAL WORK AND FOR 
DIRECTED READING DUIUNG THE PERIOD OF 

SEMINARY TRAINING 

Res. C. T. Brill-, M.A., N aliertal Coundl, EpiscotoJ Church, 
Nt:fiJ y.,.~ 

The relation of the seminaiy to training for social work has just been discussed 
.from the viewpoint of the theoiogkal.faculty and tbat of the pl&Ctical social worker. • 
Let us now consider it from the positiOll of the student in the seminary who perhaps 
has listened to this discussion and asks what ~>ra<tical opportunities for directed reading 
are open to him while in the seminary. To the man who has only three years in which 
to prepare himself for his ministry, three years heavily crowded with abstruse academic 
subjects, it is not a question of theoly, but rather' wh&t actual provision the seminary 
has ..... fit to make, 

We sball remember throughout our discussion tbat in giving the theological stu
dents social training we do not expect nor desire to make them finished social workers. 
We desire rather to give them a keen understanding of normal and abnormal social life 
andsucha.knowledgeofthe diBlcultyof social problems both among families and groups 
thet they will not attempt to do social work themselves. Th&t is, we desire to give them 
so great an understanding of the urgency and oomp!exity of common social ills thet they 
will neither ignore them nor think they can pstch them up iD an amateurish fashion. 
We want them to seek the<XH>perationof those trained social workers and organizations 
which can help them. Only when such assistance cannot he secured, or when the 
clergyman inteitds to he & specialist in a. certa.in type of work such as tbat among 
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immigrants, or in courts and prisons, should he be expected to know the technical detail 
of social work. 

The types of training which & student might expect to receive in the seminary 
would include three general courses of value to every pastor, and perhaps other courses 
for specialists: first, the organization of the normal parish, which should acquaint 
the student with the social life of normal groups in the community in order to enable 
him to ca.ny on intelligently the usual social activities of the normal city or town parish; 
e.g. guilds, recreational activities for the young, the friendly social side of congrega
tional life, and other common parish house activities; second, social diagnosis and sur
vey methods, because the pastor, who is necessarily a leader in many community activi~ 
ties, shou1d be familiar with the complex social organization of modem life, understand
ing how to size up his communityt evaluate its social forces1 identify such disruptive 
elements as bad housing, low wages, poor working conditions, inadequate recreational 
facilities. etc., and recognize the constructive forces which can be utilized to upbuild 
the group; third, methods of social case work. Finally, but by no means least, the 
theological student might properly expect to receive some insight into the theory and 
method of social case work as they relate to individuals and families, in order better to 
understand the fundamental maladjustments which take him into the homes of the poor 
and underprivileged to minister relief, and which bring people to his study seeking advice 
or to the confessional as penitents. Understanding social case-work methods, it is 
hoped that the pastor will recognize that the trained social worker can help him in his 
pastoral work. 

So much, we ventu~ to suggest, may the average theological student properly 
expect to leam about during his theological training. Even the specialist, who is 
looking forward to a certain type of church work, may ask some guidance. In the 
ideal seminary, provision should therefore be made for students to study the kinds of 
social work needed in congested urban centers, and in industrial, rural, and immigrant 
communities1 to learn something about the institutional parish, religious and social 
work in custodial institutions of various kinds, rescue workt court work, and that among 
seamen. 

'These are ideals. \Vhat actually do we find? To ascertain the facts I have made 
inquiries from some thirty-five seminaries, representing the best institutions in the 
chief communities in this counby. I shall give the results of what they have reported 
concerning directed reading and field work. 

Practically every seminary reports some kind of directed reading in social problems 
in the departments of sociology, ethics, or pastoral care. The majority of these courses 
are given by some members of the seminary faculty. In many cases, however, as in 
Cambridge ~logical School and Yale Divinity School, this work is done at the univ 
versity with which the seminary is affiliated, the whole department of sociology being 
open to the theological students. This sounds very encouraging until upon critical 
examination one realizes that actually very little attention is given to the social prepara· 
tion of the students. The courses provided are usually electives1 limited to the abstract 
principles of sociology, economicst or political economy, with little or no application to 
the practical problems which a pastor encounters in his work and with no first-hand 
field investigation. In those few cases where the seminary does. not provide directed 
reading in social subjects the eager student who knows the ropes need but look to the 
schools of social work. the social-service board of his own church, or the universities 
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to find ample suggestions. But practical experience, under competent direction, is 
needed to make even well-planned reading or lecture courses graphic and fruitful. 

Turning therefore to the question of what opportunities for lield experience in 
social problems are open to seminarians, we must fust remember that the location of the 
seminazy in the open country, small town, or city seems to condition quite mdically 
the experimental fields in which the men might work.. lmmigra.nt communities or 
seamen's work cannot well be studied fust hand in a small Kentucky town, nor can 
rural life in New York or Chicago. On the whole, the seminaries located in the larger 
cities offer opportunities for widely varied social work under good leadership that the 
school in the small town seems to lack. New York, Boston, Cbicago, and St. Louis 
have abundant advantages. This apparent handicap confronting the school in a 
small townoropencountrymay however be capitalized as at Berkeley Divinity School, 
Middletown, Cotmecticut, where they specialize in rural sociology. 

However, regardless nf location, the lield for experimental studiea is always at 
hand. The seminazy cannot get away from people and groups of people. Human 
problems crowd about them. The labomtory for social studiea may prolitably be 
found even in the internal life of the school, among the students and their fsmilies 
With trained leadership the men may learn to recognize the significance for society of 
their own personal problems, and in this laboratory learn Ulliversa.lly valid principles. 
In fact, the greatest problem in preparing for social work is that of arousing ourselves 
from the dream world in which we live andopeningoureyes to theeverpresent,nearhy
human problems which result from the contact of people in society. The theological 
student who passes humedi&tely from the pleasant college cour.oe to the quiet seminary 
halls seems especially liable to live in &D lllireal world untU upon his graduation, or, 
long years after, he comes into brutal contact with the fscts of life and sees human con
ditious as they actually are. 

What does our study of the thirty-live seminaries reveal conceroing their use of 
their special opportunities to supplement reading with lield wade? They fall into two 
classes. 

Those of the fust class, including most of the seminaries studied, give no serious 
consideration to the thought of providing their men a practical, as distinguished from ~· 
theoretical, kunwledge of social subjects. They content themselves with a few elective 
courses which have to compete for ~deration with the other acade1pic subjects. 
The attitude nf the fsculties in a few. such schools was that if the men were especially 
interested in such subjects there could be no ohj~tion as long as it did not interfere 
with the ''more important" elements in the curriculum. This apathy arises from the 
heavy acedemlc, theological schedules required of students for the ministry in most 
churches, completely tilling the three brief seminary yeam and really demanding more 
time; from the fact that, as in Roman Catholic seminaries, the men lead a semimonastic 
life under rigid discipline; and also from the fsct that in most Protestant seminaries 
the men lind it necessary to earn money for their apenses by taking spare-time, remu
nerative work provided by student pastorates, Sunday-5chool t•aching, and club work, 
which is primarily reg&lded as a. source of income rather than a definite lield for esperl
ence. The net result is that those men who are blind to the social obligations which 
may be incumbent upon them as pastors, remain blind; others do work which does not 
interest them eaough to command their attention to its social implications; and only a 
minority realise how invaluable such experienoes might be. Too many are the men, 
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who~ upon entering their life-work, recall with regret the wasted fields for directed study 
when in the seminary. Such a condition cannot be otherwise when the seminaries 
give their students no credit for their practical work or even attempt to direct it. The 
most that they learn is a little about the clubs, guilds, and Sunday schools of the nor
mal parish. 

Pioneer work of an exemplary character has been inaugurated by a few outstand
ing theoJogical schools where there is full recognition that theirs is the responsibility 
to arouse the social conscience of thi men and to give them not theory only hut also 
practical field training. Union Theological Seminary, the Boston University School 
of Theology, the University of Chicago Divinity School, the Garrett Biblical Institute, 
Berkeley Divinity School, and Auburn Theological Seminary1 together with some on the 
Pacific coas~ provide practical field work and give the men credit for it toward their 
graduation. In a few cases. the field work is required of all the students. We can dis-
tinguish four general methods by which the field work is related to the curriculum. 

The most common method is to provide lecture courses on such subjects as social
survey methods and case work, with which are connected field excursions for observa
tions of practical work. For example1 the course Intensive Study of Religion as -a Cer
redive in Character Failure, is provided in the Philadelphia Divinity School. The 
object of this course is to guide the student in the application of religion as a construc
tive and transforming force to individual lives. First, the students will be shown the 
workings of the municipal court, and typical cases of delinquency, dependency, and 
failure will be studied. Then to each student will be assigned some easel which, under 
the persona.] guidance of the instructor, he will study dosely, endeavoring to bring the 
cure to bear in such form as the diagnosis suggests. The following course is provided 
at the divinity school of the University of Chicago: usocial Pathology-pathological 
conditions and processes in modem society, the social factors involved in malnutrition, 
physical defectiveness, feeble-mindedness, insanity, undirected play and commercial 
recreation, alcoholism, prostitution, poverty, vagrancy, juvenile and adult delinquency, 
inspection trips, survey assignments, and attendance at clinics." The Boston Univer
sity School of Religious Education and Social Service offers a course entitled "Urban 
SocWlogy!' After describing the course, which is designed to acquaint the student 
with the sociological aspects of the modem city, to introduce him to the various rela
tionships existing between agencies co-operating for city redemption, and to familiarize 
him with the working programs of various types of city churches, it suggests the follow
ing field work: uOne weekly assignment of laboratory work. in connection with an 
approved city church or social institution may be undertaken. The aim of the assign
ment is that the student shall have the best available opportunity to acquire first-hand 
knowledge and practical experience of social institutional work in a field of his major 
interest." 

The project method of field work, our second type, is best illustrated by the 
arrangement made at Union Theological Seminary in New York. In addition to many 
courses in all phases of social science there is required a year of field work under the 
field-work director. The men are expected to devote nine hou:rs a week to this field 
work. The director assigns to each student a special group of people, usually a. boy's 
club, in a settlement or institutional parish. The student is expected to lead its activi
ties, study it intensively, know each boy's home life, playmates, school life, and the 
general background in which he lives. In addition to this he meets his field-work 
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din:ctor in a general confezmce once a week, when the men bring forwazd the difficult 
ptobl<m3 raised by the ...,tk, and again for a. perscma1 conferew:e. Thia case method, 

· or pmjeet lhethod, gives the men an invaluable, concrete experience of an essential 
social unit to which they may relate their future studies. In order to be able to com
mand the men's time during this year, the seminaiy pays each student $4oo for his 
aervices and in turn is reimbursed partly or wboUy by the church or settlement served. 
The significant elements in this method of field wotk are that, practical wotk is n.quired 
of aU the menaodreceives credit, it is under a con!petent field director, and the students 
leam by doing. Ample courses in social diagnosis, industrial problems, the relation of 
the church to the c:ommunity,.and the methods of the institutinnal parish make the 
cuniculum mqst valuable. 

A slight modification of the same projeet method gives us our third type of field 
work well illustrated by the arrangemGt in the Boston University School of Theology. 
Here the field experience is not OOly among boys but is gained tlu:ough whatever out
side work, such as student pastorates and settlement work, the men nurmaUy under
take. The seminarian is made to study his chosen field in a scientific manner under the 
field director and to bring his-results to the sociallaboratozy wbere they are analyzed 
by the class and constructive suggestions received. This method has the advantage 
of relating tha meo to the varied communities into which their outside wotk calls them. 
Down-town parishes, nnal industrial towns, large manufacturing centers, the open· 
country, and immigrantneighbomoods oller widely diverse fields for experimentation. 
When men are preparing for a Special type of work, care is taken to see that they have 
experience in that field. The !eng list of lecture courses with n.quired field work, 
including social case wotk, social statistics and research, survey methodology, neighbor
hoodaadcommunitywork.Amerirnnimtionwork1etc.,offersfacilitiesforgreatspeciali
za.tion. 

The utilization of the vacatiou period has not been adequately developed, except at 
a few places such as Auburn Theological Seminary, New Yom. Hue it is their opiDion 
that "the best method of giviog the meo practic&l experience consists in" eight-months 
of intensive, though not exclusive, pursuit of seminary studies and four months of 
intensive and exclusive study of social conditions in various fields of social activity:'' 
In <arrying out this method the men are given an opportunity for directed study of 
institutions in New York during the summer. Tha utilization of the vacatiou period 
is especially desirable when studying nnal wotk. A number of churches, the Presby
terian Church for enmple, make a definite effort to get the men into nnal experiment 
stations where they may have an opportunity uniier· trained lesdera to make iotensive 
investigations. More such opportunities should be provided, not alone lor the nnal 
field, but also for wotk among immigrants, down-town groups, iodustrial communities, 
etc. When these field studies can be related to courses io schools for social wotk,. the 
""""tion may be most profitably employed without detriment to the strictly theofogical 
curriculum. 

We inquired as to· the feasibility of n>quiring field wotk. Social problems are 
always with us. We need but see them clearly to begin to loam about them. Directed 
social thinking is posst'ble in any enviroument, provided there is adequate lesdersbip. 
When asked whether it was practicable to n.quire social wotk as part of the seminary 
cuniculum, t~ve of the deans believed that it was. The experiences of those who 
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have tried it cannot be unique. If others can be made to realize how all-important the 
work is, they would tind it possible to incorporate it in the curriculum. 

It would be interesting at this point to know to what extent the seminaries have 
succeeded in offering experience in those particular courses suggested above as desirable 
for all students. In the thlrty.five replies received to the questionnaire, twenty-five 
sa.id they offered experience in practical parish work; seventeen in survey methods; 
seventeen in practical survey of the field of social work; and only nine offered work in 
family case- methods. Rural social work. was feasible in seventeen schools1 recreational 
activities in fifteen~ settlement-house work in thirteen, city institutions thirteen, immi
grant communities eleven, work in courts and prisons ten, rescue work in six, and medi
cal social service in but two. lfost of these activities were carried on during the semi
nary period and on1y a few during the vacation. 

SUlOL\RY 01' REPLIES l'R014 THmTY-!'IVE SEKIN'AlUES CONCE~G PII.OVI
SIONS FOJl PB.AcriCAL SOCIAL WORE: A."'D FOil DIRECTED HADING 

DUJUNG SElt:INAllY TR.ADI'ING 

1. Provision for directed reading, 33; no provision, 2. 

2. Kinds of practical social work available to the students: 
General survey of field of social work ....... , ............. , .. 17 
Directed family case work. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1 
Settlement house work. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Recreational work ........... , ............................ IS 
Industrial welfare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Medical social service. . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • 
City institution.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Courts and prisons. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 10 

Immigrant communities. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n 
Rescue work............................................. 6 
Rural social work. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Social-survey methods.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 17 
Ordinary parish house work. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •s 

3· Compensation to the students financially; out of twenty-one replies fourteen 
said yes, five no. 

4- Requirement of work as. part of seminary course; of twenty-two replies twelve 
said it was requ~ ten no. 

S· Credit toward graduation given by fourteen. 

In the study of social case work, which, though very important, has been greatly 
overlooked, it may be suggested that there is ample opportunity to give the men a 
thorough grounding in the subject not only by the consideration of actual case records 
in the classroom but by attending the work..a-day case conferences of a convenient 
social institution, followed by the investigation of a few cases themselves. 

The seminary may stimulate further work, first, by giving credit for lecture and 
reading courses and for field work; or, better, by requiring such work as part of the 
curriculum. Union Theological Seminary and the divinity schools of the University 
of Chicago and Boston University are examples of success; second, by placing a 
director of field work in charge of the men's field activities; third, by C<H>perating with 
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general church authorities, schools of social work, &lid social agencies to give the men 
iield trahrlng; fourth, by placing the men in good social institutiolls for experience dur
ing the vacations; fifth, by encoursging them to take a fourth year in which to do spe
cial work at a regular social work school, or in a model social institution; sixth, by pro
viding for those who desire to specialize along certain lines the proper opportunities 
and direction. 

In mnc'fusio'l,let us remember thet the opportunity for observing social life is 
ever present; that it is the duty of the seminaries to open the eyes of their students 
to the social signifinmo:e of their ministry; &lid that, except for those who are speci.a.l
izing, we do not expect the men to gn as far in these studies as would be necessary for 
the trained social worker, &lid yet at the same time we wish them to gn far eDougb to 
be intelligent, socially minded pastors, who can recognioe when they need to tum to the 
many social agencies in the community for assistance. 

HOW THE CHURCH MAY RELATE ITSELF TO THE SOCIAL WORK 
OF THE COMMUNITY 

Frtmi J. llrutJD, Gtm.ral S<a'flll.ry, Famil:JI Wtlfar• Ass~, 
Jl"'->polis, pnsiding 

Socla1 work has a unique relationship to the church. Like so many other forms 
of adjustments between individuals, it grew out of church activities. At the present 
time it bas developed rapidly and, whether ooDSciousiy or not, it has done so independ
ently of the church. In the meantime, the church as the ~tory of the desire of 
any generatiou to serve finds itself cut off !10m themostimportsntof all forms of serv
ice by this separate development. Efforts have been made in various communities 
to bridge this gap, &lid the luncheon this noon is called to discuss those methods and 
to point out their probable development. 

We do not wish to discoss whether the church should do social work or not, or the 
place of the church in that very important function of creating public opinion "lOoking 
toward reform. We should limit ourselves strictly to a discossion of the way in which 
the church &lid social work may use each other to their mutual advantage. · • 

. ' . ' 
THE RELATION OF THE PASTOR 

Ra. Jfllius C. H. S...Wor, SeadiJry, Social Stnia C.-i.rJims, Prolultml 
Episcopal Churcll, PiiUbtwth 

Tbe relatiou of a pastor of a church to the social work of a community can be such 
as to bring reciprocal and increasing benefit to the pastor, his congregation, and to 
whatever agency his interest &lid inclination may lead him. As the pastor of a congre
gation he stands potentially as much mom than himself, for he mpresents the financial 
and material RISOurces of his congregatiou as well as a possible group of workers. The 
pastor is the key to whatever volume of good theRI may be stomd within the group 
which be represents. No other means ieads so dimctly into the group life of any reli
gious congregatiou. 

The particular things which a pastor might do .,., determined by his persoDality, 
his interests, hB experience, and his positiou. He may be on boards &lid committees 
to rai!e funds or to determine procedwe. He may be an active volunteer worker, or 
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he may he a specialist in some department of any of the agencies. With this type 
of C<K>p<ration both the churches and agencies are already acquainted. 

The uninterested pastor requires consideration. To enlist his attention obviously 
is a matter of salesmanship. Selling is a matter of reciprocity. It is the commercial 
edition of friend-making. To secure his interest, the agency should be interested in 
him and his problems. The agency which is most likely to help him to solve his prob
lems is the one most likely to engage his interest1 it being remembered that the human 
need is the big motive always. When the interest of the pastor is engaged, other 
things may follow, or they may not. The probabilities are that they will One of 
the best ways to get a thing is to ask for it with directness and earnestness. The 
directness of the request will show the how, when, where, and why. And these reasons 
are mostly determined by the local circumstances and conditions. 

The relations which have existed between churches and agencies in the past have 
usually been most contial and have produced good results. It is very seldom that such 
relations have not continued to grow provided that denominationalism and prolessinnal
ism. have been overlooked and the human element bas been kept in the center of vision. 
It is the common experience that once a. pastor's interest is engaged it seldom is lost. 
He soon understands that ucases" are persons, that "B.I.t' has no secret meaning, 
and that the third person is the recipient of all the good that results from the partner
ship of interest and effort. 

The churches are becoming increasingly aware of their obligatinns to the community. 
That soon there may be a collective vision for all religious bodies which will induce 
united action in the affain of the community is the hope of not a few persons. Already 
many of the denominations have social-service commissions which are endeavoring 
to establish similar committees in each parish. Such committees will relate their 
church group to the community. It is to be seen that some time must pass before 
widespread activity will take place. There must be time for spreading and digesting 
that information. The churches are organizations of people. That the required 
point of view will come is without question. Many of the church summer schools and 
conferences have a place for .social weHare in their courses. Also the newer organiza
tions for young people are built on the idea of service. In the work of spreading 
information the welfare organizations have their opportunity to bring their represen
tatives beiore the church groups. 

This opportunity indicates one of the greatest needs of this present time. Is not 
the great social problem the need of a socialized public opinion? Is it not now time for 
a. clear understanding of the conditions of human living and the contrasting possible 
standards ? The possible standards are the ideal. Could not the churches undertake 
a program of informing the general public with regard to social programs? A program 
of public meetings for such a purpose would most certainly receive the support of social 
agencies. Viewed from many angles this seems to be the next best step in co-operation. 

A word with regard to the e>tended use of the interested pastor. Every pastor 
represents not only his own personal energy, the resources- of his congregation in money 
a.nd possible workers, the dignity of his denominational persuasion, but also something 
far greater. Behind him, his denomination, and his "Congregation are the reasons for 
their being. This reason for their being where and what they are is some great con· 
vi.ction that has in it vitality, motive, dynamic and therapeutic power. It is religion 
as a power. 
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Is there room in the work of social agencies for the religious Olement? Care must 
be taken lest the churches seem to be welcome for only the material aid and the interest 
they can bring. Cannot the pastor be welcome for his religious CODtribution? Can 
be not be made use ofss one wbo can~ter the inner spirit of "the case"? Tbe cau
tions which spring to mind very nearly overawe the suggestion; but still there remains 
that possible plane of co-operation where case work and psstoral care together see, 
recognize, and care for the imler facto"' which if cared for might prevent many cases 
becoming repetitions. This ls to suggest meraly that the pastor be equipped to be 
and expected to be a specialist, and that the place of a pastor as a speclalist in case 
work be a matter of special investigation. 

RELATION OF THE CHURCH TO SOCIAL AGENCIES 

Dr. W orli M. Tippy, FI<Wal Council of Chuniu, N <VI Y orA Cii:J 

Tbe churches have a viral place in all forms of social service. In the matter of 
social case work and reconstruction of families they should be held accountable as an 
agency for the spiritual reCODStruction of individuals. In tbls field they should work 
with accuracy and experience. The local church ls also inevitahiy a neighborhood 
center of importance, with rapidly developing lelsure-time activities. Tbe church has 
a vital place in the redemption of delinquents and therefore in e. c:o-opemtion repre
sented by the juvenile court and the psychopathic clinic. 

Tbe development of scientific social work is so rapid that the churches are not pre
pam! to function properly tu the co-<>pemtion, and it Is impossible that they should 
function properly, even in their sphere of spiritual reCODStruCtion, unless they under-
stand social work. · 

Tbe churches therefore fsce the problem of developing tmined social workers. It 
lsnot necesssry,as a rule, thet they themselves sbould tmin workers,fortheycanreach 
out to the schools of social work and tmined pelSOns who are already engaged in the 
social service of cummnnities. Every strong church having a sta!f should hat>e such 
a worker, responsible for the education and organiZation of the church and for its con
tact with community sgencies. Every fsderation of churches in a community shoul!l' 
likewise have an experienced person or polSOn& whose function it is to work at the prob
lem of the organization of all the churChes and to make the contucts between the 
churches and the juvenile court and >the psychopathic clinic and the social sgencies. I 
think also that the denominations sbould tuke Ol,l competent specialists, especially in 
child-care, delinquency, leisure time and sex education. 

I believe strongly in the t:omniunity-wide agency and I would develop tmined serv
ice in the church, primarily to relste the church with its speciallsed function to the 
co-<>pemtion which is at work in the community. I do think that where a local church 
has a competent social worker, he might well tske care of the church's case work, but 
in strictest co-<>peration and harmony with the central registration buresu and the 
common community sgencies of the community. Such decentralization is desirable 
if the work decentraliced can be done thoroughly and in strict co-<>pemtion. 

• Speaking of the relationship of the social workelS to the churches, social work0%S 
are really doing raligious work in that they have entered into the struggle for human life 
and are aiming, first of all at character. Tbe problems which they fsce are difficult 
and ofttimes in their mass depressing. Social workers therefore 11eed a fountain of 
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spiritual refreshment in their own souls~ which shall constantly replenish their courage, 
faith, development, and singleness of purpose. I wish that every service of public 
worship in the churches might contribute to the inspiration and strengthening of those 
who attend, so that the social worker could count upon what he needs when he goes 
to church. I suggest this to the pastors as a matter for serious consideration. 

I wish also that social workers were more keenly alive to how much the church needs 
them for its owu awakening and better organization for community work. It would be 
worth while, I am sure, for a.ny social worker to devote a certain amount of his time 
to a church of his own faith or to some other church, not for what he would get out of it 
in inspiration, but for what he can do in helping the pa-stor and membership to under
stand the social movement, a.nd in bringing the church more effectively into social 
action. 

HOW CAN THE MINISTER CO-OPERATE WITH THE SOCIAL WORKER? 

Arthur E. H oil, Surd/Jry C<mgregaiional Edue<Uion Society, Boslim. 

First, the minister can join with the social worker in reducing to a minimum the 
social anarchy which reigns in the average modem community because of the com
petitive drive of a multitude of voluntary religious and social agencies. A friend of 
mine recently enumerated sixty-two agencies which were being projected across the 
country in an uncorrelated way for the salvation of American youth. Take a commu· 
nity which I know. 'We once had one churcht and then by a process of competitive 
drift we acquired five. Then the Young Mens' Christian Association came in and 
organized the boys away from the churches. The Boy Scouts came in and organized 
the boys away from the Young Men1s Christian Association. The Camp Fire Girls 
came in and organized the girls unto itself. Then the Girl Scouts came in and entered 
into competition with the Camp Fire Girls. Then the Young Women's Christian 
Association came and offered, if the girls would join the Girl Reserves, to organize them 
back to the churches. Two or three other organizations have entered into the compe
tition. and just at present one of the community organizations which heads out of 
New·York City is surveying the community with the purpose of putting up a club
house and making itself the center of life for the Boy Scouts and similar organizations. 
Our community is like a divorce court-the plaintiff for separation always wins. It 
is a standard of life which is being betrayed. Most of these organizations are competing 
for the support of the same group of young people. As a result, the organizations make 
membership possible on the easiest terms. 

From one of the more recent attempts to organize the young people of our com
munity I rereived the following report. I asked the young girl who attended as & dele
gate to teU me what was done at the meeting. 

"First," she said, "we sang songs, then the leader of the meeting had us all stand 
up in our chairs. We put one finger up on top of our heads a.nd all spUD around singing: 

I'm a tittle prairie .flower 
Growinc wilder every hour • 
No one ever cuJtivated me 
I'm u wild u 1 can b&. 

1'\\lmt did you do then?" I said. nob we were told to go home and put some life 
in our home churches/: she replied. 
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Now the ewe for an this is not a new organization but the re.wz..tion on the part 
of an organizations, religious and social, that their mission m the oommumty is not to 
organise members unto themselves but to help set up a stmdard of life for the people 
of that oommunity; that they fall whenever they call attention to themselves at the 
expense of that standard; that some of them must bear witness to the standard by 
withdrawing fmm the commumty altogether; that all will .have succeeded only when 
they have brought the whole commUDityunder the discipline of an ideal. The minister 
.bas his real chance m promoting a co-operative rather than a decisive religion and 
both social worker and religious leader can help to substitute public-mindedness for 
organization-mindedness and professional jealousy. 

Second, the minister can join the social worker in knowing the oommUDity. The 
symbol of social con~on on the part of the modern minister is his w;J!ingoess to 
join in a commumty survey. Thene are four bodies of facts which we should know 
about every community. 

We need to know wbo the people are and where they Hve. Every minister and 
social worker ought to know this much about all the people of the commllllity or at 
least to have<lCceSS to such a body of well-organized information. I beHeve that the 
time is coming when the churches must place at the beginning of their annual program 
a population survey and that they will give to this as scrupulous attention as they now 
give to the taking up of the collection on Sunday mocoing. We need to know bow the 
people Uve. Such a survey deals with the standards of living and the methods by which 
people make their living. It takes account of housing, sanitation, and education. 
Such a survey ought to be taken at lAst every ten years. We need to know in addition 
to these rather superliclal things that. more importmt fa.ct about the inner life of the 
people. We need to know what people are thinking about. We need to know what 
is on their minds. For not until you get into this realm have you reached the most 
importmt field in which the church operates. After all the surveys of the big indus
tries bad been taken, Whiting Williams invaded the steel mills and the coal mines and 
then wrote his book Whol's.., 1M w .. ...,.., Mind. He had penetrated a new realm 
and discovered a rich gold mine. His discoveries in the psychology of the industrial 
workers revealed material which was intensely importmt fmm the standpoint of the 
mom! teacher and the religious leader. May I prophesy that it is in this realm that 
the great soclal.surveys will be taken ill tho future? 

Third, the minister can join with Social worl,ers in a new attempt to minister to the 
minds of folks and especially to the minds of the distressed. Here I think church and 
social worker are preparing for war or co-operatiOn. I am not altogether sure which 
it is to be. 

Mr. Stockton Raymond, general secretssy of the Family Welfare Society of Boston, 
said not loll8 ago: "Social work .bas passed through three stages. First, there was the 
stage of investigation. Then, beginning with >9>5, there was the emph•sis pi~ 
on treatment. Now, it is plaeed on the motive and the understanding of people." 
Now when you have entered the realm of motive and the understanding of people, you 
.have entered the realm where you are perpetually dealing with motive in its soci•li® 
and organized phases; namely, with religion.. I say it is not at an cortsin whether the 
new point of contoct between religion and the social worker moans war or co-operation. 
A frlead of mine, who is very much interested in the contribution which he beHeves 
religion can ~e to the ewe of the distressed mind, ealled ~ other day on a leading 
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psychiatrist who repelled an offer of co-operation with these words: 41 l.-1'y work as a 
psychiatrist is to help rid society of a sense of guilt. It is a scientific task~ and I want 
the church and the ministers to keep out of my :field., It is pretty hard to look upon 
that statement except in the light of what in Washington would be called ua severance 
of diplomatic relations,n which might possibly lead to unpleasant consequences. I 
trust that it is not going to be the attitude of the vast majority of social workers in 
this realm. 

May I suggest that the churches have resources of helpfulness in their ministry to 
minds distressed. They have :first. a philosophy of life which gives comfort and 
encouragement and strengthj second, a means of re-education through suggestion; 
viz., prayer, which is probably the best of all methods of psychiatry; third, a fellow
ship of socially minded people. I think it is also pertinent to say that these resources 
of helpfulness the church alone can use with the largest effectiveness, and that there 
will be economy in calling upon the church to use them. 

The last speaker has suggested that the church withdraw from this field. Most of 
the discussions as to whether or not the church should withdraw from this field seem 
to me to lose sight of a very important fact. The psychiatrist is studying individual 
cases of mental disturbance inside of an area in which the church has been standardizing 
the minds of men with a wholesome belief in one God, who does things in an orderly 
way and who has a loving purpose for men. Have any of our psychiatrists ever faced 
the problem of ministering to the mind distressed in a land where the assumption of 
all people is that the universe is freakish and petulant in its central purpose toward 
men. and that the world is full of demons who can take possession of the human spirit. 
If the churches were all removed you would not get absence of religion, you would get 
an inrus.bing tide of base superstitution. The clairvoyant, the performer on the ouija. 
board, and the fortune-teller would thrive. There would be a recourse to all those 
devices by which the human spirit seeks a solution for the great mysteries of life. 
Individual case work is necessary, but have we ever considered what case work would 
be if Christianity, which is the main line of defense against superstition, should give 
way. I am certainly willing to admit that the church needs to leam from the social 
worker a more skillful technique in dealing with individuals. But this is not the place 
for the social worker to bow the minister out of the field with a u thank you for past 
services." It is rather a place for a new and finer type of ccroperation. 

Fourth, the minister can join with the social worker in writing into the conscience 
platform of the American Christians some planks which are of vital significance. 
Many churches are open to the criticism that although they make people conscien· 
tious, they make them conscientious about petty issues. The real question is, about 
what are the churches making the people conscientious. Mark Twain tells the story 
of an inspired Yankee who found a religious fanatic sitting by the side of the road. 
The fanatic was waving back and forth in the name of his religion and accomplishing 
nothing. The ingenious Yankee fitted up a set of straps and braces whereby the 
man in his waving back and forth was compeUed to run a sewing machine. and he 
made a useful citiun of him. This story rather crudely illustrates a truth about the 
greatness of our religion. In its best days the dynamic of its great motives bas 
always been linked to worth-while tasks. The Hebrews knew how to locate their 
moral traflic ~ops at the main crossings of the world'• highways aod not in the 
back alleys. 
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The question which we face at the present time is the question as to whether or not 
we can make the people conscientious about the great vital issues of human welfare. 
These issues none know better than the social worker. His technical skill &nd his 
knowledge of community "life can add to the sense of divine urge which the minister 
hrings, that necessary quality which makes religion a constructive power for the under
girding of the social order. 

RELATING THE CHURCH TO SOCIAL WORK 

Fk>yd Van K_...,f.,.,.ly Secre~My, Family W <!fan Sociay, C.ZU..W..., Ohio 

One difficulty in relating the chutth to social work has its roots in history. The 
chutth was the pioneer in general social activities. It was the mother of all social 
agencies. It was the original associated charities. Its priest as medicine man was the 
primitive board of health. It initisted, and, fur many generations, was the sole admin
istrator of hospitals, schools, and univer.oities. In fact, social case worlt itself is ODiy 
& new name fur an old service, an ever developing service, which found effective and 
beautiful expression in the intimete pastomi activities of such devoted ministers, 
priests, and pastors as the beloved Bishop Bienvenu in Les Mis<rablu. 

With ·the growing magnitude and complexity of social relationships, and the 
increased interest in social service, the chutth has been relieved of many social activities 
in which it had been a vigorous pioneer. The innumerable community organizations 
which have arisen for the carrying on of specialized activities have raised a difficult 
problem for the chw:ch. Shall she be indifferent to these aeve!oping social forces? 
Shall she compete with them by contiouing co..Jatemi community activities? Or 
shall she co-operate to the fullest extent by finding her own special sphere of work "and 
making her own special contrih&tion? 

This choice may be easy in theory, but it is exceedingly difficult in practice. In 
far mission iields, and at hOm.e in rumi and nrban neighborhoods overlooked and 
untouched by non-chutth social agencies, the <hutch has been forced to give manifold 
social service in hospital, school, and parish house, pioneering here as she has pioneered 
in history. But many chutth leaders rightly feel that technical social service fur the 
community at large, ""ch as health, geDer&I education, recreation, and rehabilitative 
case wolk, which includes the queotion of matecial relief and standards of living, should 
ultimately be undertel<.en by the community itself, either through its public or private 
specialized agencies. The chutth has a definite iesponsibility for pioneer and demon
atration service. But, in the long run, the chutth which does not develop community 
responsibility for these community services, and which does not gladly relinqulsb them 
tu the community when the time is ripe, is a. disintegratiog and anti-social force in the 
community. 

The question of the chutth's specielized social service to its own members is not 
under discussion, Necessarily the chutth, like the bome, has its own private social 
activities as a. means of ezpressingandpeeserving theunityofthegroup. In thechutth 
these services are religious education, various kinds of reCZ<&tion chieJiy with a social 
emphasis, and the intimate social services which are possible between those wbo know 
eachotherwall,lmdare ina. sense part of the same family. But these services, whether 
educational, recreational, or even relatiog to health, ...., "pastomi » and are ODiy 
indirectly related to the community. 
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The church certainly has great opportunity, and equally great responsibility, for 
awakening and preserving in the community socially intelligent public opinion. It 
should develop and inspire social leaders and workers, whose enthusiasm. would Dnd 
expression not merely in financial contributions to social work, but in personal service 
on directorates and committees, or in more technical service as trained volunteers and 
paid workers, or simply as socially enthusiastic citizens. These things, of course, the 
cllun:h should do. But, doing them, it has still left undone what seems to me to be its 
great and special social fwlction. 

'\\!"hat then is the special8Jld technical place of the church, other than as a pioneer 
or as a source of inspiration and leadership, in the social order of the community? The 
only way by which a logkal answer can be arrived a.t is on the definite premise that the 
chu.n::h, whatever it may be theologically, is, in its relation to the community, a social 
agency. Like each of the community's social agencies, it has a specific and, in a sense, 
limited function. · This special function of the cllun:h is so splendid, and of sucll 
supreme necessity, that, among all the social agencies of the community, the church 
has the most glorious challenge. 

A family social worker sat in a dejected-looking room, racking her brain over the 
well-known problem of what-to-do-next for the spineless woman before her. There 
were plenty of possibilities if the woman would only co--operate. But she wouldn't. 
And no treatment had been able to put backbone into her. One clue, however, had 
not been followed, the happy memory of a church connection in the woman's youth. 
The case worker sought the co.operation of a. neighboring pastor of the woman's denom
ination, and asked his church to contribute to the woman an understanding woman 
friend, who, through the contacts of continuing friendship, could silently and naturally 
infect this woman with faith and courage. The pastor caught the idea and put it up 
to a group of his women. These women discussed it, passed some reso-lutions, and sent 
a basket of food. This story does not do justice to the church as a whole. In many 
places such an absurd result could not have happened. Neither is the story a criticism 
of the clergy, many of whom are so encumbered with deta.ils that they are not able to 
give that intensive pastoral service which is one of the chief glories of their profession. 
The Story does illustrate two things: First, the trend of recent social thought, and, 
second, the special function of the church in social work. 

Religion as a rehabilitative force is now on the social worker's mind. Long ago 
we learned that model tenements alone do not make model families, and that man can 
never live by bread alone. And in trying to discover why economic and material 
treatment alone accomplished so little, we have learned that however great may be the 
value of outward physical conditions, the real field of tbe rehabilitative process, whether 
of tbe individual or tbe neighborhood, is within. Beneath the visible standards of 
living there is the human life itself. And in discovering that economic dependency is 
not dependency at all, but is isolation from economic resources, we have learned that 
most human maladjustments are isolations from life-giving forces and resources. Thus 
we find in our clients isolation from the commercial and industrial world, isolation from 
health resources, and! in mental difficulties, la.ck. of contact with those mental associa
tions and inhibitions which sensation usually awakens in the normal mind. 

In attempting to re-establish contacts, we have learned that contact is not mere 
propinquity nor physical touch. It is a li'\'ing connection between the individual per
sonality on the one hand and the source of power and resource of expression on the other. 
It is organic, like the grafting of a brancll or a bone. It is accomplished only wben 
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cin:ulation actually begins. This cin:ulation between the personality and the environ
ment, thls alterna!io8 llow of give and take, of service and retum, of inspiration and 
expression, of social charge and discha.rge, is the thing by which personality develops 
and life keeps normal. Social case work is simply the attempt to restore the cin:ulation. 

Activities, ra.ther than th.ings, therefore become the chief emphasis of the social 
worker. He thinks In tenDs of work, of education, of play, and of love. The simplest 
a.ffection of & client for a social worker is frequently the beginning of a widening circle 
of Interests and contacts. The despairing·question, What's the use? is a.nswered by, 
Do it for my sake. Little things thus accomplished for the visitor's sake, a. room kept 
In order, dishes washed, cbildren cared for, lesd to a consciousness of power and of a 
liviog contact with life. 

llut thtre is one contact In the art of social relationsliip which is fundamental, a 
consclnus contact with a divine Fa~. This is the greatest of all social contacts. 
For as one becomes increasingly conscious of give and take, of service and retum, 
between himself and the finest In lov'e and the greatest In power, sleeping aspirations 
a.re awakened, weak wills are strengthened, new forces are aroused, and the isolation 
whlcb is perhaps fundamental to all isolations is destroyed. This contact, too, is 
organic, and is grown Into gradually. It begius with the simplest forms to which the 
patient can respond, and leads slowly Into a larger response. This then suggests the 
special function of the church as & social agency-the developing of a vital worship 
contact In maladjusted human lives. lly concentra.!io8 on thls endeavor, the church 
will not oDly relate itself constructively and continuously to social work b11t will 
become the greatest social fonie In the commuDlty. · 

This function of the church means vastly mon: than ·the supplying of friendly 
visitors, even the best friendly visitors, important as this service is. It means a kind 
of specialized friendly visi!io8. It means tra.lned, though probably volunteer, workers, 
skilled In accomplishing the definite service of developing the wozship contact. One 
ought to be able to get thls special service from a church as one gets a special bealth • 
service from a visi!io8-nurse society. The church certainly has the resources for giving 
ouch service. Its symbolic and sacramental services, its prayers and wozship, are tangi
ble expressions of epiritllal contact with a loviog Father. Its fellowship and commun
ion offer facilities for the expanding conscieusness of thls divine contact. But these 
resources are available for the maladjusted oDly In an accidental and casus! way •. 
From the point of view of commuDlty service these resources are latent and 
immobilized. 

The mobilizing of these resources is the excOeding!y difficult task which coofronts 
the church In the field of social work.. The techDlque and methods of such spiritual 
case work must still be developed. Probably it will consist In the cn:ation of a corps 
of socially tra.lned and available men and women, whose vision is broad and whose 
religion is so vital and infectious that, by contact with them, weak souis may catch 
a personal glimpse of God. It will undoubtedly mean the keeping of personsi-service 
n:cords of these workers, showing how they bsve respooded to crises In their own lives, 
and how constrllctively they have served others. 

When this time comes, when every parish shall have an available gr011p of sane, 
enthusiastic, socially trained, wozship-inspired, spiritual case workers, d•ssified as to 
ability with different types of cases, then the church will be fullilling the great function 
which other special agencies and the commuDlty as & whole expect of it-the practical 
social service of bringing individllal men Into liviog contact with God. 
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RELATION OF THE CHURCH MEMBERS 

Honu::r W. Borst, Euc11tiH SeudMy, CommunUy Jtuntl 
IndiMsapolis 

A concre~ example will probably be a helpful contribution to this discussion. 
One church in our city hast among other people the following in regular attendance; 
the chairman of our recent two-million-dollar children's hospital campaign; the presi
dent of the Public Health Nursing Association; the chairman of the Parent and 
Teachers' Council; the chairman of the Health Committee of the Chamber of Com
merce; the chairman of the Council of the Columbia Conserve Company, which is au 
industry with a very forward·looking social policy; the former director of the voca
tional work in the public schools; the director of attendance in the public schools; the 
secretary of the Family \Velfare Society; the secretary of the Indiana Tuberculosis 
Association; and a district superintendent of the Family Welfare Society. The pastor 
is chairman of the advisory committee of the City Hospital Social Service Department, 
chairman of the state committee on Social Legislation and a member of the Rotary Club. 

It is at once evident that if this church is of any inspiration and service to these 
individuals. among many others who attend, it cannot fail indirectly to make a con4 

siderable contribution to social work. As I have observed this church, it is very evident 
that there is no sense of separateness from the social service organization of the city. 
In spite of the fact that this church has very little if any activities in social service 
fields, it is not difficult to view the organization under the concept of a social agency. 

It is quite evident of course, that the same people are, to a degree, under one phase 
of organization) the social agencies of the city, and, under another phase, the churches 
oi the city. That relationship is fully realized in this church and may be illustrated in 
this way. Many pastors are heard to complain that their pulpits have become to a 
considerable degree a bulletin board for other agencies and movements. The pulpit 
of this church is not merely a bulletin board for the- social agencies of the city but it is 
a.n integral part of their educational equipment, humanly as well as materially. 

A note of identity of interest is present in the messages which are delivered to the 
congiegation of this church in respect to the problems and opportunities presented in 
the work of the social agencies of the city. Is there anything in the general attitude 
of the church and its minister which has brought about this situation? I think there 
are two points to be understood. 

This church is tolerant of the \-iew that morals have a naturalistic basis. The 
question of authority in church life is one of the pressing, present-day problems. Is 
religion a source of moral concepts or is social experience ? Are moral concepts 
absolute or relative? To what degree may science modify moral concepts and 
religious beliefs of the church? The fact that this particular church exhibits an 
open-mindedness in respect to these problems and a philosophy concerning them which 
appeals to people of the social-work type of mind has probably had a great deal to do 
with the development of moral and social enthusiasms among the congregation, and 
8<rved to bring into the church a group of people who already possess those enthusiasms 
and wish them to be further cultivated. 

The second point is this. This church illustrates an admirable vicariousness in 
~t to its institutional program. Tliis church is ready and willing to put its insti
tutional strength at the service of every good movement, and, whenever greater efJec
tiveneso ca.n thus be secw<d, keep that institutional aspect decidedly in the badgronnd. 
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When soclal-work tasks in the community can better be perfonned by soclal agencies, 
the thought that some soclal-work institution may grow in popularity and strength, 
mther than the church organization, has nothing to do with the decision. Tbe decision 
is made on the basis of the knowledge of the community need and of a plan which will 
interest the most people in bebalf of its solution. This situation may in some sense 
appeal as rather more nearly ideal than can be achieved in many places. It occurs to 
me that in some cases the development of soclal work ageocies may be accomplisbed, 
and at the same time the institutional activities of the church multiplied. 

For example, Boy Scout troups are now being organjzad very inrgely in connection 
with the churches in our city, and constitute an activity which at once am>mplishes 
the desired work for boys and strengthens the Boy Scout organization and the individ
ual churches as welL Case-working ageocies may, it seems to me, take advantage of 
certsinpotentia.l capacityformorallesdershipon thepsrtof the minister and individual 
church members, and i1 the practice of seeking such service from the churches is con
sistently carried out, the interest of church groups may be strengthened both in relation 
to their own church affiliation and in relation to the work of the agency involved. 

Tbe church will do well, it seems to me, to. recognize the unifying strength of soclal 
agencies. It will be some time before churches agree in respect to their religious beliefs, 
but the day seems not far away when churches may unite on a community-wide pro
gram, based soundly on scientific information on one band, and moral and spiritual 
ideals on the other which shall be free from the divisive fartors of religious beliefs and 
possess the remarkable strength made possible through the union of the high-minded 
people of the community. 

Finally, the question as to what extent a church should itself engage in soclal work 
activities may well be left, under conditions such as I have descnl>ed, to the judgment 
of the church in conference with the other chUrches and the social ageocies of the city. 
One of the dangers of the modem church from the standpoint of religious teaching is 
often described as nominalism The corresponding danger in respect to the soci&l 
program might be described by the word institutionalism. • 

Tbe chief virtue of a church seems to me to be the cultivation of religioos and soclal 
idealism. If that can be made the paramount consideration with all others secondaiy, 
there will be no danger of activities crr:eJ>ing into a church program merely beeause 
they are a psrt of a set plan, as conuasted with activities undertaken beeause under 
church aospices they will best serve·the soclal needs of the community. 

SOCIAL WORK UNDER CHURCH AUSPICES AND SOCIAL 
WORK UNDER COMMUNITY AUSPICES, FROM THE 

STANDPOINT OF THE URBAN COMMUNITY 

R ... Ga:llord S. W/Hto, s..,.zary, Unitm Sellkmenl, NllfD YM'i 
Three questions in the discussion of this subject might profitably be: Can a church 

function as an inclusive community organization? What is an ideal program for a 
cburch in relation to the soclal agencies of the community? In order to fullill its soclal 
mission, must the church engage in technical soclal work? 

Tbe lim oi these questions is really fundsmeotal to the whole discession. I can 
well remember the early days of the institutional church and with what enthusiasm 
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the idea was hailed. Here was a conception of the church ministering to the whole 
man, to his physical needs, his intellectual needs, and his spiritual needs. To those 
who were so keen about the institutional church it seemed almost as if the last word 
had been said and as if the church was now about to fulfill its social mission. The old 
idea expressed by a prominent representative and quoted by Dr. Josiah Strong-"The 
Church has no business with a man's dirty face, nor his empty stomach, oor his naked 
ba.ck; the church has just one business with a man, and that is to save his immortal 
soul n-ail this the institutional church was going to change. Its aim was to spiritual
ize, to Christianize all life. But a reaction has set in and some people are raising 
questions about the finality of the institutional church and about some of its 
policies. 

\\'e may distinguish three types of policy in churches carrying on social activities: 
first, there is the church that deliberately uses its -social features as a bait to draw people 
within the range of its religious influence and then tries to proselytize them. I think 
we can hold only one opinion about this policy and that not a very complimentary one; 
second. there is the church that confines the use of its social featu~ to its own members. 
Although it is carrying on social work, it iS not trying to serve the community as a. 
whole. Its aim is to provide social and recreational features in order to center all of 
the interests of its young people during their spare time in the wholesome surroundings 
of the church; th~ there is the church that sets out to minister to the community as 
a whole, to render whatever service it can to human needsJ through its social facilities 
and by other means, with the sole motive of service, honestly disclaiming any intent 
to proselytiz.e. It is organized a.round the principle of good will. It seeks to express 
the spirit of Him who "came not to be ministered unto but to minister _'t 

Perhaps the question about which there is the most difference of opinion is the 
question whether a church in a mixed community, representing many people of other 
faiths, ought really to ado-pt this third policy; in other words, can a Christian church, 
being primarily a. propagandist institution, serve the social and intellectual needs of 
people of other fa.iths without tending to weaken the hold of their own church upon 
them, if not in many cases to detach them from their old connectio~ With these 
introductory remarks the question is thrown open for discussion.. 

Robtrl A. Woods, Head Rtsidenl, S.,;h End H~>USt, Bosl<m 

\Ve often refer to the shortcomings of the church in relation to social work. I 
suggest that we greatly need a more downright approach on the part of social work to 
religion. 

The marked and general development of technique in all branches of social work 
is gratifying a~d full of promise for the future. The multiplication of its literature 
of working principles and methods is one of the most notable facts in its progress. But 
we must remember a fam.ilia.r passage in the thirteenth chapter of first Corinthians, 
which F. V.l. Robertson translated: uKnowledge puffeth up; love buildeth up." 
Social work has served to empha.si.ze the elements of strength and mind in love; but it 
has become actually shy of the motives of heart and soul which originally made it. 

The history of social work as a modem enterprise dates back to the Wesleyan 
revival in the eighteenth century, which began in a little group of Oxford students, who 
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met regula.rly for two insepamble and definitely outlined purposes-prayer and service. 
It was tbis simple plan, expressing itself in visits to the poor, the sick, and the prisoner, 
that called out tho scorn of their fellow-students, who 6nally dubbed tho little group 
"method-ists,"-today a name of glory to millioDS around tho world. 

For a vital relationship between social work and tho higher life of tho spirit, in 
terms of the present, there is need of method. Tbe local c:hutth should bave a guild 
analogous to tho Wesleyan class meeting, made up of those who in aDy way are devoting 
themselves as citizens with other citizens to the service of the communlty. This guild 
should bave to do not with questinDS of practical proeedure, hut with tho hroader mean
ings and higher inspiratiODS of social work. Tbe pastor should be its leader, as ooe not 
deeply involved in philanthzopic or civic activities, hut understanding and interpreting 
their bearing upon the moral and spiritual life of each and all concerned. Many new 
opportunities would come to him in this way as shepherd of souls and as prophetic 
leader of his people. But be would need, and would rightly call for, tho responsihie 
and spirited participation of all social workers who could find themselves at home within 
this form of religious fellowship. 

It would be hoped that such a group would be formed in each of the dMerent 
churches in a given community. Tbe members of all the groups would then, under 
constantly renewed motives, go out to join freely together in common service. The 
only suggestion of different religious points of view should come in the emulation whicb 
might arise among the dMerent c:hutth groups to see whicb could most fuliy lose itself 
h. disinterested service to the general good.• 

Meanwhile, and continuously, does it not seem clear that every organized group of 
social workers. the staff of every agency, every form of alliance and federation among 
agencies should from time to time bave meetings devoted distinctively to their broad 
and long outlook, to their appropriate impulae.of tho enthusiasm of humanity, to their 
available spontaneous common espression ol faith, hope, and le>ve? 

Reo. A""" GarimS~, Teacllin' Collop, Nt:11J YorA 

In answer to the question Can the cburch be a commuaity center r I should say 
no, not in an wban community. In a city of size there is a division of cburcbes along 
denominational lines whicb makes the unity of social ell'ort under any one cburcb impos-
sible. · 

Effort should be made by all denominatinDS to abolish tho cut-throat competition 
of sects, whicb now leaves the religious life so futile in many places. And social work 
of a large and specific kind, in an emergency or for good government or any special 
reform, whicb all the churches can help together, may be and often is tho best way ol 
uniting religious idealism as well as of getting a big social job accomplished. 

The. community center, however. in the settlement or similar method, must be 
obviously separated from denominational divisiODS if it is to !unction as a unifying 
influence. 

Membership in a church should, however, always mean a pledge to engsge in 
social work to the extent of time and ability. And to the end of finding wbat field 

• I h&v.e since lftd a IJIL!MP containing a. very aimilu waation in TM LV• f/ 1M S,uil ud th 
U/o <f'THa,, cy -llodorhill (E. P. Du-lt ~.New York). 
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of work the individual member might or should engage in, the church calendar, at the 
beginning of the church year, should always contain a list of social enterprises carried 
on in the location o;r.ith a place for the name of anyone wishing to help in any specific 
line, their residence, the hours of volunteer work, or sum of money such member of the 
church might give, and any other facts that would lead toward an efficient organization 
of the whole church membership for social service. 

In case any vital social need was not being met in the community the social service 
list should name that lack and ~ for recruits for an initiatory work for its supply. 
The churches furnish a large section of trained workers and most of the volunteer 
helpers jn all social effort. The church calendar should help to prevent duplication, 
all vo1u.oteers rushing to one sort of work, and should also aid in organizing volunteer 
work in a system of rt"al aid to salaried workers all along the line. 

This plan has been followed with success in some churches. The main point is to 
declare that social work is due from all church members in so far as they can render it,. 
and that in order for such service to be efficient it must be organized in some definite 
fashion of indi\'idual choice and pledge of a specified amount a.nd kind of work, and 
under the direction of a competent social service committee in every church. 

Then the church as a whole must aim to inspire, to secure and to help train leader
ship in every sociJ.I field. To this end every large division of social service should be 
represented in tum, in special church meetings organized for the purpose by the social 
service committee, in order that a wide and intelligent interest may be gained for all 
important fields of social work throughout the entire membership. 

Again, there is a speci.-tl field in which the individual church or the denominational 
fellowship has a spe<ial duty; one that can be performed by the religious body better 
than by other agencies. Of this far more should be made by all church relationship. I 
look upon the church as an extension of the family rather than as an arm of the body 
politic or a commanding phase of the e<>mmunity life. 

As an extension of the family the church stands committed to all manner of work 
for its o~'ll young and its own old members. Every church shoald make a place where 
young men and women can meet in congenial association to ends of social relationship 
that· may well lead to marriage and the founding of new homes. For its own young 
people first, and also where there is opportunity for the young men and women who are 
strangers in the city. brought there for wage-earning or salaried service. The churches 
should be the one great center for the best social life of small groups, as nearly of the 
individual church connection as may be gathered. No one coming from a far-away 
home should fail to find such a wclcoming help to the right sort of acquaintance with 
those nearest his or her own family, national, or racial background. 

Again it must be insisted that the aged of any church membership or connection 
should never be without the ministrations of their nearest church relationship. To 
enter- a public institution of rclief and care should never be the lot of anyone who has 
been a faitluul member of a church body. To need aid m social readjustment and find 
no fellow member of a church to give that aid is a shame to the fellowship. 

These personal services the church should give freely, mtelligently, and jn full 
social affiliation v.;th community agencies to all of its household of faith. 

In addition, since, as Dr. Rauschenbusch has well said, "the social gospel is now 
orthodox," every church should be a powerhouse for generating the spirit that makes 
all eagu to serve and help every other member of the whole human family. 
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Reo. c..,.,. S. Glowr Du11Se8111, M.A., Seue/6ry, Boon! of SD<Wl 
Seniu, Di4uu of N<vHWi, New J.rsey 

At the very beginning may I call :your attention to two problems which ha.ve SU&'" 
gested themSelves during the presentation of the previous addresses? The word 
"church n I take it, is used in its largest collective sense, mesning all organized religious 
bodies. "f4t includes the Jewish Church, and yet practically all the speskem ha.ve 
called our attention to the work of the Christian Church in social work. We ha.ve ha.d 
callrd to our minds the difficulties which enter into· the problem through d'""""in•
tional antagonisms, and we ha.ve forgotten the large place thet the church cooid fill in 
a united effort in behalf of social work.. But we must keep in mind at the same time, 
tha.t the Jevnsh Church in many sections of our country is making a tremendous con
tn"bution along this line. 

The second problem which I want to present to :you brielly is tha.t which was SU&'" 
gested by the speaker who said tha.t he felt tbe church ought uot to engage in scientific 
social work or to employ scientiJic:ally trained social workers. Unfortona.tely there 
seems to be quite a general agreement on tbe part of social workers in support of this 
idea. It is my firm conviction, a conviction based on con..idemble experience, tha.t the 
church cannot fulfill its full duty to a community unless it prepares itself to attack the 
social problems of thet community in a scientific way and by the employment of workers 
who ha.ve beeu trained in the best scientific social methods. 

I base this idea on an exPerience we ha.ve ha.d in COllllection with the wotk of the 
Church Mission of Help of the Diocese of Newa.tk. The Church Mission of Help is an 
agency of the Episcopal Church wbich wotks for wayward and delinquent girls and 
umnanied mothers. Io our owu diocese our workers have been trained in the New 
York School of Social Work and in a training school conducted by the Church Mission 
of Help in New ·York. They ha.ve studied thorougbly the techoique of case work. 
Only such workers are employed. That work was sta.rted five years ago in tbe Diocese 
of Newark. Io three years it ha.d auried on so efficiently the ta.sk which it ha.d under
taken tha.t tbe Commissioner of Child Hygiene of 1.he sta.te, Dr. Julius Levy, asked the 
Church Mission of Help to become the responsible &gooey for all cases of wayward and 
delinquent girls and unmarried mothers in the state of New Jersey. Here is an example 
of a church organization carrying on a sacramental as well as a social piece of wotk, so 
commending itself by its efficiency and thoroughness as to warrant the approval of 
public commissioner. 

I might cite other enmples, but this willsufi\C!O to streogtbeo my ugument, that 
if the church is to make its full contn"bution to the provention and healing of society's 
wouods, it must do it in the most modern way, using the most modem methods, and 
through the ageocy o! scientifically trained workers. 

J olm C. Gd>'-1, Dir«Jor, SD<Wl W dfM•, Assscialiott for ImprtJOinf IlK 
. Condililm of lire Poor, N.., Y .,.. 

Since the chailman bas very wisely limited oil speakers to live minutes, I will 
confine my remarks to the three !lpOCitic questions set down on tbe program. 

The answer to tbe first question-can the church function as an inclusive commun
ity service ?-is greatly simplified because our discussion is to be confined to the church 

• 
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in an urban community. Now, in many rural districts the church, with the possible 
exception of the public schools, is the one inclusive community agency. This fact was 
brought very forcibly to my attention several year.; ago when I had the privilege of 
spending my vacation in an inland country district in Nova Scotia. I daresay that 
every family within a radius of ten miles belonged to this little Presbyterian church. 
The community itself was also very simple. All were of the same general religious 
faith, practically all were either of English or Scotch stock, and all were of about the 
same social and economic status. In other words there were few social divisions within 
the group, and because they were all of the same religious faith and tradition the church 
served as a common bond of interest through which the community found expression, 
not only for its religious life but for its social and recreational life as well. 

Of course, this is a situation which seldom if ever confronts the church in a large 
city. The city church is likely to be.placed in a district composed of groups of people 
sharply divided as to race1 language, and tradition. Moreover, the population in most 
large cities is constantly shifting and the whole character of a population may be com
pletely changed in ten or fifteen years. I believe it is impossible, therefore, for a church 
in an urban community to function as an inclusive community organization. 

The third question is a vital one, and I can hardly do it justice in the few minutes 
left me. I believe that the city church generally ought not to attempt technical social 
work. Jt-Iost churches are not likely to secure trained social workers of the highest 
grade or to be able to provide the sort of supervision which should go with the adminis
tration of a technical social service. But a much more serious difficulty encountered 
by a church attempting to provide a technical servi~ for a given community lies in 
the charge of proselytiziDg, which churches of other faiths are likely to encounter. 
That thf".se charges are often unfounded hardly alteis the case, for the suspicion and 
ill will which is thus aroused will militate against any effective neighborhood work. 

In a community health program, with which I have been associated in New York 
City, I have met this very dif!icufty. I was responsible for establishing the first dental 
clinic in any parochial school in New York City. But it was only after I had been 
able to convince the parish priest that ours was a non·sectaria.n organization and tha.t 
we hid no intention of conducting Bible classes that the priest gave his consent. We 
have now the finest co-operation possible from this group. 

I have also had considerable experience with a neighborhood organization which 
furnishes an adminble example of what local churches can do through that type of 
organization. More than twenty local organizations including public schools, hospital 
social sen·ice departments. the local offices of Henry Street Nursing Organization, and 
the Charity Organization Society, as well as local churches both Protestaljt and Catho
lic, have contributed both time and money for a community dental c.linic. The chair
man of this organization last year was a local Protestant minister and serving on the 
board with him were local Roman Catholic priests. The local church in a complex 
community can. I believe, therefore render its best service, not by attempting itself 
to provide a technical service for the community, but by taking its part in a joint neigh
borhood service which will make no distinction as to race or creed. 
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SOCIAL WORK UNDER CHURCH AUSPICES AND SOCIAL WORK 
UNDER COMMUNITY AUSPICES, FROM THE STAND

POINT OF THE RURAL COMMUNITY 

Ellmtml d• S. B,_, Director of Ti>um an4 C.-y s..,..y, Commill .. 
.,. Social """ R.ligj<nu Surwys, N.., York 

In the early days of our country the chUicl> (and there were hardly any churches 
then which were not rural) was the center of the community. It, and -...ry often the 
community hall and school or academy, stood on the village common. There was the 
closest feeling of co-operation between these institutions. As time went on, and 
civilization became more complex, the chUicl> made an elfort to keep pace with the 
geographical development of the country, but the New England ideals nf community 
organization did not spread beyond the area settled by· the early Pilgrims; In the last 
fifteen years there has been an increased ca.ll to the country chUicl> to undertake this 
thing and that. Many have felt that the chUicl> was in the position of the newsboy 
asked· by· a distinguished gentleman who was hurrying for a trolley to change a ten
dollar bill. The newsy replied, "I can't do it, sir, but i thanks you for the compli
ment._, At present there are a few more than xortooo country churches in America, 
and more and more they are not only receiving suggestions but, according to their 
abilities and the needs nf their communities, they are once again acting either as useful 
social servants lor the whole community or as spiritual dyuamos for furnishing the 
inspiration for an good things. 

MMjfWkPallm, Chkf Pkld Work.,., Commillu.,. Social an4 &ligious 
Suneys, N~ York 

At a great revival meeting recently beld in the Middle West, Dr. Warren H. Wil
son astouoded the congregation one evening by turn1ng the church pulpit o....r on its 
aide and placing on it a De Laval cream separator, following this action by a <lemon
stration nf what could be done with it. Some of the pious siste:s ancj elders were over
come by this sacrilege, but it happened that that meeting resulted in the greatest 
religious revival ever held in that part of the country. At last the farmer and the 
farmers' chUicl> joined hands, understooO. each other, and came to the realization that 
they as friends had a common problem, and set out to solve it together. 

So we fonnd a little community church nf Davis, Caliiomia, pressing forward to 
success. ill the belief that "The work of the Kingdom is an one job." Under that slogan 
this chUicl> has been influential in carrying a sewerage project to completion, has organ
ized a bus association, has encouraged better farming, business, gevemment, and edo
cation, and by tying to it an the interests at work in the community has become the 
hub of a perfect wheel .whose spokes are people with the best leadership from an the 
various walks of life. Indeed here, by the decision nf the local people, the church has 
taken over the Young Men's Christian Association and community service work. 

It is often the pragmatic test which determines the contribution nf the chUicl> 
in the social and economic Jield. There are many allies which the city chUicl> has that 
are denied to the country. Where social agencies are at work in rural communities, 
they are almost tJways in pmsperous districts which need them least. So the country 
chUicl> must often be something more than just a spiritual reservoir. 
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When the pastor of the Centerton, Arkansa>, circuit found hi! people had the blues 
because of an apple crop failure, he set out to cure them before he even thought of 
reorganizing his broken-down churches which had long been neglected, ill supported 
and laxly sustained. He worked hand in hand with the county farm bureau agent, 
talked crop diversification, and oroperative marketing. Hif God's House is to pros
per,, he said, "the soil must be kept fertile, the Bocks and herds built up, and the farm 
home made contented and happy.n He took a survey of the entire parish and visited 
in homes where a pastor had never been, and when he carried the information gathered, 
as to the resources of the community, from fa.nn to farm, people began to realize that 
after all, perhaps, they weren't so poor as they had thought. They took new courage, 
and by the time the pastor began the reorganization of his churches he found his people 
ready to follow wherever he would lead. 

In many cases the church is the only organized body in a country community. 
Its duty therefore is to minister not only to the souls of its people but also to their 
bodies and minds. There are two little colored churches in southwest Texas, Lone 
Oak and Montha.lia, which could teach the value of -::ommunity service to a great many 
parishes wherever located, black or white. They were abandoned three years ago. 
Seventy per cent of the poopie were ex-slaves or descendants of ex-slaves, and they were 
little more free than in Civil War days, owing old debts, discouraged, and la.ck.ing in 
:unbition. Then Rev. John R. Sullivan Edmondson came to these parishes and preached 
the gospel of uEat what you raise, raise what you eat." He helped them to help them
selves. Two small farms were purchased and special days were set apart when all the 
fanners worked the land and later shared the harvest. Farm ownership was encour
aged. The church buildings were open daily for classes where old or young might come 
and lcam English, arithmetic, etc. During the epidemic of influenza the buildings 
became hospitals and first-aid headquarters, and the pastor and his wife were the doctor 
and nurse throughout the countryside wherever colored families were found. The pas
tor later taught meat curing, canning, and preserving of fruits, organized fann dubs, 
encouraged men to save and start bank accounts, and, through helping these people to 
help themselves, lifted these two cotton-field neighborhoods to better conditions of 
citlzenshi.p and independence, a.nd gave them their fi.rst hope of a future, free and self-
respecting. 

A :Methodist Episcopal church circuit in Lamed, Kansas, has sueceeded in solving 
a serious state problem, that of ministering to migrants. When the town suddenly ac
quil"<d a large temporary population, attracted by the promise of work during the har
vestingseason,an urgent letter was sent out by the KansasStateAgriculrwal College to 
pastors and county agents, advising co-operation in caring £ot the social and religious 
needs of the strangers. The county agent and the pastor of the Lamed circuit presented 
the case to the mayor, the businesa and farmers' organization, and the churches. The 
town appointed a committee and the county agent's office was furnished as a welfare 
room for harvest hand!, with an attendant, telephone, tables, chairs, stationery, 
games, and reading matter. The services of the county nurse were included. At 
night this room served as. a dormitoty. The pastor spent all the time he could spare 
arranging programs and conducting meetings in which his rural churches took part. 
Home ties were renewed. Home and church life was brought to the harvest workers, 
and during the three harvest Sundays the first year there were 316 men present at six 
services. Thus did this fanning community of 3,170 inhahitaDts welcome the stranger 
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within its gates. . The entire story of the Lamed circuit is one intimately associated 
with the !arul. and tells of united effort to serve: 

The little Methodist Episcopal church at Roseglen, Pennsyivunia, holds an annual 
rural.Jife institute, and includes in its program, discussiom on better homes, farms, 
schools, churches, etc., in which state, county, and local speakers take part. The pas
tor beside preaching the farmer's g<>spel presches also the mill man's g<>spel in the iron 
town of DllDCII.Dllon, and has done more than any agency or a.ny of the seven churches 
in this wretchedly over-chutthed community to answer the question of the young peo
ple, Where shall we g<> and whst shall we do? The poolrooms were answering the qu.,... 
tion long before this pastor's coming, but their answer has grown much, much !sinter; 
indeed it is scattely hesrd today in Dm•r•nnoq. 

Along with otber agencies progressing with the changing times the country church 
has become responsible not only for furthering economic development but for enriching 
the life of the community by n!fering recreational, social, intellertual, and cultural 
advantsges, and for seeking to place a.t the service of all its peeple its entire equipment 
and its best leedership. 

The Congregational church at Collbran, Colorado, which ministers to a g<>est......., 
by the institution of the larger parish plan holds regular lecture courses. There are 
lectures in vocational guidance by doctor, nurse, agriculturalist, lawyer, etc. There 
are educational moving pictures shown every otber week for grade-school children. 
Road building has beenaidsdandhere, too, the inquirer !indsclose co-operation between 
the church and farm bureau. 

Neady every oommunity·minded church owns or has the use of moving picture 
or stereopticon equipment, and the ·g<>estest can: possible is bOing taken in the selection 
of films. In the matter of selertiog plays for amateur production, not so much ca.re 
is taken unfortunately. Yet plays ate invari&bly given and succeed always in gettiog 
peeple togetber, which is something. Only here and there, however, hsve churches 
taken edvantsge of the available rich fund of material dealing with religious drama. 
One of the members of the Middle Octoro.ra, Ponnsylvunia, church wrote a J?agesnt 
Ieeently which was so sua:essful that it was repeated in several communities nearby. 

Music is another community organizer. Centerton has a seventeen-piece Sund&y 
school orchestra that has not only made the village known as a musical center but has 
probebly done more to break down town and country barriers tha.n any oiher organi
zation, since it is in demand for aH sorts of community affairs throughout the counU,.. 
side. Centerton has also a chorus of lifty voice§, and both ·orchestra and chorus are 
trained and under efficient ezperienc:ed leadership. 

The community houses of Colibran, Colorado, and Parma, Idaho, hsve radio equip
mentwhereabsorbedgmupsgatber to "listen in." Not only are they hearing the best 
that this oountry has to olfer but they are coming to the reallzation that they C&l1 hsve 
the advantsges of the outside world even though they remain at home. 

Cimarron, New Mexico, has a cowboy church which is the only Protestant organ!· 
ation within an area of 2,000 square miles. The people attending it are of all denomi
nations and none. There are no organizations connected with it excepting the Ladies' 
Aid, yet when any event takes place, the entire community is on ha.od. It is as if the 
church had isssoed the entire villsge. 

The church ,at Bingham Canyon, Utsh, has, throegh its Boy Scout program, revo
lutionined the hoy life of this g<>estest copper camp in the world and by providing an 
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every-day-in-the-year program has interested not only adults but foreign children, 
and all the boys and girls in service, not only in the church but throughout the canyon. 

The Spencer, Iowa, church has a swimming pool, gymnasium, and reading-room 
and gameroom, and the Lincoln Boys' Club activities are managed by a physical 
director on full time. At Dayton, Indiana, the church bell serves as the village fire 
beil aod the Boy Scouts act as the viilage fire department. At first some of Dayton's 
citizens did not approve of the church bell being used for this purpose, but one nigbt 
one of the elder's homes got on fire and the scouts saved it. Since then the church 
has beeo open day and night in order that the beil may be rung when necessary. 

A Methodist Episcopal church at Roosevelt, Oklahoma, has a restroom for the 
country women who come from far off to trade. 

San Gabriel, California, has a Mexican Presbyterian mission where an employ
ment bureau serves its people, most of whom are seasonal laborers in the fruit groves. 
Through this agency the pastor has placed over one thousand men in permanent posi
tions. Also at this mission and settlemeot house close by, dental and medical clinics 
are regularly held, and a salvage room furnishes clothing for the poor at a nominal 
cost. 

In an Indiana town a church survey disclosed the fact that there was an unusually 
small number of children between the ages of one and five compared with the average 
that there should have been for a community of that size. The survey also discovered 
on the church records that there had beeo rather a large number of funerals of children 
between the ages of one and five. An investigation was started. The church called 
in the state board of health. The wells of the community were analyzed. It was dis
covered that a fungus growth appeared in these wells in the summer time which caused 
dysentery among smaller children. The wells were cleaned up, not by the church, 
but boomse of the church. This is obeying the command of the Master to uheal the 
sick" just as much as by building hospitals. 

Perhaps the best example of the all-around social contribution of a country church 
is found in a community in a far-western county, the name of which we have promised 
not to divulge until the experiment has completed its filth year. It has now run four. 
The ·community is located in a very prosperous county, which is blest with more social 
agencies organized on a county basis and with paid executives than any other county 
in America, so far as we have been able to find out. The population of the community 
is made up of rich fruit-growers, Mexican farm laborers, and some oil workers. The 
hamlet at the center serves the needs of these groups.. Four years ago there was dis
sension between town and country, between the absentee oil capitalists and the rest 
of the community J and the social life was tom by many cliques. The~ was a weak. 
chamber of commerce, a churcht an exclusive woman's club, and an organization of 
young men whose pu:pose was uto raise hell," and in that aim they succeeded.. There 
was no provision for garbage disposal; there were open wells, and the sanitary condi
tions were deplorable. The only church bad been organized a. decade previously as a 
prot<st against the purchase of a moving picture machine by the town church thoee 
miles away. to which most of the church members belonged. In this community today 
there is a community council in which each organization is represented on an equal 
basis, and which co-ordinates all social worlt. The council was organized by the churcb, 
and by unanimous vote the pastor was made its executive. He has brought in these 
agencies which were needed, all of which had previously passed this place by on the 
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other side. A health clinic was established at the chun:h. Boys, girls, and yt11mg 

people were organized with a fuR program of recreation, vocational guidance, religious 
educatioo. Garbage disposal was agitated and effected. The state board of health 
waa brought in and the rural slums and other health menaces were cleaned up, the fann 
ownets in some instances erecting model houses for the manied hands. The chamber 
of commerce healed the breach between town and country and between oil interests 
and the community, and the church has prospered gnoatly. 

Two years ago, when surveying the churches of three New England counties, I 
found a pastor who still held "a regular religious """ice every Sunday morning with 
no other activities excepting those of the Sunday school"; another pastor said to me 
when I asked him what provision he made for the meetings of Ills young people, "No, 
sister, we have no clubrooms, we have a bssement and I prefer to have it called a base
ment"; another replied regarding the social activity carried on in Ills church, "We 
want no hijinks in thls church." Thls pastor had a church membership of thirty-seven 
and he was unable to tell how many of them were under twenty-one years of age. 

What a far cry it was from these churches to those other churches serving their 
entire communities, neglecting no phase of the community's life, co-operating with 
agencies already a.t work for the common good, .and taking the piace of these agencies 
where they have not yet become active. The p~ve country church in America 
is saying to the open country today, "We are here," and in a frieudly spirit the church 
and community leaders are working together in the knowledge thet "to do all to the 
glory of God includes the raising of hogs, the shipping of wheat, and a host of other 
things." 

SOCIAL AGENCIES CO-OPERATING WITH THE RURAL 
CHURCH 

RDyal Cl:ydoAgM,Di,..cter, WM S<nico, NalieMIHNdqua<lers.t,..,;.: 
"""Rod Cross, WMI.mglms 

Reversing logic and chronology, let us take several hasty journeys to five or sis 
rural communities in Musldngum County, Ohio, thet demonstrate some adventur9 
in co-operation between the social agencies and the church. 

Out on Vugini&Ridgein the open o:iwitry, theenvironmentofwhichisemph•siwl 
in the name, one organization using the publi<>health nw:se of another organiRtion 
- to a third orga»izo.tion to establish c:la.sses in home care of the sick. They met 
at a achool house ani! m:eived a gnoat deal of their moral support from community 
leaders interested in atill a fifth organization. At the end of their course of le&sons, 
sisteen women, all housewives, most of them never having graduated from a puhlic 
school, received real diplomas with the real pride of a graduate. The eercises were 
COilducted in dignified fashion ln a church. After commencement, what? Thls 
group of women adopted the most significant term of "Community Builders" and 
have been promoting good roads, health, better farming, improved schoois, finer 
socla.J. life, and all of the elements which enter into a happy rural community. 

In another community of a thousand pupulation, an appendb: industrially, geo
graphically, and socially of a neighboring city, there were complicated social prohiems, 
and the two so<;jal agencies in that community were dishea.rteued. A large number of 
the pupulation found its employment, its socla.J.life, and its religious life in the city and 
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had little interest in the place in which they lived. There were city problems but no 
city help, for the neighboring city drew its boundaries and would not extend service 
beyond them. The ruling boards of the local school and church were inclined to be 
conservative. There was a mass meeting of the citizenry in .a desperate effort to be 
master of the situation. Out of this meeting and other si.m.ilarmeetings were developed 
a social-work council, meeting monthly to promote and supervise needed programs. 
As a consequence boys' and girls' agricultural clubs thrived, a Boy Scout troop grew to 
be most popular, a summer va.cation2.school appealed to the children heretofore wasting 
their time in vaunt lots and buildings, and a poor district where seventy people resided 
was befriended in a. very helpful way. Along with this the school and the church 
bef:ame centrally stimulating agencies. The pastor and the superintendent of the 
school stepped into the leadership ha.nd in band, and the community began to hold its 
hea.d high with pride. 

In still another community, almost inaccessible five months of the year, with a 
population barely xso, two churches struggling from Sunday to Sunday, no resident 
pastOr, no high school facilities, the spirit of co-operation also awakened. The com
munity thro-ugh some of its leaders insisted on a high school. This wa.s established and 
the high school prindpil brought a vision of possibilities to the community. A com
munity building worth $6,ooo, but actually costing less than $3,000, was the tangible 
evidence of co-operation. Some of the conservative leaders had come to scoff, but 
they remained to work.. Today a program of weekly features entertains and informs 
this community, and the spirit of Rural Dale has conquered inaccessibility to strike 
hands~ with the most progressive communities of Ohio. 

In Nashport, through a period of years, perhaps by force of necessity, but not by 
that alone, five churches have been brought together under one roof. They have not 
federated but they have amalgamated. There is one congregation and one pastor. 
In this accomplishment the church too was central, for it had reached out into the com
munity through the community betterment association that brought into its fold all 
of the interests of the vario-U! groups in the township. It did not destroy these groups1 

but it appealed to them to join their strength with other groups in order to make Licking 
ToWnship a very worth-while place. 

Then in another section, & very hilly section and on the top of one of the highest 
hills, stand! Grange HaU, which is a monument to co-operative effort. This mode) of 
comfort and convenience, central in geographical location, beckons all the churches 
of the towmhip to unite in services a.nd social meetings; calls to all of the sChools to 
hold their union exercises; and opem its doors to all other helpful community groups. 
Here on this hill is a shrine built in memory of the boys of the township who served in 
the world war, and dedicated to community service-. 

\\'e shall not stop in the Frazeysburg community, except to take a glimpse at their 
fine community recreation hall, the acme of co-operation in that community; or in 
White Cottage, to tread their co-operative sidewalks; or in Norwich where the young 
and energetic principal of the high school, fairly breathing community co-operation, 
inspired the other groups of the town until the whole neighborhood has awakened to 
new life and some interesting tasks. No.r shall we go into some five or six other inter
esting communities where co--operation has been leavening community life. We shall 
take a 6.nal journey into a community of some fifteen hundred people, five hundred of 
whom are under twenty--one years of age. In this c:omm:unity forty-one definitely 
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organized ......,;,tions, with president, vice-president, secretazy, and treasurer ....., 
meeting weekly, monthly, or annuallY. whlle the town itself harboted some very serious 
social problems. It is an interesting comment upon meetings in such places to say 
thet at the gatherings of an orgsniza.tion devoted to child welfare the dlief considera
tion was given to the poor benighted children of India or China. or of the islands of the 
sea, while the actual children of the community were allowed simply to grow up. How
ever, this community got a vision of co-opezative wod:, and a splendid system of recre
ation was inaugurated, with the clergymen of the town in charge of Saturday-afternoon 
baseball, tenofs, and the town library, while the women's club sponsored recreation £or 
the children, and the postmaster looked after horseshoe-pitching. Tbis little city has 
not gone far in its wod:, but it has at least taken its first step or two toward community 
interest. 

So much for the achievements of these respeeti.., communities.- They appear 
insignificant when placed over against large projects of the urban community, but in 
their own setting of rural background, in a billy section of Ohio, these beginnings in 
C(K)perative enterprises are indeed significant. This was an average county with :142 

one-room schools, e. census of 7,279 children of school age, and e.n actual eilrollment of 
5,954- Only one-third of its total teaching sta1f was resident in the community where 
it taught. The church life was tsken care of through 13< rural churches, 51 of which 
were in the open country. About one-fourth of all of the clutrches had resident minis
ters. Only 9 of them had full-time ministers, while the other churches divided the 
time of the ministers into halves or quarters. The popofation of the one city of the 
county during the last three decades had shown inaeases of 1:1 per cen~ 19 per cent, 
and 5·5 per cent respecu...ly. During these same three deaLdes the deerease in the 
rural popofation was 1.8 per cent, 6 per cent, 3.6 per cent, respectively. Most of the 
27 county-wide agencies had projected themselves into the 35 distinct communities 
developing units of their respective organizations. There are •s Women's Chris
tian Temperance Union branches; 24 granges, some 30 farm bureau committees
each community a repl.ic& of the county itseiL Some of the basic opiniou held 
rather jointly by leaders of a number of these co\mty-wide organise.tions follow. 

s,.,.. Guidetosls.-Fkst, for successful team wod:, it is necessary to :find and wod: 
for objectives in which everybody ought to be more or less concerned. We recognize 
thet not everybody is interested in PresbYterianism or Shakespeare or the latest stitcb 
in embroidery. But there are certain common il>.terests with which evuybody is fre
quently compelled to be concerned, regardless of his plaoe of living. These common 
interests are health, education, morals, recreation,' and communication by telephone. 
mail, transportation over good roads, etc. In one of these communities there was a 
group exclusively of women. They called themsel..,. a "community club." Their 
chief OCOipation was neediework. This group thought it very strange thet the men 
of tho community would not attend their open meetings It was very plain how....r 
to the men thet this group had never settled anything of community interest eocept 
who was the best cab-baker. 

Second, these county leaders recognized the inter-relationship of.all of these com
munity interests. Recreation, health, better farming, better schools, good roads, and 
telephones are only facets of the same prism of community life. 

Again it was felt thet organisational programs with objecti..,. for the individual 
groupa should keep in close harmony with the larger objectives of the prograro of the 
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entire commumty. Like the finger.; of the hand should be the individual programs, 
giving aid in some small or large wi.y in fulfilling a service to the whole community. 
It seems a selfish thing for an organization to promote its program with the sole objec
tive of promoting itself. A tennis court may be a fine medium for increasing denomina
tional church membership, but I am sure that no one wants to promote a denomina-
tional tennis court for that end~ in these days. In one community a church held a 
very enviable position as far as location and opportunity were concerned. It was the 
only church in a large community. The leaders of the church were conservative and 
so the program from the community angle was limited. It was interesting however ·to 
find there a group of children meeting one evening a week under this limitation, that 
if they came into the church auditorium for a prayer meeting, they could go to the base
ment afterwards for a play hour. HPray a while, then play a while," was the slogan, 
and the leader of the group said with pride, "You ought to hear those children pray.u 

FinaUy the leaders of these respective county-wide groups reasoned that each 
organization should rewgnize its own specialization as well as its own limitation. Each 
group specializes in certain skills. It should concentrate on these specializations. In 
one community an organization was discovered whose functions and training were 
entirely athletic and recreationals appealing to men on the basis of filing war claims with 
the government. There may be something athletic in the latter but not considerable 
recreation. A little later this group realized that there was in the community a spec
ialized organization to handle these war claims and that its Own job was athletics and 
recreation. It then tried to fit a public-health program into its i<:heme in spite of 
three existing health agencies. In some communities there are groups endeavoring 
to be omnibuses, picking up all sorts of things which they think should be done and in 
the end leaving many of them poorly done and not a little friction with the other agen· 
des whose jurisdictions they have invaded. 

These then were the outstanding guides that helped a county with twenth-seven 
county-wide agencies, seventeen of which were definitely interested in welfare, to start 
a program of successful county-wide team work. Let us tum now to a rapid survey 
of some methods used to secure county-wide C(H)ptratioa 

· Praaic.int Co-operatitm.---Qn.e of the most hopeful means by which county-wide 
team work was secured was through a county l'UI'8.1-service council. Twenty agencies 
were represented in this council, including the motor club, good roads club, farm bureau, 
boys' and girls' clubs, Boy Scouts, school, ministerial association, grange, Young 
Women's Christian Association, public-health association, welfare organization. 
women's federated clubs, Red Cross, etc. The meetings were presided over by the 
cha.i.rman, and county-wide plans were discussed as well asspecificprojectsforpartic
ula.r communities. A community study was a composite case history. The possi
bilities of such a COllll-cil are of course obvious. 

Annual county conferen-ces were held. These conferences were a replica of the 
National Conf~rence of Social Work. Tbe total attendance at the first one-day con
ference was about 400, representing every community and organization ot the county. 
The chlei appeal to these people was that they were to talk about u Our Problems/' 
A second conference brought out a total attendance of 1,044 in all of the sessions for 
the two days. It might be added that the total expense of the last conference was but 
$8o, since many of the spea.k.ers came as representatives of state and national welfare 
orga.njations.. To secure the attendance at this conference, some 1 1200 individual 
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letters were sent out by the respective agencies to thoU n:spective constituents. Each 
agency was represented by its very best speakers, wbe oould express for the Otg&Di.za
tion the contn"bution and the co-operation of the psrticular orgamzation in a county
wide scheme. Communitymusicandcommunityrecreationwereverypopul&rfeatures 
of these conferences. 

In the third place, and perb&ps the chief pb&se of inteJpteting, SODil! basic prin
ciples to the county, was an extensive and intensive informational progmm ou commun
ity interests. Twenty libraries of fifty selected beoks e&eb were secured from the st.&te 
tibrery. Additional books were pl&ced with these h"bnuies from other sources and the 
libnuies routed through the county. Pamphlets from university extension depsrt
ments, health organizations, and child-welfare associations were received in large qu&n
tities to distn"bute with discretion through the oounty. There was an intereb&nge of 
speakers of reputation seenred by a>unty groups and presented before re&dy.made audi
ences, even of other orgamzations. TwO speakers on soclai hygiene were brought in by 
the Red Cross cb&pter and within one week addressed forty.one dillerent groups meet
hlg under other auspices. There were community institutes sponsored by the gra.uge, 
farm bureau, Women's Christian Tempsranoe Union, the Red Cross, and the church, 
and in every inst.&nce general community matters were given place on the progmm 
.along with speclai group interests. Tbere were pilgrimages from one community to 
another, which made for intereb&nge of ideas and observations. Through the county 
teachers institute and the county normal school, courses of lectures by the school and the 
teacher serving the community were given. Exln"bits and demonstrations of recrea
tion and health were held. At the county f&ir "" entire wing of the administration 
building was turned over to the county council to put on a· co-operative program of 
rural service. Nine ag=cles co-opelated in this projact. Tbere were models of com
munity church buildings, one taken from this county itself; school exhibits; weighing 
and measoring of children of pre-school age; child-welfare exhibits; demonstrations of 
the home care of the sick; first aid; and supervised -=lion by a qualified recreation 
leader. Heretofore at the county fair, organizations had competed in progmms of 
weighing the same babies on the same dsy, etc. Tbese same agencies had come a long 
way when they dacided to pool thoU programs and thoU interests at the county fait; 
Perb&ps the best informational program was put on through a series of movhlg pictures 
doting rso successive nights. From eig'ht'to twenty reels of films were secured the 
first of each month. Speclai inte!ests were featured doting the month; for eu.mple, 
doting April, boys' and girls' agricultural clubs; ¥ay, rural schools; June, good roads; 
July health; etc., through the summer. Besides speclai feature films on each program, 
there was a travelog, a comedy, and a geneml film relathlg to rum! life. There was 
always community singing and talks related to the speclai feature of the program. 
The same program was given in as many as twenty-six different commnnitiea during 
each month. Tha monthly attendsnce averaged about 4.500. Tbe cost of a film 
progmm per month averaged about $•s, since the comedy was the only film for which 
there was a rent&! charge. We discovered almost a limitleas field of attractive films. 
We manufactured our own electric current and lighted the hall, where necessary. We 
used one-room school houses, grange halls, town halls, and churches. During the first 
montli only three churches were open to us, hut the popularity and interest in the pro
grams grew un~ doting the last month sixteen dillerent churches in the county w.l
<:amed the movhlg picture progrsm. With all of these educational features it was the 
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hope of the council not to do things for a commUDity1 rather to stimulate these com
munities, to advise with them, but to allow them to plan and perfonn their work in 
their own way. Progress perhaps would be slow but more permanent~ 

In this entire program the church was recognized as a social force. It was included 
in all the plans and the carrying-out of projects. The right kind of church ought to be 
the central force in the affairs of lillY <ommunity. It should be the socializer, stabilizer, 
and standardiaer. Frequently the church provides the only leadership of the com
munity. It is looked to lor the interpretation of human relationships. We would not 
wish the church exclusively to build roads or to build roads exclusively. Rather do 
we want the church to preach the social and economic value of good roads and to give 
moral and financial support to the good-roads movement. Particularly is it the mission 
of the church to make the road of life easier to all of the people of the community. 

This in brief is the outline of a. county-wide attempt of social agencies to C(H)perate 
with the rural churches. To many of us associated with it, it seemed tremendously 
worth while. 

THE COUNTRY CHURCH IN COMMIDHTY SERVICE 

PaulL. Vugt, Superinl<ndmt of Rural Work, M<ibodisl Episcopal 
Church, Philaddphia 

The very rapid expansion of the program of the country church during recent 
years has raised questions again as to just what is the function of the church in the 
rural-life movement. 

It has been noted that there are a large number of organizations actively engaged 
in one form or another of rural service. The greatest group of these is centered round 
special economic interests, and experience has demonstrated that special interests can 
best be conserved through organizations created for each specific objective. There 
are certainly more universal interests that have their expression in more general organi. 
zations, such as the govcmmentaJ, educational, and religious. Certain functions are 
generally admitted to belong properly to each of the general agencies representative 
of these interests, such a.s the state, the school~ and the church. For example, the police 
power is a function of the state, civic education belongs to the school, the conservation 
of the knowledge of man's relation to a divinity, the belief in the immortality of the 
soul, and the religious phases of man's relation to man is accepted as the function of the 
church. Beyond these fundamental functions, however, there is a vast territory of 
uncharted interests in which the different agencies are finding a field for service and in 
which there is some overlapping and uncertainty as to the obligations of the difierent 
agencies concerned. 

So far as economic interests are concerned, it is believed that their conservation 
belongs primarily to other agencies than the church. '\\'here county agricultural 
agents, fann bureaus, or other organizations exist, the business of the church is to give 
its moral support to their activities and to open the way to the largest contact with the 
people. 'Where such agencies do not exist, the church has the obligation of assuming 
leadership in bringing better agriculture and better economic relatioM between the 
fanner and other groups. The minister of the Gospel, whoJ in the absence of other 
agmdes, can lead in road improvement, live stock, or crop improvement, or in bettering 
market facilities, is rendering a real service. 
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Health conservation seems to be passing under the control of the state although 
at lesst two of the largest religious denominations in America h&.., very definite pro
grams of hospital provision under religious auspices. If thls program is accepted and 
pursued aggressively, it carries with it logically the necessity of providing for rural 
h&alth <:ODSerV&tion as well. A committee representing the board of bishops of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church recently approved a recommendation for the establish
ment of a rural health llUISing service, either in connection with the great central hoo
pitals or independently of them. There are many who believe that health conserva
tion under religious auspices is justiiiable and that the h&alth progra.I!! of the church 
should be greatly expanded. 

The most pressing question at present is as to the agency that should comer... the 
social and recreatienallife of the mmllllmity. In some places the schoois are providing 
buildings and equipment for thls service, and are providing finances out of public funds 
for its support. In othe:s, private agencies are attempting to make provision for social 
and recreatienal life. E""'YWhere, except in the smallest commuuities, commercial 
interests have capitalized the demand for social and recreatienallife by providing mov
ing pictwes, poolrooms, and other facilities. The c:hurc:h, because of its vital interest 
in the moral welfare of the commuuity, is now almost universally accepting the prin
ciple that it should look after the recreatienal welfare of the young people and, already 
in response to this belief, new church buildings have been erected that have playrooms, 
provision for moving pictures and for every phase of commuuity, social, and recrea
tional need. 

The church is correct in ·its assumption that to it belo- the task of making such 
provision. The building for rendering such service can be be'tter located when under 
the auspices of the church than when attached to other agencies. The argument thet 
the school is the only democmtic agency is not sound~ because the financial support is 
determined by the will of the majority while the support of the church is voluntary. 
The principle followed is to pay what one can, and if you are not able to pay anything, 
the facilities of the building are open to all anyway. The fact thet overchurching and 
religious dilJerences prevent leadership on the part 'of the churches is not an argument 
against the principle, but is an unfortunate condition pre...ating church leadership. It · 
justifies the school or other agencies in undertaking commuuity, social, and recreational 
service on the same ground that the church ill justified in providing public education or 
agricultural leadership when other agencies are aot prepared to render the service 
be1o • to them. . ' ngmg ., 

Leaders in rural-life movements outside of the church are sometimes inclined to 
be critieal of what the church is doing, or, rather, not doing. They forget thet repeated 
uspetience has shown thet the great bulk of financial support for philanthropic activities 
comes from chun:h members and thet the spirit of service and interest in public welfare 
is fostered by the Christian chun:h. The expanding program of the church in taking 
over activities, formerly carried on by privata agencies outside the church, is simply 
the transfer of funds from private agencies to boards functioning within the organiza
tinn of the chun:h. The tried experience of privata agencies is conserved and expanded 
by the church as it organizes itself for the larger service in rural life. The beginoings 
made in thls expanding program of the church are destined to make a. rapid advance 
in the years to come; and the church will again assume in rural life the position of 
leadezship it once held. 
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PERSONAL RELIGION AND PROGRESS THROUGH 
SOCIAL WORK 

On Sunday morning services under the auspices of the National Conference of 
Social Work were held in the followmg churches of various creeds &nd denominations. 
The sermon theme was Personal Religion and Progress through Social Work. 

Baptist, First, Dr. John M. Moore. 
Congregational, First, Dr. Graham Taylor. 
Disciples of Christ, Vermont Avenue, Rev. Carl Barnett. 
Episcopal, Ascension. Dr. Hugh Birclr.head. 
Friends, Miss Margaret Curtis. 
Hebrew Congregation (Saturday) Dr. Abraham Cronb&ch; (Friday evening) Dr. 

Solomon Lowenstein. 
Lutheran, Luther Place Memorial, Dr. Howard R. Gold. 
Methodist, Foundry, Dr Worth M. Tippy. 
Presbyterian, New York Ave., Rev. F. Ernest Johnson. 
Roman Catholic, St. Patrick's, Monsignor C. F. Thomas. 
Unitarian, Dr. Samuel McChord Crothezs. 

Abstracts of those sermons which were submitted in written form are published, 
a.s follows: 

Ra. John M. Moore, Matey Af'mue Baptist Church, Brooklyn 

As a. church man and a minister I have come to speak to you this morning as one 
who believes in personal religion and conversion and worship and prayer1 and who, at 
the same time, rejoices exceedingly in the far reaching ministry of the great social 
agencies which are represented in Washington today by thousands of utterly devoted 
men and women who are giving themselves for God and humanity in a spirit of Christ
like devotion. My Text is Jesus' reply to Nicodemus in John 3:3, "Except a man be 
born again, he cannot see the Kingdom of God." 

This great word of Jesus is not so much a declaration of the terms of pen;onal sal
vation as it is a simple statement of spiritual law, that only those who have the illumi~ 
nating touch of the Divine upon their lives can see, can grasp, can apprehend, and can 
appreciate the implications, the demands, and the glories of the kingdom of God. 

In returning to the kingdom of hope and gospel, we shall remove a stumbling
block from the way of our splendid allies who are fighting evil through the great social 
agencies. Their impatience with a church that puts doctrine above doing, and rites 
above righteousness, and ceremonies above aervice, and preparation for death above 
the loyal life, is understandable and even euusable. Their protest is &kin to th&t of 
Jesus~ who spoke with vehement scom of those who were exact in petty details and 
neglectful of great realities, who tithed mint and anise and cummin aod omitted justice 
and mercy and faithfulness. This is our part, men and women of the churches, in 
breaking down the wall of partition th&t is dividing Christians today over the social 
question. Go back to Christ and learn the way of the Lord more perfectly! "Thy 
Kingdom come" means that the kingdom of selfishness, and exploitation, and graft, 
and race hatreds, and fien:e nationalisms, and war, and poverty, and hunger must go. 
A follower of Christ cannot wor.hip the god of things as they are. 
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How did Jesus propose to eliect the changing of the wnrld into the kingdom of 
God? The IIDSwer is to be found throughout hia teaching, perhaps nowhere more 
sbuply and incisively than in a.n easily overlooked, almost casual, statemeot in hia 
elucidation of the parable of the tares. In explaining this parable to the disciples, be 
says, "Tbe good seed-these are the children of the kingdom." His proposal is to sow 
the world not with Bibles, nor institutiom, nor laws, bnt with folks of a particular type. 
The kind of folks be baa in mind he describes fully in the Sermon on the Mount. The 
children of the kingdom are poor in spirit, penlteot, teachable, deed in earnest about 
goodness, merciful, pure in heart, and peace-makers. Their righteonsness is not of law 
hnt of love. They care nothing for publicity in religious service, hut everything for 
:reality. When they pray, they put first the Father's name and kingdom and will. 
They recognize the irrepressible amflict betweeo the two philosophies of life for which 
God and gol<t stand, und they choose God. They are therefore free from wearing 
amiety. They seek first the kingdom of God, knowing that in a righteous social ordei 
all of God's children will have enough of the things that are needed for the good life. 
One can sum it up in three distinctive characteristica: the children of the kingdom trust 
God as their Father; they respect every bnma.n personality, recognizing in every other 
man a brother; and they sacrifu:e personal adva.ntage for the common good. With 
such DIOD and wnmeo sown freely as good seed, the coming of the kingdom is assured. 
Without them all our social schemes are hopeless. 

Do not think, however, that I !liD falling hack on tha individualism of the old 
evangelism. It is not true, at least in the commonly accepted sense of the word, that 
if we get people amvert.ed, social conditions wiU .right themselves. They must be 
converted in Jesus' sense of the word, "Except ye be convettrd and become as little 
children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom.» Thia is just another way of saying 
"Except. a man be born again, be cannot see the kingdom." And it means very much 
more than an earnest desire to go to Heaven after death. It meiiDS more than a joy
ous, mystical experience of God; it means m<ire than the ohserva.nce of an external 
moral code. It means a new directian for the. whale current of life's motives and 
actions; it meiiDS a new estimate of the possibilities that are resident in every human 
life; it means a willingness to accord to every personality the rights and privileges one 
demands for himself. Except a man be socialized, he cannot participate in the supreme 
social adventure and achievement of the kingdom of God. The children of the king
dom are those whose imaginations have been captured by tha fair vision of a new earth 
wherein dwelis goodness; their minda are open to all its implicetions, their wills are 
subject to its laws; and they go out from the chufch in which they come together for 
WOtShip and ipspiration and instrUction, not onfy to introduce a new spirit and atm~ 
pbere and mentsl and moral attitude, but also to create those industrial and political 
and international agencies and institutions through which the spirit of good will may 
eliectiveJy fonction. 

And stili a major questian reu>&ins unanswered. . Whence come these socialized 
individuals who are sown as the good seed of the kingdom to produce the fruitage of a 
new social order? When William Booth was asked wbere he expectrd to get the 
preachers for the great evangelizing agency which he was creating, he is said to have 
pointed to the saloons and brothels of London and said, "I shall find them there!" 
And the Sal~tion Army is an abiding monument to the faith of its founder in the 
unplumbed depth and unrevealed resources of ordinary human life touched by the spirit 
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of God. This was the faith of Jesus. Publicans and fishermen beaune his apostles. 
Babes in culture grasped what the wise and prudent missed. "No man kno-weth the 
Father but the Sen," he said, and he added significantly "and they to whom the Son 
shall re\·eal Him.'' He claimed to have found an acquaintance with God more intimate 
and pro!ound than the greatest of the prophets had known, and to be able to lead com
mon men and women into this transforming knowledge. 

And this brings us back again to the simple scientific statement of our great spirit~ 
uallaw, "Except a man be born from above, he cannot see the kingdom of Go<V' It 
requires the knowledge of God thet Jesus had to give meaDing and value to the life of 
man. 

That is a revealing judgment which the Epistle of Hebrews passes on the secret 
of Moses' success as a revolutionary leader: "He endured as seeing him who is invisi
ble." Remember that he is talking about a great social reformer, a labor leader, a. 
political revolutionist, the builder of a nation. Philanthropy was not enough, patriot
ism was not enough, Utopian idealism was not enough; Moses needed God, and was 
able to bear with patience and build for all time because there was added to his social 
idealism and human sympathy the fear and the fellowship of the invisible God. 

Profess<W Graham Taylor, Warden, The Commons, Chicago 

The interdependence of the people~s religious and social interests is happily recog
nized both by the churches of 'Washington and the National Conference of Social '\Vork 
in having all its representatives speak at these Sunday services on "Personal Religion 
and Progress Through Social Work.'' 

It is another recognition of the fact that life and religion are alike, both consisting 
of the rdationships they involve. No human life can be conceived as nonnal, or even 
possible, if unrelated with kindred, schoolmates, playmates, neighbors. work-a-day 
associates, and fellow,itizens. Religion itself is the relation of the one soul to Father 
God and fellow-men. All etse-.Bibles, creeds, sacraments, and churches-are means to 
that end, the great scaffo1ding within which is rising the greater structure. 

Religious relationships God ward and manward, though presently real, are predomi
nantly potential. Social relations are considered as actually existing1 although also 
as ideally possible. Each loses when its potential and actual elements are less closely 
related. Social conditions and relations become sordid, artificial, and meaningless 
without such ideals; such a spiritual atmosphere and horizon as religion creates. 
Religion without its visions. dreams, and hopes becomes & formality and a deadly 
routin~tbe uletter that killeth." Yet without such a base-line and earthly rootage 
as a social survey disclo~s. religion becomes visionary, vague, and a prolific source of 
vagaries. So the progress of each one of us, or of all of us together, involves the closest 
n!lationship between the actual and the potential. The pace of progress depend-; upon 
the action and reaction between the religious and the social consciousness and resources 
of the jl<Ople. 

During the past fifty years this progress has been registered by the National Con
ference of Social \\' ork in the printed proceedings of its reports and discussions. On 
its frttSt and broadest platform in all the world representatives of Catholic, Protestant, 
and Jewish religious faiths, representatives of scientific, ethical, sociological, and 
economic schools of thought and methods of action, representatives of different races, 
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~and classes conservatives and progressives, radicals and reactionaries-meet, 
miugle freely, and e><change values frankly. 

At three points our contemporary, religious, and social consciousness registers the 
progress of personal religion and public welfare in identifying the soul with the self, 
the parish with the community, and catholicity with international rela.tioDS. This 
progress, developing slowly at first, has made rapid advances during the past decade. 
Lone voices crying as in a wilderness have become a great chorus. Solitary pioneers 
led tile way in which a great l8llk aud file have followed. The by-ways of the social 
spirit have become the highways of the people. Social service has become Church 
Work, for which ministers aud membels are being inspired and trained. 

I. The soul aud the self have become identified in the increasing consciousness of 
the unity of personality. Soul is not anything one has, but all one is aud can become 
in body, mind, and spirit. From the discovery of the social sources of personality, 
the consciousness of its unity bas been bom anew. Their study of child psychology 
has led such investigators""' Profes&or Royce, of Harvard, and J. Mark Baldwin, of 
Johns Hopkins Uulvenity tu conclude that, "The child gets bis material for the per
sonality sense from persons around him by imitation, so thet bis growing sense of self 
is constantly behind bis growing sense of othels," aud that "A man is a social outcome 
rather than a social unit." With the poet's prophetic vision, Alfred Tennyson long 
anticipated these scientific conclusions of the psychologists, in showing "the baby new 
to earth and sky" rounding out "to a separate mind" as "bis tender palm is pressed 
against the circle of the breast" he finds "I am- what I see and other than the things 
I touch." 

This derivation of the very consciousness of self from our consciousness of others 
lays the lower-most layer of the foundation of the social structure in the sense of indebt
edaess which everyone of us should have for what we have received from all others. 
Nothing is so destructive of personal religious esperlence and of the inlluence of the 
church as the conception of religion as too narrow to cover all of one's life, or all of the• • 
world and of the age in which one lives. Mrs. H\UDphrey Ward lets us hear heugnostic 
hero, ,.Robert Elsmere,n murmur to himself, "They have cornered off religion into a 
little comer called the spiritual, paat which the great world rushes unheeding and 
unheeded by.'' 

It is for this very reason that so many workingmen disclaim the inlluence of religion . 
upon their lives and their hopes. .When, on th_e free Boor of Chio;ago Commons, they 
were asked what they thought !eligion to be, with common consent they replied, "ReJi.. 
gion is authority superimposed upon the many by the few for the benefit of the few." 
But when coulronted with the idea of religion as the ideal of relationship Godward 
aud man ward, gradually being re&liz.ed in personal esperience and in the history of the 
race, they found no objection to it, except that they had not heard it preached or seen it 
pmcticed. 

That this social conception of the religion of relationship need not lessen the weight 
of "the burden of the soul" is attested by what Cardinal Manning is said to have 
remarked concerulng the London journalist and social refonner, William T. Stead, 
"He aues mare for bis fellow-men than anyone I know." May it not be true also 
that in promoting the common welfare in so many more ways than ever, more people 
really care for more of their fellows than ever before?. 
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ll. That the local parish is coming to be more and more identified with the local 
community, and the church as a whole with movements fo.r the common welfare, is 
another waymark of progress in personal religion and in social advance. The luminous 
analogy which Professor William J. Kerby drew between the social settlement and 
the church parish and their reciprocal value to each other applies also to the relation 
between the parish and the community. Like the settlement, the parish should stand 
in the community for brotherhood against class distinction. for spiritual values against 
dependence upon material advantage1 for the inclusion of the universal in the particular 
and the particular in the universal1 and for the message of personal salvation in working 
to save the community. 

The relation of many parL..]}es to their 1ocal communities is coming to be closer 
than that of an analogy. Without blending or blurring the distinctive identity and 
functions of either. the church is seeking to build the community up out of itself rather 
than to build itself up out of the community. Thus only may the churches make 
impossible the intolerable paradox of a community of Christians which is not a Chris
tian community. 

lli. The third and most prophetic waymark of religious and social progress is the 
more and more insistent and persistent implication of the friendliest and most co
operative international relations as inherent in the profession of faith in '-the holy 
catholic church, the communion of saints." 

As surely as catholicity of spirit and the aH>perative federation of churches pre
vail, not only must sectarian prejudice and religious intolerance be proscribed, hut 
racial antagonism, narrow patriotism, and international warfare must be forsaken 
and disavowed as inconsistent with the funda.ment.a.l faith and the ultimate purpose of 
all churches, and therefore anti-Christian and irreligious. If so, how much longer can 
any nation of Christendom fail to answer to the roll call in the 11 parliament of man, the 
federation of the world ? " 

As in the very diverse constituency of this great conference on national and inter
national social work, so in the no more diversified spheres of religious faith and action, 
the only and all sufficient common denominator may prove to be the self-sacrificial 
spirit inspiring human service. 

Reo. HDWMd R. Gold, Lulhera,. Chrwch of Ill< Holy Trinily, 
NewRodtdk, New y.,.k 

*'I am come that they might have life and that they might have it more abun
dantly/' is Christ's purposeofhismission to men. The same, is still the best statement 
of the purpose of the Christian's life. The abundant life is one that first finds the 
kingdom of God and his righteousness, and then adds thereto from the other good 
things provided for man. 

There must be constant guarding against indifference toward an adequate1 com
fortable human life for all men. The Christ who restored wearied nerves, opened blind 
eyes, enjoyed the comforts of well-supplied homes, entered into the joys of the marriage 
feast, and loved the care-free children, has a real concem for the human life of man. 

The theme nPerso-na.l Religion and Progress through Social \Vork" is timely 
because there is need of both personal religion and social worl<. Any lack of apprecia
tion of either factor in progress toward a better state of living, which Christ calls H the 
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Kingdom of God," comes from an inadequate under.otanding of the gm~.t Advocate of 
both. He summed up thcwholematterthus: "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with 
an thy heart and with an thy soul and with an thy mind. This ;. the first and great 
commandment; and the second ulike unto it; thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." 

Man's relationship to God may he pure and righteous altogether, hut msn's 
inhumanity to man mskes countless thoussnds lose their hold both on God and man. 
Too much rellitnce is place on the seed and -.sufficient attention given to the soil. 
And as we deal with the spiritual lives of the young so we treat them physically. 

In Chicago, students from the University counted in a section of the stock yards 
the number of hsbios under a year old. Then they .counted an equal number in a 
section along the lake front. Near the stock ysrds the houses were small and huddled 
together; there were no yards, and the streets were dirty; fresh eir and sunshine alike 
were often denied the infants. Their care by m-tmined or negligent mothem was 
indifferent. Along the lake ·the.te were wide streets, yards, fresh air, sunshine in the 
houses, and intelligent care. It was found that seven hebios dird in the stock ysrd 
region to one that dird near the lake front. · 

Anyone whu would earnestiy emulate Christ, and spend his little day in bringing 
about & more ahwldsnt life, must do so in laboring for both personal and social regenera
tion. Tho Master's "well done" is spoken to those whose love for him led them to 
feed the hungry, clothe the nsked, and visit the iroprisoned, while tO those who observed 
it in part butnegleeted the weightier matters of the law he said, uThese things ysshould 
have done and not have left the other undone." 

Happily we ""' tum to men whuse per.oonal piety was their inspiration for an 
effective, practical social religion. One always tums from viewing the life of Pastor 
WIChern, the father of the Inner Mission, with renewed enthusiasm for social work. 
His summons to the Church, (in 1849) is still the call for a militant, seiving Ieligion. 

Equally fascinsting is the life of Pastor Oberlin, in the Vosges Mountsins inA!sace
Loraine, a century and a half ago. Called to a half destitute, uneducated people, in 
the mountsins he &CCOmplished a piece of genuine .Christian social woik that remains 
to this dsy unsurpassed in chamcter, if suipassed ia volume. 

This disciple of Luther, whu msde herren hms bloom and yield IrWt; and during. 
the ominous dllys of the French Revolution remained with his people, had a real genius 
for walking with God and for walking wit!! his neighbor. Whenever a religious genius 
like that is harnessed to modern tasks,_ there is no !iifficulty in under.! tanding the close 
alliance between per.oonal Ieligion and social work. 

Since so much in social regeneration depeods on the complete change of human 
nature, the social worker shuuld hail with satisfaction the co-<>peration of the agency 
or individual which stresses this needed change. "You cannot change human nature," 
is a common expression, but all the while human natures ue changed. Many a modem 
Paul is halted on his way to destroy, and transformed ioto a social and spiritual builder. 
This cheoge often is so complete that the most adverse circumstances cannot shake the 
regenemted man from his high IeSOive. If ouly mesger crops result from the hest seed 
when no attention is given to the soi1l it is stiU more certain that a bad seed will not 
bring good fruit. But we have learued to change the nature of the tree. A Luthei 
BUihsnk accomplishes ma.IVelous results. Even an average gardener may graft a twig 
and. tum & worthl~ sapliug into & blushing ox heart. 
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Until the social worker has wrought a change for the individual that goes deeper 
than his environment, until he has aroused a spiritual awakening that sets him afia.me 
with a desire for fuller sell-development, in which the spirit of God is the active agent, 
the task is but partially done. For him also is the word of Jesus. "these things ye 
should have done and not have left the other undone." 

Personal religion and social work. are not in conflict. 
Both have divin~ sanction and are reBected in the best experiences of men. It is 

a mutual misfortune that there is not a closer fellowship between those whose main 
energy goes into either line of endeavor. There is no denying that one's personal rela
tion with God grows richer as one seeks to realize God's kingdom among men.. Also, 
the more one seeks to do so. the greater is the need felt of that relationship. 

The way, lying immediately ahead, toward a more abundant life for all can best 
be traveled if the religious forces and social WOiken keep in step, and there is reason 
to expect that they will. ~ 

Many individuals and many groups are pressing for an order of things that gives 
a better indication that the pwpose of God is actually earned out. There may be 
considerable difficulty; some may start on wild courses; and others may run tangents 
and be lost to usefulness.. 

In these next steps for a better worl~ personal religion and social effort are in<Jis.. 
pensable and inseparable. The preacher will demand personal righteousness and 
social justice alike~ The worker will seek increasing spiritual power and apply himself 
fearlessly. The times demand a personal purification which comes from much fellow
amp with God, and a service which emulates the Christ of Galilee. 

IH. Abraham CroniJach, Helm:w Uni.,. CoU<g<, Cincinnali 

One does not realize, unless one has long been in contact with social workers, what 
a complete revolution has occurred in ideas of benevolence. When Galileo said that 
the earth moved around the ~ or when Darwin said that man descended from some 
lower type of animal, the thoughts expressed were not more revolutionary than are the 
thoughts which are common this morning to the thousands of social workers who are 
visiting this city. Helping the poor means to us something vastly different from what 
it meant to our grandparents or even to our parents. Giving bread to the hungry, 
clothes to the unclad, and shelter to the outcasts, so long e:rtolled as cardinal in the 
ethics of our own as well as of other religions, can, under circumstances which we now 
understand, be not & virtue but & sin. 

The gist of the new charity is putting people where they belong, with reference 
to work. It begins with the children, yes, with the unborn child. The new charity 
scorns to hand out pennies to the ragged woebegone little ones that one meets. begging 
in the poorest neighborhoods of the large cities. But it is immensely concerned that 
every child shall be well born and well reared. The new charity is ready with millioDS 
for child clinics and infant dispensaries. playgroun~ schools, clubs. medical and men
tal insp«tion, a.nd special training. The new charity ha.s not a cent for '~Christmas 
toys for the k.iddies." But it has treasures of devotion, ii not of money, for the aboli
tion of child labor, one of the most prolific causes of adult incompetence. The new 
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charity Jinds it impossible to grow sentimental over buying a suit of clothes for a poor 
lad. But it waxes mighty in its concern that environment be suitable, ·that homes 
rather than institutions be cherished, and that where there must be institutions, bad 
methods shall go. 

Recently I visited the Jewish Psychopathic Institute in Cincinnati. This clinic 
is founded upon tho proposition that the feeble-minded and certain types of the men
tally deranged do not beloDg to th~ class of those who cannot and never will work. 
That clinic is taking children out of asylums for the feeble-minded and is making com
petent income-earners of them. We Jews may well be proud that our own people in 
Cincinnati are the soul of this beneficent enterprise. 

The new charity is also concerned with the adult. It has not one cent for crippled 
beggars, but it has mountains of treasure, at least it wishes it had, for rehabilitation 
schools and for industrial safety l&ws and for social insurance propagands. The new 
charity sends no phllanthropic baskets to pour widows, but it is tireless in its efforts 
to make the world so safe and hygienic that there will be fewer widows and to secure 
life insurance and pension provision so that the care of widows with children shall be 
adsquate, dignlfied, and just. The new charity does not send old clothes to dsserted 
wives, but it sends the Jaw after shirking husbands and is studying the psychic and 
environmental causes of desertion. A charity society of the progressive type, tired of 
sending groceries into a home fmm which the father repestedly deserted, sent to the 
home s. cooking and housekeeping teacher. Presently the man stopped desertiDg. 
His home bees.me attractive enough to hold him. 

The new charity has not one word of praise for hread lines and soup kitcheDS. We 
need not bread lines and soup kitchens but an enlightened and timely policy for the 
prevention of unemployment, for reducing unavoidsble unemployment to a minimum 
and for utilizing such periods of unemployment for recuperation or education. In 
other words, preps.re for prospective work so long as work itself is not avall&ble. Suit
able municipsllodging houses, meanwhile, should make distinction between the unem-
ployed and the unemployable; • 

''Until we get social insurance or old..age pensi~ we must see to it tha.t our homes 
for the s.geq and incurable are properly and humanely conducted," says the new cb&r• 
ity. The normal thing would be for each family to care for its own aged. The story 
is told of an old man who bad for years dragged out a miserable existence on the 
so-called charity of his neighborhood. Fina1iy an expert social worker took hold of 
his case. Not & cent was handed to the pour old inan, but the -t began inquiring 
who were the man's relatives. It was dlllicu!t and·even expensive to get that informa
tion, and yet the expert believed such information essential. Eventually the worker 
traced some remote relatives of the uld man in Canada. Return mail brought the 
astonishing information that the old man bad been missing from home for yeers. A 
l&rge bequest had been left him. LawyerS had been scouring the world to discover the 
lega~ whereabouts. A tithe of the money given the old man in dolos would have 
earlier put him where he could spend his days in tomfor~ and composwe. 

The new charity has outlawed liquor. The new charity is struggling mightily 
to outlaw war. The social workers are pacifists, without "''Y 9ception that has ever 
come to my attention. The new charity is not only solicitous that everybody shall 
work but that work be interesting and stimul&ting. It strives that everybody should 
be placed wbere he or she shall do the highest and ablest work for which he or she is 
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qualified. It knows what the old charity overlooked, that "man liveth not by bread 
alone.n 

The new charity is indeed alert to the many and varied moral factors that enter 
into our economic problems. What a sin to give a man a dime when the thing that he 
needs is not a dime but an ideall Not a few of those who are homeless and foodless. 
would be provided for and happy if only an ideal of duty could supplant, in their s<>uls, 
the preference for loafing. Not only the mendicant but the rich likewise need ideals, 
and the proclamation of those ideals represents the new charity at its noblest. If 
profiteering and exploitation would vanish, untold stretches of misery would vanish. 
Toward the creation of this higher righteousness and the application of this higher wis
dom should our means and efforts go. That is the new charity and the true charity, 
not almsgiving, not dropping the coin into the beggar's hat. 

A charity organisation in one of our large cities once took as its campaign slogan 
the phrase "Your money and your life." The old charity, the ha.rmfuJ, the unthinking, 
the inexpert. the superficial, even though well-intentioned, deserves neither our money 
nor our life. But our money and our life should go unstintedly, lovingly, devotedly, 
and consecratedly to that new a.nd true charity which is finding such magnificent 
expression this week in this1 the foremost city of our land.. 

R<11. F. ErMSt J olmson, F <lkra! Council of Cburclru of Clwisl in America, 
. New YO<k 

The churches of a.ll denominations are still divided on the question how far the 
church should participate in social work. On the one hand there are those who want 
the church to take everything possible, in the way of social service, under its wing. 
·If a thing is good, they argue, why sbould it not be done by the church, thus exalting 
religion in the life of the community? 14 ls your church a commw:p.ty church?" 
Thus ru.ns the familiar challenge-" If not, why not?" I consider this effort on the 
part of a church to absorb community functions indiscriminately as positively detri
mental both to the church and to the community. Of course if a local church actually 
ministers to an entire physical and civic community, it may well call itself a "com· 
munity church/' and there is scarcely a.ny limit to the services that it may perform 
if tbe will of the community is back of it. But a church that is but one of several in a 
community can miss its way badly by trying to be a. social center when it is not1 and 
may spoil & lot of good social work by trying to function where it is not equipped to 
function. A wise social worker who is also a loyal church member once said to me: 
u If your churches are not careful they will he running social service bargain counters 
instead of conducting a real ministry.'• 

On the other band, those who want the church to keep quite aloof from social 
problems are still further removed from the scriptuntl basis of the church's ministry. 
The popular distinction between the spiritual and the social is & modem heresy. It is 
not in the ~ew Testament. The -supreme reality of religious experience is found in 
fellowship; it is social achievement. That form of religion which consists io pri· 
vately negotiating one's own salvation is without scriptural sanction and is well known 
by its unlovely fruits. It has allowed people of undoubtedly genuine attainments in 
personal piety to practice doubtful business ethics, to drive hard bargains, to make 
corrupt political affiliations, to own st.ock in anti-social enterprises, and to take clivi-
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dends that are made by keeping human~ working long houris at low pay. CJui&. 
tian experience is individual in that it demands the alignment of the individual human 
will with a spiritual pwpose, but its content is social; it is found in fellowship, not the 
limited fellowship of a" family church," but a fellowship to which DO child of God is an 
alien. 

Hence the pulpit aud tlie church school have a primary concern with every social 
problem aud every social endeavor. No limit may be properly set to the church's 
task of mom! diagDOsis aud educatiom! ministry. Nor can the issue be avoided by 
coofining the pulpit to geneml principle& aod forbiddiog it to take up partic:u1&r situa
tions. The aina of men and the aina of aociety are not abstractions to be talked about 
in generalitlea. The prophets never dealt with them that way. They nncovered the 
evil deed aud aaid "Thou art the man!" The church can minister to industry or to 
politics only by applying its message concretely and locally. 

Tbe churches in America are at last reaching the point where they are ready to 
participate in politics if such action is neceaaary to eatablisb the principle that mission
ary obligations reat upon governments aa well aa upon the people who live under them, 
aud that not even the moat powerful aud favored nation can live unto itself. Likewise, 
the churches are pressing closer and closer to those areaa in industry aod commerce that 
have too long been guarded aa a secular domain. 

In the last two or three yean, a persistent effort haa been made by the representa
tive& of certain great buaineaa interests to discredit the attempts of the churches to 
perform this kind of ministry. Moat unscrupulous things have been done in high 
placea. Money haa been spent freely to check the church's social ministry aod to 
bring its efforts into disrepute. Yet where that ministry combines courage, wisdom, 
inirneas, and insistent goodwill, it is steadily making its way against every hostile 
influence. 

Monsignor C. F. T""-s, Sl. Pfllriek's ChNuh, W"'m"g/ofo 
I have b- asked aud delegated to preach "tpday on the subject, Personai Religion 

aod Ptogreas Thmugh Social Work, or to get as near to that subject aa I can. I ~ust 
confess that I may misinterpret the subject. If it means that we must get religion aud 
expect peogreas through sucia1 work, I cannot preach on it. For it suggests that so~ 
work is a religion. That I cannot admit. 

The Natiom! Conference of SOcial Work is holding here in Waahington a conven
tion to celebrate the liftieth B.DDiversary of their efforts. I admire the enthuaisam of 
the workers, I applaud their endeavots and I admit the great succeas that haa attandod 
their good will and work. But I am compelled to see in the movements a great lack of 
soul and vital principle. ' 

Tbe lack of soul aud vital principle consists in the abaence of the supernatuml and 
divine which the Catholic Church waa set up by Jesua Christ to promulgate and !» 
propagate. · 

Social work is one of the forces which have been set in motion to reform the world. 
Many agencies have for the past three centuries been set in motion to remedy existing 
conditions. But they all start from the wrong foundation. They seem to think they 
can remedy without attention to the supematuml aud divine. 
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The church which Christ established has always maintained that He is the all
sufficient standard and the absolute pattern of human life. Time and space do not 
condition Him. Every generation must find in Him tbe type which fulfills its highest 
aspirations, inspires its deepest devotion, and satisfies its innermost needs. Of His 
fulne.ss must all centuries receive. He must be the source and fount of all that is purest 
and noblest in civilization. 

The Catholic Church insists, as it has always insisted, that no reforming of the 
world can take place unless His principles a.re applied to civic, social, and individual life. 
'What this church promulgated and taught, obtained from tbe fourth to the sixteenth 
century. and really succeeded in producing a civilization which, notwithstanding its 
deficiencies conferred blessings on society and governments. 

It is the custom of the present generation to discount the practical influence of 
Catholic teachings and principles. But this church has had centuries of experience; 
and there is no poverty and no distress which she has not anticipated and has not 
offered a remedy. Her experience and her wisdom are factors which we cannot today 
afford to neglect. 
_ Unless social workers take into co-nsideration and endeavor to apply her councils 
and put into their work the principles and motives she enjoins, the future will hold out 
no hope. 

\\ihat I find in present social work and workers is tbe absence of tbe supernatural. 
They are always appealing to the human and naturaL They do not understand human 
nature and its tendencies. Only the divine and the supernatural, which the church 
was established. to proclaim and to propagate, can save the world from its present 
deplorable condition. We are all convinced of what Hilliare Belloc, in his book on 
Europe and the Faith, has said: 11 We have reached a state of society which cannot 
endure, and a dissolution of standards, a melting of the spiritual framework, such that 
the body politic fails. Men everywhere feel that an attempt to continue down this 
endless and ever darkening road is like piling debt upon debt. We go further and 
further from a. settlement. Our various forms of knowledge diverge more and more. 
Authority, the very principle of life,loses its meaning, and this a.wful edifice of civiliza ... 
tion Which is our inheritance, and which is still our trust, trembles and threatens to 
crash down. It is clearly insecure. It may fall in any moment." Social work is 
appealing only to tbe natural and human. It must look higher, and appeal to tbe super
natural and divine. 

Social work must be influenced by religion; and by the religion, the establishment 
of tbe Son of God incarnate. Social work cannot be a religion. if it relies on being 
accepted as su.::b, it 'Aill eventually fail. It must be the handmaid of religion, and that 
must be the religion of Him, whom the God above sent into the world as a. proof of His 
divine love to redeem the world not on1y from its sins1 but also from its human a.bberra
tion.s. 

Ra;. Samud McChord CroJ!ws, First PMish Church, Cambridg• 

In the consideration of social work we may deal with the work itself or with the 
workers. The conference meeting in Washington has been dealing exhaustively with 
the manifold aspects of tbe work. On this Sunday morning I wish to "speak of what 
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seems to me essential to the successful social worken. I oball iake as my text the wc:da 
of Paul, "The Lmd loveth a cheerful giver." 

The Lmd love!~\ a cheerful giver as so do we alL And we might go farther and u.y 
that it is only when he is cheerful that we tolerate him and -are willing to accept his 
gifts. Particularly is this the case with one who gives us advice. When a person offers 
us a piece of bh mind we suspect him oi hostile intent. The history of the word gratui~ 
tous is enlightening. Its primary definition is "freely bestowed; costing nothing." 
Its seamdazy meaning is "uncalled for, as a gratuitous insult.'1 

In a certein sense a.ll real social service is "unailled for." You give what you 
believe will be good for the person. The difficult thing is to get him to receive ;what is 
offered. There is a natoml rosen- against tectless benefactors or reformens. 
They must have a temperameutal c:heerfulnesa in order to be wen receiwd. Words
worth speaks oi "the deep power oi joy." It is the power which opem the way to all. 
•'Sad hearted menmuchovergone with care" mayo!fergoedadvice, but their demeanor 
does not RCOIDJJleud it. Chaucer's Clerke of Ounforde bed the temperamental 
quality that was needed; "Gladly would he Ierne and gladly teche." Even the wife 
oi Bath would tolerate his didacticism when she saw how much he enjoyed himself. 

This is not to say that we give a hearing only to those who, as the saying is, "look 
only ou the bright side of things.'' The dark side must be faced; but we don't care for 
the mind that sheds new darkness upon what it looks upon. A defeatist is never sci 
unweloome as when the tide of battle is going against us. The facts are threatening 
enough, but why surrender to them so ahjectlyl 

The leaders of forlorn hopes are Dever fouud among men with dismal miads. 
There must be a natoml resiliency of temper which makes ihem enjoy desperate ven· 
tures. Ignatius Loyola, who bed an uncanuy skill in picking winners in the race for 
martyrdom, was al-ys on the lookout for liigh spirited young men with a keen zest 
for life.. When he heard that a young Spaniard, Fmncls Xavier, was astonishing 
Paris by his gayety, he spared no pains to couvert him. He was just the man he was' 
looking for. He wanted someone to go through shipwrecks and famines and" persecu-
tions as one who rejoiced in tnDul&tions. ' 

The biographer& of Xavier while narrating his unpOreneled oufferings, find the 
miraculous element in his coustant gc>!l\1 <!'eer. He set forth on the missionary enter
prise from which he was never to return "light oi heart and joyful in discourse.'' When 
others wept, we are told "the c:ountenance oi Xavier alone beamed with delight." 
Oa the overcrowded and fever stricken ship frQm Lisbon to Goa, XaW.., clothed in 
rags was the life of the company. When the soldiers gambled on the deck, he held the 
&takes for which they played in order that he might win them by his gay discourse from 
further excesses. He mingled freely with all classea and entered into their interests. 

When he reached Goa he knew nothing of the language of the people whom he bed 
come to convert, hut swingiog a handbeli he went through the streets calling to repent
ance. Soon all the children oi Goa were following this smiling John the Baptist. In 
a little while their parents were asking "what went he out for to see?" Their curiosity 
was excited and they were eager to know what this emacisted, barefooted stranger 
found in Goa to smile about. Then when he offered them baptism, they took it. How 
could they help it? 

I think that a great deal oi histozy is misconceived beceuse historians being oiten 
oi sedentary bahits and being dependent on documents have not taken sullicient 



account of the part which temperament plays in human affairs. They fix their atten
tion on the policies for which a great man stands rather than upon the characteristics 
which induced other people to accept from him what they would reject from others. 
The great man is a leader of men, not a driver~ A lea.der is one who has the power to 
induce other people to follow him. 

V.nat is the nature of that power? I think it may he best defined as the attrac
tion of gravitation. It inheres in .sheer bulk. It is the attraction which the greater 
has for the less. We are not drawn to one who is meagerly endowed with an excellent 
quality. V.le follow one who bas enough and to spare. 

V.nat was it that made men follow Oliver Cromwell and take at his hand that which 
they would not receive from any of his contemporaries? Most of the historians of the 
period give little hint of this attractive power. I cannot lind it in the reports of the 
long, rambling speeches that are preserved. But a chance remark of Richard Baxter 
throws light upon the man. After describing an interview with him he says, u He 
was a man of sanguine complexion, naturally of such vivacity, hilarity, and ala.aity, 
as another man hath when he hath taken a. cup too much." 

There you have it I Oliver Cromwell had what other men of his party had, but' 
he had something more. He had the puritan conscience, plus an unusual amount of 
vivacity, hilarity, and alacrity. So long as stout Oliver lived, the Commonwealth 
survived. When right-minded, but neutral-tinted Richard Cromwen hecame Lord 
Protector, the Cromwellian charm was broken. Hilarity and vivacity and alacrity 
may he looked upon as gifts of nature rather than of grace. But they serve to make the 
higher gifts acceptable. The metallurgist in dealing with the refractory ores lind that 
many of them will not fuse in the hottest furnace unless he introduces some substance 
which acts as a flux. Cheerfuluess is such a flux which is necessary in dealing with 
refractory moral elements. 

It is here that religion has its great place in the lives of those who give themselves 
to disinterested social service. They need those sources of joy which sustain them 
when the world they would improve is recalcitrant. That wa.s a noble prayer in the 
•seventy-seventh psalm "That Thy way may be known upon earth,. Thy saving health 
among all nations." There is need for knowledge and skill, but it must he directed by 
those who ha\--e found for themselves the secret of "saving health!' 
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CHANGES IN SOCIAL THOUGHT AND STANDARDS WHICH 
AFFECT THE FAMILY 

Pori<r R. IM, Diudor, Sclrool ef SocitJI W .,.~, N ert1 Y er.t 

The form of the family is largely determined by tradition, by law, by convention, 
and by religious sanction. All of these are the product of slowly maturing human 
experience and the instinctive reactious of human beings developing constantly through
out their histoly more definite fonns of social control. An institution so founded, with 
the authority of the ages behind it, is not ligbtly to be modified. It is not my purpose 
to suggest whst particular modificatious in the fonn of the family are desimble. I wish 
rather to call attention to & pbese of our respoDSI"bility which in our sonnd desire to 
conserve the best in our heritage from the past is too easily overlooked. I believe that 
in our effort to maintain the integrity of the family, we do not sufficiently cousider the 
extent to which, under modern conditions of thought and life, its integrity is assailed 
by some of the traditions and sanctions which hsve safeguarded it in the past. 

Let us take as our ideal for the family that it is besed upon monogamous ma.rriage, 
founded upon love between man and woman, and entered upon with an assumption in 
lavor of permanence. This is an ideal to which perbeps evexy school of thought wouid 
subscribe. To consider whether changes should not be made in our present form of 
the family is not nec:essarily to challenge u,;; ideal. But it may very well be to chal
lenge the adequacy of some of our historical methods of safeguarding it. 

· We may well consider whether wbat we know of human nature tod&y, and whether· 
the e:rperience and the attitudes of men in thiS present age do not give us s"ome new 
!actors to take into account whenever we try by legislation or otherwise to regulate the· 
form of the family. We are not here seeking to set forth profound scientific or philo
sophic truth. We are attemptiug zather tQ probe the !acts of dally life for the ligbt they 
may throw upon the problem of maintaining under modern conditions an ideal of the· 
family whose chief protection thus lar bas been"tradition from the past. 

c-adesllip.-Let us begin with comradeship, a pbase of human experience which 
must be studied chiefly in a succession of commonplace incidents. Married life means 
to most people at the present time permanent compaofonship, which at its best may 
become comzadeship. Is comzadeship in the present d&y, in marriage or elsewhere, 
easier to achieve tban,it formerly was or more difficult 1 In human experience does it 

·become easier or more ditli.cult for people to live together? When two persons under
take to live with each other they take their courage in their hands. As the d&ys pass 
into weeks and the w<eks into months and the months into years, their foibles, their 
weaknesses, their prejudices, and their sterling qualities as well stand out in holder and 
holder relief. Considered simply as a problem of gettiug along together, the selection 
of a housemate is almost wholly an experiment. Its success depends upon many factors, 
of which that almost intangible thing, compatibility, is among the most important. 

o86 
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Does this problem of the adjustment of personalities to each other grow more com
plicated? I think it does, and the reason is that the individual of today is more of an 
individual than he ever was before, and has developed a wider range of interests than 
his ancestors dreamed of. Consider what science, invention, and the spread of learning 
have added to the range of interests open to the human being of modem times. Read
ing, music, and recreation alone, with the varied ways in which we have made them 
accessible to- the mass of mank.ind1 represent constantly increasing opportunities for 
the development. of individual interests. 

This development of individual interests has at least two impo:rtant implications. 
In the first place it means an increase in the number of outlets for self-expression open 
to the individual. It means many more ways in which he can become conscious of 
possession. It means more directions in which he can feel that he is making an invest
ment of himself. The development of romantic music in the eighteenth century was 
more than a stage in musical history. It reflected a. profoun'd change in the develop
ment of individt..ality in men. A modem critic has said of classical a.nd romantic music 
that when hearing the fo-rmer one feels that he listens to music written for the human 
race; when hearing the latter he feels that he listens to a message to his own spirit. 

In the second place this increase in individual interests means the development 
of .a greater number of points of contact with other human beings. Here is its signifi
cance from the point of view of comradeship between those who undertake to live 
together. A widening range of interests may mean potentially the development of 
greater depth of feeling~ certainly around some of them. Next to the possession of a 
deeply treasured interest, the richest experience one can have is the sharing of it with 
another personality to whom it means much the same. So far as this factor goes, 
modem marriage offers the opportunity of many more points at which the interests of 
man and woman can be dovetailed, and to that extent it offers the possibility of a 
richer, more permanent comradeship between them. 

But this is only half the story. One may have in a wide range of interests the 
possibility o! much greater penetration into another life, but he ha.s also the possibility 
of many more points of incompatibility. If among one•s greatest interests in life are 
co-op~rative marketing, baseba.U. the music of Chopin, steam-turbines, bridge, electric 
cooking appliances, and the novels of Joseph Conrad, one will ordinarily be able to 
develop the greatest degree of intimacy with a person who claims the same interests 
and attaches to them the same kind of values. On the other hand. for a person whose 
chief interests are those we have mentioned, life would be lacking a necessary element 
if lived with another who shared none of them, and would become intolerable with one 
who scoffed at them. 

A wide range of interests, therefore. while it offers the possibility of richer compan
ionf>hip, carries also the danger of making companionship more difficult. Compatibility 
betw~ persons of diverse interests is just as possible today as it ever was. There is 
no question, however, but that it is easier when one is free to choqse his companions, 
knowing what manner of persons they are. To be forced to live with one whose inter
ests are not known is putting a handicap upon the growth of comradeship. 

Is the problem of comradeship easier or more difficult within marriage than out
side? Easier beyond question because of the love interest in which OW' ideal mar
riage. at any rate, has its roots. But at this point modem experience presents a new 
complication. The interests of human beings whose correlation is so essential a factor 
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in commdeship tend to become Cl)'Stalizecllater aDd later in life. The interests which 
go most deeply with human beings in the sense of possession ue cultural, vce&tional, 
aDd avoca.ticmal. To a large extent these interests in the form in which they persist 
through life are the prodoct of maturity. Educa.tioo, professional training, aDd the 
higher dem&Dds of skilled work tend to prolong the period of preparation. M&Dy 
interests do not become fixed until the period of preparatioo is over, aDd one is more or 

. loss settled in the direction in which he wishes to go. Ordinarlly the interests of mature 
yeam do not become Cl)'Stalized until possibly the late twenties. This is the age, in 
other words, at which the nature of one's lasting commdeships are likely to he more 
firmly based. Young men and young women, however, do not and should not wait 
until the late twenties before they fall in love. And however much economic considera
tioos may be driving us into late marriages, this tendency cannot but he deplored by 
those who believe both in the right of youth to love aDd in mnfining its deepest expres
sion to the marriage relationship. 

We may well believe that compatibility between maD aDd wife is essential to family 
life. We may believe that marriage as an institutioo is so important to the welfare of 
society that men aDd women must be urged to achieve c:ompsb"bility at whatever oos*
We do ourselves a wrong, however, if we do not reoogniu that the growth of human 
comradeship is a bigger problem ~ it ever has been. The love of man aDd woman 
simplifies the problem, hot marriage intensifies it, since comradeship may he more 
difficult of achievement on the part of those who feel themselves driven by circum
st&Dc:es to achieve it. We have taken as our ideal of the family the monogamous mar
riage, which is based upon love and entered upon with an assumption in favor of per
manence. That ideal can be retained by the race only if it recognizes the increasing 
difficulty of attaining it in our present social arrangements aDd adapts its forms of legal, 
religious, and conventional sanction to that fact. 

Tk .,.,. pori/ion of .......... ..,..In discussing 'the festures of modern life which afiect 
the future of the family, the record must include reference to the profound inlluence oi 
the newer position ofwom.... in society. Poli~, economically, and socis.lly woman 
in modern times bas achieved a new status. 'Fhrough education and experience she 
is qualifying for its responsibilities. The implications of this development for the fam
ily are profound. They have already been discussed before this conference, notab\y 
by Professor Tufts in rgrs, and there ll DO lack of continuous thoughtful discussion of. 
it elsewhere. It will suffice for this paper, the.refore, mere\y to record the importance 
of the new status of woman in any consideratioo of the future of the family_ 

.1.1~.-Another characteristic of modem thought, which bas a bearing upon 
family life, is its attitude toward authurity. There is a widespreed feeling that human 
beings in these times show an increasing disrespect for authurity. Some wri~ will 
have us believe that disrespect lor law, if not more widespreed. is at least more conspicu
ous. It is suggested also that many of the older sanctions, religious aDd conventional, 
commend a lesser~ of allegia.nce from the present generation than was true in the 
past. The growing indapendenceof children of the present day, representing a relaxing 
of parental authority, ia an illustratioo of the same thing. Certain\y in the field of 
politics men have become increasingly restiess under traditional forms of authurity; 
autocratic governments ue overturned completely. and representstive governments 
have in recent fe&rS experienced more frequent changes in t&Dure. 
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H we tum from institutions claiming a measure of authority over groups of persons 
to the human being himself, what attitude toward authority shall we find? I am 
inclined to think that most human beings like authority. Men like to be led. They 
like to take cues from others. They like to find a doctrine fotmulated which they can 
follow. They like the security that comes with realizing that there is authoritative 
backing for that which they believe. 

In order to reconcile these apparently paradoxical assumptions, suppose we analyze 
a bit the nature of authority. There is a kind of authority that goes with status. The 
president, the k.ing:* the priest, the teacher, the manager, the parent, and the policeman 
carry authority regardless of the qualifu:ations of the person who holds the office. 
\\llatever the source of such authority. it is recognized generally and traditionally 
receives respect. This is constituted authority, if we may spread a bit the strict mean
ing of this phrase. It is the authority of the office. An unworthy incumbent may 
lessen the respect accorded it, but cannot wholly destroy it. It is authority in which 
the subject not only acquiesces, hut in many of the illustrations mentioned the authority 
is given as a result of his deliberate act. 

Constituted authority, however, is not the only type which human beings follow. 
The guide, counselor, and friend is usuaily an authority, but he does not derive his 
authority from his status. Rather, he derives his status from his authority. Civiliza
tion has become so complex that no man can be an authority with respect to all matters 
that are vital in his life. In politics, in finance, in health, in recreation, in religion, in 
philosophy, and in his vocation he needs outside assistance. Anyone whose judgment 
in any one of these fields he respects may be to him an authority. Authority in this 
sense is not constituted. It is rather inherent in the wisdom and understanding of the 
individual Inherent authority is the authority of experience and learning, leading 
to judgments which less experienced, less learned persons are willing to foHow. Inher
ent authority is the authority of those whose lead we follow without any compulsion 
to do so. 

I am inclined to believe tha.t the growing disrespect for authority is disrespect for 
authority which is constituted but not inherent. Men are no less willing than they ever 
were to accept leadership, to be told what to do, but they are increasingly restless when 
adviCe or instructions come from persons who ha.ve only a constituted right to give them 
and no inherent authority with respect to them. Political dissatisfaction is not so much 
due to unwillingness to be controlled as it is unwillingness to be controlled by those 
who do not combine with the constituted right to control the inherent authority which 
makes the control wise. 

Wbat hearing bas this upon the family? The family is a leso formal organization 
than the state, the church, or an industry. Nevertheless1 it is an organization, and 
within the family parents occupy the position of constituted authority. Happy is that 
family, in which the constituted authority of parents is also inherent, in which the 
respect of children may be gained not merely because children musl obey their parents 
but because with r<gard to the important issues of life the judgment of parents bas 
earned respect. Both tradition and law grant parents almost complete control over 
their children. Just now there is a deepening of interest in the whole subject of the 
relationship which should exist between parents and children, which goes far beyond 
the mere question of control 
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It is none too soon for this interest to Sliow itself. In the education of chilch<n 
there has been vezy little which fitted them for the art of parenthood. Moot of the 
oontributiom toward hom.,.making have been in terms of labor sa.ving machinery, 
budgets, and mastezy of the domestic arts. We have gone serenely along in the belief 
that the solidarity of the family group under the leadership of parents could be pre
served on the old basis of parental control and such measure of oompanio!!Ship as an 
assortment of homan beings could spontaneously achieve. In the meantime, more and 
more of us have been educated, deeper and deeper have sunk ideas of h'herty and self
expression. An of which haS been approved by our philosophers and deliberstely 
fostered by our leader.s. No one would claim that we have yet achieved an undue 
capacity for independent thought, but the result of the process of education and the 
result of our struggle for liberty have nevertheless tended toward independent thinking. 
Whatever else a d..U.. for independent thinking and for the selection of one's own 
authorities may lead to, they have clesr indications with regard to the organization of 
family life. H respect for parents is an important element in holding the family 
together, that respect must not only be accorded by children, but it must also be won 
by jiarents. It is not possible in this brief discussion to consider what this means in 
terms of the education of parents. We need only suggest that respect is ordinarily 
accorded those who one feels share one's own interests and to some extent have an 
authoritative judgment regarding them. The authority of a father over his son totters 
on its foundutions when the son asks for assistance with his arithmetic lesson and is met 
by complete indifference. It totters only slightly less when he is met by cordial interest 
...,d aby>ma! &rithmetical ignononce, The inten:sts of childhood &Ie not the interests 
of the adult or vice versa. Nevertheless, the two have points of oootsct, and authority 
in the hoasehold hinges very la<gely upon the success of thO parents in making their 
leadership attractive at these points of contact. 

It may be too much to expect that middle age or old age can ever wholly appr... 
ciate the point of view of youth, but we can no longer be content with a philooephy of 
family life which makes it one of the first responsibilities of parenthood to secure in the 
children the greatest measure of conformity with adult standards. The yestning for 
authoritative leadership on the part of youth can f>e satisfied only by authority which is 
inherent. The whole trend of our education, the whole atmosphere of modern life is 
towa.rd the acceptance of inherent authority, and toward the distrust of any authority, 
however finnly coustituted, which is not afso inherent. 

Respect for authority as bearing upon 'the iamily goes farthar than the responsi
bilities of parenthood. Others than parents are~ authority with regard to the 
form and functions of the family. The church, as it has always done, exerts a powerful 
inlluence upon the mstitution of the home. For the greater part of mankind the cer... 
mony of the church is still the gateway through which family life is entered. Its inter
pretation of morality and its doctrines with regard to divorce la.rgely determine both 
dexibility and permanence in the family_ Like parents, the church is a constituted 
authority. Behind its doctrines is· all the momentum of tradition and sanctity. It 
may well be, however, that with respect to the family the same tendency to insist that 
authority be inherent aa well as constituted may in the long run affect its inlluence. 
No thonghtful person would urge that the inlluence of the church upon family life should 
be lessened, aoy more than oue wonld urge that the inlluence of parents over their chil
ch<n should be Jesseaed. Certsial:v this discussion points in no such direction. Its 
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significance is rather that parental authority and ecclesiastical authority both must 
seem to those whose respect they ask to rest not merely upon status but also upon a 
clear understan<ling of the facts of life and of human per.oruility. 

Sa.-This discussion cannot omit the effect which the present outspoken interest 
in sex is likely to have upon the family. This development has given many people a 
feeling of grave apprehension lest its consequences be entirely disastrous. It has given 
many others a faith that out of it will grow a saner attitude toward family life and a 
greater measure of security for the family ideal in which we believe. Neither appre
hension nor faith alone is a completely satisfactory sta.rting point for action if it is 
possible to put facts at thcir service. We are far from knowing the whole truth about 
sex. \\llat we do know, whether revealed by experience or by philosophy or by science, 
is not enough to justify abandoning entirely either apprehension or faith in regard to 
the future. 

Nevertheless we do know more about sex than any previous generation knew. 
Psychiatry, tentative as it is, the study wbich lies behind the movement for birth con~ 
trol, for a more righteous attitude toward illegitimacy, have taught us something. 
Traditional attitudes toward sex will not be continued unless they survive the honest 
appraisal of newer facts and judgments based upon those facts. 

·we know that the sexp.al instinct is among the most powerful in human nature. 
Of all human instincts it has been the most persistently kept under cover and the most 
rigidly disciplined. A<; a result it may be that it i.-;, in proportion to its power, the least 
well understood; and if it is the least well understood, our attitude toward it may be 
the least intelligent. 

\\'hat are some of our traditional attitudes toward sex? The belief is general 
that sex is essentially indecent. The common attitude is that even within marriage 
sexual relations between men and women are a concession to animal nature and justi
fied only by biologica.l necessity. From the most widely accepted moral point of view 
sexual intercourse is legitimate only when its purpose is procreation. Finally, our 
civilization has pinned its faith to a program for the control of the sexual impulse in 
which fear and repression and insistence upon self-control with no adequate appreciation 
of its: cost are leading factors. 

These are not new attitudes. It may well be that whatever success the human 
race has had in organizing its sexual nature is due to them. In practice, however, it 
is clear that they are being steadily relaxed. To many people the relaaing of these 
attitudes marks an inevitable tendency toward complete moral degeneration. It must 
be admitted that here and there a voice is raised in favor of the complete abandonment 
of all moral standards as the soundest social philosophy. As between no moral stand~ 
ards wbatevu and moral standards too rigid for present-day needs there could be no 
hesitation in making a choice. Better to trust blindly the experience of the race 
through the ages than to abandon it wholly iD order to follow the impulse of the moment. 

I do not believe that we are confined to these alternatives. I think. on the con
trary, that an honest lacing o( facts gives good reason to believe that the relaxing of 
some of our tiad.itional attitudes towa.rd sex will mean a sounder moral standard for 
the future. 

Certainly in many sptcific directions our practice does not conform to these tradi
tional attitudes. The practice of birth control in spite of its being hedged about with 
legal restrictions has become widespread among persons whose moral standards cannot 
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be questioned. Moreover, the movement to modify the legal hindiaDces to voluntary 
parenthood grows in momentum, and its adherents are neither the unintelligent nor 
the immoral. Very slowly we are coming to have a di!Ierent attitude toward illegiti
macy. IDegitimacy as a social problem has in the thinking of~ past been rooted in 
immorality. The traditiooalattitude toward women and children tsinted with illegiti
macy has been dictated by our traditional feeling of the essential iruWency of sex; 
and modification of that attitude indicates a change in our thought about sex. Despite 
el!orts to checlt it, divorce is increasing, and it is noticeable that the greatest increase 
is in divorces secured on the initiative of women. Current newspapers, magazines, and 
books indicate how widespread among the present generation is the discussion of sex. 

All of these evideoce:~ of a. change in our attitude toward oa may be interpreted 
as having sinister significance. This, however, is not a Complete interpretation. Cer-: 
tainly the drive for sex education not only has the soundest of arguments behind it but 
to thousands of human beings for whom life has been compliao.ted through igno""""'• 
it suggests the possibility of a. saner outlook upon existence for the newer generation, 
which a.n older genera.tion achieved oDiy after the most terrific struggle, if at all. 

The current interest in sex cannot all be bad. If we have sufficient honesty and 
courage to fa.ce facts, we shall discover that however much geod may be credited to our 
traditiooal safeguards around the subject of sex, they must. be charged also with a con
siderable mea.sure of evil. In common knowledge they have been responsible for no 
small measure of marital unhappiness. The fa.mily pbysicien, the confessor, the guide, 
counsellor, and friend long preoeded the psychiatrist in coming to a realization of the 
terrific problem of a.djustment within monied life which """ imposes. What has been 
a. burden to be borne, it is reasona.ble to expect that sex education, psychiatry, a.nd a 
saner a.ttitude toward the biological nature of man ma.y sua:eed in lightening. We are 
lesming also through the revela.tioDs of psychiatry the terrific cost of our traditional 
progmm for the control of the semal impulse. Repression a.nd fea:r a.s a basis for the 
organization of one's self are a foundation of sand. How much of human unhappiness, 
how much of the sense of failure, how many of the a.ntagonisms which lead to open 
strife a.mong men are due to these repressions we "do not know, but modern psychologi
cal science aiiords a.mple reason for seeing a. cause-a.nd-el!ect rela.tioDship between !hell!. 

Our traditiooal attitudes toward sex a.re based upon a conception of society in 
which marriage is the normal state lor adult human beings, a.nd no other conception of 
society would meet our highest kleals. The fact is, however, that marriage a.s tho 

•torrela.tive of love between ma.n a.nd woma.n to some extent grows more diflicult nuder 
modern conditions. Economic considera.tions tmd more and more to lesd to the pnst
ponement of marriage. No rellable statistics ha.ve been compiled a.s to the ra.te of 
increase of uomarried persons. The tendency, however, at certain points is distiactiY 
noticeable. Professional life a.nd the exigencies of fa.r dung industrial organization 
make it necessary for more and more persons. both men and women, to establish them
selves in new commumties or to lead a.n almost nomadic existence. School teachers, 
social workers, nurses,- traveling salesmen, a.nd other business representatives, groups 
constantly growing in numbers, more and more find themselves living _under circwn
stances which certa.inly do not simplify the question of finding a ma.te. To the extent 
to which neighborliness has declined in American city life the problem of developing 
aequa.inta.nces lor newcomers is intensilied. If acquaintance ia diflicult, ma.rriage is 
still mono diflicult. There have alwa.ys been human beiogs who ha.ve succesafully 
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negotiated celibacy; but celibacy is not normal, and in the nature of thing> it never 
a.p be nonnal. An increase in celibacy may well be as grave & matter of social concem 
as an increase in sexual immorality. Once more we must recognize that the mainte
nance of an ideal is today a bigger problem lor hllllWl beings than it ever was before. 

From still another point of view the adequacy of our traditional attitudes toward 
sex may in the light of recent experience be challenged. There are differences of opinion 
a.s to the form which sex education should take. There is little disagreement a.s to its 
importance. The purpose of sex education must be either to teach youth the truth 
about sa as a natural function, as natural as any other biological function, or to teach 
him how to control his sex impulse, or both. If both, the validity of the arguments lor 
control must be made as apparent to him as the truth about sa. But our traditional 
arguments for the control of the sex impulse are the product of ages when we did not 
know as nearly as we do now the truth about sex. Every other form of education, if 
it is good education. has for its purpose the development of some capacity in the boy or 
girl and the prOvision of opportunities for its use. In the case of sex education alone 
we endeavor to reveal to }'<)Uth the truth about one of his most fundamental capacities, 
and we then tell him that only under certain restricted circumstances must it be used, 
and not for many years after he has come to under.itand iL 

There are the soundest biological and ethical arguments for the control of the sa 
instinct, the reasonableness of which even youth may be expected to under.~tand. We 
must recognize, however, that we cannot give him both knowledge of his sex nature and 
the reasons for its control, without his giving sex a place in his scheme of things. Under 
traditional moral standards sex outside of marriage ha.s had no legitimate place in the 
scheme of thing>. So drastically has convention enforced this standard that even a 
normal consciousness of sex interest has meant for the conscientious person a feeling 
of guilt. The results of education in knowledge of sex and acceptance of standards of 
self-control inevitably mean for youth a consciousness of sex interest. If we believe 
in sex education, we must be ready to lift from youth this burden of guilt. 

I am advocating neither free love nor sema.l promiscuity. I am advocating an 
attitude toward sex that will uphold monogamous marriage. I am pleading for recog
nition of the formidable nature of the task of self .control and for recognition of the fact 
that to be conscious of a sex instinct which needs to be controlled need not in itself 
involve a feeling of moral guilt.. 

In the face of increasing marital unhappiness, of an understanding of the had 
efiects of the repression of the sex instinct, in the face of an increase in enforced celibacy, 
in the face of a widespread conviction that sex in some of its phases has never been ade
quately understood and not always sanely safeguarded, those of us who are interested 
in maiDtaining an ideal of family life would do well to consider whether our traditional 
attitudes toward sex do not need considerable modification if that ideal is to be safe
lUarded. I am not one of those who believe that sex is essentially indecent. 

To regard the experience through which the richest of spiritual gifts comes to men 
md women, the gift of children, as indecent is in itself abhorrent to every fundamental 
sense of decency. I a.m not one of those who believe that indulgence of the sexual 
tnstinct is a concession to animal nature legitimate only when its purpose is procreation. 
Under the refining inlluence of the human spirit seeking its way upward, beauty has 
been found in every function of the human personality. H once we could free ounelves 
J! the dead load of lear, weshouldfindallof us, as indeed many of usbavedonealready, 
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beauty ln the sex relatiouship ln and for itself. This is not an argument for the relaxing 
either of self or of social control. It is an argument rather for an honest search in tie 
light of modem knowledge and modern thought for new bases of self-control which will 
preserve our ideal of family life. Sex is at the foundation of family life. Sex inftuences 
family life as long as it lasts. It must be admitted that we have made little effort to 
unden.tand it. It has been accepted as a biological necessity. That it oould have ln 
the development of human beiogs any spiritual signffica•te whatever, men have never 
been ready to admit. Another generation may find that a aaner attitude toward sex 
within marriage, with implications that are spiritual as well as biological, has given them 
a saner attitude toward the whole problem of sa in human life, and a sounder basis for 
its controL 

s...........,..--one cannot consider the effect of chaoges ln social thought and stand
ards upon the family without OODSideriDg the effect of those chaoges upon the whole 
range of human life. Throughout human bistory there bas been a steadily maintained 
tendenry toward the development of the human being to think. and ict for bimseli. 
The growth of scientific knowledge, the development of a wider and wider range of 
interests in life, and the tremendous spread of education have given bim some of the 
equipment necessary for this responsibility. The equipment thus far has been insde· 
quate, and• it will continue so for a long time to come. Nevertheless, leaden.bip by 
fiat and constituted authority alone is losing its hold upon men. This dees not mean 
that men are losing their faith in ideals. The ideals of liberty, of religious experience, 
of service, and of family life are as sound as ever. Coming generstions of men. however, 
are likely to ask of their leaders that the social arxang=ents designed to protect these 
ideals be adjusted to the facts of life and to the justifiable faith of the individual man 
in the inherent soundeess of bis own judgment. 

SOCIAL WORK AS IT CONTRIBUTI;S TO THE STRENGTHE1j7 
ING OF FAMILY LIFE 

K...Z do ScTtwoinil<, c-al Seaelary, Sodely /M Orgtmi:ing 
Clwrii1, J'.hiladtlp/M 

Social work has the distincf:iol< of having applied anew the art of disoovery to the 
family. It has looked with fresh eyes upon an experience older than bistory and it has 
found thereio significance and life. • · 

There have been inquiries into the origin of the family •. There have been studies 
of its anthropologic and its economic aspects. For generations upon generstions men 
have discussed it, but they have discussed it as & social phenomenon. They have 
spoken of it &S &n institution, a definition wholly correct in that it implies social design 
inste&d of biologic accident, but a definition which is nevertheless a handicap. Under 
it tbe family has t&ken upon itsell that character of fixity and linality with wbich we 
seem to endow the st&te &nd all other institutions. It has re&red itsell across the p&th 
of our thinking like a great edifice, permanent, changeless, and unchange&ble, an 
abstraction, not a thing of life. 

If it has not lived in thought, neither h&S it been conceived by those whose most 
intim&te experience it is. . Ask the member of a family lor bis pbilosopby of the lo.mil¥ 
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and he will probably be at a loss for a reply. The family is so obvious, so universal, so 
much a part of himself, that it has never occurred to him to develop & point of view 
about it. And when he does begin to consider the question he realizes that the only 
even app;roximately accurate knowledge that he has is limited to that which concerns 
the family to which he belongs. Of a subject about which he thought he knew every
thing he discovers that he knows aimost nothing. Beyond platitudes most people have 
no vital conception of what the family involves. 

Social work is unique in the extent and the intimacy of its acquaintance with the 
life of the home. For fifty years it has been in the closest association with hundreds of 
thousands of families. It has known them at times of crisis and of strain. It has seen 
them pass through every vicissitude of fortune. It has witnessed the inftuence of the 
life of the neighborhood and of environmental conditions upon the life of the family. 
It bas witnessed the influence of the life of the family upon the life of the individual, of 
parents upon children, of children upon parents, of parents upon each other, and of 
children upon each other. It has read the familiar story of marital infelicity. It has 
seen the inffuence upon the mother of the separation of her children from her. It has 
witnessed the effect upon the character of the father, and it has had abundant oppor
tunity to do so; for when it came to- the sticking point our predecessors did not show 
that great faith in the family for which posterity gives them credit. Whenever one is 
oppressed by the lament that the family is not the revered institution it once was, one 
should remember that however much the philanthropists of a half a century ago may 
have talked about the sanctity of the home, they were amazingly quick to lay destruc
tive hands upon it. Their approved treatment of trouble in the family was the separa
tion of its members. For the reconstruction of the individua1 they preferred the arti
ficial groupirig of the institution to the natural environment of the home. And so 
social work has been able to witness an experiment with a substitute for the family. 
It has seen the influena of institutional life upon the personality of the child. It has 
seen him in foster homes. It has seen the attempt to deal with the problem of the 
unmarried mother apart from her child. It has witnessed the effect upon the widow of 
the taking of her children from her. There is no phase of the life of the home in which 
social work has not shared. 

Out of this vast experiena social work has found a new appreciation of the family. 
It sees it as supremely the place for the culture of the individual. It sees it meeting his 
needs as no other institution of society can meet them. It sees it fulfilling the funda
mental desire of every human being to possess and to be possessed, to be pre-eminently 
himseU and to be part and parcel of the life of others, to have an anchorage no matter 
how far he may depart from it, to he secure and yet to be free. 

"Home is the place where when you have to go there they have to take you in.'' 
It is yours. Nothing can alter this fundamental fact. You can be as naughty as you 
like; you are still a member of the family. You can evenf if you pleas~ be a behavior 
problem. It is still your home. 

Everywhere else you are an inconsequential one of many. Here you are individual. 
You are appreciated for the very idiosyncrasies for which you are reproved. You are 
free. Everywhere else there are rules. One start.5 work at nine o'clock. The retiring 
bell rings at ten. In the home there can be understandings instead of rules. Bedtime 
may be at eight. If one is sleepy one may say goodnight at half-past seven; but if Tom 
Sawyer is in the midst of taking Becky Thatcher's whipping, bedtime is postponed 
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until the reading of the chapter has been finished; as much, indeed, for the pleasure of 
parent as of cbild. 

Rut .the freedom of the individual in the family is not the freedom of solitude, it is 
the freedom of association. It is like a bugle c:all sounded from a peak whose borizon 
is blocked by hills. The notes stn"ke the mountain walls that rise on every side an<! 
the echo is tossed baclt to be reflected again and again among the hills tmtil wbat was 
the sound of a single instrument has become a sympbony. The life of the family is an 
interplay of relationships. It is a pooling of intez.sts, each member bringing his 
hobbies, his enthusiasms, his enterprises into the circle of the bome until wbat Boswell 
&aid in a letter to the great Dr. Johoson might weD be said by any member of a success
ful family to any other member: "I fairly own that after an absence from you for any 
length of time, I feel that! require a renewal of that spirit which your presence gives me, 
and which makes me.a better and a happier man than I had imagined I could be." 

Nothing is more vital to the life of the family than the quality of this inf!ueoce of 
each individual upon each other individual. It is the action and the reaction of per
souality which is at bottom the decisive factor in the issue of happiness or unhappiness. 
The acts, the attitudes, the very .thoughts of each member of the family ailect those of 
each other member. It is the most complex, the most continuous, the most intimate 
of all human relationships. 

Two sexes, extreme differences in age, two, sometimes three, generations, two. 
traditions, widely divergent individualities, different likes and dislikes, different ambi
tions, different experiences, all meet in what is nsually dally association. In the other 
relationships of life one is on dn:ss parade, one is not as one is. In the home one is as 
one gets up in the moruing. Outside in the world, even in friendship, one finds it 
easiest to wear the veil of impersouality. The family is a personal relationship. It is 
the very center of our emotional life; intez.sting-there is nothing that approaches it 
in adventure, in romance, in inspiration; difficult-if it were not so it would not be 
interesting. 

It demands a reciprocity of llnderstanding, Each member of the family must 
ailordeach othermembera free opportnnity to be himself, to express himself, to func
tion at his highest capacity as a hnman being. Each member of the family must stand 
out to each other member as individual, as different from every other person, as requir
ing his own modes and avenues of activity, ·The life of the family depends upon individ
ualization by and of each member of .the family •. 

For this outside the bome there is no prepamtion. The sweep of modern life is still 
toward ef!icieocy threugh standsrdimtion. In 'ihdustly we worship quantity even 
when we talk quality, and we accomplish it threugh the limitation of individnal dis
cretion in the processes of production. Business, for the vast majority of its practi
tioners, is a matter of law and regulation. Usually only the head dare assume respon
sibility, and he is likely to be bound by precedent.· Like a game of bridge it is played 
by virtue of a knowledge of the rules from which only a genius may depart. In thought 
we are as standardized as in work. We fear to hold ideas that are different. Let a 
person develop originality of approach to any subject and we immediately tly to label 
and pigeon-hole him. How much independent and constructive thinkiDg have ""lost 
for ourselves by driving people into conventional modes of thought threugh fear of 
being called "Bolshevik.,u or ''Communist,'• or('B.ourbon.u Even in religion we want 
to classify people; we judge a man by his denominstion. In education there is at onoe 
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recognjtion and despair of individualization. The group to be worked with is too large. 
There must be curriculums and courses of study, and it is only by picking out a student 
here and there that one can individualize as one would like. 

Social work, of all the influences in modern life, is unique in its emphasis upon the 
individual It -stands at the other end of the scale from our national worship of mass 
efficiency. What better illustration of this is there than the lesson which an apprentice 
in social work learned when, being interested in six children and discovering that they 
attended the same school, she decided to consult the teacher about them all in one visit 
-magnilicent standardization. But by the time sbe had reached the tbird child her 
attention and insight began to fail of the keenness with whirh the needs of the first 
were approached, and when she arrived at the last he had faded into being simply one 
of a group. Magnificent standardization~ but poor social work. 

Social work is unique in its emphasis upon the individual because it deals with him 
as related to other individuals. It cannot, like the physician, confine its diagnosis and 
treatment to the patient. If it preaches the gospel of individualization it, in the same 
breath, expounds the doctrine of mutual responsibility. It does not do this abstractly, 
but in home after home in whirh the life of the family has been threatened, interpreting 
individua1 to individual, rallying the interest of the group to the person whose adjust
ment to the rest is least satisfactory, and, with its new vision of the family, strengthen
ing and deepening the life of the home. 

It is only at the commencement of its usefulness. An ever unfolding opportunity 
lies before it. Through hospitals and clinicst through family and children's societies~ 
through municipal and state departments, through the courts, and through the schools 
it is constantly being sought by people in trouble. Again and again it will be found 
that the cure lies as much with the family as with the individual. The boy who- is 
nervous and repressed in school, the woman who fails to follow the medical advice of the 
clinic, the parents who wish to place their child in an institution, may be but presenting 
symptoms of a disorganized family, a family perchance that only needs for its strength
ening the approach of an understanding mind. 

The problem is universal. The disorganized family is not & disease of poverty. 
It .exists everywhere. '\\"hat is more familiar than the story of the man who is success
ful in business but a failure as husband and father? The very fact that the family has 
ceased to be a masculine possession and prerogative has added to the difficulty of family 
life for everybody. It is vastly easier to rule or to be ruled than to work out one's 
salvation in association with others. The same element that renders most men helpless 
before the concept of industrial democracy is respoilSlDle for the bringing of chaos into 
many homes. There ha.s seemed to be no substitute for the authority of fo·rce. Once 
this has been abrogated, in the face of an emandpated womanhood and a new recogni
tion of the penonality of the child, the whole structure of the family has seemed to col
lapse. There is indeed great occasion for social work. to extend its sphere of at:tivity 
beyond the bounds of the agencies .in our welfare federations. 

Just as the hospitals maintain a. service for private patients, so the time must come 
when social agencies will establish a torresponding service for the treatment of the 
problemo; of family life. Social work is being extended to the public schools. Inevita
bly it will also be called into the homes of the children in private schools, even into those 
of college and uni,·ersity students. Social work is being asked, on occasion, by the trust 
departments of banks for help in the solving of family problems. It is being used by 
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lawyers. Social work is an established and integral part of the organization of our 
courts of domestic relatiODS. Why then should not the judges in the higher oourta 
tum to social work for assistance in dealing with divorce? Why should'!" not have a 
family oourt to which all family problems, of rich and of poor alike, might be brought? 
The avenues lea.ding from the community to the beme are many. The opportunity 
of social work is proportionately great. 

But the strength of the family comes not only from within. Ita life is vitally 
al!ected by a multitude of influences from without. Environment pla.ys a mighty part 
in the quality of the family relationship. One room more or one room less can change 
completely the cha.racter of the home. m health, fatigue from overwork, cramped quar
ters beca.use of inadequate housing, and absence of opportunity for the renewal that 
comes from recreation can bring irritation where there might otherwise be harmony. 
In the same city two adjoining wards are separated by a vast gulf of difference in moral 
standards. Is there any significance in the fact that in the ward where family life is 
stronger social work has been active through settlements, social antersand pla.ygrounds, 
while in the ward where the life of the home is weak there has been little orga.niaed effort 
to cultivate a wise use of leisure? There is not an item in the whole social program 
which does not al!ect the family. To promote health, to keep the child in school, and 
to sa.leguard him in industry, to reduce the haurs of labor, to establish one day's rest in 
seven, to assure to everybody a living wage, to socialize the laws al!ecting marriage, to 
encournge everywhere the development of the democratic spirit is to build strongly the 
foundations of the home, and toward the realization of these things social work has 
done, is doing, and must continue to do, ita part. 

Surpassing all these present responsibilities is the crisis in housing. The physiall 
standards of the home are under such an attack a.s they have not sustained for a genera
tinn. Overcrowding, the dnnbling up and tripling up of families within the same bouse, 
the reduction in the number of rooms, and the continued increase in ~ta.ls, are threst
ening to nullify the accomplishment of thirty years. The heaviest indemnity, the 
indemnity that every nation is paying because of the war is being paid now in the 
restrlctinn of the number and quality of our dwelling places. It is an isSue that 
demands the redouhied attention and activity of Social work. 

uPrevention succeeds.n While on the one hand we work to make the communiiy 
sale for the family, let us study how to 11J!tlclpa.te breakdowns in the realtionships of the 
home and to avoid their oocurrence. We need to know more about the practice of 
family life. Hitherto we human beings have been singularly unprepared for the appli
cation of this art. We have picked it up as a hoy in the country Ieams to swim. It 
has been a "rule-of-thumb al!air with such unhappy consequences as we have only too 
often seen. 

Social work has made but & faint beginning of an understanding of this art. It 
must continue to cultivate the spirit of discovery. Out of its experience with broken 
homes it must seck new ways of building family life. But we must go further than 
this. Sooner or later there must he study of the elements in the Hvea of homes that are 
happy and successful, not a wholesale questionnaire investigation_, hut aa intimate 
individual effort to amve at an appreciation of what has been involved in the relation
ships within each fa.mily. Perhaps the present generation is too confirmed iD its fears 
and its reticences to make possihie such a studY. of what is normal and usual in family 
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life. The younger generation is better prepared, is fraDker and freer, and through it 
we may perhaps find new and better ways of living~ 

Social work must continue to cultivate the spirit of ~very in its relation to 
every branch of science that approaches the home, reaching out, in particularJ to medi· 
cine, psychology, psychlatry, and the social sciences. We have profited much by the 
application of the scienti£c method to everyday life. Let us pursue our search. 

Meanwhile let us preach the art of human association as we see it. Let us lay the 
foundation for a hygiene of family life. Let us expound the culture of the individual 
through his relationships. Let us emphasize the importance of the effort to understand 
him, of allowing him freedom to work out his life1 of helping him to face his problems. 
of opening his way to ever widening interests~ 

The field of human life is ripe for our efforts. Vlh.ile the spirit of the times is still 
toward standardization, the breath of something different is stirring. Man that has 
developed the machlae now sees its threat to his happiness. He is beginning to realize 
that his survival depends upon a matching of the monotony and uniformity of mechan
ism with a varied and individual human being. 

He wants more of life than he ever did before. Men and women are seeking for a 
greater womanhood and a greater manhood in each other. Let us not be stampeded 
to despair by reported increases in divorce. \Vhile divorce is a testimony to human 
weakness, while in each individual home it represents tragedy, it is perhaps the price of 
change, the sign of failure, it is true1 but of failure to attain to a higher ideal of the family. 
Men and women are no Jonger content with an inadequate life together. They are 
setting themselves a loftier goal of human association, a goal that gives promise of a 
happier future for the race. 

As the apex of this struggle for better things stands social work. It is the inter
preter of the longings of people for a more wholesome social order, for a sounder family 
life. Today in large part it must deal with broken homes. Today it must devote its 
chief energies to repairing the wrongs of industry, the mistakes of housing, and the 
insufficiencies in education and recreation. • 

But tomorrow is already at hand; and tomorrow we shall go forward to a commu
nity.that plam its streets and its homes and its working places for the development of 
men and women who shall be free. We shall go forward to a deeper understanding of 
human beings, of ourselves, and of others, and of the possibilities of the family as a 
pla.ce of renewal and strength, where mate meets with mate, where childhood meets 
with age, where life- burgeons1 and where life passes, the microcosm of society, the hope 
and, the inspization of mankind. 

SOCIAL PROGRESS WITHIN THE HOME 

EJhtl Pu}fer Huwu, SC<JTsdak, New York 

Social progress within the home, to a r~enanl from the scene of fifty years ago, 
would at first sight appear extraordinary. Without invoking the shades of Mrs. 
Trollope, or Charles Dickens, or even Matthew Amold1 we elders know what American 
interiors and household mannen once were. The change of the typical American home 
io toward health, order, and beauty; interior> hygienically heated, freshly ventilated 
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beautifully samtated, vacuum-cleaned, shining .. to walls and ftoors, mobile &lid 
..,.trained as to fumishing, open to air and sun and surrounded by clwming mol sus
taining gardeus; food '!"'nderfully calculated for nourishment and stimulus; a health 
regimen for cblldren already vindicated in their increased weight, stature and beauty; 
an attention to the amenities of life that makes the outer aspect of a da.y in the typical 
American family & delightful journey from the morning grspefruit to the cblldren's 
good night c:urtseys; and health and beauty are favoring conditions for all spiritual 
values. More, we might &dd thet the place of the child in the home has, in fifty years, 
nay, in fifteen years, undergone a moral transform~tion. We can measure the distance 
we h&ve come even lately, as I h&ve recently done in ......<Hog Bernard Shaw's PM mi.! 
Gild ChiJM.,., with a smile for the &dult's self-<lec:eptions, which no longer call for his 
railing attack. The rights of children &S individual human persons, Wlique creations, 
sensitive souls, are now acknowledged in homes where once they were only, as it were, 
surreptitiously cherished by tender mothers. Those "trailing clouds of glory" h&ve a 
whole lot better chance than in Wordsworth's generation not to be brushed away, since 
Freud and Dewey, Montessori &lid John Watson, Marietta Johnson and Dorothy Ca.n
Jield, a&d Angelo Patrl h&ve shown us how to guard them. 

Wll:h young children the tale ends. Need I invite you to recall the current com
monplaces of l'tbe revolt of youth," "our wild young people," "the breakdown of the 
family," "thedisintegrstion of family life"? One needs only the newspaper beedlines 
hot I have h&d in the last year some most remarkable additional testimony. Cilcum
stances ordained that I should be in correspondence, in regard to the deepest problems 
of their lives; with literally thousands of women of all classes and of all types. I h&d 
known that the specially educ:a.ted, professionally trained women were conscious of a 
deep-going conflict in their lives. The special powers, the whole focussed personality, 
which they b&d built up, through years of 5t!Idy a&d work, seemed in msrriage and 
mothechood to come to a dead end, and although a new set of interests and duties, 
joyously welcomed, supervened, the arknowledged and unarknowledged values of their 
lives were subconsciously warring against each other. But I h&d believed that, !l"l05t 
was limited to this special group. Now I h&ve co"'-" to know that a very large propor
tion of average1 devoted wives and mothers).earnest homemakers, are doubting1 grop.
ing, seeking for a reorganization of purposes in the home that will satisfy both con
science and common sense, which present co,..Utions do not satisfy. 

The truth is that these so greatly appreciated material and aesthetic improvements 
in our homes h&ve met the necessary conditions· for real progress. The conditions of 
real progress are clear thinking out of ends a&d ag>eement on values to be realized, and 
they h&ve met them, under the guidance of principles of science a&d of art. Even our 
enlightemnent as to children's training has been a ray from the psychologist's and pys
chiatrlst's candle. But for the mom! imponderables, the counsel of perfection for the 
relations of the individuals in the home, have we a. clesrly thought out, accepted ideal 
a moral budget, a mom! regimen? And as the spirit of the home is beynod all others 
the wife's a&d mother's to create, if the power of the home is failing, is it not beeause 
the homemaker's whole duty, its limit and its meaning, is not clear to ber? 

When a woman educator writes-" Ca.n it be in the divine order of things that one 
PhD. should wash dishes for another PhD., a whole life long, beeause one is a woman 
and the other is a man? u-one sees the problem, clear but limited. But it is another 
matter when hundreds of women, the salt of the earth, conlide to this effect: "Bow 
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can I do all that I have to do, and still be the right kind of wife and mother?" "How 
much do I owe to my family-every working hour, every inch of my strength, which is 
what I give them now, or is there a definite limit to my responsibility, like the eight
hour limit to my husband's day?" "I have all but ceased to exist as a. person, for 
myself. or for my community, since my home duties exhaust an my energy. When 
my work is done. I have no strength left even to train or direct my children, still less 
to enjoy their companionship or my husband's. 'What can I do?" 

The plain fact is that although 95 per cent of American homes depend solely on 
the individual housewife, home-making is a sweated industry in the sense that its con
ditions and its demands on the worker are left entirely to chance. The home-maker 
spends on her work forty minutes or sixteen hours, according, as she is a metropolitan 
feminist or a ranch farmer's wife. If conscientious and devoted1 she feels complete 
responsiOility for the results in her family's welfare, whether she has to take six or six
teen hours to produce them. And she is bewildered. Does conscience indeed require 
her to disappear as a. person of unique interestst aptitudes, talents? Does duty to her 
family require her to accept in a spirit of resignation all the existing standards of house
hold excetlence? 

I think we need another brutal, smashing pen like Bernard Shaw's to do justice to 
the home-maker's present situation. Certainly only a philosophy of the home will 
enable us to dig down to the roots of these conflicts. After all, as William James so 
happily said, "Philosophy is nothing but an attempt to think clearly." 

Now I believe no philosophy of the home will stand that is not founded on a philoso
phy of the individual. I will state mine; the right of every individual, by virtue of the 
infinite worth of the human soul, to be treated as an end in himself and not as a means. 
That is good Kantian doctrine, as it is Christian ethics, and I do not think either philoso
phy or religion have improved on it. There is no essential difference here from the 
modern definition of the ultimate aim of morality as uthe liberation of human capaci
ties." The beauty of it is that this philosophy is also the best psychology and mental 
hygiene1 and, I should guess, an epitome of the social worker's aim. Then the homeJ 
as the shelter and wetlspring of the la.mily group, must be first of all the safeguard of 
the value of the individual, and the Springboard for that liberation of human capacity. 

'The harmonious serene relation of parents and children is the first and bask ideal 
and need of the home. We recognize this for the child, without perhaps taking in all 
its critical implications for the activities that surround him. How much more, then, 
should we make it a living principle lor the prime creator of the values of the home! 
How the need of the liberation of human capacities and of the harmonious relations of 
parents and children help us to criticize those question-begging phrases, u home duties, n 

nmy work, .. and "I must be loyal to my job." They need Socratic treatment, those 
notions, a ruthless prober who will not let them beg the question, but will put them to 
the test. 

"When my work is done, I have no time left to play with my children, or even 
train them, let alone developing my own special interests." Why, foolish woman, 
that is your workl to make your child a person and to become a personality for him. 
"That may be true £or cutting out £rills," counters our perplexed home-maker, "but 
the minimum requirements of health and development decree that my children should 
be properly rested, cleaned. fed, and sheltered as to roof and raiment, and to provide 
those fundamentals alone, in my home circumstances1 takes all I have to give/' One 
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mother wrote to me, "Completely to follow the directions of the doctor in the physical 
care of my babies alone takes nearly an my time." 

Then, all I can say is that there is a. .condition in our Am-crlca.n ho~ that requires 
the erpert a.ttention &nd constructive eliort of you, social workezs of the United States. 
Of who.! avail these elabomte model budgets, etc., if the budget of mother-care is so 
completely awry? I wonid propose to you, experts in social work, the wife and mother 
as a subject for research; her industrial standa.rds; her houzs and other physical con
ditions of work; her rewards. You hsvestudied "The Family StatusofBreadwinoing 
Mothers"; now study and develop the status of the bread purveyor I You hsve hsd a 
"children's year." Whynoh hearthstone year, with standards forfamilyachievemeots? 

Such a. study I forecast most seriously; ideally, perhaps, as the work of a founda
tion which should survey existing conditions, from those of simple housewives to those 
of prof£ssionaily !mined women; which should develop the essentisl standa.rds of home 
life, the true amenities, as distioguished from the tmditionni, or the conventional, thus 
settliDg the question of drudgery versus duties; which shonid record, study, and, above 
an, widely experiment with methods of release from the non-essential. 

Troubled home-ma.kers, the 95 per cent. need to know thst by study, organization, 
experiment, and co-operation they can bo free; free through community kitcheos of 
certain parts of cooking drudgery; free through co-operative nurseries to recollect their 
own souls in quietude now and again; free through co-operative laUildries from the 
deva.stating fatigue of m&nUallabor thst every mother shonid be spared; free through 
co-opera.tive OJJ:cha.nges to take sefely the first steps to exploit their hesitating, modest 
telents. (Whst even a modicum of such self-expression means to overstrained mothers 
let the wise home-burea.u worker tell.) They need to know, to be helped, to be pushed, 
like an enslsved by circumstance, to learn their freedom. If the curse of the poor is 
their poverty, the curse of the overworked and over home is their fatigue-apathy. Free 
for their work, their primary interests, which must be compsnionship with children a.nd 
husbands, and development of their individual powers, talents, and their civic interests. 
One of the vividest passsges of James' Psychology describes the erystoJJiza.tion of the 
automatic personal habits, thus lea.ving room for development of the higher mental 
powers, and pictuies most amusingly the horro• it would be to have to have an 
emotional rea.ction on lscing your shoes, a special decision to bnish your teeth, or of 
having to think over again every day the mysteries of doing up your halr. Some • 
such horror I imagine, in fact, I have e.perieoced it in pezson, comes to the mother 
who must look forward to hours on precious hours & day, 365 days a year, in activities 
for the family compara.ble to these •tooth-brushi:>g functions, fnstes.d of having got 
them erystallized, as she should have, in some imperoonal, self-acting m•cbinery. 

There are plenty of people who delight to tell'you thst an these o.ttempts to get 
awa.y from ths good old forms of home have always been failures. "The Blithedale 
Romance" is set over against "The World Set Free." "It wonid indeed mark a. great 
step forward if the value of gmuine experimentation were widely recogni<ed in the 
social, ao it is now universally conceded in the physical world. The mastery of physical 
forces would not perhaps so far outrun the control of moral forces. The reforms which 
stand as a permanent triumph of civilization are those1 in which like the reform. in the 
treatment of the insane and defective, concrete problems have been studied in the objec
tive temper of science, against the whole right of prevailing ideas and customs.' 

•P.oiaso. Walter G. Evereu,l'IOI!dentlal AddRor, .A-. PltiiN. A.-.o, p. 02•· 

• 
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I like still better the pronouncement of a hard-headed business man1 Mr. Henry 
Dennison, before the Academy of P-olitical Science last year: uThe statement has been 
made that the social problem is entirely different from any other scientific problem, 
because one cannot perform experiments with it ..... I take issue with that. These 
experiments have been going on in the social field for thousands of years, but we have 
not called them experiments, we have usually called them failures; yet there is no exper
iment that is a failure. H you will study it you wiU learn something from it.n 

Sometimes the enthusiastic social worker is so interested in the theory of the 
experiment as such, that he loses sight of the ultimate aim. Sometimes he never sees it. 
I wonder if all those Greenwich Villagers who so valiantly pulled their co-operative 
laundry along to success, had a vision of what the successful Bight of such enterprises 
might mean for the increased happy companionship of mothers and children, or for an 
open door to the practice of a long stifled, long wasted talent in a million modest homes. 
It is well to hold steady the thought that these experiments should he considered not 
only as interesting e.~riments, but as necessary steps toward an acknowledged, 
accepted aim, the liberation of the capacity of the home. Such a study, as I envisage, 
would work out the moral budget of the home-maker, and in the home, as between 
children's hours, the industry of the home, talents or aptitudes, and community inter
ests. The difficulty with the woman of trained ability is that as wife and mother she 
accepts with inspiration and acclamation her paramount interest. She has chosen i~; 
it engulfs her, not to her ultimate happiness. What she forgets is that too sweeping a 
majority is an unhealthy thing; we have to have minority representation. What the 
home and all its members are in vital need of is proportional representation of all vital 
interests. 

Last of all it can be the part of such a study to create the general public interest 
and pressure of public opinion necessary to make the philosophy of the home, the ethics 
of the family as a group of free individuals, the duties and the daily regimen of parent· 
hood an integral part of education. at least of the education of women. Aiy experience 
as a.n educator indicates that action thereto will be slow in colleges and schools. Facul
ties see the better, but continue counting credits. You can be the gadfly of progress. 

·And here is a word to end with, of him who is still, I believe, our greatest American 
Philosopher, Josiah Royce: uThe sense of community, the power to work together, 
with clear insight into our reasons for so working, is the first need of humanity!' 

SOCIAL ATTITUDES CONDITIONING IMMIGRANT 
MALADJUSTMENTS 

TWOFOLD PROBLEM OF IMMIGRATION 

Etltel Bird, Departmmtfor Work with FOf'eign-Born Women, National 
Beard, Young Womm'.t CMistian Association, Clsicago 

Americans in general, and social workers in about the same proportion, are without 
a philosophy of immigration. Although some of us have theories or opportunist ideas, 
we are as little informed about the psychology of the immigrant as was the world at 
large about child psychology thirty or forty years ago. Within the ne>t ten years it is 
possible we may come to regard the complexes of the immigrant, due to the tremendous 
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atram of adjustment, fully as far-reaching in their effect upon health tmd emoti life 
and upon social attitudes as those sex oomplexes to which Freud has called our atten • 

Social workem have access to vast resources of informs.tion of actual · 
tmd p!8CI.ice in regazd to immigrants, hut pnu:ticallynone<>f it is weighed, compued, x 
evaluated. We are in very much thst state descn"bed by the old phrase, "unable 1 

see the woods for the trees.u Our experience: with immigrants blurs our tbjnking 

immigration. 
The first immigration period began when William Penn advertised in Europe, not 

fer cckmists, hut for people to oome as individuals, tmd it lested narly -years, from 
r682 to r870. During all that period the ratio of land to men was always beavey in 
favor of land. The second period of immigration is roughly from 1870 to I9I4- The 
ratio of land to men had changed in favor of meo. Our iand pclicy was such that free 
iand was no longer to be had. Moreover, at the close of the Civil War, with the cessa
tion of free labor in the South, we began the importation of cheap labor from Europe 
to the North. The tremendous rise of industry brought the oontentration of popuJa.. 
tion in cities. The third immigration period began at tbe close of the war in •918, witb 
the entrance <>f a new factor. Middle-clasa, intelligentsia, tmd even &Iistocracy, 
suffering from severe economic tmd political conditions, have come as refugees. These 
people have more in common witb certain immigrants before •870, such as the t84B'ers 
who came to America at the time of the great freedom movement over Ewope, than 
they have with the immigrants who came between r87o tmd •914-

From now on, for the potpose of this paper, when we use the word "immigrant" 
we may undentend the type of person who came to us between <87<>"'9'4· For longer 
than aoy of us remember not a vertical CICSS-seCtion of Europe has come, hut the 
immigration has been made up largely of people who have livrd for centuries on the 
iand as serfs or small owners. They have been an unprivileged group politically and 
educationally and have constituted a distinct clasa. To the ordinary American mind 
this is a definition of the word immigrant, due to our tendency tC> substitute "our etperi
ence" for the "entire fact." It is true that in number this group bulks largest tmd 
presents the problems which the social workers are called upon to solve. Admitting 
the inac<:unu:y of the tenn, I will use the word ilmni8rint to mesn a peasant still in the 
process of becoming adjusted to our industriai civilization. In our considerstion of 
this phenomenon, may I lay down several general propositions? First, that the social 
tmd economic life of America has rapidly becOme more complicated and, today, differs 
more from conditiOllll previous tC> 187o than the individual capacity of recent immigrants 
differ& from those thet came before 1870; in otber wo,rds, tbe failure of recent immi
grants to assimilate has been due not to the quality of the immigrant but to the increas
ingly complex environment to which he must adjust himself; second, that social class 
(be it peasant, middJe..class, intelligentsia, or &Iiste>crat) rather than the nationality 
d•tennines the kind of difficulty which the immigrant meets in making his adjustment; 
third, If we insist on comparing individual failure with individual succeas among our 
immigrant friends, our comparlsen must he subject to certain rules. In tbeiirst plac:e, 
that we will not compare the failure of an immigrant since r87o with the success of one 
before thet date; secondly, that we will not compare the failure of a peasant to adjust 
himself to American conditions with the suooess of an immigrant from what we call 
"yeasty" country. (Perhaps the word "yeasty" demands etplanation. It describes 
those countries which give freedom for individuals to rise from tho: bottom to the top, 
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socially and economically speakjng. Such countries in Europe a"' Scandinavia and 
Germany, and in less measure England.) Thirdly, we must not compare peasant failure 
with peasant success without a study of the different American environments in which 
they struggled, in order to see bow much American conditions have contributed to the 
failure of one and the success of the other, aDd therefore how lar America is responsible 
for the result in each case. 

I was gmteful to Miss Thornton in her paper yesterday for the emphasis on the 
uincreasing partnership between patient and doctor." This partnership must be 
developed in the field of case work with immigrants, but we must understand immi
grants better if our partnership is to be effective. In a court case it is our pa.rt to 
...member that the legal problem is complicated by a dif!erent legal attitude on the 
part of the immigrant from the attitude of the established American. Miss Claghom 
calls our attention again and again to the difference to the immigrant's mind between 
substantial and technical justice. 

'We are accustomed to recognize such simple and concrete adjustments as those 
the immigrant makes in changing food, clothing, housing, sanitation, etc. As case 
workers we have passed far beyond the naive attitude of certain 100 per cent American 
laymen, who consider that the Italian immigrant is a better prospect for citizenship 
when he has substituted pork and beans and the brown bread for spaghetti and a salad 
of greens on Saturday night, 

We are gmteful to Miss Breckinridge for that hint of the philosophy of clothea 
contained iD the simple statement that in Europe clothes were designed to indicate 
n where one eame from" while here the whole effort is to concea.l that fact by an almost 
abject imitation and deadly sameness. 

·we are less conscious perhaps of the far-reaching efiect of other adjustments which 
the immigrant is called upon to make. We find the immigrant passing from land econ
omy to industrial economy. We Anglo-Saxons pride ourselves on our adaptability1 

and yet it has taken us rso yeaxs to arrive at our present stage of industrial orga.niza
tiont and no one of us would seriously claim that we have m.a.de an entire success from 
a burna..D: point of view. The peasant immigrant often makes the tremendous transition 
ina period of from sixty to ninety days between his bit of Iandin Europe and the intense 
industrial pressure of living in a great American city and working in a highly complex 
industrial organization. In this transition he exchanges timeless, "free" outdoor work 
for "sped-up" indoor work on tenns dictated not by himself but by another. 

The conception of the mother of a family earning wages outside of her home, away 
from her children, implies a shift in the immigrant point of view which it has taken us 
several centuries to accomplish. This ghts us a standard by which to measure the 
psychological danger to the peasant woman who tries the experiment within ten years. 
As a matter of fact. every problem of adjustment bears harder on the woman than on 
the man, for she is less free by tradition to change, and suffers more when change 
becomes a necessity. 

In our attitude toward language, the established American has run the whole gamut 
between hysterical fear of other languages (bom perhaps of the fact that we a... for the 
most part too lazy and too visually minded to learn them) to that other OJ<t...me illus
trated by the recognition on the part of a most enlightened judge that language is & 

means and not an end. Miss Cia.gbom quotes him as saying, "We forget that even 
when the immigrant knows En:glish, we still do not necessarily know him.'' 
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Pushing still further back to the subtle and abstract changes involved in adjust
ment, we come upon three fundamental problems in the tealm of individual &Dd social 
immigrant psychology. First, the problem of liviog in a social group guided by wholly 
unknown social rules and values. Often this situatinn is complicated by loss of social 
s-ding. We forget thst this immigrant was alsnd-owner, even if only in a small way 
in his own native land, and bad a positinn in the community which is lost ou_<e he begins 
to wotk for wages. Americans must clearly grasp the psychological signili<:ance of this 
changed ststus. 

Second, there is the problem of changed relations between man and man. This 
is most clearly illustrated by the difference in relation between a man and his employer 
in an American industrial plan and in an old-world, semi-feudal agrarian system. 
There is the problem of changed relations between man and woman, because of the 
enm.Iy different legal status of the latter on this side of the water. And finally the 
problem of changed relatinns between parents and children, due partly to the difference 
in legal statos of the latter, and partiy to the fact thst the child goes much further in 
adjustment to American conditions than the parents. 

Third, the psychological problem involved in a personality breakduwn due to the 
loss of the familial and the class system. In his old setting the pessant individual felt 
thst he bad behind him his immediste family, that larger group of relatives, his com
munity, his natinn, and back of all that he was" compassed about with so great crowd 
of witnesses," as St. Paul pots it, in the very dead wbese traditions he was csreyiDg on I 
The foreign community in our great cities has often been berated and argued against 
largely because we regazded it as an impregnable strooghold in our midst. If Ameri
cans knew the truth, this solidarity is more an aspect than a. Ieality. To the present 
individual it represents the greatest variety and gives him very Iittie sense of security 
and solid baclr.ing. He stsnds alone, witho~t support, and every individual of his 
acquaintsnee, instead of s-ding behind him, is moving away from hi(n in the direction 
of more complete American adjustment. His cousin, who C:ame five years ego is a lit tie 
distsnce on the journey; his child, who goes to the public school, is !esgues ahead of 
him! •. 

Lastly, there is the psychological factor involved in the m<mil breakdown of the. 
second generation. We are not in this psper considering thst group in particular and 
speak of it at this point only as a coroliary to the psychological problem of the immi
grant himself. 

In the light of all this, is it not pertinent to question whether one human generation 
is not too short a period of time for a complete tranofer of interests, &ttitodes,andmental 
contents; whether our America.nizatinn haste, in such matters as langnage and citieen
ship, is not psychologically unsound; whether the foreign colony which we have elton 
dumned is not an instinctive psychological protection akin to the protective ooloring 
in lower animal life; whether, ,as someone has said, we ought not to be more willing to 
"leave & little to evolution" and only encourage that degree of change which is "con
aciouslydesired" by an individual or "socially necessary" in order to bridge the chasm 
between immigrant psrent and American-hom child which, as social workers, we are 
coming to recognize as fertile in social tragedy. 

My contention is that about so per cent of his difficulties may be laid at the door 
of this immigrant himself, aad the other so per cent at the door of the nnimaginative 
or indifferent Americans (and this includes us as social case wotkers) with whom he 
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comes in contact. What qualities of this established-America.n mind are "party" to 
this? 

First, we are practical to a degree; we want, in America, to organize evezything. 
Vle organize athletics almost to the professional basis instead of taking athletics as 
a recreative enjoyment like our English cousins. We organize our religion and have 
developed the institutional church as over against the European church, where mysti
cism and ritual are the most significant features. There is also that ramification of 
courts and legal procedure. which is sat:h a departure from the simple English system; 
and, lastly, there is the enormous development of organized social .service. {What we 
cannot organize we try to control, most often by repression, as our recent record in 
prohibitory legislation 4ives evidence.) ~ 

Second, we are non-aesthetic. ~fr. Van Loon has a picturesque way of stating it. 
He points out that a stone thrown into the water produces ripples which extend in 
circles over a great space; that the Hstone" Bung by the Renaissance in Italy had wide
spreading influence; that the "stone" of the Reformation dropped in Germany came 
later and at the point where the two conflkted the latter tended to swallow up and 
obliterate the earlier influence. He facetiously adds that this is why in Southwestern 
Europe things are judged as u beautiful or not beautiful," while in Northwestern Europe 
and England the prevailing: tendency is to judge things as H good or evil." This is 
reason enough, perhaps, for the fact that we have developed less along aesthetic lines 
than practical, but there is another profounder reason why America up to now has been 
aesthetically retarded. We have settled a continent in less than 300 years, have 
developed mines, have banded the country with thousands upon thousands of miles of 
railroad, and have built the greatest industrial organization in the world. Is it any 
wonder, then1 that we cannot yet compete in our own language with our English cou
sins when it comes to literature; that we have produced few great composers, the most 
outstanding of whom is Coleridge Taylor, a Negro. We attempt, unfortunately, to dis
count purely cultural attainments.1 whether they be folk culture, such as folk songs, 
folk dances, folklore, folk costumes and customs, toward which our attitude is curiosity 
rather than appreciation, as well as more sophisticated artistic expression. In the 
latter case the Babbits and utired business men" have a fum conviction that only a 
weakling would choose artistic creation in place of tl going into business." Our Ameri
can magazine, for instancel does not choose for popular favor an artist, a singer. a poet, 
but still 41 plays up "1 the boy who began sweeping out an office for $2.50 a week and at 
forty-five owned the business worth $l,soo,oool 

Third, we are not historically minded. We are so new a nation that we look for
ward, not back, and this does not equip us to understand people who are rooted in the 
past. One of our great failures 1 which the leaders in the educational world are now by
ing to correct, is that we have not taught history with sufficient slant on those ufreedom 
movements,. in Europe which were co-incidental with our own, such as the French 
Revolution. or that which gave to America such great-hearted seekers of freedom, as the 
48'ers. 'We have erred, too, in focusing American history around personalities rather 
than causes. \\'hen this results in ·unconventional thinking on the part of recent immi
grants, \\'e should blame ourselves, not them. 

Fourth, we still claim1 as typically American, certain qualities, such as quick reac
tions1 adaptability, and inventiveness, which we developed in our pioneer days under 
very different conditions from our modem industrial environment. The established 
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American of today haa ceased to he the pioneer and haa become the provincial. The 
pioneer of the last fifty years haa been the immigmnt. It is a gmve question and one 
worth discui!Sing, whether any American, old or new, can keep alive pioneer qualities 
in a machine age. 

Our assumption that these qualities are the essence of Ameriamism haa led us, 
quite without wammt, to brand the peasarit immigmnt who does not exlu"bit them as 
•m•ssimil• ble. We have further maintained that ali adjustment must he made by the 
newcomer. This is based on the very questionable assumption that America is static 
and ali the immigmnt haa to do is to conform to a pattern, that such conformity (that 
is, the creation of imitation Yankees) will creste a better America for the future than 
mutual contribution, and mutual change would bring about. 'So fur, the roo per cent 
Amerifan haa been whollyunwillhlg to fuce this latter possibility. He naively believes, 
in the fuce of history and the Civil War, that America had accomplished unity which 
is in danger of being destroyed by the diversity of her immigmnts, and that this danger 
can be avoided by substituting uniformity for unity. Nothing could be a more 
unwholesome doctrine, psychologically speaking. Diversity and unity may he 
co-emtent, as in modern Italy, hut diversity and uniformity are forever in opposition. 

This belief in uniformity as a "just as goad" substitute mr unity lies at the base of 
our American profound distrust of and dislike of difference. We penalize difference 
with severest social osiraclsm; the commonest example is in such superficial matters 
as clothes. The result is an inferiority comple>: in the immigmnt and a superiority 
comple>: in the established American-as witoess the man who said with gn;o.t con
descension, although he believed himself demoaatic: "I always shake hands with an 
immigmnt as if I thought him my equal." It is further reflected in our agitation for 
compulsory English and citizenship. 

Do not misunderstand me as saying that America's relation to her immigrants haa 
been a complete failure. She has, as H. G. Walis would say, "muddied through" with a 
fair proportion of success to failure. Wbat I do mean to say is, that Amerlca'slsissez
faire policy haa now outlived its nsefainess and must he replaced by more dsh"berate 
and clearly thought out procedure. . 

In this situation, then, do we, as case workers, find ourselves today. What is our 
reaction to it? Are we led, or are we leading? Are we evolving a philosophy of fmmi.. 
gmtion, or are we aocepting a ready-made policy handed out by manufacturers' asso
ciations, the press, the politician, the pseud<>-Scientist? Do we recognize sufficiently 
the psychological results of immigmnt maladj~stments, repressions, inhibitions, and 
comple>:es? Do we believe that the best society is that in which the greatest goad 
of the whole is perfectly adjusted to the greatest opportunity for creative self-ezpression 
on the part of the individual? Do we constantly remember that our case-wotk tech
nique, of which we are justly proud, is as yet uofamiliar or haa only begun !<>develop 
since the war in those Slavic and near eastern countries, from which our immigrants 
come. 

In the effort to attain better psychological understandiog, is it time for us 
to .... think tho triangular relation of American worker, l!iliogual wotker, and client? 
Dare we continue to regard the bilingual worker as a mere tool to put over established 
American ideas? Is he not rather the perfect instrument for that closer partaership 
between "doctor and patient" of which Miss Thornton was spee.king? Has the time 
a'rrivedformuchcioserstudyof the te>:thooks which have beenputintoour hands(some 
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of whkh I have aluady mentioned) and for a closer scrutiny and evaluation of first
hand materials in the tight they throw on our problems? Has the time arrived for a 
serious consideration of travel, study, and practice of social work abroadt in preparation 
for professional social servic-e at home? 

Lastly, it should be easier for us to look back over the economic road which America 
has traveled, and which the immigrant is now traveling, than it is for him to foresee that 
road. May I plead for a greater awareness on the part of social case workers of the 
machine age in which we all live, but in which the immigrant is more immediately 
involved than are we? Let us not be afraid to face the so-called H radical u movements 
to which he belongs. These movements are but an attempt on the part of men under 
pressure of adverse industrial conditions to find a way out of confusion and darkness 
and to blaze a new trail to light and freedom for the human spirit. 

THE INVISffiLE ENVIRONMENT OF AN IMMIGRANT 

Mary E# Hurlbtdt, Director1 United Slates Brandl, Internati.otwl MigtalionSenJ
ice, National Board, Young Women'! Christian Association 

I wish it were permissible, without remarks of my own, to throw the title of this 
paper into a ring of discussion, especially as I know that the invisible enviromnent is 
not a discovery to any case worker. 

During the past year I have had occasion to ask case workers from a variety of 
agencies what special difficulti~ they encounter in their practices among immigrant 
families.. I have been interested to discover what attempts they have made to under~ 
stand the social heritage of their foreign clients, what means they have discovered for 
pursuit of information in foreign countries, and to what extent t:p_ey know and make use 
of such typical institutions of foreign community life in the United States, as foreign 
language newspapers. The answers have been revealing. I think I om not unjust in 
saying that they seem to indicate the failure of many case workers to apply their own 
most cherished principles to their work with foreign families, and that this is due, at 
leas~ in part, to a poverty of tools, a fact which reJ!ects on training schools and research 
groups. 

It may be helpful to quote & few of these remarks with the reservation that they 
are only quoted from memory. Recently a case supervisor answered the questions 
put to her by saying u Our workers are not concerned with conditions in the countries 
immigrants come from because when they get to America immigrants must leave their 
old life behind." Another secretary admitted that very little could be found in the 
records of immigrant families in her office conceming social complications involving 
factors in foreign countries. She explained, "Our workers are so helpless to deal with 
these problems that they tend to neglect them altogether." Another social worker 
with an unusual de-gree of sensitiveness to personality nevertheless seemed to me to give 
evidence of a serious blind spot when her advice was sought as to where one could find 
foreign-language newspapers on sale in her community. She answered, "Immigrants 
in our c:ommunity don't need foreign~language papers, they begin to read English ones 
10 soon after a.rrlval.n A social worker who has spent some years in training students 
haa said that she considers the most important progress that can be looked for in the 
cue-work field in the immedi&te future is a more discriminating nnderstanding of the 
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immigrant, The last remark, indicating & millz&tion of failu:n.-and iDadequacy, ia 
heatd with increasing frequency. Many case workers feel tharin practice with immi
grant families theirmost=ful plans seem to break against a wall of ignorance or under 
the weight of passive resistance; they feel themselvos facing an impenetrable jungle 
of sbaDge attitudes and habits, as a ftSU!t of which their clients' behavior is im:alcu
lable. This is a serious situation if there is even half truth in the popular charges con
corning the burden of dependents, defectives, and delinquents which migmtion foists 
upon us.. 

Raymond Pearl, speaking as & biologist, m>enUy pointed out that fund•ment.Dy 
migmtion is a problem of the adaptation of the human organism to a new environment. 
Surely in its social implk:ations this is a cballenge to case workers. It is fair to ask 
whether we have honesUy faced our own inadequacy? Someone needs to chart the 
territory to be explored, to shape the questions that need answering, to break up the 
jumble of ignorance and helplessness and prejudice. 

I am not competent to do this. All I dare attempt is the selection of a number of 
rather concrete illustrations, hoping thereby to suggest a method of approach, an atti
tude of mind, rather than to give information. If we are told that case workers must 
understand the environmental factors in their clients' lives, we can hardly give this 
proposition fresh consideration, it falls into such a callowed pocket of our minds. One 
may further insist that this environment is only to a limited degree a physical one
that not mere things but the values they become endowed with, the interests built 
around them, not mere people, but the special, liDt..to-h<Hiuplk:ated relationships 
between individuals detennlnes the significance of their lives. That which Professor 
Thomas calls one's definition of a situation far outweighs in ill! influence on our behavinr 
the mere physical aspects. I think in spite of the inroads of biology and pbysiology 
into our tbjnJdng, we would agree to this second proposition also without undue mental 
activity. But once we admit that mere ph,Sical vicinity in time or place is not the 
factor determining which of all the multitude of things our client is surrounded with 
shall have significance for him, but that things far away and long ago may truly be 
part of his environment, then we have~ burselves to a very far-reaclWig prop
osition, which, if it can be made as urgent as it Ought to be, wonld startle us into Jl 
realiz&tion of our present clumsiness and into demanding more and-more help in equip
ping ourselvos for our work with our lo~-bor.n clients. 

Roughly speaking, the immigrant's environment is a dual one. I was going to 
say one-half of it you may discover in America, but this wonld be misleading becaose 
after all the proportion is a shifting one. As time goes on certainly the u1d world recedes 
slowly and, if this I?tocess is not cruelly and arti1ically forced, it is a natural and inevit,. 
able one and may spell growth and healthy reorganization of personality. But, after 
all, even the immigrant's environment in America is not an American environment. 
It is not possible to attempt here any interpretation of the variety of immigrant com
munities, but one may find a clue to their understanding in Parker and Miller's "Old 
World Traits Transplanted." Here it is pointed out .that the characteristic institutions 
found in immigrant communities are attempts to reproduce in the new world the modes 
of social expression and organization familiar at home. Genuine reproduction is of 
course impossible. We therefore get monstrosities neither American- u1d world, 
but having a tincture of both, makeshift institutions, cheap and ugly and unsatisfying 
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even to the immigrant, but which at least meet his habitual intimate needs as nothing 
in the American community can. 

Among these are the national societies, the fratemal organizations, the language, 
schools, and the churebes. 

Many case workers have graduated from the too per cent American variety, which 
refuses to consider institutions which look. un-Anglo-Saxon except as dangerous alien 
idiosyncracies which a right-minded immigrant should drop before reaching Ellis Island. 
But their imaginative understanding plays only around the foreign community life in 
America. They learn to add spaghetti to every relief order for an Italian family. They 
submit cheerfully when the same Italian mother insists on swathing the whole family, 
even the baby, in black in case of the death of a dear relative. They remember that 
the Czech Sokol and the National Polish Alliance may be counted as sources for relief. 
But until the -case worker penetrates behind these surface manifestations of age-old 
habits and attitudes her understanding remains trivial. She is sure to blunder and 
wound the most cherished susceptibilities. She fails to utilize the cultural resources 
her clients are predisposed to respond to1 her suggestions will seem artificial or even 
reptili-ive, and her clients' behavior will remain baffling and unpredictable. 

The case worker blunders- who, perceiving the inarticulate hunger for artistic 
expression in the young Czech, out of her ignorance supplies him with modem Ameri
can music and fails to share with him the folk melodies that are the dearest racial heri
tage of his people. The case worker blunders who is unconscious of the frustration and 
strain which result when she bluntly offers the first machine job that is available to the 
European trained in skilful handiwork or talented in design, or when she fails to appre
ciate the humiliation a European intellectual experiences when he, of necessity, accepts 
manual work. She blunders in ber eagerness to make friends with the aggressive 
young thing of old-world parentage hom in America, who finds in the social worker 
her ideal of everything American, and the recipient of confidences about her mother's 
queer un-American ways. A conscientious social worker may exhort this young thing 
to obedience and respect, but unless she has an intimate and discriminating understand
ing of how things look to the mother, and why historically it is inevitable that they 
should look so, she cannot do more than sound outwardly pious while inwardly she 
shares the child's sense of queerness and increases that break between the two genera-
tions which spell the destruction of moral protection for the younger one. 

'When the immigrant's behavior looks like 11 cussedness," or even criminality, the 
real explanation may be in the case worker's unawareness of traditions that have their 
roots deep back in ancestral and community life. Parks and Miller quote Wermut's 
book on Sicilian Government: uone of the Sicilian characteristics is the recognition of 
the principle of OmUta. What do we understand by Omerta? Om~rta is a moral 
code which has never been written, but which is more or less instinctively present in all 
Sicilians, in the peasant as well as in the highly cultivated city dwellers. ••.. The 
moral code of Omerta demands fumnesst energy, seriousness, a self-reliant, self-con· 
scious mind whose activities are as far as possible independent of civil authorities. It 
seeks help through one's sclf1 not through the court or the police. It has the qualities of 
.knightliness that cha.racterize the duelists who settle their differences between them· 
selves far from the police courts. Revenge is accomplished quietly, unaided or with 
the help of trusted friends." 
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The social worlr.er blunders horrihly wheu, in her eagemes5 to Americanize, ahe 
cuts the immigmnt off from the interests and ideals on which his persomlity has been 
developed. Responsibility for relatives ovOISeeS, love of the hom&nd, even political 
loyalty, are social wets, and many of them should be conserved, othezs can be tmno
planl;ed as the new world ties deepen and spread. The fact that old loyalities are 
easily shed does not necessarily indicate a potentiality for fine American citizeo•hip. 

I remember an important step in my own education came as the result of a differ
ence of attitude betweeo myself and anAnnenian friend. Our difference, which threat
ened to become acrimoDious, centered around the question of the possibility of disre
garding the United States Immigration Law. To me it seemed unethical to evade the 
law, to her I seemed perfw>ctory and unresponsive to a tragic hnman sitn&tioD. Luck
ily the Annenian hed an analytical habit of mind. In the heat of debate she stopped 
and sought tbe historical erplanation of our attitudes: "To me laws are unimportant, 
my people have been for centwies under tbe had and stupid government of Turkey. 
We had no obligotion to obey laws, and often the coumgeons moral thing to do was to 
disobey. You have been taught that laws are made by the people for the common good 
and tbey&Ieidentiliedinyonrmind with a moral obligotiOD." The hostilellavorof our 
disagreement faded away. I believe that tbe Annenian recognizing that her. attitude 
could not be blindly transferred to an American institution has become inaeasingly 
willing to respect the American attitude. Of cour.se most immigrants are not analytic 
cal, tbey cannot say why they feel as tbey do, and thus the burden of understanding 
falls on the social worker. Often we are trapped by words, words which eveo ina homo
geneous group carry such a different freightage when used by different individualo. I 
remember the significance of my discovery that in c~ religion spelled 
submission to clerical authority, whereas tbe term "spiritual uperience" conveyed 
something we could share in conversatioD. . 

The Pole is not lying to the immigrstion inspector wheo he speaks of his uncle's 
daUghter as his sister. In Polish tbis relationship is designated by the same word, 
"Soestra," as is his parent's dsughter. ~ hazards are infinitely m,u,ltiplied 
by our sublimely stupid use of interpretors. Int.rpr.tation is a high art aboot which 
much could be said. In addition to tbis web of family relationship of socially iDherited 
modes Of behavior, of economic trsining, and capacity, which make the immigrant what 
he is, there are more tangible ties with ~oid world, which must be aa:urately under
stood. Among tbem are the assets and liabilities of citizmsbip which· the immigrant 
retains after landing. The laws of llia native Country may project themselves across 
the water with. discon<erting effort on the immigrant's family life here. Nor has aoy 
compreheosive attempt been made at comparative study of the civil laws of various 
countries which may conilict in their application to the immigrant family. A hahy 

·born to Italian parents in the United States has a dual citizenship. Acamling to the 
American law he is American if born on our soil. In Italy, as for that matter in most 
European countries, his citiren•hip is determined by his parentage. In a case quoted 
by a charity organization society, an Italian father returned to Italy from the United 
States, taking his American-hom childreo with him. He was prevented from retumiDg 
here because of illiteracy. The mother in America wanted the children returned to her 
as she could provide them witb a better home than that in Italy, but tbe Italian court 
refused to recognize her claim. More serious is the situation of the minority popula
tions of certain'!Enropoan countries, who forleit citirnship and tbe right of re-entering 
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by emigrating. If they are refused admission to the country of destination, they are 
indeed men without a country. A Roumanian Jewess, natural.ized in the United States, 
may give birth to a child in Germany. This child has absolutely no claJm on any coun
try and need not be admitted or allowed to tarry in anycountly, if it is contrary to that 
country's immigration policy. The practical results of the Cable Law, granting ind~>
pendent citiz.en.ship to women and incidentally abrogating the citizenship which a for
eign woman acquires by marrying an American citizen, has been to denationalize many 
women altogether. In most European countries a woman loses citizenship when she 
marries a foreigner. A young Czecho-Slovak, who had emigrated to the United States 
as a child, had failed to take out American citizenship, although he had an American 
wile and children. After the war he returned to his native village to find his parents. 
Just as it had never occurred to him that he needed to be naturalized in this country 
he felt he belonged to so thoroughly, so he did not realize the legal obligations to the 
country he had left as an infant. A fellow-villager warned him that he was liable to 
rnilitacy service and must report to the police. Terrified by the prospect of having his 
return to his wife and children and to his job cut off, the boy decided to escape. He 
made his way on foot to Hamburg and stowed away on a steamer. Discovered at 
Ellis Island, he was subject to deportation; if he returned to Czecho-Slovakia his status 
would be that of a deserter from the army. It is worth while to point out that when 
this case was brought to the attention of an official, he shrugged his shoulders and simply 
remarked the law must be obeyed. Luckily a social worker, beco_ming aware of the 
boy's danger before deportation took place, wrote a letter urging a consideration of the 
social consequences of the rigid enforcement of the la.w, and through the Czecho.-Slova.k 
legation the boy was absolved from rnilitacy service and allowed to go back to his family. 
Immigrant families cannot be protected from unwittiogly transgressing a law unless 
their status is understood and their obligations made clea.r to them. Marriage laws, 
divorce laws, laws relatiog to guardianship of children and the transfer of property-all 
these should he considered by social worken, especially when there are international 
conflicts. Nor can consuls be relied upon to secure substantial justice. 

Perhaps I seem to demand a great deal, and yet nothing short of this painstaking 
and illthnate understanding of the immigrant could equip us to serve him. A few 
practical suggestions are possible. The legal field should he explored and correlated. 
The most important facts of practical importance to case workers cou1d be issued in a 
hand book. In lieu of this, many practical suggestions may be dug out of such books 
as Shuster's Study of Principles of G<NMn CioiiiAw, which correlates in exhaustive 
fashion the private international rights-arising between Germany and Great Britain. 
Unfortunately for many countries this comparative work has not been done, nor have 
enough specific cases been adjudicated to offer a body of precedent. We need bibliog
raphies. \\'e need better. much bettert collections in libraries. Most of all we need 
acholarships that will allow our students in training to go abroad for experience. Per
haps the impetus to all these lines of development could be given by one of our Founda
tions, once we felt the need and made the demand for greater wisdom insistent enough. 
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INDUSTRY AND THE -HOME 
:BEHIND THE STATISTIC 
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The census says there are x,o6o,8s8 working children from ten to fifteen years 
old in the United States. :Because it is impossible to know much about so many chil
dren as make up this figure, a striving toward knowing what it meaDS drives govern
ment buresU. and othem to the less impossible tasks of 1eaming more facts about fiac>. 
tioua of this number, and so investigatioua are made of, say 1,000 yO,mg a>al mineis, 
or s,ooo home workers, or x,ooo children in beet fields, or soo oyster shuckers, and so on. 
These studies contrive to give a picture of the life and labors of certain groups, and one 
would like to think th&t the facts would be made public and something would be done 
about them. Not so. Our imagination, as a nation, is too callous; we are blind
hearted. We do not see the people behind the statistics, even behind the little, unim
portant statistic. Of a big figure we can know little, of a smsii one more; but no 
figure is smsii enough or thin enough to let you see behind it or through it. 

Take the Radsky family, for instance. They almost weren't a statistie at aD. 
Although Mrs. Radsk.y had seven children, five of them working, ouly one of the five 
was counted in the towering tot&! just quoted, for three were under ten years old, and, 
besides, except for Jan none of them were working on January '• when the census was 
taken. Like hundreds of thousands of other children who follow agricultural pUISUits, 
he was left out of the •,o6o,8s8. Agnes Ra<lsky was thirteen. It was terrible for Agnes 
when her father died, for Agnes was bright in school, in the "eighth grade, and the pride 
of the family. They were going to send ber to high school. They'd manage that some
how. Jan could get working pa~ WBS fOurt..,_.,.,d could go to work in a fac
tory. Jan wasn't very strong, but, after aU, it wouldn't be much harder than getting 
up at five o'clock to attend to bis paper route. Anyhow, he was fourteen, and tha! 
settled it; maybe he could find some easy work. . And Mr. Radsky would ask the boss 
for a raise, he would tell the boss what the teacher said about Agnes, and then maybe 
Agnes could some day be a stenographer, or even a teacher! And then came the ilu, 
and wiped Mr. Radsky out. Not quickly, but after weeks of pain and worry and the 
piling up of doctor bills. Then there Wa! the funeral, and on top of everything a new· 
baby. No use. Agnes couldn't even finish grammar school, she had tostayhomeand 
take care of her mother and the children. The days went by; Jan had llo give 
up bis first joh in the sheetiron factory because· the work was too bard. His second 
one, as errand boy, paid ouly six dollars a week. Still the family struggled on 
with dreams of an education for Agnes. "Somethin~may happen,» said Mrs. Radsk.y, 
trying to cheer Agnes. "Something musl happen," thought Agnes, fiercely, at first. 
And esch Satuidaynight they waited esgerly to see if Jan had :received a. raise. Maybe 
the boss had noticed him, had seen what a good, fine hoy he was, maybe he had asked 
about bis family and Jan had told him ahout bis sistel'--only of course it couldn't hap
pen. Or maybe-Agnes d&ydmmled-maybe she could someho"! save some rich 
lady's life. llut more often there were hours of despaii. How could anything happen? 
Did anything ever happen? In all the life she saw there could be ouly two ezciting 
things: someone in the family got a raise, or you got old enough and married a man with • 
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a good job. But as for being anything yourself, you hadn't a chance. And yet you 
went ou hoping, and then wishing. 

By spring things were wor.;e. All their savings were gone. They lived on bread 
and potatoes. 

Then one day Mike, who was eight and a little wild, came home from school with 
news. "A fella told me if I'd meet him down on Ann Street in the morning he'd take 
me to a job in the countly picking strawberries. And be says the boss don't hollar at 
you if you eat a few. He says they're awful good. A truck comes every morning at 
six." 

uWho is this fella?" 
"He's a big boy, he's eleven. Every year he goes. He stopped school two. weeks 

ago, he sa.ys they don't care if you stop to work. Anyhow there a.in1t nothing but review 
now. Lots of kids stopped. All the Zambulskys stopped, the whole family went to 
live in a camp and pick strawberries, and then they stay for beans. A kid that went 
down to oysters one year says his mother's going." 

Picking stmwberriesl In the country! Mention of the word Hcountry/' stirred 
old memories in Mrs. Radsky. All her life till she came to Ameriea she had worked in 
the field. And when Agnes exclaimed, "Then maybe we could all go to work in the 
oountly and seil the furniture to pay the debts, and with us all working and no rent 
to pay maybe in the fall-" Then Mrs. Radsky thought she saw a way out. :Afaybe 
if they all could work, the cbildren too, after all Agnes might go hack to school. 

"All right," she said to Mike. "Only not that job for you atone, you'd be a bum 
that way. But you ask that lelia about a place lor the whole family.'' And Mike, 
proud of his responsibility,lound a place. 

A truck rounded them up one morning at six o'clock. There were eight families, 
"ea.cb with a box or trunk or bundle. It was fun, that ride on the truck. out of the dusty 
noisy streets of Baltimore into the countly. Mn>. Radsky's new baby liked it, and 
gurgled and crowed and thee slepL Things were growiog; the early morning air 
smelt good. As the families talked duUy,or were silent in their Slavic way, deep under
neath all were dreaming of a possible fortune, enough to eat, how fast they would pick
the work. was to be piecework-how hard they would save. And they thought of the 
delicious taste of a juicy berry. As the truck lumbered along no one minded the hot 
sun. And at noon when it stopped in a shady place in a little grove of trees near a large 
unpainted bam, no one minded that the boss said,. uLeave your things in the wagon 
and get out into the fields, the berries are spoiling." 

They hurried to the field, only dismayed at not being able to change their clothes. 
It was sweet to be in the country. It was wonderful to be so near the delicious-smelling 
strawberries. The boss said "no eating," but of course one must just taste now and 
thee. Only one must run every now and then to the edge of the field to see that the 
little tots, those too young to pick at all, did not venture to taste. The two~ and three
year o!ds stayed at the edge of the field to look. after the babies, for whom the boss had 
provided wooden boxes. And now and again a mother would leave the field to nwse 
the baby. 

Yes, it was pleasant, the first hour. Then hacks began to ache from stooping. 
And the cbildren were restless and wanted to run and play, and had to be kept at worlr.. 
They were cramped and tired. It seemed a game at first, but now they wanted another 
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game. "No matter, we'll get used to it," said Mis. Radsky cheerfully as she stood up 
to stmighten her back for a moment. 

They get tired, but even when they stopped work at seven that evening, famished 
from the open air, they felt good and happy. And, as they trudged hack from the field 
to the grove, they,were content and hopeful 

At the barn. the boss was giving orders. "Where do we sleep?" "I'm hungry,n 
all the children were demanding. "Be still, wsit," said the mothers. And then, fam-
ily by family, the boss called them into the bam. . 

Mrs. Radsky's turn came. In the bam the boss said, "Let's see, you got seven 
children." He picked up a plank and some nails, walked olf three strides from a plank 
that marked the end of a penned-in spsce, looked at it, said, "No, that's too much," 
stepped hack a foot or two, and standing the plank on its side, struck a few nails to keep 
it in place. • 

Mrs. Radsky stood dszed, silent. Wh&t did he mean~ What was thls space~ 
Surely he oouldu't mean they were all to sleep there together on the lloor. Impossible! 

Yet that was exactly whet he did mean. The space of one family was divided from 
another hy a single plank. And spsce was reserved for families expected the following 
dsy. When all the families had their spaces allotted, they were told to go end help 
themselves from the strawpile, to get straw to sleep on. 
, There was no protest, only silence. Even the children stopped wbimpering. 
With impassive fsces they stood, but inwardly each family was resolving to leave. 
They were poor, but this was worse than anything. Why, they were all to sleep in the 
place together! Girls and boys and women end men, for two families had fathers, and 
an old gxandfather had come with another. · 

"But we can't go to bed here!" exclaimed Agnes to her mother. ButMis.Radsky 
made no answer. They stood dazed. And presently the children were eating hunks 
of the bread which hsd been brought along fiom the city. The boss sent over a psi! of 
coffee, it was the first night, and said after this they wouid make their own, end the, 
supply wagon wouid come around and sell them supplies, and in the morning they 
would he assigned their places in the grove, wher;e they couid "make their camp." 

They pulled their trunks inside, setting them in the aisle that ran down the middie 
of the bam. Then they went to bed. · • ' 

Thst first night no one undressed.. Hot and sweaty end dirty, their clothes 
stained from the berries, they lay down. In one way that night was worse than other · 
nights, for there was the realioation· that so they must live. For each mother, hot upon 
the reSolve that she would leave tomorrow, know that she couid not leave tomonow, 
that she ms caught, that she had no place to go back to. Like llies on sticky llypaper 
they were caught. · 

But the other nights were really wozse. The weather began to broiL The heat 
was tenible. Flieo '!Jld mosquitoes pestered. The straw stuck through the thin 
sheets which the pickers, who had brought sheets, had between them and the straw. 
Sleep[ Only the c:lilldren could sleep. Thst first modesty had given awsy, they had 
to take off their clothes. So they all dressed and undressed together, carelessly, after 
a first few impossible attempts at privacy. As they lay in the straw sometimes they 
talked to pass away the time, &'ld sometimes they quarreled. And sometimes there 
was giggling and sniggering. That made Mrs. Radsky squinn. The giggling wasn't 
so bad on the hottest nights when nobody slept. But on the nights when perhaps half 
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the camp slept, Mts. Radsky would sit up in the straw, staring fiercely into the dark, 
as if by force of her will to protect Agnes and Jan against the meaning of the sounds. 

They worked furiously for ten days, until the berries were all in. Some days eleven 
and twelve hours, often ten. One must think hard of the checks, of how many berries 
one must pick to make a nickel, in order to resist the temptation to eat them. And to 
keep the children at work, always to din into them to keep at it, not to eat the berri~ 
it was a strain. And the counting up of the checks at night, hoping against hope that 
there might be more than there pos51bly could bel At the end of ten days the Radsky 
family all together exoept the baby and the next smallest, had earned $9. 

Then there was a week without work, between strawberries and beans, and they 
had time tofu: up their camps. Some of the families had fourteen-year-old boys, and 
one of these was clever with saw and hammer. He made a few nickels by putting up 
improvised tables for the others. 

It would have been fun, that time between strawberries and beans, if it hadn't 
been for the lack of wages and for the nights. They all worked together by day fixing 
up the "shanty," as the bam was called, driving in nails, so that the clothes not in 
trunks or boxes could be hung up instead of heaped on the bed space. Outside they 
drove nails into the trees, and some of the families had mirrors hanging on the trees 
above little shelves. And above these, on other nails, hung what pots and pans there 
were. One old man had built himself a cupboard, on a tree and had padlocked it. He 
had a little money and had bought two pounds of bacon, a treasure not to be left about. 
The other families bought only enough meat for one meal, when they had the money. 
Loud were the old mao's moanings when be discovered that his padlock had not kept 
out maggots. And they built ovens-ovens like those in the old country-mounds of 
clay, hoUowed out, with a place for a fire underneath. And after that the women 

· bought meal and ba.ked bread. A family could save twenty cents a week that way, 
instead of bu}ing bread. The children loved those two weeks. They ran wild, and 
shouted and played-except the older ones. They waited about the camp, worrying 
with their mothers about money. Agnes would sit for hours, her brow furrowed, hoping 
that they cou!d eam more on beans than on strawberries. The summer was moving 
along. Would there be any money in the fall? 

Then came bean picking, with such a spell of heat as they had never kn9wn. It 
was frightful, the burning sun that blazed through their hats, that made the sweat pour, 
that burned the sandy earth so hot that the children brought pieces of gunnysacking 
with them to the field to protect even their tough little knees from the scorching earth 
as they kneeled to pick beans. And the heat seemed to add pounds to the baskets of 
beans that they must drag along with them to the end of the row. 'When the basJrets 
were full they lugged them to the edge of the field, and dumped them into barrels and 
got tickets to cash on Saturday night. 

No longer was it fun to be in the country, bending and kneeling from sunup till 
sundown, tortured by the heat, longing for a wind to bring fresh air. And when the 
wind came, hard and strong, it brought not relief1 but more beat. It swept the hot 
dust into the a.ir, into their nostrils, and the sweat m.a.de little furrows on their dusty 
faces. And the beans were shrivelling up in the heat. They must work fast. Would 
their backs never stop aching? And there were the babies to worry about at the edge 
of the field in the hot sun. The mothers were afraid to leave the babies hack in the 
grove because there were rats about the shanty and a child might be bitten. 
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Would the summer never end? And after beans, what? -The ~ were 
forced to give up the hope of again setting up a home in Baltimcm:. The mouey they 
were going to save they had to eat up as they went along. Mrs. R&dsky had said to 
Agnes, "Maybeyoucouldgot a. job at housework, and with Jan ina factory •••• ?" 
But Agnes, miserable, said nothing. She was trying to cling to her wasting hope. 
Maybe some day the owner of the farm would come to the camp • • • • ? It was a 
poor, silly hope, but Agnes was young. "But even if you both had jobs," said Mrs. 
R&dsky, "wbere would the money come from for fumiture? And how pay the rent?" 
Indeed, what use worrying about the fall; there were present wmrles. The beans were 
sopoortherewasnotenoughmoneytofeedthemdecentlyevennow. Theylivedmost!Y 
on c:o!Iee and bread and potatoes. And on Saturday Dight they could sometimes buy 
a can of mllk and a piece of meat. The children were bro.., from the sun and had a 
good oolor, but they were thin. 

One day the boss, not just the regular boss, but the owner, came over to the camp 
with some visitors. They walked about talking. Yes, it was a pretty good fa.rm 
admitted the owner, pleased. And these were the beau pickers. "How delightful!" 
exclaimed one, "It's like camping out. Just living out of doors. No wonder the chil· 
dren are so brown and stordy. And wbere do they sleep?" 

And the owner replied, "Oh, in the bam. They're just like cattle. Immigrants 
you know, no C!ecent feelings. No modesty. Polacks, you know. Can't even talk 
English. Now tske this girl, nice enough looi:lng," he pointed to Agnes who stood 
blushing, first with eagerness, but now with llllgOl", "but peohably can't ssy a word of 
English. Just a good healthy animal They have no morals you know. Wby, even 
girls of this age, it's happened even here-" He walked on, ,talking. 

Thst Dight in the shanty there was talk, fierce, angry talk, against the boss. Som&
one said, "We'll strike! Let the beans rotl" Then there was a silence, and someom: 
said, "Thst would mean wtl rot." The nezi day they went hsck to work as usual. 

But tha.t was the end of Agnes's dream. For a wblle she felt like a desd person, 
lost, without even a wish. Then after a while she didn't CSie. Nothing mattered. 
After that, when her mother talked of the fu~ she didn't answer. It w.S'all the 
same to her she thought. One lived, somehow. • • 

And at the end of thesea.son they were worse then they had been at the begim>ing
homeless, c>wning just their bedding and $;0.35· There was oDly one thing to do, tske 
another crop job. So they went on to tomato picking. And after that, cranberries. 
And, then, down south as oyster Shuckers in the winter. Now they joined with the 
othen in discussing which place was best, which. places they gave you two rooms to 
every family, at which ones they had to sleep like herring in & barrel, where tbe boss 
would let you eat as much as you wanted, and so on. They ~ migratory workers, 
wandering restless!)' from place to place, always hoping tha.t the nen place would be 
better, always meeting new families just recruited from some misfortune in a city 
who were beginning to lose their hopes of & home, their dreams of being somebody, and 
eliDging to the faint hope that when tho children grew old enough they would get steady 
jobs, and set up a home. Often they do, but for the R&dskys thst hope io faint, ud 
they go through life duUy. Tbls fa.r from complete sketch of the Radskys is presented 
rather than one nf a more so-called industrial family, because the agricultural workers 
are lea.st known about, and the least protected by legislation. 
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We might, if there were time, take another little statistic and look into the life of 
the Marasco family, who ha.ve an American home in Providence. where the ch:i1d.rm 
spend their afternoons and evenings carding SDaJlS and settiog stones in five-and ten
coot jewelry until eleven o'clock at night. Or still another, and see how Tony Jeretkis 
lost his leg ina coal mine; or even a trite cotton mill child. Sobstoriestyou say# Yes, 
but in such wholesale numbers as to acquire dignity. 

Once a government agent, Helen Wilson, wrote a poem about statistics. Here' a 
part of it: 

Little blad: figures iD rows. 
Little -crooked black ~ 
Numberlest r.olumDI 
To add, 
To distribute into little &QU&R spaces. 
Strutting blad. i:caects, 
Imposters, 
Who juggle our trqedies. 
"'Vital statistics .. 

M""'
B&bies dea.d .• 
Broken lives, 
Yen gone mad. 
La.bor and crime, 
All treated in bulk. trith tho t.c:an wiped off. 
Numbered. 

True. It is so much easier to print statistics than to make the public understand 
them, and to do something about them. 

Anyhow, the public doesu't care ahout these dreary everydsy matters. It takes 
IIODlething hair-raising to stir us up. Sometimes something frightful happens. Or 
rather, !Ometimes, out of many shudderful happenings, one gets into the papers. 
For instance, poor Martin Talbert. And for a while we buzz. about, and one state 
demands that another state do something about it, and people get excited enough so 
that something is done, in a limited area.. Yet it is common knowledge that our jails 
and prisonst nearly everywhere, are disgracefuL And yet we can get nothing done about 
it. We have to wait for blood and lashings and death before we move as a nation. 

It is a terrible story, Martio Talbert's. But is it more terrible than the slow grind
ing torture of poverty, the squeezing out of the sweet juices of childhood, which child 
labor means, and of which this census figure-r,o6o,8s8 working children-is the 
coefficient? Yet do we ever see headlines such as: HCh.ild thirteen found working in 
cotton mill," oruBoyfi.fteen found working underground in a mine," or useven-year-old 
children shucking oysters, .. or "Boy fourteen applying for working papers, though bom 
in Ainerica cannot read and write,? Of course not. Such headlines aren't news. It'! 
happened too often; it does not make our fiesh creep4 It's expectedl It's acceptedt 
The figure u x,o6o,8s8 working children in America" is just a figure. We don't look. 
behi.nd it, into the homes. No one says. uWhy look here, what about this national 
superstition of ours that the home and the family are sacred in the United States?" 
'\\"hat reckless profligates we are to let our homes and our childhood be bled and 
depleted in order that beans may he picked cheaply, or cotton cheaply spun. 

It is amazing that this rich country has gone no further; amazing that it has turned 
its full imagination only on impersonal things, commerce and dollar.;; has heen so indif-
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fermt to anythiDg not material Put & dollar sign before this figure, r,o6o,8s8 child 
!abo..,., and it becomes something worth considering, something considered in the 
financial sheets of the papen~. And when, sometimes, a mufiled urge for something less 
_materialistiC pushes up in us, we seize haphaza:d on an abstra.cticm:; Americaniation, 
for instance. Americanization! Th&t tem"ble wotd that means fiag raising mostly. 
When the only Americanization worth the hreath to pronounce it would be changing 
the industrial work to make impossible such ste.rvod, drab lives as the Radsky5. 

.But sometimes we get a little more excited and.sa.y, "there ought to be an investi
gation!" And we are right; there always ought to be thetl So we go out and count 
up misery and get a big figure, like this child-labor figure, and we try and bludgeon the 
country into doing something about it. But, alas, the bludgeon only stupilies us; we 
do nothing about it. 

For government, state, and city bureaus and private, social agencies have been 
making investigations and helping the poor for yeaa-this is the nftieth anniversary 
of this cooference-and, ofter a!J, what .has been accomplished? Of course a few dents. 
reforms here and there, a little higher age limit for working children in some states, a 
little better enforcement of well-meaning measures in some communities, a cleaning up 
of one neighborhood or another, or individuals helped over hard places. But all our 
labors and statistics have not as yet secured for us even so obvious or elementary a pro
tection as a supreme court proof federal child-labor Iaw. 

Students wrangle with statistics, social workers wrang1e with their patches of 
poverty, supreme courts wrangle with technicalities, and our great American wealth 
ilows swiftly aloug by the billions of dollars. But who is trying to tap America's great 
wealth of energy, Ol1r proud, valiant energy, whose fullnesS and alertness has created 
so much of what America is proud-luxuries and comforts and high standards of living 
for a few; who is trying to tap this energy ·to do something about the low atandards 
of living and hunger and dearth and squalor and emptiness of life, which stalk as an ever 
present shadow to our national wealth? Must the task be left to the colosaal patience• 
of the social worker, willing to keep on Iaholing, moving millimeter by millimeter 
toward an uncertain millennium, out somewhere "beyend the horizon? 

Indeed the social worker is not without blame for public indifference. For the 
social worker knows the facts; but all too seldom does he interpret them to the public. 

Every social worker has had said fo liim at one time or anotherJ uYou must ha.ve. 
interesting experiences getting information from all kinds of people." Yes, the investi
gator can tell tales of people and udventures, o_f .being:overtumed in a. Dakota snow
drift, of stumbling by accident on a. hidden mountain still, or of being mistaken for a 
revenue spy; and so on. And the social worker can tell far more unusual tales than 
the ordinary story of the Radskys. Indeed anyone in this audience could match story 
with story, could .tell adventures of social workers and the social worked-material 
that might make novels or epics. But deep down within you, you would refrain from 
telling your own particular problem, for, quite indopendent of poverty, each person 
has his own aspirations and strivings and defeats, and sometimes successes, thet are of 
paramount importance to himself. And yet each one of us seems almost less than 
nothing in that dramatic total which strides boldly through the many hesvy volumes 
of the 1920 census. · 

Behind ""FY statistic, the individual, and ahead of every individual, a statistic. 
Indoed, we are a sandwich, stuffed between a birth c:ertilicate and a death c:ertilicate, 
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and sometimes, though many of us avoid the third, we become a sort of club sandwich, 
with & marriage statistic layer. (Of course if we are bom out of the birth registration 
area we are more like a Washington pie.) 

But families like the R.u!.skys, like most of our industrial population, take part in 
many statistics; they are more like hash than a sandwich. Birth statistics, infant
mortality statistics, sickness statistics, child-labor statistics, illiteracy statistics, and on 
and on, through one column of figures and then another--all treated in bulk, "with the 
tears wiped off/' 

MARRIED WOMEN IN INDUSTRY 

Mary N. Winslow, Wonun'.s Bureau, Unikd Stalu Department of Labor, 
Washington 

There are three definite factors which we must consider when we try to establish 
a standard regarding the employment of married women in industry. Those three 
factors are the economic needs of industry, the social needs of the family, and the human 
needs of the individual. No one of the factoxs can be considered separately. They 
are all inter-related and inter-dependent, but to a certain extent we must isolate them 
if we are to think clearly in terms which have real social signilicance. I have talked 
with many people about the general subject as well as about individual cases of married 
women who work, and I have seldom found anyone who lacked an opinion as to what 
should be done about it. The trouble is that these opinions usually come after thinking 
of only one aspect of the question. One person will say he thinks it is a fine thing for 
Mrs. Brown to work in a factory. She is able to do so much for her children and is 
giving them all a high school education. It does not seem to make much difference if 
they don't help much at home. .A.frs. Brown has always been accustomed to doing 
most of the work. No word there of the individual sacrifice which :Mrs. Brown has 
been making all these years to keep three children in high school, and no word of the 
loss to the children of a mother's constant care and supervision. In discussing this 
same .situation someone else might say he thought Mrs. Brown would be doing much 
better by her family if she stayed at home; that it is mOre important for them to get 
along on wha.t her husband makes, though it is not much, than to kill herself with 
workj and that the children need their mother at home to look after them. The single 
woman who has lost her job and is sick with wony as to how she is to get the necessities 
of life lor herself and her dependent mother has a third point of view. She thinks that 
Mrs. llrown has no right to be working because she has a husband to support her, and 
that when there are not enough jobs to go around, it is not fair to keep on the married 
women and lay off the single women who are dependent upon themselves for support. 

AU of these attitudes have a certain amount of truth in them, and yet carried to 
their logical conclusions one of them would completely bar married women from indus
try, one would allow them to work intermittently, and the third would place no restric
tions whatever on their employment. It is a very delicate problem to make a nice 
adjustment between these three attitudes so that we may eventually come to some sane 
and consistent standard. If we are to do this, I think we must narrow our question 
down to its barest outlines so that we may eliminate at least a few of the contradictory 
opinions and theories. 
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In the first place, what are married women in industry? · What is your men
tal vision when l"'1l hear that pluase? To some people it means the WOIIIIql who 
'WOrks in a factory. to others it is a charwoman or day-worker. Some even go so 
far as to see the. work of a business~ shopkeeper, even an architect-fucluded 
in the magic word "industry." Indeed I read the other day in an English magazine• 
which was giving the pros and """" of the employment of married women, an enthusi
astic endorsement of their employment because of the wonderful example which Eng· 
land had to offer of the perf.Ct wife, devoted mother, and sua:essful working woman
Queen Victoria! It is obvious that we cannot successfully discuss working women 
under a classification which ranges from charwomen to queeos, and here is the place 
for our first pruning of the subject. 

The census of the United States tells us that we have nearly 2,ooo,ooo married 
women g&infully employed in this country, and that tlte gainful employment of married 
women is increasing. In x8go less than s of <ivory xoo married women were geinfully 
employed; in 1920 9 of every xoo married women were geinfully employed. This 
increase in proportion represents a tremendous inaease in actual number, from about 
6ts,ooo in t8go to nearly 2,ooo.ooo in 1920~ But when wo come to examine the fig
ures closely we find that in certain fields the employment of this type of woman is 
increasing at a much greater rate than in other fields. A great proportionate ini:rease 
in the employment of married women during the past ten years has taken place in 
manufacturing and mechanical industries. In that groop, although all women ..,;.. 
ployed increased only ' per cent, married women increased 41 per cent between 1910 
and tgao. In. occupations CODnected with tmde theie has been 8l1 iDcRase of 21 per 
cent fOI all women employed, but an increase of 88 per cent of married women. On 
the other hand in domestic and personal service occupatiaos there w11o5 & decre&Se of 12 

per cent in the number of married women employed. It is simple to see, therofore, 
that if we"'" going to developastand&Id reg,.rou,gtheemploymeot of married women, 
the place to begin is where this employment is increasing rapidly, and that trade and, 
t;ansportation and manufacturing and mecb•niral industries are the occu,l"'tional 
groupa which lirat need our attention. · • · 

Taking this groop which consists of &bout s;,.,,ooa women, what do we want t(\ do 
about them? For the adV&ncement of the social interests' uf the community is it 
going to be wise to establish special regp]s,tians for their employment in industry? Do 
we want to her them from industry entirely? Do we want to make it possible for them· 
to work in industry under any conditions wllich their necessity may drive them to 
accept? · 

These are difficult questiaos to aoswei, and when I think uf them I fee! like the 
small boy who was asked by his mather to decide which of two things he wanted to do. 
After long and serious cantempl&tion he sagely remarked, "If I knew how much it would 
cost I could decide better." That is what we must know before we can decide anything 
satisfactory about the employment of married women in industry. What is it costing 
in terms of family welfare and stsndurds of living? What will the cessation 01 regula
tion of their employment cast in the same terms? 

In measuring this cast and its relation to social values, these married women we 
are discussing fall into two classes: the young woman who is be&Iing children and whose 
employment presents certain definite bealth problems for the woman herself and for 
her babies; then there are the older married women with growing families, whose 
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employment away from bome, in addition to. the individual hardship of carrying two 
jobs, may have as definite a relationship I<> the standards of character aod upbringing 
among her children as it has to the actual economic standard of the family income. 
Taking these two groups of married women in industry, let us try to draw up a balance 
sheet to show what we are gaining and losing through their employment. 

Industry is gaining soo,ooo workers. Many of these women work at night, many 
more of them work at very low-paid and undesirable occupations. Because of the 
double demands on their time they are more irregular than other employees. Never~ 

theless, their employment has increased 40 per cent during the past ten"years, so it 
does not seem likdy that they are not economically valuable to industry. 

What are the women themselves gaining? They are certainly not gaining the 
freedom that is so much discussed in connection with women's economic emancipation. 
It is not just a desire for "personal freedom u that is taking them into wage-earning 
pursuits. "At what great cost obtained I this freedom,• is a perfectly good text for the 
woman who goes to work in a profession because she ha.sn'tenough interest in her family 
to keep her busy at home. But it is no kind of a text for the women we are talking 
about. 'What they are working at such great cost to obtain is a chance for their children 
to have health and education and for their families to have a satisfactory home life. 
It is important to remember, in this connection, that the 'i\"Omen I am discussing repre
sent the average married woman in industry. When the Women's Bureau makes its 
investigatiOD, we make no attempt to get figures which pertain to only special types of 
women. It is our object to get a cross~section of the women employed in typical women
employing industries.. And so OUI' facts arc representative of normal situations. We 
have found very large numbers of married women employed in most of the industries 
we have studied. In .Alabama 27 per cent of the women included in a state-wide survey 
of wages and hours were married; in Kentucky 19 per cent; in Missouri 20 per cent; 
and so on. V.te have made a. study of the contributions which wage-earning women 
make to the support of their families. This study is calledJ uThe Share of Wage-Eam· 
ing Women in Family Support," and came from the press just a. few days ago. We 
based this report on information from a great many different sources, including an 
original investigation made by our own bureau and investigations made by the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics a.nd other organizations which have gotten together any pertinent 
information. From the material on married women wage-earners which we have 
assembled in this report we have reached one definite conclusion: whatever may be the 
extent of their earning capacity, whatever may be the irregularity of their employment, 
married women are in industry for one purpose and, generally speaking, for one purpose 
only: to provide necessities for their families or to raise their standard of living. In one 
study we found that practically all women who were wives or mothers, 95 per cent of 
them to be exact, contributed aU of their earnings to their families. And although these 
earnings were not as a rule large, they often brought the family income up to a level 
which was adequate for the maintenance of a satisfactory standard of health aDd educa
tion for the children. That is what married women are gaining from their employment 
in industry. They are gaining the personal joy a.nd satisfaction of increasing the family 
income so that it more nearly comes up to the level necessary for maintaining adequate 
atandards. 

But what are they losing? Because of the overfatigue of long bours in the factory 
followed and proceded by long hours at home they are losing health and vitality, and 
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they are losing opportuDities f<>J: educational development and participation in commu
nity life. I think that """"' types of women gain far more than they lose by going out 
into industly to work. On the other hand, there are the night-working mothen, the 
mothen of little children wbo must work in factories during the day, wbo unquestion
ably lose mOJ:e than they gain. In a study made by the Women's Bureau of census 
schedules from one industrial town we found that 72 per cent of the breadwinning mar
ried women reported by the census had cbildren, and that three-fourths of these women 
had cbildren who were less than m years old. To lind out the burden of work at home 
which these wsge.esming mothen with young children were au:eying, we followed up 
about soo of them and found that about on&-lifth were working at night and looking out 
for the children during the day. Four hundred and nineteen of the 522 mothers inter
viewed cooked, cleaned, and washed for their families, in additinn to caring for the cbil
dren and performing remunerative services outside of the home. This is the kind of 
"freedom" which many wsge.esming women an; going into industry for. It seems to 
be asking a ·great deal of one woman or of one group of women, and it seems as though 
such & demand could only result in deterior&tion of heslth, which would have serious 
consequences to the worker. 

What are the gains and losses for the family when the wife and mother is a wag&

e&rner in indus!cy'? Under the industrial conditions of the present day this question 
resolves itself into several. others. Which does the more harm, the employment of. 
married women or poverty? Which is the better off, the extremely poor family where 
the mother stays at home, or the family with the better income wbere the mother works 
out? In which family is there the least delinquency among the cbildren, the higher 
educational standard? This is the crux of the whole matter, hut uofortunately we 
really have not enough facts to give the correct answers. The Children's :Bureau, 
through its infant mortality studies, has in SOlP.Olocalities brought out what seems to be 
a fairly definite relatinnship between infant mortality and the employment of mothers 
outside of the home. But in other localities where conditions were somewhat dilfereot, 
either the family income was higher or the~ employed in dilferent industrtes, this 
relationship seems to be much less marked. In Manchester the mortality among the 
babies of mothen who weutout to work during thelirstyearuf. the baby's life was 227-$ 
compared to •33·9 for the babies of mothers who remained at.home and were not gain
fully employed. In New Bedford the mte...,.. r67.8for the babies of mothers working 
away f.rom home and 1o&.8 for the other babies. But in Manchester and New Bedford, 
which are textile centers, the families were poor and there was a large percentage of 
foreign bom among the families studied. In Aknm wbere rubber is the chief industly, 
which p&ys higher wages, family incomes were higher and living conditions better, and 
the death mte for the babies of mothers who went to work during the first year of the 
baby's life was only 88.•, while the death rate for the other babies whose mothers stayed 
at home and were not gainfully employed was 77.2, a very much smaller dilference than 
in the conunnnities where the families were poorer. Under exactly similar conditions, 
common sense will ten us that babies fare better when their mothen are at home, hut 
when the question is cOmplicated with that of the decrease of poverty incident on the 
employment of mothers, it iS dillicult to see a straight p&th of action, f<>J: there bas been 
established a very definite relationship between infant mortality and the size of the 
family income. What we must decide for the future is how we are going to get the nee-

• 
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essary increases in the family income to keep down the infant mortality and to keep up 
other family standards. 

·we cannot say definitely from any facts we have now whether under present con
ditions the married woman in industry is entirely an asset or a liability to her family, 
but if we are going to keep on raising the family income through the ea.m.ings of married 
women, let's give them a fair show in industry and not have them hanging on by the 
skin of their teeth, the victims of an ever changing public opinion. It is pathetic to see, 
during the course of our investigations, how the fear of losing their jobs hangs over 
many of these women. The experiences of the past few years have shown us that they 
are more or less the weathercocks of the business cycle. When times are booming 
and labor scarce, married women are readily employed; special inducements are even 
offered sometimes to get them to come into the factory. Then times become less pros
perous, when there is unemployment, when men as well as women are losing their jobs, 
the shoe is on the other foot. The married woman who works is said to be a menace to 
the social standards of the community. She is held up for criticism because it seems 
that she is taking jobs away from men who have families to support and from girls who 
have to support themselves. Now, I don't want to say that none of these things is true. 
To a certain extent I am sure they are. But what I do want to bring out is that this 
kind of weather-cocking is pretty hard on the married woman worker. In hard times 
whf"n there is unemployment, the earnings of married women may be of vital signifi
cance to their families, and the dismissal of a married woman from a textile mill will not 
give a job to her husband~ who is laid off from a steel mill, or to her daughter, whose 
employer has closed down his candy factory. The least that the married woman who 
works should expect from industry is a consistent attitude toward her employment so 
that she may know what she is to expect during times of stress as well as during times 
of plentiful employment. 

And so you see I am not very good at drawing up & balance sheet for I don't know 
whether my most important item is a debit or a credit. But what I have learned from 
this attempt to draw it up is that I need many more facts. Last fall everyone's interest 
in this matter was tremendously stimulated by the publication of Hutchinson's latest 
best seller, This p,.eeJom. I am sure that every lunch party and dinner party and book 
dub in the country has discussed this book at one time or another during the past winter. 
I shudder to think. of aU the sage remarks that have bun passed about this story and 
of the prejudices which have been reinforced by it. For This Frt.<Mm and other books 
like it are simply feeders of prejudice. and where problems of women are concerned 
there is no need to stimulate the lusty crop of prejudices we already have to cope with. 
It may be true, as so many people have said, that in spite of the exaggeration there is 
something to the theme of this book, but it musl be true that there is very little to it. 
or else our country would be in a very parlous state. '\\re have nearly 2tooo,ooo married 
women gainfully employed in the United States. Who shall say that because of their 
employment these women will have daughters with illegitimate children and sons who 
are thieves or suicides? ·we are not going to accept these prejudices, but we do know 
there is a problem, and although we have not yet got the final social facts to tie up with 
conditions as they exist, we are fortunate enough to have a basis of information which 
wiU broadly outline the extent of our problem. To offset the generalizations of the 
novel writer, I should like to suggest such sources of information as the United States 
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Bureau of the Census, the Children's Bureau and the Women's Bweau of. the United 
States Department of Labor, and the various compnhensive studies of wage-earning 
women which have been made by other social fact-lindiDg agencies. 

We must know & lot more than we do now about the social consequences of the 
employment of manied women before we am say in sweeping terms that tbey should 
not be employed. And we must find a substitute for their necessary contributions to 
the family support, or else we shall be getting out of the hying pan &lld into the lire. 

We have acCepted the employment of men in industry, although at the l>eginning, 
when the factoty system was first established, there were ma11y da:k pictures dr&WD of 
the restrictions to which men were subjected. HaJJU!!OD<I in his book, The T..,. Labor.,., 
·describing the new industrial system which stsrted with the industrial rovolutiou, uses 
these words, "The hume worker • • • • worked long hours, but they were his own hOUl"S< 
his wife &lld children worked, but tbey worked beside him, and there was no alien power 
.over their lives; his house was stilling, but he could slip into his gsrden; he hsd spells 
of unemployment, but he could use them sometimes for cultivating his cabbages." 
But in spite of the restrictions imposed by the new factory n!gime, the social couse
quences have not been such that we am seriously advocate the withdrawal of men fruin 
industry. W"rth children the opposite is true. The social consequences of their employ
ment have been shown so dearly that there is almost no one who will advocate their 
employment in industry. 

We have just begun to accept the employment of sing!Jl women in industry. We 
no longer 'llre willing to let them be classed as casual laborers, working ODiy for extras, 
ud <Cady to leave industry after a very short cxperima:. We are asking that single 
women be offered a future in industry, that they be recognized as economic factors both 
in industry and in the home, and that tbey be given vocatioual trsining and opportunity 
in the occupations they enter. The single woman is coming into her own. 

Now, we have got to face the problem of manied womeo in industry. It is not an 
entirely new condition. Married women have done a good many different kinds of· 
work, since the beginning of time: The work tbey are doing in industry is merely a 
transposition into another locatiou of many duties which tbey formerly carried on at 
home. The difference is that now the manied womu C&llllOt tend.& spinniog mac:hiee 
with one hand whiles she takes care of the haby with the other. She bas to leave one 
work while she carries on the other. An'd both work and worker suffer as a result. But 
we realiy do not know just bow much they suffer, We do not know enough of the social 
consequences of womeo's employment outside of the hume. We have not yet made any 
adequate plan to keep family incomes high enough so that they will not need supple
menting. If we are to get such things accomplished, we must have brosd, intemive, and 
continuous social studies. The Women's Buresu and the Children's Bureau of the 
United States Deportment of Labor are at work on this problem. If their work can 
be supplemeoted and co-ordinated with the more intemive work which is being done 
by the many social agencies in this country, we shall be able to lay out an array of facts 
which wol!ld be an unlaDing guide to social thought and action on the employment of 
married women in industry. 

And while we are am•ssing and compiling and studYing these facts, there ia one 
lllll'e and definite thing to do. Make it possible and usual for the 1l0l1Dal married man 
to support his family aCCOiding to a decent American staadard of living, ud then we 
shall find that the problem of the employment of married women ia taking care of itseH. 
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THE CQ..OPERATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS WITH PUBLIC OFFI
CIALS IN THE ENFORCEMENT OF LAW-FROM THE 

POINT OF VIEW OF SOCIAL WORKERS WITH 
PRIVATE AGENCIES 

Frank J. Brune, GtM:Tal Secrdary, Family Wdftwe .A.nociation1 

Minnupolis 

Legal resource and legal redress are among the more common of all the tools in 
social case work. Social workers have built up a method of using available legal 
resources and of creating new ones to a degree which would warrant a more careful 
study than there has been time to give in the preparation of this paper. 

For purposes of analyr;is, however, the relationship between social workers and 
law enforcement will be treated under the following heads! First, the creation of new 
laws or the revision of existing ones; second, the enforcement of laws; third, the in.Bu
ence of social workers on administrative law and judicial procedure; fourth, the interest 
of social workers in personnel; fifth, methods and resources available to social workers 
in the matter of these aspects of Ia w enforcement. 

Tlse creation of new law.s or the revision of uisting ones.-Of the four methods of 
approach the enactment of new laws or the revision of o-ld laws is the simplest; and 
it is in this field that social workers have been J;DOSt effective. In spite of the fact that 
every legislature introduces five to ten times as many bills as it passes. and those in 
which social workers are interested form a just portion, in this high mortality there is 
no other field in which a similar amount of effort directed with equal skill and persist
ence will produce results more promptly and apparently more effectively. For pur
poses of clarity this phase might he divided into four parts: (a) the creation of new laws 
to meet situations hitherto disregarded or unrecognized; (b) the revision and extension 
of laws to secure greater protection or wider application; (c) efforts to prevent the repeal 
or impairment of laws already on the statute books; and (d) efforts to repeal undesir
able laws. 

(a) Under the first head it would he impracticable to list the laws which social case 
workers have promoted successfully and unsuccessfully, but the following are types: 
the law sponsored by the Sage Foundation in the matter of the small loans, the law 
creating a sanatorium commission for a state1 and the various marriage laws which have 
been formulated. In Minnesota. we have been working on the subject of marriage laws 
for the last ten years. (b) The child-welfare Jaws passed by the Minnesota legislature 
in the winter of 1917 come largely under the head of revision or extension of existing 
la.ws. \\'bile there was much new material in these laws, they are primarily old laws 
amended to meet new situations, sometimes by a very small change in the wording of 
the old law and at other times by eDtirely rewriting the statute. (c) Any law which in 
its administration runs counter to the interest of a number of people is in danger of 
being repealed in any session of the legislature. This is true of all laws regarding the 
expenditure of considerable money, and, I suppose1 also of laws which give authority 
to any public body to undertake social case work. 

There are three illustrations out of the last two sessions of the legislature on this 
point. The ioca.l county commissioners tried to have the county sanatorium COillDlis
s.ion abolished and its responsibility placed in their own hands. 
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The Hennepin County Tuberculosis Commission was spending about $x,soo,ooo.oo 
in the enlargement of its sauatorlum. It was too much of a temptation for the local 
or county commissioners, and a new member, a contmctor, introduced the bill t.rans
ferriDg thi task to the county booM. This blll was killed by organizing popular pro
test. Of another sort is oux experience with the Cbildxen's Buxeau and the County 
Child Welfare Boards. The Children's Bureau and some of the child-welfare boaxds 
have beencowageoosand fearless in their enfot<:ementoflaws such as those which place 
financial responsiblllty on the father of an illegitimate cbild until the clill.d has reached 
the age of sixteen. By a vigorous and 'wholesome exexciae of its power it has &iso 
broken down the ordinary defenses of those who have exploited childhood with impun
ity. Each session of the legisl•tnxe has seen efforts to limit the power of such boaxds 
or of the Children's Bureau. In this legislature it showed itself with the intro
duction or near introduction of two hills, one to abolish the cbild welfare boaxds in 
the counties and the other to reduce the appropriation for the State Children's Bureau. 
Fortunately the woxk of the boaxds and of the hureau had been so well done thet when 
the rumor got about that a certain senator was about to introduce such hills, it was pos
sible to secure a storm of protest from many counties in the state, which literally chased 
the project to cover and kept the proposer apologizing for the rest of the session. Of 
still a third type is the effort to make political capital out of sdministrative boards. 
Our state board of control, of which the Children's Bureau is a department, was orgsn
ized twenty-<>De years ago. At the Session of the legislature in rg•x a bill was introduced 
enlarging the board from three to four and placing upon it as a fifth and 02-oflicie mem
ber the goVernor of the state. There was seen oat once that the passage of a law of thia 
sort would throw the whole administration of the. state institutions into politics. The 
task of preventing the passage of that blll was probably the most difficult one we have 
ever faced. The blll was backed by the strong political orgmization in control and it 
was only the tradition of unpartisan administration of the state board and the example 
of the administration of other states which have sulfered from partisan politics whicli 
linally defeated the viciouo element in the hill,· although it was impossible 1n' prevent 
the enlargement_ of the board to five members. 'The absurdity of a five-memher board 
with eoecutive responsibility was so obvious that the pxeaent legislature reduced "the 
numher back to three without opposition. 

{d) Curiously, I have yet to find anyone who could tell me anything about a blll· 
which social workers have agreed upon to get repealed. It may he that it is more diffi
cult to secure united action on negative mat~. I think it is more likdy that our 
effort has been directed toward saving what is good in hills or changing bills in such a 
way that they may become hene1icial instead of injurious. 

SociGI -s.rs GOld 1/Jt Mjm""'""' of .,;m,g low.-This subject concerns itself 
with two kinds of enforcement: the enforcement of laws whose eoecution rests with an 
administrative body, such as the eoforcement of the school-attendance law, or of the 
compensation law, or of the street-trades act; and, second, the enf0,._,ent of laws 
whose execution depends upon court action. 

In the former group, laws whose execution depends upon an administrative body, 
we have in. the school-attendance law the host illustration of co-operation hetween 
social workers and public authorities that I know of. The schcol-attendance law for 
Minnesota ~ a clill.d to remain in schcol until sixteen, except that after the age of 
fourteen a clill.d may leave school if he has goaduated from the eighth goade and has 
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been given a work pennit by the attendance department. This program has seized the 
imagination of the social workers and it is one of the primary objects in the minds of 
every one of them that the children in the families under care must attend school 
regularly and up to the sixteenth year. This has, of course, necessitated the establish
ment of some scholarships and the granting of certain additional relief in a few instances, 
but the total amount so given has really not been great. Of a more formal nature, the 
enforcement of the Street-Trades Act is another illustration. When that act was about 
to be put into operation in this city, the attendance department secured from each of 
the family agencies the assurance that if the attendance department believed a family 
needed assistance because its child was taken off the streets, such assistance would be 
given. This agreement of course included the understanding that the family agencies 
had the right to make an independent investigation. It has not been called upon to 
any extent, but it has been an unusual help to the attendance department in getting 
the younger children off the down-town streets. 

With regard to the administration of laws whose execution depends upon court 
action our experience has been much more varied and less satisfactory. Probably 
social workers make the mistake of thinking that the passage of a law defining a crime, 
providing penalties, and providing for its enforcement automatically takes care of its 
execution. We fail to recognize that no law is thus enforced. We must learn that in 
the administration of laws in which we are interested the same obligation rests upon us 
from the very nature of the case. There is an additional difficulty, however~ in the 
enforcement of laws in which we are interested which is not inherent in other phases of 
law enforcement. Such laws ordinarily define responsibility. We are interested that 
a. husband shall support his wife and children. This enforcement of positive responsi
bility is not an ordinary function of courts and court officials. It is more difficult to 
prove that a man would not do something than that he actually committed a crime. 
The conscience of the public aud the keenness of the public officials are not so much 
aroused by the failure of a man to meet his famfly obligations as by a man who commits 
burgla!y. This is a challenge to social workers to create a public opinion which sha.ll 
recognize the seriousness of such lapses in social obligations. There is also another 
difficulty in the enforcement of laws relating to domestic obligations; the action is 
usually taken by one member of the family against another member of the family. 
Families are built upon affectional relationships, and no matter bow cruelly violated 
those affections may be there is always 3.t least the memory of them to inhibit vigorous 
prosecution. Extradition of wife-deserters is the field in which we have probably made 
the most progress. Of a. diHerent sort is the enforcement of new laws. We worked for 
two years with the courts and prosecuting officials before we secured the first conviction 
under a new, habitual offenders' act. The kind of offenses which are repeated most 
often are drunkenness and non-support. The wording of the act defining habitual 
offenders is "one who repeatedly commits misdemeanors involving moral twpitude.n 
It too-k us a long time to get county attomeys and the judges to agree upon the meaning 
of "moral turpitude." 

TM inftuena of social u.•Mkers on odmiuistralivt.law and judiciDJ proudure.-In the 
third part of our subject we probably run into the strongest legal prejudices we have to 
encounter. Judicial procedure and administrative law are notoriously antiquated, and 
the resistance ol changing them into something more serviceable is notoriously stubborn. 
Hen: again the social worker has the responsibility for pointing out the unsatisfactory 
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nature of court procodure, which has outgrown the conditions under which it was devel
oped, and the greater justice which. would eDSUe by the adoption of a ditferent method. 
Of course the more promineot attorneys not only recognize this but are the most eager 
of the_ advocates of reform in administrative iaw and judicial procodure. Most com
JDUDities. in the method of the determination of insaoity aad feeble-mindedoess, bave 
changed their procedure fmm the old to a more suitable one of examination by special
ists aad conlirmation of their findings by a court of record. 

We bave three illustrations in this field that are significant aad indicate different 
methods of approach. (a) The Legs! Aid Society after severef years of uperience 
determined that a certain iarge section of its work was of a sort tbat courts ougbt to 
handle. but which never reached the courts beceuse of prohibitive espense. A commit,. 
tee of the Legal Aid Society therefore studied the simple forms of court procedure, such 
as the petty debtors court of this country and the court of conciliation of the Norwegian 
country, aad then introduced a bill creatiog a court of conciliation in which the hearings 
are informal, in which judgments are rendered-npon a direct statement of facts by the 
plaintill' and defendant without cost to either party, and at which attorneys are not 
permitted to he present. In this informal way the court disposes of abont ro,ooo cases 
a year. ·(b)' A movement to create the office of public defender originated outside 
the social workers' group aDd the passage of such a l&w was secured. The difficulty 
of tittiog a new procedure into an old profession is amply illustrated by this uperience, 
So i&r the iaw has merely prov:ided a duly appointed officer rather than one appointed 
e&ch time as necessaiy by the court. So far the public defeoder has taken the position 
tbat he is there only to defend die.uts, which he does with the devastatiog tboreuglme.s 
of the ordinary private attorney. His conception of his function as tbat of a case 
worker or a protector of the public as well as of the clients, such as is undertaken by 
simil8r o1licials in continental courts or even J>y the London police, has evidently never 
entered his imagin&tion. Our experience has been tbat we would rather not· bave the 
public defender act in a case, and tbat his addition to the court personoei has decreased , 
the probability of securing justice. (c) Them~t tborougbgoingelrort tocbaJnecourt 
procedure is the proposal to establish a family court as a branch of the District Court of 
Hennepin County. This has been under discussiqn in the iast three sessions of the 
legislature. The resources of case work fmm a wide variety of fields bave been col
lected aad analyredin support of such a bill It seems as if allthe conservatism aad self
interest of thelegsl profession of the state bave been massed against this change. It 
doubtless will come, and, if there were time, it ...Ould be interestiog to trace step by step 
how papular imagin&tion has been seized by the posoibility of such a court aad how the 
opposition to it has been gradually wom down. Starting out four years ago with ooly 
the juvenile court aad a. body of social workers to support it, the familyo(lQurt bill in 
this session of thelegisla.ture had the backing of every gronp whose assistance had been 
asked except the bar associa.tions, aad even the bar associations has passed resolutions 
in the executive committee deciaring tbat a change in the judicial procedure in the 
matter of domestic relations was desirable. On the other band the opposition which 
was frankly aad crudely dict&ted by self-interest, and directed its energies toward 
del\ouncing social case work as muckraking, interlerence with persoonl h'berty, and the 
anooping of busybodies whose joy wu,in bre&king up families has now chaoged to a. 
dignified protest against the extension of governmental activities into inquisitorial 
channels. The wr6al npposition has pract!cally been silenced. It is the inertia 
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and the inarticulate conservatism of the legal profession in the legislature itself which 
keep the bill sufficiently in the background to prevent its passage. 

TJ&e inleruJ of social flX1Tluts Us personnd.-Under the fourth head, personnel, we 
probably strike the most difficult of all the tasks confronting the social worker in his 
relation to law and its enforcement. We have been no more successful in influencing 
appointments than elections. and few of either the appointive or elective officers owe 
their success. to ourassistaiJce. In the first place we have not often taken& stand either 
publicly or privately. It is only when the position is one which obviously affects social 
work that we bave felt justified in even giving information with respect to the qualifi
cations of candidates. 

Our one striking success was five years ago with Judge Waite. Ail our judges are 
elected. '\\~ e have a primary which selects out of the candidates twice as many as there 
are offices to 1ill. After the primary it is usually the custom of the bar at;SOciation to 
indicate who ought to be elected from among those surviving the primary hurdle. In 
the interval since the last election the governor had made an appointment to the dis
trict bench of an unusually fine attorney, and the bar association wished to keep him on, 
which meant one of the incumbents would bave !o be excluded. In such a. difficult 
situation the hallot of the bar association placed Judge Waite outside the group of those 
recommended for election or reelection. This ballot of the bar association startled the 
social workers, and, although Judge \Vaite would do nothing on his own initiative, the 
group of volunteers and professional case workers interested in keeping Judge Waite 
on the juvenile bench organized a campaign, and the election returns saw Judge Waite 
come in :second in the list of the four elected judges.. Another instance of aD effort to 
indicate our judgment was last spring in the matter of the court commissioner, before 
whom mental cases are ·heard. Our sense of propriety and justice in court matters has 
been repeatedly outraged by the methods of the court commissioner, and we took oppor
tunity of trying to back a man in whom we had confidence. ·our backing did not even 
enable him to pass the hurdle of the primary. 

There is a basic difficulty in the whole matter of personnel which social workers 
must face and at least make their contribution toward solution. Political positions do 
not offer to the best attorneys the outlet for their activities which they desire. This is 
not entirely due to the fact that the compensation of the judge and the district attomey 
and the other public offices is poor. Many men would be willing to assume the disad
vantage of poor remuneration if it did not have additional handicaps. In the develop-
ment of modern law, attorneys are finding thek best opportunity in civil, and particu
larly in corporation, law. They bave almost placed the stamp of profesoional approval 
exclusively upon the attorney who becomes a corporation or business attorney, and, 
because the other positions have ha.d to be taken by men of less ambition or less skill, 
the attitude of the profession bas been to regard these other positions with 1 ... respect 
and less professional approval. The few men wbo with sincerity and bard work ue 
doing the pioneer work in these fie}ds of social. law do so with a full knowledge that they 
are taking their professional life in their bands, and they probably bave shut the door of 
advancement when they enter this field of the law. 

Mdhods aM resourus at~ailabk Jo social worker~ -in Jhe fMlter of these M/J«.lS of kJu, 

enforcement.-Probably the most practical part of the discussion is a statement of 
methods &nd resources.. Social workers alone are obviously ineffective political infiu
ences. Social workezs as interpreters of conditions in which they bave sp<cial know!-
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edge possess potential ability in directing the development of law, its administration, 
aDd its pezsonnel, which aumot be avoided. 

This subject probably divides itself into two parts: First, the activities of social 
workers with respect to the creation of laws, the appointment of penonne1 changes in 
procedure, aDd the protection of gains already made; and, second, the second aspect 
is the relation of social ~kers to the administration aDd enfottement of laW!i already 
on the statute books. 

With respect to the last responsibility, literally that of law enforcement, and the 
application of law we bave never developed any ozganization fotm. Each agency 
struggles to secure from public officials the enforcement of law as best it may. Those 
agencies which most dearly recognize the relation between case work aDd the law aDd 
which cultivate acqnaintanceship with the law-enforcing officisls are most succeosful in 
securing Jaw enforcement. 

There are many possible ways in which the special knowledge in the hands 
of social workem may be availahie for law-making, revision, etc. We bave adopted 
the device of a state committoe on social legislation. Our state conference does not 
adopt programs and therefore is not available for this task. In states like WJSCOnsin, 
where the state conference does adopt ProSrsms and makes recommendations, the func. 
tion of enforcing legislation rests with that body. Our state committoe on social legis
lation is potentislly composed of the same people as the conference of social work. 
Every egency in the state aDd any egency interested in the promotion of public welfare 
through legislation may be a member of the committee. The work of the committee 
is done by a board of directors elected by the committee at the time of the annual con
ference of social work. Between meetiogs of the state conference the committee holds 
no meetin&-s, and all its work is in the bands of the board of directors, which keeps in 
dose tooch with the membership tl!rou8h correspondence. No clecisioll$ are made by 
the board aDd put into e!Iect without a vote by mail from the members. 

The state committee on social legislation has adopted the following procedure: 
First, in non-legislative years it usually tokes 1U> one or two subjects for study-the 
child-welfare laws, the family court, marriage laws, aDd the revisinn of the poor la.Wli 
of the state are types of a study which it has pursued with not a great deal of activity, 
but stiR with considerable attention. Toward tho end of this period and just before 
the legislature is elected, the committeellssembles the laws which it believes ought to be 
passed in the next legisla.ture. Tl;ese are 8l'tl\ered from its own study, from among 
tbase which failed to pass in previnus legislatures, aDd from any other source, of which 
each state has many. • ' 

Smd, it then circularizes the elected members of the legislature with respect to 
these laws, merelY calling them to their attention aDd expressin& the bope that they 
will...:eive f&vorshie consideration, at the same time inviting questions with regard 
to. them. Oa:asionally conferences on specific laW!i are beld with grolij>S of legis
lators. 

Tbiz<!, during the meeting of the legislature the board of directots meets p:gularly 
bi-weekly and o('N!sionally each week. All bills introduced are gone over by inde:a: aDd 
an effort is made at least to bave a report on, if not actually to read in sessions of the 
board, each bill which has social implications. Tbe responsibillty of the board is to 
promote the good bills and to try to kill the bad ones. At this time it is in continuous 
touch with th~ membership of the committee, receiving suggestions ocmsionally from 
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them, but always giving to the membership its findings and asking for expression of the 
committee•s judgment. 

Fourth, the most difficult task of the committee is putting into effective action the 
results of its deliberations. In this respect the committee as a committee is not par
ticularly strong. The only element of strength is that it does have many representa
tives in many sections of the state. It feels, however, that its chief function in the pro
motion of legislation is to transfer that responsibility to some other body, and in that way 
practically all the legislation in which it has been interested has been assumed as tbe 
legislative program of other organizations. If possible, this is done before the legisla· 
ture meets. The committee goe3 so far as to refuse to consider certain types of legis
lation which are certainly social, such as temperance and labor, because there is in the 
state adequate backing for that type of work. 

The one important resource which the committee on social legislation has is the 
vote of the women of the state. 'Whatever the men in social work may think about its 
there is no question that since the franchise has been extended to women, legislator, 
have been forced to consider matters of social legislation with a seriousness which they 
never gave it before. This anxiety on the part of legislators sometimes becomes posi
tively embarrassing in view of their recent conversion, but whatever the reason given 
for their sudden interest in matters of social import, the real reason is that women have 
the vote. Next to the organized women's groups are the medical, with which there is 
some slight, perhaps too slight, natural relationship, and then comes the labor group. 
\Vith the labor group the relationship of our committee has been cordial and to the 
mutual advantage of both groups. Th~ secretary of the state federation of labor has 
from the beginning been a member of the board of directors of our committee. and has 
given as fa.ithful and valuable work as any member of the board. I 'Should say the one 
outstanding resource for social work in our state, however, is the League of Women 
Voters. The league accepts its program for social legislation only after consultation 
with our board. The league in tum assumes responsibility actually for putting on a legis-. 
lative program. In this same way the State Federation of Women's Clubs, the 'Women's 
Temperance Union, the League of Catholic Women and others have assumed the 
respOnsibility for the promotion of bills in which we are interested. Occasionally a 
group like the Rotary Club or even tbe Chamber of Commerce can be induced to take 
the same responsibility. There is an incidental value to the development of a wide 
group of such contacts. Legislative work has to be done often under pressure. This 
is particularly true when bad bills must be killed or seriously modified. Then it is 
necessary for tbe whole state to xpeak in unison and in no uncertain terms. Each legis
lative session sees this network of inter~related groups becoming more articulate, 
springing into action with more promptness, and with an emphasis that at times has 
beoome overwhelming, as in tbe matter of threatened curtailment of tbe child-welfare 
boards and the Children's Bureau. 

If this recital, which has been necessarily hurried and in the barest outline, seems 
to leave the impression that we have done unusual things in Minnesota, I trust you will 
correct it by the consideration that it is necessarily selective, for the most part, of suc
cessful instances. Most of our efforts~ like most of your efforts, in the matter of enforce
ment of law seem to hit the air uselessly, and it is only when one looks over a period of 
years that it has been possible to recall even such matters as these. The consciousness 
of the workers most of the time, howeverJ is one 9f futility rather than of effectiveness. 
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PROGRESS IN SOCIAL CASE WORK. 
SOME CHANGES m SOCIAL CASE WORK 

Gordo.JH~ClwilyO.,~Socidy,N,..Y.,;, 

I cannot do better tha.n to begin this paper with a de6Dition from Wlool I• Soc;al 
CGU Workt Miss :Richmond S&JIS: "Social case worlt<:onsists of those processes which 
develop perscmality through sdjustments, coDSciously effected, individual by individual, 
between men and their ·socla! environment."' 

Our - Mrilogo.-m this -. i.e., the development of perscmality con
sciously effected, case work: belongs to all who practise it. It is our commoo heritage 
and common tool What was probably common to the origius of case work: fields in the 
past was lack of science, lack of resources, a certain rouglmesa of the eye, a certain 
awkwmdness of hand, and a certain objectivity of approsch and a certain tendeocy to 
concentrate on the major problem, ignoring the wholeness of the situation; hot what 
was common, too, was the inoate skill of bom use workers, getting results in the dawn 
of case work that we do not always attain in its high noon. What was common, fin
ally, was loyalty, endurance, fearlessness, and case work. intuitions that far outran the 
hope of immediate accomplishment. What the pioneers left us was a vision which we, 
dazzled today by a multiplicity of resources, almost forget to look at! 

T!ia ..,/y emthosis.-All social case work, whether c:hlldren's, family, medical, m: 
psychiatric, is integrated hot in trying to analyze for omselves, today, some of the 
characteristic emphases, I shall more particularly confine myself to the description 
of family case work, partly because it is nearer to me and partly because it has special 
appropriateness and significance on the day devoted to the bome. Dr. Southard S&id 
in the Kmgdom •! Evils that family case work hsd Divoted around the question of relief 
and that now it would have to pivot l\l<IUDd the question of perscmality. I doubt if 
thoughtful case workezs of the past were ever hemmed in by the conception of relief, 
although relief figured largely in the vocaholary of the last ceotury. What seemed like 
Preoccupation with relief was onl> of the earlY. pezsonality studies the case ,worker 
eogaged in. Those who think of this relief as "'"'"'thing primitive overlook the fact 
that fifty years ago this country was served by cepbanages and almshouses, where t ..... 
thirds of the inS&ne were housed. There was little provision for the sick, and there 
were no day nurseries or recreational centtll'L Poor relief was ca:rled on by the police 
in doles of wood and coal, or else there was a sea of aimless haphazard almsgiving. m 
other words, before early case work we .had the inotitutianal jl(li)Melief outlook miles 
away from personality. Thirty years ago Mrs. Jb!ephine Shaw Lowell, a great pioneer, 
was sayiog that the three necessaries were: knowledge of the facts (i.e. objective obaef.. 
vation and interpretatioo); adequate relief for the body. (Anyone who knew Mrs. 
Lowell would laugh to have that interpreted except in a !OUildness of physical -
men!);· and moral oversight for the soul. (We talk of characterologial problems 
nowadays. Terminology is a fic.l:le jsde.) We can .hardly realize today the gu..,.. 
work and irrespoosibiljty of esrly philanthropies beinre the begi""ings of case work. 
No one had much knowledge of family life, no one .had any idea why people needed 
help. They hsd been helping poverty, not people. Mrs. Lowell sounded a clarion call 
through the nineties-knowledge of the facts. 

Wlool ...,.. Ilia fads r-What constituted facts in 1881 differed of cowse from what 
we consider fatts today. We are m~re inclined to think in terms of factors-a factor 
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is a deer, a fact is somethiDg done. It is in keeping with progress that we should be 
interested in processes as well as RSU!Il!. The early worketS did honestly try to face 
the facts, but they were handicapped by the inherited equipment of a ready-made phi
losophy about human beings and by alack of precise, scientific information. The fust 
facts faced were employment, intemperance, shiftlessness, mendicancy, or the like. A 
widow was a fact, a deserter was a fact, and, except to the rarest of child workers, a 
child was a fact. Astonishing adjustments were made, however, by patient observa
tion, intuition, and common sense. After all our truest and safest picture of men's 
difficulties rests back on a common-sense account. Knowledge of economics, sociology, 
biology, dietetics, medicine, psychiatry, and psychology irradiate the facts, but in the 
early days we were apt to see the surface facts, the symptoms and the results, and our 
methodology was to treat one fact at a time, not the whole situation. But the moment 
case work started dealing with facts, however objectively, instead of with sentimental 
impressions and assumptions, the foundation was securely laid for whatever shou1d 
come after. \\"'hen the first facts were studied by case workers, the economists were in 
the saddle. There was much talk about the prevention and even the abolition of 
povertyt just as today there is preoccupation with health and the prevention of disease. 
We all hope the health people will come nearer it than the economists did. 

After the economic set of facts, other ma.tten~o were stressed. If we nm the eye 
back over any of the old case records. we shall find definite emphases1 slants, and fash
ions, as it were, in case work. The fashions vary with each city and period, and any 
generalization is dangerous, still certain groupings of fact were general. After the 
economic phase passed, case workers became interested in childrent chiefly a.s good facts 
or bad facts, and at about the same time in tuberculosis. The anti-tuberculosis work 
of thecountrystarted ina practical activewayin a committee of the New York Charity 
Organization Society. The fust housing exhibit, a collection of very interesting facts, 
started under the same auspices. 

Since the war the facts of venereal disease and sex have emerged for more intensive 
study, and in the light of much new knowledge. The dynamic discoveries in mental 
hygiene are making their tremendous contribution today. One set of facts that we are 
today not recognizing as we should is the ra.cial tmd.ition or national conventions. which 
condition people as definitely as emotional maladjustments in the home condition of 
children. Theoretically we have considered background; practically a great deal of 
ignoranoe has prevailed as to racial background. Case workers will find such facts as 
they are ready for~ Ten years Irom now new facts will be studied which we are today 
disregarding as completely as earlier case workers disregarded syphilis or psychoses. 

Tr&Umml.-The early treatment was, I think, characteristically objective and 
corrective rath~r than subjective and interpretive. It dealt more with situations than 
with persolllll make-up. The social case worker had inherited his field from philan
thropy and, as we have said. his first emphases were economic. Treatment, for the 
most part, employed a few standard remedies; the pill for poverty was work; the pill 
for desertion was the law or the workhouse; the pill for a kind of chronic dependency 
was removing people to their native localityj the pill for the unmarried mother was a. 
place at service; the pill for broken homes and behavior-problem children was, regret
ably often, the institution; and the pill for many medical problems in early hospital 
social service was convalescent care~ The early agents had their own way of doing 
things. 
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The individualization of children with ""'!"' enlightened personality study has 
been slowly growing, but for a long time dependent children everywhere had been 
committed &S a matter of course, although the case work agencies were tey;ng, agsinst 
great odds; to keep some homes together. FranklY, however, the attitude of many 
agencies towaro the cOmmitment or even the pl•cement of children was b&Sed on the 
observation of surface facts. Genemlly spesking, with the fsmily agencies and even 
with some of the children's agencies, very large dependent families were somehow 
regarded as more suitable for commitment than those requiring a smaller pension. 
Children were still facts, and those who had to be committed were sorted out by ages, 
almost by sizes, without understanding the child's res! needs. Nurslog babies were not 
always committed, bnt toddlers wbo got in the mother's way were very apt to lind 
themselves in an institution. All mental defectives, before the rise of Dr. Fernald, 
were committed if there was room for them, and while the ttsuitable" home was kept 
together, unsuitability was largely a judgment of the eye. One glass of beer on the table 
might render a home unsuitable forever. Delinquency we knew, and although case 
workers did not bold the behavior child (we called hi.n. a naughty child) always respon
sible for his condition, still we treated hlmas if be were. ,It is safe to say that wherever 
good case work developed, in children's or family agencies or hospital social service, the 
whole tone of social service in that locality was raised, but case work was at its best in 
those cities where there was a free and ungrodging exchange of ideas between agency 
and agency, when the best of wbat each was discovernig was shared. 

The science of medicine, Dr. Lambert sees, is fifty years ahead of the art of medi
cine. Medicol social work is fast inteipretiug in clinic the discoveries of the laboratory, 
and thoughful medical case workers realize that there is no prescription for the abolition 
of disease, any more than there was a panacea for the abolition of poverty. I fancy 
this is true, too, of psychistr)', and that facts of mental mako-up like the facts of bodily 
make-up will be a long time practiced clinically and in the field before psychiatry is 
jiDally an art as well as a science. That is the nicest thing about case work, we are •. 
all still so youag together. The facts that earlY. case workers sought to undewand or 
verify were naturally not inferiority complexes, psychopathic personalities, or the like, 
bnt the familinr and aceessible facts of birth, marriage, death, hospital care, and diag
noses. Mere verilicatiOn of fact was the cbief technique. The will to know was not 
enough, we had to acquire standards of accuracy if case work was to be a repository . 
of truth, we had to learn how. Tile distioction of some of the older agents had lain in 
their delightful persooal relations with th,eir c:!ieJits. They had carried the wbokatmos
phere of their clients in their hearts and heads.· 'It was somewhat against the abuse 
of this that the nest generation swung to the other extreme and noted everything, tried 
to verify everything in a strictly impersonal way. 

One of the tools by which we are cutting our way through our own crystallzations 
and stereotypes has been diagnosis, or more RCeDtly evaluation. Teclmlque takes into 
account now not only the facts but all the conditioDing factors. Evaluation is b&Sed now 
not merely on theobjectlve steps in an investigation, but on the content of our knowledge, 
of our science. It concems itself with our methodelogy, our art of healing, and, liDally, 
it con.cems itself with our llCCCI!IIp!ishment. What do we actually succeed in doing for 
the individual, for the family, for society? Terminology is so easy and yoong case 
workers pick it up and fancy they bave mastered case work itself. If they would 
honestly evahtate the content of their knowledge, their methodology or technique, as 
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well as their accomplishment, which super£cially may look IOO per cent, case work 
would indeed progress. Evaluation is helping us also to make distinctions between 
slight and intensive service cases and so differentlv plan our treatment. Evaluation 
like technique must be neither mechanical and rigid nor self-conscious if it is to put 
new life into our case work.. Evaluations do shape our treatment inevitably, and there 
are many considerations which prevent us from taking, today, our old Olympian atti
tude about knotty questions such as whether it is necessary that some individuals be 
sa.crificed to a better social order~ 

Reccrds.-Records have been becoming more and more textbooks of case work. 
methodology. In early days we had to do all our practice work directly on our clients; 
now, thanks to a long period of patient recording and objective observation, with a 
degree of accuracy incredibly retained through all the burdens of enormous case load" 
we can partially learn how to do and not do. For while in the endless combinations 
of life almost anything can happen, certain things happen again and again, and can be, 
to an extent, predicted, to an extent, studied. Skill in human relations cannot be 
acquired from textbooks, but the devoted study of records can bring us a long way 
forward# Records are not only textbooks; they are laboratory material for research 
studies. Records are mines of fact, waiting the research pick and shovel. Recordsr 
finally, ought to be more ava.ila.ble than under our present system. Most records are 
closed in time and sent to dusty fil~ with only a number to identify them. Whether 
it is a practicable matter to have records indexed by subjects, a terrific piece of cross 
reference, one does not know, but the indications are that we cannot afford forever to 
consign all these treasures to oblivion. 

Conclusion.-I believe ua real insight into our own condition," to borrow the 
mental hygiene phrase, would tell us that the sin of case work today is pride. With all 
our blind spots of ignorance and awkwardness, different schools of case work patronize 
their neighbors and fancy that wisdom will die with their particular brand of service. 
A -case worker cannot and sbou1d not try to know everything, but his crowning glory 
is to make a helpful diagnosis and leave the case in the hands (sometimes his own, some
times others) best equipped to treat it successfully. The case work of the next fifty 
years will, I think, see more scientific diagnoses, and evaluations, both scientific and 
spiritual, better records, a more hannonious integration of the hundred specializ.a.tions 
of today, which are now too often mutually exclusive, more of what Dr. Williams beauti
fully called a greater sensitiveness to living," the art of dealing with people by case 
work method carried into many more fields of human relations, more research, clearer 
international conceptions, and treatment, i.e., the art of healing, going forth in the clear 
light of knowledge. The equipment of a case worker is dust and ashes unless he has 
the disposition of both scientist and disciple. He must be eager to experiment and will
ing to he taught, but neither avails him anything unless he can help withal. The 
integration of case work, the best of the past with the best of the present, and the inte
gration of the best in each of our specialized fields is the hope for the future. And the 
greater service will only come when, laying aside eveJY weight and the sins that do 50 

easily beset us, we work together with humility and patience for the enfranchisement 
of the human spirit. 
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PROGRESS I]!l SOCIAL CASE WORK IN MENTAL HYGIENE 
Jes.W Tafl, Dir«tor, De~ of CbiU Slflly, Pfriladelp!Jia 

Th!l linka&e between mental hygiene and social case 'lt'Olk has deepened steadily 
and almost without opposition sim:e the inception of the mental hygiene movement a 
few Yesm ago. No other profession or lield of 'lt'Olk has as yet been so func!ammlalq 
aB:ected by it. 

Th!l teachers and the public schools are ooly just beginning to be awaze of its exist
ence, and thus far chielly in terms of mental measurements and special classes. Even 
in the medical profession, mental hygiene has met with prejudice as well as lack of 
interest and understanding. Academic psychology, wbile it has been vitally aB:ected 
by the mental hygiene movement, has had so little in common with the pmctical pro
gram of mental hygiene, far removed as it is from exact laboratory pnJ<edure, and the 
possU>ility of msthematical treatment, that it has often seemed more hostile than sym
pathetic, and certainly there has been no widespresd sympathy and under.!tanding 
among scsdemic psychologists for the kind of human p!I)'Chology which mental hygiene 
implies. Moreover, the psychistrist has often resented the ps;rchologist's claims and 
lack of comprehensive background and has - respected the psychologist's rightful 
place and contribution. Sociology, too, although it is beginning to be inlluenc:<d mildiy 
by the psychistrle point of view, has had so little first-band experience with living 
human msterial that it Jwdly realizes the need of such theorY as mental hygiene is 
offering. 

Social case work. on the other hand, has lesped to this new exposition of human 
behavior as something wbich it had been seeking vainl,yin the offering of the university 
curriculum. In mental hygiene, case work found a theoty wrought out of the very 
material in wbich it was already struggling, and for whose organization it had as yet 
developed no adequate psychological intOlpretation. Social case work was starving 
for a pmctical humsn psychology, and had been fed for the most part on academic, 
husks. The doctrines of mental hygiene and the new psychology came as the fullilment 
of a long-felt conscious need. Case work lil!cl nothing to depend upo;.; ooly a 
wealth of material to be intOlpreted and problems of pmctical human adjustment. to 
ha~~- . 

There was nothing in the social the9ry or technique already worked out which 
could ha adapted to this new approech. ·Social case work has not ooly not resisted 
mental hygiene but it has often been its torch-haarer amid medical and educational 
darkness. 

Th!l National Conference of Social Work has registered faithfully the steady and 
gmwing transformstiao which mental hygiene has wrought during the past five yeers. 
You will remember how mental b:Jgiene and psychistry swept through the conference 
at the Atlantic City conference. It has been interesting to watch theCODJlection spread, 
deepen, and haoome more and more organic. Those first pepers were labeled "psychi
atric" and were given by psychistrists in a particular mental-hygiene section. Then 
- lind them croppini! out everywhere. Meatal hygieoe applied to delinquency, to 
the home, and to chlld welfare still given largely by psychiatrists. Finally we see 
mental hygiene applied cy social case workers m every field in their intOlpretations of 
their own work, with the psychiatric label almost, if not entirely, forgotten. 
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The human psyche>logy which the mental hygiene movement bas «>ntnouted is 
being absorbed by case work with astonishing swiftness and comprehension; and the 
devele>pment which mental hygiene is to undergo in the next fifty years, the practical 
realization of its program, is as dependent on social case work as on any other one 
agency. 

The field of human adjustments is too large to be covered by psychiatry or psy
chiatrists. At best the psychistrist reaches only a few people with actual treatment. 
His most important function for mental hygiene at present ·is teaching, getting over a 
point <>f view to as many individuals as possible. The only large professional group 
which is as interested technically as the psychiatrist in the adjusting of human beings 
in their social relations is the social case work group, and it is through that group that 
psychiatry bas its hest hope of a practical and far-reaching yet professional application 
<>f mental hygiene. 

Mental hygiene is an inevitable part of the case worker's daily task. Where she 
g<>es, it will go. She is taking it not only to individual families but to courts and clinics, 
to hospitals and day nurseries, wherever her interest in the personal and social adjust
ment of human beings leads her. 

When we stop to look, as Miss Hamilton ha.s done in her survey, at the paths over 
which the case worker has come and note the high spots which have marked changing 
emphasis and interest in the evolution of case work, we wonder what will be the next 
objective. If the signs of the times do not fail, that objective is already on the horizon, 
and this conference may yet see the day when education and the public school, with aH. 
the poSSl"bilities which they offer for preventive positive social adjustment, will con
stitute its most absorbing interest. 

Povertyt disease, crime, the kingdom of evils, may have been the province of social 
case work in the past, but who shall say that the future may not see the application of 
the case work interest and approach to the kingdom of the child and the more positive 
hopeful aspects of human adjustment? 

PROGRESS IN SOCIAL CASE WORK IN CHILD WELFARE 

AM4 C. Haskins, Stak Clusri#es Aid AssocUUion, New York 

l,fost of us are so engrossed in our present-day problems that it takes some such 
anniversary as this to make us realize that whatever measure of success we may have 
attaine<t in the children's field t<>day is due to the !e>undation so well laid for us by those 
bom adjusters of human affairs who early turned their efforts to the welfare of the child. 

Social case work must be based on knowledge and the ability to apply this knowl
edge. In the children's field, as in the othe.., it bas been increasingly apparent that 
this knowledge is becoming more specific. The case worker is learning that she must 
truly, thoroughly, know her child. To gain this knowiedge she must use every possible 
resource. 

The recording <>f knowledge is also extremely iroportant. Every child bas a right 
to a.o accurate record of his family, of his own birth and baptism, as well as the condi· 
tions under which he came under the institution's or agency's care. 

We must also know a childts background in order to attempt to understand the 
child. Any worker bas only to read some of her agency's earlier records, seeking some 
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light on a p.esent problem, to see what the omission of certain infonnation means to her 
work. 

The years have taught us that knowledge of a child's family background is the 
first essential of good case work. What kind of people are his family? What is their 
real feeling toward their clilldren? ·What is the physical and mental health, at least 
as interpreted by the community in which they live? What is their moral cbaxacter? 
What bas been their education and their standards of living? In other words, what 
influences have surrounded this clilld up to the lima we have known him? Such 
detailed infOJ:mation was not on our earlier records. 

The usc of psychology and psychlatly bas taoght us to recogolze the tendency to 
suspicion and fear, the presence of which a ca:efuJ case wotker should always be aware,· 
for these things are the direct cause of many failures to adjust in new eoviromnents. 
This is especlally true of the dependeat child who bas been separated from all that 
really belongs to him-the little boy of nine, whose face lights up with delight when 
invited to go to the circus, only to cloud over immediately as he asks if his boarding 
mother may go with him. The worker knows all too well that it is not an unselfish 
desire to share his pleasure which prompts the child's invitation for his boatding mother, 
it is his dreadful fear of not returning to the same home; of losing what he bas for some
thing still more uncertain. 

We h&ve outgrown our old method of superimposing our ideas on the clilld. The 
successful case worker spends endless time learning to understand her child, what he 
thinks and feels, and then guiding him to make his own decisions and plans. It is the 
longest way IOUD.d, but the shortest way home in the end1 as it is the mdyway to develop 
a child's sense of responsibility, as we)) as to gsin his co-operation. 

What to me is one of the strongest evidences of progress in social case work today 
is the recogoition of the inter-relationship of the different lields and their dependency 
one upon the other. The children's lield ·seems especially dependent on the other 
related. fields and rellects much of their progress. If the children's agent who workecJ, 
single handed in the earlier days could see our health clinics, our psychlatric clinics, 
the wotk ol the visitiog teacher, and the menW testing, she would surely" S.y, "To· 
whom much bas been given, much shall be required." .• 

We are each year relatiog our work more closely to the scientific. All of this means 
that the case worker should be, if possi~. a person with professiODal background, and 
she should add a specialized training in family- and chUd-weJiare work before entering' 
this field. It seems to me that whatever help5 to increase the more accumte and inti
mate knowledge of the clilld, contributes to a deeper unde;standing of him, and there
fore a more human, as weJI as intelligent, approach to him. 

The case worker must not only have knowledge, but she must know how to apply 
this knowledge. We cannot progress unless we use the knowledge we have gsined. 

Twenty-five years ago when the juvenile court came into existence we took a hig 
step forward. A child was no longer to he considered a crlminal to be punished, but 
an individual to be protected and trained under a person especially qualliied for such 
work. Due to more ca:efuJ method& of case work, children are now put on probation 
and studied, instead of hurried olf to reformatories, as in the early deys. 

On the wl>ole, our work bas shown much unevenness. We have had health slants, 
educatiODal slants, and psychlatric slants, and because of them it has been hard to keep 
always in mind the development of the child as a well-rounded individual. However, 
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we have progress<rl steadily in our efforts to understand his needs. We have learned 
that in order to ma.ke this poss.1blt; we first must have knowledge of a child's antecedents 
and family background; second, a knowledge of the child himself; third, the ability to 
apply this knowledge; and, lastly, to record it in such a way that it may be of most use. 
The case worker, through her records, should be a repository of information from which 
we can draw conclusions which will make it possible for us to meet the individual 
needs of the chlldren more wisely in the future than we have in the past. I believe that 
the real case worker is conscious of her successes, as well as her failures, and it is by 
both conscious and unconscious evaluation of her work from day to day that she ma.kes 
progress. 

As we have built on the experiences of the past, so will the future depend on the 
soundness of case work today. The worker must bring to this field a constructive 
interest in children, a sympathetic understanding of them, a. trained imagination to 
work with them, and a vision into the splendid future for them. 

CASE WORK AMONG THE INDIANS 
Hemiet/4 J. Lund. Children's Code Ctnnmiss.Wn, Bismarck, North Dakota 

The language of the Indians is as complicated as are their problems. They have 
one sign, however, which I have long since mastered-a. circular motion-meaning 
upset, u all addled up inside." · 

That is the way one feels in thinking of the possibilities of case work among a for~ 
midable group of people in our western country who are crying for attention. It is 
of the possibilities that we must talk, rather than of the progress in this vast, untouched 
field of endeavor. 

On a blustering winter night, such as only Northwestem Montana. knows~ I was 
riding across the great Black.foot Reservation in the performance of drought relief 
duties for the American Red Cross. I had almost despaired of the possibility of accom~ 
plishing other than supplementing the already extensive relief giving of the government 
finding seemingly little response to any other efforts. Good fortune led me that night 
to the- hut of an Indian of broad social vision, a leader among his people, Long Time 
Asleep, a nobler soul than whom I have never known. 

It is neither here nor there to say that weird tales were told that night by White 
Quiver of his successful horse-thieving, with the wondrous story of No Coa~ who had 
lived with his wife, Takes Gun for Nothing, thirty-nine years and never quarreled. 
\V"hat does concern me is the fact that we were successful in gaining the confidence and 
understanding of this little group. It was toward morning when Long Time Asleep 
aroused us from our resting places to say that he had a. message of grave importance to 
give. He had pondered over what had been told of our work elsewhere, and of the one 
great purpose of a work which dealt with human lives. 

ui am thinking of the conditio'n of our 3,000 Blackfeet,'t the guide interpreted 
slowly, uonce a proud racet now living over their r,ooo,ooo acres of land like the out
casts of the earth. Last winter, a prayer arose from his lips never to see another like 
it_ 1, 700 full-bloods and many young mixed-blood were carrying government ration 
tickets, and yet there was much of misery and trouble. I have thought of what you 
told us of your work, and I believe it is good for us too. We must help our people to 
help themselves/, 
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He had struck the keynote of the family work which we had ·endeavored to und..-. 
take: helping them to help themselves. 

There followed a disarurse on the theory end practice of case work that one seldom 
heals ""P'unded from more teamed lips-the need of & better understanding of the 
instinctive life end utive equipment of his people end of the essential elements lacking 
in their envhomnent. The value of bringing out local leadership and of sharing 
zespcmsibility were emphasized. 

Long Time Asleep has since gone to his hunting grounds, thongh not until he had 
been instrnmental in furthering the activity, the v&!ue of which he saw so clea.rly. 
Therea.re countlessotherslilr.e him in each community {end we always am. to lind them) 
that are ready to take part in tlie work for the good of the tribe, wherever dlrectinn 
end oounsel a.re given. 

The development of forces of leadership in the lield of social serrice work on the 
reservation has been one of the fust prohiems to he enoountered. Another great dilli
cnlty is the endless relief work that has gone on in the past withont any apperent ainl 
behind it as far as the family and the home were concerned, and this has done more 
undoubtedly toward demoraliza.tion than any other factor. 

I can never wipe from my mind the memory of the long, shivering lines of applicants 
on ration days, and they had been long and shivering for generations. Is it any wonder 
that the Indians had been condemned as hopelessly shiftless end degenerate? It has 
been a matter of oonsidering them from the basis of the family as a unit, of social diag
nosis, and of treatment. As far as the problem• are concerned, they are practirally 
the same there as elsewlu:re. In fact, I have often thought that we found the same case 
problems on the reservatinn as in the St. Anthony district of Minneapolis. and I might 
easily say the same of that whole rural stretch-dire poverty, enforced idleneos, irre
sponsibility, oven:rowded living conditions, filth, end disease; the same elements of 
norma.! life had to be brought into pl&y whether in tent or tenement-work, pl&y, 
health, and spiritna.l development. 

IIsve yon ever had the terrible experience of entering a mngoificent p.thedral, 
awe-inspiml, only to fall theough a trap.<loor Uito a dank, dark hole? I have otood in 
the country of snow-capped mountalno end expense of deep blue sky, so beautiful that 
God seemed very close, and have tumed unconsciously from them to see an Indian 
encampment so filthy, so abject, that it was worse than falling theough the dark. 
hole. . 

There was Five GuDS, who lived his yeaci of civilizatinn in the unfinished shack 
with an earthen floor, and whose squaw suffered from a honible skin disease. For two 
yeazs she had huddled under a pile of rags in the comer,·end close to her, never moving, 
sat a mute, crippled daughter. This .yonng woman, since the loss of her baby, had 
shunned associstion with others. Next door lived the son-in-law, and his family, mak
ing a pitiful and helpless elfort to care for the nged couple. 

It is unnecessary for me to. say that proper medical care, visits from neighbors, an 
awakened interest for. the despondent daughter ("friendly visiting" we would call it 
at home) a new, clean start in a log house with a floor, and industry for the men wrought 
wnndera in two homes. 

In another hut the grandmother is the support of a family of four sons 
and daughters and eight grandchildren. Living in. the same room are a girl of seven
teen with tubezi:War tendeilcles, a nephew olllfteen, a deoerted mother with two chn-
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dreD, another daughter, and four illegitimately hom children of whose parentage she 
does not know. The four-year~d child of the latter is affiicted with tuberculosis of the 
hone, but the mother refuses isolation. The grandmother owns a large ranch of hun
dreds of acres and horses, but prefers crowding into the but in town because ranch life 
is so "lonesome." During the winter an old squaw and her negro husband with their 
adopted baby live in the house as visitors. 

I have seen this family stand in line for supplies, needing more a regard for the lawa 
of sanitation and morals. I have seen them of & summer's day1 painted and feather 
bedecked, shriek aod dance to their tom-toms and to the admiration of the tourist, 
while pests at home destroyed neglected crops. Little wonder that the more progres
sive members of the race weep as they speak of the helplessness of their brothers and the 
misunderstanding and misguided interest of the white man. 

That saroe grandmother and her family responded, with individual attention, to 
the possibilities of schooling, medical treatment, employment, vocational training, and 
wholesome recreation. It became a matter of helping them to help themselves. We 
held case-conference committees composed of Indian wards and citizens, to consider 
the problems of the family. It has been a matter of deciding, for instance, what pres
sure could be brought to bear on one father to grant medical care to his crippled child; 
how to influence another to leave his wigwam in toWll to go back: to care for his ranch; 
to discourage his nomadic habitsl keeping him away from his annual eastern tours to 
perform, for white folks, antics in which he never indulged at home. The greatest 
problem undoubtedly is the training of the mother in the rearing of her children; that 
is o-ne which involves years of supervision. 

The family problems brought us into the larger affairs of the community, involv
ing questions of eroployment, and enforcement of health and schooling regulations, 
and meant contact with town, county1 and federal authorities. 

We are not reckoning with a race that has lost hope. Of long standing is the 
Indian council, under direction of the Indian agency. which meets regularly to consider 
industrial and social problems. As a further progressive step there has recently been 
formed an admirable association of India.n men and women, whose purpose is H to 
advoca!e high standards of tiving,looking toward better-equipped homes; to carry out 
the ~perative :spirit with the various branches; and to look forward to the working 
out of a five-year program that will place the Blackfoot Reservation first in its united 
ellort for good homes, good citizenship, self-support and loyalty." A bill authori<ing 
a Jive-year industrial program passed Congress. 

It is interestiog to note that the annual report of the Indian board of commissioners 
recommends that field work en should ben trained in the practice of social service . ~ . . 
the importance and great value of which has been conclusively proved.." 

The public schools at Browning, Afontana, in the heart of the·reservation, have 
made a great contribution to this work. OD their school staff for several years has been 
• public-health nurse, while an application has just been made for a visiting teacher. 
fhe home and the school problems are closely allied. 

Like Long Time Asleep, we have abiding faith in the unlimited possibilitie!! of case 
work among the Indians. knowing that it is not a waste of energy to strive for their 
IOCial and economic independence, for with an appreciation of their problems and with 
:arefully guided family work the race can be brought into possession of those rare 

~ . ~ . . . . -• . . 
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THE HUMAN SIDE OF HOUSING 

ARE \'I<"E LOSING THE BA'ITLE FOR BETI'ER HOMES? 

JJleeclwMMpd/0,-S--,,BdUrHowirfgL<afl". 
c~-u 

Not for decades has the housing problem. been so acute as during the past twQ or 
three yeam. For almost the filst time in recent history it has ceased to be a problem 
for the submerged tenth alone, and has hit squarely the people of moderate means. 
They are better ahie to tmdelstand today a thing that our undelprlvileged classes have 
long tmdeiStood-what it means to lack an adequate supply of lmuses at Jreasonable 
costs. . • 

,{Is aplrillfiglti.-We have been fighting a losing battle during the past three years. 
The war brought us victoty, but it also trampled down our efforts to get better homes. 
Not only have •we made no marked progress, but, more alarming, we have in many 
respects lost ground. For decades we have recognized the impossibility of buildiDg 
DeW luJuses that le8lly pour people can alfonl to live in. Now even the family of mod
erate meaDS finds it next to impossible to pay present-day costs. 

During the past two years (>921 and 1922) there was a generalloweriug in the a>st 
of living, yet during the same years rents have continued to climb, and, in most of our 
cities, are still climbing. BuildiDg costs decreased for a time, bnt last year they agoin 
made a 20 per cent advance. No city in the country built enough lmuses to take """ 
of its yea.rly needs between 19:t7 and X920. Last year saw a boom in home-building, 
but in practically no case was the number of homes built sufficient to make much of 
an impteSSion upon the housing shortage. That buildiDg'costs have inaeosed out of 
all reason is indicated by recent statements issuing from leaders of the buildjng and the 
banking field, in various parts of the count>)', and by the fact that ~Y construction 
projects are being cancelled and banks are cnrtai1ing loans. 

I have found it impossible to determine with certainty the relative increase in the 
oost of buildiDg as compared with the increase in wages. The ligures I have been ahie 
to secure indicate that buildiDg costs are now 206 as compared with roo in the year 
1914, while the union scale of wage in all lines of work is 193 as against zoo in zgr3. 
I am convinced from my own observatioos that buildiDg costs have risen more rapidly 
than wage and, that therefore the avemge workman is worse off so far as bis housing 
is concemed than be was in the ""'"war period. 

Blow falls.,. WI<Gkesl spol.-As usual it is the low-income group who have been hit 
hanlest. They are the least able to pay; they 'have had the smallest increase in wage 
and the larglst families, and yet their :rentals on the whole have been more drastically 
inaeosed than those of any other class. In Cincinnati, for instance, we know from an 
actual study made in 1918 that the average :rental in tenements was $3.25 a room per 
month, with a range from $1.7 s to $6.so a 100m. We resurveyed these same blocks 
this year and fouad the average rental had increased. to $s.Jo a room, ranging from 
$•.so to $u.so a room. We have individual cases in some tenement districts wbere 
rentals have gone as high as $17 per room. 

Tho ~li~D<m #GSS« 11111.-In Cincinnati we built a little iess than I,900lmuses 
last year. Normally a large portion of the homes constructed each year would be of 
vezy maderate cost. We made a study to lind out just what happened last year. We • 
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found that 8o per cent of the homes built would cost, figuring only on the actual cost of 
construction plus the cost of the lot, more than $6,ooo, and 90 per cent would cost 
more than $5,000. This did not include any estimate of the speculative builder's 
carrying charges or his profit on his investment. It means just one thing; namely, 
that the $4,ooo and the $;,ooo house is being eliminated; it is almost as obsolete as the 
old-fashioned horse and cania.ge, with far more serious results. 

Home ownership is recognized to be a great community asset~ a stabilizer, an incen
tive to good citizenship. From 1900 to 1920 home ownership in this country has been 
gradually decreasing. In the sixty-eight cities of over too,ooo population the experi
ence varied. Some lost in home ownership while others gained.. Yet in every one of 
these cities there was a striking decrease in the number of homes owned clear and free. 
It is practically inevitable that present building oosts, even if they decline in the near 
future, will bring about a further decrease in home ownership by 1930. 

Ejjuts of slwrtag• s-. on familylife.-Who can doubt that the problem of the 
conscientious, hard-working laborer trying to find a home in which he can house his 
family and rear his children in reasonable decency and comfort is more distressing today 
than it has been for several years? The more children he has the more desperate is 
his situation. The man who is earning $20 a week and has to pay $,3-o a month for a 
four or five room flat is having to take it out of his family. living on poor food, less cloth
ing, inadequate medical attentionJ or in some other of the essentials of a decent standard 
of living. Every family in the low-income group that has to pay more tha.n one week's 
pay for one month's rent is a prospective victim of social breakdown and a candidate 
for charitable relief. Every family forced to squeeze itself into a fiat with another 
family with four or five or six people to the room is courting the spread of communicable 
disease, and lacing the danger of moral breakdown in the family life. We cannot go 011 

·with this distressing problem in home conditions continuing without paying the socia.l 
costs. 

:May I present at this point a vivid picture painted by Lawrence Veiller, which 
should serve to give us pause when we contemplate just what it means that our laboring 
people should find it not easier but harder today to find a decent home within their 
means? 

-·Have you ever, even in imagination contrasted the day-to..day, night-to-night 
home life of the average well-to-do citizen with that of the slum-dweller? 

"Your average well-to-do man wakes in the morning in his large. quiet bedroom, 
the air of which has throughout the night been freshened and tempered to his liking. 

"Your slum-dweller wakes, unrefreshed, in the foul air of a sma.ll badly ventilated 
room which he has shared with several others. 

uyour average man steps into a comfortable bath that soothes and refreshes him, 
shaves~ and puts on clean well-fitting clothes. 

"Your slum-dweller, on rising, stumbles in the twilight of his dark room over the 
shakedown beds of one or two childsen, and perhaps several lodgers, before he can find 
space to stand while he crawls back into coarse garments reeking with the sweat of 
yesterday's toil, and he washes in a handful of water poured into a basin. 

"Your average man goes into a dignified pleasant dining room to eat an appet.izing 
breakfast prepared for him by others. 

"Your slum-dweller takes & chunk of hutterless bread in his hand and, sitting or 
standing wherever he ca.n find room. ¥.1i.Sbes it down with a cup of indifferent coffee. 
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"Your average man, with a sense of well-being, lights his cigar and goes forth to his 
day. 

"Your alum-dweller, with a grouch due to sheer physical discomfort, lights his pipe 
and shuflies down the ill.smeJHng hall of his tenement house. 

"Your average man, in agreeable sumnmdings, has throughout the day varied 
and stimulating work, creative and with a purpose which he undOBtands. 

"Your alum-dweller throughout the day bends over one intenninable monotonous 
task, brutal iD. its demands and deadening in its effect. 

"At the end of his day your avemge man has his spin in a motor, sits down to a. 
good dinoer, reads, plays cards, dances, goes to the theater, or listeDs to music until he 
is sleepy and goes to bed in & clean warm bed in a clean fresh mom. 

"Your slum-dweller, at the end of his day, hangs from a strap in a car packed to 
suf!ocation, makes his dreary way from the crowded car past the garbage """" and 
refuse of the crowded street into the friction and discontent of his crowded home, to a 
wife discouraged by endless effort in a hopeless environment, and chlldren to wbom his 
hest efforts have been able to give only this pitiful existence. He eats, on the comer 
of the overcrowded kitchen table, a plate of food which he is ofteo too wom out to enjoy. 
At hest he has afterward the vitiated air of the movies or the vitiated "hot air" of the 
LW.W. gathering. 

"An the conditions surrounding your average man have made for vigor of mind 
and body and for peaoe and contentment of spirit. He has had the stimulus of choice 
and the gratilica.tion of accomplishment. · 

"An the conditions surrounding your slum-dweller have made for discomfort of 
body and discontent of soul. He has no peace and no pri,.:y, he has not even elbow
room night or day. He sees no hesuty and has no repose. His neighbor's wash shuts 
out his small patch of sky, and he must close such insullicie!it windows as his room may 
have if he would not hear his neighbor's qwirrels. He wod:s without inspiration and 
finishes his day.without satisfaction or hope." 

Mr. Veiller's picture portrays.the life of the man of the underprivileged class under· 
the nonnal conditions of three or four years ha&. How much more clistresshig is his ' 
sitoation today? · 

A,."""""'" Flm oily.-I should be sorry indeed to leave with you & pictUre 
c:haracterized by so much gloom. FoJ;tunately I am able to briog to you from Cin
cinnati one bright note. We are happy in having among our citizens a wonderfully · 
foro$ighted and generous woman, Mrs. Mary Emery, who has long dreamed a dream 
of a beautiful garden-city where all might have that cherished privilege of living in 
homes well planned, well built, ooinfortab!e, and surroanded by that ideal environment 
which modem city planning is able to produce. Mrs. Emery's dream is no longer a 
dream; it has begun to be a reality. There has started to grow up within Dine miles of 
the business center of Cincinnati a garden .city planned along the most modem lines, 
destined one day in the not distant future to house 1,000 families; a city named "Ma.rl.r 
mollt" from which auch words as "slum nand "bad housing» shall be forever banjsbed 

This ambitious Ulidertaking will p.ot be a charitable enterprise. There will be no 
stigma attached tO residence there. It is a civic undertakiog to be conducted strictly 
along business lines, hut with a view of providing homes for people of varying _.wnic 
gmdes, to retaining for them whatever increment there shall be in the land value, to 
preventing speaulation in so far u it is humanly poss1"hie. ~t will be a aorma1 
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town in every way. There will be no unnecessary vexing restrictions to hamper the 
logical development of the town or to make it obnoxious to any type of family. It 
will be possible for the people living there to buy their groceries in Mariemont, to mail 
their letters, to attend their churches, to get books from their library-in other words, 
to meet all of their ordinary needs just as they would in any normal town. For these 
purposes business and public buildings will be provided as the need develops. The 
desire and the hope is, of course, to build some of the houses to reach people as low down 
in the economic scale as possible. It must be frankly recognized, however, that no 
housing development in this country within the last three or four years has been able 
to reach the very low-paid wage-earners. It is not to be expected that Mariemont 
will accomplish the impcssible. Some of the houses will be built at as low cost as pos
sible, hut there will be a gradation of types up to the more expensive houses such a.s are 
found in any normal development. Building costs prevailing at the time home con· 
struction begins will determine the selling price of the houses. None will be sold or 
rented below cost. 

A model in JO'W'n-p/anning.-The plan of Mariemont has been made by one of our 
outstanding leaders in housing and city planning, John Nolen. of Cambridge, and it 
will be, we are sure, one of the finest examples of all that is best in town-planning. 
Mts. Emery and her chief adviser, Charles J. Livingood, bave been studying this field 
for many years, with the idea of Mariemont in the background of their minds. Mr. 
Livingood has studied the best thst has been done in European countries, and has con
sulted many of the foremost minds in the United States. It took eight years for the 
purchase of the 365 acre tract of land alone. Yet one of the most remarkable things 
about this novel project is that until it was announced on April 23, 1922, at a meeting 
of the Commercial Club in Cincinnati when the general plan fully developed was pre
sented by Mr. Nolen and Mr. Livingood, practically no one outside of that group of 
four or five people had the faintest suspici011 of what was projected. Even the man who 
pur<based the land bad no idea of the purpose for which it was being bought. 

The site of Mariemont consists of 365 acres of land-most of it level, but some of it 
hilly and rolling. It adjoins the Littie Miami River along the shore of which will be 
provided the very attractive bluff drive and plaza. One· half of the land will be sub
divided into building lots, of which there will be 750. One-fourth of the land will be 
given over to streets and one-fourth to public property, including a natural park, now 
beautified by a luxuriant growth of dogwood treest a lagoon, an athletic field, publie 
squares, and playgrounds. In the center of the town will be located the public build
ings, the town haU1 post office, public market, community building, stores, theaters, 
and schools. A hospital group will also be provided. 

The puhlic utilities for Mariemont will be designed along the most modem lines, 
will have a modern sewage system, a modem water system (water being supplied from 
Cincinnati) their own electric power plant and a central heating system. The initial 
cost of the utilities will be bome by the Mariemont Company. 

H"""' of ..,.w..s kinds for peep/< of 11<J1ying «<ntJmi< vadu.-Tbe methods used in 
providing houses will be those of ordinary real estate organizations except that dividends 
on the m-oney invested will be limited and the primary aim will not be large profits. 
There will be various types -of houses {or various types of people, beginning in certain 
sections with the least expensive and gradually working up to the more costly types 
along the river drive. The number of f.unilies will be limited to shl: or seven families 
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to the acre in the major part of the development. The predominii.ting type will be the 
eingle, detached home. There will also be artistically designed groups of four, live, and 

· six houses sepamted by perty walls; semi-detached houses; apartment houses, and 
perhape other types •. The room sizes will ""'Y according to the need, the prevailing 
types being probably live- and six-room houses and flats. All CIDllveniences will be 
provided. The houses will be built of dilrerent kinds of material, hut practically all of 
them will be of the more permanent CIDllStruction such as brick, stone, and stucco. The 
house lots will V!I.IJ' in frontage from 40 feet to 8o feet for the single houses, the group 
and semH!etached types having less frontage. A number of uationally known an:hi
tects are now at work on designs and plans for the various types of homes. 

A cioi< ...wpm. on ........._.li,....-A realty company organized with a capital of 
$2,ooo,ooo will sell stock in the company and conduct the building operations. Cumu
lative 6 per cent preferred stuck will be issued to attract investors, and common stuck 
which will have the voting co,;trol will be issued with dividends limited to 7 per cent. 
Residents will be given an opportunity and will be encouraged to buy common stock in 
the company. Every feasible means will be used to preveat speculation, and the sur
plus prelits will be put hack into community development so that the residents of Marie
mont will get whatever increment there may be in land value. Most of the single, 
detach!od houses will be for sale, while other types will be rented. It is hoped that ulti
mately all types will be sold. The company will not itself attempt to build all of tha 
houses, but will sell lots under certain restrictions, assisting home builders by helping 
to provide loaDS through the building and loan associatiom of Ohio, which alreadY have 
ofiered to loan $•,ooo,ooo for this purpose. When desired the Mariemont Company 
will build the houses for the prospective home owners. 

While Mariemont is nine miles from the businC.. center of Cincinuati, it is only 
one-half mile from one suburb and about two miles from esch of two other industrial 
suburbs of Cincinuati, upon whose industrial workers it Jl!aY draw for a CIDllSiderable 
portion of its inhabitants. It is not e:<pected that transportation will provide a serious. 
problem, as it is felt that the sixe of the project ,.ni Daturally draw transporta.tion to it 
as the town develope. At the present thne there.is an interurban line fU!lJiing through 
one end of the property and connecting with a Cincinuati traction line. There is a bus 
aervice through the center of the proposed town and commutation service is available 
on the Pennsylvania Railroad. In addition to this it is, of course, ezpected that many . 
will provide their own transportation by auto.. 
p,~ frw indwlri41 d...Wpm.m.-A plat of ground consisting of nearly fifty 

acres has been purchased by the Mariemont Company near the town for sala to fac
tories desiring to locate near by. Tbeland will be sold at low cost and Mariemont will 
be able to oiier many inducements to factories, including railroad facilities, water, 
sewer, etc. One of the main highways leading out of Cincinnati will go through the 
center of the town and will be avallahie for the use of indnstries which may locate in 
the vicinity. 

The. formal dedication of Mariemont took place April 24, 1923. The contracts 
have been let for sewer and water systems, and work will be begun in June. A side
track from the Pennsylvania Railroad has already been provided with a special stop 
called "Mariemont" and a W&Iehouse has been constructed for the storage of perish
able material. Tbe company has purchased a stone quarry which is now being worked 
and which wilt provide stone for the making of roads and which also will produce an 
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ezcellent grade of building stone to be used in construction of the public buildings and 
perhaps some of the homes of Mariemont. A nursery has already been planted where 
trees and shrubbery are being cultivated in readiness for tzansplanting tbem to adorn 
the homes of the town as soon as they are constructed. Because of the size of the pro-
jed and the care with which every detail is being planned the construction of the homes 
will probably not be under way for at least one year. The project will be pushed as 
rapidly as is possible consistent with the problems inherent in such an undertaking. 

Mariemont is one of the bright spots in the present, rather dark field of housing. 
It gives promise of being one of the most outstanding examples of what good housing is, 
and will, we hope, have some illfhience on the future of housing for people of moder
ate means. 

MUST WORKING PEOPLE LIVE IN FRAYED-OUT HOUSES? 

Mrs. Edifh Eimer 'Wood, Cape May Cowl H()UU, Net~~ Jtrsey 

Is it ao essential feature of our civilization that working prople should live in 
frayed~ut houses? Must the majority of wage-earners live their lives in dwellings 
that are dingy, second-hand, out at the elbow-the kind of place to which the young 
people hate to bring their friends, and in which neither father nor mother can possibly 
feel any pride? We don't expect working people to eat broken fragments of other 
people's food or to wear cast-off clothing. But we do, in America, accept with perfect 
philosophy a condition of affairs in which the rank and file of workers are hom, live, and 
die in shabby, depressing. hand-me-down homes. Some of these homes are so bad as 
to be an active menace to health. Others, of highergr.ode,aredangerousonlytomorale 
and self -respect. 

The speculative builder puts up no new houses for this great group of people, 
because there would be no profit in it. The professional lender does not advance them 
money to build their own houses for the same reason. This is not the resu1t of high 
construction costs since the war. It has always been so. The high prices have simply 
enlarged the section of society affected. ·Must it always be so? In the United States, 
yes, Until we change our view-point. In western Europe, and in several other parts of 
the world, it bas already ceased to be true, because they have recognized the principle 
of community responsibility for housing in a positive as well as in a negative sense. In 
the United States we say, "You must not build a house which falls below certain mini
mum standards; you must not keep a. house in filth or disrepair~" There we stop and 
piously leave everything else to those Twin Sods of all the Babbitts-Supply and 
Deroand. 

People got it through their heads thirty years ago on the other side of the water 
that the kind of homes in which the children of a nation a.re reared is the most public 
sort of public concern-nothing more so; and that where private business initiative is 
not producing them in adequate quantity and quality, it is the duty of city, provincet 
and nation to do so, as a public utility, on an at-cost basis like city water or gas. That 
was long before the days of subsidies. There was no question of subsidies until the rise 
of prices after the war. . 

Dr. Devine used to point out to us at the New York School of Social Work how 
every movement for social betterment is started by private initiative, and after it has 
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been trled out experimentally and proved its worth, is taken over on &larger scale by 
the public authorities. The generalization is very true, and the housiDg movement 
is no exception. Every stage can be traced in the British housiDg movement, and most 
of them in some others. Ours, al&s, presents a sad case of development a.m:sted at the 
very begiDning, 

The JUst comers in the British~housing movement were the philanthropists and the 
employers of labor'-Peabody, Ruskin, Octavis Hill, Lever at Port Sunlight, and Cad
bury at Boumville--;>ioneem, p&thlinders, experimenters. In their wake followed the 
public utility societies and the municipal housiDg bunoaus. If Pullman's model town 
had been more wisely planned and managed, the housiDg movement in Amerlc& might 
have had a different history. The early British experimenters found that good houses 
could be built for workers f1 the profit item were cut out, if the thing were made just 
to puy for itself, with some very modest return such as 4 per cent on the money invested 
{The same thing was also abundantly proved on this side of the Atlantic). 

But large sums of money were needed, and philanthropists were sc:an:e. OD!y one 
agency was big enough to supply the amount of capita.! needed at low enough interest 

· to provide houses for, say, to ~ cent of the population. So government loans for 
housiDg were authorl&ed on an at-cost basis; that is to say, the government loaned at 
the same mte of interest which it had to pay in borrowing. Great numbers of non
commerciel societies, "public utility societies," as they are called in England, came into 
being to build with government loans. Later it was seen that even this did DDt go far· 
enough, and that municipal housiDg was the only way of reaching to the bottom of the 
ladder. 

The movement was getting its stride just before the wat for a big, edequate solu· 
lion of the housing problem along these lines. Hundreds of local authorities were 
buildiog tens of thousands of cottages, and public utility societies were buildiog other 
thousands. After the war, the inllation of coDstructino casts mede subsidies necessary 
if the buildiog program was to continue. Subsidies were temporary. They were 
to be paid only on houses built during the three yean, IOI9 to 1922, They are already 
at an eod in England and are nearly so in Holland, They have been extended iill 1924 
in Scotiond, eod in It&ly they will last till •o•S· All the controversies have been abo'!~ 
the subsidies, not about the building program, as such. 

England bas undertaken to build &.chjUming little cottage in a gardeo, with five 
or six rooms and a bath, hardwood lloors, electric lights, and all the modem improve
ments, for every family within ber herders. They are eight to the acre in most plates 
and only ten in London. All remaining slums ana near-slums are to be torn down, and 
it is to be done within &bout twenty-five years. HousiDg is one of the livest issues in 
British politics today. Do you realize what such a. change as this is going to me&n to 
health, morals, efficiency, family life, good citizensip, md human happiness gener
ally? The whnle standard of living is being raised to an entirely new plane. Appron
mately x,ooo,ooo people are living in something over too,ooo of these pleasant cottages. 
which have been built since the war in a gardeo-suburb setting, o.mong tennis courts, 
ball fields, and children's playgrounds. About soo,ooo people had been supplied before 
the war, though the standstd, especially of the earlier developments, was not so bigh. 

So far we have been talking about Great Britsin. But there is &n unoommonl,y 
practical, methodical, hard-beaded little nati0n to the south of the CJ'"'ine!, wbere the 
goal bas been even more nearly reached. Do you know that in Holiand, since the war 
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put a stop to speculative building in I9IS, I74,000 dwellings have been built with gov
ernment a.id? One family in eight of the entire population has been re-housed during 
that time. The housing shortage will be extinguished in >925. There will then be 
a dwelling for every family in Holland and a reserve of 1i per cent of empties. From 
that point on, they will tum their attention to slum clearance. Part of the work is 
done by housing societies operating with government loans, and part by municipal 
housing departments. I venture to prophesy that in ten or fifteen years Holland will 
have become a xoo per cent properly housed nation; the first in the old world, as New 
Zealand very nearly is now in the new. 

Belgium and France and Italy are well started along the same road. But the state 
of their finances, the rate of exchange. the devastated regions to rebuild, and the uncer
tainty as to reparations, make very large scale work impossible for the present. They 
are, however, building about as England was before the war, tens of thousands of good 
cottages and apartments. Besides municipal housing and housing by societies, there 
are also the various agencies for promoting home ownership~ 

We get worried periodically about our home-ownership statistics. Our percentage 
of home ownership feU from 46.r in rgoo to 4.S·6 in 1920. We stand fifth among the 
nations of the world in this respect. Ours is almost the only civilized government in 
the world which lends no helping band to working people trying to acquire a home. 

In BelgiumJ since the passage of their famous housing law in 188.), upward of 83,000 
working-class families have become home owners with the help of loans from the Gen
eral Savings Bank.. The interest rates are low, and repayment may be spread over 
twenty-five years in equal weekly or monthly installments. 

In New Zealand about a tenth of the population have built homes lor themselves 
with the help of loans under the Advano:s to Workers' Act of x9Q6. It is the simplest 
system in the world, the freest from red tape, and has proved so successful that it has 
been copied in all the Australlao provinces. The working man and his wife drop into 
the nearest post office and look over the eighteen or twenty cottage plans and cost esti
mates which are kept there. Having decided what kind of a house to build, how much 
they need to borrow, and how long (up to thirty-six and one-hall years) they want to 
take for repayment, they ask for an application blank, and, if necessary, the postmaster 
shows them how to filJ it out. They hand it in as simply as though it were a money 
order. II the application is granted (and three out of four of them are), the loan is 
received and paymeots of interest and principal made through this same post office 
window. It is not by accident that New Zealand has the ]owest death-rates, the lowest 
infant mortality rates, and the highest expectation of life of any nation in the world. 

The question is, Are we too old to learn? 
I proposed last Wedoesday to the National Federation of Settlements that they 

should issue invitations to a number of national organizations to appoint representatives 
on a committee to consider and formulate an all-around. long-range national housing 
program. You will be invited, and I hope you will accept. But all that will take time. 
And while we are waiting for the formulation of our program, we need not be standing 
idle. 

So I am going to suggest a concrete and practica1 next step. not in the least a pana· 
cea-rather " small thing, some will say-yet certainly helpful in the right direction 
85 far os it goes, and so obviously just, fa.ir, and equitable that it ought to ~cite little 
controversy. I refer to the utilization of postal savings deposits for housing loans. 
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These deposits ...., the worlreJs' owu money, their own savings.~ Who gets the use 
of them mw? The na.tional government and some 3,700 banks, state, national, and 
private, where part of the funds ...., deposited. The government's piOfit from these 
humble depositors last yea.r was over $3,000,000. That of the banks, not reported, 
was ped!aps as much more. The govemment psyt & 2 per cent interest to the deposi· 
tors. It receives •l per cent from the hanks for the use of their part of it, and much 
mono from its other investments. The hanks make a handsome profit by lending out 
what they receive at 6 or 8 per cent. Does that seem to you to be quite fair w the 
depositors, and they aJJ the time living in shabby old houses because they can't alford 
to build new ones? Suppose the government, instead of lending the peoples' money 
to hanks or investing it (for its own benefit) in liberty bonds, lends it bsdr. to such of 
the depositors who want to build homes lor themselves at the eame rate at which it 
lends to hanks-ot percent? Doesn't the reesonableoess of that appeal to you? To 
what a hig economic group that would epen up home owneiSb.ipl 

The housing division of Secretary Hoover's department recently figured that a man 
with a $2,ooo income might venture to build a $4,000 house if he had $I,ooo and bor
mwed the nost from a building and loan association at 6 pOI cent. It foots up, accord
ing to the housing division, to Ssso a yea.r, including taxes and upkeep, a rathOI heavy 
burden for a $2,ooo income, and cert&inly impossible for lower inoomes. Reduce the 
interest to •t per cent, and you save at once $zu.so on the annual ch&IgeB. Incnoase 
the time for repayment to twenty-live years, and you cnt down the yearly instalment of 
principal by $6o. This is a total reduction of $z1•-so, leaving an annual charge of only 
$377 ·5•· On the same proportional basis that would epen the c:hance for home owuer
ship clear down to the $1.400 inoome group. The chief IIouble with this proposal is 
that the amount of the postal savings deposits is oompsro.tiv<oly sma.ll-only $IJ8,000,
ooo. Theno is not enough to go amund. But surely a piece of a loaf is better than 
none at all. If half of the deposits weze invested in mortgage loans averaging $3,000 
each, that would mean 23,000 new homes and home owners, a beginning quite worth 
while. And it is COitain that such a use of the (und would attract a gnoat ~y new 
depositors and revive its waning popularity. 

This plan is no invention of mine. Holland has been making just this use of postal 
savings deposits for many yea.ra The American Federation of Labor has been advo
cating it for the United States since I9IJ! It was one of themeasuzes advised by Secre
tary Hoover during the summer of 1921. Bills have been introduced in Congress from 
time to time, but there has never been a wide ~h public interest shown to pusb 
them thmugb. Theno have also been periodic ptoposals to incnoase the intOIOSt Dtes. 
But it would do the workers much mono good to he able w borrow for home building 
at a low interest rate than to noceive a little mo~ on their deposits. 

Don't say} uThat's a good idea.," and then go a.wa.y and forget about it. Let us 
do something here today, while we ano aJJ together, to start the haJJ rolling, so that at 
least these 23,000 working men and their famili,_ver roo,ooo people aftez all-can 
get away from their dark, shabby, uninviting, rented flats and have the joy of building 
the fzesh little new homes aJJ their own which they have long dnoamed of vainly-that 
five-room bungs! ow with aJJ the modem improvements and a garden, where pale anemic 
babies will grow rosy in the sunshine, where mothOI's work will he so per cent easier and 
r,ooo per cent pleasantez, where sistez will he pmud to invite her young man to c:aJJ, 
and wbera fatbdr will spend his evenings heceuse it is the pleasantest place he knoWL 
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THE STRATEGIC POSITION OF THE SCHOOL IN PROGRAMS 
OF SOCIAL WORK FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
Dr. Rent Sand, Stcretary G<Mral of the Leagu< of Rd Cross Soddi<s, 

Paris, Franu 

How good indeed it is to be here among you, to meet old friends and make new 
acquaintances, to listen to the voice of these eminent men and women who pass among 
us like apostles, carrying with them such a power of thought and action and experience 
that there is something august in their presence. How good it is to watch again 4,000 
American social workers, who have come from all parts of the country, bearing the 
hea. vy burden of their noble toils, and who will in a few days start again to their mis-
sionary posts, refreshed, enlightened, and inspired, with a new spark in their eyes and a 
new flame in their hearts. Yes, it is good indeed. 

And it is good also to open my soul to you, and to tell about my experience and 
my hopes. I know you all want to hear something about the present European situa
tion, and I will not disappoint you. 

Time and again in the four years following the wa..r breakdown looked imminent; 
bankruptcy, anarchy, and chaos seemed inevitable, and yet they have been held in 
check. Some unknown elementaly energy has kept things going, and now I think one 
can safely say that things will be kept going. There is an evident adaptation to new 
conditions; there is a consolidation of the frail foundations on which the new Europe 
was erected; and there is a general tendency toward recovery~ How much better, 
for instance, does Vienna look now as compared with its aspect a year ago; how dif
ferent is the outlook in Russia when you remember that not so many months have 
passed since that country was stricken at the same time with famine, epidemics, and 
economic breakdown-all on a scale for which there is no comparison in history. 

Two momentous changes have occurred. First, the system of big holdings, which 
was the rule in the eastern half oi Europe, has gone; the peasant, wbo used to be in 
these countries little more than a serf now owns the soil. Two hundred million peo
ple have been liberated, economically as well as politically. This is not only a great 
human advance but it gives at the same time a firm basis for productivity and order, 
which are the main conditions of peace and prosperity. In the western half of Europe, 
where the peasant was already in possession of the soil, his material position ha.s been 
considerably advanced; every mortgage has been repaid, and the rural community is 
now rich, ii not satisfied-but they would never confess such a thing. 

The situation of the working class has also been immensely bettered; the eight
hour day is a law throughout Europe, wages are almost everywhere fixed by agreement 
between the representatives of the workers and the delegates of the employers, old-age 
pensions and unemployment insurance have been introduced, and new facilities have 
been given for all children to gain access to higher education. Above all, there is & 

general recognition of the old claim that the worker is a partner in industry and must 
be treated as such. 

353 
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In every countzy, health and social work have been put in the fore; ministries of 
health &nd welfare have been oreated; the struggle against infant mortality, tubercu
losis, venereal disease, and mental dis&blement has gained strength and prominence; 
vocational guidance and training, physical education, libraries, playgrounds, and recrea
tion agencieS are all being developed rapidly. We refuse to waste &ny more our human 
resoun:es, we intend to develop every cbild physically, mentally, morally, vocationally, 
and civically, so as to give him all which he is capable of attaining, &nd to get from him 
all he is capable of giving. 

In this great movement the Red Cross has played a considerable part in certain 
countries like Czechoslovakia. and Poland, a less conspicuous part eisewhere. It is, 
however, constantly gaining ground, and I think I do not exaggerate when I say that 
this is due to the vision of that great American, Henry P. Davison, whose premature 
death was an irreparable loss for mankind. When he initiated the League of Red 
Cross Societies, he wanted to make it a center from which a constant stimuistion would 
irradiate toward every national Red Czoss society. Many of these had not widespread 
roots in the nation, and very few did health work. Mr. Davison saw that in order to 
be eflicient they had to be democratized, modernized, and turned to permanent activi
ties, which meaus practically health work and social work. It has been feared that 
such a program could lead the Red Cross to overlapping with other agencies. 'I'hb can 
be easily avoided if we remerober that the primary function of the Red Cross is to 
supplement the action of other bodies. Let public or private organizations assume 
every activity they choose, the Red Czoss will always have three great fields to cover: 
education, because this is an unlimited work which calls for every available !esource; 
co-ordination, because voluntery efforts have to be made convergent and coherent; 
and experimentation, because pioneer work cannot be done by public agencies nor by 
organizations with a hod program. • 

On these three lines the league has made ltself useful by its publications; its film
loaning service; its traveling units; by the training in public-health nursing, it has 
given in its London courses to forty-nina young women belonging to thirty -<me different 
nationalities; by tbe organization of the Junior Red Cross, with its threefold slo'gan
health, civic service, and international ~peratioo; by bringing the Red Cross in 
contact with the workers' friendly benefit societies; by helping to start health demon~· 
strations on the model of the Framingham Demonstration; by advising on the estab
lishment of health centers; hy bringing abOut the creation of national health counciis 
in Belgium, Slam, and India; and by sheltering in its offi.ces tbe secretariats of the 
International Union against Tuberculosis and of ~e· International Union to Combat 
Venereal. Disease, the latter association owinlt its existence to the league's impulsion. 
In all these achievements you recognize American emmples and American prlnciples. 
What the league has done is to extend nver the whole world the benefit of your experi
ence in the health field. 

I have shown you the bright side of the EuroPean situation. Let us look at the 
dark side. There ia still a great deal of material suffering, but much more threatening 
is the danger of future wars. There are no advocates of war lelL People have ceased 
to profess that war is necessary to keep the nations physicallY and morally fit, for it has 
brought pbysical and moral decadeoce in its train. They no longer teach that war lo 
inevitable in order to check the increase of population -roe countries are crying in 
vain for more chijdren. Then wby eradicate disease, which makes a much wiser selec
tion than war? If everyone condemns war, how is it that war lo still possible? 
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T have asked the opinion of competent people in many countries, and they aD have 
expr<ssed themselves, in the same sense as did Secretary Hughes in his memorable 
speechJ that war is not thrust on an unwilling nation by statesmen or capitalists. With 
public opinion dead against war, no government could declare iti statesmen would find 
compromises, and parliaments would accept concessions. It is the people who refuse 
to submit to them. I think the inner history of such abortive hopes as the conferences 
in Cannes and Genoa. will go a. long way to support that opinion, when facts are more 
fully known. 

What makes war possible is first the fighting instinct, lurking in the depths of our 
souls from the cavemen on; secondly, a short-sighted view of national interests, for 
the satisfaction of which war may seem a quid if not easy or cheap way; finally, that 
chauvinism which is bred in every human group since the dawn of ages. Against these 
three factors the great influences which tend to mold the public mind, namely, the 
church, the press, and the school, have been hitherto unsuccessful. All theee have failed 
so to inform or .inspire the nations a.s to make war impossible. 

The church and the press are outside my competence. I will confine myself to 
what I think can be contributed by the school1 and if we remember that after all every
thing comes back to education, that each step forward which & nation takes is only 
made possible by education, we tan expect much from the school. 

The first point I want to emphasize is that simply teaching more about foreign 
countries, foreign languages, foreign institutions, does not serve our purpose. At the 
advent of each great invention, which has made transportation and exchange of thought 
easier, the fond hope has been entertained that war would become impossible.. The 
telegraph, the railway, the steamship, the aeroplane. the movies, and the wireless were 
to achieve this result. These expectations have been thwarted, because the knowledge 
of each other is not enough to prevent strifes, or you would never have family quarr~ 
Sympathy must be added to knowledge and action must follow the guidance of knowl
edge and the trend of sympathy. 

People who have traveled extensively are apt to be just as one-sided u are the 
sedentary folks. Describing a prominent contemporary, Galsworthy says: .. He felt 
tha~ foreigners were not quite safe, not quite sound, and must from time to time be 
made to feel thiR." The same opinion is shared by the majority of people in every 
country. We are all insulars, as A-Ir. Van Dyke says in his channing article on "The 
Insularity of Insulars." Most natiODs look on the rest of the world as they would on 
a zoOlogical garden. This tendency of human nature is so ingrained that it does not 
limit itseU to national feelings. Tbere is a provincial prejudice, there is a local preju
dice, there is a school prejudice; and Mr. Balfour at an Eton dinner had to remind his 
audience that even Harrowians are also God's creatures. 

What is needed, then, is not simply the knowledge of the other fellow's viewpoint, 
but also the recognition that it is in principle just as good as ours. 

As an American junior recently wrote: 

I thougbt that foreign children 
Lived far across the sea. 
Until I got a Jetter from a boy in Italy: 

••near little foreign friendJ" it said, 
As plainly as could be. 
Now I wonder which is foreign 
That other boy or me 
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That feeling is exactly what the teacher and the textbook ought to induce in every 
elementary school, high school, unive<sity, teachers' school, vocational school, evening 
school, and Sunday school. It ought to pervade ev<::ry part of the curriculum. 
Religion, morals, civics, and economics will quito mturally lead to considerations em 
international co-opemtion and interdependem:e; the teacher will easD.y show that war 
does not pa.y, that it is not only contraiy to humanity, but to common sense as welL 

Languages and literature are the best approacll to the psychology of foreign 
il&tions, but misunderstandings must be carefully guarded against. I used to know a 
teacher who casually remarked that in English you say to pay a visit and you speak of a 

'love ajJair: that, be thought, smacked too much of business. He ought, on the con
traiy, to have wamed his pupils against the idea that such an interpretation could be 
given credit. EvendeadlanguagescanteachussomethiDg; youknowthefamiliumis
take which the beginner makes in trauSlating the Latin WOld "barharus" by barllaric, 
instead of fOreign. 

This opportunitY must be seized upon to show that antiquity had no idea of the 
fmternity or equality of nations, as it had no idea of the fmternity or equality of men. 
And we ought not to com:eal from our children, as we generally do, that the Romans 
and Greeks, for an their art, literature, science, and other achievements were cruel, 
obscene, and crude. That would put the Ancients in their right perspective as well as 
prevent uudue and uofounded attempts at lookiDg backward instead of forward. 

Geography and history lessons, of course, open the bestopportuuities for the fost.... 
iug of a sympa.thetic undersiandiug between the nations, provided first that something 
really living is taught besides names and dates, and, secondly, that it is approaclled 
with an impartial mind. When showiug that almost every Dl'tion has made war with 
every other nation, let us infer from this fact that enmity is not a thing tocultivate, and 
if the wars of the past seem to us futile or even criminal, ought not that to set us thiDklng 
about the wars of the prosellt age? The history of the ropeated attempts made at 
international organisation, the common achievements, the war ageinst disease, slavery, 
and ignorance ought to be insisted upon. 

Scieoce may contncute perhaps mure than i.ny other lessons to the broiden;,g 
of the spirit. When you·have heard of the numbU and the distances of stars, of~
endless ages which have elapsed before I!Wl was bom, of his slow aod crude attempts 
at civilization, when you have reviewed. th~ marvels which the imcroscope, the tele
scope, aod the spectroscope keep in store for us, when you try to figure the titanic 
coneeptions of an Einstein, can you oome down from such an ennohliog contemplation 
and be interested in pettyfogging disputes? Knowing what a contribution each nation 
has made to the treasury of common knowledge, can one maintain the claim that he 
belongs to a superior race, which ought to rule the world, this world so ridiculously tioY 
and short-lived if seen from the high cliff of astronomy? . 

Even in mathematics, drawing, music, gymoastics, games, sports, and vocational 
teaching, there are opportunities to show that each country has taken oomo valuable 
part in their development. 

To sum up, teachers and textbooks ought not only to abstain from any attack, 
from any implication against other nations; they ought mther to infuse the pnpils with 
the spirit of international understanding and co-operation.. 

At this point some of you will want to stop me aod say this is liready being dono 
in American schools. I rejoice &tit, and wish to see this emmple followed everywhere. 

• 
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Those who know the old Continent, however, will ohject that no European government 
will allow such a teaching to be introduced, as it would kill sound national feeling and 
patriotism. That is why things must be made quite clear ahout patriotism and inter
national co-operation-! purposely avoid the words internationalism and pacifism 
As long as the wish for peace will be held as antagonistic to patriotism, as loog as it 
will be considered as linked up with radicalism, anti-m.ili~ or sociaHsm, govern
ments and puhlic opinion will tum a deal ear to our demands. We have first of all to 
disentangle from any political connections the movement for peaceful relations between 
the nations. We have further to show that the sense of international ccroperation is 
as natural, genuine, and necessary a.s patriotism, that it supports patriotism, that it 
proceeds from it, that it is built of the Same material and spiritual elements. 

The material element in patriotism is evidenL Except in very special cases, the 
prosperity and weU-being of the citizen is linked with the prosperity of his country_ 
But is not that true also of the world at large? Is not the failure of R.,..ia to export 
grain causing starvation, misery, or at lea5t economic difficulties in the other European 
nations? Has not the impoverishment of the Continent created an unprecedented 
amount of unemployment in England? Is not American export business threatened 
by the inability of the Old World to pay in dollars? Just as the individual citizen wants 
in his own country liberty, order, and justice, so the individual nation wants h0erty1 

order. and justice in the world at large, and this earth will not be a good place txt live in 
until we have reached that stage. 

Now for the spiritual element. The love for one's country is instinctivet and even 
the most internationally minded people remain national in the bottom of their hearts 
and in the deepest places of their brains. At the same time, the national spirit is not 
an original, autonomous creation, it has drawn at multiple sources. Our religion is 
Asiatic. our philosophy Greek, our law Roman. Every literature and every political 
system has reacted on the other literatures and political systelllS- There is a spiritual 
solidarity as weU as an economic 1i0lidarity among the nations. International good 
will is but a legitimate and necessary expansion of patriotism, it is. a guaranty and not a. 
danger to the individual nation- When these ideas will be admitted and taught, some
thing more ?rill still remain to be done. It is not enough to leam; one has to practice. 
We ·have had the same experience with health. As long as health remained simply a 
subject-matter for lessoi15t very little progress was made. Oncet bowevert health 
habits were practiced in the schools, thanks to the American Child Health Organization, 
to the Health Crusaders, to the Little ll[others' Leagues, and to the Junior Red Cross 
things began to ehange. But the Junior Red Cross is not only intent in giving the 
ebildren an opportunity for practicing health habits it induces them to civic service 
and international helpfulness- From Canada and the United States, where the move
ment started, the Junior Red Cross has invaded the world with its five million school
hays and schoolgirls- It is organized or being organized in more than twenty different 
countries. Since 1919, the American Juniors have collected yearly among themselves 
more than S I toootooo• which was sent to Europe for the establishment of summer and 
winter health camps, schools, playgrounds, horaries, gardens- Nearly 40,000 tables 
and chairs, as well as thousands of toys, were made by the Juniors of America and sent 
to Europe. Similarly the Cuchoslovak Juniors have made 2o,ooo articles of clothing, 
wbieh thay have sent to Russian ebildren, besides collecting xso,ooo kroner and finding 
homes for 8oo Russian ebildren-
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School correspondence, which has been made a part of the curriculum and includes 
the sending of collective lettexs as well as of portfolios containing photogmphs, drawings, 
and flowers, has been establisbed by the Junior Red Cross between the United States 
and Albania, Csechoslovakia, England, FJ:~>Dte, Holland, Hungary, Italy, Rumania, 
Spain, Switzerland, Canada, South Mrica; between England and her dominions and 
colonies; between Austris, Csechoslovalda, Poland, Rumania, and several other Euro
pean countries. Correspondence is sometimes supplemented hy collective visits; I 
need only refer to the Bakule children to show bow much can be expected from such 
fraternization. 

These activities have gooe a long way to make tesching easier and more elfective. 
Take, for instance, the models and exhibits prepsred by the Juniors, which are now 
circulating amoog the schools of Pennsylvania, for the te&ching of geography, thi:ok 
of these rematkable illustrated magaZines edited hy different national Junior Red 
Cross societies. The children have gained a new belief in their teachers; life, the life 
of the local community and the life of the world at large, has been introduced into the 
school; service has been tanght and practiced. The Junior Red Cross is a great 
national aa well as a great international force. 

It is time to conclude. The school can foster peace by permeating itself with the 
spirit of international sympathy and by allowing organizations like the Junior Red 
Cross to incnicate in the children the habit to act along the Jines of international 
co-operatioo. In order to start this work on solid ground, the relation of patriotism· 
to international sympathy has first to be made quite clear and to be detached from any 
·political movement. That is the prngrsm I beg to submit for your considerstiOD. 

I will only add two brief remarks. ' 
Fb:st, abont the temporary exchange of children, of widergraduates, of felioWII, 

and of professors, between different nations. That is all to the good provided, first, 
that the selection is properly made, as well from the physical as from the inteliectual, 
moral, and social viewpoint; BODe but the best ougbt to be exchanged. SecODdly, 
it is necessary, before sending someODe abroad, to inform him carefully abont the coun
try where he will proceed, about its ways of doing, of thinking, of feeling. • 'Many 
serious misunderstandings, many failures wonid' have been avoided bad this been 
insisted upon. ... ~ ' 

My other remark will be about the universities. They ought to be far more inter
national than they are n<>w. There is nO F"rench science, no British scimce, no Ameri.
can science; there is just science, oontn"buted lly every nation, small and big. For 
any subject you study you have to look up books pel periodicals, written in Englisb, in 
French, and in German. I do not see how advanced study or research is poss1"ble for a 
man who is not able to read those three languages. Their knowledge ought to he made 
a condition for entering the higher studies. And I believe university professors ougbt 
to have worked at least three years abroad, prefersbly one year in an English-speaking, 
one year in & French-6peaking, and one year in a German-speaking university. If 
these two conditiODO oould be grsdually introduced, the whole inteliectual elite, iDstesd 
of being, as is now the case, brought alODg the lines of purdy national education, would 
share in what is really the humanities-human culture as a whole. Pending that 
reform, some universities. have started courses on fo:eign nations1 as a kind of inter-
national initiation, which is an interesting experiment. 
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I have finished. The great enemy of mankind, the passion which has defaced 
history, filling it with horrors incredible &nd innumerable, is intolerance-religious 
intolerance, political intolerance, social into-lerance, intemational intolerance. From 
the two fust fields it may be said that intolerance has been pretty well driven out. 
Religious and political freedom are guaranteed by the constitution of every country 
in the world, and if some outbreaks of religious or political fanaticism are still to be 
witnessed, they may well-nigh be regarded as exceptions. This is no mean progress. if 
we remember that three centuries ago the whole of Europe was ablaze with religious 
war.;. 

Social tolerance has also advanced far. We seldom hear now those sweeping 
declarations which one was used to thirty years ago-that there is no social problem, 
that poverty is a just punishment for the la.zy, that the wealthier must enforce their 
rule with an iron hand. On the contrary there is a growing interest for social prohlems1 

and I may remark bere that our schools of social work are not only visited by those who 
intend to make it a profession, but also by girls who simply want to know more about 
the world they are living in. With social work becoming more and more scientific, 
with the progrt":SS of sociology and the humane tendencies pervading industry and admin. 
istration, we may rest satisfied that we are not all too far from social tolerance. One 
ha.s only to think. of the great peasant revolts of the past centuries, of the revolutionary 
outbursts among the working men in the nineteenth century, to see that things are 
following, on the whole, a smoother course. 

The great need is now in the international field. There the enemy is still holding 
his ground. and clinging fast to it.. The reason is that no great organized effort has as 
yet been made against war~ We have left things very much to themselves. We must 
take hold if we will conquer war as we are conquering ignorance-, as we are conquering 
disease, and as we are conquering destitution; and in this momentous struggle the 
social workers will be foremost, because they are able to influence the authorities, the 
school and public opinion, because theirs is a spirit of tolerance and good will-of which 
I will mention only this one instance, that in the League of Red Cross Societies it was the 
French delegate who demanded the admission of C.rmany--1>nd because social workers 
never interrupt their international task. With the declaration of war. aU inter· 
change of people, all exchange of goods, of documents, and of thoughts is stopped; rall
way lines, telegraphic and telephonic wires are cutt roads are ba.rred, in the air itseii 
a dividing line is established; yoot there ""' privileged people whose benevolent work 
"""'lis to the nations, intent on destroying each other, that those who fight and suffer 
and die in desperation are. on the one side as on the other aide of the line, still human 
beings, with wounds that need dnosing, with moral pains that need alleviation, with 
wives and children and fathers and mother.s who deserve sympathy and aid. When 
humanity is to be found nowhere else, it revives in the social worker. in the Red Cross 
worker, wbo do not believe in hates, who camwt be Ieeonciled with killing, and whose 
inspiration and sacrifices will so arouse the conscience of mankind that at last the 
nations will reap the fragrant harvest of peace, of lasting and sacred peace. 
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THE STRATEGIC POSITION OF THE SCHOOL IN PROGRAMS 
OF SOCIAL WORK. FROM THE POINT OF VIEW 

OF THE SOCIAL WORKER 

M. BdiJl< Compbell, Dir«<<W, V DCDiiooJ Bw-, 
c;,;,...,. 

Failures from that of the small boy who cam!l)t meet the commercial standard 
for "errand" mtelligencc .. nd of the young girl stenographer who cam!l)t spell to the 
COilS\IlDI!I&te failure of citizeDs and ideals in a democracy""' blamed upon the publli: 
school system. This is true to such an extent that Dr. Dewey has suggested that prog
ress in education a>uld only be properly tested if the educatee JVOUld sue the educatom 
for malpractice, for damages because of mind-wandering, loss of scientific curiosity, 
and other disabilities incurred while under the guidance and training of school systems! 

The social worker is not the least of these critics, and the Proceedingo of the 
National Couference of Social Work are filled with complaints about the rigidity of 
curriculums, the smugness of administrators, aud the geueral disadvantages of this 
system in our midst. A prominent social worker told me not many years ago that the 
best superintendeot of schools in this country was so ideal because be knew nothing 
about educatiun and realiaed his limitations! Fortunately, the abused system is still 
somewhat self-<:<>mplacent and refuses to go out of existeooe. I say fortunately, for· 
with ail its faults it is the greatest and most potential clwmel for social service. Then, 
too, it may profit by thrusts and jibes, unpi some dey it challeoges the social worker 
<XJDCCmiug his progn:ss in educatiug the publli: for social and preventive ideals ver.ms 
relief, or <XJDCCmiug the best !'lethed of financing his pl.&ns. ·Or, far worse, the secrets 
of the social worker's ellicieocy may be absorbed until the school takes over ail social 
servioe.func:tiuns, leaving us stranded and jobless. 

The position which the school now occupies in programs of social work is that of 
translation into training, through a re-fashioned and eoricbed curriculum, the impor
tant factors in social diagnosis. The social workar insists that the inheritance, eaviron
meot, disposition, e:xperieooes, and recreatiuns of the child must be taken into acc<>unt 
in the educational process. The school has lung been accustomed to making its curJi.. 
culums on authority. It has not acknowledged responsilnlity for the child's failure as 
well as claimed credit for his success. Thethild'slife outside the schoolroom and after 
leaving school has been of no inte.re~~t either to tescher or to administrator, and heoos 
from outside the system has come the dent in this rigidity and stereotyped routiue. 
Critics have &riseo from every group in society who have insisted that the incn:asiDg 
maladjustmeot of the aduit to his occupational and social life must be due to an educa
tional procedure which has disregarded the needs and characteristics of the child as an 
iDdividual and the realities of the world of expetieoos which the child eaters whee he 
leaves school. May I give some illustrations of this demand on the school from 
outside? 

Twelve or fifteen years ago complete indilfereoos of the school system toward the 
working child and especially toward the issuam:e of the .,.,rk permit caused many social 
workers to attempt to secure a clliierent attitude. The method of issuing these certili
cates, the vast. amount of social and industrial information relative to the child's 
welfare, and the ,singui&r opportunity for "guidance in the acquiring of e:xperieoce," 
aeemed the source of all knowledge for the child's education. After persistent efforts 
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to arouse the school's interest in this function, results were obtained in many different 
directions. In some centers health inspection and training were greatly increased, in 
others careful placement and guidance were established. In Cincinnati the definite 
reaction on the schools from this body'Of work-<ertifi.cate materia] resulted in the estab
lishment of a central bureau for mental and social diagnosis of the child, for guidance 
and researthr and many procedures such as classes for superior and rapidly moving 
children, classes for retarded children, scholarships for superior children, observation 
~~investigation of homes, adjustment of pre-delinquent cases, cumulative record 
card, and occupation31 studies. Similar demands have been made upon truancy and 
attendance departments. Through case work and family rehabilitation many varying 
causes for truancy have been disclosed. These causes and the necessity for ftcloser 
co-operation between the schools and those who call themselves 'social workers' in all 
our large cities" were vividly brought to our attention several yean ago by Miss Abbott 
and Miss Breckinridge.• Gradually the school bas come to realize that its former truant 
police officer must be replaced by a visiting teacher. The formal visit ending with the 
usual threat must give place to the visit which bas as its object a thorough understand
ing of the child's home atmosphere, his activities aft.r schoo~ and his mental and physi
cal condition. This koowledge of the child's complete background often reveals the 
real causes for irregular school attendancet deplorable home influences, retardation and 
discouragement in the classt neglected physical handicaps, behavior problems, and many 
other circumstances which constantly distract the child from normal effort and study. 
Besides urging these social viewpoints, constant pressure is being ma.de upon attendance 
and work-certificate departments ·for more informing and accurate statistics. Child 
accounting, school census, and" employment data should be the vital statistics of the 
school system. The behavior problems have caused the emphasis to be placed on the 
adjustment of these cases within the school system, before they become juvenile court 
cases. This so-caJied upredelinquency method" justly throws upon the school the 
responsibility for detecting the child's first signs of ma.la.djustment and preventing its 
most serious expressions. The constant maladjustment of the child to his occupational 
world bas aroused the public to the need of koowledge and facilities for vocational 
gui<lance. It is most apparent that the difficulties now present.d to the social worker 
refer the instability of the adult hack to his maladjustment in his first contact with the 
work and experience. This is true not only for the child who early enters industry, but 
also for the highly endowed child, who, unable to secure more education because of 
poverty, is crushed with disappointment and is forever lost to the group which society 
lamentably needs increased instead of depleted. We an constantly blinded and 
deceived about the importance of conserving these children through exteaded education 
by the embellished and sacred history of the aelf-made man. Financial assistance for 
these promising children in scholarships is a growing function within the schools, devel
oped through the case method of serving individual needs. Through all these criti
cismst suggestions, and social methods there is the persistent demand for a thoughtful, 

• For tbe history and IUl&)ywis o( the observation claaes aN Helm T. Woolley and Elizabeth Ferris, 
DUJ~ ctq r~~ •I Y~ Se.,_ P.silt~~U, Bulletm (t9•Jl, No.~:., Deputment of the Int.criw, 
Bureau of Education. In the summary Ym. WooUey lives an muminatinc pnsentation of the ~tion o( 
the tcbool to IOcial work. 

• Edith Abbott &nd Sopbonisba P. Brec:kinridae, T,_IIK7...., NMt-A~ ;,. "'CIM4p Sdltloh. 
University of Chkaro ?n:sa. (1917.) 
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carefully cb&wn picture of the child in his school experience, which is now attempted 
in the cumulative ..,.,m as it passes with him from gmde to grade. 

These illustmtiolls of changes and developments in educational methods have been 
ginn as evidence that the schools are pJ:OCee<iiD& on a theory of education which does 
not take into account the needs of the child as an individual and hence the most fonda.. 
mental needs of the tommunity. As a result of this procedure, the practice of educa
tion does mt become concrete in the social conduct of the child, and it cannot attsin 
its rich promise of citiunship until school administmtom and teachen heed these 
demands and constructive criticisms. 

These illustmtiolls also demcmsbate the potency of the schools as a channel for 
social service, nnquestionahly and incomparably the most far-reaching of all channels 
in the community. That the social worker recognizes this as the' most effective 
means inr mitigating the ills of society is apparent not ooly through these criticisms 
but through the increasing promioence ginn to the school in programs of social wo:k. 
We have not cmly circumstantial evidence of this attitude, but todsy we have before 
us written and irrefotal;>le testimony. For the lint time, I think, in the history of 
this cooference the schools have been ginn a place on the annual program equal in 
prominence to that of the home and other long..,.tablished centem for social service. 
Review inr a moment the subjects of the papers and discnssjons in the program of the 
division on the school: physical health, the physically handicapped, mental health, the 
mentally handicapped, occupational life, social case work. sex education. recreation, 
social worlt with adults, responsibility inr children under five ye&JS, training for parent
hood, int.emational :rela.tions1 and social consciousnc:ss.. We have here presented almost 
the entire gamut of social service which the social worlter C&I)IIOt put into effect uuless 
the schools incorPorate the ideals and facilities here suggested for dealing with these 
conditions. Again and again we lace a. blank wall of indillerence, ignorance, and passive 
endwance on the part of the public, which am ooly be penebated through the door of 
the schoolroom. · This, containing its group of children, gives instant, amazingly , 
effective access to theadulta.nd to the community. It is veryeasyinr the social worker 
to condemn the school system as utterly futlle alld deadening, but we conslalitly find · 
the same worker helpless before the task. of educating the public without the ~ 
!ion of the just discazded system. We must use it, we must not cease to urge upon it 
the needs and realities of the community as we lind them, and we must remember the 
school system belongs to us as wall as to 'the educator; but inr """""!ruction, not 
merely inr vain condemnation. The Red Cross does not cease to function through the 
schoolroom when the immediate em~ is over, and is todsy conducting its social, 
fundamental work in school programs. 

Many schools have taken these suggestiolls and criticisms as a t.clmjcaJ basis inr 
,....Jasdfication of children, reorganization of study' material, and a closer supervision 
of the individual child in school, play, and work, as I have intimated. But they have 
110t attempted the task. of interpreting these facts, their hidden meaning, or their intel
lectual as well as informational value to the child. The attempt and the solution 
present the undisputed province a.nd leadership of the school. As the social worker 
brings from his laboratory of human relstionships material rich in its awful depths of 
failure and despair, its supreme reaches of achievement and joy, the school must be 
prepared to transform this material into revivified educational methods and then 
return it to the p>mmnnity in a new, social educatioDal practice of the child. Dr. 
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Dewey may be right, we may not be able to accomplish the translation of this knowledge 
until teachers are given a more "exacting and comprehensive tra.ining in science. philos-
ophy, and history,n until we have ua definite knowledge of just how results in terms of 
human disposition and quality are achieved." But his philosophy and that of William 
James holds always before us the Hfaith"-the possibility of deliberate direction of the 
formation of human disposition and intelligence "~f concrete educational practice 
and results. President Pritchett evidently finds nothing in public education but a vain 
attempt to give tangible, concrete training~ At least he should have presented a bal
ance sheet of assets for his appalling sheet of wasteful expenses and liabilities. His 
solution of closing schools and ceasing to educate is an easy way out, but not the way 
which we should countenance. I take it that we stand ready with the Worker"s Edu
cational Association of England to declare that tangible results and assets can be secured 
in educational practice when our educational systems "promote serious thought and 
discussion on the fundamental interests and problems of life and society." 

Perhaps President Pritchett should take into account these problems and interests 
of our acquisitive society. Such consideration might reveal the fact that because they 
an allowed by an unseeing public only haltingly and inadequately to face these prob
lems in their curriculums, the schools fail to meet th~ needs of children. The interpre
tation of social Iacts, the readaptation of instruction to present-day realities, will place 
the schools in a strategic position, not only in social programs, but also in the life of 
every human being under their guardianship. The social worker, wbo day after day 
has placed buodreds of children in industrial occupations, has persuaded the schools to 
1'promote serious thought n on the problem of occupations and their relation to curric
ulums by careful and painstaking analysis of these occupations. This has not always 
been an edifying study, because careful investigation of these routine tasks shows a 
lamentable lark of educative content. The attitude of the school toward the problem 
of routine and monotony must be more definite, the interpretation of the facts more 
fearless. We must not cease to educate the child for his occupational life, no matter 
how limited his ability, but we must know more about the processes, conditions, and 
uwards of the occupational world. We may need to drop the pretense of training 
children lor a specific task, and to develop within the school a wider range of vpcational 
activities, & more definite instruction for the use of his leisure timeJ in order that the 
disadvantages of the routine job into which he goes and stays will be offset. 

The schools may also interpret the !acta of society to mean that the chief asset of 
education is not the acquisition of material possessions, as the world of busineu would 
evidently have us teach, but is the aequisition of ability to work at a chosen task with 
happiness and imagination. Such an asset President Pril£hett may also have over
looked. Indeed it will forever be lost sigbt of unless the schools with vigorous courage 
and unmistaken meaning modify the present standards Of success which now almost 
totally conform to the standard of a society bent only on aequisition. In •uch interpre
tations, in such adoptions of social methods, the school will declare its belief in the edu
cational value of experience wisely and frankly studied. 

Tbe school system should not attempt to assume all the functions of social service, 
it should rather acknowledge its dependence on social agencies in abolishing and miti
gating the hindrances and distractions which beset the child"s effort to secure a.n edu
cation. Knowing its power and influence in the community because of its authority 
over the child and hence ita open sesame to the family, the school should seek for assist-
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ance through every avenue of science and service to remedy the ills of childhood aod 
manhood. These menaces and ills disclose themselves in the school mo"' qukkly aod 
conc:retely thao anywhere else. The administrator and, above all, the teacher should 
be trained to detect the Iell.1 """""' of difficulty for the child, and should look upon 
social groups as guides aod friends, not as busybodies aod tim~, in the effort 
to release the child from its burdeo. The agency must also realize the overwbelurlng 
odds against which many teachers a... now struggljng-the cumbersome machinery of 
the system, the traditioDs of the publiC, and a lack of fundamental training. But 
workiog together the social worker aod the toachei will come to an appreciation of the 
achool's strategic position in the community because of its bold on the child, a position 
which can be st:reogtbened aod clarified by constaot interchange of method BJld prac
tice. 

Y 011 have sorely missed, as I beve, in this our anmversary conference, the presence 
of Miss Addams, whose abseoce in far-<listBJlt lands made her attendance impossible. 
Y 011 will regret, as I have, not to have heard her tonight, as had been planned, aod to 
have had her more authoritative, CMBtive pMseOtation of this subject thao I have given. 
Y ea:s - in a conference address, in deJiniog social service, with her siogulady fv.. 
seeillg vision, she gave that which reptesents the goal of both social service aod the 
achoo!, "the science and art of humao fellowship." To give the child a better under
standing of this the greatest of all sciences, this eaqWsite art through a knowledge ~ 
his environment and the realities of his experience is our c;ommnn tasL Because the 
profound mPAl!ing of Miss Addams' words comes to us again in the words of that other 
great philosepher: "If we do DDt know our eovlronment we shall mistake our dMams 
for a part of it, and so spoil our science by makiog it fantastic, aod our dreams by mak
ing theru obligatory ••••• It is time some geuius should appear to :reconstitute the 
shattered picture of the wodd. He should live in the continual presence of all experi
ence, aod "'"P"Ct it; he should at the same time understaod nature, the ground of that 
e.perience; aod he should also have a delicate seDSe for the ideal echoes of his own pas-. 
sioD8 aod for all the colors of his possible ha~ess." 

THE RELATIONS OF THE SCHOOL TO SOCIAL WORK 

J oso;b lr.IIIWI, Edilor, &/s•C<JtirnriJI D.lfWimml, TiNStWWY, N.., Y .,j 

No one doubts the precariousness of the position in which clviliaa.tion finds itself 
today. Industry has been going through a riot. of profiteering; govemmeot has been 
either tyra.nDical, or contemptible, or both; the church has not known whether it was 
coming or going; morality has b- either falling over a clilf or cheined in oome ancient 
erevice in the rocks; the school has become a machine which turns out eodless &Mas 

of mediocrity, which achool men measure and then deuounce as a menace to the nation. 
Public opinion was debauched almost beyond cure by the mendacities of war-time. 
Civilization has been aod stiU is in a precarious positioo. 

For the most part we seek easy ways out of difficulties. We lire willing to let 
"strong men" t.ake over the job; strong men in industry, government, aod public 
opinion. We .,., undergoing a great enthusiasm for .Mussolini, the revived incaruatioo 
of Ancient Rome, who has taken the "fasces" of the empire as the symbol of his iron 
rule. If you w.ould know the end of .Mussolini, read of the end of Rome. The world 
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cannot, and will not, long endure the strong man who makes puppets of the n:st of 
humanity. We have been willing to exalt the state, or to let the state exalt itself. We 
have thought of the state as the instrument of our salvation. But we are finding that 
most states are manned by officials who are more remote from the currents of construc
tive thinking than are the majority of common men. A state ruled by belated men can 
never save us from anything. We have watched ma.chines doing wizard tricks, and we 
have almost come to believe that our salvation is of the machine. u Ma.chinery saved 
us in the great war,u we say, "therefore, let us build machines." B~t the machine 
that does our work wants also to do our thinking;. it wants to run our institutions, 
government1 religion1 and schools. '\\..-e have not learned what a machine is for. We 
forget that the machine that saved us ruined Europe, and that it is going far to our own 
ruination. 

And so I come, tonight, to speak for the reality, the dignity, and the freedom of the 
human spirit. There is no easy way out of the precarious position in which we find 
ourselves. We face the problem of world civilization. Social work is an item in that 
problem. Any program of social work that is laid out without reference to the future 
of civilization may be sentimentally admirable, but it will be intellectually futile. A 
social worker in some by-way of the world may be excused if he works &nd plans as 
for a narrow parish. But the social workers of a nation, gathered for the fiftieth annual 
meeting, must have achieved world-outlooks and the sense of world-responsibility. 
\\'e face nothing less than the problem of world-civilization; a problem which grows 
greater with the years. 

Education might be the way outJ but education is asleep. Schooling is not the 
way out. Schooling is too largely training in the acceptance of the slalus quo. School· 
ing is too easily subordinated to institutions, to traditiont and to the sanctions of igna.r· 
ance and old loyalties. Schooling glorifies the past! But the salvation of the world is 
not in the past; it is in the future! and schools know practically nothing about the 
future. Schoois have, for the most part, never heard of the future. The school 
occupies a strategic position for holding the mind of childhood to futilities. The orgy 
of repressive legislation of the last five years indicates wha.t the forces of intolerance 
and reaction think of the schools: they find them the best of all instruments for molding 
minds to dead pasts, to fixed institutions, and to ferocious loyalties that resolutely refuse 
to have anything to do with reason. Hence, if I am to say anythlng positive, I must 
pass by the school. I must rather discuss education in relation to the problem of civili
zation. Social work deals with some of these problems. Education mighl occupy & 

strategic position, not alone in social work, but in politics, industry, morality, .and 
religion. If education should ever succeed in breaking through the institutionalisms 
of the school and in releasing the latent or repressed intelligence slumbering there, the 
school would become significant for the future, too. 

Before speaking further of education. I want to mention some alternative programs 
upon which we are all more inclined to depend. We want short cuts, easy wa)'l! out 
of our problems. The long task of the ages does not thrill us; we want to find a way of 
getting the job done"" we can go to the ball game I l speak of three alternative pro
grams. 

The first of these we may call benevolen~ This program has many variations, 
but always it provides for control or progress by bribery. The bribe may be food, 
clothing, shelter; it may be money, social standing, thefavorof thedect, or the shadow 
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of po,..,.,; it may be the promise of a better llie in some other world. But always it 
is a means of inducing some part of tbe ra<:e to mnain in some form of sial,.. guo while 
tbe rest of the race enjoys large income from tbe invested bribe. Some social worlr. has 
been and is benevolent. The second of these programs of control or of progress is legis. 
lation. , This program has a considerable reputation among Anglo-Saxon peoples. It 
is a method of control, or of progress, in which the will of a few is not infrequently im
posed on the many through the use of certain primitively compelling sanctions such as 
patriotism and loyalty, while in tbe shadowy background are the fears tbet always wait 
upon tbe symbols of authority. The "state" is a greet power which various groups 
struggle to control, hoping to secure the use of its compelling sanctions for their own 
special purposes. Modern developments, in tbe cfirection of tbe control of individual 
conduct by legislation, give some basis for the charge made by Hillaire Belloc that we 
are moving toward a servile society with individual liberty completely subordinated to 
tbe state. Social worJr. has championed a good deal of legislation tbet has had this 
taint, though legislation has its proper place even in a democracy. The third of these 
programs is militarism. Here, of course, the state appeam openly as the expression of 
force. Not tbe s-alone, however. Not infrequently groups within the state borrow 
the weapons of force and, in tbe name of control or of progress, practice wb&t the 
state preaches. If this practicing reininrces the theory and prestige of the state, this 
USUlJllltion is likely to be winked at. In a sense, iadeed, the state belongs to that 
party, within its body politic, which can take charge of it. This is the doctrine of 
much of' Europe, today; at least of South Europe. This is "fascism"; this is tbe 
method by which tbe Roman Emp1Ie civilized tbe barbarians in the German woods. 
Some of our best American "social engineers" are a.dvoca.to;s of this program of progress. 

There is something fascinating about each of these programs. But we must con
sider them critically. There is something better for men, more effective in social con
trol and surer for social progress, than benevolence. If we could escape from our dero
gating benevolence, we might be able to achieve a little generosity and understaoding, 
There is something better in the world than legislation, something surer for social con· 
trol, more substaotial for progress. If we could escape from our orgy oi legislative 
intolerance, with its aftermath of non-cforcea£ility, we might be able to achieve a. con
sensus of opinion which would be self-cforcing, because it would rise out of tbe minds 
and wilis of the people, not rest upon their ignorance and their inertia. There is som&
thing better than militarism for m..;, for progress, for civilizatioo. If we could get 
rid of our worship of machines and our dependence upon force; U we could come to 
believe in tbe nalr.ed dignity of tbe human spidt, not as debauched by war or revealed 
in the writings of decadeot poseurs, but as shown in a few greet characters; U we a>uld 
dare to ask ourselves what has produced great characters; U we dared to work for tbe 
conditioos that produce great characters, disdainful of all short cuts, we ..,;ght be able 
eventually to achieve understaoding and love. 

But of this we may be assured, benevolence never created love; love never was 
legislated into tbe heart of any man or woman; militaristic force never engendered an 
iota of love. Such programs work in the wrong dirdctioo. We hand down charity 
to people, expecting them to love 1H, we pass laws regulating the loyaltiea and conduct 
of men and women and we expect them to be grateful, we pour armed forces across the 
lives of men and we expect them to wake up some morning lilled with love. Such 
things do not,happenl But, on tbe other hand, there is nothing in tbe world better 
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than education, if we can understand what education means in the democratic sense. I 
do not mean schooling; nor inculcated inform.a.tion, nor propaganda; nor that servility 
of mind which comes of subordination to political, religious, economic, or moral sane· 
tions that are mere survivals from the past; nor any imposition of a traditional pro
gram by the few upon the maDy. I speak of education as that word is used by the 
great prophets of democracy today. I mean that release and enrichment of the experi
ence of children and adults, al..i.k.e, by which constructive habits and skills in line with 
the individual's native tastes are developed; by which the emotions are freed and 
assured; by which the intelligence is exercised and judgment is practiced until it is 
ready to accept responsibility and the native energies and initiatives become operative 
in the criticism, the reorganization, and the progressive control of the world. Of 
course, we are not getting that education from the schools. Few schools understand 
that such an education is possible .. 

The most intelligent work in our schoo]s today is directed to the care of ineffec
tives. The crippled, the blind and deaf and dumb, the stutterers, the retarded, the 
mentally defective, the neurotics, and the psychopatbic~xtraordinarily intelligent 
work is being done with these. Of course this work is directed to the cure of cases, 
not to the determination and elimination of causes. For example, some specialists 
hold that our schoois help to produce cases of tkmeniia praaaz. We build many hos
pitals for the care of these cases.. So far, however1 we seem to hesitate to ask whether 
they ought to have become cases in the first place. But in dealing with normal childreo 
we are still in the a.ca.demic drift. Our schools have a little vocational education and 
guidance; but we interpret the word ~'vocation" wholly in terms of jobs in industry, 
and existent industry at that. We have a few visiting teachers, but our schoolrooms 
are in almost total ignorance of what goes on in the homes or streets or back alleys of the 
community. We are developing a little formal-mindedness which we hope will beco-me 
operative in the world, sometime. 

We were stimulated by war-time problems to pay a little attention to sex education; 
but we are either stupidly unintelligent about most of this, or we are enthusiastically 
foolish about it. As for the social backgrounds within which the life of children goes 
on, we are careless and suspicious of knowledge. For example, a recent report of the 
bureau of education, based on statistics careluily gathered from 6,624 bigh schools in 
the United States having an enrollment oi :r:,t83,o48 pupils, shows but 36165z of those 
pupils have any chance in the high school to study sociology or social problems. That is 
to say, a trifle more than 3 per cent of our high school students get even the slightest 
comprehension of the meaning of the social life that flows all about them. They go out 
into the complex industrial world with no understanding of its processes or its economic 
bearings. They live in the twentieth century, but their minds belong in the seventeenth 
century. 

The school man is, in general, satisfied with the school, today~ except that we would 
make it more efficien~ He does not always realize that making a questionable instru
ment more efficient makes its deficiencies more effective. The educator would like 
to see education become the accepted and central program of national and world civiliza
tiou. He wants to see all the science and the social wisdom of the race concentrated 
to certain great educational ends, even though that should :m.a.ke social work unnec
essary. He wants childreo to have the chance to grow up healthy; with plenty of 
opportunity for vigorous play; with lui! opportunities to learn to work and to want to 
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work; with real I<SpODSibilities suited to their Years. and by means of which they may 
learn to become responsible; with an accepted place in the life and industry of the com
munity; with a surely developing appreciation of science and the sclentiJic outlook on 
life and the world; with an appreciation of beauty and humanizing culture; with a 
belief in' the value, the dignity, and the ...Wty of human life; and ·with a growing sense 
of the intematicmal community of humanity. Tbe educator knows, of course, that 
these things aumot be taught in schools. Schools kill such things. He knows that 
children can never secur<! such values except as we adults shall become willing to make 
a world in which these values shall be so real as to commend themselves to children as 
of the nature of the world. Until such time as we seek ~ things for ourselves\ we 
shall probably have to be content to see our children growing up without them. 1 

If, however, we should ever come to want them, we should find ourselves committed 
to a program of civilization that would envisage four changes, at least: lUst, govern
ment as the instrument of co-operation of an the people in the production of a good 
life for an, which would mean that government must be more interested in educating 
and so freeing the individual than in legislating him into intolereble subordinations; 
aecond, the church aa believing in the dignity and worth of the humao spirit, end as 
having the courage to speak for the values of the spirit against every encroachment of 
mschines, wbether of the' past or of the present, which would mean that the church 
must be more interested in educating itself in the realities of the world than in maintain
ing ancient fortresses in a dim past; third, the home as something more than a biolo-" 
gicaDy primitive institution standing upon metaphysical and religious senclions; 
which would mean that any marriage must be recognized as a relationship within 
which education is not prolu"bited either by God or man, and if education should lead 
to the end of any particular marriage relation, then lor that fact be accepted in all 
honesty; fourth, business and industry as instruments by which tho msterisls for the 
support of these ideal values are provided;. which would mean that industry, in respect 
of its aims, must be recaptured from the machine and turned to the service of humanity. 
The mschine is an indispensable means, but an intoferehie ideal, in industry. • · 

N-, an this is a statement of ideals, not of realities. Realities are Vf1rY different 
from ideals. llut ideals may become realiti.,. Not of themselves, h_._. Ideals 
are no longer self.realieing. If any ideal is to become real it must be organizOct Into 
our living, into our attitudes of mind, and Into our habits. Tbet is to say, its values 
must eventually, get down into onr tdn<;ation. llut the establishment of such ideals 
as these calls for a different sort of mind In~ common life: for a co-operative mind; a 
mind with a free; moral outlook em life and the world; a mind that can criticise and, if 

·need be, forsake its former presuppositions an'd traditional prerogetives; a mind that 
oan distingulsh between gold and fool's gold in the values of life. The production of 
such a mind waits upon an education that can deliberately will to deval.op an Intelli
gence that can become consciously operative In understanding, criticising, reconstruct· 
ing, and extending the mocallife of hOmanity. Not a subordinate mind, but an Inde
pendent and, at need, a creative mind. 

There is no ultimate hope for civilization iD. benevolent men, or dominaot men or 
militaristic men, or In men who are menoly strong. The human race has play<:d and 
may \eng continue to play with such conceits as these. llut, soon or late, we shall 
learn that there is no hope for humsofty except In humanity itself. The Dew "' 
"'"""""' is a myth invented by lazy minds to justify their indolence. Humanity • • 
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demands freedom from its old ignorances, its fears, and its subordinations ro dead 
pasts. We must have an education that deliberately attempts ro enfranchise every 
human being for ru. intellectual and moral responsibilities as a member of the human 
community. No dead past, no mechanistic or iotellectualistic present, may prevent 
this. 

We can try, as we have tried, every other possible program. We can aspire and 
hope, and die of hopes deferred. We can legislate and violate all our own laws.. We 
can work hard, producing more, and find ourselves poorer than when we began. We 
can patch and mend the holes in our social fabric, ooly to find that holes grow ever 
larger. We can love, and suffer for it. In desperation we can stir up a whirlwind 
of revolution and tear down all that the past has achieved, build a new society from 
the ruins, and find ourselves where we were at the beginning. In al1 such programs we 
are lost inside a vicious circle. U we really want that ch&nged. new world, we must 
consent to break the circle and let the new come in! 

The school bows nothing about new worlds; it is a part of the drift. But the 
educator will face the new world. He will challenge politicians and statesmen to show 
cause why government should hold the loyalties of men uoless it is worthy of those 
loyalties. He will challenge the churchman ro prove that dogmas really protect the 
spiritual interests of mankind. He will challenge the industrialist to let the light of 
understanding into the grooves and routines of productive processes. He will ask 
social workers whether they cannot. in large measure, make themselves unnecessary. 
He will hold that such social problems u unemployment, poverty, and the disorganiza
tion of industry can be solved, little by little1 as men are free to apply their intelligence 
outside all considerations of vested privilege. He will insist that social problems will 
begin to solve themselves as soon as we accept them as problems and adntit that they 
are social problems. The educator will even go so far as to challenge the schools to 
become centers of free, social ioteliigence, believing that they can thus become real 
factors in the solving, not alone of our social problems, but all our other problems. 
national and international, as well. 

Let no one assume that this will be a short cut, an easy way out. We face nothing 
less than the problem of future civilization. The solution of a problem means that 
conditions in which the problem does not exist have been set up. The solution of a 
socia.l problem implies a 'SOCial world in which that problem does not exist; that is to 
say, a solution of a problem implies change. But social change is not a metaphysical 
abstractioo. It means that you and I, our social worldt our institutions, and our 
relations.hips have been so reconstituted that our livingt personal and social} will be, 
somehow, different in the future. Of course, we have prayed for this changed world, 
but we do uot believe in prayer. We have written sonnets to it, but a sonnet is poetry. 
·we have often legislated it into existence and ignored the laws.. We haw sent armies 
to fight for it and found that neither the armies nor the statesmen back of them knew 
what we were asking for. And we ourselves have never accepted this doctrine of 
change in our own feeling or will. We have never made our lives conform to it. We 
have toyed with it and recommended it ro our children. We have hoped the next 
generation would relieve us from the necessity of ch&nging overmuch our own ways. 

Social workers are likely to he overimpressed by what they see in the schools, 
from a distance. They are likely to see the rather intelligent work for ineffectives, and 
to conclude that all school work is as ioteliigent. They are not likely to see that much 
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school work is now distinctly obstructive of social progress. They are not prepared 
to recognize that the school is lazgely engaged in protecting the minds of children from 
any real exercise. It givos them predigested opinions and facts and a few safe and sane 
ideas. It repeats the past. It occupies the stmtegic position of being able to prevent 
the development of that freed social intelligence without which civilization has no 
future. 

If we could dare to have schools that believe in the freed mind; if our politicians 
would let us have such schools; if our homes wouid welcome such schools; if our 
churches were not so badly frightened by such schools; if our industry c:ould endure 
the shock of reconstructing itself so as to make room for graduates from such schools; 
if our social workers were willing to lose their jobs for the sake of such Schools; if our 
school men could become capable of creating such schools; if the very concept of school 
did not deoy its own professions; if these thiDgs c:ould be oven:ome, then we might 
Hp0ct our communities to become intelligent, and we might face the future of civiliza.. 
tion with hopefuln...: . 

We might even develop a social order in which, if there were lesscsU ior the benevo
lence of the few, there would be more room for the generosity of all; if there were fewer 
laws, there might be more self-government; if we should need smaller armies, we might 
have a more forceful citizenship; if we should have less use for poison gases, we might 
have more social scieoce. U we could '¥'dertake the great community of humanity, 
with an intelligent program, inclusive of these desired goods, we should not have to 
spend so much time patching up the fabric of traditional society. We could use our 
released iotelligenoe in ma.kiog the world we desire. 

GENERAL PROGRAMS FOR PHYSICAL HEALTH 
IN '!'HE SCHOOL 

THE. DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL HEALTH WORX 

Ticma.s D. W ODd, Pr'Ofus.,. of Plrysit;al.i!4-ilm, T_..,s' CDilege, Cohm<l>i4 
u,.;..,.uy, N.., York 

The development of heslth work is one of the most signilicant occ:unences in the 
evolution of public education as a piogtam of social service and prepazation ior citioen
ship. . . • 

The development and expansion of heslth education in the progtam of public 
education rellect the inlluence of the social ideas and priDciples underlying the whole 
plan of education, expressed in various logical and appropriate ways adapted to the 
dillerentiated phases of the entire educational field. The efforts of educational prin
ciples and administmtion to keep pace with the rapidly advancing ideas and influences 
io our modern society are well known to the members of this cooference. A ceotusy 
after the great idea of compulsory intellectual education was established by law-in 
the various states the edu;ationalnecessity and the social respoos1"bility of our schools 
for health education and physical education of the cbildren of the nation are being 
accepted by our educated leaders-it was approved by public opinion, supported 
by interpretations of our laws, and reinforced by new legislation in the llllljoritY 
of the states. No movement in education has beeo more rapid, more drsmatic, more • 
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widespread, or more significant in demonstration of beneficial results and possibilities 
than the advancement of uhealth in education and education in health." 

The beginning of this entire program was developed for the most part under the 
term n Jtledical Inspection." As defined for our own country, medical inspection is an 
extension of the activities of the school in which the educator and the physician join 
hands to insure for each child such conditions of health and vitality as will best 
enable him to take full advantage of the free education offered by the state."J Its 
object is "To improve health conditions among school children, safeguard them from 
disease, and render them healthier, happier, and more vigorous., In Eng)and the 
board of education explains the object of medical inspection in schools "To secure for 
every child, normal or defective, conditions of health compatible with that full and 
effective development of its organic function, its special senses, and its mental powers, 
which constitute true education!'t 

Medical inspection in schools began about ninety years ago. In 1833 in France 
medical authorities were made responsible for sanitary conditions in schools. In 1834 
a physician was appointed for a boy's school in Paris. In r868 in Sweden the term 
"school physician" was first used in its modem sense. A medical officer was placed 
on the staff of each large secondary school In the same year Denmark instituted a 
~rtain amount of medical supervision in schools in the larger cities. In 1873 Austria 
enacted the first effective legislation providing inspection in the elementary schoolst 
and school physicians were regularly enployed. Brussels is credited with establishing 
in r874 the first system of medical inspection in the full modem sense of the term~ 
&hool physicians were appointed, and inspected the schools three times a month, 
The pioneer work of school dentists and oculists began also in Brussels. In 1879 an 
improved form of medical inspection was organized in Paris. In 1882 some phases of 

. this work were started in Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand. In this same year, 
1882 in Egypt the first school physician wa-s appointed in Cairo, and this has continued 
ever since. In tSSs Hungary passed an act establishing the office of school physician. 
In this same year Norway instituted the work of school physicians in a few localities. 
In 1887 medical and sanitaty inspection were made obligatory in all French schools. 
In this same year school nUISeS began their work in Great Britain, but not in the modem 
sense Until IQOI. In t888 a school doctor was appointed in Frank.Iort-on-tbe-Main. 

The medical inspection movement in the schools of the United States began rather 
late, and has developed very rapidly. 

In 1&)4 Boston established a regular system of medical inspection as the result of 
a series of epidemics among school children. In x895 Chicago began medical inspection~ 
In t8g6 a department of medical inspection and child hygiene was inaugurated in 
Mexico. Since then it has been extended and reorganized: and the system in Mexico 
City is reported as very complete and notably efficient. 

In x&)6 the Wiesbaden plan of school medical inspection was developed and 
attracted much and deserved attention. This plan provided more thorough health 
and medical examination) a distinct advancement in follow-up and corrective health 
work. And even more striking was the use of the school-health program as a basis for 
vocational guidance as affected by physical abilities and limitations. New York in 

tEncydopedia of Edu.cation. Mcmroe. p. 182. 

• Memor&Ddum of the Bc.rd of Education of Great BritaJn.. 
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•897 appointed >34 school physicians. Philadelphia began medical inspectian m •8g8. 
In •899 CODnecticut passed thelirst state law providing f<» tests of eyesight by teachets 
every three years. In •go• N- York City employed the lint nurses in _CODnectian 
with the medical mspectian of schools. 

During the -last twenty yeus the growth of this movemeot has heeo very mpid. 
Jn Igo8 Dl Germany medical inspection was conducted Dl schools of 400 cities and towns, 
and I,6oo physicians were employed. In 19n, 443 city school syotems m the United 
States had medical inspection, and twenty states had passed laws of various types-relat
ing to medical inspection. In 19>3 the first health league was organized m the New 
York City schools and thelirsthealthcenterwasesiablished At this same time IQII-

'913, -ordinary development of school-health work occurred m Switzerland, and 
this has been niaintamed on a high level. 

The modem idea of medical inspection and school-health work maintains the 
origins) phase of controlling communicable disease in schools, but goes much further 
by setting up a second aim, that of discovering health defects, and a third aim in 
working fox the health improvement of each .child. 

The earlier method gave us records of disease, which is inconsistent with edu
catianal ideals which demand records of growth. 

This modern ideal is indirect in character, as stated by Gulick and Ayres: "In the 
case of medlcal inspectian the economk:s effected are the indirect ones of securing 
gmoter educational returns for the expenditure of public funds to support the schools, 
and the still more D>.direct saving effected by bringing about conditions which will ren
der the future citizens of the state moxe efficleot.'" 

The development and broadening of this health program jn our schools have been 
hastened and made more imperative in part for the following reasons: First, the move
ment of population toward- urban centers where many aspects of personal health are 
changed from individual and home to community problems. Second, immlgratian 
with rapid change in racial stock and lower 'standards of cleanliness and health care; 
third, rapid development of the school syotem with leogtbening of the school year, , 
compulsory associatian of cbildreil from all types of homes and m some ways (most 
significant of all as pointed out by Rapeer) in ~ opportunity for health control 
of the~ generation and their education to prepare them tolivehealtbily,h&ppiJy, 
and efficiently in a modern world." 

Fourth, the industrial advance, (aJ ~th work no longer healthy and muscular, 
due to the development of machinery and speci•li,tian of labor, (b) with the previous 
restriction of play when play time is curtailed by child lab<»; when space for play is 
commonly inadequate in city and in country; when g&mes handed down fox generations 
do not suit modern city conditions and when even the traditians for play are lost in the 
modem mixture of races and changed conditions. How shall school and community 
prevent if poosible 'this tragedy of child life! 

Fifth, the growth of demoaacy and development of the social consciousness and 
conscience have heeo acrom!"Wied by recognition of responsibility of the state for the 
health and welfare, as well as the education of all its young citirens; by the gmot 
advance in the science and art of public health; by constiuctive health in plillanthropy; 
and by the gmotly increased attention given to health by all the avenues of publicity, 
particularly by newspapers and magarines. · 

llfedietJ lnspectlon Ctf Schoo!a, Gulick and AyreJt, p. :r:a7 • 

• 
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Sixth and finally, the revelations of a long series of studies and examinations in 
showing that where school-health work has not been carried out, 75 to 8o per cent of 
all school children are handicapped by health defects, whirh are actually or potentially 
detrimental to health, education, and efficiency; that the great majority of these may 
be corrected or improved if discovered early enough; and that discovering and remedy
ing these defects will result in impressive economy to the school and community and 
may prevent incalculable loss and damage, not only physical, but often mental and 
moral, to the children involved. One of the stunning and stimulating results of the 
world war was the lessOD taught this nation by the draft statistics. 

Tune will not permit any detailed analysis of the development of the various 
phases of health and physical education in our schools. However, the general develop
ment of this work cannot be appreciated without some understanding of the legislation 
which has been enacted to meet this situation. Under our federal constitution every 
state must pass at least permissive laws, to enable communities within the state to con
duct medical inspection, health examinatinns and the fundamentals of the school
health program. 

At the present time thirty-seven states have laws on the statute books making pro
vision for medical inspection, physical education, or some equivalent or part of this 
school-health work; twenty-eight states rest authority in the state department; and 
nine of the thirty-seven. states designate local authorities to carry out the provisions 
of the law. In one state, California, the law is called ua Health and Development 
Act." The implications of this title are excellent and constructive~ Twenty states 
have mandatory laws with permissive features, and seven stateSc have lawa which are 
essentially permissive. 

These laws illustrate some of the disadvantages as well as the advantages of a 
democracy with states' rights and the privilege of indulging in all sorts of amateur as 
well as professional awkwardness and foolishness. In general, however, they show 
definite improvement in appreciation and understanding of the problems to be solved. 
These-laws in the different states in one or more instances make provision for the follow
ing items: health education1 physical education (in some cases with allotment of time), 
and physical examinations; examination of and for sigh~ hearing, nose, throat, ears, 
tonsils, skin diseases, lungs, teeth, tuberculosis, hookworm disease, intestinal parasites, 
communicable diseases, mental retardation; examination of teachers for tuberculosis1 

of jaoitors for physical defects, a record of growth and development aod weighing and 
measuring:; inspection and standardization of school buildings, sanitary appliances, 
school furniture, school-equipment supplies; the teaching of physical education, good 
behavior, indoor and outdoor games, and athletic exercise; the use of school grounds 
as community centers for play after school hours; a medical inspector who shall deter
mine if a child is suitable to take courses in physical training. 

Personnel authorized or provided in these laws includes the following: school phy
sician, medical inspector, nurses, health commissioner, county health officer, teacher, 
teachers of competent ability, and superintendent. Personnel for administration 
includes state board of education, state board of health, state superintendent of public 
schools, schoof committee. 

Some of the striking weaknesses and defects of the system as it bas developed are: 
relative neglect of health program in rural schools, greater attention to discovery of 
health defects than to correction of the defects, !allure to train regular teachers and 
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principals of schools for logical partitipatioo in health program, failure to provide ado
quate space, time, and supervision for p)sy, games, and all types of rational big-muscle 
activities, lack of hospital, clinic, and other facilities for correction of health defects and 
inr complete zemedial program, lack of hygienic and zemedial care of teeth of school 
children, la.ilure to use available services of medical inspectms to give atteotion to 
defective pupils, and failure on part of school authorities to appropriate enough money 
for health and physical education in schools. 

Prominent, valuable, and promising features of the present, progressive program 
of health service and health education in the schools include the following: first, rapfd 
improvement in sanitary standards in buildings, equipment, and maintenance in both 
city and rural schools; secood, gradually improving daily inspection of pupils, the most 
important elements in which are the co-<>peration of room teachers and school nur.;es 
in daily-health supervision; thiid, extensinn and improvement of the program of peri
odic health nomination and follow-up health work illustrated by monthly weighing of 
pupils, 'more helpful and constructive methods in health examin&tioos, and more effec
tive co-<>peration of schools, homes, health authorities, and voluntary welfare organiu.
tions for the correction of defects and positive health improvement of pupils; fourth, 
hotter standards of health, and health supervision of teachers, with conesponding 
recognition of their health needs and provisions for these, fifth, gradual recognition of 
what is involved in the hygiene of educational management and administration, with 
slowly improved understanding of various factors involved in mental hygiene and 
morale, as well as the physical welf-being of pupils; sixth, vastly improved methods of 
heaith education, such as emphasis on health habits, fascinating and dnuDAtic develop
ment of incentives and motives for health conduct, standards and ideas, and socializing 
the health viewpoint even of children, and eofisting their interest in phases of home, 
school, and communit;y health; seventh, grest value in the comprehensive and 
enriched program of health education is the. provision for p)sy, outdoor activit;y, and 
the entire range of splendid large movements necessary to human health and efficiency • 

. 
MEDICAL INSPECTION IN THE SCHOOLs-ITS TECHNIQUE 

AND ITS RESULTS 

CaroliM Hedg•, M.D., Midi&JI.A.a.isor, Elioobdi M.Corosidl 
M.....,.;.,, FuM, Ciri<tJgo 

The object of medical inspection in schools ill to produce welf children, and it is 
of interest to the social worker to do the best for the child both in the present and in 
tho future, for your social work at the moment may he absolutely negatived by sickness 
in the family, and your hope for the future is to put yourself out of business. Of oourse 
in the millenium neither you nor I will have a. job, and really it is this future phose thaf"' 
I am most interested in. It is the well child who is going to bring about that condition 
in the future that will leave us without work. 

To be v.,y fundsmental, what is " well child? My idea of the well child is one 
built for the long haul. It is not the child of today or tomorrow. It is the child of the 
future, who is going to last through the long haul, and that means work, luuder work 
every year; at least it gets luuder for me to eam my living, and I can oee no special 
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let-up in the future that will bring less competition or lower standards. It means the 
child has to have the vitality stored up sufficient to compete and hold his own in a very 
swift industrial system. It means he has to have some vitality left over to run a gov
ernment, a very difficult government, too. He has got to raise a family il we go on. 
These are necessities. There is one more that seems to be somewhat important, and 
that is, every child sbould be built oo such a foundation of health that he has eoough 
vitality after these things are done to grow a soul, and about that we have thought very 
little. 

As social workers what can we see as factors in the well child that we can actually 
hase our program on? What is the well child? First, a well child is a growing child. 
It has to grow all the time. It has to grow as much as it can grow. It has to be as big 
as it can be.. How are you going to know that your child is growing? It takes certain 
observations of growth which cannot be side-stepped. The social worker, to know 
her child is going right, has to have a record of the child to know it is growing, as growth 
is the fundamental thing in the health of children. The child has to be weighed and 
measured. H a child stops growing, something is wrong. This child, to grow, to make 
his optimum growth, and to be well has to have a oertain nutritional balance; has to 
have a certain amount of meat on his bones, and we had not detemUned that until a. 
few years ago, but we realize now that it takes a certain amount of nutritional balance 
to get the optimum growth out of him, and that optimum growth we must have. This 
nutritional bala.nce on the child's part goes much further than mere growth~ You p~ 
pie are too well up on your job not to know that conduct hinges on glandular secretion 
to some extent, and that glandular secretion is determined largely by the kind and quan
tity of the diet. If you do not believe it, take one reading reference, McCarrison, 
A Study in Deficiency Diseases, published by the Oxford Press. 

Of co~ as soon as you get in the field of conduct, and you, a.s social workers, are 
dealing with families who have fallen down in the line of conduct, health, or economic 
efficiency, there are other factors beside nutrition. But the nutrition and the kind of 
diets that have been given that family must be considered when you are dealing with 
the families that are subnormal in conduct. In this matter of nutrition and in this 
matter of health comes the element of sleep, which is the mll5t difficult thing to obtain 
in th<> health of the American child, and the child has to have that sleep as a basis for 
proper nutritional and nervous balance. Sleep is also a matter of nervous control, and 
in no point is more thought needed than in this matter of nervous control in the Ameri
can child. 

Another factor in the healthy child besides growth, nutrition, and sleep, and it 
seems to me very important, is that the child sbould obtain his highest personal beauty. 
You know. I believe, il we had ever stopped to look at our high school children, we would 
have begun this health campaign and have done something about our children in our 
schools long ago. This matter of beauty in health is fundamental. The child has a 
right to his highest personal beauty, and not to be merely a hag of bones. That never 
is beautiful. He is not as beautiful as he might be. He is skinny. He gets the mal
nourished face. I would like to build that idea in your minds this morning, that idea 
of beauty. When you see a child on the street, think to yourself: is that child as beau
tiful as he might be, is be well nourished, do his eyes shine1 is be the best child we can 
make out of the material, is he going to last for the long haul? These are the questions 
doctors and teachers and social workers must ask themselves. 
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To make this ldnd of a child is the job of school inspection, and it seems to me 
school inspection should function in three spheres of activity. The first sphere, of 
course, is the protective sphere. The school child should he protected from injuty, 
and into this field the great bulk of school work has gone. We have almost solved the' 
problem of protecting the child frorit commUDicable diseases We have done quit\! a 
little toward tuberculosis prevention, theugh we have never really protected the cbild 
against chronic asphyxiation by artilicial systems of ventilation. We have done very 
little against the deforming of cbildren by seats and desks that do not lit. We have 
done something in my own state, at least, I am proud to say. Thete is one school in 
Dlinois that I know of where every child is fitted to his desi and seat. 

Of course much work has been done along this line of correctible defects. In the 
nert field, the investigative lield, we lind the second sphere of activity in school inspec
tion. What should be the aim in the investigative lield? To lind, record, and to 
make av&ilable lor an workers the condition of the child and the terms on which h~ can 
he built into citbenship. That is going to take real work. It is going to take better 
work than we have ever done. It is going to take work that has to he built up in a 
different way. 

On the technical side of the examination there are many cllilicultieo. Onr state 
has a law that we cannot take the clothes off the child in school That is a good law. 
One way that we can take the clothes off that child is by having the parent present, 
ud the schOQl inspector should ha instructed to have a parent present so that he can 
undress the child, because you cannot do a thorough piece Of werk unless you take the 
clothes off that cbild, at least as far as the waist. The p&I<Dt should be present to get 
the best possible understanding ol the child's needs and to give the necessary co-opera
tion. Suppose the parents are working? San Francisco has done that part very well, 
and has put their special clinics at haUlS when working p&I<Dts can be present. 

Then we have cases where the parent~ the attitude, "I guess my cbild is an 
right," and refuses to bring in the child. The school has different ways of handling 

those parents. They might even suspend the cbild until the parents come. That would 
bring them in.· Then you are going to meet your Christian Scientists. Many. Christian. 
Scientists are much afraid of the medical scJiooi inspector. I do not blame them, 
because many school ,inspectors are not thoughtful ol their feelings. My persoDal 
esperience has been that if you are csreful ol the feelings ol Christian Scientists, and 
don't wisb anything on them, you CBJ> deal with them with no irritation whatever on. 
their part. The parent should ~ told the absolute truth, that this cbild needs treat
ment, if such is the case. If the actual condifion ol the child is known, the necessity 
for care can be emphasized without particularizing and reS1.1lts may be obtained. 

Another factor in this pbysical investigation is very much overlooked: that is, 
the family doctor. He is not always an easy proposition, but I do want to put in a word 
for him, because I think he has sort ol a hard time. The best management of the 
family doctor problem I have ever seen was in one of the northern co~mties of Minne
sota, where the county nmse had a very line health card which she used in her health 
work. The card was made for every cbild, and on that card was recorded the name ol 
the lamily doctor. ·Every night alter the cbildren were examined, postal cards went 
out to ench doctor whose name appeared on the cards, stating, "We h&ve today ezam. 
ined Johnny Smith, and have referred him to you for treatment." That is fair to the 
family doctor. The neat step in this family-doctor proposition is a difficult one and 
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belongs to the ne:.:t field of work. You may want corrective work done. You may 
want tonsils out, and the family doctor may be like myself, absolutely unqualified to 
take out the tonsils, and in order to save his patient from his own operative measures 
he advises against it. 

There must be a preliminary sorting. In that first sorting done by the teacher 
or nurse a certain proportion is found practica.lly free from defects, and these must 
be set aside until the visibly defective can be brought up to standards of efficiency. 
The time of thisinspectionbasheretofore been altogether too late. We must not leave 
this until the sehool age. That is bad business. Your repeaters are in the first grades. 
We have got to get that child ready lor sehool. Kansas City has done more in this 
line than any other place that I know of. They have organized pre-sehool consulta
tions within school buildings.. As a matter of fact, I believe we have in the community 
all the forces that might make well children, but we do not get them together, and our 
results are not too percent. In thlnkingthism.atterover, it seems tome that our whole 
attitude toward the child in this time of rush and hurry is somewhat centrifugal instead 
of centripetal. What are the forces that medical inspection has to organize into cen
tripetal action in building up a child ? Of course there is first the home. It bas to 
devolve on the home to provide the child. The parent bas to send the child to sehool, 
ready for education. 

·we have got to restrain social ambition in tbe American home. There are certain 
groups of Americans who use their children as ladders to climb socially. They throw 
their children in the social group that they wish to attain to. You will find such a child 
often a thoroughly nervous child. Perhaps that type of trouble would not come in 
your groups, but we must ask the family to restrain social ambition to a.n amount of 
social life compatible with the nervous and physical health of the child. Also we must 
demand restraint on the part of the home as to cultural development of children. 
The malnourished, nervous child cannot he subjected to three or four types of culture 
in addition to the school curriculum and come out fit f-or the whole program of citizen
ship. Then we have to find some way to modify in the American mind the demand 
that children graduate in some given time. 

Ne.xt we come to the sehool. We must demand the needed air and cleanliness. 
\Ve-in Chicago examine the teacher first and then we throw her into our difficult school 
system, and she can catch almost anything after that. The health of the teacher is a 
vital demand in child health. On the other side, we have to restrain the sehool in this 
matter-! do not know that I would like to use the word urestrainu to express the 
idea I would like to get acros&-but the adjustment of programs to the possibility of 
each child's health and development. 

Another factor, beside the home and sehool, is the church. In certain churches 
there must be religious education of the child at certain ages. That fact must be recog
nized, and in that pe-riod of religious instruction there must be a let-up in other lin~ 
for the less well-nourished child. The church feels perfectly free to call on the child for 
practice for shows, for Sunday Schools, Easter, Christmas, and all Church holidays. 
It is not right. The church has to restrain its desire for a show, or put it on itseH. 

Another factor yet to consider in child-building is that very fine organization, 
the Boy Scouts. I am very keen about this organization, but we have to realize that 
that is one of the demands on the child's strength and his nutrition. l have seen Boy 
Scouts sent out on t. nineteen-mile hike and some of them come hack so fatigued they 
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c:culd not sleep for two ulghts. There is a line tha.t no one must traDsgtcss; tha.t line 
is a conservation of the child tha.t gives the opportunity of growing well aod becoming a 
citizen. 

How can our medical inspection get these factors together? It is difficult. Of 
course medical inspection has got to know a great deal more about the child. It has 
got to be much surer of its ground. It cannot examine twenty or thirty in a little 
while, aod say to other agencies interested in the child, "This you shall not do, and this 
you shall do." It has got to do real thorough work, and the result has got to be put 
down in a real plain way, so tha.t all of us interested in the child can read tha.t report 
intelligently and hase our plans oo wbat that child is able to accomplish. We bave all 
got to bave a more vivid visualization of the well child. We bave got to exercise 
restraint when the child does not come up to tha.t picture, instead of every agency 
rushing in and grabbing out a portion of that child's time aod atteotion; and 6nally we 
bave got to bave an accounting, aod add to tha.t child such things as he can build into 
tha.t central core which we call a person or a soul. I do not care wbat you call tha.t 
central core, but tha.t central core of the child must be added unto and not torn down. 
We bave got to recognise this core of the child has to bave time to grow. That core 
has, at its hase, physical health, aod you bave to add unto tha.t core the things tha.t 
build it up aod do not destxoy it. 

This visualization of the well child will bring about the giving of much atteotion 
aod praise to the well child. That has never been done as thoroughly as it should be. 
Eveo in school studies you give peaise to the children with the highest grades. So we 
can bave in health effort the teacher praising the well child. One teacher has a vuy 
good pinn to encollrage the children to be healthy. She has a rubber stamp with the 
colors, red, white, aod blue. The white represents the chilmen in perfect health, the 
hiue, medium, aod the red, the skinny ones. As they build up, sbe ch-their color, 
aod all the children are so keen to get up in that white row tha.t they do everything 
they cao to build themselves up. 

There has to be a point at which all the agencies interested in the child can CQDie 
together on a constructive basis. What cao we·give this child to build him·ill'to a 
citizen? What can we do for him to save his soul," his personality, his bealth? What 
can be added unto him? And then together we can build up a vision of the citizea 
we are building, the reproductive citizen, P,e governmental citizen, the one who partici
pates in the matters of state, the man who Oam. his own three meals a day and is not 
a drag on anybody at all-the person with a souh 

INSTRUCTION OF SCHOOL CHILDREN IN HEALTH HABITS 
AND IDEALS 

Sally Lu<:M J-, Dim:lor, Hoalllt EtliiCOiiolo Dioiffim, A......,_ 
Cllild H<aU/1 AssO<iGWm, N., Y tWl 

Wbat do we want to teach children in school about health? Obviously, the 
ani.wer is such facts as can be translated into action. Reading, writing, and arithmetic 
are taught b. some form from the lirst grade through all the years of school attendance 
with wbat purpose? We readily answer, to enahie him to read, write, and Qpber. 
Certain mechallicsl actions repeated many times assure the child ability to write. A 
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repetition of words gtadually builds up a familiarity with language and a vocabulary 
is formed which serves through life, additions being made from use of the ability to 
read as well as through conversation. All who have associated with children are aware 
of their pleasure in the use of new words as well as the use of newly acquired knowledge 
in any form. 

It is very difficult to secure a good pronunciation when the child hears hourly 
words only half spoken at home, but we do not desist in the 'SChoolroom because such 
is the case. We attempt to form good habits of speech and to increase the child's 
vocabulary through the habit of reading because these subjects are e<>nsideeed essentials. 

We all agree that health is equally as important as the three "R's," but health has 
scarcely kept pace with the advances in methods of teaching these subjects. It is not 
necessary for us to analyze here the reasons for this hut we must all recognize tha.t it is 
not the fault of the educator alone. He has followed the lead of the medical schools, 
instructing the student in the formation of the body and its functions with particular 
attention to abnormalities and relid or cure of pathalogica.I conditions; formal physiol
ogy and hygiene are the result. Most of these textbooks for schools are prepared by 
doctors who know little of pedagogy and nothing of modem methods of teaching. The 
result has not been satisfactory and we have an adult population which is grossly ig
norant of the essentials of healthy living. 

With the change in curriculum brought about in our educational systems since the 
war, health has been given a new place, and educators are eagerly seeking systems to be 
grafted into their schools. The usual request is for a ready-made plan, a course of 
study. Hundreds of requests have been received fo~ u Something I can put into the 
teachers' hands which will insure good health-teaching." There is no such course of 
study and there never will be, but teachers all over the country have been stimulated 
to make of their classrooms laboratories where methods are being developed for the 
establishment of health habits. Modem educators agree that health comes first; 
community service, second; skill (the three R's), third, and the use of leisure time, 
fourth. As there is less tradition in the teaching of health, the strides taken in this 
direction within the last few years have been greater. Teaching of facts, unrelated 
to the child's daily needs, has given place rapidly to the interesting of the child himself 
in- health activities; training in health habits rather than te&ching of health facts. 

Professor Kilpatrick has said, "What studies correspond to the development of 
the will in the child from Jive to ten? It is the habit-forming epoch. It is the time 
when a large and useful store of motor-memory images may be acquired, and when 
permanent reflex tracts may be formed in the spinal cord and lower brain centers. 
Tbis is the time to teach the child to do easily and habitually a large number of useful 
things." This period covets the first five years. of the child's school life and carries him 
usually through the fifth gtade, but until the last five years, practically no attempt to 
train children in health habits during this important period has occurred, though pro
vision has been made to some extent for physical education, home economics, medical 
inspection, and school nursing. 

We may say today that physical education no longer C<>Dsists for the most part 
of formal exercises. Plays and games with athletic stunts for older children have 
marked a. distinct advance in this field. Home economics introduced into the grammar 
grades hos in the past been limited largely to the making of special dishes, and the 
younger children have been entirely omitted from any connection with this department. 
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This is still true to some extent, though home economics classes are .~oncemed today 
with pmctical foods, and the younger chilclren benefit by such courses given to their 
older sisters. 

One of our lalge city !Ugh schoOls requires of its students a thorough understandlng 
of the diets of normal chilclren, the workiog out of meous for the family and actual mar
keting, as well as reporting on the health of younger childmlln the family which has 
been accepted as a. routine part of the home economics department. 

Medical school inspection was lntroduoed to prevent the spread of contagion and 
to secure the removal of physical defects. SchoolnursiDg was added as a link between 
the home and the school doctor. The effectiveness of the nurse's work, however, has 
been curtailed by the greatnmnber of chilclren under her care; In some Instances number
Ing as !Ugh as •o,ooo. This is recogni2ed as an undesirable condition by the medical 
and nursiDg professions and C&llllOt continue.. Signs of implvvemmt are ooming from 
all parts of the countty. 

A chief of medical Inspection in one of our eastem cities wrote recently, "Since I 
have discovered the teschers in our schools, my efliciency and that of my nur.;es has 
increased a hundred fold, and I believe that the responsibility which the teschers have 
now accepted brings about a new relationship between the school doctor, the nlltliO, the 
teacher, and the home, whk:h is most desirable." · 

Universities and normal c:olleges are announcing health-educe.tion courses. It is 
rare indeed to find teachers' institute& where methods of interesting children in health 
do not have a prominent place. The health of the student teacher is assuming impor
tance. One lalge teaching institution has found it possible to aonounce that graduate 
students would not be I"CClllmended for positions UD!ess a fair standa.rd of personal 
health had been maintained. "Out-door-mindedoess" is crecllted in one normal col
lege, while & clear complesinn is recognized as well as knowledge of the ciroolatwy 
system. 

I have the privilege of announcing today that the Amerian Child Health Associa
tion olfers to teachers twenty-live fellowships and scholazships in health education in 
universities and colleges throughout the United States. We do not propose to encou:
age the training of special teachers of health, but rather to give additional training to 
supervisors so that they may include supervision of class-room teaching In health and • 
to give an opportunity for teachers partil:ularly interested In the development of dsss
room methods to secure sUCh assistance as ouruniversities and c:olleges are now olfering. 
We believe this will stimulate greatu interest In the development of methods in class
rooms and will also act as an .inducement to teacher-training centers to offer colltliOS 
to fit the .supervisor and teacher for health teachlng. Teachers' College, Columbia · 
University, The School of Technology, llostoo, and Tbe University of Vu-ginia are now 
olfering a B.S. degrea in health education, while Colmnbia has graduated one student 
with a Master's degree, and another student is now a 1'8Ddidate for her degree of Doctor 
of Philosophy in health education. The great need in this field, as In all of the profes
sions, is for lesders, and we look forwa.rd hopefully not only to the preparation of super
visors with e. knowledge of health teaching but to well-trained teachers. 

We are nearer the goal of building strong-bodied children than has been the case 
since the days of Greek bedily perfection, but there is much work yet for us all. 

Hold up the hands of the teacher who has the vision for health teaching. Stimu
late those who are still slumbering peacefuUy. Rest not until every ehild in every • 
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school is given an ideal of health through daily classroom training-is inspired to form 
the essential habits of health. 

If the untrained teacher can inspire whole communities to a. more healthful stand
ard of living, a.s sbe frequently does, certa.inly the social worker may be expected to 
hdp carry the torch. Privacy, air, light, sUD.Sb.ine, and food are all required, hut these 
are of little value wriess the spirit of hopeful, positive-health ideas permeates the hearts 
a.nd minds of all the people. A new type of human being is being developed in our 
enlightened schools today, and the theories of our foremost nutritional experts a.re being 
discussed by the children a.s part of the game of health they are gladly playing. 

Advertisers are being influenced by the propaganda of the ·health organizations 
of the country, and we can safely welcome their advance. \\lbether the use of milk is 
increased through the man who wishes to sell more milk or through the health worker 
the child reaps the benefit. Dr. McColl~ has said~ ,.I have repeatedly asserted, during 
the last few years, that the white bread and other cereal, muscle meat and potato type 
of diet, which is so common in America and parts of Europe, is causing physieal deteri
oration. No animal can grow satisfactorily on a food supply of this type, nor can one 
remain long in the possession of full vigor after growth ha.s been attained. Only when 
such a food supply is supplemented with hlleral amounts of milk or the leafy vegetables 
will it prove satisfactory!, 

This ha.s been known for some time, yet what is the diet of the majority of people 
in America today? You are not satisfied with the an-swer I But unless our children 
ar-e trained to eat the green foods and drink milk, we will have a new adult population 
repeating the mistakes of the old. 

School lunches have been much overestimated. too much being expected of the 
plan. Children require hot food in the middle of the day, eaten leisurely, and when 
arrangements have been made to insure this, the result has been more than satisfactory. 
The school lunch, if properly handled, presents an unexcelled opportunity for interesting 
children in eating the right foods, and many hundreds of good school lunches are being 
served with the most gratifying results. 

The mid-morning milk lunch has become well established and insures the actual 
drinking of milk. Usually, also, the milk habit is acquired. Many school systems 
are boasting of tbe amount of milk "devoured" daily; the records for which are kept 
by the pupils as part of their training in bookkeeping and mathematics. 

Correlation of health with usual school subjects ha.s been generally accepted by 
educators ~ the simplest method of assuring an interest on the part o( the child. One 
teacher is now demonstrating in a practice school the possibilities of teaching health 
through history: the fourth-grade pupils searching out and developing the differences 
between the daily life of the Puritan child and themselves; what they ate; why did 
they eat so and so; what time they go-t out of bed in the morning; what sort of clocks 
they used to tell them the time. A daily schedule of the Puritan child offers a. wonder
ful opportunity for interesting the boy or girl today. One of the items discovered in 
this teacher's research wa.s the fact that Governor Winthrop in his journal listed the 
number of cows on each incoming vessel before he listed the passengers. You can help 
to bring about the combination of which Mr. Richard Roberts said some years ago: 
uThe sociologist, the educator, and the politician should get together and make some 
attempt to discover the kind of work they want to create and then to order the procesa 
accordingly. 
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All social worlelS want to create healthy human beings. No one factor will insure 
this; doctors, mttses, good housing, good food, play spaces, and play time all 
are required, but training in health habits is essential during the school years. Accept 
the teachers as the fulcrum in raising the health standard of your families, and, as one 
of our promilient writers on emigration said lately: "With the conservation of the 
physical being must go the bulwarking of the national strw:ture." 

The whoie world looks to the United States for guidance in health matters. We 
cannot alford to falter, butmustpressforwardin thelabomtory as well as in the school., 
Great strides in sanitation are of little value llllless personal hygiene keeps the pace;. 
and, to be sure that such is the case, children must be taught in every school of the world 
the desirabilit;y of heslth and a knowledge of how to attain it. 

PROVISION FOR PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED 
CHILDREN IN THE SCHOOLS 

PUBUC SCHOOL CLASSES FOR CRIPPLED CBILDREN 

J,.... A. Neil, PriiJcjpol, Spa/din( sa...s; C/Jit;Ggo 

I greatly appreciate the privilege of di....,ssing this sahject before represmitatives 
from the great :field of social service. Just for the minute I am =:luding school people 
from this group, to tale this opportunity of paying tribute as an educator to the other 
groups which first opened the eyes of school people to the need for special educational 
facilities for handicapped children. lloth in Europe and in the United States special 
education for the crippled child was initisted and fostered by social service worl<ers, 
both professional and volunteer. It was tslen over very slowly by school people. It 
followed the education in public school c1ssses of even the feeble-minded. 

The theme of my plea for the past nine years bas been for scientific care and better 
facilities for crippled children within the public schonis. Such a plea to you would he 
"bringing coals to Newcastle." Every argument I use bas been brought to me by 
social service workers. It is they who find helpless 'Children shut-ins at home, and mis
fits in other schools. It is they who plead with us to tsle just one more and pne more, 
until we outgrow our facilities and, in self defense, must demand additional ones. 

I am going to try to tell you what We attempt to do with the children you bring 
to us. As an introduction, may I ·~ the fact that public school c1ssses for crippled 
children will be suooessful in proportion to the co-operation they build up with every 
other kind of social service in the communit;y. 'l'he success of our worl< in Chicago 
bas been largely due to the akilful, unselfish assistance from every branch of this great 
field. 

Twent;y-live years ago a noted English barrister said: "The education of the crip
pled child is not philanthropy, it is enlightened self-interest." 

It is a coincidence that the :first public school cLwes for crippled children, sup
ported entirelY by boards of education, were opened almost simultsneously in 1900 in· 
London, New York, and Chicago. In 1911 London had tbirty.,oix centers, with 3,845 
children; and England outside of London bad twent;y-four centers, with z,SoS children, 
I bave no accurste statement of the number of cities in the United States which today 
have facilities fos educatiag crippled children. I ahould ssy that thirty would be a 
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coDServative estimate, not including those maintained at public expense in hospitals. 
Chicago, Jersey City, Detroit, and Cleveland bave buildings designed, built, and used 
exclusively for crippled children. I believe I am correct in saying tbat New York 
has two special schools where the total expense is shared between the board of education 
and philanthropic agenci.,._the Rhinelander and the East Side Free School. With 
these exceptions, the work in New York is carried on in classrooms set apart in regular 
schools. Minneapolis holds a special school in a rebuilt church, while discussing plans 
for a new building. Other states maintain their classes as special departments of the 
schools for norma.! children. Six states bave acts enabling loca.l school communities 
to establish classes; Minnesota pays $zso for every child in a special class; Ohio pays 
up to $300 in excess of the cost of a na-rm.al child; and Missouri, where the law is man
datory, allows about $75 for eacb child. Laws bave been passed within the month in 
illinois and Michigan which provide $300 and $200 excess cost, respectively. I have 
given practically all of my time since February :1 to this matter in Dlinois, because I 
am convinced that until this specific education becomes a state matter, it will never 
reach all the children. Seventeen new schools bave been established in the state of 
Ohio alone ·within two years. 

Every crippled child is a potentia.! tax consumer; properly trained, physically 
and mentally and morallyt every child of normal intelligence can be a ta:r:: producer. 
To make tax producers out of potential tax consumers, is this not the function of the 
public school? Whet right has any school system levying taxes for all the children of 
all the people to overlook any child with this potentiality? 

I fuld that SU Robert Jones, the eminent English surgeont begins his summary of 
the needs of the crippled child, with: "get them early,', and ends with uaftrtcare in 
public school classes., He says: ucrippled children need the best, the most stimulat
ing, interesting, and -attractive education. They must have systematic physical treat
ment and education going hand in hand, neither without the other." This is the plan 
of the International Society for Crippled Children, organized by Rotary Club members 
at Elyria, Ohio, in 1919, with "Daddy 11 Edgar Allen, as we have come to know him, 
as its president and leader. State societies for crippled children, growing out of this 
intemational society, have been organized in nineteen states. These societies plan 
CO find every child and bring facilities for care and education to him. The Ohin plan 
has had nation-wide recognition. It provides compulsory physical care, the cost to 
be borne either by the parent or the county, and aftercare in public school classes. 

It bas come to be recognized that the number of crippled children in any state 
may be found by taking .65 of I per cent of the population for the total number of 
handicapped, and tbat one-hall will be below sixteen years of age. The number in 
cities will be somewhat higher. For a concrete example from figures compiled by the 
International Society for Crippled Children, New York would have JI,ooo, lllinois, 
19,200, and California, :o,2oo. Not aU of these children are uncared for or unedu
cated. Not all of them need special facilities for education, but not one of them should 
be neglected in this land of plenty. 

Public school classes for crippled children are widely scattered from New Yorlr. to 
Oklahoma City, but those of us working in them have a sort of fraternity through visits 
and correspondence. \Ve are doing practically the same sort of work and so. instead of 
telling you in a theoretica.l way whet I think should be done for crippled children in 
these schools, I am going to tell you whet we are doing in Chicago. 
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Mr. Michael Dow&g, the man who knew from e.perience, sOid, "One of the 
most piteous spectacles, I think, is the sight of some helpless, haDdicapped child looking 
out of the window watching the other children at their games on their way to school." 
Contrast with this the lives of Boo crippled children in Chicago, who, five days a week, 
~ as eagerly as their brother& and sister.~, and then watch for the big green motor 
bus which drives up to the door. Strong men enter the house and amy them safely 
to their seats in the hos, where they are greeted by twenty-five other child= as happy 
and noisy as only child= can be. After a ride varying from ten minutes to an hour 
and a hall, they reach their destination, one of the live cenler.i for crippled children. 
Only one of these, the Spalding School, is usrd exclusively for crippled children. Our 
bosses are heated and ventilated. The child= cover long distan<:es without seeming 
discomfort, and give evidences of enjoying the trip. Two houn a day in good air and 
sunlight will not injure any but a hospital case. 

There are no brighter spots in Chicago's great public schoOl system than its day
school classes for crippled children. Ol!icially they an: known as "cenler.i for crippled 
children," though the word "cripple" is not usrd by the child= within the doors. of 
the Spalding School, nor is it used by members of the faculty within their hearing. 

It has long been my desire to have this special worlr. known as orthopedic; ortho
pedics the hopeful word, xneaning uto straighten the child," for this is our aim--chil
dren straight physically, mentally, and socially. We state it: first, to give every child 
~ best physical condition it is possible for him to attain; second, to give every child 
the best education it is possible for him to assimilate; third, to help him to find his 
place in the world's work~ 

This means, in most cases, years of patient direction, but· it can be accomplished 
without coufiict of aim, with sometimes one phase in the ascendancy and sometimes 
the other. 

In Chicago for many years only academic and some pre-vocational training were 
attempted, It was not until 1914 thet the physical rehabilitation of the children in 
these classes was undertaken as a. part of the pubJi.c school work. Since that tilne, it 
has grown in scope, until today nothing but the refusal of a pareot stands in the way 
of scientific physical rehabilitation for every child in these classes. 

It is self-evident that so broad an aim as I have stated involving expert diagnosis, 
operation, hospital care, etc., could not be 'CUrled on with the facilities of even a spe· 
cially equipped school. It is attained only by the closest ~peration with Chicago's 
many social service agencies; with hU great surg..,.. and physicians who give their 
services as sldlfully to the child= whom we take tll their !roe clinics as they do to the 
children who are private patients; with her generous hospitals and dispenssries with 
their efficient medical and DUr.ling stalf and social service departments; with the Visiting 
Nurses Association, between which organization and the Spalding School there is no 
mine or thine where the care of a child is concerned; with the municipal tuberculosis 
dispensaries, and, with the hoard of health. 

Our threefold aim has developed three well-defined but closely related departments 
within the school: first, physical rehabilitation, commonly called "aftercare"; second, 
academic classes; third, pre-vocational or vocational training, commODly called "indus
trial work." I shalf rev0r.10 the order and speak of the academic department first. In 
order that a child may be trs.nsferred hack to the normal school at any time, without 
lou of standing, 8ur work is graded and conducted upon the ~ standards as any 
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other elementary schools. It follows the regular course of study, and our results, based 
upon standard tests, compare favorably with those of other schools. 

We graduate from the eighth grade each year about twenty-six children, most of 
whom contiuue their work either at the Spalding or in one of the regular schools. It is 
not a matter of choice whether a child stays at the Spalding for his high school work. 
We feel that the percentage that leave us prepared and anxious to face the strenuous life 
of the large city high schools measures our success in physical and social reconstruction. 

We are offering our high school class of twenty a four-year general course, a two
year business cou.rse1 and unit courses fitting them for some specific occupation. 

We offer sewing, millinery, la.mpshade-mak.ing, fancy work, cooking, printing, 
cobbling, sheet metal. woodwork, scene painting, weaving, clay basketzy, lettering, 
applied art and mecha.Dica.l drawing. Not all of these are offered a.t one time, as we 
have but four teachers of handwork. 

The equipment in our shops 1s all that could be desired: saws, lathes, planes, and 
a printing press motorized, forges, anvils1 bending ma.chines, a cobbling outfit with 
stitcher looms, and sheet-metal and wood-working equipment. 

The time given to handwork varies with the grade, the subject, the season of year, 
and many times with the individual child. From first grade through third it 1s carried 
on in the classroom, except in individual cases; in grades above it is given in the shops 
under special teachers. 

We have been attempting, and feel that we have succeeded in our group at least, 
in overcoming the idea tbat handicapped people should be trained for trades. We 
have reduced the time formerly given to handwork in .favor uf academic training and 
higher education for those capable of using their heads. On to high school and college 
is our aim. 

Our work is no longer an experiment. We have demonstrated that it is an eco
nomic necessity, and that in the happiness and usefulness of the children who pass 
through these special schools and classes the returns are beyond measure. Instead of 
morose, unhappy dependents upon friends or charity, they have the educational advan
tages of normal children and are carrying on successfully their share of the world's 
work, in high school, in college, and in business. Our alumni numbers hundreds of suc
Cessful young men and women. 

The academic and industrial training differ very little from &D ordinary schooL 
It is in physical training that oUr work is unique. 

It seems best to approach our discussion of the physical rehabilitation of the child, 
the aftercare which we give in the school, from the standpoint of distribution of diag
nosis~ thus, infantile paralysis (poliomyelitis), 42 per cent; T.B. bone, 18 per cent; 
spastic paralysis, 10 per cent; cardiac, to per cent. The other ~o per cent is a scatter~ 
ing of rickets, amputations, congenital defects, osteomyelitis, arthritis, obstetrical 
paralysis, sleeping sickness, accidents, etc. 

We divide these cases roughly into three groups: wheel-chair children who must 
learn to use crutches or a cane; children on crutches who must learn to drop them; and 
all others who with braces or without must acquire the most normal gait poss1Dle. We 
ha.ve this measure of success: nine years ago we had twenty~ight wheel chairs among 
175 children. Today we have twenty among 4oochildren..and of these} seven are mus
cular distrophy cases, unknown entirely to us nine years ago, and the only hopeless 
cases that we have. 
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Our pettentage of infantile paralysis has not cl!aQged in the seven or eight ;veam 
duriDg which we have kept statistics, while in six yeam T.B. bone has decrea.ed from 
33l per cent to >8 per cent. Science has gained no control over the gezm or poleomye. 
litis, but great strides have been made in the prevention of deformity and in the methods 
nf aidiDg the ,.,tern of power in weakened muscles. · 

As soon as a child is released from the hospital the nurses maintained by the after.. 
Ca!e commitUe of the VISiting Nurses Association oiier their services for muscle training 
until be is able to attend schooL Once in school be goes at "'gular intervals to the 
t...atmeut room wheno he is given baking, massage, muscle training, and later heavier 
exercise on apparatus. AU of this work is under the diiection of the child's physician. 
We take no respomlbility. Muscle charts a... kept according to the Lovett scale, from 
one to five possible points of improvemeut in each psralyzed muscle. Last year our 
charts showed 24 per cent improvement in the group attacked from rgr6 back, a hetero
geneous group of all ages and amditicmS. From >9r6 forward there was 52 per cent 
improvement. 

The decrease in tuherculosis of the bone, the tube:n:ulosis of childhood, is nati..,_. 
wide, due undoubtediy to P"'ventive measures, state<ODtrol nf dairy cattle, pasteuriaa
tion nf milk, and the isolation in sanitariums of advanced·cases of pulmonary tubercu
losis. During the acute stage our Ca!e is watchful; correct casts, sbues, crutches, food, 
and ""'t. For about th...e yeam under the direction of the atteodiDg surgeon we have 
been giving exercise to p...veot aokilosis in healed cases. As tube:n:ulosis nf the buoe 
has decrea.ed. heart cases have increased, probably not in the community but in special 
school classes, because attention has been directed opon them. Under the Ohio law, 
child...~! with severe heart aiiec:tiODs a... classed as crippled child...~!, but whether they 
belong in schools for crippled child...n or in a class alone seeins difficult to decide. I 
have been conductiog an ezperiment for about two yeen with twenty-five cases imcier 
the care nf five or six nf our leadiDg physiclaDl. who make a specialty nf diseases nf the 
heart. 

The child...~! whose physical ...habilitation is troubling us most is the group aiiected 
with what is commonly called spastic paralysis, due to a brain lesion at birth onhortly 
after. In our school they vary in mentality from cbild...n with an intelligence quotient 
nf fifty, our lowest level, to our most aa:elerated pupil. Today we B"' working with 
this group under th...e teachen, one who gives the academic training, one speech work, 
(most of this group have speech defectsJ, individual handwork, and games to correct 
deformity or gain muscle a><>rdiDatioo, and a physical education teacher who takes 
them in groups in the gymnasium usually working to the accompaniment of music. 

As we have said, every child enters the school Only upon the advice of the specialist, 
is taken back to the same mao for periodic enminatioDs, and leaves to attend a normal 
school Ollly when this aoctor is amvinced that no further benefit can be derived from 
the ca... obtainable only in the special school. During the year September, rgu, to 
June, 1922, the lileo for the SpaldiDg School alone show that 1,622 child...~! (always 
accompanied by a physical education teacher) have visited orthopedic and cardiac 
clinics. 

Fifty-four child...n out of our average membership nf 328 we... trans!.....d to 
normal achools as well physically as they could hope to be, and well able to carrY on to 
productive citipnship. 
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I feel that this is the point at which to speak of the cost of the education of a crip
pled child, since this is the leading question in education today. It is far and above 
that of the normal child principally because of the transportation. The Chicago Boan! 
of Education contracts for this service. The contract provides for almost unlimited 
bus service to carry children to and from clinics and hospitals a.nd for excursions to the 
woods, museums, the circus1 etc This generous bus service to clinics has made pos
sible great strides in the physical care of the children. The total per capita cost of 
educating a crippled child in Chicago last year was about $350, of which $215 was for 
bus service. Contrast this with the cost of institutional care in Illinois, $z,soo,ooo 
averaging $6oo per capita, the other altrmative. 

Again I quote Michael Dowling: 1'Scores of lives are being wasted because of lack 
of proper educational provision for these children. They grow up in an environment 
where there is no incentive to emulate their own kiDd.. That, after all, is the secret of 
all human endeavor, emulating a fellow-individual~ Why not a public schoo1 for crip
pled children ? " 

'Why not? It is not only a humanitarian measure, it is economic. Poliomyelitis, 
infantile paralysis, T.B. bone, and rickets ca.ust. 6o per cent or more of deformity 
among children. Society is .responsible for bad housing conditions where these diseases 
are bred1 and it must care for their victims at one time or another. Childhood is pre
emiDently the time for correcting deformities, and it is the business of the state to see 
that no individual grows up to be a social burden if prevention is possible. The public 
school can give, as no other institution can, the continuity of care and training through 
the ro or even IZ years necessary to make seH-supporting citizens out of potential 
burdens1 and at the same time keep the child in his home environment. Public schools 
are not charitable institutions. 

In our schools for crippled children we attempt nothing which is not taken as a. 
matter of course for the normal child. We cannot stop to consider the immediate 
cost .. We are building the foundations of state. Again let me quote:"The education 
of the crippled child is oot philanthropy hut enlightened self-interest." 

THE BLil'>'D CHILD-PROVISION FOR HIS SCHOOLING 

Edward M. Von CZ..., PrincipGJ, lnstilut</01' tile EdU<aiW.S of tile 
Blind, New Y01'k 

To the social worker the problem of & blind child in the home which is visited is one 
requiring knowledge of what may be dooe aod skill in bringing to pass what ought to 
be dooe for the benefit of both child aod family. First of all let it be known that even 
when blindness comes all is not lost. It is true that one means, and that the best, of 
physical contact with the world and its people is taken away, hut there are other means. 
A wist parent, after the fi.rst overwhelming sorrow is past~ seeks to find how the Joss of 
sight may be made up for by special training of the other senses: how hearing may be 
made acute and accurate, how touch m.ay grow keen and reliable, how smell may come 
more into its own through use and training, above all how a will to -succeed in play and 
work may be encouraged in the child and the depressant influence of unwise pity may be 
kept out of its hearing aod knowledge. Social workers should know what to do wheo a 
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blind child is found. Somehow the ttagedy of its growing up in igncmmce should be 
avoided. And yet it does occur. 

Provisious for proper training of the young blind have been made almost univer
sally in this country. Yet historically the education of the blind is a uw venture. 
This is not, perhaps, the place, nor is there occasion for a full djsntssion of the compa.ra
tive merits of public scbool classes and boarding schools in the training of the yo\lllg 
blind. Yet I have some convictions after more thsn fifteen years' experience in this 
field of special education that leed me to sa.y a few words mlative to a fslse intelpreta
tion of institutional life as respects the blind. There is a strong current of sentiment 
runofng in social service chcles against the institution as such. For this there is justi
fication in conditions found in some institutions, particularly in some homes where life 
for years bad the effect of "institntionizing,"' as the word goes, the children therein 
oonfined &tremists have intimated that the home maintained by parents, however 
low and degraded, is supezior to any Home (with the capital H) however well con
ducted. Tbe ioference is, of coutse, that maternal solicitude is incompambly better 
thsn foster materaality in the inmp, so to spesk. A:. a consequence of this very genua! 
sentiment against the grouping Of children for care and aupport, it has become quite 
fashionable. for social workers to seize upon any ezpedient that will abolish the institu
tions, making no distinctions among them. Such an extreme view as has been here 
indicated is, of course, untenable. Institutions for the blind, whose tssk is the educa
tion of children who do not see, are not to be put in the class suggested above. 

Classes for blind children in the schools of their home city may be desirable, but 
only if they are .well conducted and well supported. These are ....,.tial qualilicatiODS. 
If the instruction is not markedly supeiior and the teacher more than usually soH
forgetful and ilevoted, unless the educational authorities are viilling to spend lavishly
the blind child will fall of gaining his proper training. Only in eaceptional cases will 
he be better off thsn in the established and ·h"berally aupported boarding schools so 
generally available. 

Entered at scbool as soon as he. is able to dress and care for himself, which is usually 
at seven or eight years of age, the blind child meets a teacher wbo is set apart tor this 
special work by peculiar ability and seH-sacrificinl!; devotion, and a motherly ~, 
who, too, is something of a missionary and loves little blind folks. He soon finds be is 
not in a queer world such as the one which he has left, the one where he is looked upon 
as somebody different, needing physical gwilance and pity, and whe"' he received too 
much attention. To his great sw:prise he 1esrns there ..., other little boys who can 
not see and, wonder of wooders, they do not nee<J a guide to get around. They run 
and romp, get bumps and experience falls; in short, live a normal life instead of a care
fully sheltered one. Everybody is cheerful and he beats no longer the shuddering pity 
of the neighbors and friends of the family who weep as they sympathize with his parents 
over the hard lot of a blind child in the family. 

A dozen or more years of school life ..., before him, packed with work and play, 
and these in the associations of his peers, so that after the high school ooUJSOS are com
pleted, he is lit to bold his own, to stand on his own feet, having developed mental, 
physical, and moral backbone enough to set forth on such a """"' as may be open to 
him or to contipu" in iollege prepamtion for some superior occupation. 'l'o enter col
lege and comPlete its four years' work ""'UOO besides ambition dogged perseverance 
and willingness to work, more pronounced thsn in the case of the seeing student. One • • 
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sightless young man is to be graduated from Cornell in June, 1923, who won election in 
March t<> Phi Beta Kappa, and his career illustzates to a nicety the analysis given above. 

Schools for the blind in this ooUDtry generally follow in the main the courses of 
study of the public schools iD. their state or city. In New York we set for our pupils 
the same pace as in the schools for the seeing, using the same exa.m.inations as are given 
to all students, the examinations being conducted under the state authorities at 
Albany. It requires for a blind child a bit more time usually, and in the elementary 
and academic courses taken together a. handicap allowance of two years is considered 
reasonable. However, while the intellectual development is going forward, these 
special schools also provide training of a superior sort in the manual arts, in physical 
development. and, if talented, in a special line, such as music, which is peculiarly 
acceptable as a means of education for those wbo do not see. In all the schools that I 
know of the moral training also is not neglected, though sectarianism is disoounte
IWlCed. 

The cbazacter of the instruction in scholastic subjects in schools for the blind is 
usually so good that the attainsnents of the intellectually-minded among the pupils 
are superior to those who attend schools for the sighted. Manual training is given 
a prominent place in these schools and is long continued, so that the sightless pe:rron 
may be able with skill to use his hancls as his mind directs. In some schools this 
manual training becomes trade training and the students use the skill developed in 
their occupations after school days. Physical tzaining is also made much of because 
freedom and ease in bodily carriage must be developed by long and patient instruction 
where such development is unassisted by imitation; it is mainly by ocular observation 
that most of us are in.lluenced to do the things we do. And, finally, schools for the 
blind make & great deal of music instruction, first of all that the pupil may develop 
aesthetically, secQnd that he may have an accomp1ishment whereby to interest and 
please his friends, and third, that he may perhaps find in the field of performance or 
that of teaching a career. 

That the schools succeed is evidenced by many examples of competent sighUess 
citizens whose training has been secured in them. Of one thing these schools are 
especially proud; namely, that few of their graduates are beggan. The blind beggar 
is usually a person who has lost his sight in mature years. Along with the education 
of these sightless youths in letters, manual artsJ physical control, and special talent 
goes an incnk:ation of the spirit of independence or self~dependability, of ambition, of 
cheerful acceptance of the hardships so many and so cruel but still so surely awaiting 
their entrance on the field of self-support, a spirit that sustains what to most of us look
ing on is an inexplicably blind optimism. blind both figuratively and literaUy. 

At the 1916 meeting of this conference the general superintendent of Chicago's 
United Charities gave uttera.nce to this wise and true judgment: uTo declare 
that those who have lost eyesight, unfortunate as such an affliction is, are necessarily 
a dependent class in vicious." Too many people look upon a blind man as either a 
wonder or a weakling. A new social consciousness with respect to these our fellow 
citizens is developing~ but oh, so slowlyl 

"What is blindness sociaUy? Some make it a plea for alms. And the appeal is 
tr.mendous. I have been told by a blind beggar that he considers be would be a fool 
to work when be can take a place on the meet comer and accumulate doles to the 
extent of a.s much as twelve to twenty dollars a day~ Certain people have sympathies 
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that are easily stined (and as Oasny sstisfied) and they drop a dime or a quarter in the 
tin cup held out and go along with the thud of the coin resounding in tlreir ears and a 
glow of self-satisfaction in their hearts over a good deed done. Whereas the really 
ellicient way to serve the blind is to give them a chance to do tlreir work in the world. 
A blind beggu is no better and no worse than a seeing beggar. 

What is blindness socially? To many it is a thing repugnant, a sightless person is 
·ODe to be avoided, passed by on the other side. These persons may be selfish merely 
and desire to avoid the call of awakened conscience. Or they msy be hysterically 
sympathetic, as was a great actor whom I once begged to come over from the theater 
across the street from our school to speak some words of encoursgement to our pupils. 
"Ob, I can never do it! You mustn't ask me. I could not act for a week after looking 
at a hundred blind clilldren." (He invited .... however, to bring them an over as his 
gnests to see the play.) 

What is blindness socially? To a few, but I believe an increasiDg number, it is 
the appeal to Christlike sympathy and service. Best of an service we social workers 
can perform is to lind the means if possible to prevent the occurrence of hlindness or 
if it is coming on to lind a cure. :But prevention falling and cure being impossl"ble, let 
ns seek to open the way whereby the blind may learn to walk erect and confidently, 
trained to a life of usefulness, and then by our e!iorts, coupled with tlreir own, given a 
place in the worksdsy world for the use of tlreir' develuped talents. For nearly seventy 
years there bas appeared on the title-page of the Year Book of the New York Institute 
for the Education of the :Blind a motto and a quotation from the prophecy of Isaiah 
which I commend to all social workers as one to be made their own; ''Luz Oritur: 
And I will bring the blind by a way that they knew not; I willleed them in paths that 
they have not known; I will make dsrkness light before them." 

THE DEAF CHILD AND THE HARD-OF-HEARING CHILD 

JDSephirH B. Timhrlako, Sup~, Tlto YoiiG Bw....., 
W asl.mgiots 

Perhaps some of you are wondering why I have differentisted between two classes 
of clilldren whose main educational dilliculties arise from a common cause, deafness. 
For the sske of those who are - familisi With the two types, I will try to show, in a 
few words, why their educators make·& slwp distinction between them. 

Let us imagine two clilldren nine years old. .one of them bas been slightly dsaf 
since infancy; the other bas never beard a sound. The little hard-of-hes.ring boy was 
slow about learning to tslk. He found some words hard to pronounce and could not 
ssy them until his mother had gone over them repeatedly, speaking especially clearly 
and making sure that she was within range of his hearing. Occssionslly now he me.lres 
a slight mistske in the pronunciation e>f a word or syllable. When be is near you, how
ever, he understands everything you say to him, and his vocabulary is as adequate as 
that of his playmates. 

The condition of the other little boy of nine, who is totally deaf, is entirely differ
ent. If he bas received no instroction, he does not know his name, he does not know 
that he hss one. Be can see the things around him, but he bas no idea that thst object 
is a desk, this a tthle, and the wiggly one that follows and plays with him, Fide. Not 
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only is he unable to t<ll you what he is thinking about, but he is unable to think at all, 
e.upt in pictures of things and sensations that he run embers. If he has hoen in school 
he has learoed the names of a great many things. He haS hoen taught, word by word, 
with infinite patience, the mea.ning of simple sentences aDd how to put words together 
to express some of bis thoughts. He can speak and write tbe words he knows, and read 
them from your lips. But do you not see what a long, hard road he has to travel befoe 
he can pick up a book and understand what it says to him? And do you not under· 
stand that the difference between him and the little hard-of-bearing boy is one of Jan. 
guage? Like the foreigner, the deaf child must learn what your words mean before he 
can understand or use them. 

There are all 'grades of handicap between that of congenital total deafness and very 
slight impairment of hearing, but we shall consider only the two extremes. 

Th< deaf child's educati,...-His need being more manifest, the deaf cbild wa.s helped 
first. For centuries it was believed that he could not learn; then came an occasional 
successful attempt to teach the son of some wealthy family; finally in Paris there 
arose a man, the AhM de I'Epk, who believed that all deaf cbildren could be taught, 
and who set about teaching them. 

From the very greatness of his devotion there arose a difficulty which has caused 
unending controversy ever since. He would not tum away any applicant, and so 
many came that he found himseli unable to teach tbem by the slow prouss of speech 
and lip-reading. Therefore be devised a language of signs, by which he could give 
them ideas and an understanding of written language much more quickly, though it 
k-It them mute. These signs, still in considerable use1 are an excellent means of com
munication. but they do not follow the English order of words, and consequently their 
use by a deaf child makes it necessary for him to leam two distinct languages, and con
fuses him in his effort to learn English. Moreover, if a child who is being taught 
speech and lip-reading is allowed to use signs1 he does not rely sufficiently upon his 
speech and that of others to become proficient in its use. The signs are easier1 and he, 
like most of us, is likely to foilow the line of least resistan~ 

Dr. Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet, the great benefactor who founded the mst per. 
manent school for tbe deaf in the United States, imported tbis French method of signs. 
Other schools followed suit, and for fifty years tbe deaf cbildren educated in this country 
were not taught speech and were regarded as "deaf-mutes!' 

In 1866, Miss Harriet B. Rogers undertook to teach a small group of deaf cbildren 
in Massachusetts hy means of speech and lip-reading. At mst she only hoped to p..,. 
serve the speech of cbildren who had grown deaf after learning to talk, and to improve 
that of the partially deaf. Gradually, however, it became evident that the congenitally 
deaf aiso could be taught to speak intelligibly. and a new era began. 

Just a little more than fifty yean ago, Alexander Graham Bell, a young man of 
twenty-four, was invited by some teachers of the deaf in Boston to come to teach them 
the means by which he had so successfully taught speech to deaf cbildren in England. 
Mr. Bell had been interested in speech all his life, having always lived among authori
ties on the subject. His father was a distinguished elocutionist. His grandfather had 
corrected defective speech. From bis boyhood be had experimented with the mechanism 
of speech, and he knew, perhaps better than any living person, tbe teclmique of every 
vocal sound. He put new life into the work of teaching tbe deaf. His eagerness, his 
enthusiasm, and, above all, bis ability to get results, inspired all who came in contact 
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with him. His interest in the deaf grew into an ament champimishlp, and it would be 
almost imposs~"ble to overestimate his influence on !herr education in this country. 

H"lS invention of the telephone was an outgrowth of his work in phonetics. He 
often said that it was his knowledge of speech, rather than that of electricity, that 
enabled hbii to make the first telephone. Perhaps you know of the letter he wrote to 
hls mother when at last he learned that the teJepbone would bring him wealth. To me 
it will always bring the thrll1 and the feeling of lwmility that one bas in the presence of 
true greatness. He said, "Now we sball bave money enougb to teach speech to little 
deaf chlldren. » 

At the time Mr. Bell began his work in Boston more than 96 per ~t of all the deaf 
chlldren who were being edncated at all were ·in schools where no nse waa ma.de of 
speech and lip-reading. A mere handful, in four small schools, were being educated 
orally. Outside of school, receiving no education whatever, were more deaf chlldren 
than the sum total in all the schools. 

Now, very few deaf chlldren remain uneduoated. Also, speech is laught in every 
school for the deaf in the United States, except a few state schools for colored chlldren. 
The time is coming when every deaf chlld will be given an opportunity to loam speech, 
in a speech atmosphere. And to Alexander Graham Bell, more than to any other one 
person, belongs the credit. Any estimate of the time and labor be gave for the deaf 
seems incredible. He answered personally every one of the hundreds of lettem that 
came to him from pareots of deaf children; as long as be lived he never refused to see a 
caller who came to him on behalf of a deaf chlld; he traveled thousands of miles at his 
own expense and made hundreds of speeches in order to """""' the public to the needs 
of deaf chlldren. Always and everywhere he preached the doctrine, "First, educate 
them, give them language; second, give them speech." 

In 1887 there was no place in the world where one might go for research work in 
~egard to the deaf or for accumte information about their education. Dr. Bell, with the 
money from the Volta Prize, aW&Ided him by the French government, and with other 
money which he added, founded such an institution, calling it the "Voita B\lllllU for 
the Increase and Dilrusion of Knowledge Relating to the Deaf." In 18go he organiaed 
the AmericanAssocintion to Promote the Teaching 0! Speech to the Deaf, and gave the 
bureau to the asaoclation. The work he thus began is growing to such an atent that 
even his generous endowment is far from. sufficient for carrying it on.. 

The iMH.f.,_.,.g.-Learniog of the lip-reading work for deaf chlldren, adults 
who were deaf began to apply it to meet their needs, and schools for them a~e being 
established throughout this country. From the work for deafened adults, a Ielllization 
bas come of the importance of the other chlld with whom this paper cleaa-the bard-
of-hearing chlld. . 

At home such a chlld is not especially not!ceable. His playmate& readily accept 
the fact that they must speak a little louder to him than to each other, and out of 
school he is a bappy, apparently normal, little fellow. In school the situation becomes 
entirely difie~ent. He misses parts of the teacher's quiet explanations. He cannot 
tell her what Mary Jones said yesterdsy about the verbs and the adverbs, because MillY 
is shy, and mumbled. He hegins to take poor marks home on his IepOrt card. Then, 
if he is a spirited lad, with qualities of leadership, he is likely to become defiant. He 
adopts a "don't care" attitude. Instea.d ofpretendingtopayattentiontotheexplana
tiona he cannot htar,he employs his active brain in originating methods of making him-
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self the object of thechildren'sinterest and the teacher's wrath. He becomes known as 
an idler and trouble-maker. 

II he is by nature & more retiring_ child, he dreams when he cannot understand the 
speech around him. Having formed the habit, he often continues to dream when, by 
making an eHort to hear, he could follow the lesson. If he tries with all his might to 
understand, and still cannot, he acquires the dazed, strained, hurt expression that we 
often see on the faces of elderly persons who are growing deaf. And all the time he is 
falling behind the class, and feeling that somehow he is inferior. 

Manifestly a school for the deaf. with its slow language-teaching, is not the best 
place for children of this type, with their norm.al command of English. And yet many 
of them are sent there~ simply because there is no other place for them. 

Within the last ten years a realization of two facts has become apparent: fi.rst, 
that most of these hard-of-hearing children, given a knowledge of lip-reading, could 
keep up in public school; second, that there are far more of them than of the deaf 
children. If anyone still doubts the second lact, he has only to look at the evidence 
produced by the recent investigation in the W a.shington public schools. Two expert 
teachers of lip-reading, believing that many hard-of-hearing children could he found, 
offered to teach a demonstration class without pay. The school authorities replied 
that there were not enough such children to make the effOrt worth while, only eight 
having been encountered. However, an investigation was made, and the number of 
cases reported by the teachers was 1,400 in the elementary grades alone. 

Less than half a dozen cities in the United States are doing systematic work. for 
hard--of-hearing c.hild.ren. Rochester, New York, was the first to undertake it, in 191.6, 
thanks to the efforts of Dr. F. W. Bock, an otologist of that city. Lynn, Massachusetts, 
foHowed in 1918, when Miss Caroline Kimball, herseli hard of hearing and a lip-reader, 
was appointed to direct the work. Other cities are taking hold gzadually, and we are 
beginning to hope for the time when every child whose hearing is subnorm.al will he 
given lip-reading just as promptly as a lame child is given a crutch or a brace. First, 
however, the public must he brought to realize the need for the work., and this brings 
me to the last point to which I wish to ask your attention. It is the most important of 
a.)l, for it suggests what you can do. 

Whtu )'DU can do.-First of all you can inform yourself, if you do not know al.ready1 
about the conditions existing in your own community. Where is the nearest school for 
the deaf, and is it a good school r Can the children in the upper grades understand and 
use good English? Can they read your lips when you speak naturaHy, and can they 
talk intelligibly? Are they given industrial training that makes them independent 
citizellSr If you do not know where the schools in your state are, write to the Volta 
Bureau, and you will receive a list of them. If you hear of a case of deafness. suggest 
to those concerned that the Volta Bureau will gladly send literature to help a parent 
start the home training of a child, or information about lip-reading for hard-of-hearing 
children or adults. 

You can interest yourseli in the slightly deaf children in the public schools of your 
town. If the superintendent says there are none, tell him what happened in Washing
ton. The same t.h.i.ng has occurred in many places. 

May I ask that you will take home with you this purpose: to see that every chiid 
handicapped by deafness, whether slight or profound, is given the training he needs; 
and that every adult, oppressed, discouraged, or morbidly sensitive because of defective 
hearing is told that he may learn once more to understand tbeconversationof his friends.. 
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SCHOOL PROGRAMS FOR MENTAL HEALTH 

THE RELATION OF THE SCHOOL· TO THE MENTAL HEALTH 
OF THE AVERAGE CHILD 

J..,.;, TII/I. DiriCitW, Cllild Slu<l1 D<parlmem, Cllildrm's Aid SocieiJ 
oj P.....,.,m..ia, Plrilo<Iillltia 

There has been a tendency to think of mental health or mental hygiene as some
thing related primarily to subnonnal, psychopathic, delinquent, or mukedly peculiar 
individuals, and to consider a mental hygiene program in the schools pretty largely 
fmm the standpoint of a psychiatric service combined with a visiting teacher, school 
counselor, or social worker to make the connection between child, cliDic, home, and 
schooL That this is a valuable and necessary part of the ,;,ental hygiene movm>ent 
in the school system there is no doubt, but it does not for a moment constitute the 1<111 
and essential relationshlp of the school to the mental health of all of its children. which 
is something organic and involved in the very concept of education itself. 

Do we not think of mental health as practically identical with good adjustment? 
By the well-adjusted person we mean an individual who is able to enter into persons£ 
relationships with· sullicielit - and comfort to make hlm a source of growth and 
happiness, and whose energy is free enough to find happy and effective expression in 
1<111 work and objective interests. · 

It is obvious thst the person whom we call average may fall almost anywhere 
between two -e limits, if CDly he mansges to maiDta!n himself in society. We 
accept him, DO matter how unhappy or strained, DO matter how peculiar, as long as he 
ccoforms sufficiently to keep allost. Few individuals are ..,·well adjusted thst mental 
hygiene can he taken for granted in their lives. Under the label"average or norma!" 
we can find in our schools children who are unhappy, timid, self-<:ODSCious, jealous, ill
tempered, solitary, day dreaming, moody, domineering, antagonistic, cruel-children 
in every poss1"blo state of oofortunate adjustment, but stili tolerable to the group. 
Adjustment, however, is really a process, not a state, and never stays put. 'I'he child 
who is average today may he a problem tomorrow, depending upon the changes ~~ 
are taking piece in the inteJ:play of organism and environment. Likewise the child who 
seema to he a problem turns normal before our very eyes under the magi<: of changed 
social stimuli. Personallty is dynamic, iS a blsp<mse,a growth, an ever changingorgani
astion of fon:es which at hest anJy approJ:imates ccmplote success of adjustment. 
From this point of view mental health is as li\Uch a need of the average child as 
physical health, and must he just as consciously a port of our plan for his development. 

Our question is then, What port does the school take in the building up of.the child's 
adjustment to life and whet responsibility is involved as compared to the inJluence and 
responsibility of the home? Psychiatrists all agree thst the effect of the first four or 
live Y"""' of life is.vitally determining. Some even go so far aa to say that nothing 
eounts after that time. 

The school is the first adventure of the child into the 1<111 world, the first break 
fmm the family ciicle, the first ezporience in an impartial impersonal atmosphere, where 
he is judged on his own merits by a group of his peers. The school is, of course, not 
as fund•ment.al aa the home, but one can hardly overemphasi&e the crucial oature of 
ita effect upon the child in this, his first standing alone. For the success or failure of 

• 
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the child iD his fust attack on the larger social environment, the school and the primary 
teacher in particular are to a great extent responsible. For the mental health of the 
average child it is absolutely necessary that teachers of beginning children in kinder
garten or primary class, understand the critical nature of this experience in a child's 
life and deliberately try to control results, so that no child is allowed to experience over
whelming failure, fear, shame, ridicule, or praise if it can be avoided, nor permitted to 
stand out from the group in unwholesome ways either- for punishment or reward. 
Every cllild who enters school for the fust time needs to get the feeling that he can 
maintain himself with a fair degree of success in the school environment. 

Teaching, particularly in the elementary grades. is primarily the gradual adjust
ment of a group of individualists to each other and the idea. of playing and working 
together. Success in the imparting of information will depend largely on how well 
the former is done. In fact, the best teach.ing is impossible in any grade or with any 
group without some understanding of mental hygiene and the meaning of the child's 
attitudes, failures, successes, interest, or indifference. in terms of the earlier determining 
influences in his 1ife and of present effect of home life as well as school upon his behavior. 
John's failure in arithmetic, his favorite subject, may be due to laziness. or it may be 
upset over the arrival of the new baby. 

Few teachers realize the determining infiuence, not only of the class routine and 
other children, but even more of their own attitudes and personal adjustment upon the 
child. If only one factOr in a cllild's maladjustment at school can he <:hanged, the 
attitude of the teacher will usually be found to be the most important. and its alter
ation most immediately effective in bringing about improvement. In the teacher the 
child finds the parent, and if .Ills relationship to his real parents is infantile or antago-
nistic or fearful, be will often tend to set up the same pattern with the teacher, perhaps 
taking out on her feelings which he has to restrain with his own father and mother. 
This means that the teacher has here not only the necessity for understanding the 
mechanism but the opportunity for altering it. If the child can work out with an 
adult whom he respects a satisfactory and successful relationship, it is bound to affect 
favorably his entire adjustment. Not only does this demand tact and wisdom on the 
part of the teacher, but it also requires a good personal adjustment. She must be free 
enough o1 her own complexes not to let them detennine her reaction to the child. 

There are two obstacles at present to the development of the attitude in the teacher 
which would make for mental health in the child. First, the~ is lack of knowledge and 
experience in the principles of mental hygiene. Normal schools are not teaching stu
dents how to interpret the irritating behavior of the bad boy or girl, nor are they making 
any attempt to apply mental hygiene to the personal problems of our future teachers.. 
The second obstacle is the inevitable conft.ict between the mental hygiene interest and 
the teaching interest as it exists today in most public schools. According to our present 
policy, the attention of the teacher is supposed to be directed toward the teaching of 
certain subject·matter to every child, in the same way and within a limited time. The 
behavior of the child receives attention only when it interferes with what the teacher is 
struggling to accomplish. Only an interest in educating the child as a whole substituted 
for the interest in teaching a subj~t to the child would permit a development of the 
mental·hygiene point of view in the teacher. If the teacher were allowed to think of 
education as primarily a matter of the child's growth and adju-stment, and concentrate 
on the process wbe~by he could most successfully develop in the school environment, 
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his bad behavior would be a legitimate part of her job and as fuR of scientific interest 
as his good behavior. ' 

Justification for the expeDSe of sucb a revolutionary shift of emphasis and atten
tion, requiring, as it would, smaller classes and more and better-trained teachers, lies 
in the fact that without it teaching is boond to fail pretty completely in many cases and 
partially in many more because of uncorrected misunderstood emotional meladjust
ment. If the interest and attitude of the teacher could be taken for granted with all 
that would thus be contributed to the advancement of a mental hygiene program in the 
schools, there still remains a connection between the scboul and the mentsl health of 
everyclilld wbicbis unique, andean be supplied by no otheragency,noteven thebome, 
except in very limited ways. 

According to the psychiatrist, next to the type of love and hate patterns whicb 
are laid down in the first social experiences of the clilld in the bome, the most important 
factor in his S01111d development is the appesrance and gmwth of subHmating interests. 
It is obvious that by-ninterestu is not meant any subjective inner state, but rather a.n. 
active freaing expRSSion of energy in definite organized ways, whicb leads ultimately 
to a practical contrul over some phase of the objective world. It is only through the 
development of actual controls, definite techniques for getting himself over sua:essfully, 
that the child is able to free himself from the infantile dependenoe and subjective meth
ods of contrul whicb he eurcised over his family when crying, or tantrmus produced 
desired results with no related effort on his part. At home eVe.ything the clilld does is 
the subject of personal praise or blame rather than impefliDnal criticism or appreciation 
of the product. It is usually not "What a good boat," but "What a good boy to make 
sucb a line boat." The adoring parent can hardly keep from referring praise or blame 
hack to the child or from contrasting the work of one clilld with that of another to the 
dispsmgement of one or the other. In the bome atmosphere, where personal approval 
or disapproval counts so supremely, and where the friction among brothers and sisters 
of different ages and dissimilar interests interferes constantiy with the attaimnent of, 
results, it is hard for the child to become entirely objective in the carrying out of his 
interestS. The approval of loved ones or the di$comliture of rivals is toe inevltsbly an 
imPortant part of the end sought. · • 

It is true that in the ordinary scboul today the same subjective appeal and motiva
tion by competition, praise, or blame, {'Unishment, or reward still persist. With the 
commonly accepted idea of education and methods of teaching, no Q.ther wsy is possible. 
Transferring attention from personal achievement to objective results is elmost impos
sible of attsinment when the worlr. of the scboul b sucb that it is pursued individually 
and inclopendently by escb child, with competition as its cbief motivation. Oaly when 
the child is one of a group working together to attain a common purpose can the halance 
of attention be keptawayfrom thepefliDDandon the process and itsoutmme. Freeing 
the energy of the cbild for objective uses, througb group development of as many 
interests as possible, is in my opinion the scboul's primary obligation, and would in 
itself constitute carrective treatment fo'r children seriously maladjusted, as well as 
improve the adjustment of ordinary individusls. 

An illustration will do more than anything ~ can formulate to indicate what is 
meant by teaching, whicl>of itself not only educates the intellect, but promotes better 
halance and adjustment of the emotions. Carson College, an institution for the care 
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and education of orphan girls,located in Flourtown, Pennsylvania, and directed by Miss 
Elsa Ueland, has developed all experimental school for its own children which covers 
grammar grades. It conforms to public school standsrds sufficiently to be able to enter 
children who are going to high school in first or second year. It also provides, in the 
same school, fox children who are not suitable for high school training but who ue in no 
sense below the dull-normal level. Various schemes have been tried for separating the 
classes into groups according to intelligence ratings, but such division, particularly 
among the older girls, was the cause of much unhappiness, sense of failure, and humilia
tion. In so small and intimate a group {there are about seventy-five or eighty clrildren 
altogether) it was impossible to prevent comparisons and derogatory labeling. From 
successful experiments in combining younger children of varying degrees of intelligence 
in one class. they came to the opinion that if older girls could be organized about a com
mon project. which would offer possibilities of functioning on many different levels, the 
feelings of inferiority and failure could be greatly reduced and the brighter girls could 
still do just as much as their ability permitted. The teacher who undertook this task 
had taught iu our regular) public school system, and had, of her own experience, come 
to the point where she wished to abaudon old methods. She ba.d no special training 
to fit her for the task, and it was for her as much of a project as for the children. The 
class work was to center about a printing press and the development of real workman
ship in printing. The children understood that they were working out an educational 
experiment, and entered with enthusiasm. upon the activities which were to result in the 
Dna! printing, illustrating, and binding of a book of their own making. About the 
technique of printing and the writing of the book were organized history, geography, 
spelling. composition, word study, and the like. The children went to other teachers 
for arithmetic, science1 music, aDd physical training. 

The class consisted of ten or twelve girls from thirteen to sixteen years of age, with 
intelligence quotients ranging from. 75 to 105. Several of the duller children had never 
done academic school work well and had been as badly adjusted as they were retarded. 
Two of them were well up to average in ability, but had been serious behavior problems 
in school and at home, and had, consequently, done poor school work. The rest were 
average, ordinarily well-adjusUd children. 

It is impossible here to indicate the richness and variety of material which were 
drawn into this printing project, and how the children from the first worked at it as a 
common job. No one activity was deemed any more important or valuable than the 
rest. They were all after certa.in results, and got their joy and satisfaction from con
tributing to the process in a.ny way, from cleaning the printing press to writing a chap
ter in the book. There was no one who did not find expression in some phase of the 
job, and no one who did not get something out of the general work of the class. Each 
one worked independently, and yet all worked together. Everyone got credit for 
accomplishment, yet no one got a sense of pure!y personal fa.ilure or success. 

There is no doubting the Jeality of the poise, self-direction, and objectivity of the 
work. which is going on in this classroom. The effect on the visitor is instantaneous and 
convincing. But what is not apparent_.. unless one knows the pre~us hi$tories of the 
children, is the change which has taken place in certain individuals through this oppor
tunity for objective expression in an impersona.l·group activity. The effect on the 
duller girls has been stri.lr.ing. They have actually learned to do things of which they 
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have never bef01e been capable in the way of oldinary IO&ding, spelliDg. and oomposi
tion, and the self-n!Spect which they have found in successful functioning side by aide 
with the girls who are destined for high school has had a marked effect on happiness 
and general behavior. It is noteworthy that this change utends to other c:lassroo!l1 
work which is liot a part of the printing project and has even been felt in home adjust
ments. No one at Carson College will cla.im that these adjustments are due entirely to 
the printing class and its rarely imper.;onal objective teacher. They only know that 
somehow problems have been solved this year which they have worked on in vain before, 
and the center of these adjustments.....,. to be the new experimemt with printing. 

In this account of everyday children one can see that mental adjustment, poaitive 
mental health, depends upon getting impulses and intelligence at work on realities, 
objective situations, always with the .understanding thet objective situatitms are 
essentially soclal situations. The expression and organizations of the energies of the 
child with referenoe to his home and family ""'· of course, of prime importanoe, and if 
they are misdirected, rep-.sed, or overweighted, will make the school's task doubly 
hard; but the fact remains that it is in such cases that the school is the child's best hope 
of salvetion. If the school offers no freeing process. DO actual development of powers 
which will give the child at least some genuine contacts with and control over ~ties, 
what ~ has he for any but a subjective or destructively objective growth r 

· The young child Jinds the expression of every interest fraught with dilliculty: talk
ing, eating, walking, rnnniDg, throwing. catching all are problems to be solved. Every 
creative idea or potential interest has to be materialized with effort, becanse of inexperi
ence,la<:k of toob, habits, and even the requisite motor co-ordination. Just stop to 
realize bow intense a child's desires are, bow comparable fO an adult's in strength and 
bow ridiculously ill equipped be is to realize them. You C1ll1 see how necessary it is 
not to put obstacles in the way of those driving impulses, not to make reality any harder 
than it is, so that fictitious or subjective fOrms of satisfaction alone are available, but 
to assist them to a.cquire defiDite tools for getting expressed factually in as many direc
titms as possible. , • 

Children are full of desires to act on evert kind of environmental situation. There 
is no limit to what their interests may include i.nd never any one find necessary form 
of expression. They can Jind c=tive outlels-'a sense of successful activity, amtrol, 
development, and joy in manifold directions. It remains only for the educational 
prooess to provide the suitsble en..;..;mient, the material on which to work, and thO 
guidance which prevents the acquiring of tools or teclmique from being an insuperable 
or overdiscoure.ging obstacle. Cbilclren thus .educated to an objective use of their 
powers have the best chanoe of acquiring " balance and control, a oonfidenoe and Uee
dom, a capacity for dealing with the environment in term& of fact, which are funda
mental to soclal adjustment and which, UD!ess family relatlonships or early oondition
ings are unusually hampering, will make the defense mechanisms commOil to childhoed 
less and less Dlicessary. . 

The UD!y practical and efiective wey to increase tho mental health of a nation is 
through its school system. Homes are too inaccessible. Tho school has the time 
of the child and the power to do the job. It is for us who represent mental hygiene 
and its application through social case work to help the school and tho teacher; to see 
their vital responsihillty for ao education which shall mean the pOrsonal adjustmeot of 
the individ"''J through the activities of the group. 
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SCHOOL PROVISION FOR GIFTED CHILDREN IN THE 
UNITED STATES 

Guy M. Wmpj>k, Professor of Ezperi11MnSal EducatiiJff, Sdwal •f 
EdualUm, University of Mid:igan 

We must assume at the outset that superior mental achievement manifests itself 
over a wide range of degrees. that giftedness shows quantitative differences all the way 
from an amount of superiority just perceptibly good enough to be called superior up 
to a.n amount of superiority that is found perhaps in only one man in a million or one 
man in several million and that attracts the attention of the entire civilized world. 
Just what provision ought to be made for gifted pupils iD our schools depends, then, 
evidently in part upon our definition of giftedness upon the point in the scale of merit 
at which we conclude to divide the gifted from the non-gifted pupil. 

A rather common defi.nition of the "gifted" pupil is: "a pupil whose intelligence 
is such as to pla.ce him in the top to per cent of the pupils of his chronological age/' 
It has been asserted frequently, and the evidence seems on the whole to corroborate the 
assertion, that pupils in this range of ability can accomplish two years of the ordinary 
school curriculum in one year without undue pushing and without detriment to their 
health. Accordingly, in some cities the provision for gifted pupils has to deal with 
pupils ol this type. 

Turning now to the administrative devices whereby special provision can be made 
for gifted pupils, we find all degrees of flexibility in vogue1 from none at all to thor
oughly individualized instruction. One of the commonest methods of providing for 
the gifted child is by special promotion. A recent inquiry which I conducted showed 
that particular attention is paid to this plan in such cities as Denver, Atlanta. Talla
hassee. Newton and Lawrence, Kansas. Kansas City, Springfield, Missouri, Montclair} 
Chester, Pennsylvania, and several other cities. There is no attempt to present a 
complete list. 

Four or five years ago a study was made under my direction of eighty-four college 
students and forty-four school children who had skipped grad .. in their school career 
(sixty-seven of the eighty-four an entire grade). The idea of the investigation was to 
diScover what kind of puPils were grade-skippers. how they came to skip a grade, and 
what the result was. The summarized results show the following features: 

Eighty-one per cent had u gifted" ancesto~ 83 per cent had healthy parents, 90 
per cent were healthy children, 93 per cent were very regular in attendance, 93 per 
cent were undoubtedly unusually able in school work, 88 per cent were urged by the 
school authorities to skip a grade, 87 per cent believed that the skipping had been 
advantageous. 7 5 per cent skipped grades below the fourth, a.nd 3 per cent only ever 
repeated a grade. As a group, these grade-skippers were found to be rapid readers. 
quick learners, earnest, industrious, able to concentrate their attention, and given to 
the exploration of material on their own account. They were kept in good condition 
physically at home and early had had instilled into them hy their parents a good atti
tude toward the school and its work. 

This study showed that only occasionally was any intellectual difficulty experienred 
by the skipping of a grade, and that & little time and energy devoted by the teachers or 
the home could have obviated mostol that. Some ol those who felt the jump had been 
disadvantageous voiced ohjectiODS to the plan on the score of difficulty in making a 
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ll&tisfactory social adjustment 1:Q the higher grades. Both Mr. Hoskinson, the studeut 
who carried out this investigation, and the speaker, who directed it, feel that for COWl• 

tzy, village, and smaU town schools, where otherdevicesforfacilitatingtheworkofthe 
gifted are dillicult to apply, this method of facilitation is to be strongly recommended. 
We CODClll' in recommending that the top IO per cent of the pupils, provided their health 
is sound, should be encouraged to gain a half year to a year in their school progress 
between entering school and the completion of the .....,nth grade. A few hours, even, 
of special assistance at home or in the school will go far toward bridging the gap peda
gogically. 

Another method of providing for gifted pupils 'consists in dividing the pupils 
within a given grade into two or more sections, oftenest perhaps into three sections. 
Thls sectioning is now frequently made primarily upon the basis of intelligence tests. 
In the junior high school, where the individualization of instruction and of the selection 
of courses is supposed to be a special feature of the plan of org&Dization, sectioning 
of this sort is a natuml development. Sometimes the better section undextakes more 
work than the other sectiOliS; sometimes it undextakes similar work at a faster pace. 
We have, then, a choice between speed, or accelexation, on the one hand and emichment 
on the other. One of the problems in this field of the education of the gifted that is 
now receiving mucb attention lies just here in the choice between the policy of aooe!exa
tion and the policy of enrichment. The tendency appetu'S to he growing to conclude 
that acceleration is on the whole more obvious and natuml in the lower grades, say 
between the kindergarten and the fifth or sixth grade. whereas enrlcbment is the more 
obvious and natural in the grades above the sixth. Consequently, the sectioning of 
classes ~ mentioned as a growing teodency in the junior and senior high school 
appears to be making on the whole for an enrlcbment rather than for an aooe!ezation of 
the work of the ~ competent pupils. 

I chance to have more information about the sectioning plans in Detroit, l!lld I 
shall therefore take it as a sample of this methOd of dealiog with superior pupils. In 
Septemher a group intelligence test is given to every pupil who enters the lint grade in 
Detroit. From the scores secured the pupils are classified into seven degrees of gen· 
era! intelligence, ranging from a rating of A through. B, C plus, C, C minus, and :0 to E. 
The A and B pupils are then grouped together and designated as the "X" section, and 
the D and E pupils are similarly grouped together and designated as the "Z" section: 
The remaining pupils, those with avemge 4bility, form the "Y" section. Roughly, 
the X section contains the best 20 per cent, the Z section the poorest 20 per cent, 
and the Y section the middie 6o per cent of the lint-grade entrants. The pupils 
are taught, then, in these three sectioDS, X, Y, ..,d Z. The type of work, its pace, 
and the methods of presentation are supposed to he adapted to the needs of supe
riorj avemget and inferior pupils, respectively. Transfers of pupils whose classification 
by the intelligence test turns out to have. been uns&tisfactory are made upon IM"Dmina.. 

tion and joint recoinl!lOndetion of the staff of the psychological clinic: aud the teachers 
and principals concerned. One of the cardinal features of the Detroit plan is that 
"grades" come to mean, to all inteots aud pwposes, the number of years that pupils 
have attended the schools. That is, in theory every pupil advances one grade & year. 
(It perhaps should have been said that the very poorest intelligences, those that are 
on the border line or downright feebleminded, are removed at the outset for instruction 
in special classes.) It is obvious, then, that the X pupils will more or less rapidly draw 

• 
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away from the Y pupils in their actual scholastic progress, and that the Y pupils will 
similarly draw away from the Z pupils. At the end of a few years, say after six years 
of work, it will be seen that. despite the designation of "sirth grade" that would then 
be applied to all the pupils who had been six yean in the schools, the X, Y, and Z sec
tions actually will have arrived at quite different attainm.ena I say "will have 
arrived" because as yet this Detroit plan has been in operation only about three years, 
so that just how much differentiation will occur between the sections remains to be seen. 

One of the numerous obstacles that have been encountered in the administration 
of this plan in Detroit consists in the tendency of the grade principals to concentrate 
their attention upon the Z section. In many of the schools the best teachers were 
assigned to the dullest pupils, apparently on the theory that skilful teaching would 
accomplish the impossible for them and the correlative theory that the bright pupils 
could get along anyway and hence did not need particularly skilful teaching. The 
fallacy of this theory has been recognized, and attempts are being made to focus atten
tion upon the needs and the possibilities of the X sections. Another of the obstacles 
that has been encountered, not only in Detroit, but in other cities where serious 
attempts are being made to provide for gifted cbildren, consists in the decided lack of 
infonnation or agreement as to what alterations should be made in the course of study 
and in the methods of instruction of the X group. 

The National Society for the Study of Education, of which I am secretary and 
Y Mrbcok editor, has a committee now at work upon the whole matter of the education 
of gifted cbildren. The committee will welcome information or suggestions that will 
contribute to make more helpful the Yearboo-k it plans to issue early in 1924. 

A third method of providing for gifted pupils consists in the formation of definitely 
segregated special classes. Because of my personal acquaintance with the teachers in 
that city, who are reporting details of their work in connection with university courses, 
I shall take Jackson, Michigan, as an illustration of the operation of segregated special 
classes for the gifted. Jackson is the more interesting because both types of special 
classes for the gifted (speed classes and enrichment classes) may he seen in operation 
in the same school building. 

Of these two types the former were the first to be established. Thus, in the fall 
of·t92I there were in operation three speed cla.sses, enrolling ninety pupils. The grades 
represented were from the lower third to the upper sixth. All the pupils wbo were 
admitted had been found upon examination to rank in the top Is per cent in their age 
group in a group intelligence test, such as the national intelligence test, or the Haggerty 
Delta I. or the ·whipple group test, and most of them had also been given individual 
Binet examinations. Substantially, they formed a group with mental ages equal to 
the grade to be attempted and with IQ's of 115 or better; or, in other words, they were 
about r.s years or more mentally accelerated. The general plan of operation was to 
keep pupils in these rooms for one semester during which they did the work. of two 
regular semesters and were the-n returned to the regular classes; occasionally unusually 
capable pupils remained two semesters and did the work of two regular years in one~ 
In these speed rooms a certain amount of accessory work characteristic of the grades 
in question was reduced in quantity or temporarily eliminated; thus there was less time 
devoted to music and drawing and the manual arts than in the regular grades. 

The general results of these speed rooms have been satisfactory. They have 
demonstrated that properly selected pupils can accomplish two years' work. in one year 
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without detriment to their health. The method is undoubtedly superior to the rougher 
device of grade-skipping already described, and which was shown to be successful de
spite its roughness · On the other hand, even in this method of bridging the period of 
acceleration, there is obviously a jerky "feeL" . The hiatus and the jump of the grade
skipping is removed, but the gifted pupil speeds for live months out of his element&Iy 
career OD!y, and for the rest of the time he must keep the slower pace of the average 
pupil. The administrative advantage of the speed room is that it makes it possible 
in a smaller school system to bring together under one teacher a sufficient number of 
pupils of superior ability to form a gocd-sized working group. The atmosphere of these 
looms is remarkable. Problems of discipline disappear; records of attendance and 
punctuality are high; the morale is unusually line. There is obvious opportunity for & 

competent teacher to do much for these pupils in the directi011 of training them. in 
methods of intellectual work, in habits of study, in attitude toward the school, and 
toward life that shall greatly increase their power to work and go far to insure that they 
shall reep the fruits of their potential capacities. It might be well to say at this point 
that one of the primary arguments for the segregation of the gifted lies in the develop
ment of proper attitudes; I mean attitudes like industry and hard work, co-opemtive
ness, respollSibility, and initiati""- If these wholesome mental attitudes are secured, 
segregation is worth while regardless of actual gain in time or in amount of information 
secured. At the present there are in this city of so,ooo population four special classes 
for the gifted; one, the speed class, is now COillined to Grades 3 and 4. whereas the three 
enrichment classes (known locally as "opportunity classes") are now NUJfined to the 
work of Grades s and 6, thus illustmtiog a point, brought out a little earlier, that accel
eration seems more obvious in the earlier grades and enrichment in the higher grades. 

The general plan of operatlnn of these enrichment classes wiil be undentood from 
what hss been said. The pupils have been selected by intelligence tests and usually 
with coolirmation from teachers' estimates. Mlmy of there have already attended the 
speed schooL Those who enter the classes in the lower fifth grade wiil retain in them. 
two years, that is, until they leave to enter the intennediate school! The work includes 
the regular tasks of the fifth and sixth grades, but tips is supplemented by vario~ types 
of enrichment. The question as to what enrichment is fes&ole and most desirable is 
an interestiog one, and OD!y by trial can a linally satisfactory solution be gained.. 
Among the things that are being attempted in some detail are: first, numerous visits to 
industJ:ial establishments and institutions like banks and libraries; second, practice in 
the use of parliament&Iy procednre; third, excursions into Greek mythology; fourth, 
development of an elaborate study, by the project method, of the problem of transpor
tation, includlng the construction of highways and the use of the modern automobile 
and motor truck; liftb, a study of some of the more general features of local geology, 
including fossils and glaciation. The classes have also done more than the ordlnnry 
amount of WOik in connection with city~ wide musical-memofy contests~ Considerable 
attention hss also been paid to exercises in wblch the pupils themselves take the place 
of the teacher in hearing reports and leading class discusslons. Similarly, there hss 
been more than the ordinary amount of dramatiaation and like activities to which the 
pupils of other rooms have been invited. While it is not always easy to say just where 
tho line is to be drawn between regular work of the fifth and sixth grades and the enrich
ment work, and while you may say that all the lines of work I have mentioned are being 
tarried on in other regular classes in these grades, it is evident that these selected pupils 
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are receiving a considerable amount of enrichment which would be impossible were they 
not segregated in these special classes. It needs hardly to be added that many of these 
pupils are also engaged in various forms of additional training in their homes, as by tak
ing piano lessons, violin lessons, dancing lessons, and the like. 

Visitation of the "opportunity classes" bas confirmed my conviction that for the 
fullest success teachers of superior pedagogical skill and equipped with a considerable 
stock of general information are needed. These superior pupils are especially char
acterized by a wide range of spontaneous interest. They are nearly all of them omnivo
rous readers; most of them, indeed. could read well when they entered the first grade. 
If teachers of similar classes in other cities could be induced also to keep careful journals 
or logs, of their daily work, we should in a few years arrive at a better understanding of 
the possibilities of this type of provision for gifted pupils. We should know where and 
how to save time and energy in their instruction and how best to utilize this time a.nd 
energy once it has been saved. 

Still another form of provision for gifted pupils is reported from one of our smaller 
cities, Appleton, Wisconsin, where pupils of special ability who display special interests 
or aptitudes are grouped in clubs for the study of some phase of activity not directly 
or not fully undertaken in the regular school program. Among these clubs are the 
Forestry Club, the Photography Club, the Radio Club. and the Teaching Club. 

Mention has been made thus far primarily of provision for gifted pupils in the ele
mentary schools. It seems to have been taken for granted that the secondary school 
exercises so decided a selection that the problem of providing for a portion of its pupils 
is not very pressing; indeed, the most common complaint against the American high 
school is that it is laid out for the superior pupil and takes too little heed of the needs of 
the average or somewhat-below-average pupil. Nevertheless. perusal of the interesting 
monograph by Dorothy Yates1 shows that even in the senior year, wben the operation 
of selection is presumably at its ma.'l(imum, the top 3.8 per cent of the seniors differ from 
the average seniors decidedly in respect to precocity. amount of reading, range and 
vitality of interests, intellectual attitude, and social qualities. Miss Yates believes 
that these superior students need superior teachers; that more opportunity should be 
provided for the exercise and developme-nt of leadershipj that they should early be 
urged to aim for a college career; and that every effort should be made to provide a full 
and wholesomely stimulating environment with care to protect against the frittering 
away of time on trifles. 

Sinlllarly, there exists a real problem of guiding and stimulating the work of gifted 
boys and girls when tbey have entered the college. Every college administrator is con
scious o£ the lamentable extent to which even our best institutions fail to enlist the full 
intellectual co-operation of the potentially superior students. Other colleges might 
do well in this connection to follow the ex:ample of the University of Iowa, where the 
students who ha.d secured the highest scores in an intelligence test were 11 hauled on the 
carpet" and given to understand that in the light of their demonstrated superiority 
of endowment the institution would not feel satisfied with ordinary achievement from 
them. 

Educators have come to realize the truth of the seeming paradox that under our 
present scheme of education it is precisely the gifted child who is most retarded peda~ 

•A Stu.dy of Some High School Seniora of Superior Intellilence~ Jtlfmf4l of EdvctlliMtGI Ruuld 
Jl MNV<Jt4. IQU. 
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gogically. The very fact that & request was DllL<Ie for a paper on this topic in this con
ference of social workers is evidence of this interest and, I hope, evidence that contn"hu· 
tioDS toward the solution of these problems will he lortlu:oming in the not-<listant 
future. 

SPECIAL PROVISION IN THE SCHOOL FOR THOSE 
WITH MENTAL HANDICAPS 

THE :RELATION OF THE SCHOOL PROGRAM FOR FEEBLE
MINDED CHILDREN TO INS11IOIIONAL CARE AND 

TO EQUIPMENT FOR COMMUNITY LIFE 

Pfl14f<isN.Ma.:ft</d,Din<l<w,Bufea..ofSpu;aiE4tt<tJiico<,P~t~ 
SIMeD~ofPrd>li<lmlrudion,Htmisbtwf 

All of us are agreed that no social program is complete that does not take into 
account the problem of the feeble-minded. We find less agreement in regard to pra<>
tical methods of dealing With this problem. It is urged on the 011e hend that all the 
feeble-minded should he segregated in state institutions: It is argued that, though 
this segregation would he expensive, it does not involve any greater financial burden 
than society now has to hear in caring for these persoDS on account of dependency, 
delinquency, and crime. Segregation would also prevent the propagation of these 
mentally defective strains, and thereby lessen the problem in the next generstion. 

Various programs of dealing with the problem &re urged. These programs &re 

not mutually exclusive nor are we agreed upon the methods of carryiog out nny particu
lar program. Segregation may he for life, or during a periOd of training, or during 
the child-hearing period in the case of women. It may he accomplished in la.rge state
supported institutioDS or in supervised colonles. !DStitutional training may he fo}.. 
lowed by pa.role under supervision. The prevention of marriage by legislative enact
ment or the prevention of propagation by sterili.za.tion are methods frequently advo
ca.ted. Public -school systems are encouraged to .establish special classes with·appro
priate education and training. 

A practical program should take account of all of these plans and have in mind u 
its objectives: first, the education and training of all feebJe.minded persons, so that 
they may develOP liS high a. degree of soCial competency as possible; second, the pre
vention of dependen<:y, delinquency, l"'d crime; third, the prevention of the prop&ga• 

tion of the mentally defective; fourth, the protection of the individual from esploita· 
tion; fifth, the removal of these feei:!Je.minded pers(,ns from classes in our public schools 
where they not only are not henelited by the school work hut are a serious handica.p to 
the progress of normal children; and sixth, 'OCO!lomic aspects of the problem must be 
considered and, other conditions being equal, one objective must be to lessen the net 
financial burden to the state of the care of the mental defective, and to distribute this 
burden as equably as possible. 

Much misunderstanding has arisen from the tendency to assume that it is only 
necessary to consider the mental level or intelligence of mental defectives. The devel
opment of psychometric methods has encouraged this point of view. If a mental test 
or series of tests shows that a child has a certain mental age or intelligence quotient, 
the result has been assumed to he equivalent to a diagnosis of feehJe.mindednes This 

• 
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emphasis has to some extent replaced an earlier emphasis on physical abnormalities 
or stigmas. Of course we may define feeble-mindedness in terms of intelligence level. 
but such definition gives only one factor necessary for the solution of the practical 
problems involved. The practical problem is one of social competency and social 
conformity. No matter bow low the mental level of an individual may be, he ceases 
to be a serious problem, if he is competent to get on in the world, earn his own living, 
manage his own affairs, and keep out of trouble with his fellows. 

Social competency and social conformity demanded for such self-sufficient mem
bership in the social group depend upon certain native endowments, upon education 
and training, and upon the environment in which the individual lives. Beside native 
endowment in intelligence we must consider emotional stability. The excitable, 
WlStable individual needs a higher level of mental capacity if he is to become socially 
competent than the stable individual wbo readily conforms to the requirements of 
society. Psychopathic tendencies or other abnormalities of mental functioning1 inade
quate personality, and the like are all handicaps to the development of social compe
tency and adaptation. no matter what the mental level ma.y be on the intelligence scale. 
That these factors of emotional stability and personality are influenced by training and 
by environment is clearly recognized by those who have had experience in training the 
mentally defective~ but is too often forgotten when sweeping statements are made 
about the mentally defective. Mental deviation not only shows itself in different 
aspects of intelligence, ability for abstract reasoning~ ability for manual sk.ill, ability in 
music and the like, but in degrees of self-control, capability for social living, reliability, 
and in other aspects of human behavior. The i.nfiuence of intelligence in determining 
human behavior in life situations is frequently exaggerated. Far more than is often 
realized such behavior is determined by habit and by emotional reactions. Physical 
vigor, health, and freedom from physical handicaps are also factors which determine 
social competency. 

Furthermore the social environment is also a determining factor. Where home 
conditions are favorablet where community problems of public health, recreation, and 
social welfare are approaching the standards which you who attend this conference are 
working for, a person who would be classed a.s border line on an intelligence scale may 
well he socially competent who would fail of social competency and adaptation in a less 
favorable social environment. In other words, the practical solution of the problem 
of any given individual must take all these factors into account. There is no such 
thing as a person who is first, last, and all the time an uinstitutional case.n Even if it 
is impossible' for him even under favorable conditions ever to become socially compe
tent, it ma.y still be better for him to be cared for in the home or under some other form 
of extra-institutional social control. Each case ca.lls for individual study and analysis. 
In each case the social environment as weU as the individual himself must be studied. 

Let me submit an outline of this analysis and some of the questions which should be 
answered in each individual case be(ore we decide whether the child or adult under 
consideration should be placed in an institution for life, or for a period of years, or get 
a.ll 1m school training in a special class and be allowed to remain in the home. It is on 
the basis of a thorough Ollalysis of this kind that we should detennine the disposition 
of any individual case. 

A. AU<ged purposo ~~ ifiSiilulional <al'e.-First, some cases are incapable of self. 
help. They must he dressed, fed, and cared for generally as infants are cared for. 
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Can this care be given in the home? Would better care be possible in an institution? 
Which is less expensive? · 

Second, training and education. Can this be given satisfactorily by. the special 
class end the home? In what way would institutional care and training be better? 

Third, protection of the individual. Is this person likely to be ill treated, or 
nnhappy, or exploited if allowed to remain in the home? 

Fourth, protection of society! from spread of disease, delinquency, and crime; 
from dependency; and from the propagation of the mentally defective. Is this person 
less likely tn become a menace tn society if placed in an institution? If he is allowed 
to remain at home. is he any more likely to become dependent or delinquent than if 
placed in an institution? Is it fair to raise the eugenic argument for institutional care 
in the case of the low-grade mental defectives who are not physically developed and 
so are incapable of reproduction? 

B. Com~ ofiho irofMj.,. ~.11M <Dftlroi-First, economic status end 
home conditions. Are the parents living? Are they employed? What other depend
ents? Is income adequate? 

Second, intelligence end other mental characteristics of paren~ How do they 
care fur their children? How are the children controlled?, Can the parents be taught 
to care for a feeble-minded member of the family? 

Third, degree of social responsibility. What are the standards of industry, thrift, 
moral conduct, and citizensldp generally? 

C. Cl=amr •f iho """"""'"y-First, educational opportunitY. What special 
classes are prov:idOd? How are graduates of these classes getting oo? 

Second, industrial conditions. Are there good opportunities for employment in 
occupations requiring unskllled or semjs(rm'Od labor? Are these occupations likely 
·to prove injurious? What auccess in an industrial way has been attained by foDner 
members of special classes in the schools?· 

Third, recreational facilities. 
Fourth, welfare organizations. What agancies? Are any of these in L position 

to do follow-up work in LSSistiog these mental de(ectives to be seif-supportiog,,tp pre
vent delinquency, and to LSSist parents in proper care and cootrol in the home? 

D. Tho maiviMwi himself.-First, physical condition. (a) Abnormality or pbysi... 
cal handicap. Is this person blind, deaf, crippled, or constitutionally inferior? Does 
he look "different?" Is sexual development normal? {b) Health. Is he sypbilitic, 
epileptic, tuber:culous, etc.? , . 

Second, intelligence level. (a) Intellectual. What is his ability for School work? 
To· what extent is he educable? {b) Practical. Even if he falls in formal school work 
can he acquire manual skill? 

Third, social competency. What is his present ststus? Can this be improved? 
· Fourth, emotional stsbility, adequacy of personality, etc. Is he emotionallY 

stable end seli-controlled? Is he capable of social adeptstion? Is he reliable up to 
the limits of his mental capacity? 

Fifth, possibility of improvement, through medical treatment, through education 
end training, and through change in home or other environmental conditions. 

Sixth, sex. Tbe social aspects of the problem in the case of females is often differ
ent from thLt in the case of m&les of the """"' mental level, degree of emotional sta
hility, etc. .. 
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As I have said, the answer to our question in regard to the best disposition of any 
case of school age will depend in part upon the organization of special classes for these 
mentally subnormal pupils. The class for subnormal pupils characteristically enroils 
just such pupils as one finds in the school department of any state institution for the 
feeble-minded with a small number of border-line cases, congenital illiterates, etc. 
The competency of these pupils for regular school work. seldom uceeds third- or fourth
grade standards. In the best-organized school systems practically no attempt at 
restoration teaching is made. Formal school work is very elementary and is made as 
concrete and practical as possible. Increasing emphasis is placed on health education, 
training for citizenship, and pre-vocational, industrial, and housebold arts. 

Pupils of very low mental grade, the idiots, and those of the imbecile group referred 
to as jf custodial cases/' do not properly belong in these classes under trained tea.cbers. 
If cared for during school hours, they should be brought together in what are really 
day nurseries in charge of a matron. 

It is desirable for a visiting teacher or psychiatric social worker to co-operate with 
the medical inspector, the school nu~ and the supervisor of special classes in securing 
the co-operation of the homes from which all the children, in classes for the subnormal 
or in these day nurseries, come. 

Among the causes that have prevented these classes for •ubnormal children from 
being as effective as one might wish have been the following~ 

First, late entrance. Too many school districts have no psychologica.l or psychia
tric service for the early detection of any but the more marked cases of mental defi
ciency. Boys and girls are not transferred to these classes until they have become 
hopelessly discouraged, have acquired a dislike for schoo~ and in many cases have 
hcx:ome behavior problems. Provision for early diagnosis and transfer to special classes 
should be made. 

Second, failure to recognize the importance of habit and emotional control. 
Special classes fail when they emphasize knowledge and the development of certain 
skills aod give tittle attention to habits, emotional control, and the development of 
social conformity and adaptation. 

Third, no supervision on leaving school. One of the main reasons why our special 
classes have been disa.ppointing in their results is that we send mentally defective boys 
and girls out into the community at sixteen years of age without supervision other than 
that of the home. 

No one should attempt to draw hard and fast lines limiting the part that either 
special classes or institutions should play as agencies in our mental-hygiene program. 
Individual cases will have to be considered in a pra.ctkal way. 'Whatever our point of 
view, we can agree on the fundamental principle that the state has a responsibility in 
the supervision throughout life of &11 who are mentally defective. 

The program for which this conference should stand includes: first, the early 
identification of all cases of serious mental deviatio~ either in the pre-school period or 
soon after admission to school; seconcL an early analysis of the medical, psychologicalt 
educational, and social aspects of each case, with a tentative outline of procedure; 
third, a thorough follow-up service, through public health, public school, and social 
service agencies; fourth. adequate provision of special classes in the public schools with 
teachers with professional training in this work; fifth, some follow-up agency organized 
on a state or county basis should lr.eep in touch with eachcasethatleavesschocl,includ-
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ills tralned ps)'Chiatric social worker to visit each case at least twice a yoa.r; sixth, state
controlled institutions will still be needed, and in most states their number should be 
increased, to serve as trainillg schools from which inmates may be sent out after a term 
of yoa.rs under some colony plan or supervised parole, or where inme.tes may be n:tained 
for life as the individual cases require. They should serve also as laboratories of scien
tific research. Provision should be made for follow-up work for cases on parole where· 
this is not provided locally. 

Other things being equal. institutional care is mon: advisable: first, for those from 
unsatislsctory home surroundillgs rather than for those from good homes; second, for 
those whose pan:nts have meager incomes and many dependents rather than for those 
whose pan:nts have better incomes and fewer dependents; third, for the mentally un
stable rather than for the mentally stable; fourth, for adolescuta mther than for 
pre-adolescents and adults; fifth, for girls and women rather than for men and boys. 

A SPEECH-CORRECTION PROGRAM FOR THE PUllLIC SCHOOLS 

Smiley Bkmlon, M.D.,lf ....... silyofW.._..,. 

The problem of SPeeeh disorders and their treatment in the public schools may be 
understood best if study is made of the beginnillg of these disorders in the pre-school 
period. In the p~ool period there an: certain fundamental thillgs which the child. 
must learn: first, corn:ct food hshits must be learned, and food must be taken n:gularly 
in the right amounts and varieties; second, corn:ct sleep habits must be learned; third, 
correctgeneralmusclehabits, the learnillgofgeneralmovem~t, such as crawling, wslk
illg, runnillg, and the general use of the hands, the most important of all these being the 
leamed movement in speech. 

Speeeh is not the simple "local" process it is sometimes supposed to be. It does 
not concern itself solely with the movements of the larynx and the tongue. The 
mechanism of speeeh is widely SPread over the body, involvillg muscles all the way 
from the pelvis to the head. The elements of SPeeeh an: also quite comPbted. 
Speech is composed of souods, of language (whl.ch is the n:lstion between words), 
vocabulary, and, 6nally, the associa.ted mOIU!ings. In order to acquire SPeeeh the 
child must learn what the sounds are, tl>"'!- the n:lstionship of one sound to another, 
then what the meaning of the individual word is, and last, and most important of all, 
he must learn what speeeh accomplishes. Speeeh is not an inherited process. It 
requires that the sense of besrillg and, to some extent, that the sense of sight be normal 
A child must also have a normal nervous system, Brain injuries or nerve injury will 
prevent the proper development of speech. 

Dividing muscle movements, for the purpose of study, the first part is movement, 
the second part is tension. The majority of foals which we have thought of as racia.l 
or inherited an: lergely'leamed tensions handed on through pan:nt, teacher, nu,., or 
playmate. If the child is not wisely handled, it very quickly develops feelings of infe
riority, insdequacy, and timidity. Morbid fears and chronic worry an: often developed 
through the unconscious imitation of muscle tensions in the pan:nts. Muscle tensions 
are an expression of our emotional attitude toward things, and these muscle tensions 
an: ahown very lergely through SPeeeh· Fear and amiety tensions will bloclt ofi and 

• 
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interfere with the easy normal flow of speech. Because of these tensions caused by 
fear, anxiety~ and similar emotions, the child often gets confused in his learning. The 
muscles do not work easily and smoothly and so when he comes to make the very 
complicated co-ordinations necessary for speech, a speech defect develops. 

The speech disorders are of two kinds-organic and functionaL The organic 
speech disorders are due to such conditions as cleft palate, malformed jaws, and palatal 
arches, paralysis of the nerves governing the organs of speech. and injuries to the brain. 
It is very commonly supposed that most speech disorders are due to some organic 
difficulty But when we study a series of cases as they come to us in the children of 
the schools, we find that not more than 10 per cent of those with speech disorders have 
any organic difficulty. The other speech disorders are due to functional causes, that 
is, confused learning processes or some emotional difficulty-feelings of fear, timidity, 
anxiety. and inferiority-which are expressed in muscle tensions, which in tum inter
fere with the speech. The organic speech difficulties require the attention of the 
neurologist and surgeon as well as the service of a phonetician. The functional dis
orders however are the chief problem with which the public schools must deal. 

Many surveys have been made concerning the number of children who have speech 
disorders. U we include in speech disorders such conditions as monotonous and fal
setto voices and other marked vocal difficulties due to abnormal muscle tension, then 
we find that ahout s per cent of the children of the public schools are suffering from 
speech disorders. This figure is based on a personal survey of more th.a.n so,ooo children 
in the schools of the Middle West. 

'We tentativelyt and for the pwpose of study, classify speech disorders under the 
fotlowing heads: fust, delayed speech; second, letter substitution, usually called lisp
ing; third. oral inactivities; fourth. stuttering. 

Delayed speech is not a problem for the public schools, since children without 
speech do not get into the school system. 

For letter substitution the common term is lisping or Ianing. It is the substitution 
of one letter sound for another, such as tic or sh for s; t fork, etc. This difficulty is often 
due to a confusion of learning. It sometimes represents a childish residue which the 
patient hangs on to long past the thne when it should have heen eliminated. Only a 
small percentage of these cases are caused by abnormality of the jaw or palatal arch. 
It is not sufficient in the treatment of these cases merely to give phonetic drill. We 
always find that the child must have emotional tnUning and re-education as well as 
phonetic drill. 

Oral inactivity is a third type of speech disorder. There seems to be some general 
organic condition back of this disorder. We find a child eight or ten years of age speak
ing with such indistinctness that he cannot be understood. In most of these cases we 
find there is history of rickets and food difficulties reaching back tD inlancy. It may 
be due to faulty bearing. That it is not outgrown is shown by the fact that we had 
twenty-nine such cases out of a personal examination of 1,400 Ulliversity freshmen. 
It is usually found that the children with this speech defect are suffering from feelings 
of inferiority, timidity, and anxiety. It may be of course, that the emotional con
dition is secondary to the speech condition, hut in the treatment for this condition it is 
not wise to use phonetic drills dirutly. \\'hatever training is given must be given 
indirectly in plays and games; speech must not be made conscious. Many cases who 
are given phonetic drills in a direct way develop stuttering. 
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Stuttering, under which we include stammering, is very largely a question of tea
sions. , Many of us may become speechless or stutter under the inl!uence of fright. The 
question is, why does the stutterer feel amicus, fearful. and timid? The stutterer 
has a temperament which makes it difficult for him to make aocial adjustments. When 
we go hack into the childhood of the stutterer, we find thet for the most part he has 
heen dominated too much at home, and that when he gets out into life, he is unable to 
meet various situations. Even where the child is an oDly child and everything is done 
for him in a physical way, he is still suJiering from a psychological domination. He 
~ever wins any success through his own ef!orts, and soon he feeis inferior and inad,.. 
quate. Stuttering is a type of hehavior and hence we cannot treat the disorder merely 
as a phonetic diffiCulty. 

An historical survey of the methods used in the treatment of stuttering is meJan.. 
choly reading. First surgical operations were beely used on the tongue; the root of 
the'tongue was cut and sometimes a V-shaped piece was cut out of it. Treatment of 
stuttering by operative procedure still oontiuues. Today the stutterer very often has 
his adenoids and tonsils tsken out because he stutters. Later the pedagogical method 
came in vogue. These methods still hold the stage. The method usually used is 
breathing exercises in various combinations with vocal exercises. The new umethodsn · 
that are constantly heing advocated and exploited are reslly not new at all, but really 
bundreds of years old. 

The treatment of stuttering ,necessitates a very careful analysis and ....education 
of the child's emotional life and the problem of the teacher is twofold. The teacher 
must first be able to analyze the mental mechanisms whkh underlie behavior. She 
must he able to pick out the thing that has gone wrong and to re-educate the child to 
bsve hotter and more useful types of behavior. Second, She must bsve the knowl
edge and skill to adjust the child's envirooment, or if the environment cannot be 
changed, then to adjust the child so as to get along in his envi!'onment. 

It has been our experience that the teachers do best in speech-correction wotk who 
bsve bsd experience in the primary grades. It is better that 'they should bsve bsd at • 
least two years' training in generel teaching bef..., they go into speech-com:ction work. 
It is recommeoded that they devote at least a ,.,.. in prrparing themselves to teach 
this work, although it may be accomplished in two or three summers' wotk. The 
teachets sbould be trained to know something of the physiology of the speech mechan
ism, and bsvo a general knowledge of th'e IID&tomy of the speech organs. They should • 
know something of the nervous mec)nmism. of SP.eech and bsve knowledge of the physi
cal development of the child and the time at which the !in...and coarse-muscle develop
ment ia necessary. Since the speech mtcbanj,m Was developed primarily to express 
the emotions, and since disturbed and poorly controlled emotions may give rise to 
speech disorders, careful training must f>e bsd in the development of the emotional life 
and in the avoidance of abnormal types of emotions. The teacher sbould know som• 
thing of voice training and how to develop the various vocal modulationr-pitch, 
volume, rhythm, aad quality. She should also know something of English sounds and 
how to develop these soundS in children with defective speech. Sbe should bs able 
to make a careful and complete case history. The case history should include tbe 
family history, tsking up the medical and aocial history of the parents, their tempem
monts, and their types of speech. The case history should also include the patient's 
medical his~ his emotional reactions, and ouch fmulamental reacli<>D:s as curinsity, 
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disgusts, type of imagination, his school history, social history, and a very<:arefulanaly
sis of the speech conditions. Finally the teacher should ha.ve some training in mental 
analysis and be able to use the Jung association and other tests for the emotional 
reactions. 

The teacher should make a brief case history for each child. She should have a 
conference with the parents and should have a physical examination made of each 
child. Each child should he given individual appointments from time to time. The 
children should be grouped together according to their emotional and speech difficulty; 
i.e., the children suffering from letter substitution should be in one group and the stut· 
terers in another group. 

The question often arises as to whether these children with speech disorder should 
be segregated or whether they should be allowed to remain in their classes. We are 
convinced that these children should he allowed to remain in their classes. 

The work in speech correction should be divorced absolutely from the work with 
the mentally deficient and feeble-minded. The children who suffer from speech dis~ 
orders are for the most part children of good or excellent intelligence. The difficulty is 
very largely emotional. 

In concluding we should like to emphasize that the functional speech disorders are 
the earliest signs of emotional maladjustment. These malajustments should be diag
nosed and treated at the earliest possible moment. It is not good economy to wait 
until the children have a nervous breakdown, or reach the juvenile court, or become 
definitely abnormal before treatment is begun. The great majority of these children 
show, at some time or other, speech symptoms indicative of their adjustmental diffi
culty, and since this speech symptom is one of the earliest, it certainly seems the most 
logical and convenient channel of approach iD the effort to stop at its source the stream 
of social maladjustments. 

These sPeech disorders are in some cases but an indication of some underlying 
emotional difficulty. Speech is one of the earliest signs of abnormal tension and begin
ning fears, timidities. and inferiority feelings. If all of these clilldren were cared for 
in the very earliest stages. it would not qnly be a great va1ue to the children as regards 
their speech, but it would also be a forward step in introducing mental hygiene in a 

·practical way into the public schools. 

THE RELATION OF THE SCHOOL TO OCCUPATIONAL LIFE 

CHILD LABOR AND EDUCATION 

Owm R. Lovejoy, Secretary, NatiofWl CJtiJd Labor Commitlu, 
New YtWk 

Associating my topic with the general subject of the meeting, it appears that my 
function is to point out the negative nature of this combinatioD.-"tbe relation of the 
school to occupational life. We need first to define child labor, then to discuss the kind 
of educational opportunity we think. children need, and then. try to relate the two. 
First, we distinguish rather sharply between child labor and children's work. Let it 
be understood that opponents o.f child labor do not advocate idleness. To say that 
soc-iety ha.s no suitable tasks for little children, which shaU develop their bodies~ stimu
late their minds, kindle their imaginations, clarify their moral conception and develop 
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their esthetic nature, is to confess our own intellectual barrenness and the sterility of 
our modem industrial organization. · 

Our confession is - usually so frank. On the other hand, society condones a 
recognized system of exposure of children to l.alx!r by avowing that many clilldreo have 
to work, that family poverty must be recognized, that in their section of the country 
the evil is much less extensive tban elsewhere, that in their locality it is not an evil but 
a great educational force, that most of the children who work are foreigner& and are 
better oli tban they would be in their native country, or that they are Negroes. _The 
net result of our general condemnation of child labor, IDimls our specffic defense of it 
is an a.rm.y of child workers-over a million in number-in whose case it doesn't matter 
very much what kind of school system we have in America, for they get none of i~ 
These clilldreo are not the casual employees, the chore boys, and errand girls wbo add 
useful tesks to their school days. They are not in school; they are at work; this is 
their daily experience. The only other duti<S they perform besides work are eating 
and sleeping. Let us get this straight. 

These children are employed in manufacturing imd mechanical pursuits. in coal
mining and quarrying, commerce and traosportation, in city street trades, tenement 
bome manufa.cturing, domestic service, and agricultural pussuits. Their hours of labor 
vary from eight a day, in states having the most advanced restrictions, to ten, twelve, 
or more. In many occupatiollS no restrictions of hours i;ve them any protection from 
a day limited oofy by utter exhaustion or the demands of the industry itself. 

No effective regulation of employment of childreo in tenement homes exists any
wh~ Theem.ploymentof cbildrm in street trades is theoretically regulated iu a. num
ber of states, but nowhere, to our knowledge, with an effective administration hacked 
by public support. Mr. Bruoe Watson of the Penusylvanis committee hes aptly ssid 
that one result of the legislative war on child labor hes been to bring it into secrecy and 
develop a system of industrial bootlegging; And no state hes recognized the need& 
of the child in agricultural labor to the extent of furnishing alaw with reasonable regula
tion of hours and with an administration that would be effective. 

All our discussion of vocational educalio!t, IIUI1luai !mining, and apprenticeship 
systems, of work-study-play curricula, etc., are entiraly beside the mark when it comes · 
to a consideration of the overwhelming majority of these millinn clilldreo of wbom we 
are now spesking. 

We cannot dismiss this di"'J«io'l, however, by the fist deelsration that the kind 
of school does not matter, for it is obvious that one of the most potent ageocies in the 
cure of the evil agsinst whicli. we haw bere coniplsined is the school itself. Tbe 
nature of our educational institutions, therefore-the curriculum, the physical equip
ment, the administration of school attends nee, the quelfty and training of teachers
all are of vital importance. 

Seonnd, we should like to urge, therefore, that in order to appeal to a part of this 
army of a million child laborer& to get them into school and in order to bold those wbo 
are already in school, as well as to serve a fundamental fuoction in the development 
of our American democracy, certain consideratious sbould be involved in any program 
for improving or extending our school system. We olier the following s\lggestious: 
(a) that the school building and school premises should be safe, comfortable, attractive, 
conveofent, and thohigbestachievements of safety and sanitary science thus far realized 
should be mede applicable to every school building in which clilldreo are detained; (b) . . 
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that the education of the whole child should be the goal, not merely the pouring into 
his mind of certain lessons drawn from abstract fields, but the linking of his whole being 
to life and its problems; (c) that the whole atmosphere of the school should be inspiring 
for children need enthusiasm1 and the studied methods by which this is crushed in many 
localities are perhaps quite as responsible for the breaking away of childhood from what 
would ultimately result in substantial development as are the attractions on the outside 
that tend to pull the child away; (d) that education should be American, and by this 
we are not urging that our children should be taught to talk like the king of England or 
look l.il.:e the Pilgrim fathers; we are urging that old-fashioned principle of American
ism, so feared by a multitude of our modern 1 2o-proof Americans, but so precious to men 
of the type of ·washington, Adams, Jefferson, and Madison-the right to freedom. We 
should not only have the courage to think for ourselves, but we should grant to children 
the right to think for themselves; (e) tbat we recognize the importance of an instructed 
public. Obviously the race is still too ignorant, Americans with the rest. And there 
is real point in the argument that children should be taught to do something useful so 
that in later life they will not be devoid of a method by which to maintain themselves 
and to care for those who will later become dependent on them. We do not belittle 
this claim. But it sbould be borne in mind that the teaching of the cbild to do his own 
thinking, to use the facilities of what we rightfully call our system of English educa
tion, to learn to use the tools of expression-the ability to read, to write, to communicate 
with past ages and with our contemporaries-are also of prime importance. On the 
other baud, we sbould like to see the entire curriculum for all the children of school age 
shot through and through with vocational significance, not primarily for the purpose of 
teaching these children bow to earn money by engaging in one or another vocation, 
but for the main purpose of giving them an appreciation of the methods by which the 
human race has mainta.ined itself on the earth in past ages and is likely to take its next 
steps forward. To learn to think, to develop vision, to develop social appreciation
these are the greatest tasks before the educational forces of our country, and these, 
curiously enough. are the task.s most likely to stimulate a spirit of co-operation on the 
part of the children themselves and win multitudes of thOse we bave neither been able 
to drive or frighten. 

Thir-d, grAnting all these improvements in our educational system which we have 
urged, the question still remains how to connect the two, how to relate the American 
school to our army of child laborers. \\~e simply urge that education shall be demo
cratic. By this we mean tha.t it shall be available to every child within our boundaries. 
Such a statement sounds tenibly obvious I But it lives thus far only in theory. The 
oft-repeated assurance that a liberal education is available for every child is not only 
a stupid distortion of the facts but is a flagrant insult to multitudes of ignorant children 
who have no way of combating its insidious counsels or are unconscious of the actual 
facts. There are multitudes of children in this country who have no available oppor
tunity to participate in the advantages offered by our school system. 

Education must be undertaken as a national enterprise. The theory that our 
government has no right to intervene in the interest of an enlightened citizenry is as 
unsound as an objection to a state compulsory school-attendance law. 

If a loca.l community has the right to invade a private home to compel children to 
go to school; if a county has the right thus to invade a community1 and if a state has 
the right to thus invade a countys then the government of the United States has a 
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right to invade a state if that state fails or refuses to produce its quota of educated 
citizens. There is no escape from this logic. If this means a. federal appropriatinn 
of funds to eucoumge educational improvements, we must face the issue. No money 
can be more safely invested thau in the training of American children for life. 

Considerable uneasiness bes recently been expressed by the mounting oosts of 
education, especially college education. We are told that too many youths go to college 
who have no place there. Granted! But it is also true that too many youths are 
deofed even a look-in who ongbt to be there and who would make fabulous social 
returns on the investment if they were there. But we are not here discussing college 
education. We are down on lower levels. We have beard no complaint that too many 
children are in the grades or in the high schools. On the other hand, our census sched
ules teem with the unschooled of school age. In 1920 the following children between 
seven and fifteen ye&l1l of age were not in sehoul: 

Alabama, ro8.443; Florida, 33,534; Louisiana, 102,387; Massachusetts, 50,934; 
Mississipp~ 86,873; New York, 140.565; Pennsylvania, 129,633; Rhode ISland, 
u,663; North Carolina, 86,647; Texas, r6g,ss6. 

This census shows a total of r,437,783 children from seven to thirteen ye&l1l old 
out of school, and 2,221,364 between seven and fifteen out of school. 

These children are for the most part child laborers, althangb the census unhappily 
did not discover them. Imagine a census of child labor in agriculture gathered io 
January! It win be noticed that the point at which child labor is most prevalent is 
precisely the point where our educatiooalsystem most completely falls down; viz., in 
our rural communities.. 

This is pa.rtly due to our inadequate system of rural schools: a school house which 
is an llrchitectural miscarriage, erected on a little spot of desert; a I'Ulficulum built io 
the city; a teaching force without normal training and hired at IS than a janitor's pay; 
an atteodance department which is a neighborhood joke and is adjusted to the exigen
cies of local industry; and a school boa.rd made up of the three leading citizens with 
three duties to perform: to keep the school house io as peor repair as possible without 
having it fali down on the children, which woofd cost more; to protect the cutticulum 
from change; and to keep the teacher's salary down. This is the combioati011 the 
rural child laborer has to break if he is to break into 'the world·of education. 

Tbe effects of this impoverished system of rural school life are beginning to he felt' 
by our educational ststesmen and to be 'l'et by the modemized c:uniculum, the con· 
solidated school, state attendance departments, etc. · 

Unless we hasten this program, we face the depepulatiim of our rural communities 
by that entelpl'isiog type of pioneering ideaUsts '\fho have laid the most substantial 
foundation of our nationa.lgroatness. Serious attention to rural needs which sha1i make 
farming both profitsble and attractive is vital to the snlutinn of both the problem of 
child labor and the problem of education. 

Indeed, it is only wben we come to recognize that the welfare of the child both as & 

citizen aod as a factor in our social and industrial future is the one desideratum that 
we sha1i develop such" comprebens.ive program of child welfare as sha1i guarantee both 
the emancipetion of our· child laborers on the one hand and the emancipatinn of our 
educatinnal system on the other. 
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THE SCHOOL AND ITS RELATION TO THE VOCATIONAL 
LIFE OF THE ?<"EGRO 

Mrt. EJiseJolmsM McDM~gald, Teacher in Cluwee of Vocational GuUJanu, 
Publi<Sc!JDols 89, 119, and 5, N~"' y.,.k 

A discussion of the school and its relation to the vocational life of the Negro brings 
us to the consideration of two of the most vital activities of human tife,-leaming and 
ea.ming. These are vital to all, and to the Negro. who is like all other folk, the effort 
to secure a chance to learn and to earn has brought about an heroic change. Within a 
year 84,000 Negroes left the states of South Carolina, Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, 
and Tennessee. It is significant that all of these states rank in the lowest third of 
states iD educational progress in the nation. After years of patient endurance, the 
Negro, by migrating, has made the problem of education and vocation a national rather 
than a sectionil one. 

No matter how white America may estimate him. the Negro knows that he Ins 
contributed sufficiently toward the building up of this country to wamnt his claiming 
a respected place in the nation. Still mo~ than that1 he feels he is a factor in the work 
of the world. He has reason to be proud of the fact that in making these contnl>utions 
he bas benefited other groups in the nation ev-en more than he has his O'Wil. Since 
we- are considering the questions of learning and earning, let us note what the Negro 
has meant to America along those lines. He has played a vital part in the educational 
system. In the educational philosophy of the Negro, Booker T. Washington is the 
outstanding contribution, among the contributions of edua.tors, white or black, to 
education in America. 

A.s has bappened in other contributions of the Negro to America, entire good bas 
not been the result where he is concerned. So tremendously forceful was the philoso
phy and personality of Washington, tbat he swayed the thought of the nation to the 
extent that other educational programs for Negroes were greatly discounted. 

\Vhite educators are still dazzled, to a large extent. by a one-sided program of 
vocational education for- all Negroes. This enthusiasm has not as yet found full 
expression in actual pra~ce. This is pointedly true of the educational officials in the 
employ of the city and state. The suspension of effort in vocational education is doubt~ 
less due to the deterring attitude of the white labor unions who greatly fear competition 
in the skilled tzades. The actual trade tnining now given in the public trade schools 
in the North and the South to Negroes is still insignificant. 

The public elementary and high schools of the North provide a better chance for 
preparation for vocations other than trades. The same standard is maintained for 
both races who, for the most part, attend the same schools. The chief drawback is the 
lack o-£ money among the ID3.sses to support the child through a lengthy course in school 

In the South. however, the situation is the other way about. There the Northern 
philanthropist has taken care, to a great extent, of the vocational education of the 
Negro. not only in Hampton and Tuskeg~. but in many other smaller schools through· 
out the South. This, howe\~er, does not come as it property should under the state. 
As far a.s elementary education for the Negro in the South is concerned, the reports of 
the several state superintendents of education show that the amount of monies used 
for the Negro is criminally below that used for whites. This is having the moral effect 
of castiog scom upon the lowered Iating which the southern states get in the scale for 
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all sl&tes. High school education for Negro youth in the Soutlunay be said to be 
practioally non-existent as a sl&te function. Negroes are paying sl&te tases and in 
addition paying sums to private Negro colleges for the secondary education they cannot 
get from the sl&te. This tzagic situation in the educational system of the South is 
reflected in the almost insunnounl&ble handicap met by the migrant youth when be 
enters the nortlwn pnblic schools. 

This brings us to a di<OJssiou of the second pbese of our subject: a CODSideration 
of the vocations in which the Negro is engaged. In the North abnost any stody will 
show tha.t the largest numbers of Negroes are engaged in the nnskmed processes in 
indus!Iy. For these be needs only elementarY education fur use while on the job. 
This, however, does not mean that he possesseS only such education as he uses, for it 
is now a recognized fact that there is a great waste to the communjty in the lack of 
opportunity for the Negm to serve to his maximum capacity. Tbe entrance of the 
Negro into the semi-Wiled and skilled trades is genemlly slight in the North. The 
greater pmgreas has been made in the North and Middle West. In New York City 
a recent stody disclosed them to _be in 285 various occupations. However slight, the 
fact that entrance has been made and is being held is significant. If the pmmotional 
policy of the northern employer can be gradually made more favorable, Negro workers 
will make a normal progress. Where merit and examination systems have prevailed1 

·healthy progress has been noted. This tendency in fadus!Iy to force the Negro down
ward is most noteworthy for a body of socja.1 workers. It is at the root of many of the 
problems which the social worker is called upou to help solve. In passing, CODSider 
just one; because of it, the women of the Negro race are compelled to supplement the 
low ""ge of their men. Tbey enter the laundries, shops, and factories, or continue ID 
la.bor in the homes of the more fortonate women, to the ...glect of their own. This 
forced neglect of the home during the day neoessitates undue freedom fur the cblldren 
and la.ck of ·care as to feeding, recreation, and discipline. As social wnrkers, many 
other problems will immediately come to your mind which arise from this condition 
of the Negro mother. 

A pictore of the vocational life of the Negro in the North is not complete if only 
industri&l W.es are included. In that section Negroes are following almost as many 
vocations as are the whl'tes. The numbers in any of the skilled callings are perhaps 
unduly small. The variety is nevertheless great. Tbey hold not only positions seldom 
associated with Negroes, but also attain iiistinction for the cbetacter of the work done. 
One does not usually think of the~res of Negrpes in commmcial work ("m 1920 there 
were 1,200 Negmes in the post office, whereas 28 years ago there were only so) or of 
the many officinls of city and sl&te when one discUsses the vocational life of the Negro. 

To have a true pictore, it is absolutely necessary tD !Duch up the dull gray of trade 
life and personal service with such high lights as the following: the largest Negro com
munity in the wotld, Harlem, is fairly typical as to variety of occupation. Tbere 
among the I$2,000 Negroes we lind 63 physicians, with & need fur many more; 28 
dentists who are amious for stUdents to study that profession to meet the needs of the 
future; over goo musicians, mostly entertainers, who are kept busy amusiog the pleas
ure-seeking crowds at inns, restalll'allts, and theatres; •so or more pnblic school 
tee.che:s who find constant employment among white and colored cblldren, and wbo 
have risen tD positions in the high schools and on the administrative sl&fis in the ole-

• 
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mentary schools; over zoo nurses engaged in the service of the city, in clinics~ in tene
ment house inspection, in public schools and city hospitals. as well as in private duty 
and in settlement work. There is one private sanitarium, owned and operated by 
Negro physicians, where a Kegro nurse has supervision over other Negro nurses. One 
should not forget that the vocational life of the Negroes of New York. includes so law
yers with representatives in the 1egal employ of the city and state and one in the state 
assembly at Albany. One should also bring to mind sucb positions as collector of 
internal revenue of the port of New York and municipal civil service commissicner. 

Turning to the sou them section, progress along business lines is even more marked.. 
There commercial enterprises along practically every line have grown up and Negroes 
have attained wealth and culture as a result. The Negro is now weighing the cost of 
this progress in terms of nerve strain and spiritual drain, and is expressing his findings 
in the migration mentioned before. 

After this brief summary of conditions, North and South, in school and industry, 
one realizes that constructive work is under way. Education is on the increase. The 
Negro must get his just share. Industry is becoming more humanized. The Negro 
must also be regarded in the new light. The two agencies for human good, the school 
and industry, must work together more effectively. It has gradually become apparent 
that an additional agent must step in and make the transition from one to the other Jess 
difficult and to keep the spirit of the school alive in industry. Especially is this nec
essary in the case of the Negro youth. They graduate by the hundreds and go to W<>rk 
or to a trade school or a high schooL W'hen the time comes to seek a place in the work 
of the W<>rld, they meet the greatest difficulty. Lack <>f innate ability on the part of 
the Negro boy or girl is not the underlying cause of these difficultues. Limited oppor
tunity, a lack of knowledge of the opportunities which exist) a.nd a lack of help in making 
the necessary adjustments are the potent factors in the trouble. It appears that one 
of the greatest needs of the Negro youth is not only training in all branches of learning, 
according to ability and interest, but adequate coordination and guidance, both in 
education and work, toward the futlest use of that training. 

An experiment to meet just this need has been tried for the past four years by the 
boo.rd of education in New York City. In the district where the majority of Negroes 
.Hve one teacher was assigned to three elementary schools to guide the upper-grade boys 
and girls as to choice in courses in high school and as to work and vocation. 

In the doing of this experimental concrete work, a constant effort was made to 
unearth the larger needs. Vocational guidance led to the adoption of administrative 
measures used successfully with other groups. As will be noted in the following state
ments, it led to the inauguration of new and untried work to meet new situations. 
Among them are these: 

Mental tests, at first used in two scbools only by a rounsel<>r to help in the diag
nosis of educational and vocational problems, were later made the basis of grading of 
cla.sses into slow and rapid groups within the grade. These tests clarified the under~ 
standing of teachers as to the wide range of intetligence among Negro children. 

A special class was established outside ol -school to give instruction to a special 
group of over-age and mentally slow girls in semi-skilled domestic work. These girls 
were tired of school and expressed but one choice, and for this there were no classes in 
school. They must go to work with no preparation. At the end of the course they 
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were pl&ced and watched ovu by tho teacher, who adjusted wage and other troubles. 
One ol these girls worked in one place for three yeam and ill being replaced by this 
uacher this month.., order to secure for her higher wages. 

To meet the dexrumd for trained directors of cafeterias, dietitians, and honsehold 
managers, a completely equipped cafeteria was installed in the pre-vocational depart
ments in one of tho elementary schools. This work leads to tho higher courses in the 
same lines in the high schools. 

To foster the work of vocational guidance, the North Harlem Vocational Guidance 
Committee was formed. 

As a. result of the need for wider policies in placement and guidance, the United 
States Department of Labor and tho Boa.rd of Education made a survey of the occupe
tions open to Negroes in New York City. This io now being edited for publica.tionas 
a government bulletin. 

The high school placement department of the Board of Education was induced 
to make an equal effort for the Negro youth in its questionnaire campejgn for larger 
opportunities for the high school pupil. Favora.ble advertisement was therein given 
to tho colored child. • 

As a result of this work, the percentage of children going to work has been steadily 
reduced. and the percentage of successfully guided pupils is shown in the records being 
made by these students in lessons and character-rating in tho high schools. Sixty
seven per cent of the girls guided in the first yoa.r of the work a.re still there, and, to 
mention only one side, they hsve attained an a.verage of B plus in personality and char
a.cter. There has been a keener interest on the pert of toscher and perent in the futuro 
life work and education of the colored child, and the community in general has become 
a pa.rt of the work, This has been brought a.bout by talks at public meetings of all 
kinds. at churches, frstornities, clubs, and mothers' meetings. 

This much hss been accomplished in one community, and its chief value lies in the 
]jgbt it sheds on tho possibilities for other communities. What has been done in one 
place can be adapted to another. With such efforts· to improve tho methods in learning, 
and to tie them up to the efforts to improve the opportunities in the field of earning, 
there can be no csuse for depression over whst can be done to improve the relation of 
the school to thevocstionallife of the Negro child. . . 

VOCATIONAL .GUIDANCE • 

M. Edilh Camplnll, Dir«<Df', V Dtdli<mal BM-, 
CinMMJi 

Vocstional guidance is commooly coniusOd with vocational education or consid
ered as a function concerned only with tho child who leaves school for work at an early 
age. Hence the history of its development the last fifteen years is entangled with that 
of various educational processes and child-labor rogolations and its real purpose ill just 
beginning to be understood. This purpose is to help oscb individual child, ne> matter 
whst his status, to become "a self~pporting and contented unit of the occupetional 
world~"• -The interests of the movement are in the professional as well as in the indus
trial and commercial occupetions; its functions are concorned not only with tho working 

• Po1idel: ol th .. N&tiooal Vocational Guidauce Aasoclation. Bolen T. Woolleya N.,.._, y_. 
tiMfGI Gttiduu A~ B..U.U11, .¥&7~ J.gu, 
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child but also with the child who will enter high school and coUege. For the child who 
enters in-dustry, \'ocational guidance hopes to secure a refashioned curriculum which is 
based on experience, not on authority. For the child of hi~h mental endowment, 
vocational guidance attempts to show the need for an enriched course of study, for 
a<celeratioo; and for liberal scholarships. 

Dr. Brewerr has given us an illuminating history of vocational guidance, taking us 
back into the early centuries to find the beginning of its theories and practices. 

The term vocational guidance has rarely appeared in programs of the National 
Conference of Social 'Vork; not at all in the Index until 1915, unless I have overlooked 
some previous entry. Since then the term has become not only familiar, but of increas
ing importance to social workers. They constantly see the necessity for knowledge of 
the child as an individual and for extended facilities in school systems through which 
such infonnation may be put into practice. The difficulties of family, rehabilitation, 
industrial exigencies, and much else relating to the instability of the adult in his environ
ment can be referred back to the maladjustment of the child to his school and also pre
school conditions. If methods in education had been devised or adopted for assisting 
the child more clearly to understand his universe, more frankly and intelligently to 

encounter his daily experience, his occupational life would have been at least less bur
dened with friction and defeat, and fewer problems would now be presented to the 
social worker. 

At the present time vocational guidance suggests several methods which will enable 
the chi1d to become more happily and satisfactorily adjusted to the occupational wor1d.. 

First, knowledge of the individual <:hild, his physical and mental ability, his home 
environment, his Jeisu.re time, and his economic status. This fundamental information 
should be made the basis of all school programs in order to serve the greatest need of 
children. Facilities for securing this information are slowly, but much too slowly, 
being acquired by school systems. Psychological and psychiatric laboratories and 
clinics are being established hoth for research and for treatment. A personnel other 
than the teaching force is becoming aD integral part of the educational staff. Visiting 
teachers, vocational counselors, and socially trained attendance officers are vitally 
~ugmenting the teacher's opportunity for reaching the child's real life. A continuity 
in teaching and guidance is obtained by cumulative records which register not only the 
child's academic standing but also his disposition, behavior, physical condition, and 
social environment which, passing with him from year to year, give a carefully drawn 
picture of the child's procedure throughout his entire school life. 

Seoond1 as the schools are now constituted, several groups of children emerge from 
the elementary classrooms; those who go to work at as early an age as the law permits, 
those who will go through high school and college, and the many who drift along scarcely 
knowing where they are going. 

For the group of children who go to work, as careful a guardianship should he main
tained as for those who remain in high school. In the elementary grades the courses 
should be less rigid and better adapted to the child's vocational life) taking into account 
the probability of his entering a routiae job without eduC"ationai content. At once we 
~ that the teacher's knowledge of industry1 its advantages and disadvantages for the 
child, must he greatly extended. This requirement has caused several beginnings to 
be made in occupational studies, which seek to give to the child through the teacher 

~The Vocatioa&l Guidance Movement, John M. B~er. 
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definite, accurate information concerning industrial prottisses and opportunities. 
:Matez:ial thus presented cannot fall to help the c:hlld develop opinions and observations 
concerning the occupaticnal world which he now enters very early1 totally uninformed 
and unsupervised. 

In explainiDg the PIUJlOSC of these studies issUed by the Voe&Wmal Guidance 
Bureau in Cincilmati, Miss Addams states: "The infol:mation thus brought together 
supplemented by exhibit material secured from the business world will be used by teach· 
en in the schools in discussing with their classes the dilferent ways in which people earn 
a living. The primary purpose is thet of giving infol:mation to c:bildren with regard 
to a realm whichisofvitalimportancetoeveryoneofthem; that of future wage-earning 
oppprtunities of every variety. It seems as though it were the school's responsibility 
to give c:bildren a chance to look over the wbole field of oa:upations, show the signposts, 
explain the methOds of travel, and stand ready to advise or give practical !Lid in regard 
to the best next step." · 

.Third, an important function for the guardianship of this gronp of c:bildren is that 
of placement. Unaided they cannot lind jobs as suited to their capacities aa the place
ment secretary can. Having in mind the teacher's estimate of the c:hlld, the financial 
need, and the chances of his further education, this secretary becomes the c:bild's adviser 
and guide. When be is placed, be understands be bas recourse to this adviser's wisdom, 
knowledge of industry, and oonstant interest in his advancement. Through the 
medium of placement, invaluable contacts are made with employers and employment 
managers. Indeed thepointofviewcreated through this function nndoubtedly bas and 
will have lm important besring on ~tive and q>ntlnuation cour.;es. The C><tCil· 
sioo, adequacy, nnd enrichment of these courseS should be attempted, using· the vafu
able researeh matez:ial secured through placeme11t as liignificant regulative principlea. 
· Fourth, the psychological and researeh laboratories; through 8Il8lysis and study 
of individual children, have made life happier and more eadurable for the discouraged 
and retarded c:bild; they have aiso disclosed many a brilliant, promising c:bild about 
to relinquish its most cberished dream of education because of economic.conditiona. 
The sacrilice made by these c:bildren and the loss to society cannot be exaggerated, 
when they are forced by poverty to enter industry at fourteen or sineen years of age. 
Men and women of wealth have always assisted, in a sporadic fashion, individuals who 
were brought to their attention as deaervihg: But the eata blishment of permanent 
scholarship funds for c:bildren is a recent development, and one which vocstional guid
ance has earnestly urged upon the public. Here agiLin the c:bild finds a counselor in the 
secretary or director of such a fund; tbe discussiou Of family problems, cost of living, 
possible adjustments, and hopes for the c:bild's future proves again and again tbe benefit 
of this parsonal, "social" work with the c:bild. · 

Fifth, legislation bas only indirectly been a part of vocaWmal guidance, and this 
in the spheres of c:bild labor, compulsory school attendance, cooparative- and continua
tion-school classes, subsidies of VOC&Wmal training, and training of teachers. Legis
lation besring upon and the method of the issuance of employment certificates bas been 
of great importance to the c:bi!d's training and to school procedures. These methods 
have been made tbe subject of interesting studies by tbe Children's Bureau and of a 
conference held under their auspices in 1922 in coDnection witb the annual meeting of 
the NaWmal EdiiC&Wmal Association. This function of employment certificate issu
ance long negiected by school systems, bas a vital besring npon ali school problems, and 
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proves a rich field for research for vocationa1 guidance. In the position of the issuing 
officer, there is a strategic opportunity for assisting the child in its initial contact with 
wage-earning and with occupational choices. The appalling amount of retardation 
shown through these certificates should make immediate and far reaching changes in 
classification and in the reorganization of the elementary grades. An absence of corre
lation between the grade completed, and the job and the wage of the working child is 
cause for vocational guidance to insist on a more careful analysis not only of the job, 
but of the purpose and content of so-called "vocational" cou~. The fact that rou
tine jobs are greatly in the majority of those open to children, th.lt the child becomes 
an adult in the same monotonous routine task, should be disconcerting enough to force 
H vocational educators" to re-state the purpose of these courses. many of which evi
dently should be planned with reference to the child's leisure time, to his life aside from 
his job, more thaD lor actual occupational training. Tbe vocational guide should be 
thoroughly familiar with industrial and educational legislation aDd the enforcement 
of compulsory school attendance should be of educational and social value, not merely 
of legal interest. The latter can be in the main accomplished through the personnel 
of the attendance officer, who we hope will soon have the training and attitude of the 
visiting teacher. 

Sixth, although many changes have been made in courses for training teachers, 
constant effort must be made for modification and fundamental reconstruction, and 
many different points of view need to be considered for the training. Of course, the 
chief requirement is as broad a training as can be planned and given. But more con· 
cretely, as th05e interested in vocational guidance believe, the teacher should be given 
an opportunity for study of those conditions and exigencies which influence the child's 
school experience so profoundly, that all teaching is in vain unless curriculums are based 
on these realities. This attitude on the part of the teacher is our only hope of breaking 
into the rigidity and smugness of our present school system. Courses for teachers must 
in the future include training for these social contacts: vocational counselors, visiting 
teachers, placement, co-operative and continuation classes directors, and many fonns 
of social and industrial work. 

From these suggestions and methods, it is seen that vocational guidance extends 
its scope and interests over a wider field than vocational education, for it is concerned 
with every form of training and education. The children who share in its efforts are 
dull and brilliant, rich and poor; they will be found in the industrial and in the profes
sional world. Their leisure time, their life as a whole, is just as important as their 
vocational life to vocational guidance. 'While we do not seek to accomplish the impos-
sible, we do desire to maintain a certain definite policy, in order that we may permeate 
educational and occupational forces with the desire to use any known scientific and 
social avenue for finding the way toward a more adequate educational theory and 
practice. a practice that will enable every child to enter his occupation with infinitely 
greater chances for happy adjustment than he now has. In Miss Spurgeon's review of 
the illuminating reports on education, issued by various groups in England during the 
war, she writes: um general, it may not unfairly be said, the report continues, that 
'education is regarded as a suitable occupation for the years of chi1dhood, with the fur
ther object of equipping the young in some vague and little-understood way for the 
struggle of adult existence in a world of material interests.m In contrast, this concep-
tion of education is presented by the ftPC)rt: "True education, the 'drawing out' and 
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training of already existmg faculties, is really guidance in the acquirlng of experience. 
For the gaining of experience, physical, mental, and spiritual, is the one thing which 
mntters; it is in this continuous gain thet life itself cxmsists, and the full garnering and 
expression of this experience is the highest end we can see for man-'ripeness is all.'" 

VocationOl guidance hopes to find a way "in the acquiring-in the gaining of experi
ence" whereby to each individual will come increasing contentment, promise of fulfill
ment, and an ability to adjust one's self even to life's stemest di.sclpl.ines and shattering 
tragedies. 

SOCIAL CASE WORK AS APPLIED TO THE SCHOOLS 

THE WSTORY AND PRESENT STATUS OF THE VISITING
TEACHER MOVEMENT 

HfiWtJTrJ W. Nudrl, C/saWma,., Nllli<mDl c.....mu...,. Visiling T<DCbllU, A.ffiljall4 
'lllilh lluPublit; &lucalion Assodalioll o/lho Ci4y of NN Yori 

However efficient the school may become in utilizing the time allotted to itsspecilic 
purposes, the fact remains that it is but one of the forces which educates the child. 
During the months when schools are in session, the cbild is in attendance scarcely 20 

per cent of the time. Taking the year as a whole, during which the child is at school 
not more than 200 days, the proportion of time in attendance is much less, h&zdly :z:2 
per cent. This means that of the eight years of elementary school life only one-eighth 
of the time, a period equal to one year, is spent in school. The rest of the time, equal 
to seven years, is spent in the hame or in the neighborhood, under infiuences that are 
either strengthening or undermining the work of the school. The school must not 
only improve its own procedure but take account of the other forces which are affecting 
tho whole cbild. The educative infiu..ices in tha homeandn&ghborhood, which operate 
during 88 per cent of the life of the child, must, as far as possible, be intelligently 
co-ordinated with these of the school, which operate during only u per cent of the time. 

Particularly is this true of those problem children, the non-conformists, whom the 
school can D.o longer eliminate even if it desired to do so. To understand such childrel> 
and give them their full chance in life, it is essential that the school should not only be 
aware of whst their life is like wben not tmder its control, but also co-ordinate that 
life with its own constructive purposes. • 

The work of tha visitmg teacher has grown out of a recognition of this need. With 
the twofold training of a teacher and a social worker, the visitmg teacher is a member 
of the school staff who seeks, on the one band, to interpret to the school tho outside life 
and interests of the child, and, on the other hsnd, to inform the parents of the aims and 
deroands of the school and the reaction of their children to them, in order that they may 
he able to co-operate with the teacher in giving their children the cxmsistent and whol&
some twenty-four-hour-a-day education essentisl to their full development. 

In pmctice, her special chsrges are those children who present problems of scholar
ship or conduct of a troublesome, erratic, or suspicious nature, or wbo show signs of 
apparent negle4:t or .other difliculties with which the reguiar staff of the school finds 
itself unable to cope unaided. Such children include those whose conduct is below 
atandard and who more or less show tendencies to delinquency; the over-age who are 
restive in the ~ room, countmg the days until thay may go to work; those who, 

• • 
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finding it necessary to go to work, need advice; the adolescent; the indescribable. who 
are always in need of counsel; the precocious and gifted children who do not find full 
scope for their interests and abilities; and those whose home conditions are so adverse 
that they need special supervision or guidance. All such children, if early adjustment 
is lacking, not only miss the full advantages which the school affords, but, if permitted 
to drift from bad to worse, arrive only too frequently at the children's court or other 
corrective agencies. 

I should not attempt to descn1le the technique which the visiting teacher employs 
in handling such problems, even if it were within the province of my paper to do so. 
The chairman of this meeting and the speakers who follow me are far better qualified 
for this task than I~ Suffice it to say that she seeks to enlist the co-operation of every 
agency and device within and without the school that can supplement and reinforce 
her own efforts to enable the school to provide that individual attention and treatment 
which its growing conception of the pupil as a child requires. 

It is evident that work of such a character is not the province of the school nurse, 
for the child's health may or may not be a factor in the child's difficulty. Nor does it 
fall within the province of the attendance officer, despite the great importance of that 
officer's work, for a child may have a perfect attendance record and yet present prob
lems of behavior and scholarship for which the special help and advice of a specially 
equipped teacher is needed. It certainly should not be expected of the class teacher, 
for she is already fully occupied, if not, indeedJ overburdened, with her regular class-
room duties, and, even though she may have time (as she should) for social calls, she 
cannot. without great injustice to the majority of her pupils. spare the time for the 
follow-up work out of school that is needed for the proper treatment of the type of 
problematical children referred to the visiting teacher. Furthermore, such work 
involves not only visits to the homes during the regular school hours but also emergency 
calls to various social agencies. It also requires a degree of experience in social case 
work that the regular teacher cannot be expected to acquire wbile performing with full 
efficiency her regular duties. It is essential, of course, that the visiting teacher should 
co-operate closely with all school departments and that she should frequently secure 
results through them, but her work is not a substitute for theirs, nor can they take her 
place. Her services are supplementary to theirs and help to make them more effective 
in the light of a broader understanding of the social and educational needs of the children 
in question. 

The fir!t visiting teachers began work in the school yeango6-7 in New York City, 
Boston, and Hartford. In these cities, and later in other places, as has frequently 
happened with other educational experiments, the impulse came from outside the school 
system. Private organization! like the Public Education Association, settlements, and 
civic organizations first supported the work, until the school authorities recognized its 
value and made it part of the school system. Subsequently, in other places, like 
Rochester and Mt. V-ernon. New York, the boards of education introduced it directly~ 

At the present time there are about 140 visiting teachers, including those on the 
staff of the National Committee on Visiting Teachers, in about so cities and counties 
scattered through 26 states of the union. The majority of cities have adopted what we 
ttgard as the most satisfactory method, the assignment of a visiting teacher to a single 
school or to two or three small neighboring schools. This enables the visiting teacher 
to becOD'e identified with the intei<sts of the school and neighborhood, and better to act 
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as the respresentative of ~ to the other. · The ""'"-ent of a visiting teacher to a 
whole city or to a toe wide area defeats the VOEY purpose of her work, which nqulres 
intensive study of the cases that come to her attention. An i:ssential part of her work 
is studying the neighbothood, knowiiig its resources, its Jacks and potentialities, its 
~ditions, ambitioDS, and dangers. She must also, as & memher of the school stalf, 
be tholougbiy familiar with the school's facilities and posstbilities, and come to know 
intimately the teachers and priocipals with whom she must co-operate and through 
whom mui:h of her best work is aocomplished. The magmtude and intricacy of this 
task makes it obvious that scattering her ef£orts would unduly dissipate her energy, 
tend to make her worlt superficial, and focus her attention upon tha more ".advanced» 
cases rather than upon those wbere her best preventive worlt can be accomplished. 

As to the National Committee on Visiting Teachers, aflill&ted with tha Public 
Education Association, yOu doubtiess know that, as part of tha Commonweslth Fund's 
program for the prevention of delinquency, we are establishing visiting-teacher demon.
~tions in thirty oommunities of varying sise, representing different types of schoof 
and community problems. Our aim is not only to extend the worlt to tha communities 
selected for our program hut to ·make available ta other oommunities that may be 
interested in undertsking the worlt on their own bebalf out experience in establishing 
it under as great a variety of local oonditions as possible. We have already selected 
twenty demonstrAtion centers, in seventeen of which visiting teachers are now at work. 
These centers include Birmingham, Alabsma, Bluefield, West Vugini&, Burlington, 
Vennont, Coatesville, Pennsylvania, Columbus, Georgia, Detroit, Michlgan, Durbam, 
North Carolina., Huron County, 0~ Hutchinson, Kansas, Kalamazoo., lCIChigan, 
Lincoln, Nebrasks, MoDmOUth County, New Jersey, Omaha, Nebraska, Richmond, 
V1rginia, ·Rothester, PennslirvanJa,, Sioux City, Iowa, Sioux· FaDs, South Dakota, 
Springfield, Illinois, Tulsa, Oklahoma, and W~ Qhio. The remaining ten centers 
will be chosen within the nezt few months. . 

The Puhlic Education Association ·also maintains seven visiting teachers in tha 
New York City schools, in addition to .the fifteen employed by the hoard of educa.tion. 
Five of these co-operate with the Bureau of Children's Guidallce, c:Onducted bj,. Dr. 
Bernard Glueck .S part of tha Commonwealth Fund's program, in· submitting, for 
psychiatric diagnosis and treatment, cases involving bebavior problems which require 
such intensive study. By means of this invaluable worlt it is confidently expected that 
the techuique of the visiting teachers ui l:iandling such problems will be greo.tly 
enriched. Another visiting teacher is working in counection with a. grading demunstra
tion wbieb we have been conducting for several Y""'l' in one of tha puhlic schools. By 
meaDS of tha psychoiogical tests and physical and psychiatric examinations conducted 
in connection with this work, this visiting teacher has been eua.bled to get at many 
problem cases before they reach the stage where the teachers are forced to become aware 
of them, thus enbanciug the preventive character of her work. · Our last visiting 
teacher is worlting in co-operation with tha Vocational Adjustment Bureau in the treat
ment of specisl types of problems with girls. 

I trust that I have oenveyed to you my conception of the status of the visiting 
teacher in tha great forward movement the schools are making toward understanding 
and educating the individual child. I trust; also, that I have given .you a glimpse of 
tha steady and substantial growth of the work from its early beginnings and the promise 
wbieb tha future hilds for its wider extension. I conceive tha visiting teacher to be one 
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of the m-ost potent of the forces in the school system that are endeavoring to realiu 
Abraham Lincoln's desire for the children of America: "To all an unfettered start, 
and a fair chance in the race oi life." 1 commend her to your thoughtful attention and 
invite your co-operation in her behalf. 

COURSES OF TRAINING FOR VISITING TEACHERS 

A.ft.u B. Pralt, Director, While-Williams FuunJalion, 
FhiladtlplM 

Visiting teaching. or school cOunseling, as the work of the White-Williams Foun
dation is called in Philadelphia1 is the newest branch of social case work, and is only 
just being recognized by the schools of social work. Although it has become a national 
movement and iD the last two years has grown by leaps and bounds, many still question 
its value. Even social workers have had little knowledge of it until recently. 

On March first of this year, there was a significant suggestion made by the commit
tee on character education of the N a.tional Council of Education. Their report recom
mended that "during the training of teachers for cha.ra.cter-education work, there 
should be provided what may he called uconduct clini-cs." "In describing these the 
report says, "This plan is what is known in social work as 1 case work."' This is, 
I think, the fust public recognition by educator.; of the value of social work, although 
the committee did not mention its connection with visiting teaching. 

This spring letters were written to the superintendents of education in each of 
our states a.nd territories, and when they answered by referring to normal schools or 
universities, letters were sent to them, in all 170, asking: first have you a. course in 
social case work for the training of visiting teachers? And, secon~ have you a. course 
which aims to give students who intend to teach an understanding of the individual 
cbild in his school setting and in his social background? 

Not one reported the traini.ng of visiting teachers. Twenty-six states and Hono
lulu reported courses in sociology, psychology, civics, or history. which aim to make the 
teacher understand something of the child's social problems. Three of these states and 
four others have courses in rural education that study the community life of the child. 
It is impossible to tell from the letters and description how much of this work is. theo
retical and how much is gained by studying the children and visiting their homes, but 
since no field work is mentioned, it is probable that the greater part of it is through 
lectures. Perhaps the reason that Philadelphia has recognized the value of social 
work in the schools is because for the past three years there have been courses for 
attendance officers and teachers at the Pennsylvania School of Social and Health Work, 
under their department of educational guidance, whose chairman is the director of the 
\Vhite-Williams Foundation. These carry credit at the University of Pennsylvania 
and at Temple University. The field work for the teachers is with special"problem" 
children encountered in their own classroom, and is carefully supervised by visits made 
to them in their schools. Last fall a course was also given to school nunes. 

In the survey made by the National Association of Visiting Teachers in 1921, 

thirty-two out of fifty-eight visiting teachers had had teaching experience and six, who 
had never taught, mention the need of teaching experience "in order to understand the 
schoo1's point of view." 
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The recommendations of the survey for a course of propa.ra.tion for future visiting 
teachers are as follows: first, a good educational foundation at either college or normal 
school; second, special study in psychology, psychiatry and child studY in its various 
phases, and other courses. as needed, such as foreign language and vocational guidance; 
third, training for social work including study of sociology; case work, industria.! con
ditions. and racial cha.rscteristics; fourth, experience in teaching a sufficient leugth of 
time to undei-sta.nd the school problem, and in social work, especla.lly case work and if 
possible vsried experience, in order to cope with the various phases of the visiting
teacher work. 

In Philadelphia we have also felt the need of understanding heslth oonditions. ·In 
a primary school where there was no nurse when we entered the school, our counselor 
was oonstantly confronted with serious heslth problems. We worked for what is now 
an accomplished fsct, more school nurses. In spite of this service, there are often 
heslth problems which must be recognized by the visiting tescher, and, like the regular 
teacher, she should have some training for tliis work. We have also emphasized more 
than others the need of studying industrial conditions. Last year 7.392 children fOUI'<
teen and fifteen years of age left the Philadelphia schools for industry. In 1917, when 
the Wbite-Willia.ms Foundation first entered the public schools, we worked among 
children of this group as they went into the shop and factory. Tbe counselor saw what 
a big part of the child's life was bound up with bia job. Fourteen-year-old children in 
Pennsylvania are allowed to wotk during vacation and after school even thongh they 
may not be eligible for general working certificates. Tbia brings their school and work 
lives even closer togeth01. If a counselor wants to understand the whole child, she has 
to take this work-life into consideration, and be reedy to advise about that as well as 
about hia home and community life. 

Naturally th010 are not many avallable social wo<kers with teaching experience 
and a knowledge of industry, and the few who ma.y have this. need some CCH>Idination 
of their experiences in school counseling under supervision before being sent out to 
demonstmte the work. For this reason, in addition to their gift to the New York School 
of Social W01k, the Commonweslth Fund gave the Wbite-Williams Foundation last 
fall $x6,ooo to equip them fox training and to provide fallewships for properly qualified 
students. • • 

five full-time and two part-time college gradUa.tes with teaching and social work 
ezperience WOIO carefully selected and began work in February. Two classes at thO· 
Pennsylvania School of Social and Heslth. Work are requiled of the fellows, one in 
school counseling and one in behavior Pn>b!ems. We are fortunate in having as a 
teacher of the first course a former New York visiting teachex who is now a.ssociste 
director of the school. Four of the full-time co.unselon are assigoed I<Spoctively to 
four schoo!&-the primary, the grade, the junior high school, and the trade school--
under the direct sopervision of the White-Williams counselors. One of the two men 
selected for training had bed social work and sociology, but not case work, so hia 
esrly months were spent in the Society for Organizing Chanty. Others supple
mooted nny gapo in their training by courses at the Pennsylvania School or at the 
UDiversity of Pennsylvanis. The two part-time workers are high school teachers, 
one in a large higb sobool for girls and the other, a man, in a boys' high school. Tbey 
bed alreadY ha.en releesed from a full roster of teaching .to do counseling with the chil-
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dren. They had had some group social work, but no case-work training, and were 
anxious to secure it. 

Recently the more progressive high schools have been appointing teachen to do 
this counseling, calling them advisers, or deans. Being selected by those who have 
had only teaching experience. it is natural that DOthing more than the usual teacher's 
equipment is generally required. If those already doing the work learn how necessary 
case work methods are, eveu though it may take them a. long time to acquire the prin
ciples and methods, and if they can make their school principals see this, a demand for 
such training will spread far more rapidly in the high schools than it would by placing 
workers there already trained. The courses which the \\'bite-Williams Foundation 
has prepared for these Philsdelphia high school counselors are the same as those for the 
others in training and their field work is with the children referred to them by the school 
in which they are teaching, and is under the supervision of the White-Williams Foun· 
dation. 

In the summer it is planned to give field work in newer educational methods and 
vocational guidance at Carson College to those fellows who do not need additional social 
case work1 and in the early faU to give field work in the junior employment service to 
those who have had no industrial experience. Each full-time fellow will then have an 
opportunity to go back to school counseling that he may see how to use the educational 
and vocational material which he has acquired since June. The two required courses 
at the Pennsylvania School in the fall term will be in education and in vocational 
guidance. In addition to the New York and Pennsylvania schools of social work, last 
year the Smith College summer school offered a course of visiting teaching, but there 
were no students. No other 'SChools of social work included this in their catalogues. 

For this training in Philadelphia we are finding experience in family case work the 
most solid basis on which to build. We have therefore been interested that through the 
school contact these fellows see that they are uncovering needs of children which offer 
opportunities for going deeper and farther into constructive social work than they 
found when doing social case work in a private agency. This, I think, is one of the big 
advantages of visiting teaching. 

One of the fellows said the other day: "These families are above the poverty line. 
In my experience with a charity organization I had to spend so much time bringing 
my families up to economic independence that I rould not make plans for helping them 
to acquire some of the .finer values of life." She had just returned from a visit to four
teen-year.<>Jd Frank, whom she was trying to persuade to remain in school. She had 
not succeeded, but she had found the cause of the trouble and had discovered four 
younger brothers and sisters who might be saved. As the parents were not at home 
when she called, the children had entertained her by showing her pictures of their five 
older brothers and all their relatives. \\'hen each boy was x6, there was a picture of 
him with his ann around a girl. The children explained that he was engaged to her. 
The next picture showed a happy bridal pair. All the brothers and nearly every 
relative had left school at 14 and were married at x8~ Twelve-year-old Jim looked up 
at her and said timidly, ~ :she was inspecting the picture of an older brother, whom he 
admired: •• I'm going to work in two years and then I'll find a girl.u The children showed 
great respect fo.r their father~ a successful cabinet maker, who had gone no farther than 
the sixth grade. He had given the children a victrola and a. piano. All loved music and 
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several could play by ear, but DOne of them thought of taking music lessons nor did 
-any of them enjoy reading. It is the fashion in tbe neighborhood to loave school as 
110011 as tbe law permits and to merry almost immodiately. Since the children in tbis 
family were _..ny bright, tbe worker deteJ::mined to see that a new idee.! of life 
was given to them bOfore ]"nn had a chance to find bis girl.• 

Recently a study was made by tbe Juvenile Courts' Committee of tbe National 
Probation &sociation in which Judge Samuel D. Levy, of tbe Cblldren's Court of tbe 
City of New York, is quoted as saying: "The problem of delinquency and anti-social 
conduct of children should have its inteosive study in.the schools, commencing in tbe 
kindergarten.'' In concluding tbOir report the committee suggestS that "a reselution 
be considered registering their approval of tbe principle of assumption by tbe educa
tional system of education respol!Sl"bility for tbe study and treatment of malbehavior 
problems as prlmarlly educational or re-educational problems," and they urge "that 
tbis be made possible by moans of adequate !ipeclal equipment and personnel attached 
to the educational system." 

If tbese S!lggestions are carried out and if the impetus given to visiting teaching 
by the Connnonwee.ltb Fund gains tbe momentum which it promises, tbis new branch 
of social work will soon of£er as huge if not huger opporbmities for employment tban 
any of the older fields. 

A DAY WITH THE VISITING TEACHER. 

EmmtJG. Cart, Dind<w, Yisamg T_,lrer D<parlm<ftl, D<pot'"""" 
of Publit: lmlnldims, RIJdleskr, Nm Y."'.~ 

The visiting teacher is a member of the school faculty, a case worker for tbe prin-
cipal of tbe school. . . 

The children to be studied are referred to her by the principal of tbe schoo~ the 
teschers, and other co-work""' within tbe school; i.e., psychologist, hee.lth education , 
tescher, nutrition worker, nurse, school doctor, at~ance oilicer, and social ~ 
outside of tbe school. 

She is directed as to policies and methods of handling situations through the depart~ . 
mont of visiting teschO%S from the central oflice of the board of education.. This is done 
by means of staf£ meetings and individual conferences either in tbe separate schools 
or the central office. _ 

When a visiting tescher enters UpOn her work at a ~ she first studies tbo school 
equipment at hand, tbe school organiz&tions in regular grades, then special classes for 
tbe handicapped, and beoomes acquainted with tbe special teachers or '!I'Ol'kers 
appointed to meet any special need of tbechild. Next she studies tbeimmodiatecom
munity to know the resources at hand to meet the needs of special life of tbe families, 
and then the city as a whole in its equipment to care for the life of its people. Her true 
interest being tbe child, she wishes to know the tools with which she has to work within 
tbe school and in tbe ciQ> outside •. 

a This aew ideai of life doa DOt mean aiving the cbD.dren a dcdro loT bvaiDesa Or office work as 
opposed to the trade or faeto:y. The p:esent daUe of labor uDions for an all.zound edw:aticm it Je&dioc 
to the cro&tioD ollabor- The- milht well be uked, Why.,.- theoe cultural..,... 
twdties made so attractive to tho childru that they will want hiab 8Choo1 e4ucatioD bdiml entcrinlr 
the traded • 
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She anives at her school at 8:30 with the other member.! of the faculty and the 
children, and holds office hours for about one hour. During this time, names of children 
with data concerning them are referred to her by the teacher, who is supplied with a pad 
of special form in duplicate used with a carbo11. Both blanks are sent to the visiting 
teacher. One is returned to the teacher and the other is filed with the visiting teacher. 
The reasons for referring children may be necessary school adjustments, home condi
tions, behavior problems,. or various minor reasons. School adjustments are made for 
several rea.sonsJ and are generally accomplished after conference with parents, principal, 
or teacher. 

Since entering the city schools, Joho bad made fourteen changes in schools and bad 
lived at twelve different addresses. He was a healthy, robust child of eleven years, 
with a bright. winning smile and mischievous eyes. He entered the present school at 
promotion time with low marks, but a tria] promotion was urged nevertheless. No 
teacher had had him long enough to discover bis possibilities. All had been gnided by 
bis p<rmanent record card, which registered failure. In conference with bis father, 
foster mother, and teacher, a splendid co-operation for John's interest has been worked 
out. He is now working for a double promotion in June. 

When her office hour is ended, the visiting teacher goes into the field. The dis
tricts vary according to the location of the school, and each has distinct characteristics. 
The largest has an area of two and one-half by two miles. '\Vhile one portion is wholly 
rural, another has a fairly good residential section, in which are located several large 
ma.nuia.cturing concems and a slaughter house, hut no playground. The children play 
in the dump and canal bank. Thrifty It:al.ian peasants occupy the fann land, while 
Gernum Americans are in the residential sections. The visiting teacher covers this 
field on a bicycle. 

Another type of district is a congested, foreign one. In registration it ranks third 
among the grammar schools, although geographically speaking it is the smallest district 
in the city. However, on account of the foreign department and various special classes 
the district limits are somewhat extended. There are fourteen nationalities represented 
in the foreign class. About 59 per cent of the people are Jewish. 

Other types of schools covered by visiting teachers are the nonna.l school, with 
opportunity to give social vision to nonna.l students, grammar and high schools com
bined, and a grammar school located in a down-town rooming-house section. 

Home conditions are the second cause for referring cases to the visiting teacher. 
Her method of improving them is by educating parents and relatives of the children 
through repeated home visits. For example: Lena, an orphan, age thirteen, living 
with her married sister since her mother's death five years ago, was reported for irregular 
attendance and poor work. She was the child household drudge, receiving in return, 
beyond food and a place to sleep, the scantiest of clothing, little appreciation or affec
tion and no recreation. The family was in comfortable circumstances according to 
medium Italian standards. Visits in the home and talks with the child gave the family 
a feeling of interest and, finallyt more important still, of friendliness. Lena's class work 
improved. The married sister and brother-in-law became more appreciative of her 
and saw her in a difierent light and as a child. Thcir ideas broadened to include the 
playground and to allow her to spend occasional aftemoons with the" Big Sister" who 
had been found lor her. She now makes her own clothing and is proud of it. Her 
penonalappearance has improved, and, best of aU, she takes a more normal place in the 
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home and looks happy. She now attends a d&m:iug class at the settlement and even 
takes her long desired violin lessons. 

The visiting teacher returns fmm the field and gives en hour to CODference within 
the school, telephoning and keeping reamls. She uses a doily-monthly sheet which 
tohul.e.tes herdeilycloings. The history sheet is a record of evny child studied covering 
his school status, home environment, the need, and how it has been met. Some visiting 
teschers keep records in long hand while others use a typewriter. In some cases a vol- · 
unteer or "V. T. aide," assists in this work. 

In the afternoon session, P,e visiting tesclrer holds another office hOUI', after which 
she again goes into the field. 

Some schools have agreed to issue newsboys' permits and work permits only after. 
an investigatinn by the visiting tescher. As a result, in one school 87 per cent of the 
children applying for work permits have remained in school. In a case of economic 
difficulty a child is enabled to remain in school hy means of The Children's Memorial 
Scholarship Fund. Many such cases are discovered when a child applies for a work 
pennit. A violatinn of the child labor law was discovered as follows: Paul, 4A, hsd 
been gradually fsiling to hold his own in scholarship. He seemed unable to keep awake 
during school hours. There was a suspicious odor of tobacco about him. After several 
questioning& the story ca.me. It was that he was working evny day after school in a 
home tobacco factory in the neighborhood, stripping tobacco. He went to the work
shop directly after school and stayed until nine o'clock or later, hsfore going home for 
supper. An day Saturday was SPODI at the shop. His payment was twenty to thirtY 
cents per week. Other boys and girls were doing the same. · 

The visiting tescher went to the home with a permanent ream! card, report card, 
and health record proving to the family what was happening to Paul. Finally the fam
ily saw for themselves that the twenty or thirty cents per week earned at the tobacco 
was making useless the money they SPODt fO< milk, books, etc. Later, mention was 
made of the child-labor Jaws. The family hsd sent him to the shop hscause it kept him 
off the street and "made him want to work." The visiting teacher substituted the, 
playgrnund and the boy acouts for the illegal work. Paul's school work has shown 
improvement and he is certsinly no longer the i;leepy, listless lad found in the school- • 
room two months ago. Furthermore, the factory is now under legal inspection. • , 

Trial promotion for pupils whose marks were slightly below standard was given 
special attention by one visiting teacher.. By explaining the significance of trial pro
motion to the parents of the children concemed, she was able to gain their interest and' 
co-operation. · 

When nec:essa.ry the visiting teacher resorted to remectial measures consisting usu
ally of suggestions as to individual atudy or cfassroom help and appointment of a big· 
sister or brother as tutor. Occasion•l!y she asked the help of an outside agency and 
often dealt with onnditions of health, recreation, or home onnditions. Six of the nine 
children studied remained in their grades. 

In one school the oldar girls presented a problem. Many mothers worked and left 
them to themselves, rarely going home 'for lunch. Behsvinr was bad in the streets. 
Later, sis: of the oldar.girls funned a nucleus for a scout troup, with the visiting teacher 
as captain. There are nine scouts in the troop now. They are making their own suits 
and are all going to camp. They show marked improvement in cfassroom work and in 
bchavinr everywhere. 

• 
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In another school a gang of boys was broken up by placing them in different shops 
aa:ording to their interests and qunlifications. Their leisure time was utilized by the 
formation of a soout troop, under the leadership of the physicial training director. 
They are now active assistants in the school government system. 

From four to five o'clock the visiting teacher may attend a faculty meeting, oom
munity gathering, or staff meeting. As an accepted member of the faculty she makes 
her contnDution in all discussions that pertain to school organization. The uon-time" 
campaign was worked out as a stimulus toward acquiring the habit of promptness. 
She is consulted before free tickets are issued for the children's lunch. She helps plan 
a corrective gym class with the physical education direc!Dr. She presents the need of a 
nutrition cla.ss when imperative. 

lD our experience one distinct effect of systematic home-visiting is the more frequent 
visiting of parents to the schools. The visiting teacher stimulates the desire of parents 
to attend parent~teachers' association meetings. In one school, the object of these 
meetings was to be a serious study of the welfare of the children everywhere-in home, 
school, and community-and to encourage a true understanding and co-operation 
between parents and teachers. These meetings averaged soo in attendance. 

The give and take of the weekly staff meeting in the central office is a source of 
iDspiration as well as a substantial aid. Here we see our special clrildren and district 
in the light of the larger whole. A special lecture given by heads of allied departments 
of the school system or of social agencies .fill some of the Wednesday staff da.ys, ora study 
of case work. Here a good social service library is at hand. 

THE RELATION OF SOCIAL CASE WORK TO SCHOOL 
PROGRAMS 

James Filzgera/4, Ezuulivt Seuelary, Socitly of Sl. Vin<:enl 
de Paul, Ddrc>it 

A present summing up of the relation between the school and the social agencies 
would reveal that. while in theory their development is along converging lines, in 
method their advance is still along diverging lines. with at best certain mo-re or less 
well-established paths of intercommunication. In theory the relation between edu
cation and social work is one of approaching merger; in practice the best relation we 
have yet achieved does not go beyond a rather one-sided co-operation. But even 
perfect co-operation would not be enough. No matter how far we develop co-opera
tion, it will not do for the school and the social agency to continue radically different 
methods in practice. 

Social case work, the distinctive method of social work, should he related ID the 
school program, the method of education, as an integral part thereof. 

Catholic philosophy teaches that man is made in the image and likeness of God, 
for God's extrinsic glory ultimately and for man's own happiness proximately; that 
each of us is in his nature an image of infinite knowledge. infinite goodness, infinite skill, 
and infinite beauty, and that in heing this, in realiziag this to the fullest of our capaci
ties consists here and hereafter our happiness and our destiny. From this it neces
sarily and apparently follows that man's chief business in life is to bring his person, 
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his whole nature-body, will, and intellect-to the highest poSS1Dle perfection and to 
do, moreover, what in him lies to further that end in others. 

The particulai- impli<:&tion in this helief that is to the point here is that one which 
is pertinent to educational theory m schools or out of schools. That implication is 
that with the right emphasis and m the right order, it is our business m this life to· 
attend to the health of the body and further to its beauty and its gmce; to attend to 
the training of our material productive capacities and to the development of the social 
virtues; to ~>ttend to the cultivetion of our intellectual faculties and further tO the cul
ture of our aesthetic powers; and 1inally and above all to attend to the nurtnre and 
strong growth of our wills, in order that the besutifuJ and true and good of hody, mind, 
and soul, having once been won against the jnhnman cravings of our animal nature, 
and the reasonableness and Godlikeness of service to others having been wholly accepted 
against the selfish and anti..ocial propensities of our weakened human nature, they 
may be steadfastly adhered to, and in tlrem our enjoyment found and our completeness 
of life realized. That is how to live, that is what is needful tA> know, that is what educa'
tion should teach. 

So much for the theory of education. Now, what of method? The education of 
the middle ages was founded on that ides of the complete and right-ordered develop
ment of the child for life in society. Neither do we need to refer to the system of edu
cation llourishing under the direct aegis of the church, which !lowered into the first 
great popular universities. We may refer rather to that contemporary system too 
little regarded and too little stodied tnday-<:hivalrie or knightly education. This 
education was, of course, not at all oonlloed to the sons of princes; it iocluded all in 
the lord's household: his sons and daughters, his wards, a:i.d the sons and deughters 
of his vassals. The chivalrie training of the hoy was devoted exclusively to the fitting of 
the child to the life of his times, with due attelltion to v:irtoe and conduct. The chival
ric method of education was characterized by a development of the child by individual 
training for social life. It was the case method of education, the tutor giving personal' · 
attention to individual development. But as this method was carried over into modern 
times, especially after the acceptance of the ide& of general popular education, it did 
not work. The first popular elementary schools were disorderly gatherings of children 
presided over by a tutor, who ·had had no erperience in group teaching. Crowding 
children into a room to be educated indi.vii!ually and separ&tely was quickly seen to be · 
infeasible. 

Then Jean Baptiste de Ia Salle originated th.e simultaneous method of teaching the 
young, developed his training school for teachers, and founded a. religious order, the 
Brothers of the Christion. Schools, to put these progrems into effect in general popular 
education. The schools became orderly assemblies where children were graded accord
ing to age and capacity, each grade was taught simultaneously, and the foundation of 
the modern elementary educational method was accomplished. The two great ieetures 
of that system remain to day: the normal school and the simultaneous method of 
instruction to groups; Not only does the latter remain but it has been developed m 
some instancea beyond the hounda of anything De Ia Salle could bave or would have· 
permitted himself to image. 

I am not so stupid as to deny the present necessary place of the simultaneous 
method in JUCI.ern elementary education. Moreover, the group method of education 
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properly practiced offers such an opportunity for character building and for the early 
development of a social consciousness that, though it should be modified, it should 
never be supplanted. 

So larJ therefore, we have seen that the purpose of the school is to develop the. com
plete nature of the child with general attention to the social virtues and with special 
emphasis on tbe special talents of the individual child. We have seen furtber tbat the 
method of accomplishing this purpose in use, today, is mass education, education in 
groups, simultaneous education. We have seen that education began with the case 
method, the training of the child by a tutor; it has ended in the mass or group method. 

Now what of social work? First, as to method. The story is just the other way 
about from the story of the educational method. In the late seventeenth century, 
education was beginning its development along simultaneous mass lines. About the 
middle of the nineteenth century, social work, which had hitherto been committed to 
mass or group treatment, was begimring to work out the individual method, which has 
developed into our modem case method. The development of case work as a scien
tific method of dealing with human problems has gone steadily forward. Social 
workers do not use the case method exclusively; group work is still an important pro
cess. But the great contribution social workers have made to social science is the 
development of the technique of the case work method. The carrying on of their 
work in all its various lines, painstakingly and labo-riously, dealing with case upon~ 
each one as a separate and distinct problem-it is this more than anything else that has 
gained the admiration of thoughtful leaders in other professions. 

· \Ve have grown beyond the idea of case work as a formula for solving social prob
lems, or .a maneuver in adjusting maladjustments. We, some years ago, broadened 
our theory and said prevention was its purpose. Still more recently we again revamped 
our theory and said promotion was the purpose of case work. Well, what is case work? 
The old definition; the investigation, diagnosis, and treatment of the client's problem, 
does not satisfy any more. We have come in the last few years to see that if the case 
work we practice is really a sound, scientific method, then there must be something 
essential, something the same, to be found in aU types of case worlr. We began to 
observe case workers doing case work in children's agencies, case workers doing case 
work in relie{ agencies, in courts, in hospitals, in health visitation, in connection with 
psychologic clinics, etc.; we looked over the personnel of social workers and found some 
catled themselves probation officers; some, psychiatric social workers; some, visiting 
nurses; some, hospital social service workers; some, visiting housek.eepersj and some, 
visiting teachers. And we asked ourselves, What is there the same about all these 
di.ff erent ·types of case work.? We looked for unity, we looked for a common denomina~ 
tor. And we found it, we found the unifying thing, the common thing, the essential 
thing. \Ve found it and we were afraid to call it by its right name. We called it 
upromoting personality," or some such combination of words. Let us call it by its 
right name this morning. Case work is a method of education; it is that or it is a. 
gigantic hoa:r. 

An examination of Oz.a.na.m's method in his first case, ninety yean ago, discovers 
that the new thing he did was to apply knowledge to remove ignorance. The mother 
in tbat case had endured such poverty and brutality, and had seen her children so 
endure them, that she had lost her identity; she continued to endure because she did 
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JJOt even know she did not have to. It was Ozanam's professicmalbowledge of the 
law particulady and his own well-trained capscities for education genezally which 
enabled him to call forth the woman's long latent personnl tr.a.itsof resolution and self
assertiveness, and so opened the -Y for the development of the woman's personslity 
and her children's in a new and opportunity-filled environment. 

Our average of successes in case work will not be enhanced by an acceptance of 
such a definitiOil. Every honest case worker~ or every case worker in her moments of 
honesty, bows, and the more skilled and experienced she is the more truly she knows, 
that her percentage of successes in developing the natural cepaclties of the adult client 
is not high. Indeed. in most cases, our case work with an adult finds its final triumph 
in one or other of two very modest achievements: our agency is saved from being 
imposed upon or we have adjusted a temporary derangement of his affairs. Case work 
and good case work with adults enables us to change our attitude toward him, to adapt 
~ves to him, hat it does not very often succeed in changing his attitude toward 
anything, or in promoting his personality, or in developing his latent capacities. How
ever, we need not ccnclude that this f.illure is attributable either to ourselves or to the 
method. It is simply that in the instance of most adults with whom case workers 
have contact, it is too late to educate them; too late to develop capacities too long 
latent. On the other hand, c8se workers who have had a varied ezperience in various 
types of social work bow that the best opportunities for successful case work in this 
real sense are found in work with children. And this simply because the methed is 
employed not too late. 

So, the end of social work and of education being the same-namely, social 
betterment thmugh individual development-and the proper immediate purpose of· 
case work being the development of individual capacities fcir ccmplete living in the 
riglit sense or, in other words, case work being, a.t present even, a methad of extm 
school education, having its best success in children's cases, 'then the ressonablenesa 
of our original proposition appears. Then, we see a natural and intimate relation 
between the two. Then we ccnclude that social case work should be an integral part • 
of the school program. • • 

Some inroad into the strongly entrenched position of the group methed in educa.
tion was effected as early as z9Q6, with the beginning of the visiting teacher movement,• 
and the visiting teachers have since done most to demonstrate the advantage of a modi
fication of the methed of mass educa~ ·But even this is not finally enough. The 
visiting teacher is still more a social worker than a teacher; she is at best a lia.ison 
officer between hame and school and social agency. Social ca.se work must he made a 
pa.rt of the technique of tesching itself; it must be used by the teacher herself and not 
m the case of the "problem» child only but of every child. 

And the first and practical thing to be done to bring this about is to tesch social 
case work, by instruction aJlli field work and with the necessary haclr.ground studieo, 
in the normal schoola 1 

The promise of the scboOJs to the social workers today is that the schools are 
tr.a.ining this genOI!'tioli to social efficiency so that in the next generation the social 
workers will not have so many cases of socially inefficient adults. Now, education for 
social efficiency can be furthered in no more practical, realizable, and effective way 
than by teaching social ca.se work in the nomtal schools and by its use by the teachez 
as a part of hdr teaching technique. 
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SCHOOL PROGRAMS FOR SEX EDUCATION 
AND FOR RECREATION 

SEX EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOLS 

T. W. Gallmuay, AsS<JciaU Dirutor, Deporlmenl of EducatWMI Measures 
A1Mrica.n SocilJI H ygieru Association, New York 

Open discussion of social hygiene and sex education is so recent1 and there are so 
many special aspects to the problem. that it is always necessary in a popular treatment 
of the subject to begin by outlining its meanings, values, and purposes. 

Four mainlines of emphasis have been followed in respect to the human problems 
which cluster about sex and reproduction. These are: first, the medical approach~ 
which seeks by cure and prevention to control and finally to eliminate the venereal 
diseases which have grown out of illicit and promiscuous sex relations-the goal of the 
physician in social hygiene is health; second. the approach of legislation and reform, 
which seeks to repress prostitution and other abuses of sex which threaten society, and 
to protect the inexperienced, subnormal, and underprivileged from sex exploitation; 
the goal in this case is to secure sex conduct in conformity with certain minimum social 
standards and needs, and to protect society against grossly unsocial individual behavior; 
third, the eugenic approach, which seeks by better understanding and use of the laws 
of heredity and breeding to produce gradually a better stock of human beings; the goal 
is aD improvement of racial characteristics in respect to sex as well as other inherited 
qualities; fourth, the educational approach~ which seeks to give to each individua.l 
information, interpretation, jnspiration, example, and training in respect to sex and 
reproduction that will fit him most wholesomely and happily to meet his sex-social 
problems as they arise-the goal in this case is the development of adequate individual, 
mental. and social health and character. 

lf'imt' then does sez educ.aJUm nuan ?-From. the point of view of sex education of 
youth this graup of problems may be simplified and be broughta good deal closer to our 
consciousness by defining it in concrete terms thus: In practice. sex education involves 
the home and family. which is the normal human institution produced by sex and repro
ductio-n and expressing sex and reproduction at their best, and shall (aided by all pos. 
sible community help) gradually reveal to the child. by example and by instruction,. 
its own forces, meanings, and methods, and shall interpret its value in such a way that 
he in tum will desire to build and will know how to build a still better home of his own. 
This means an understanding loyalty to all the home of his parents' stands for; warm 
purpose and sure knowledge as to the making of the new; and for aU the time between 
these the personal character and the mastery of self which alone can make the success 
of his O\YU home possible. Anything of information, of interpretation, of inspiration, 
of example, of tr.1ining to this end is sex education. In such education, desires count 
as much or more than knowledge; habits and attitudes mean more than facts. It is 
even more a matter of emotion and aesthetic appreciation than it is of instruction in 
biology and physiology. To be sure, to be of any value the desires and tastes and atti· 
tudes must all be based in fact and not merely in prejudices. 

TM agencies qf sa tduca#iqn.-\\'hile every person and agency in the community 
which strongly touches tbe life of children and youth of any age, has its part to perform 
in sex education, it is quite dear that the heavier part of the task rests upon the few 
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mo~e comm011 and more permanent social institutions as the home, the schools, the 
church, and the org&Dized and unorganized agencies of play, recreation, and amuse

. ment. One of these agencies cannot, and must not try ·to, shunt its respoDSibility to 
any other a.gelicy. No Olll> agency, not oven the most perfect and intelligent oort of a 
home, can do all that needs to be done to adjust even one child completely to the sex 
problems within and.about bim. All agencies must come to study the task together 
and to work at it ~peratively. Amoag these agencies of effective sex education the 
school, for vorlous reasons, is of first .mte importsnce. 

Wh<Jl lire sclJools are tlaing m..,. ~.-I fear I am not plAnning to say under 
this bead wbat the maker of this program bad in mind. I do not purpose to. give you 
statistics about courses in this or that school, nor to outline the experiments wbicb 
various schools bave made in sex education. My wish is to call your attention to some 
thing quite a bit deeper than that. All schools of all grades are, all tha time, giviag 
sex edocation to youth. Most important in this are the extm<lll'ricular activities. 
kJ.y co-educatioual school is rich in sex relations wbicb are important in character 
development. The specific interest of boys in other boys and of girls for girls is as 
deliDitely a normal sex attraction and asfruitfulfor character education as the attraction 
between boys and girls. That is to soy the "gang" bas as vital sex elements in its 
organization and inlluence as a "petting" party has. Consider the active sex relations 
in slich a school: of girls with girls, of girls and boys, of girls and women teschers,of 
girls and men teachers; of boys with boys, of boys with women tescheiS, of boys with 
men tescheiS, of men and women teache:rs. · These are not merely logical or fanciful 
rd&tions.. Eacll of them is potent with a special type of sex: influence which is ton-

tiilually, even if unconsciously, molding for better or wone, tha understanding, feelings, 
tastes, ideals, control, and guidance of sex in all the people in the school. For example, 
take the special sex inlluence of a woman tescher upon the girls, or for that matter of 
an older girl upon the younger girls. Such a teacher, in all the school activities and 
contacts, is arousing ac~Jniil,tion, repulsion, or indifference to her illustration of woman.-, 
bood. This may register itself in the younger person as actions and babits, 'lr it may. 
beoome merely a pert of the total tastes and P.rejudices of the girl about sex life and 
relations. While the some thing is broadly true of the inllueoce of the Wlli!Wl 
teacher on a boy, there is a distinct difference in the two cases, and this differeoce is 
itself due to differeoce in sex. • • . 

In a quite analogous, and probably in a more powerful way the 'boys and girls of 
dlllerentages, differeot sex development, and dilrereot sex sophistication are continually 
molding the sex ideals and attitudes of each otller. UDless all this is deliDitely organ
ized and guided and zdined by those who understand, the school beoomes merely the 
meeting place of all the "streets" of the town in the character of its sa education. 
This means of course that the worst emphasis and interpretstion of su in any pert of 
town tends to become the comnton property of all the youth, and that the young are 
prematurely miseducated by the older childreo. All this is to say that, UD1ess the 
school is suitably engaged in constructive se:r: education, the ustreet" interpretations 
and attitudes about sex become dominant in the community of th,e yoUDg and largely 
through the agency of the school. , 

In the second place, and similarly, all our schools are giving sex edocation in the 
curriculum, whether they are planning to do so or not. Every cuni<:ulum carries sub
jects wbicb cannot ignore ..,. and be complete, such as physiology, hygieoe, nature 
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study, biology, psychology, the social studies, home science, agriculture. literature, etc. 
Even when a course in oue of these subjects omits sex, the children sense the omission, 
and in the very act of doing so the courses thereby teach a view of sex, and add to the 
prejudices and false attitudes toward it. Such omissions aod repressions only add to 
prudery or pruriency, the two extremes of vulgarity. 

Whal should the sclwols do ?-H this is true, the question before the school people is 
this: Shall both the curriculum and the school activities be organized and used con
sciously and as scientifically as can be done in order to get the best possible results from 
all these natural contacts of the sexes and from the subjects which can effectively be 
made to bring the most wholesome sex interpretations to youth? Or, shall we continue 
to allow the sa stimuli, ~entives. relations, situations, motives, attitudes, conduct, 
and habits to be unguided, haphazard, or determined chiefly by incompetent or sinister 
influences? These are the only alternatives; and it wou1d seem that to ask the qu~ 
tion is to answer it. 

Sez edUC<Jtion and play.-These two things are brought together on this program 
and wisely. The relation is close and profound, more so than is usually realized. The 
thought about it is ordinarily something like this: sex within and without is continually 
tugging at the life of youth; whenever time and energy are free, the youth is in danger; 
if, therefore, we keep the boys and girls busy with play. recreation, and exercise we shall 
diminish the time during which they might fall into bad ways, and we shall leave them 
so tired that they will not be so active sexually! This is illusory. Sex is too pervasive 
and powerful a force to be circumvented in this cheap way. Furthermore, the tired 
and overwom youth is less likely to meet temptations sanely than the fresh and inter
ested one. The connection is much deeper. The real facts about sex and pla.y are 
these: they both present basic and normal interests and stimuli to young people; organ
ically and emotionally they seem to have evolved side by side; at any rate play and 
sex now interlink in the ugangs" of boys, in the "cliques" of girls, and in the mixed 
"sets., of boys and girls; the stimuli and response in both are profoundly educative 
of the whole nature of youth because of the profound interest youth has in them. 
Wholesome play and recreation, pedagogically guided, but alwa}'> from the point of 
view of the child, are the surest most nonnal instruments for the training of all the ele
ments of character, including control. For these reasons scientific use of these play 
impulses may be made to give the very inner spirit and attitude which must ~Uy be 
depended upon to win the day for su soundness. 

Finally sex education and education by play can and should he joined pedagogi
cally because both call for the inductive method rather than the method of laying down 
general principles by the mature mind and demanding that these be applied by the 
young to particular cases. The inductive method starts with the particular stimulus 
and reflex and reaction; it "conditions" this reaction by seeing that sound reaction is 
satisfying and that reactions unsound for the child himself are unsatisfying; it builds 
habits of reacting wisely through repeating these satisfying experiences in acting well; 
this brings permanent tastes and ideas and attitudes in accordance with such satisfying 
actions; and, finally, through this process the child erects standards, principles, and 
aspirations for life which are not artifical and superimpo~ but are intimate and sell
convincing. 

Of course wise adults will help the youths who trust them to short-circuit the 
long cour>e of uperience by interpreting sympathetically and nat dogmatically perti-
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nent racial experience In them during and in direct OODDection with their own learning 
Thus only can we safely transfer In them a portion of our own experience, without whicl 
there is no progress. 

This is themws of the high union between sex and play in character education. 

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION IN SEX EDUCATION 

Florm<cH. Richards, M.D., Mcdkal Dir«<M, WilliomP...,.HighSclrool 
for Girls, Philaddpllia 

All progress in education has been the outgrowth of fust conviction and tbell 
experimentation. For the last ten or twelve years, the oonviction has been growing 
among educatnzs thet something should be done in the line of sex instruction for ow 
children, and several of the boldest ones have tried experimentation, some successful!) 
and some otherwise. For yeaiS instruction conceming sex and !eproduction -
caRed sex hygiene, obviously referring to health. This phase is entirely inadequate, 
without emphasis being Jafc! on the ethical and social aspects. Mucb better teml5 are 
1101: instruction and sex education. 

The home nabmlly suggests itself as the proper agency for giving young people 
such information and guidance as they should receive regarding the meaning of sex ill 
life. Tbe sad fact mnains, however, that parents on the whole have entirely failed 
to give this infonnation and children have been left to obtain it from other sources 
outside the home. The school and the home are not inteoded to he antagonistic, but 
co-operative and mutually helpful. Much can he accomplished, either directly 01 

indirectly by school instruction. Tbi!;. should be introduced in the gx&des to obtain 
a proper background and attitude, and used as a preparation for more direct teoching 
in the high school. 

The eoutses of study best adapted for indirectly impartiog ser education are, first, 
the biological sciences, because of their frequent dealing with sex and J:<Prodaction' In 
plants and animals; then physiology and hygiene, general science, physical •educatiOlll 
the social studies such as history, civics, s.ociology, etc.~ English and home economics, 
All of these studies have been nsed successfully by teacbets interested enough ttl try 
them out. 

Biology should include a study" of-the following subjects: <eproduction in plant& 
and animals, elementazy embeyology, interllal secretions, infancy and the care of the 
young, second.uy sex characteriStics, principles of heredity, and elementazy eugenics. 

General science should include, plant reproduction, seed distribution, good and 
poor seed, artificial selection, limiting conditions, survival of certain fonDS and extinc
tion of others, problems of successful living, and communicahie diseases includipg 
syphilis and gonorrh<ea. If no course is given in biology, then some of tho subjects 
under the heading of biology might be included in this course. 

Ph)'Siology and hygiene should include function of cells, ductless glands and hor
mones, bony and muscular systems of hoth seres, <eproductive system, nervous system 
and its control, bacteria, communicable diseases including syphilis and gononhcm, 
and conservation of health. 

Pl>ysical training should include intimate talks by teachets, as follows: to boys, 
Seminal eodssions, continence compatible with health, promiscuity leading to venereal 
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disease; to girls, hygiene of menstruation, care of the reproductive organs. problems of 
conduct, health in its relation to marriage and child-bearing. 

Social studies, civics, history. social science. sociology, etc., should include history 
of the family, woman's status, influence of war, industry, geographical expansion upon 
sex standards, biographies of gre.Jt men and women, racial menace of venereal diseases, 
gonorrhrea as a depopulating factor, syphilis as a source of insanity and degeDeration. 

English should include the discussion of family problems in surh standard bonks 
as Adam Bede, Silas Marner, Lema Doone, The Mill on the Floss, The Scarlet Letter, 
Idylls of the King; and discussion of social life from the modem viewpoint in such 
bonks as The Iron Woman, The Awakening of Helen Ritchie, If Winter Comes, This 
Freedom, The Bent Twig, etc. 

Home economics should include family budgets; food, its clean preparation and 
handling, stimulating diets, etc.; home planning and .furnishing; clothing, modest, 
tasteful, or vulgar, which makes a sensuous appeal; art, pure thought in contemplating 
the nude in pictures and sculpture; home management; and child study. 

Office practice, commercial department, should include talks on suitable dress for 
business girls; proper and dignified behavior with employer and co-workers; warnings 
against accepting favors, presents, meals, trips, etc.; value of individual drinking cups 
and paper towels; and care in the use of public lavatories. 

A direct course in sex education may be given by a physician, either resident in the 
school or from outside, but well known to the pupils. This is most desirable if other 
indirect information is being given in various courses in the school. The physician 
can then k.nit together the loose threads and answer the more intimate questions that 
the lay tearher usually finds very difficult. 

In the William Penn High Srhoo~ Philadelphia, a course in sex education was started 
in 1911. So far as I have been able to obtain information. this was the first attempt 
to make an integrated, graded course, required of all senior students. The course has 
been enlarged and changed from time to time. As it now stands. it is called "a course 
in domestic sanitation, home nursingt and sex education." A better name would 
probably be uhome health and home making." It is required of aU senior students, 
one period of forty-five minutes per week for forty weeks. or two semesters. 

ln the first semester are given domestic sanitation and home nursing, ten weeks of 
each. This. includes a. study of the family, its civict economic, and moral values; the 
home with its furnishings; heating and lightiog; special care of kitchen, cellar, bedroom 
and bathroom, disposal of garbage and sewage; a study of germs, their entrance into 
the body and its methods of defense; infectious diseases, with the early signs of some 
of the most common ones; quarantinCt bureaus of health, municipal hospitals, etc.; 
and disinfectants and their practical use in the home. 

The home-nurs.ing course includes a study of the sick room, its preparation and 
cleaning; the nurse and bet general appearance; behavior in the sick room, visitors, 
presents; rules for giving medicines; practical demonstrations of the hot water bag, 
ice cap. clinical thermometer, hot foot bath, mustard plaster, etc., surgical dressings 
and their applkation; asepsis and antisepsis. The nursing lessons present a fine oppor
tunity to give th~ pupils a decent, scientific vocabulaty, which is often lading. even in 
well-educated adults. 

The regular sex instruction in the second semester covers the following topics: 
a. general ta.J.k on the four periods of life, viz., infancy, childhood, adolescence, and adult 
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nent racia,l experience to them durlng and in direct coDnection with their own learning. 
Thus only can we safely transfer to them a portion of our own experieDce, without which 
there is no progress. 

This is the basis of the high union between sex and play in character education. 

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION IN SEX EDUCATION 

FIMmce H.l&ltllT<k, M.D., Ml!di<al DinciDI', William p.,.,. HighSchool 
f., Girls, Plriladtlphia 

All progress in educo.tion has been the outgrowth of .first conviction and then 
experimentation. For the last teD or twelve years, the conviction has beeD growing 
among educators thet something should be done in the line of sex instruction for our 
children, and several of the boldest ones have tried exp•entation, some successfully 
and some otherwise. For years iDStruction concerning sex and reproduction was 
called sex hygiene, obviously referring to health. This phase is entirely iDadequate, 
without emphasis being laid on the ethical and social aspects. Much better tetms are 
sex instruction and sex educatiOJL 

The home n&tUnlly suggests itself as the proper agency for giving young people 
such information and guidance as they should receive regarding the meaning of sex in 
life. The sad fact remains, he>wever, that parents on the whole have entirely failed 
to give this information and children heve beeD left to obtain it from other sources 
outside the home. The school and the home zm: not intended to be antagonistic, but 
C!H>perative and mutuaily helpful. Much can be accomplished, either directly or 
indirectly by school instruction. This. should be introduced in the grades to obtaini 
a proper heckground and attitude, and used as a preparation for more direct. t,evbing 
in the high school. ·. 

Tbe courses of study best adspted for indirectly impartiog ""' education are, fust, 
the biological sciences, because of their frequent dealing with sex and reproduction in 
plants and animals; then physiology and)lygiene, general science, physical educo.tion, 
the social studies such as history, civics, sociology, etc.; English and home eoonomi<s, 
All of these studies heve been used successfully by teachers interested enough to try 
them out. 

Biology should include a study of the following wbjects: reproduction in plants 
and animals, elementary embryology, interDal secretions, infancy and the care of the 
young, secondary sez characteristics, principles of heredity, and elementary eugenics. 

General science should include, plant reproduction, seed distn'bution, gnod and 
poor seed, artificial selection, limiting conditions, survival of certsin forms and extinc
tion of others, problems of successful living, and communicable diseases includi,ng 
syphilis and gonorrha>a. If n<> course is given in biology, then some of the subjects 
under the heading of biology might be included in this course. 

Physiology and hygiene should include function of cells, ductless glands and hor
mones, bony and muscular systems of both sexes, reproductive system, nervous system 
and its control, ,bacteria, communicable diseases including syphilis and gonorrhcm, 
and conservntion of health. 

Pl>ysical trainfog sbould include intimate talks by teachers, as follows: to boys, 
SemiDa1 emissions, continence compatible with health, promiscuity leading to waeroal 
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disease; to girls, hygiene of menstruation, care of the reproductive organs,. problema of 
oonduct, health in its relation to marriage and child-bearing. 

Social studies, civics,. history. social science. sociology1 etc., should include history 
of the family, woman's status, influence of war, industry, geographical expansion upon 
sex standards, biographies of grut men and women~ racial menace of venereal diseases, 
go.norrha:a as a depopulating factor, syphilis as a source of insanity and degeneration. 

English should include the discussion of family problems in such standard boob 
as Adam Bede. Silas :Marner, Loma Doone, The Mill on the Floss, The Scarlet Letter, 
Idylls of the King; and discussion of social life from the modem viewpoint in such 
hooks as The Iron Woman, The Awakening of Helen Ritchie, If Winter Comes, This 
Freedom, The Bent Twig, etc. 

Home eoonomics should include family budgets; food, its clean preparation and 
handiiDg, stimulating diets, etc.; home planning and furnishing; clothing, modest, 
tasteful. or vulgar, which makes a sensuous appeal; art, pure thought in contemplating 
the nude in pictures and sculpture; home management; and child study. 

Office practice, commercial department, should include talks on suitable dress for 
business girls; proper and dignified behavior with employer and co-workers; warnings 
against accepting favors} presents, meals, trips, etc.; value of individual drinking cups 
and paper towels; and care in the use of public lavatories. 

A direct course in sex education may be given by a physician, either resident in the 
school or from outside, but weU known to the pupils., This is most desirable if other 
indirect information is being: given in various courses in the school. The physician 
can. then knit together the loose threads and answer the more intimate questions tha.t 
the lay teacher usually fulds very difficult. 

In the William Penn High School, Philadelphia, a course in sex education was started 
in IQII. So far a.s I have been able to obtain information, this was the :first attempt 
to make an integrated1 graded course~ required of al1 senior students. The course has 
beel:l enlarged and changed from time to time. As it now stands, it is called u a course 
in domestic sanitation, home nursing, and sez education." A better name would 
probably be uhome health and home making/' It is required of all senior students, 
one period of forty-five minutes per week for forty weeks~ or two semestets. 

In the first semester are given domestic sanitation and home nursing, ten weeks of 
each. This includes a study of the family, its civic, economic, and moral values; the 
home with its furnishings; heating and lighting; special can of kitchen, cellar, bedroom 
and bathroom, disposal of garbage and sewage; a study of germs, their entrance into 
the body and its methods of defense; infectious diseases, with the early signs of some 
of the most common ones; quara.ntine, bureaus of health, municipal hospitals, etc.; 
and disinfectants and their practical use in the home. 

The home-nursing course iDcludes a study of the sick room, its preparation and 
cleaning; the nurse and her genenl appearance; behavior in the sick room, visitors, 
presents; rules for giving medicinesi practical demonstrations of the hot water bag, 
ice cap. clinical thermometer, hot foot bath1 mustard plaster, etc.~ surgical dressings 
ud their application; asepsis and antisepsis. The nursing lessons present a fine oppor
tunity to give the pupils a decent, scientific vocabulary, which is often lacking, even in 
well-educated adults. 

The regular sex instruction in the second semester covers the following topics: 
a general talk on the four periods of life, viz., infancy, childhood, adolescence, and adult 
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life; adolescence in the girl and bo)"-1>hysical and mental changes-ductless glands, 
and the study of hormol!l'5; review of reproduction in the 8ower, Jish, frog, bird, cat, 
and homan being-general Jaws and similar terms used; number of offspring, parental 
ca.re, and helplessneSs of newly bomt reproductive organs in woman; demonstration 
of !if~ model, With an exp!o.nstion of childbirth; mauiage-history of, suitable 
age, length of eDgagement, license, runawa.y and secret marriage, essentials for happi
ness; hygiene of pregnancy; the baby-its care, clothing, bathing, food, emergencies, 
etc., with demonstration on a lif~ model; the racial poisons, viz., alcoholism, 
tuberculosis, and the venereal diseases; results of venereal diseases on hosba.nd, wife, 
and child, and family and state; connection with prostitution, and how girls get into 
the life; the United States Government's campaign and how girls can help; heredity, 
feebJo>.mindedn ss Kallikak and Edwards families; general discussion of dress, danc
ing, general behavior, theatem, movies, books, paintings. etc. A good bibliography 
is appended. 

To summarize the'situation, the first information on se>: facts should come to the 
child from the parents, thus cementing the very strongest bond possible between the 
parents and child. Later,. this should be supplemented in the grade schools by such 
nature work, reading, history, geography, etc., as will give the child a proper back
ground md a wholesome attitude towa.rd the sex life. On such a foundation may be 
given, then, iD. the high school, the more direct teaching where the scientific study of 
reproduction, heredity, child study, and many social problems will round out an ade-
quate sex education. · 

It is not to be expected thet """' education will solve all the sexual problems of 
.civilized life, but even the most pessimistic must admit tbst knowledge of sexual life 
would be helpful to the great majority of people. Each succeeding generatioo of )'01lha 
people should be prepared by educatioD&! )>IOcesses to lace intelligently and bravely 
the manifold problems of """ tbst are sure to come into every normal life. 

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE SCHOOL TO SOCIAL 
. WORK WITH ADULTS 

COMMUNITY CENTERS IN SCHOOL BUILDINGS 

Mrs. EM Wlrililof Wiilo, Head WOI'k<r, ElilabufJPiabrxl1 H-, 
· · BosiMs 

. ' 

As an illustration of one of those cnrious balances of homan thought and action, 
it can be pointed out tbst in this year, 1923, when the mind is sweeping towa.rd tre
mendous and fondsmental issues of world inter-relat.ionshlp, thinkem everywhere are 
also coming tO two ireat lines of &D&iysis and of action: first, to the intensive stedy of 
group organization and power on a neighborhood basis; md, SOCOild, to a consideration 
of wbat bearing the leisure life has on individual development and 011 group participa
tioo in the structure of society. The facts point to the truth tbst ODI,y as neighbor
hoods come to fonction co-operatively with other neighborhoods on a besis of whol<>
some soundness, inteliigence, and vision can the nation meet the cballenge of a better 
municipal order, and it has been demonstrated tbst D&tioD&i strength rests on efficient 
municipal units, within which there must be a strong citiRnship. 
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Neighborhoods are, in a sense, personifications of people, and present similarities 
as to traits of wea.lmess and of strength, and, like individuals, have suffered from the 
lack of opportunity or have profited by every educational and civic means. True as 
it is that the largest political unit, namely our national government, represents the 
highest form of co-operative action and influences every small unit in a great degree,. 
n~vertheless, history has again and again proved that national strength cannot be 
gauged by government action, but only by the response of the small units that make up 
a nation. 

This train of thought has had very much to do with the development of the com
munity center idea as it is before us today. According to the last statistics that are 
presented by the Playground and Recre;~.tion Association of America. 183 cities and 
towns now have publicly supported community centers opened under leadership, and 
15 z cities provide for the use of school buildings. 

Two other lines of thought began to emerge into prominence in the early xgoo's 
namely, the relation of the individual to the group, and the focus of leisure-free-will 
action under free time. A!any of the values of free time are now fully realized, but 
we are probably just at the beginning of notable developments in group reactions. 

\\I 'hat is the overtone of the group that is clearly ID:Ore and sometimes less than the 
sum of the characteristics that might be arrived at by adding the characteristics of the 
individuals that compose the group? It is not uncommon. we know, to see a group 
do that whicb no single individual would think of doing. Just what the relation of the 
individual to the group is, and what is the influence of the group on the individual in 
total, no one knows; but that it is through the group that the individual is woven into 
the web of society, barring that rare and either social or anti-social hermit type, is 
certainly true. Further, aH that there is in the judgment of one's peers is a. dominating 
influence on individual action. Moreover, it is known that individuals develop a power 
greater often than they seem to have under the influence of a group, while strong per· 
sons !tequently fail because of the minus qualities in a group whicb should support 
them. Through the interplay between individuals on the basis of their ties of associa
tion, ideas and programs are accepted or rejected, not because of passive acquiescence, 
hut as the result of personal thought. Certain it is that if we are not to have mental 
retrogression, minds must be exercised like muscles. Group life is an absolute factor 
in developing the mental fiber of a nation. 

Important as the persona.! tics of the family are, family life is enriched through the 
currents of outside association that play through it as the result of the participation 
of its members in their natural social groups. Without the larger group life there would 
he a condition of social starvation. Resting back. of the motive of the community 
centert then. is not only the necessity for localizing the range of action of a citizenship 
on a neighborhood bssis but also the need of enriching all that there is in ties of asso
ciation. 

Finally, as the conception of leisure is broadening and the necessity of more free 
time is brought forward, the community center becomes more and more essential. 
It can perhaps be said that the community center, as we find it today. is a composite 
institution which has grown out of the play movement, the necessity for civic co--oper
ation, a.nd the development of the municipal lecture courses and municipal musical 
opportunities. Further, the"' has been a marked broadening and deepening of the 
conception of recreation, which means considering the inner thought and the necessity 
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of exerclsing those desires and ambitions which build up public cousciouimess through 
participation in civic effort, as well as developing physical vigor. It is now seen that 
all great movements-economic, social, political---are aurled on out of the leisure of 
the people. 
. Then came in the idea of opening up schoolhouses, not only for concerts. for 
lectures, and for the meetings arranged by home and school associations or grouJ15 
of citizens hut for a many-sided leisure-time program, with stroog civic and sociel 
emphssis. The demonstration thst created a decided stir in national thought was that 
in Rochester, New York, from I907'"<>9 nnder the leadership of E. J. Ward. Mr. Ward 
visited Chicago and othei cities, and came to the conclusion thst the schoolhouses 
should be used not only to meet the requirements of the r~ school curriculum but 
should serve after school hours as the neighborllood social center. His argument waa 
based not only on eoonomy of operation hut also on the fact thst the schoolhouse 
usually taps the center of population; it is accessible. Further, Mr. Ward believed in 
using the schoolhouse as a oomm•mity center hucause of the democratic ideal emhedded 
in the idea for which the American schoolhouse stands. 

Since I!JOS, not only has equipment become more adequate hut there has been a 
deepening of the sociel and civic program, and the princiPles of management of the 
center must be carefully analyaed if one is to appreciate how the full sigoificance of the 

. community -center has swung forward and the part it is destined to play in the future. 
In the first place, the community center movement has; in the main, taken its place as 
an adult movement. The men and women of the neighborhood organize for civic and 
social advancement. 

Before opening a center it is customary to organize an educational campa.igo. 
As soon as it is well under way, a neighborhood associstion is formed to stand bact· of 
the center, and an exerutive ·committee of, the associstion is held responsible by the 
neigbborllood for furthering the program which is decided upoa. 

Now the community center must be financed. We are ooneemed in th&nse of 
school buildings, so this question of finance will be mentioned from thet angle. In 
many cities where school buildings are used, the light, beat, and janitor ~ only 
are paid for by the school committee. The persons who are responsible for the man' 
ogement must be paid by fwids raised by the neighborhood associstion. In othei 
cities, for example, Boston, New York, W~n, funds are appropriated from the 
tax income to meet the cost of management, as well as to pa.y for light, best, and janitor 
service, Even this Sjll!tem of paying fur the cost is seldom adequate, however, and 
one finds in prectically every community center all over the country thst extra funds 
are raised to meet the demand for more instruction, more group leaders, an enlarged 
forum program, and so on. It is not the purpose of this paper to stand for one form 
of financiog more. than another, but only to point out the fact that the community 
center has become so much appreciated as a civic necessity that people are willing to 
tax themselves for its support. 

To pass on to another phase; one of the most important oonsiderations as to the 
community center is the question of manogement. We have been through all the 
argumenta'as to whether the executive of a system should be a school man, if school 
buildings are used or not, and we have emerged with the opinion thet the one -t 
necessity ill that the person who guides the work sball be a social eogin.........,. person 
who has the power to develop the rare art of keeping people in action, who never super-
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imposes opinion and program on a community, but one who stimulates the community 
to formulate its own desires and to meet its own needs, who has that something that 
rests in the large, unbiased outlook and is rooted firmly in a belief in folks. Not only 
the bead of a community center system but every leader should bave a philosophy that 
sees the ultimat-e unity that comes from the frequent but often minor contact of diverse 
personal interests and group line-ups. This is essential because the program of a com
munity center is not valuable because it offers activities of such and such .a kind, but 
berause of the tapestry of individual relationships and community grouping that result. 
Fortunately, in this most statesmanlike field of social work, one finds today remarkable 
perso-ns in charge of community centers, who have deep, human qualities and carry in 
their personalities those elements which build them into the right relationship with life. 

1 As to the program: the vision that the cOmmunity center presents in the way of 
drawing to it individual enlargement of puzpose and individual genius, as well as of 
building up group power, is so far-reaching that a great challenge is presented in the 
way of developing the activities that are offered. Just a program of activities will not 
do. The program of a community center must offer a wide range of choice and of 
experimentation in choice. 

It is not uncommon for forums to spring into existence and to die. Discussion 
clubs begin and go to piecis too frequently because the members have talked themselves 
out, so to speak, and no extra train of thought from a different point of view has been 
brought before them. Surely, since the forum and the discussion club offer perhaps 
the richest of all educational fields, we must not be content with anything but the best, 
most liberal, and progressive work. If anyone has. ever had the privilege of followingt 
over a period of time, results in tenns of individual outlook that come from a discussion 
club where the members meet to think out together some of the baffling economic 
situations of our time, it will be granted that through this free discussion there develops 
the true educational aim of related thOught more surely than through any other method~ 
No form of educational procedure is more valuable. Therefore real thinkers, men with 
a message, must be brought belore discussion groups. This is not a bard thing to 
bring about~ great as demands are that are made on our well-known exponents of 
thought, because those who are in the first rank. have caught the values of the center 
and are willing to give their time. 

The community banquets and the community socials which a center carries on 
refresh a neighborhood. Receptions to public officials bring them face to face with their 
constituencies where something like a close range of appreciation can develop. The 
community festival brings every race and every citizen to- present their best. 

Not only should a center offer a program with some of the values here pointed out 
but an ingenuity should be used to see that every provincialism that exists within com
munities is broken down.. If a community is made up of several races, skill in program.~ 
making should bring the races together. So dynamic and yet subtle should the pro
gram of a community center be that the community becomes permeated with its influ
ence and this influence in tum should tend to draw all community interests to itself. 

'Vith the opportunity which the community center offers for the development 
of the creative, we should in time get definite contributions to our material for plays, 
for our music, and for our art expression. Surely the community center movement is 
fundamental, and in aa:epting the responsibility for assisting in its development, schOOl 
boards are adding much to the eliectiveness of their day-school educatinn, and also 
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building upon their efforts in night-school iDstruction, because as the adults of & com
munity are, so to a great extent are the children. Attitudes of mind will certainly be 
granted as greater than facts, and adults set very largely those attitudes of mind. 
Moreover, adult education as adult education gets its test and its final development 
according to the part that it pla)'S in community civic I!Dd social enterprlse. 

In the life of today, then, what place is the Community center destined to fill? 
As ali avenue for a constant current of information, aa a. means for developing that 
indi.nduali'Ultion of thought and deepening of knowledge which is so much needed, the 
community center stands aa one (\f the great agencies. It can out-university the 
university in its power to meet every mind or every level of a.ttsinment; as a. means of 
enlarging the social experience of our peoples, by means of the social community pro
grams that are carried out, it stands without a peer; as an iDstrument through wlu"th 
persons e&n swing into action to meet local needs and civic and social necessities, it is 
essential to the operation of our democratic motives; as a great cultural agency its 
possl1illities are only just dawning on our comprehensions; 1inally, as a means for 
bul1ding up a background in the individual life, it hofds a unique position. Neighbors 
beoome neighbors under its influence. 

With these statements in mind it may be well to· spply a. critique, becanse the' 
community center is still young. It is developing; it is not developed. The com
munity center cannot assume to be the only social agency. Although it is destined 
to be a. tremendous fon:e in progress, nevertheless it will nQt be the one avenue to the 
next advance. Life does not go that wa.y. 

The community center will not bring about the millemum day after tomorrow, 
of course, but just as our government centrB.nzes all our action, so this function of our 
city and town administration is destined to be the major oo-ordinstiDg force in com
munity interpla.y. Therefore, as citizens, we musf understand its power and mak~ 
every effort to win for it sta.tesmanb·h and hw¥n leadership of the highest ciider, and 
give to it our fuli loyalty. 

. . 
SOME POSSIBILITIES 'OF THE RURAL SCHOOL IN THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNITY LIFE 

L<royA.Rooud.U,IIIS/nldor,De~ofC.-ii10rg...;.. 
..no., NN York School of Soda~ W.,.A, Nlllll Ym 

For ·ell the problems of the counttyside there are potential solutions in the minds 
of the rural people. Compared with this great store of energy, any contribution which 
we social workers may mah to the solution of these problems must seem small indeed. 
The people of the C:ounttyside will develc>p institutions and methods suited to their own 
needs. Institutions which have long existed in our cities may be suggestive to thought
ful country people, but we cannot 'expect to transplant them to countty communities 
without extensive alteration. Methods which city people have used successfully may 
be helpful to rural leaders, but they win >:<quire much adaptation. The solution of 
rural probltlliS can come only from the minds of countty folk. The great, immediate 
lesson which rural people must 1eam is how to pull together-the lesson of gniup action. 
I propose to tell you brielly what baa been done in a few rural schools to develc>p this 
ability in group action; next, to outline what seems to me a few of the most essential 
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principles which such school community centers must apply; and, finally1 to point out 
some of the responsibilities of social work toward the rural school community center. 

Two schwls in Nurlh CMolina.-Last summer I made a study of the work of social 
agencies in Wilson County, North Carolina. In the course of that study I was privi
leged to tour the county with the county superintendent of schools and visited eight 
of the nine townships outside the town of Wilson. It is the school at Elm City whieh 
I have particularly in mind just now. In three years the principal of this school had 
achieved remarkable success in building up a community group. This was done largely 
through the annual commencement ue:rcises. Three days are given to this affair. A 
track meet and field day~ a debate, a declamation contest, and children's plays, in 
addition to the regular graduating exercises, are the events which attract hundreds 
of people to the school from aH parts of the township. The principal's plans promise 
to develop an even more extensive use of the new building by the community a.s a 
whole. A large playground is to be constructed where athletics and outdoor recreation 
will he provided for youog people not in school, as weU as for the school children. The 
county director of physical education will assist in the development of this project. A 
school demonstration garden will be developed in co-operation with the county farm 
demonstration agent. In C<H>peration with the women's club, a librazy will be accumu
lated and opened to the public. The large auditorium will he extensively used for 
public meetingsJ lectures, entertainments, and plays. The principal desires particu
larly to develop some recreational and social activities for a group of :fifty or sixty young 
men between twenty and thirty years of age, who are quite without constru-ctive recrea
tional activities. 

Recalling my observations of last summer, I wrote to the assistant county super· 
intendent of schools for Wilson County, Miss Meledieth Frazier, for information 
which might be used in. this paper. Her response was generous, and included stories 
of one year's development in several of these new consolidated schools. I select one 
which seems to me particularly interesting. It is an elementary school known as 
Lamm's, a one--story stucco building equipped with water, sewerage, lights, and heat. 
The community activities are best described in the assistant superintendent's own 
words. She says: 

Hue tbey have a. community organlation which meets evuy two weeki-mea, womm, and children; 
fathers. mothen, and babies. They bav~ large crowds at these community meetinp, even in b&d weathet. 
The orpnization hu from zoo to 250 ptaet~t at eveey met'tin.l- Each time tbe tehool or the people in the 
community give a short entertainment ~. which ia followed by a talk on & subject vita) to the com
munity. A round.tabk di5cuuion follows every t&lk. Men ia tbe commu.nity often lima read articles or 
Jive abort talks on 1ubjects that the people are interested in. FOJ' uample: Mr. B. T. F~rgusou• t.al.ked 
to tb.e people about the boll weevil; this was foUowed by a round-table dilcuasion and questions. Then 
Mr. Boyette, Hr. Lamm, Mr. Boswdt, and Mr. Thompson p.ve their uperiencea with the boll wet'til, and 
what they thought would be the bat steps for the community to take this year for the control of the boll 
•ee.vil. Sometimes there is a joint meet.iq of the men and we men; 10metinles thty have separate moetin,ga 
dtu the eatcrainment program. 

In a government bulletin,• published last year, dealing with school consolidation 
in l-laine and Connecticut, Mr. H. A. Allen estimates that several hundred of the 2,200 

one-teacher schools in Maine can never be consolidated. One-teacher schools are not 
to be neglected. Since 1Qt8, the state of Maine has conducted a summer school at 

• Mr. FCJ'IUIOD is the COWI:ty farm de.monstntioo aaect. 

• B-. tf &1~. RfiUJ SdM I..44 No.4, !4&7. 1022. 
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the Castille Normal School for these rural teachers. One hundred teachers are selected 
each Y""' to attend this summer school with all expenses paid. They must have taught 
two yea!S, must be normal school gradUiltea, or have had two yea!S in college, and must 
have shown some leadership ability in their community. Returning to their schools 
after this summer tmining, they establish modelsc:hools and bea>me helping teachem 
to the other rural teachers·in their dlstricts. They are paid by the lo<:al committee, 
but receive a •s per cent bonus from the state each Y""'·' 

Tw scllools m M aino.-Here is the storY of thsee community projects promoted 
by one of these summer·trained helping teachers a.t Paris, Maine, told in the teacher's 
own words: 

OAe was a community aarlcultunlfair; auea 'lbine Day' ohlervuoe (l:ooth aDDivenaryafl41.lnn 
admission to the Unicm); a.nd the other a community-booklet. 

My pup!!a,... ....,&t .... --i1""""" .......... "'"'-.. ...,;d\y- ............ 
& ......n.iDB bond. ----made and sold b7 thepupih, the..- ...... - ... .....-• .......,; .... 8ac. 
which was erected. on the village 'common' Deal the oldest churchill thecounq. 

Octobcr-u was chosen for 'Maine Day,' and on that day sports wen: the foraoon ind.Wgmc:e; a 
dbmet wu llflrVtld for the benefit of the fire cleputmmt. which mtted $56. In the aftemooa a litei'UJ' 
PfOII"&Dl waa participated iD. by old aud YQUD~. embmcing the part which Paris p)Qsin thl1! history of :Mahle; 
an -oriliD&l poem 'The Twea.ty..third. sw• was a 5no fe&bue. The commuoity 1lag was ra1sed ucl plaatd 
m c:hup of & world-war l&d. Ou all patriotic dqa. and wheneVer. cm.en p&a!CS on, ita folda tell ua the 
.....,. of loyalt,y, honor, ...t ..Jf....nJko lor which it stoods. · 0...- f&irthem.t,...wu iuatmexhlb!tto...,...~prido; th!sloc:luded !nit, 
...... bles,........! -·--curios, okltctboolu, .... An admUUonof .......... - charpd, 
ami ca.n.dy and ic»c:rcam ao1d for the bendt of tbe school improvement leque. '1be amotm.t received that 
!'eU'WU~ -

The •pam i'air,•utt II called, isllOW'antum.ual ucmt. The aec:oOO. year-we added-the ldeoffood. 
&Dll exbiblt«< o!MasiDoaed quilts, ho.....ade book<ta, eu:. A prioo wu o!f...cl lor the best loaf of~ 
-broad. The IOCO!pta that .............. 

Last~ childrcn'a vegctablea were part of the e:ddbit. A prim wu,liven tbe boyafdrthe bat bini 
Huse and. the girls for the best needlework. ()ld..fuhtoned c:os.tumcs 1fCle edu.'bited~ and the amomtt 
fteeived waa 111. . 

Th!a year we...,. addiDg & prioolor the beSt colloctlo!l of ......-d r.ms b, ochool-aad oumed 
goods done by girls under &ixtee:n Je1US.. AllJX&zs have bem Biven by citheos. 

The............;t,ybookJota ..... dooob,theicl.ooi-...tCODlalnoclthefa ...... dalaoftho ...... 
mwdty for the put twa years; Bm~S of citiseDa who. lave heM important pubtic ofiicts. induatdes of tllo" 
townt pictures of interest. etc. 

The dinner fo:r the ike department OD ".Maine J)q' 'WU foJlowed by fitppet'S eYeCJ' two week& clurins 
tho winter for the tame purpoS&; the fol!owins-wluter the object waa electric: tlreet liBbta. 

Fine COIDIIUIDlt;y 1pirlt bas heeD. the result Qf tho vmturo. KaDy todaJs and tmtertaimr&ema are held. 
at tho-- briosfo& thepooplo-ther to aoowhatla .....,do .. In vario ... ~ .. ofocl>ool -. 

M...,......t b, tho·ochoollmprowmootlcoouohu...,.;d<dpi ....... a V...,.Jo,oeconlloformuole • -lion- boolth work, &tina walla. hot hmch oqu!pmoot, teacher'• desk,-( ... - i 
lust ordered), mavabl.e mdta for dab, electric ll&hts, a volley ball. awiDas, teeten. p~tliD& ~ad. maDJ' 
other aidl to eclw:ation of mind and bod;v.• 

Th4 Porkr SeW ;,. MissOflri.-The story of the Porter School in Missouri still 
represents, I believe, the practical objective toward which rural teachers should work. 
You all know that story as it is told by Evelyn D....,y in her book, Nt1111 Scll8o/J for 
OU. You t\mlembC< that after having enlisted the activo <:0-<lpemtion of paseoto and 
school board in rq>airing and remodeling the ofd bullding, the teacher spent a whole! 

• ilom .. ..,..blloh<d addle. b, Stata Suporlotaodeot of Schools Aaguatu 0. no..-. 
• From a lcttu wzitten to the author b)'Kra. N. ~ O•qnnin~~.: LincolD. School. Paris. JdaiDe. 
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year in getting acquainted with the people and getting them acquainted with each other. 
She promoted this extension of acquaintance by means of parties and meetings which 
brought the people together at the schooL These meetings touched upon problems of 
fanning, of housekeeping, and of education, and provided satisfaction for the longing 
for sociability and cultural entertainment. She made the school and her cottage prac
tical demonstrations of what a farm home could and should he, and she cultivated a 
demonstration kitchen garden. She conducted a night school through the summer 
for the older boys who bad to work on the farms in the spring and fall. The teacher 
lived in the community the year round. 

Organization began to take place the second year. The organizations were few, 
however, and simple. The farm women's club provided housekeeping equipment and 
decorative materials for the school, took charge of refreshments at community meetings 
and entertainments, studied problems of home-making on the farm, and planned ways 
of helping families in trouble. The fanners' club assumed responsibility for the care 
of the school plant and improvement of the groundsJ studied methods of improving 
agriculture in the district, and maintained the school demonstration farm under the 
supervision of the state college specialists. The community band and the Shakespeare 
reading circle provided constructive recreation for the young people. These four 
organizations and the community Sunday School were all that were found necessary. 

A few guiding princip/es.-of these I shall suggest only three. The first may he 
called self-determination. The people must themselves do whatever is done. Remem· 
her, training in group action is their greatest need. Most social workers and school 
tea<:hers are too impatient to wait until the group is ready to undertake a new activity 
spontaneously. Give your ideas a chance to take root. But don't hesitate to plant 
the ideas. The principle of self-determination does not mean that the people are to be 
left without stimulation a.nd suggestion until they can somehow generate it in them
selves. 

Tlie second principle may he called shuplicity. Acquire a geouinely rum! standard 
of values. Don't expect too much. The elaborate equipment of a city school would 
be out of place in a rural district. The multiplicity of specialized organizations serving 
the city community is not needed in the open country. All the examples which I have 
cited would appear pitifully small achievements if judged by city staudards, hut they 
are big forward steps in the development of rural community life. To improve the 
S{:hool building and its equipment is necessary. but let this improvement be relative 
to the needs of the rural community. Remember that school improvement is not an 
end itself, but i& only one of the means to the improvement of rural life. 

The third principle may he called adaptability. The school aod its teacher must 
fit the needs of the community. They must grow out into the community~ and grow 
v.'ith the community. The teacher must be ready with ideas to help in the solution of 
every problem as soon as it is recognized by the group. The teacher must know, there· 
fore, what help the community may receive in the solution of its agricultural problems, 
both of production and marketing, from the State college and from various other state 
and national bureaus, and must know how to go about procuring this help whether in 
the form of bulletins, correspondence, or personal visits by the specialists. She must 
be in touch with the latest developments in home management, and her school a.o.d her 
home should he demonstrations of the most efficient methods in this field. She must 
lind r<sources for training the people of her community in the appm:iation of literatwe, 
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music, and all the fine arts. The teacher must also know where to tum for help with 
the manifold social problems of the community-the broken dowa family, the delin
quent cbild, the feeble-minded, and all the other problems of human adjustments which 
occur in small numbeiS, to be sure, bu.t in great variety in almost every rural com
munity. And finally she must secure the best ad vice obtainable with regan! to methods 
of developing the ability of her community to sofve these problems by their e>wn 
c:o-opemtive activity. 

There are many wa.ys in which the social worker may help the rural teacher to 
-make the school a community center such as we have been thinking of. It is obviously 
the function of the social wnrker to briDg to the teacher the kne>wledge and the skill 
of the expert dealing with all the various problems of social maladjustment. The 
social worker may also render valuable assistance in the form of advice and skill in 
community organization. And, finally, the social worker may be one of a number of 
friends coming to the rural teacher from another world and briDging new ideas and 
fresh enthusiasm. An these services may be rendered more valuable by the applica
tion of the three principles which I have first suggosted. 

Applying the principle of self-<letermination, the social worker will adopt a helping 
attitude. For instance, instead of asking all manner of questions about the situation, 
the social worker will solicit and answer the teacher's questions. The principle of sim
plicity requires that the social worker modify her methods to suit the rural environ
ment. The methods of work employed in city agencies 'are not wholly applicable in 
the rural communities. Investigations may be much simpliJied, and must be more 
cautiously pursued. According to the prhiciple of adsprability the social worker must 
be prepared to render service in all phases of community organization and case work. 

One of the steps, ip adspting the service of social work to the needs of the ruml 
community, it seems to me, is the training of 'general practitioners for the rUtal field-' 
professional social workers competent to deal With problems of case work and organiza
tion alike. I think most schools of social work which are in close touch with the hual 
field are working toward this objective. 

This movement in the training scl.oo1s must be paralleled, however, by a change in 
attitude on the part of social agencies. particularly national agencies. As things stand 
today, there is no job for the general practitioner, unless if. be that of county welfare 
superintendent, which is beginning to appear in some of the states. If social agencies 
would CCH>perate to the extent of maintaining a joint field staff to cover the rural field, 
the tenitory of each worker might be reduced to a size which could be adequately 
covered. Under such circumstances the rural social worker briDging- the combined 
resources of all the social agencies could render a real service to the rural teacher. 

To summarize my position on this point, the social worker may he\p immeasurably 
to promote the impiOvem.ent of country life by becoming a consulting specialist for the 
rural teacher in all matters pertaining to social welfare. This service should be ren· 
dered in a spirit of he\pfulness. It should be practical in method and suited to rural 
conditions. And it should be adequate in scope to deal intelligentiy with all the needs 
in the CODIDOunity in the field of social welfare. 

Summing up this whole cliscussion, I wnuld say that the extension of the educa
tional influence of the rural school into all the activities of the community seems to me 
one of the most hopeful tendencies of the community movement. I have not dwelt 
upon the erection of line school buildings to be used as community centers. To me the , 
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building and equipment are entirely incidental factors. Every rural school may be a 
community center if the t.ea.cher has a trained intelligence and a love for country life. 
I want to see a teacher like that in every rura1 school in the land. And I earnestly hope 
that we social workers will help to bring this about by making our knowledge and skill 
more and more available to the rural teacher. 

FUTURE TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL 
PROGRAMS THROUGH THE SCHOOLS 

TirE SCHOOL AS A MEANS OF DEVELOPING A SOCIAL 
CONSCIOUSNESS Al\"D SOCIAL IDEALS IN CHILDREN 

Ih. John Dewey, Columbia Uniflt!rsily, New Y.ork 

The work of the public school system in this country ever since it was begunt 
ha.rdly a century ago, has been essentially social in its results. It is natural that the 
average parent should look upon it as a device for teaching his own children reading and 
writing and arithmetic. It is natural that the taxpayers should have thought of it as 
social, although sometimes more a. social nuisance than anything else. It is natural 
that the teachers should have had their attention chiefly fixed upon the necessities of 
the school program and the demands made upon them in connection with the instruc~ 
tion and discipline of children. And yet when we get far enough away so that we do 
not lose sight of the woods in looking at individual trees, we know that ever since the 
first the chlef work of the school has been to operate as a cement in the social structure 
or, to use a less mechanical metaphor, it has been the shuttle which has carried the 
threads across and woven the otherwise separate threads into a coherent pattern. We 
are most co.nscious of this in connection with the work which the schools have done 
in uOiting and bringing together the exceedingly heterogeneous elements of our popu
lation. 

'We are told that Rome fell because of certain foreign migrations, and yet I 
suppose that an of those migrations put together did not amount to anything like the 
movements of population which we have seen from other countries to this country in 
the last eighty years, and that we have seen going on constantly in this country from 
one part of it to another. Probably never in the history of the world has society faced 
the problem of bringing together so many unlike elements and making of them a unified 
people. I wont say that the school has been the only instrumentality at work in trans
forming this variety, this multitude, of dissimilar elements into something approaching 
unity of outlook and thought and lile. But I think we can say that no one other influ
ence has counted for anything like as much in bringing a certain integrity, cohesion, 
feeling of sympathy, and unity among the elements of our population as has the public 
school system of this country. This is a commonplace. I am only calling attention 
to something with which we are all familiar because the situation has now changed. 
This work in the past has been done by the school system largely unconsciously rather 
than deliberately or of set pu:pose. It was not done because of any program, certainly. 
not because of any conscious formulation and control of the curriculum. It was &ecom~ 
plished rather .. a by-product by the social infiuence created by bringing children of 
different religions, of dillennt traditions, of different races, and of difierent languages 
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together, aDd for a certain nUmber of holll'S s. day h&viDg them in contact wjth each 
othedn common play, study, s.nd work. It has heen a by-product of the other s.ctivi
ties of the school thet have hrought children s.nd yooth together, and given.them an op
portunity to travel the road to leemiDg. In doiDg this they have become acquainted 
and have grown more like each other and leamed to share somethiDg like a. common 
way of tbiDkiDg and feeling about the matters thet concern the community as a whole. 

We have now to realize thet, as in so many other phases of our na.tionallife, this 
period of unOODScious and spontaneous expansion is drawiDg to a close, if it has not 
alreedy come to a close. Our period of natural and ~us expansion geogrs.phl
cally, the taking up of land, the discoveriDg of our resources, has come to an end. We 

· have come to a period of problems, to a period of reflection, to a period of inquiry, of 
surveys,>inveotories, the taking of stock, rather than of goiDg &heed s.nd doiDg thiDgs 
silnply because they have to be done and then trusting to the foroes genera.ted in the 
doing of them to cany us on to SUC<:e\18. This work, then, which the schools have done 
spontaneously, without much set purpose or intention, in the past, has now got to be 
done, it seems to ~ in & much more conscious and deliberate JDaDD.ert or it win not be 
done at all. And the circumstanCes s.re such thet just at the thn4 when this work_ of 
socializing, of crea.ting s. res.! unity of purpose and ideal in the yooth of our country, 
most needs to be done, there s.re certaingres.t dllliculties ofa serious nature which have 
to be met for the first thne on a large scale in the accomplislunent of this task. 

I do not bow whether if it hed not heen for the late ws.r we should have had s.n 
outbreek of intolera.nce, of social distrust, of lack of oonfulence in each other, of a 
desire of difierent sections to impose their outlook and views upon others as a test of 
their litness to be citizens, or not. It may be we hed reached a point in our develop
ment where somethiDg of this movement toward social division and intolerance was• 
going to show itself anyway; but whether thetis true or not the war and the aftermath 
of the war accentuated the growth of this attitude. A very good friend of mine said 
recently to me in a serious way, that while he did not wish to seem pessUnistic, the most 
discouragiDg symptom of American life today had heen the growth in the last ten 
years of social intolerance. This, in the various phases which it has assumed, is one . 
reason why the school has got tG do more con$clously in the future thet which it has 
done unoonsciouoly in the past. It is one of these obstacles that have heen put in the 
way thet make it more dlllicult to do it and that· require more co-operation and unity 
of thought and eJ!ort between the edue&to!S of the communicy and the other people • 
who are interested in the community, thet these causes of division, of sspara.tion, and 
of mutual distrust may not go on growiDg among us. I need not remind you of all of 
thesemanifestationa. We all know that many of us fee! like blushing every time we hear 
the tenn "Amerlcaniaation," because to such an extent the idea has heen seiud upon 
hy certain groups as a means of forcing their own oonceptiona of Ammcan life upon 
other people. I need not speak of the growth of religious s.nd racial intolerance, 
evidence of which is seen in-this country uoder the form of the.Ku Klux Klan movemODt. 
That is not a thiDg thet we can laugh aside or deal with simply as a sspara.te movement. 
It has a great;r significance, in that it is a symptom of a spfrit manifested in so many 
other directiOil!l. We have a good deal of Ku Kluxism besides thet of these peoplo · 
who put on physical white robes and cover their fs.ces up in them. There are a great 
meny people, some of them editorial writers discussing this movement of the Ku Klux 
Klan, who h&ve put on a kind of intellectual and moral white robe and bood to conceal 
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themselves and their purposes, and are doing in a. more insidious way the evil work of un
dermining in the community that feeling of respect for one another and that trust in one 
another, whi~it seems to me as I look back, was almost universal in the days when wet 

the older ones among us, were growing up. Not that we did not have certain terms of 
ridicule and opprobrium for the newly arriving ones, a kind of introductory hazing 
possibly1 but there was none of this deliberate distrust, this spirit of suspicion and fear, 
and this attempt to make the community feel that certain elements in our population a.re 
distinctly anti-American, and must be dealt with on suspicion and even in more drastic 
ways. It is this particular situation-we all hope it is temporary, but at the same time 
it uists-that the educators of the community and those who are in sympathy with 
the work the teachers are doing in various lines of social work need to recognize openly 
a.nd frankly. I mention one point where this movement affects the school. We have 
a constitutional amendment passed in Oregon a short time ago which to some of us 
who thought we were good Americans seems to strike at the root of American toleration 
and trust and good faith between various elements of the population in each other .. 
We have such legislation aa that represented up to a few weeks ago by the Lusk laws 
in New York City,putting not only private schools but teachers in the public schools 
under suspicion.. And the-y said this had to be done because so many immigrants were 
coming into our schools. Per.;onally I feel resentful at this because I belong to an 
earlier immigrant strain in this country, and the family to which I belong bas not come 
over so recently that it is necessary for us to flaunt in the face of the public the fact that 
we are good Americans by casting suspicion upon the more recently introduced ele
ments of the foreign population. It is not all a racial a.o.d religious matter. There is a 
desire. an intellectual desire, to find out what people are thinking and believing1 and 
to find out if what they are thinking is different from what we are thinking, and if 
so believing that that fact makes them suspicious characters. 

One more instance of where this tendency is affecting our public schools; that is 
the-legislation that has been introduced, and in many cases passed, recently regarding 
the teathing of United States history. It is natural that every nation should collect a 
certain amount of myths in its development. It is part of the romance of history and 
I should be the first to insist that there should be legislation stating that teachers could 
not te!l any of these hoary stories to the children, but when it comes to legislators, who 
have never made historical inquiries, setting down in black and white that no school 
book can be used in the schools that does not contain sixty-eight per cent of these some
what dubious tales about our American ancestors, most of them just anecdotes anyway 
that ignore the real spirit of the struggles that went on, it is time for an awakening of & 

more unified social consciousness. In science it would hardly be thought safe to teach 
anything that was not found to be the result of scientific inquiry; but now in biology a.s 
weU as in history it appears that various persons know, without studying, what the truth 
is, and that they can bring their influence to bear upon legislators to declare the law 
of nature. Some of us think the legislators have enough to attend to in dealing with 
the laws of society. but it seems that this province is not wide enough. They have 
taken all nature for their province, and soon Mr. Einstein will find he has been outdone 
by some sou them or northwestern legislature, if things go on as they are going oow. 
These things are symptoms rather than things we can deal with one by one. They a.re 
serious symptoms of & certain unfortunate change which is coming over the natural, 
old-fashioned toleration-good will-the ncognition that different people are going to 
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together, ai.d for & certaJn number of hours " day h&ving them in contact with each. 
other in common play, study, and work. It has been a by-product of the other activi
ties of the school thet h&ve brought children and youth together, and given.them an op
portunity to trsvel the· road to lea:roing. In doing this they b&ve become acquainted 
and b&ve grown more like each other and lea:rned to share something lllr.e a common 
way of thinking and feeling about the matters thet ooncern the community as a whole. 

We b&ve now to realize that, as in so many other pb&ses of our D&tionallife, this 
period of unconscious and spontaneous expansion is drawing to a close, if it has not 
aheady come to a close. Our period of D&tun!l and unconscious expansion geographi
cally, the taking up of laud, the discovering of our resources, hu come to ao end. We 
b&ve come to a period of problems, to a period of reftectiou, to a period of inquiry, of 
surveys,linventories, the taking of stock, ratber th&n of going ahead and doing things 
simply because they b&ve to be done and then trusting to the forces generated in the 
doing of them to e&rry us on to !I1ICCO$S. Thls work, then, which the schools have dooo 
spontaneously, without much set purpose or intention, in the pest, has now got to be 
done, it seems to me, in a much more conscious and deliberate manner, or it will not be 
done at all. And the circumstanCes are such thet just at the tim4 when this work of 
socializing, of cre&ting a. real unity of purpose and ideal in the youth of our country, 
most needs to be done, there are certain great difficulties of a serious na.ture which b&ve 
to be met for the first time on a large scale in the accomplishment of this task. 

I do not koow whether if it had not been for the late war we should b&ve b&d an 
outbreak of intolerance, of social distrust, of Jack of confidence in each otber, of a 
desire of different sections to impose their outlook and views upon others as a test of 
their litness to be citizeus, or not. It m&y be we had reached a point in our develop
ment where something of this movement toward social divisiOD and intolerance was• 
going to show itself anyway; but whether that is true or not the war and the aftermath ' 
of the war accentusted the growth of this attitude. A very good friend of mine aaid 
recently to meinaseriousway, that while he did not wish to seem pessimistic, the moot 
discouraging symptom of American life today had been the growth in the last ten 
yesrs of social intolerance. This, in the "'Various pb&ses which it has assumed, is one. 
reason why the school has got to clo more consciously in the future thet which it has 
dot~• unconsciously in the past. It is one of these obstacles that b&ve been pot io the 
way thet make it more difficult to do it and tlnit require more co-operation and unity 
of thought and effort between the educatom of the community .and the other people • 
who are interested in the community, thet these causes of division, of separation, and 
of mutual distrust may not go on growiug among us. I need not remind you of all of 
these manifestations. We all know that many of us feellllr.e blushing every time we hear 
the term u Americanization~" because to such an extent the idea. has been seized upon 
by certaJn groups as a means of forcing their '!WD conceptions of Am!!rican life upon 
other people. I need not speak of the growth of religious and racial intolerance, 
evidence of which is seen in this countryundertheformof the Ku Kluz Klan movement. 
That is not a thing that we can laugh aside or deal with simply as a separate movement. 
It has a greatv sigollicance, in that it is a symptom of a spirit manifested io so many 
other din:ctions. We b&ve a good deal of Ku Klwdsm besides that of these people · 
who put on physical white robes and cover their faces up in them. There are a great 
maoy people, some of them editorial writers di••,..U.g this movement of the Ku Klux 
Klan, who hive put on a kind of intellectual and moral white robe and hood to conceal 
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themselves and their purposes, and are doing in a more insidious way the evil work of un
dermining in the community that feeling of respectforoneanotherand that trust in one 
another, which, it seems to me as I look ba.ck, was almost universal in the days when we, 
the older ones among us, were growing up. Not that we did not have certain terms of 
ridicule and opprobrium for the newly arriving ones, a kind of introductory hazing 
possibly, but there was none of this deliberate distrust. this spirit of suspicion and fear, 
and this attempt to make the community feel that certain elements in our population are 
distinctly anti-American, and must be dealt with on suspicion and even in more drastic 
ways. It is this particular situation-we all hope it is temporary, but at the same time 
it exists-that the educators of the community and those who are in sympathy with 
the work the teachers are doing in variaus lines of social work need to recognize openly 
and frankly. I mention one point where this movement affects the school. We have 
a constitutional amendment passed in Oregon a short time ago wbich to some of us 
who thought we were good Americans seems to strike at the root of American toleration 
and trust and good faith between various elements of the population in each other. 
\Ve have such legislation as that represented up to a few weeks ago by the Lusk laws 
in New York City,putting not only private schools but teachers in the public schools 
under suspicion. And they said this had to be done because so many immigrants were 
coming into our schools. Personally I feel resentful at tin. because I belong to an 
earlier immigrant strain in this country, and the family to which I belong has not come 
over so recently that it is necessaJY for us to flaunt in the face of the public the fact that 
we are good Americans by casting suspicion upon the more recently introduced ele
ments of the foreign population. It is not all a racial and religious matter. There is a 
desire, an intellectual desire. to find out what people a.re thinking and believing, and 
to find out if what they are thinking is different from what we are thinking, and if 
so believing that that fact makes them suspicious characters. 

· One more instance of where this tendency is affecting our public schools; that is 
the legislation that has been introduced, and in many cases passed, recently regarding 
the teaching of United States history. It is natural that every nation should collect a 
certain amount of myths in its development. It is part of the romance of history and 
I should be the first to insist that there should be legislation stating that teachers could 
not tell any of these hoary stories to the children, but when it comes to legislators, who 
have never made historical inquiries, setting down in black and white that no school 
book can be used in the schools that does not contain sixty~ght per cent of these some
what dubious tales about our American ancestors, most of them just anecdotes anyway 
that ignore the rea1 spirit of the struggles that went on, it is time for an awakening of a 
more unified social consciousness.. In science it would hardly be thought safe to teach 
anything that was not found to be the result of scientific inquiry; but now in biology as 
weU as in history it appea.rs that various persons know • without studying, what the truth 
is, and that they can bring their influence to bear upon legislators to declare the law 
of nature. Some of us think the legislators have enough to attend to in dealing with 
the laws of society, but it seems that this province is no-t wide enough. They have 
taken all nature for their province, and soon Mr. Einstein will find he has been outdone 
by some southern or northwestern legislature, if things go on as they are going now. 
These things are symptoms rather than things we can deal with one by one. They are 
serious symptoms of a certain unfortunate change which is coming over the natural, 
old-fashioned tolerution-good will-the recognition that different poop~ are going to 
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have dilierent ideals and beliefs but yet that in American public and uationallife below 
all these dilierences we have a common unit¥, a basis of unity; that we have enough 
common work_, common responsibility~ and common interest and sympathy so that iD 
spite of all these other distinctions we can go on working together. And the purpose 
of the public school is to concentrate upon the 'fundamental elements in the communicy 
of onr oationallife. 

I want to suggest three points where it seems to me the schoc!ls at the present time 
have some special responsibilicy. The fust and obvious thing is in connection with 
international and inter-racial questions, not merely as we look abroad in our relation
ships to other politica.l units, but as we ounelves, within ounelves, are international 
and inter-racial. We must realire that whatever breeds hostility and division without 
is bound to reset and produce hostility and division within. There is very great danger 
that some people will develop this ides in a very narrow .,;.tionalistic spirit; that they 
will make a fetish out of patriotism by divertiog it from its true and proper meaning of 
devotion to the common weel and think of it as a spirit of suspicion, jeelousy, antagon
ism toward othezs, that spirit of evil from whicb all of the world today is sul!ering and 
from whicb we, in all the earlier years of our history, because of our fortuoate geogm
phical position, are relatively free; free as compared with the crowded old world, 
with its geograpbical boundaries and its heritage of national aaimosities and past WSIS. 

Have you ever stopped to think that it is easy to cultivate a iriendly feeling for a for
eign nation with which this country has never beeo at war, and that the dilliculcy in 
developing frieodly feeling comes with the nations with which this conntry has been at 
war? Compare the generally sympathetic feeling for France with the feeling that has 
prevailed toward our own mother country. Don't you think if the wars had been 
revezsed this feeling woold have beeo rever.,ed, thi;t if we had been at war with.France 
and never had had war with Great Britain, that it would have been Great Britain tbs:t 
our feeling would haye gone out to so as to make it easy to stamp out antagonisms? 
The teachezs in our schools, and the COD!Jilunitiea behind the schools have a greater 
responSioilicy with reference to this interuational phase of social conscioumess and 
ideals than we have realired. As we need a progiam and a platform for teaching genu
ine patriotism and a real sense of the public interests of our own community, so clearly, 
we need a program of international friendship, amicy, and good will. We need a 
curriculum in history, literature, and geography whicb will make the dilierent racial 
elements in this country aware of what each has contributed and will create a mental 
attitude toward other people whicb will make it more dillicult for the fismes of hailed 
and suspickm to sweep over this country in the future, which indeed will make this 
impossible, because when children's minds aze in the formative period we shall have 
fixed in them, through the medium of the schools, feelings of respect and friendliness 
for the other nations and peoples of the world. · 

It seems to me necessary also to say something ~ the causes of social 
divisions that come from economic and industrial forees. Here, too, largely by the 
fortune of our geographical position and our weelth of unused territory, we have not 
had until recently class divisions and CODflicts. We do not have them yet ia anything 
like the extent of the old world. But it is a oommonplace that these economic and 
industrial' divisions, and the problems relating to them, the problems of capital and 
labor, are looming larger in our life than they have in the past. There are sources of 
bitterness whicb two classes at least in the communi!¥ aa very williug to take advan
tage of, those who desire to keep greater control over those whG have HtUe or nothiug ,__ 
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on the one hand, and demagogues who have an interest in exploiting any evidences of 
discontent which arise for their own personal advantage on the other side. We cannot 
teach isms, economic or social, ~the schools; it is highly desirable that they should be 
kept out of the schools. But does not the average boy and girl leave school today with 
altogether too innocent and nal\l'e a state of mind about the evils and the problems he is 
going to meet, whether or no, when he gets out of school? Have we not tended to 
create a false and fictitious intellectual atmosphere in the school, put too much idealism 
over all of the conditions of life? I believe in respecting the innocence and the hope
fulness of children and youth. They have a right to enjoyment and to a respite from 
the baid economic and political struggles and problems of life. I do not mean that 
these things should be forced upon them prematurely. But our instruction in history 
and geography and our social studies in geneml should be intellectually more honest, 
they should bring students into gradual contact with the actual realities of contempor· 
ary life and not leave them to make acquaintance with these things in that surprised 
way which even college students coming from some of the educational institutions in 
this country may run across today. \Ve need the schools to bring about recognition 
of the problems which are common problems; things which the American people have 
got to work out together in a spirit of unity and co--operation if they are ever to he 
worked out at aU. I think these things can be presented in a spirit which will appeal to 
all of the idealism, which is fortunately so common in our American youth, to make 
them rea.lize that they are sharers .in this making of the country, that these problems 
to be faced {ll"e like the obstacles our forefathers had to face, so that while geographical 
pioneering must stop in this country, there is still a call for pioneers in improving the 
welfare of the mass of the people~ and that the accepting of this new economic problem 
is an opportunity which all of the children and youth of the country are called upon as 
they go into life to deal with together. I do not urge a pessimistic platform, but that 
we have a platform which recognizes that present demands and social conditions are 
opPortunities and calls to cCH>perative service in the making more secure the aims of 
human liberty and human justice to which our forefathers dedicated this eountry. 

These are scattering illustrations. They have but one purpo~to indicate what 
I s.a.id., that the kind of work. schools have done in the past, largely unconsciously and 
spontaneously, ha.s now got to be undertaken deliberately and intelligently and that it 
requires more of a social consciousness primarily on the part of the teaching body. \Ve 
teachers have reason for some humiliation when we think of the extent to which social 
improvements have been initiated and carried on by professional social workers and 
other public spirited citizens while the teaching body have largely stayed outside. I 
am afraid that rven in the prevention o£ child labor which certainly seems to be & matter 
of prime scholastic importance. the teachers and school administrators have hardly 
taken their fair share of the burden. We have got to recognize this social responsi
bility, and I would even say that the educators should arrogate to themselves the 
assumption that their responsibility is greater than that of others. I do not know 
just what a social \\-orker is (although I have recently seen some definitions), but what
ever he is, teachers should say "We are it"; they should say "'We are more it than is 
any other class in the community," in the really fundamental work of improving the 
health and culture of the community, and in spreading liberty and justice and happiness 
throughout it. If that is the business of social worker.;, then the teachers ought to be 
challengers over aU other elements in the community, professional and unprofessional~ 
in claiming to he the leaders in social work. 
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PROVISION BY THE SCHOOL OF MO.RE ADEQUATE MEANS 
OF SOLVING THE INDIVIDUAL PROBLEMS OF 

CHILDREN 

Il~rlwl S. W«<, Su;~ of Schools, &clrosW, Now YorR 

The constitution of the state of New York puts sqwmly upon the legislature the 
responsibility for "establishing and maintaining a eystem of free, common schools 
wherein all the children of the state may be educ:&ted." The state legislature has 
accordingly selected a board of regents, which has in tum organized the state ~
ment of education, for the pwpose of aurying 0ut this pnMsion of the constitution. 
In the ptQCeSS of development the state has psssed its compulsory education laws, 
established from time to time a minimum range of subjects that must be taught in the 
schools, set up the minimum qualilications of teachers, provided for a state-wide salary 
schedule, and in other ways made it clearly manifest that the education of the children 
of the state of New York is primarily the c:om:em of the state itself. With all good 
sense the state has entrusted to the local communities, as its agents, large responsibili- · 
ties in administering the schools by allowing them to choose their own trustees or boards 
of education, but making it at all times clear that these officials are first of all oflicers of 
tbe state and not of the local community. . 

It is botb interesting and significant to note that the constitution has made no 
similar provision for tbe administration of any other one of those activities usually 
classed as functions of local government. RoChester, so far as the constitlltion of the 
State. of New York is concerned, may fail to pave her streets, to provide for herself 
adequate protection against tbe daager of fire and accident, neglect the importance of 
satisfactory police protection, and even ignore suq. essentials to health as an adequate 
and wholesome water supply. But Rochester must edilcate her children. 

Now clearly tbe object and tbe deftmse of these public schools that have thus beeh · 
developed in the state of New York, suppor~ed.as they are by taus levied upon all the 
people regardless of whether they have children to attend these schools, is to protect 
tho community and the state and th .. nation itself against the hazards of ignorance. 
Wben the constitution of tbe state of New York .referred to a system of free common 
schools the mean;ng of that word "common )J was very clear. It simply embraced the 
elementary schools in which should be laid that common foundation essential to our 
common life. The poblic school in these early days had no responsibility for differen
tiating among the kinds of service which the individual members of that school would 
later render to the community. It was the life outside of the school with its different 
demands and its different opportunities that assumed fail charge of such differenti&tiODS. 
Once these common subjects hsd beeiJ. pursued a certain length of time, all but the few 
privileged to think of the academy, the college, and the professions, went out into the 
life of the community and _,.or or later found themselves established. Thus this 
common school simply dealt with the common elements that wore not aJresdy pmvided 
for by other agl!ncies in the community. 

But this WOM "common .. has a very different significance today. The depart
ment of education of the state of New York now rules that any boy or girl in the state 
who desires 11 high-school education must he provided with an opportunity for such an 
education. The educationall'rogrsm has beeiJ. extended to the point whore high~~ 
are practically as much commOJ\ schools u ""' the elementary schools. The sigoili-
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cance of this, as it relates to our problem of individual differences, cannot weU be over
estimated. This very condition in and of itseH forces upon the public school the respon
sibility of making certain differentiations in this higher level of education, both because 
of the diversity of needs within the community and the diversity of abilities and inter
ests among the pupils of the school. 

The third and only other factor to be discussed in this connection has to do with 
rompulsory educatio11. Its bearing upon this problem of providing for individual 
differences is too obvious to require more than passing comment. Comprehensive 
compulsory education laws adequately enforced are matters of comparatively recent 
action. Only a few years ago if a child remained in school beyond the most immature 
years he remained there because of his own desire for an education or because of the 
desire of his parents. But today the arm of the state unequivocally demands that 
every child between the ages of seven and sixteen years attend the full-time day school 
whenever it is in session. The only exception is that those between fourteen and seven
teen may be released from the full-time day school under certain conditions, provided, 
however, that they continue their school work in the continuation S£hool. Thus the 
homogeneity that characterized the public school of earlier days is a thing of the past. 
Not only has immigration made its unparalleled contribution to the diverse elements 
that already e..ilited in the community but the compulsory education law has brought 
these elements into the public school classroom, and has very properly forced that 
classroom to reckon with them. 

If this approach to the subject of provisions for individual children be at all valid, 
then the principles in the light of which the public school must be guided in this work 
become apparent. First of all, the school must be equipped to ascertain what these 
individual differences are, and it must likewise be prepared through its organization, its 
courses of study, and its methods of teaching, to respect the difierences thus determined. 

· One of the essentials in this process of ascertaining individual differences is the 
child-study department. The only thing worse than exaggerating the possibilities of 
such a department is ignoring its contributions. Few, if any, among those who have 
followed at all closely the contributions of the psychologist in ·this direction, will ques
tion the value of those contributions. That there are varying degrees of mental power 
among these boys and girls of the public schools, and that we are benefiting neither the 
clllld nor the community by ignoring the mental power and consequent m-ental respon
sibility of the individual, will not be questiooed. Within fairly well defined limits, 
the child-study department can give to the school one type of information that is of 
invaluable service in this attempt to locate the fundamental causes which lie back of 
the child that differs so much from the normal as to make him a subject of special 
atudy. This child-study department then becomea one essential to the solutioo of this 
problem. 

As we review the progress of the last ten years, it is unmistakably clear that there 
has been very real and substantial progress in the direction of forming special classes in 
which the organizing principle has been variation in mental ability. These classes are 
relatively small. they are increasingly made up of the exceptionally capable as well as 
the mentally handirnpped, they are more nearly adapting the curriculum to the abilities 
of these children, and their methods of approach consider the individual rather than 
the mass.. Thus these children are more successfully reached. while at the same time 
the regular grade groupa ""' made more homogeneous and correspondingly benefited. 
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If we anrnot mistaken, however, scarcely a start has been made in the direction of 
a grester use of these contributions of the child-study department by the regular cJa.ss.. 
room teacher. Many of us believe that the next significant step forwaro is bound to 
be al<>w! this line. We aze already &ttempting to develop an interest in individual 
case study by the regular tescher by allowing to er.ch such tescher a certsin amount of 
time for home visiting: It is hoped that this will result in a more intelligent use of all 
sonrces of information by the teacher to the end that what we are plessed to eall the 
normal child will have his own problems more fully understood and more helpfully 
solved. To secure and use all possible'lnformation besriDg upoo these varying mental 
abilities, either through the means suggested above or any others that may suggest 
themselves, is a vitally important matter in the life of this elementary school 

But there is another common asset upon which our common welfare also vitally 
depends. If we· go back over the past half dozen years to ascertsin a second fsctor 
responsible for the weakened man power of this country during the days when our 
fullest power was most serinusly needed, it would resdily be found in the unnecessary m 
health thet was so prevalent at the very period of life when the health of the individual 
was supposed to be at its best. This may properly be referred to as unnecessary, 
because it could have been avoided in large part if the elementary schools of this nation 
had received anything like the moral and financial support reqWred to carry on even 
the health-edue&tion program that is now found in many of our public school systems. 
Here, egain, on the physkal side, therefore, provisions for meeting not simply the needs 
of the normal child but the problems of the individual child are esseotisl If this is to 
be done, then the tmined physician, the specl".illy tmined teacher of health education. 
and the school nurse are necessary. The disappointments that ouly too often come as 
a result of what is accomplished, or rather is not accomplished, through the medical 
inspector are very real. Nevertheiesa, the medicaJ inspector is emphatieally & step in 
the right direction. · 

But the public school must also advance the child in his ability to know and too 
appreciste the history and the geogrsphy of his own coinmunity, state, and nation, 
and to some extent of the world at large; to sense his share in the social, civic, and 
industrial order of such a democracy as ours; and to meet the obligations which such 
knowledge and appreciation should eDgender. This is pre-eminently the field of our 
common citizeoship idesls for the appreciation an'd realization of which literacy and 
health and all the others aze but means. Nowhere have these mmmon idesls been 
more completelY and convincingly stated than in the preamble to the Constitution of 
the United States: " •••• to~ a more perfect union, establish justice, insure 
domestic tranquiliity, provide for the common defense, promote the -era! welfare, 
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity!' With all the abuse 
to which the word "Americanism" has been subjected, nevertheiesa, it does connote 
a very definite sort of thing. Its very esseoce lies in a sympathy with the great policy 
of the square deal for which this oountry long ago declared itself. No person can be 
at all fsmiliar with the public school of today and yet fail to recognize that the school 
far outranks any other American institution in setting the fsces of our boY' and girls 
hopefullY and oonlidently toward the ideals of this republic. 

Are there problems affectiog individual children that eall for special ooasideration 
here? Indeed there are, and in some respects they are problems that are mono vitally 
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related to the very life of the school than are many of the other problems to which we 
are properly trying to give attention. 

Just wbatare these loro:s and where do they lie that tend to defeat the work of the 
public school in developing a sound and wholesome attitude toward these ideals upon 
which our common wellare so vitally depends? For the most part they are forces 
that are at all times at work in the environment of the chlld during the large part of 
his waking hours when he is beyond the control and influence of the school. The very 
center of this environment is obviously the home. These sociaJ forces outside the life 
of the school affect for good or for ill practically every phase of progress which the school 
is attempting to make with the individual child. Wbat is more natural and important, 
therefore, than a study of these forces by the school when the individual child is failing 
to make anything like normal progress through conditions that cannot be found within 
the school itself? ThisJ Rochester is attempting through the home-visiting teacher. 
The work of thls teacher is very clearly defined .so far as our own schoo1 system is con
cerned. It is to go straight to the home for a sympathetic conference concerning any 
child who, for any reason whatsoever not already understood by the school. is fai.ling 
to make the kind of school progress that promises to result in a citizen of real value to 
the community. But like many other activities in this world or ours, the by-products 
a.re sometimes of very significant consequence. If we could know the extent to which 
homes, through these home-visiting teachers, have come to understand the school, to 
understand the child, to understand America itself in its great purposes and limitations, 
there would never arise in our minds any doubt as to the wisdom of supporting this 
means of solving tile problems of individual children. To get out of our isolation and 
follow the child to the home and thereby give many d. home the re.al conviction that 
somebody cares, is a real force, the ramifications of which are of far-reachiu.g value and 
importance. 

In our own city the elementary school period now closes with the sixth grade, and 
the junior high school period begiDs. This junior high school period ba. boys and girls 
duPng the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. It has them, therefore1 during those 
critical years of from twelve to fifteen or sixteen years of age. In this regard Rochester 
is working on the principle that just as this elementary school has for its pre-eminent 
task the giving of these common controls that must be the common possession of all 
so the period of the junior high school should be the period of special study and atten· 
tion to this [actor of diversity. 

Two principles, therefore, must be determining in the work of this school. The one 
is th&t of using every possible contribution that aD these forces of the elementary school 
have made available in the case of every child who eoters this junior high school. A 
conscious and systematic attempt is made to do just this. During the seventh grade, 
or the first year of this )Wliot high school, under a teacher of guidance and under the 
organization provided for the purpose there are conferences with the home and there 
are studies of every other available sort made for the purpose of tmtatively setting each 
child out at the btginni.ng of the eighth year upon the line that promises most for the 
development of his special powers &nd abilities. The second requirement is a range of 
facilities that are adapted to such type differences as may develop. 

The junior high school conceived of as anything short of varied facilities and groul>" 
iogs primarily for putposes of grneral education, as opposed to training lor a specific 
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trade or occup&tion, is not to be defended. There is no sense in which the junior high 
school is a vocational institution. This statement is not to be interpreted, however, as 
meaning that the school is not to concern itseH at this point with that phase of education 
that bas to do with economic independence. Among all the important qualifications 
that go to make up the good citizen, none is more vital than his ability to stand as a seH
anpportiog peiSOn in the eommumty. If, therefore, the primary work and sole defense 
of the public school system is to prepare fur citizenship, the school must c:oneern itseH 
with this factor. 

These line and pmctiosl arts of the elementary school are taught during the early 
school life of the child, with no primary refem.ce to any bearing that they may have 
upon later-life careetS. But out of these gronps of pupils who pursue these arts in this 
elementary school will come musicians and other artists, draftsmen and other artisans, 
as well as those who are to meet the hosiness and professinnal demands of eommumty 
life. · 

These children in the junior high school are, in the msin, from twelve to fifteen or 
sixteen years of age. In geneml, this is the period when the ncmnal boy and girl are 
vaguely trying to find themselves in terms of life's work. The ambition for a career 
now begins to be stripped of much of the aoprice that formerly cba.raCterized it. To 
attempt any final determination of vocational careers during this time would be worse 
than folly. An equally indefensible extreme, on the other han<!, is to ignore the import
ance of encouraging these adolescents to reflect seriously upon the vital relations 
between economic independence and citizenship. Clear thinking and the ability to 
ascertain special intetests and capacities ohotild be facilitated durlng this period by 
every provision that the public school can consistently make. It is difficult to imagine 
& more distressing experience than the aimlessness which characterizes so many of our 
young people durlng this teen age. The imperati"'; need of vitalizing the work Of these 
years is everywhere recognized. 

No sensible person will be dogmatic as to how this is to be done. We believe; 
however, that one very effective way is .to _give sane and intelligent consideration to 
these great vocational highways of life through which youth hopes to reach its promised 
land. The one leeding to college and professinnallife bas ever boon kept open and 
lighted by the secondary school, and it is vital to. the weHare of all that it should be. 
But it is not the only highway. All the ezperienees of life beyond the school, and of 
failures and withdmwala from within, should have taught us that lesson far more 
effectively than they have. Has the school no responsibility for ligbting up these 
other highways of commercial, and of industrial, and of home life, when we know at 
the outset that these are the highways which through choice or necessity the great l>c>ey 
of our boys and girls will take? So long as we assume this no-responsibility attitode, 
so long will that one highway, which. we have )"e<X)gJii=, be crowded with misfits. 
Should not the skills required, the intelligence and character qualities demanded, and 
the compensations offered in these other directions be subjects properly reckoned within 
the consideration of the school during these years when they are hound to be subjects 
of serious consideration in the life of the child l 

Furthermore, conditions over which the child bas no control only too often make 
it imperative that he shall withdmw !rom school and go to work as soon as compulsory 
educi.tion laws make such action powhle. This mere facing of the facts of life forces 
us to recognize that the vocational elements will loom Iaeger in. some eases than in 
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others during this junior high-school period, according as necessity requires an early 
departure from school and consequently dictates an early though premature choice. 
For the public school to ignore the needs of this large and important group in the coun
try's economy, by failing to provide facilities adapted to their needs, or to reason their 
needs from the needs of what might be called the "academic type" to whom the college 
is accessible and by whom the professions are ,to be recruitedJ is the undemocratic 
course. 

It would be interesting to know, if possible, just how far the unfortunate distinctions 
that are made between workers of the head and workers of the hand may be traced to 
the doors of our educational institutions through their years of ignoring everything 
except the college preparatory courses through which the professions are recruited, and 
thereby declaring that these other great fields are not of sufficient consequence in their 
demands for trained and educated service to wanant attention from the public schools. 

In conclusion, then, it would seem that provisions by the school of more adequate 
means of solving the individual problems of children can be made only as the school 
patiently, sympathetically, and intelligently takes advantage of every op?Ortunity to 
study seriously these great forces that concern the physical, mental, and moral life of 
the child. There is no other reliable means of bringing us to appreciate the significance 
of the fact that there is such a thing as a scientific procedure that can be carried on by 
especially trained and scientifically minded people, and that this procedure is just as 
indispensable to this great work of the public school as it is to any other field of human 
endeavor. The ch.ild-study department, the trained physician, the health specialists, 
and the home visiting teacher. with the kind of special training and insight that are so 
highly represented in this body, are simply typical of the great fields yet to be worked 
in this direction. 

And then with the same degree of patience and sympathy and intelligence the 
school must establish and maintain its special classes and its range of other facilities 
required for meeting not simply individual but type differences as they are found to 
exist among these bojs and girls. In one very real sense onl}"'a beginning bas been 
made, and that in very recent years, in the working out o.f this problem. It is a good 
beginning, however, and one o.f vital concern to every person interested in advancing 
our civiliz.a tion. 

THE FUTURE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SCHOOL TOWARD 
CHILDREN UNDER FIVE YEARS, BOTH DIRECTLY 

AND THROUGH TRAINING FOR PARE..'ITHOOD 

Mrs. Htkt< T. Woo/ley, Mtn'ili-PaJ,_ School, Ddroil 

The keynote of the papers in this conference so far has been "prevention.u In 
'every field the worker who is attacking disease, crime, or poverty is becoming more and 
more convinced that his function is not merely to correct the developed difficulty but 
even more to promote methods of prevention. Dean Roscoe Pound has told us that 
even justice, in modem times, is. viewing its task from the angle of prevention. The 
phrase upreventh·-e justice,. is new to many of us a.nd exceedingly suggestive. 

As soon as our interest becomes centered upon preventive programs, we find our
selves pushed farther and farther back. in the lives of individuals in our attempt to see 
how that which is wrong in behavior can be corrected. It isooly too evident to anyone 
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dealiDg with live- and six-year-old chiklren that bad mental and physkal habits have 
alreacly b.., established by the time the chilcl first comes to school. Preventive work 
should, then, begin before school-. We are already alive to the effects of inadequate 
physkal care during the first two years, and of the importaoce of laying the foundations 
of health in infancy- and young chilclhood. Tbe fact thet the mental and social habits 
of the very early years are equally important has been slow in ...:eiving IOCOgDition. 
Today, we are becoming more and more convinced that the main outlines of chamcter, 
personality, and type of social reaction are laid down before the school oomos into con
tact with the child. Whatever the contribution which the experience of early years 
makes to personality and to ability, it is the parents of tbe child who have been left 
by society with the complete nsponsibility of detennining what that contribntion is 
to be. 

Wben we ask bow welt parents have performed the task of the tmiofog of young 
childhood, the &DSwer is not reassuring. It has been said in this conference tj!at most 
of the delinquency of chiklren is the clirect result of delinquency of parents. If this 
stetement were made somewhat broader to include not merely tbe delinquency of par
ents but their ignorance and their UDCODSCious se1fishness, it would be still strenger. 
Not onfy the feeble-minded or the vicious parent is failing in his task of parenthood, 
but very fn:quently parents who never come in contact with the law or witb social 
agencies are giving their children the kind of treatment which makes directly for bad 
social adjustments. 

Recently I livecl near & f&mily in which there were three children under five years, 
so near tba.t in summer even the family conversation, if carried on iD raised tones1 as it 
fn:quently ....., permeo.tecl my boose. The father was a workingman who was janitor 
of the building. Tbe family occupied a b~ent &partment just opposite my first 
floor one. Tbe mother W&S a beautiful, robust, and well-dressed woman who stsyed at 
bome and cared for ber children. They were entirely self-supporting people, who never 
came within the province of the social worker, oi .of the law. From morning io night 
I be&rd the mother quanefing with her husb&nd and scolding her children. Tbe chl!
dren were ordered about, jerked, &nd slapped all day. Rarely did I be&r a pless&nt or 
sympathetic werd addressed to them. At ¢gilt they were kept up until ten or eleven 
o'clock. By that timo tbe children were exhausted and as ili-temperecl as one would 
inevitahiy expect from tbe way they were treated. Tbe day ended with resounding 
whippings for the children, who went to bed aying from fatigoe, pain, and resentment. 
Tbe family W&S de>ing nothing which warranted the interference of tbe law, or the miD
istra.tions of a social agency; the whippings were not bruml enough. And yet typos of 
reaction were being fostered which would cause serious ttouble in social adjustments 
throughout life. Finally, when I could stand it no longer, I went over to see the mother. 
I C&DDOt recommend my interview as a model fe>r the family visitor. Tbe upshot of it 
was that she told me that she was bringing up her children to suit herself, not to IIlli I the 
neighbors, and that she wished I would go he>me, mind my own business, and bring up 
my own chiklren, advice which I ....., of course, compelled to follow. But a hit later 
I be&rd ber say to her husband, witb tears in hervoice, "Did you be&r what that wome 
said to me? She said she c:oulcin't bear to see children treated the way mine are treated. 
I bet they're treated a diiJDil sight better than a lot of other people's children.» And 
J fear she was right. Not are the mistekes in tbe management of childrea confined to 
the janitor's wife. 
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We get nowhere by blaming individual parents. Society has allowed tbem to tbink 
that bringing up their children to suit themselves, not to suit the neighbors or the state, 
was entirely satisfactory until the children were five or six years old. At no time have 
the parents been given any systematic- instruction with regard to the difficult task of 
providing suitable physical, educational, and emotional environment for young chll· 
dren, nor are they given any organized assistance in carrying out the task. 

The reason for our neglect in providing no training for so fundamental and impor
tant a function as parenthood is not far to seek. It lies in part iD a late recognition of 
the great permanent importance of the training and management given to young child· 
hood, and in part in the very real difficulty inherent in providing training for parent
hood years before young people are faced with that responsibility. The difficulty, 
thus far insurmountable, in teaching young people still in school about the care and 
management of children is that the topic cannot be taught to advantage abstractly. 
That children cannot be used as mere objects of laboratory uperience is so obvWus as 
scarcely to need stating. My own experience of one and a hal£ years in a nursery school 
for children under five, which is being used as a training center for young women, ba.s 
convinced me t,bat a solution of the difficulty .is at hand. I am profoundly convinced 
of the fundamental contribution to education which a nursery school is capable of mak~ 
ing. I wish to discuss it from three aspects: first, from the point of view of the little 
children who attend the school; second, from the point of view of the students; and 
third, from the point of view of the mothers of the children. 

So far as the children are concerned, the experiment is successful beyond my utmost 
expectations. There is no doubt left in my own mind that a. well·managed nursery 
school, in which children spend a part of the day, can furnish a better physical, educa· 
tiona.l, and social environment for children between two a.ed five years of age than the 
average or even the superior heme, without the school. I realize that the experiment 
must be seen to be fully appreciated. Since I cannot present the school itself as evi· 
dence to you1 I must be content with reporting some tangible, and even measurable 
res"!Jlts. 

The children in the school number about thirty-six at any one time. They come 
from a wide variety of homes; some of them rich, some of them poor.some of them homes 
of culture and generations of education, some of them homes of very limited cultural 
background, some of tbem perlectly normal homes witb both parents living and the 
atmosphere excellent, and others from broken homes or homes in which discord is the 
rule. The sc.bool is in session from about nine o'clock in tbe morning until baH past 
three or four in the afternoon. The day includes the main meal at noon and the after~ 
noon nap. Upon entrance, every child is given a complete physical examination and 
physical measurements are taken every month. 

The ehildren who have remained in tbe school for as much as eight months have 
grown at so r·.r cent more than the expected rate. ~{inor physical difficulties. such as 
slight anaem\ ~r constipation, have been corrected in every case. It seems safe, there
fo,.,, 1<> say ' t the sc.bool regime has profited tbe child physically more than the 
unaided hom , 1ironment. 

Mental d opments we undertook to measure by the use of standard tests. The 
most striking ·lt, as yet, is the spectacular increase in intclligence quotients as 
dete;.mined b~ \ Stanford revision of the Binet scale. There have been seventeen 
ehildren who II'\ 'Uilained !OIJg enough in tbe school sinee tbe establishment of tbe 
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l&bor!!tory service to allow the second test with the Sta.Dford scale. U we allow a range 
of seven points, plus or minus, within which the result of the second test is considered 
CODStant, then tan of the childn!n had gained in intelligem::e quotient. Among these 
tan childn!n the gain was so large that the average for the group was more than twenty 
points. These results become of particular interest because of the recent discussion of 
the meaning and in~tion of intallignce quotients and the extent to which they 
measure innate capa.city. Mr. Walter Lippman has,'in my judgment, periormed a ser
vice for science in bringing forward the discussion of intelligence quotients, although I 
am of the opinion that so far aa psychologists are concemed, Mr. Lippman has set up 
a "man of straw" which he has then destroyed with very spectscular use of a.rtillery. 
The theory that tests measure something totally divorced from experience has never, 
so far as I know, been held by any repotable paychologist. What psychologists have 
believed is that experience furnishes many common elements for all children, which mey 
he drawn upon in devising tests. If in spite of the fact that allchildn!nhavehadan 
approximately equal opportunity to learn certain things and acquire certain skills, some 
childn!n have succeeded excellently, whereas others hsve failed, it has seemed fair to 
&!tribute the difference to differences in capacity to learn and to acquire skill. Among 
ow: very young chlldn!n, there is ample proof that differences of environment hsve 
modified the test result. The explanation, in my judgment, lies in the fact that the' 
tests were standardized on the basis of children living in the conditions furnished by the 
average American home, whereas the environment of the school is very superior to that 
of the average home. The childn!n naturally derive more JSldll and more knowledge 
from it and appear superior when io.easured against a background of childn!n from 
average homes. The school environment gives not merely a hspha.aard opportunity 
to learn such things as colQr names, the recOgnition of geometrical forms, the use of 
the pencil, and simple use of innguage, it gives a very specialized and directed oppor
tunity to Jeam all of these things. 

A second factor which tanded to give a hetto!r result in the second test conSists of a 
favorable change of attitude on the part of the ciwd. Some childn!n on entering the 
school were antagonistic in attitude toward a.dults, mischievous, given to "sh<>wing e>lf" 
and unable to concentrate on any <>CCUJl&tion. Within a year's time these childn!n had 
become so much interested in their <>wn projects that they had fnrgetten about shnwing · 
e>lf and fighting. One can see thom nnw any lftOruiog absorbed in buildiug a geocery 
store in which they sell the cakes of soap and fruit which they had made of plasticine, <>r 
building & stage upon which they produce the play of Chicken-Little <>r Little Black 
Samb<>, or making the eages of & zoo in which they then take the part of .the lion, or 
tiger, <>r hear. They had discovered that the adults ab<>ut them are n<>t there to thwart 
e>r interfere bnt to help and <XHlperate. Instead <>f being inclined I<> oppose any project 
suggested by an adult, they were in & mood 1<> enter in and <XHlperate. Accordingly, 
r.t the time of the second test, their response to the examiner "l'S much more friendly 
and e<>-operative, and· the amount of effort which they were able to put into the task 
suggested was grester. 

The improvement of this group of childn!n in their social relati<>uships and type of 
reaction toward other peroonallties was even more atartli<>g than their physical and 
mental impro...,ent, though m<>re diliicult to measure. The shy children leamed to 
like and milE with the others; the b<>isterous childn!n learned to tone down their behav
ior lor the sake Of th<>se ab<>ut them; th<>sewh<>weregiven to "showingolf"learned to 
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go about their day'"s work in the presence of visitors without undue playing to the gal
leries; the dishonest children lea.med that there were better ways of securing what they 
wanted than to take it from other people; the apathetic children were stimulated to a 
greater degree of activity; the contrary and disobedient children became reasonably 
pleasant and co-operative1 and the domineering children leamed that others have rights 
as well as themseh·es. One of the most interesting and surprising aspects of the school 
has been the extent to which three- and four-year-old children respond to the social 
atmosphere of their own group. For this reason the school proved to have an enormous 
advantage, as compared with the home, in correcting certain types of objectionable 
behavior. 

If one is asked o£ what permanent importance in the lives of the children are these 
gains in physical growth, in mental growth, and in social adjustment before the age of 
five years, it is impossible, at present, to give a scientific answer. There are few who 
doubt, however, that the kind of physical habits, of mental habits, and of habits of 
reaction toward other human beings, which are set up at this early age, are of determin· 
ing and permanent importance in the life of the individuaL 

The se<:ond aspect in which I wish to discuss the nursery school experiment is that 
of the student in training. So far our students have consisted of college girls from the 
senior classes of various colleges and universities. They spend one quarter or one 
semester with us, all of which is devoted to a study of children. The courses deal with 
health and nutrition for children, child psychology and child management, and social 
service for children. Laboratory work consists in allowing the students to help in the 
practical problems of the schooL They also make personality studies of three or four 
of the children who interest them most. The student who has had this much prelimi
nary experience will be better prepared for the tasks of motherhood than the average 
mother of today. The common mistakes in physical regime, in educational environ
ment, and in training and management,. which most mothers now make, will not be 
made by these students. In no instance has one of the students failed to be intensely 
interested in the work and to feel that she has profited enormously in the understanding 
of young children and their needs. 

The third aspect from which the experiment must be considered is that of the 
mothers of the children themselves and the reaction of the school upon the mother and 
upon home life. My own com1ction is that the school is as important and as helpful 
to the mothers as to the children. 'We have done a great deal of sentimentalizing about 
the mother in the home, but entirely too little scientific analyzing of the job assigned to 
her by modem society. To be sure, home economics is giving us valuable studies of the 
problem::- of feeding, housing, interior decorating, and budget-making, but what none 
of us has done adequately as yet is to consider how far one unaided mother i..;, capable 
of carrying out 'Satisfactorily all of the tasks of a home, including the educational 
environment of the children under five. Over oo per cent of mothers have complete 
responsibility for the family. I am convinced that a job analysis of the mother in the 
home would show that it is impossible for any except the rare genius among women to 
fill the position adequately. One woman cannot do aU of the domestic work for a 
family, including the washing, cooking, housed<aning, and necessary sewing, and at the 
same time provide what young children need in educational environment. The task is 
superhuman. Furthermore, the continuous and unrelieved care of small children is a 
confining and nervously exhausting task. In order to be a good mother, the average 
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woman. needs relief from the care of young cWldren during certain h01m1 of the clay. 
MO$t women get relief .in one way or another, as they must for the good of their own 
souls and for the welf&re of the family atmosphere. The rich hire servants, servants 
whose qualifications for the management of the children are far less than thO$< of the 
parents; the poor depend upon theneighbozs or the older children or tum the little ones 
loose to play .in the streets for & time. How much hetter if, during the hOlm! of needed 
relief for the mother, the cWldren could he in the hsnds of educational~ who could 
assist and not hinder the mother in the trsining and management of her children. 

It seems strange that we heve so definitely assumed that the average mother is 
hetter fitted to provide all of & suitable environment for the child between two and live 
years than for the child between live and ten years. We have rested content with the 
conviction that mother love is the most important element .in securing the welf&reof the 
young child. Unquestionably it is, but just as unquestionably is it true that love alone, 
unaided by science and faced with demands too heavy to he met, will fail to achieve 
good results. The things a child learns between two and live are of even more vital 
importance in developing the kind of person he is to he than those which he learns after 
live. · 

We all understand that improving the conditions of society rests u!thnately upon 
imprcviDg the quality of the .individual human \mits that go to make it up. No project 
offers greater returns in determining the quality of the .individnal human unit than that 
of improviDg the conditions which help to mold character and personality in young 
childhood. The addition of nursery clay schools for children between two and' live to 
the system of public education promises to furnish a hetter chance to young children .in 
three directions: FirSt, it provides a superior type of care and trsining for the young 
cWldren themselves during some hours of the clay; second, it constitutes a laboratory 
which can be used in trsining futuro gen0mtions of parents; and, third, it offen to the 
mothers of the present generation &'source of help and advice .in rearing their young 
cWldren, which must be furnished them if the task,is to he weli done. 

The project is one whichcanuct be roalizedonaiargescale tomorrow. Itiaa!ready 
a hundred years since Robert Owen first saw and stated the importance of infant edu
cation and established the first nursery school; it may easily be another hundred years 
before the plan becomes incotpcratod into the educational system. To convince the 
public of the importance of this addition to our system of education to the point of get
ticg the public school budget .increased to cover its cost, is .in itself e huge campaign of 
education. No mere considerations of expense, however, should doter us from begin
ning to urge the importance of provision for education under live years. This is a very 
rich country. It can alford any expense which is really essential to give the children 
of the land a fair start .in the world . 

• 



PUBLIC OPINION 

HOW FAR HAVE SOCIAL WELFARE CONSIDERATIONS 
ENTERED INTO STATE, NATIONAL, A!I!'D LOCAL 

ELECTIONS 

Mrs. H<My Moskawih, Publk Rtlanom CounsdkJr, New YMk 

When social welfare is to be measured in terms of practical politics1 new standards 
of appraisal have to be devised. Politicians apply measures in terms of expediency. 
The measure is not what is abstractly good far the people, but what is concretely good 
for a candidate or a party in the sense of what will bring victory. Politicians must deal 
with applied policies. Social workers are prophets, the cranks of one generation mov
ing the next to action. They see in terms of eternal aspects of great principles. 

Politicians differ from the social worker, in that they possess that sixth sense which 
tells them when public opinion has brought about the time for the application of a 
program. Politicians cannot afford to be visionaries. They deal with actualities 
recorded in terms of votes. They deal in candidates elected or defeated. Movements, 
the joy of the social worker, proceed in a world of their own, swinging along in their 
own orbits. They pass fust through the stage of agitation when the prophet and the 
misfit go from door to door peddling an idea and making a contribution and) at last, 
they cohere in a movement. Nex~ as the movement gains force, opinion comes into 
play and minority opinion becomes strong enough to he recognized by a lighting group. 
\Vhenever this minority opinion becomes strong enough to gather such momentum that 
it arrests the attention of the practical politician, the movement becomes ripe for a 
political platform. The mere fact that this or that part of a program of social welfare 
has not yet become a political issue is no criterion of values. Its failure to do so is 
undoubtedly due to the temporary ahsence of the motive power applied by public 
opinion. 

Social workers have progressed from agitation to discussion, and then to the recog
nition of the importance of political action. Dealing at fust hand with poverty, 
disease, and crime, they soon worked out the relationship to fundamental methods of 
governrnent1 and, with these realizations strong upon them, proceeded to the est.a.bllsh
ment of laws to govern and agencies to administer- and enforce. When social issues 
predominate in a political platform, the history of American politics shows we then have 
the greatest &mount of independent voting. Political parties rarely have a clear-cut 
cleavage in the larger units of political organization, and this independent voting con~ 
stitutes an important and vitaUy decisive factor for both parties. First fruits of the 
inclusion of social welfare issues in political platforms were not so sweet. A pious 
resolve or two about labor and something about education, buried in the subcellar of 
the platform, were considered aa entirely satisfactory disposition of these theoretical 
dreams of the idealists. 

Since this is the fiftieth conference of social work, it is comparatively easy to esti
mate tha.l twenty-five or thirty years or 50Cial work went by without political effect, 
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such as adoption in party platforms or other active participation in political procednre 
that can be clearly identified as such. In the platforms of minority parties such as the 
Socialist and the Single Tax, social welfare policies have played a major part for many 
more yeats than the scant ten that marlr. their adoption into the family councils of the 
major parties. Some of the ~- proposals, such as the excess condemnation of 
land by cities so that the unearned increment might ac:cnie to the benefit of the tax
payers bas found political expression in many localities, and is today admittedly & vital 
part of any permanent solution of the housing problem. Both Single Tax and Socia.list 
platforms carried nnivema.l. sufrrage, public ownership of natural resources, and aboli
tion of child labor for a generation before recognition came from other sources. 

In lact, it was not until rgu that national recognition came. Tben the great Pro
gressive, Theodore Roosevelt, sensitive to public opmion, strong of vision, seeing that 
the distinctive line of cleavage between himself and the old line of party managers had 
boen found, sent for the leaders in sociel work to come to him, and presented the first 
major party platform recogDizing human rigbts as at least coequal with the protection 
of property rights. There are probably in this audience tonight some who made the 
historic pilgrimage to Sagamore Hill and heard the first presentation of the platform 
that bore aocial justice as its distinguishing mark. Never before had a national plat,. 
form said, "The supreme duty of the national government is the conservation of human 
resources through an enlarged measure of social and industcial justice." And then 
follow the specific pledges for protective industcial legislation, prohibition ·of child 
lsbor, minimum-wnge standards, prohibition of night work, and an eight-hour day for 
women, one_da.y's rest in sev~ prisonenr' eamings for their dependent families. wwk
men's compensation, health, old age, and unemployment insurance, continuation 
achoo1s, and improvement of rural edueatlon. That section of the Progressive plst
fonn reads lik~ a volume of the SfWfley. 

Following the lines of the natiou&l p1atform, the various state platforms of the 
Progressive party rud not stop with reaffirming ihe natiou&l platform of social justice, 
but introduced also their own local iss11es of social importance. This produced the 
first thoroughgoing public discussion throughout the countzy of social justice. Where
ever a candidate was elected on the Progressive ticket he was pledged to the social pro
'gramlocallyandnationally,andDWlylocal elections were won partly, or as a whole, by 
Progressive votes. The election of Mayor Mitchel in New York hinged on the Pro
gressive vote, and his policies were deeply inlluenced by that group among his advisers. 

Meanwhile, the issue 'o! univema.l. sufrrage forged to the fore. Cleverly enough, 
the women, in campaigning for the suffrage, knew how to make social welfare issues 
their own, and in many instances the inclusion of universal sufrrage as an issue in a 
camp~, sometimes local, sometimes stat~wide, and eventually national, covered as 
a b1anket mani details of a campaign for social welfare issues. 

It is true that the entrance of women into political life bas forced the seasoned 
politician to pay closer attention to social welfare issues than was his wont. Women 
are an· essential consideration now in political campsigns, and their tendency to 
independent voting makes them a problem to those who write p1atforms and consider 
party methods; They have dealt with social problems at close range and sre quick to 
comprehend the sigoificance of political action. Politicians will discuss policies with 
women more readily than any other form of political activity, and are eager to find the 
road to the (eminine group of their constituencies. Some of the most striking political 
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results in very recent elections have been largely contributed by educational campaigns 
on socia1 welfare issues conducted by women independent of party a.ffiliations. 

In 1916 the Democratic party squarely recorded itself as favoring woman suffrage 
and prison reform, and set up standards of employment for the federal government, 
nboth on its own account and as an example," including a living wage, the eight-hour 
day, one day of rest in seven, safety and sanitation standards, adequate compensation 
in industrial accidents, prevention of child labor, and protection for women workers. 
The platform urged that these principles be also applied through legislation by the 
several states. International problems. and preparedness were pressing hard, and social 
problems received scant attention that year. But in 1920 the war was over and both 
parties faced the great task of reconstruction. Both platforms turned again to the 
social issues, and Republican and Democratic platforms blossomed forth in provisions 
for maternity and infant care, prohibition of child labor, protection of women in indus
try, public health, and improvement of educational methods and standards. The 
Republican p}atform also dealt with housing. free speech, and immigration. How far 
these issues entered into a campaign centering again on international relationship it is 
not hard to say. Nationally, they were scarcely debated at all, while in New York 
State, in the same year, at least one party was making a consistent battle to establish 
a full program of social reconstruction as the basis for the party program in the state. 

The effectiveness of these attempts to secure permanence for our social programs 
tbrough political action can hardly be questioned. These great campaigns, with their 
attendant discussions, are never a total loss. Their educational value surpasses any 
other form of education of public opinion. Even when they are not enacted into legis
lation by the party advocating them, frequently the opposition party will steal them 
in a. subsequent administration and enact them in order to gain party credit, and the 
public is the gainer. 

Much has been said at the conference of the relation of social work to the schools, 
to international problems. to the labor movement, and to administrative agencies, but 
nothing as yet of its relation to politics. Social work has everything to gain and nothing 
to lose in learning to utilize the forces of political action. Vitalizing life comes through 
permanent legislative enactment. \Vorkmen's compensation, basic in the family life 
of the industrial worker, remains a vague aspiration until legislative action makes it 
function. We struggle for recognition of the minimum~wage principle for women1 and 
inch by inch establish it in a few states only to face rejection by the highest court of our 
land; a decision that will stir both major parties to political action in another year, 
and thereafter some way will be found to place it permanently in our scheme of Ameri· 
can life. Our struggle to prevent child labor and to secure maternity and infancy pro
tection is exactly similar and will have a simila.r outcome. 

Social work underestimates rather than overestimates itself. It has become a. part 
of the fabric or American life. Especially is this true since the war. The movement 
for democracy has not only been pushed forward by the war but the content of the 
meaning or democracy has been deepened and the average man. having faced the very 
fouD.dations of the world in the last five years, is no longer content with a pre-war status, 
but !eels himself entitled to a better deal socially and economically. Probably no 
stronger recognition of this has come to pass politically than the adoption by Governor 
Smith, in 1919, of the program of social reconstruction offered by the reconstruction 
a>mmission appointed by him. Directly resulting from this policy in New York state 
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such as adoption in party platforms or other active participation in political procedure 
that can be clearly identified as such. In the platfonns of minarity parties such as the 
Socialist and the Single Tax, social welf&re policies have played a major part for many 
mare years than the scant ten thet mark their adoption inta the family councils of the 
major parties. Some of the single-tax proposals, such as the excess oondemnation of 
land by cities so that the unea.med increment might &CCllie to the benefit of the tax
payers has l<>and political expression in many loca.lities, and is tadey admittedly a vital 
part of any permanent solution of the housing problem. llath Single Tax and Socialist 
platforms carried universal suffrage, public ownership of natoral resources, and aholi
tion of child labor for a generation before reoognition came fmm other sources. 

In fact, it was not untii 19u thet national recognition came. Then the great Pro
gressive, Theodore Roosevelt, sensitive to publie opinion, strong of vision, seeing thet 
the distinctive line of cleavage between himself and the old line of party managers bad 
been found, sent for the leaders in social work to oome to him, and presented the fust 
major party platfom1 recognizing human rights as at leaat coequal with the protection 
of property rights. There are probably in this audience tonight some who made the 
historic pilgrimage to Sagamore Hill and heard the fust presentation of the platform 
that bare social justice as its distinguishing mark. Never before bad a national plat
form said, "The supreme duty of the national government is the conservation of human 
resources through an enlargod measure of social and industrial justice." And then 
foliow the specific pledges for protective industrial legislation, prolu"bition of child 
Iabar, minimum-wago standards, prohibition of night work, ~d an eight-hour dey for 
women, one day's rest in seven, prisoners' eamings for their dependent familles1 _ work .. 
men's compensation, health, old a~ and unemployment insura.D.~e1 continuation 
schools, and npproveJnent of rural educatiOJi. That section of the Progressive pl&t
fOJm reads like a volume of the StmJey. 

Foliowing the lines of the national platform, the varions state platforms of the 
Progressive party did not stop with reaffirming the national platform of social justice, 
hut introduced also their owo local issues of soCial importance. This produced the 
first thoroughgoing public discussion throughout the country of social justice. Wheie
ever a. candidate was elected on the Prosressive ticket ha was pledgod to the social pro
gramlorallyandmtionally,andmanylocai elections were won partly, or as a whole, by 
Progressive votes. The election of Mayor Mitchel in New York hinged on the Pro
gressive vote, and his policies were deeply inl!uenj:ed hy thet group among his advisers. 

Meanwhile, the issue "of universal suffrege forged to the fore. Cleverly enough, 
the women, in campaigning for the suffrage, knew how to ni&ke social welfare issues 
their own, and in many instances the inclusion of universal sufrrage as an issue in a 
campai8n. sometimes local, sometimes state--wide, and eventually natioDal1 covered a.s 
a. blanket many details of a campaigo for social weUare issues. 

It is true thet the entrance of women into political life has forced the seasoned 
politician to pay closer attention to social welfare issues than was his wont. Women 
are an, essential consideration now in political campaigns, and their tendency to 
independent voting makes them a problem to those who write platforms and CODSider 
party methods. They have dealt with social problems at close range and are quick to 
oomprehend the significance of political action. Politicians will discuss policies with 
women more readily than any other form of political activity, and are eager to find the 
road to the feminine group of their oonstituencies. Some of the most striking political 
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results in very recent elections have been largely oontnouted by educational campaigns 
on social welfare issues conducted by women independent of party affiliations. 

In 19:r6 the Democratic party squarely recorded itself as favoring woman suffrage 
a.nd prison reform, and set up standards of employment for the federal govemmen~ 
"both on its own account and as an example," including a living wage, the eight-hour 
day, one day of rest in seven, safety and sanitation standards, adequate compensation 
in industrial accidents, prevention of child labor, and protection for women workers. 
The platform urged that these principles be also applied througb legislation by the 
several states. International problems and preparedness were pressing hard, and social 
problems received scant attention that year. But in 1920 the war was over and both 
parties faced the great task of reconstruction. Both platiorms turned again to the 
social issues~ and Republican and Democratic platforms blossomed forth in provisions 
for maternity and infant care, prohibition of child labor, protection of women in indus-
try, public health1 and improvement of educational methods and standards. The 
Republican platform also dealt with housing, free speech, and immigration. How far 
these issues entered into a campaign centering again on international relationship it is 
not hard to say. Nationally, they were scarcely debated at all, while in New York 
State, in the same year, at least one party was making a consistent battle to establish 
a full program of social reconstruction as the basis for the party program in the state. 

The effectiveness of these attempts to secure permanence for our social programs 
through political action can hardly be questioned, These great campaigns, with their 
attendant discussions, are never a total loss. Their educational value surpasses any 
other form of education of public opinion. Even when they are not enacted into legis-
lation by the party advocating them, frequently the opposition party will steal them 
in a subsequent administration and enact them in order to gain party credit1 and the 
public is the gainer. 

Much has been said a.t the conference of the relatio.n of social work to the schools1 

to international problems, to the labor movement, and to adminisuative agencies, but 
nothing as yet of its relation to politics. Social work has everything to gain and nothing 
to lose in learning to utilize the forces of political action. Vitalizing life comes through 
permanent legislative enactment. Workmen•s compensation, basic in the family life 
of the industrial worker, remains a vague aspiration until legislative action makes it 
function. We struggle for recognition of the minimum-wage principle for women, and 
inch by inch establish it in a few states only to face rejection by the highest court of our 
land; a decision that will stir both major parties to political action in another year, 
and thereafter some way will be found to place it permanently in our scheme of Ameri
can life. Our struggle to prevent child labor and to secure maternity and infancy pro
tection is exactly similar and will have a similar outcome. 

Social work underestimates rather than overestimates itself. It has become a part 
of the fabric of Americ.a.n liie. Especially is this true since the war. The movement 
for democracy has not only been pushed forward by the war but the content of the 
meaning of democracy has been deepened and the average man, having faced the very 
foundations of the world in the last five years, is no longer content with a pre-war status. 
but feels himself entitled to a better deal socially and eoonomically. Probably no 
stronger recognition of this has come to pass politically than the adoption by Governor 
Smith. in 1919, of the program of social reconstruction offered by the reconstruction 
commission appointed by him. Directly resulting from this policy in New York state 
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three sm:cessive elections for governor have emphasized the soda! welfare program. 
Democmts, hogiimjng in 1918, with emphasis on labor legislation, universal sufirage, 
and child welfare, continued in 1920 with an even more fully developed soda! program, 
based on the report of the reconstruction commission. It ineluded housing, cOIIS<!rVl1." 
tion of natmal resources, minimum wage, eight-hour day, public health, c:ost of living, 
and educational proposals. But the c:!imu came in this last yoar, when the Demoaatic 
platform cont&ined, beside all these issues and a pledge to repeal the laws requiring 
teachOlS to pass loyalty task and private schools to be licensed, detailed pi~ to 
strengthen by adequate appropriations the administmtion of labor laws and workmen's 
compensation, and specifically advocated proper appropriations for the care of the 
state's dependents in hospitals for the insane. the prisons, and and..- child weUare 
boards. More thllll this, the whole campaign resolved itself into a running debate on 
these issues, with one candidate clearly established as the liberal advocate of these 
policies and the other hopelessly trying to establish himself as less of a J:<llCtionazy thi1Il 
his party tenets made him. Restoration of the government to the people was the key
note of the campaign. Public opinion had done its wozlr. well and incidents of the cam
paign showed the issue to be clearly understood, 'even by the ran1r. md file of voters. 
The ability to state a soda! issue in terms of everyday life, and a strong belief in human 
beings as the real assets of a mmmonweaith won out and recorded for Governor Smith, 
ideaiist md soda! worker, the greatest majority in the history of the state. Even so 
seemingly abstract a program as the reorganiaation.of the state government was clearly 
apressd in homely terms of human welfare whep. the economies it promised were 
exptewed in terms of increased appropriations for child welfare, state institutions for 
dependents, and other soda! activities as contmsted with unnecessary expense involved 
in Buplicating, wasteful administmtive machinery. 

Since 1912 many great soda! issues have been fought and sometimes lost in the. , 
nation, in the seVOlS! states, and in hundredS.of local elections. Sometimes we call 
them moral issues, when they succeed in arousing our emotions, as the Low campaign 
inNewYorlr. City, when William Travers Jerome waselecteddistrictattomeytostamp 
out the red-light district, or cert&in similar elections in San Francisco, Denver, Chicago. 
and Philadelphia. Certainly the presidential campaign of I920, with its over-ohadow· • 
ing issue of world-peace, drew the lines clearly &ud. firmly for or against the great human 
stalr.es that malr.e a. nation. · 

We may well ask, where are we heading? A new spirit stirs the world! We are 
less interested in our politiail rights, perhaps, because we feel we are secure in these 
and more concerned with the individual We are searching our fandamental concep
tions of demoaacy and clem•nding for the individual a larger measure of justice, a 
greater participation in the life of our demoaacy. Political parties are slowly learning 
that these awakened citizens want, not housing in the abstract, but homes for people 
that shall be within their reach; not a proper limitation of hours for working women, or 
a living wage, or protection for maternity and infancy, or the prohibition of child labor, 
as part of a program of a privateorganilation voluntarily maintained, but as an integral 
part of the government of the several states lllld the nation itself. We are past the 
stage where the tarilf is an abstraction. Sugar prices tell the story day by day to the 
housewife who buys in· tho humblest grocery shop, and at least one of the political 
parties is telling her the truth about it. The monthly visit of the landlord teaches a 
lesson that some po1iticlans have learned to apply, and, strange as it may seem, cam-
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paigns have been won or lost on workmen's compensation insurance. as in Ohio_. and 
none can deny the in.B.uence of the social issues in the last campaign in Pennsylvania, 
or in the most recent ones in New York state. 

The social problem is in politics. Social workers can take great credit to them
selves and their methods that this is so. Moreover, it is going to stay in politics as long 
as the conception of the state as an instrumentality for social welfare persists. Social 
workers with the record before them may well prepare for continued appeal to the major 
political parties.. Social workers have a great mission imposed on them in the forma
tion of public opinion on the great human issues of government. Standing midway 
b<.tween those who enjoy by privilege and those who should enjoy by right the social 
worker has the opportunity to maintain Hsweet reasonableness 11 while guiding the way 
to liberal thought and progressive achievement. 

America goes forward. Nineteen twenty-four will see the social welfare idea even 
more fully expressed in platforms of both major parties. That party whose platform 
and candidate most sincere1y and adequately e.'tpresses the public yearning for genuine 
democracy, expressed in social ideals practically attainable, will carry the country 
forward on its great course of world leadership. 

PUBLIC OPINION AND SOCIAL PROGRESS 

William Preslbn BtaJtllt Assistant Managing Editor, 
TM World, Nt:01 Yt>rk 

I hope the subject that has been given me carries no implication that it is made up 
of two elements; no suggestion that, public opinion standing over there and social 
progress over here, we should address ourselves to the problem of bringing them 
together. To me public opinion and social progress are one exactly as object and 
shadow are one. I shall not pretend to say which is object and which is shadow, and 
it does not much matter. They move as one, and from either, the nature, if not the 
details, of both may be detrrmined. 

This simile is not casual. No object can cast a shadow unless, a.s it stands in clear 
relief, the light beats upon it. So it is with public opinion, and so it is with social prog
ress. Until they have been moved out from the mass of things into the light of knowl
edge and understanding, they do not exist. 

The lamp from which this light of knowledge and understanding is cast most 
brightly unquestionably is the lamp of the printed word. When printing took its 
place among the art>, the Dark Ages ended. This is literally no less than figuratively 
true, and from no other event of history is it possible to trace so long a. line of great 
effects as came from this single cause. Printing became an art in 1438; fifteen years 
later the fall of the Greek Empire signalized the wred of the old order, aod that "spon
taneous outburst of intelligence" we call the Renaissance had come. Time has not 
seen another overturn so swift, so complete, so regenerating. Forty times :fifteen years, 
almost, have passed without sign or promise that its like may come again. In all that 
has been a.chieved through the centuries since the world was thus born again) printing 
has b<.en master and servant, leader and follower, alike. It works in a spiritual fourth 
dimension, where neither space nor time exist, where the facts of the past and the may-
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bes of the future become realities of the present, where the farthest removed is then...,. 
est at band. 

This government of ours is an ·achievement of the printed word. The issues were 
drawn and the lines arrayed, not in the constitutional convention but in newspapers, 
periodicals, and broadsides. What transpired in the debates was but the echo of public 
opinion already formed, and wbat resulted was but the compromise between the 
extremes of tbat opinion. 

Half a century later, public opinion put its own creature to the crucial test of the 
war between the states; a public opinion tbat was concerned with a moral rather thao 
with a political issue. Politics, of ~ bad ita part in tbat crisis, and economics, 
too, but the spirit tbat compelled was moral. Here, too, the printed word gave form 
to the vitalizing public opinion. To thousands who knew Uncle Tom Dred Scott was 
only a name. Whittier and Longfellow found audience where controversies in Con
gress went unheard. The North was filled with abolition newspapers, the handiwork 
of zealots as passionately devoted to their cause as any martyn the world has ever seen. 
Wendell Phillips stirred his thousands, but the printing presses of the Lovejoysand their 
kind moved tens of thousands. 

I think it was no mere coincidence that the National Conference of Social Work 
came into being in the yean just following this great moral crisis. Men bad got out 
of the babit of being ashamed of publicly avowing &O ideal. They bad got into the 
babit of sometimes, at least, thinking of others in terms of themselves. The fuJness of 
the time had ·come not only for this Cooference but for so many other high endeavon 
tbat we may yet write this period down as. being the beginning of the golden age of 
service no l.es!l thao of industry. 

One other peak of public opinion may be considered in its bearing oo our national 
c;onsciousness. This is the Spaoish War. We know it now as baving served us as 
nothing else could, perhaps, in the healing of the breach loft by the war between the 
states. The spring of t8Q8 saw us as definitely divided into three parts as Caesarian 
Gaul itself; the embittered South, the all too olieosiveJy superior North, and the West, 
each too deeply engaged in its own prol>lems and &mbit,iODS to care greatly about any·. 
one but itself. The fall of t8g8 saw the first res! union, spiritual and physical, that bad 
ever bouod the states together. The war with Spain was an apothesis of public opinion. 
It ended a. period of a.s undiluted emotion a.s any people has ever indulged in. In 
engen.ruing this the newspapers stood almost alone, eveots marched too swiftly for 
any other a.geney to keep psce with them. I would be tlie last to defend all tbat the 
newspapers did in those fevered days. I am interested just now only in the fact that 
in the mind of the American peeple this was a wa.r to end brutal oppression, a.nd to end 
It not for themselves but for others. It makes little difference how true or fa.lse the 
concept was, this is wbat the war with Spain meant to the people a.s a whale, and I sub
mit it as a glorious deed of true pbilanthropy. 

If I have seemed to desl too much with wars, it is only because a wa.r has marked 
each of the three stages into which, in my reckoning, our social progress may be divided 
-the political, the moral, llDd the pbilanthropic. · I have sought to •uggest the part 
inspired public apinion has played in each of these stages, a.nd so I come to the part tbat 
it may be made tQplay in future stages. About thisla.m going to talk to you as a news
paperman alone, 
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I am perfectly aware of the uncertainty of opininn that prevails regarding news
papers in America today. I k.nowquitewell that there is hardly a surer way of winning 
applause just now than by attacking "the pressl" whether the audience be of working
men, of manufacturers, or political insurgents. The "capitalistic press," the "bol
shevist press" and the "kept press" are phrases that will open almost any heart. Each 
morning's mail brings me new evidence that men and women are quite as likely to read 
this paper or that because they don't like it as because they do. The partisanship that 
is chiefly responsible for this is very evident. The working man wants his side, and 
his alooe, put forward. The employer resents the hearing that is given labor. The 
politician demands this same preferment, and finds the same iniquity when it is denied 
him. It is a most significant thing that no labor newspaper has yet been able to make 
a go of it without subsidy, despite labor's reiterated dissatisfaction with the "capi~ 
tic press." It is as true, and no less significa.nt, that no paper which gave only capital's 
side could succeed, despite the railings at the "bolshevist press." 

The truth is that newspaper standards are changing. Less and less are they deal
ing with abstractions, which is what most partisanship boils down to~ and more and 
more are they dealing with realities; the realities of the everyday life of everyday people. 
The complaints that are heard come mostly from tbost- who either are not changing at 
all or are not changing rapidly enough to keep pace. In the past ten years the circula· 
tion of the daily newspapers of the United States has grown two and one-haU times as 
fast as population as a whole. It has grown a full one-third IDore rapidly than even the 
prodigious growth of 29 per cent in urban population. That fact, I think, is a very 
striking illustration of the present importance of the daily newspaper in American life. 
Of the influence it exerts I can only offer you some incidents taken casually from the 
record with which I chance to be most familiar. These incidents ought to be of interest 
to you. They may be of service to you in your work, for they spell a magic word of 
appeal. 

We soruetimes get low in our minds because this seems an age of machinery1 with 
few of the old human simplicities left. We sometimes think there is far too much of 
organization and far too little of individual effort; too many institutions and not nearly 
enough personal responsibility. There may, indeedt be too much of_ the former, but the 
latter still exist, swprisingly, reassuringly. Recall Smiling Joe for a moment. None of 
you who ever saw either the reality or the picture of his tortured little body strapped to 
a board will easily forget it; but even if that memory should grow dim, you would still 
remember the dazzling, unfading grin he wore. There are two things that man will 
never Jose interest in: the ill fortune he prays may never befall him, and the good fortune 
he prays some day will. Smiling Joe typified both, the ill fortune of all!iction and the 
good fortune of a merry soul that could make a joke of it. That is why Smiling Joe 
could win $:2so,ooo for-I wonder how ma.DY of you who remember him so well can 
remember the name of the hospital he built? Th-ere•s the point I want to make; there's 
your magic word-the human touch. The hospital at Neponsit Beach ought to have 
"sold" itself, but without Smiling Joe it might easily have been the work of years 
instead of weeks. 

The SaJvation Army is just closing a drive for fundS for its work in New York City. 
Do you know what brought in more money to it than aU the spoken appeals, than all 
the reminders ol the jangling tambourines along the streets? A motion picture of a 
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group of children in baggy aleeping suits romping their way to bed in a Salvation A:nDy 
shelter. The human touch in that picbue opened bill folds where traditional methods 
won- only small change from the handiest pocket. 

In the closingye&n~ of the war'an invalided French soldier came baclr. to New York. 
He had been a waiter in various well-known clubs, and from his savings had invested 
$1,700 in a plot of land on the edge of the city. His plan to build a home there, with 
a bit of a truclr. garden about it, had heen halted when he joined the colors, and after 
t1uee yeaiS of service he came baclr. to his dream as eagorly ashe had gone to the deleuse 
ofhiscountry. ButEmilMonjellardfoundnolandawaitinghimonhiuebue. Taxes 
had gone W.paid, n&turally enough, and the land had heen sold at-auction to a dealer 
in such liens. This dealer would sell baclr. to Monjellard, but at a price not ouly beyond 
the veteran's ability but nearly as great as the uriginal investment. It was one of those 
most outrageous of all outrages; a perfectly legal one. Thea Monjellard wrote a letter 
to Tha W<W/4. In fewer than IOO wrds he told the stoty of his little tragedy, and 
thereby set dowo the preface to one of the most eztreordinary ann&ls of present-day 
American history. There was a human touch in Monjellard's plight that Tk W orl4 
could not have been indil!erent to, with its nearly forty yeaiS of devotion to just Such 
service. We began an inquiry. We found that as the law stoed Monjellard had lio 
zecourse. We folllld that literally thousands of others, moved by the same elemental 
desire for a home, had put their hard-wrung savings into land that fell into arrears of 
taxes without notice to tlfem and that had heen sold, after advertisement, it ia true, 

·but only advertisement in village newspspem of which the persons most concerned 
never even he&rd. We found meo who made fat livings in buying up these plots aud 
either selling them hack to their haploss foziner owners or taking Iitle for the plttsnce 
that the taxes amounted to. The money loss actually rau into millions; the loss in the 
shattered hopes of the hom&-seekers 'was beyond figuring. - • 

We found a way eventually of ending this vicious SYStem. and now the law provides 
that such properties may not he sold until the ..W..er has had unquestioned notice, and 
full opportunity to protect himself if he desires. Scores of properties were restoied, 
including Monjellard's, and hundreds of othOIS saved. · · 

Butoux interest didn't stop with this: Why was there"so exteosive buying of such" 
property by peoplo who had to C<mtrlve so despemtely to make it their own? We found 
that it was the housing shertage, which was not yet a matter of common understanding, 
but which WIIS making its first pinch felt to these who could lesst enduxe the pinch. 
Then we began to ask why there WIIS such a shortage. The Unmediate cause, of couxse, 
was the war, but that didU't accountfor it all. The national emergency was over, but 
prices of everything that went into building were going up and up and up. So TIN 
W or/4 pemuaded Samuel Untet'l:DJ'Of to see if it were possible to find what might he dis
covered at the bottom of this pyramid. Two hearings hefore a magistrate revealed 
enough to send us to ·thelegislabue with an appeal for an investigation by the state. 
It wasn't easy, but in the end the legis!atuxe acquiesced, and the Lockwood Inquiry 
staxted. You must recall the principal achievements of its t1uee yeaiS of work, t1uee 
years of revelation, retribution, and reform that sptang directly from the human touch 
in a letter hpm a poilu I · 

One more story I want to tell you. Twoye&n~ago a farm boy, in a frontier county 
of North Dakota, he&rd the call of the road, as thousands of farm boys have hefore. 
Be did not start out until the fall lull came, and so he went south. Be nooched Florida 
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1inally, and finding his money rwming low, with no job in sight, he turned north again. 
Not far from the capital of the state he was urested for riding on a freight tiain, and 
was convicted of vagrancy. He"""' fined $25, which of course he could not pay, with 
the alternative of ninety days' imprisonment, which was of course what it was hoped 
he would have to choose, for that meant a $2o fee to the arresting sherif! from the lumber 
company that leased all prisoners of this county. 

Prison meant to this boy the shame that it would to you or me, and he telegraphed 
to North Dakota for mooey to pay his fine. It was sent, with enough more to take 
him back home, but there was that matter of the $ro fee for the sheriff, and when the 
money arrived, without so much as an effort to deliver it, it was returned with a notation 
that "the party had left town." And he had; left fora lumber camp in another county, 
where roads were being built under such conditions that no wages could bire enough free 
labor to build them, and without convict labor they would go unbuilt. Even convict 
labor could not cope with these conditions except under the frightful compulsion of a 
"whipping boss" and his nine-pound stmp, & combination so literally dead.Jy that the 
law which permitted it was yet constiained to limit its use to ten lashes at a time. 

In such a camp as this the North Dakota boy was put at work while the money that 
should have freed him was on its way hack to the hank in whose plainly marked envel
ope it had been sent. For nearly two months the boy worked on, some times in mud 
and water to his hips1 with the poisons of the swamp covering him with sores and filling 
his body with disease, with insects driving him to distraction, with blazing SUD by day 
and biting chill by night, with food that consisted chiefly of cow-peas and bedding that 

. consisted of a single sleazy blanket. Finally, when his swollen, sore-covered feet bred 
agony he could no longer endure, the boy asked for a larger pair of shoes. The only 
answer was an order to lie fa.ce down on the ground. Then the "whipping boss/' with 
his heavy foot upon his neck, laid on his wasted body certainly forty lashes, perhaps 
more, as witnesses later declared. Fellow-prisoners helped the boy to his verminous 
bunk, and there he died, three days later, after a single perfunctory visit by the camp. 
physician. 

Six months later the boy's family got its first intimation that he had not died frnm 
the H natural causes u the lumber company had reported. An inquiry was started that 
quickly brought to light the details of the story I have just sketched. The county pros
ecutor made this inquiry, and in hot and righteous indignation determined that someone 
should pay. The county commissioners joined him, and their senator laid the matter 
before the legislatun:. The state of North Dakota made formal protest to the state 
of Florida, not only because of the tragedy itseU but because of the system that had 
made it possible. The state of Florida, demurring against the form of the protest, 
expressed its regret and promised a Grand Jury inquiry. But there the matter rested. 
North Dakota had set in motion all its machinery, from the county up to the state 
government itself. Beyond tha.t it could not go; with that, it seemed, it could do noth .. 
ing adequate. 

One night in the middle of Man:h there came to my desk in the office of Tlu: W <W/4 
a telegram telling in barest outline this story of Martin Tabert, the farm boy. The 
message was from Gudmunder Crimson, the statt~s attorney of Cavalier Countyt an 
Icelander by the way, wbo had grown up on the farm adjoining that of Stefanssnn, the 
an:tic explorer, with whom he worl<ed his way through college. Mr. Grimson said 
that North Dakota needed help in the Tabert case; would Tlu: Wor/4 give it? 
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~ again was the human touch to which Tlte World could not be indif!erent. We 
said that all we needed to know was whether the facts in the case were true as they were 
alleged; -if they were, we could and would help. The evidence came on in the nert mail. 
We examined it, and found it convincing in its .....,tia.ls. Within ten days of the 
receipt of that first telegzam Tlte W tW/d began the publication of the story of Martin 
Tabert, and a staff correspondent was on his way to Florida. Within another ten days 
the countey was literally ringing with the story. NewspepetSin thirty-eight cities too1r. 
it up; Florida itself seized esgerly on the opportuDity to wipe out a system that an 
actual majority had protested against for years, but which had been maintained by a 
political minority serving its own material ends and those of benefiting corporations, 
too many of these being northem-<>wned, as was the Putnam Lumber Coinpany, in 
whose veritable slavery Martin Tabert died. In forty-seven days from the first pub
lication in Tlte World, Flnrida bad abolished the leasing of convicts, and the lasb as a. 
means of disdpline; the judge who sentenced Martin Tsbert and the sheriff who 
pocketed the fee for turning him over bad been removed from office; and the "whipping 
boss" who lasbed him had been brought to trial for first degree murder. 

Can you ask e. more vivid illustre.tion of the power of public opinion, or of the 
effectiveness of the newspaper in awakening it? Can you ask a better rule for seeltiDg 
and gaining the support you need than the simplicity and sincerity of the eppesl of 
Martin Tabert? , 

PUBLIC OPINION AND THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

HOA. William E. Swetl, a.-.... of Cdora® 

There e.re three aspects of public opinion which the cln'Of executive may accept. 
He may, in the first place, ignore public opinion. He may be S&tisfied 'llith his owll 
judgment. . He may have his own sweet will a'nd his own opinions and, in ao independ
ent attitode, care littie or nothing for what the public thinks. This is not the a.t\itude 
often taken by a chief executive, although now and then we find it is assumed. In the 
second place a chief executive may Iistin to public opinion, be may be a.nDous to know 
what public opinion is, and he 'may analyze public opinion, desirous of knowing that 
"""""'from which It comes and whither it lessls. He may be conscious of the fact that 
be does not know ali the truth, but with an open mind he is anxious to know what the 
public thinks. He will be openminded, be will be tolerant, he will invite opinions from 
those who do not agree with him, and thllS be will seek to know what the public think 
about the measures which he is advocating or which are before the legislature. 

But there is e.nother attitude which the chief executive may take, and I think I 
would go a littie further than the last speaker in saying that the chief "'"""'live might 
well col!5ider whether be will not undertake to create public opinion, consciollS of the 
fact that after -mining a question thoroughly and carefully he believes that the public 
is not properly informed or if it is it has not drawn the proper conclusions. Therefore, 
while be is tolerant of other people's views and is openminded, he resli= that if he is 
tn he true .to his own conscience and to his own convictions, he must undertake to per
susde people away from what he believes to he the wrong opinion to the opinion which 
be believa to be right and just. The name of Theodore Roosevelt has been mentioned 
tonight, aod the Progressive purty. I read an incident of this greatleader some 1im'i 
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ago: He was attending a reunion of his class at Harvard, and, in the intimacies of the 
gathering, he was asked to what trait of character he thought he owed his success, 
and he said this: ''I have been willing to do wba.t everyone knew ought to be done when 
nobody else would do it." This is not the pla.ce, perhaps, to examine the life of our 
great American President. for whom all of us have voted once, whether Democrat or 
Republican, but if you will scan his life you will be mninded that that was perfectly 
characteristic of late ex-President Roosevelt. He dared to do the thing everyone knew 
ought to be done when no- one else would do it. And so, members of this Conference 
tonight, it seems to me that the executive who sees clearly and who is aware that there 
are those who are uncertain in their own minds perhaps and are looking to him for 
information, may undertake to impress upon the people of the state what he regards 
to be of supreme importance for the well-being o.f society. 

We listened this afternoon to President LowelL He bas just published a book 
entitled <~Public Opinion in Peace and Vlar." I hope if you have not read it you will 
find opportunity to do so. It has been only two months off the press. In this book 
he suggests that there are three ways in which public opinion is made. First) by pre
senting alternatives to the people, second, by educational methods, and, third, by propa
ganda. It is evident that as social workers the alternative which we have to present 
to the people is the condition in which society exists, and under the social order how 
human beings are living, contrasted with the other alternative of what society may be 
when social progress obtains in the state and in the land. These are the two altema.
tives which we as social workers are attempting to lay before the people in order that 
public opinion may be crystallized into action. These are the days of fact-finding 
commissions. These commissio-ns should not be confined to the nation. There should 
be fact-finding commissions in all our states, as there are in many of them. They 
should make careful survey of conditions, presenting facts and only facts, and when 
these have been found. the alternative should be presented to the people as to what we 
may be if these facts are thrust behind us and we establish another standard of social 
progress. 

The second method of creating public opinion for social work is that of education, 
and I think I am stating a thing which finds response in your hearts when I say that 
after all the educational process and the educational method, based upon intelligence 
and reason and coupled with the human interest stories which we must have, is the 
method which appeals the strongest to us all. We have the adult mind to educate. 
We have the older group whose opinions we find it difficult to change, but there is still 
existing in our nation that wonderful field of childhood and youth. This field we must 
enter immediately for the purpose of changing public opiniou in order that the society 
to which we are all confidently looking may be a reality. We were glad to listen last 
evening to Professor Dewey as he discussed the question of democracy in our public 
schools. 

You are familiar, perhaps, with a book which appeared three years ago, TlseScien<c 
•f p._ by Benjamin Kidd. I found in this book an inspiring statement concerning the 
value of education in formulating public opinion and in changing chilization itself. 
I quote from that book briefty: "There is not an existing institution in the world of 
civilized humanity which cannot be profoundly modified or altered or abolished in a 
single generation. Tbere is no form or order of government or of the dominion of force 
which cannot be removed out of the world within a generation. There is not an ideal 
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in ~ty with the principles of civiliZation dreamed of by dreamer or idealist which 
C&llllot be realized within the lifetime of a single genetation.'' 

Gemtany, not more than a genetation ago, was one of tbe most pescefu) nations in 
Europe, and yet within a genemtion we have seen her transformed into the most mili
taristic nation of tbe earth. That militarism, I believe, is broken if the nations of tbe 
world will meet Gemtany half way, and if .we will do what we can to promote peace 
in our own nation by inshl!ing self-control into the bearts and minds and souls of our 
youth& When we plant tbe seeds of peace here, they will not only immediately take 
100t bnt will make us the leader of all the world in the arts of peace no less than in the 
arts of war. So we might apply tbis principle to our social work, permeating our public 
schools and higher institotions of learning with a sense of service and a sense of brotbel'o 
hood, and then the day of tbe social worker will soon have come. 

But after all, friends, there is one element in human nature which, if appealed to, 
will be the strongest element in the arousing of public opinion, and tha.t Is the element 
of religion in its broadest sense of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man, 
wbich leads us in tbis convention to have spiritunl oontect. Whether Catholic or 
Protestant, Jew or Gentile, there breathes bere a spirit of brotherhood through which 
we find fellowship. There is a passage in the Scriptures which I presume is as familiar 
as any other passage in the Bible. May I seek to give you an interpretation of it? 
"Thon shalt love thy neighbor as th~.'' How do we love ourselves! I have a 
fa.mily of c:lilldren. I loVe them as part of my very beini. They are me; as I love 
m~ I love them. How do I love them? I desire that they sball have suitable 
nutrition, an abundance of food to make them fit for all their tasks. I desire they sball 
live in helpful surroundings, that they sball enjoy life. I crave for them the very best 
education tha.t their abilities will assimilate. I desire for them days of play and rea&. 
ation. As I love myself I crave these things.for them. "Thou shalt love thy lleighbor · 
as thyself." If I covet these things for m~ I will covet them for my neighbor as 
well. Thus we will foUow the injunction of our Master, whose words we have been "try
ing to interpret, and we will receive "!' inspiration for tbe task of interpreting love to 
tbe world without wbich peace can never come and the social worker can never be"""" 
tent. •-

Public opinion will always rise and respon~ P> tbe man or the woman, even to the 
social worker, who is engagod in a task which is capable of expansion and infinite 
enlargement. The business man wants little to do with the business which is always 
to be a. two-by-four shop in a side street. He ha,s a vision of his business moved on 
to tbe msin street, occupying a. prominent corner. If it is manufacturing, he looks for
ward to the time when he selis his own goods, not only to his own state and nation, but 
exports them across the ..a. Thus, in flVery department of endoavor we are looking 
forward to the days of enlargement and expansion. As social workers we must dare to 
risk, we must dare to take a chance, establisbing our facts, showing the public what we 
lind that they need to know. We must lead them on and out into further achievement 
otill. As one who has had considerable to do with ruJsing money and with interpreting 
public opinien for public work, charity, philanthropy, religion, and education, I have 
never yet seen the public fall to respond to the appeal bullt on beoad eapansive linea 
of effort. 

l beard a little story tha.t illustrates my meoniug, Alfred H. Smith, a well-known 
Congregational missionary, returned to Chicago and ga.ve a. lecture there upon Chin&. 
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A business man who heard the lecture sent a check for $6oo to the Ameri<:an Board in 
Boston. It is not often checks come in unsolicited, so the secretary went to Chicago 
aod found the business man, and learned that he bad become interested in missions lor 
the first time. So Dr. Patton said to him, uwe want to send a young college student, 
a married mao and his wife, to this place. We have selected them, and lor a thousand 
dollars we can send them on their way. Would you be willing to give the thousand?" 
"Wel4 I had not expected to, but perhaps I would." "Now," said Dr. Patton, "we 
want to have some native helpers, for work. that this man and woman could not do. 
There are tens of thousands of people depending upon this mission. For Sr,8oo we 
could have this man and his wife and three or four native helpezs. Would you be 
willing to finance it? 11 uwell, I had not expected to, but you have put it in such a 
wa.y, yes." Said Dr. Patton, uJust listen. This is a hospital station. We have a 
dispensary that is wom out. We need new buildings, new equipment, and supplies. 
For S3,000 you can send this man and his wife, could provide the native helpers needed, 
and wecou1d ha.ve this new hospital. What do you say?u uwe11, I had not expected 
to, perhaps I could afford it, yes, I will do it.11 Now, a.s Dr. Patton told it to me, you 
will like to know the sequel to thet story. That man is now about to take a trip around 
the world, is going to spend a month in that mission station, and is giving Ss,ooo a year 
for foreign. missions in China. No little check or a mite box on: the mantle piece attracts 
this mao longer. He is a partner in a world enterprise. 

Men and women., social workers, let us go back to our homes and be so enthused 
and inspired with our job that we can say to the village, to the city, to the state, and 
to the nation, "You are not living up to your opportunity. We plead with you for 
larger aod yet larger sums." Tbeo you will be approaching your full task. 

HOW FAR HAS SOCIAL WORK INFLUENCED 
PUBLIC OPINION 

WHAT THE PRESS THINKS OF SOCIAL WORK 

Lc Roy E. Bownum, Deparlmml of Social Science, Columbia U ni
vnsily, Nt:W York 

The question implied in the subject·title assigned to me-11\\'hat does the press 
think of social work?"-might well be answered by simply saying, uNot much." The 
opinion of day editors and others who control the space allotted to various subjects 
in the newspapers is revealed in the number of inches or agate lines given over to news 
items and editorials on social service as compared to other material. A small study of 
this subject has been conducted for a few weeks past under my direction at Columbia 
University, but carried on by & graduate student in sociology, Mr. I.J. Bussing, to 
whom the credit of the !quantitative material is due. 

Just w>at the press thinks is more difficult to say, and the study of newspapezs 
fifty years ago and toduy has been supplemented by a questionnaire sent to reporters 
and editors. The answers are of the kind one might expect, but they are startling in 
the vehemence and certainty with which they are voiced. The surest way to get posi
tive de<:isions is to ask someone who is not acquainted through experience with the 
subject in hand, especially if the pezson asked has incidentally learned a little about the 
matter. To use the words of Jamea Harvey Robinson, there is allavor of elemental 
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certitude about the opinions of the newspaper men. They are given, however, freely 
and in friendly fashion, and with a gmtifying air of helpful and constructive criticWn. 

The study has been clone in its present form, partly to reduce to a minimum the 
influence of the students' personal opinions; but another bias floods in, and that is the 
bias of the newspaper man. Each profession has its sphere, its familiar terms, and also 
its peeuliar and more or less defensive attitude toward other particular professions. 
One needs to consider this fact while listening to newspapar men berating the teclmiml 
language of the social worker. He needs also to realize that the habit of disparaging 
the facts behind the other fellow's work, while damning with faint praise for his emo
tions, is quite common. The statement n She means well JJ reveals more of the critic's 
attitude than it does of the social worker's effectiveness. Passing the aflectional burlt 
is a game we all play and win only in our .own esteem. Then, teo, anything that makes 
us think, or compels Ull to change the simple le.zy habitoal brain images, is to some extent 
onerous and dislasteful. You may expect therefore that specialization and complica
tions of organization in social work are not to be understood by the laity, including the 
press, and that some consequent unpopularity will result from them. 

Walter Lippmann, author of Pt<b/il; Opj..W.. and other analyses of public thiDkiDg 
aD.d publicity, sums op the attitude of the man of the street toward social work in a 
recent interview reported in •'Better Times}' He says people don't want to be 
reminded of their social sins as social work tominds them; they don't like the air of 
superiority of uplifte>s; and they don't uoderstand the jargon. He urges the essential 
emotiooal basis of social work and pleads for constant feeding of facts by the workers 
to the public, letting the latter draw its own conclusions. 

The first wish of the social worker, when coofronted with the opinion of the editor, 
is that the editor might know social work better. Because of the nature of his business,, 
however, the editor cannot become personally ,acquainted with every pbas<: pf civic 
life. The social worker will need to go the secood mile if he ever hopes for a better 
understanding. Further, it is surely true that for the most part the newspaper man is 
trying to interpret to the public, and his znisconceptions are apt to be those of the gen-
eral run of society. • • 

There is, of course, the great exception of political, economic, and to less extent, 
religious, bias, or "policy" of each paper. Material is distorted out of all semblance 
to truth in almost every puper in the land if it' (onflicts with the view of the owner. 
His view may be the result of the nature of his investments, his social clique, or even of 
some intense love aflair. It would be interesting to analyze the feelings back of edi
torials according to the personal experiences of editors and owners, and then issue a 
directory of newspapers with an index figure by which to discount subjects, For 
example, under the Chi<llgo Tribtma we might list Board of Education, which has come 
into conflict with tha paper over the building it occupies, a. matter wholly unconnected 
logically with the readers' attitude toward the hoard or the paper, we might list a clis-· 
count of 95 per cent for the material of the Triitms on this matter. Or one might list 
tho a.ttitude of editorials in the Nmt> Y Of'S Timu on woman suflrage as worthless, but 
insert a footnpte rec<tmmellding reading them for amusement. 

Hllaire Belloc maintsins that Engiish dallies are degraded as the property of rich 
men with political ambitions. One quicltly "'!''ci&tes the statement with the Hearst 
papers and then wishes the ambitions of other editors were as obvious, in order that we 
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might weigh their words at least roughly. Even the news columns are controlled by 
the persistent interests, whims, ambitions, or repressions of the powers that own, and 
the paper that prints u ALL the news that's fit to print u also prints the fall of Petro~ 
grad six times, the verge of its capture three times, the burning of it twice, and revolt 
against the Bolsheviks six times, all without the slighest foundation in fact, according 
tD Oswald Garrison Villard. 

The salvation of social work in this respect is that seldom does a paper adopt any 
policy regarding it. Because it hasn't any money and isn•t very big, no one interferes 
if it slips under the canvas to see the circus and doesn't pay for a ticket. 

Papers fifty years ago and today.-The results of the studies of items and editorials 
on social service fifty years ago and today speak for themselves. The papers studied 
were: The New rork Times, New York Tribune, Nr:w YMk Evt:ning Post, and the 
Philadelphia Public Lt.Jger. An material was gone over for the months of December 
and January 1872-73 and the same months for 1922-23. Material has been figured in 
inches on the assumption that space covered means more in a newspaper than number 
of words. Agate lines to the trade mean much the same as inches do to you and me. 
The figures do not indicate the portion of the paper the items appear in, whether on 
the important first or the unimportant second page; but a consideration of this factor 
would render only slightly more unfavorable the results of the study to social service. 

It is interesting to note that the editorial space is about the same as fifty years ago, 
and the makeup of the editorial page is almost identical, in each case, with the same 
number of columns of editorials, the same number of words, the same letters from 
readers. etc. 1-.fakeups, cuts, ads, and news have changed in amount, appearance, and 
kind, but the editorials of the papers studied have remained true to form. Perhaps for 
the same reason the editorials on social service have remained almost the same in num
ber. Twenty-five editorials strictly on social service are all that could be found in four 
papers for the two months £.fty years ago and thirty-two for the same two months this 
year. lfany bear on social service as almost everything in life does1 but the burden 
of the thought was political or of some other contentious kind in all but the number 
named. In the tone and substance of editorials of this year of social service, fifty are 
more informational than when our Conference began. Mr. Bussing and I both felt, 
although I cannot stop to tell just why and perhaps it was aU just feeling, that these 
editorials on social work sounded ]ike social workers and might have been furnished to 
the editors in whole or in substance, more than those ori other subjects. 

The total space devoted to social seivice, including in that term the subjects 
dealt with in the usual divbions of this conference, vary from paper to paper. For the 
two months. fifty years ago, 496inches in the NRJ York Times gave news of social serv
ice; for the same two months of this last year, 921 inches performed the same service. 
The news columns had increased from 35 to 125 per cent, however,or an increase of 257 
per cent. The items on social service figure out as an increase of 86 per cent, or at a 
rate only one-third as great as that of news items as a whole. 

The NnD York Etrming Posl printed, fifty years ago1 95i inches of social service 
news in the two months; in a similar period this year it printed 6n inches, an increase 
of 551 per c~nt. News columns increased from 1,6S8 square inches to 4,88:~: square 
inches) or 192 per cent. This makes a rate of increase in social service material nearly 
three times the rate of increase for all news. 
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TheN.,. Yori Tribmu, for the early period, contained ••Ii inches of social servia! 
stuff; this year for the same length of time, 359i inches, an iDeroase of 6• per cent. 
The news space inaeased from 34 to xo8 coiUDIIIS, an increase of 217 per cent. Rate 
of increase for social servic•>is less than one-third of that of general news. 

The PhiMdelpllia P.Wlic Lodg<r shows a difference between >74 inches in r872-3 
and sB• ·inches this year, an increase of 234 per cent for soci&l work, while the news 
columns increased from 44 to 109 or 147 per cent. Social service shows therefore 
nearly twice the rate of increase as general news for this paper. 

These are too few papers to give .. basis for conclusioD, but if the same holds true 
of other papers, it seems that the development of socia.l service, the passing of fifty 
years of social service history in the town with a. paper, ma.y ba.ve liitle or no effect 
on the &mount of space given. Eithex tha.t is true or the Trillfmo a.nd Time: ba.ve 
found that other things a.re becoming rel&tively more importa.nt a.nd social service is 
becoming a ba.ck number. Prcba.bly, however, the attitude of & paper a.nd the sccia.l
ized vision of its owners ba.s more than anything else to do with the matter. I believe 
we can discount even the remonstrances of editors and reporters regarding the stuli 
we furnish them. It seems to me that the crux of the situation lies in the social knowl
edge and sympathy of the ma.na.gement, and the ma.na.gement seems to persist for fifty 
years in its sympa.thy or lack of it. 

Rela.tive space accorded social service news in three of the papers indica. tea changes 
in its proportions. to importence a.t the different periods. 'fhe Posl devoted 95·5 inches 
to social work out of 675 inches (estimated) in 1872-73, or 14 percent. In <922-23 it 
devoted 622 out of r,953 inches (estimated) or.32 per cent, more than twice its previous 
ratio. Likewise the Philadelpllia Lodgt1r ga.ve <74 out of 924 inches to social service in 
x872-73 a.nd s8• out of •,•89 inches in >922-23, & former per cent of eighteen a.nd a 
present one of twenty-five. The Tribtmc reversed the development and gave •:u.s 
out of 714 inches, or JI per ceot fifty years ago and 359-5 out of o,z68 inches; 0.. only 
x6 per cent this last year. 

The subject-ma.tter fifty years ago falls fairly readily into the hesdings: family 
case work, delinquency, he&lth, child weliue, education, a.nd industrial welia.re. Quan
titative comparisons with ca.tegories of todsy a.re dillicolt because of the differentistion 
of subjects. Settlements, clubs, coinmunity .,g..n...tion, recreation, big brother and 
big sister work, Americanization, and pubUc ba.slth appear at "the later date and take 

. up one-fourth or one-third of. the space. ChJistmos appe&ls of a strictly chsritable 
nature are common to all papers for both periods and dwell on children, clothing, and 
homes. The A t:IIJ Y O'k Tim<s fea.tures the Christmas appe&l and l1lD! for the ~ 
months, of receot years, from two to three times as much material on social service as 
sppe:us all theyearinitsothercolumns,aproportion thisla.styearof o,sB• to 921 inches. 
The editorials for all the papers seero to be, on the whole, favorable for the early date 
(according to the judgment of Mr. Bussing and myself) numbering eighteen favomble, 
two indifferent, and five uniavorable a.o<l adversely critical. For the recent period we 
judge the editorials to be twenty-three favorable, five indifierent or merely informa-
tion&!, a.nd four unfa.vorsble. · · 

The most' at.rildDg fea.ture of the news stuff of fifty years ago a to the aodal work.ert 
is the similarity of the problems. For enmple, in January r873 the N.., Y .,., Time: 
was &!ready t&lkingof the insul!erable ooogestion in New York City, a.nd, with its usus1 
keen insight into workmen's problems, advocating special workmen's trains to the sub
urbs. 
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What ntwSpap., """lmnklhey lmnk.-One hundred questionnaires were sent to 
as many reporters, names of whom were furnished by the New York. Press Club. 
Twelve answered. If this jury can pass judgment for reporters, social work doesn't 
stand high in their estimation, for of the forty-eight answers on the twelve sheets, four 
in my estimation can be considered favorable, twenty-eight indifferent, and sixteen 
quite unfavorable. A fair sample is as follows: 

Questicn.-W'bat do you think is the news value of items on social service (welfare 
work)? 

A nr.uer.-Very slight unless there is some u sob,. element or something sensational 
Qutslion.---Qf what lasting benefit to the city or community is social service in your 

opinion? 
.An.s-.uer.-None. Its futility is depressing. It seems to me only palliative-a 

scratching at the surface, but not working toward any solution of its problems. 
QuulfQn.-Vlha.t is there distinctive, do you think1 about the methods or personal

ities of social workers? 
Ans--.der.-Have met several types; most of them have been either of the emotional 

or the hidebound '~serviceH type. My feeling is that frequent infusions of new blood 
are necessary and that no one is useful for long. There seems to be a tendency to 
become "faddy" about it after a whilel and common sense is the chief requisitL 

Question.-\V'"hat other impressions do you have of social work? 
AnSUJer.-It is much overorganized and one reason for the great general apathy 

about it is that people fee1 that the money given is dissipated in too many side channels 
instead of reachlng the needy. Also there should be some way of reaching people who 
are temporarily in need and should be tided over without hurting their pride. 

One reporter thought social work bred radicalism among those engaged in it; one 
thought it should be state supportedj a correspondent of a Japanese paper said news of 
this sort in Japan is attracting more attention than any other kind. The other answers 
a.re very similar to those from the editors. 

· One hundred questionnaires of the same kind were addressed to editors in a dozen 
states, names of whom were furnished by the Associated Press. Twenty ..eight replied, 
including the As-sociated Press, whose answer is not tabulated since its superintendent 
maintained it has no opinions and is con-cerned only with the thinking and doings of 
otherst a high ideal for his profession and mine, but for few others. The editors did not 
avail themselves of the complete opportunity to send in anonymous returns; they seem 
proud of their opinions, and I feel at liberty to quote names. 

'Willis J. Abbot, editor of the Christian Science Monitor, writes: 
Regarding the news vaJue of items on social service: "For the paper I edit it is of 

the very first importance; we diligently gather and editorially comment on such items." 
Regarding lasting benefit to the community: "Of the greatest possible service. 

There will always be a certain general hostility to those who make a livelihood out of 
social work. This is unjust but it is a fact to be reckoned with. There should he 
increasing endeavor on the part of such workers to 'deliver the goods.' to show that 
the public benefit accruing from their efforts more than justifies the cost." 

From staid old Massachusetts a stinging reply comes from a. penon who signs a 
lady's name; 

Regarding the news. value of items on social service: ult appeals to altruistic 
'joiners: such as Rotarians, Kiwanhms, etc. Also to religious people. Sport fans 
don't take to it." 
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TheN.,. Yori TrihuM, for the early period, contained ••ri inches of social servke 
otulf; this Yflll1' for the same length of time, 359i inches, an increase of 62 per cent. 
The u.ews space increased from 34 to ra8 oolumDS, an increase of 217 per cent. Rate 
of inc......, for social servke.is less tb&n one-third of that of general news. 

The Phil4delphia Publit: Udg• shows a dil!erence between 174 inches in 1872-3 
and 582 inches this YfliU', an increase of •34 per cent for social work, while the news 
columns increased from 44 to 109 or 147 per cent. Social servke shows therefore 
nearly twice the mte of increase as general u.ews for this paper. 

These aie too few papas to give a. basis for conclusion, but if the same holds true 
of other papers, it seems that the development of social. service, the passing of fifty 
yean~ of social servke histoey in the town with a paper, may have little or no effect 
on the emount of space given. Either that js true or the Tribime end Ti11m have 
found that other thmgs are becoming relatively more important and social service is 
becoming a hack number. Prohably, bowever, the attitude of a. paper a.nd the social
ized vision of its owners has more then a.nything else to do with the matter. I believe 
we can discount even the remonstrances of editors a.nd reporters rega.rding the stuff 
we furnish them. It seems to me that the crux of the situation lies in the social knowl
edge end sympathy of the ma.nagement, and the ma.nagement seems to persist for fifty 
yean~ io its sympathy or ladt of it. 

Relative space aa:orded social service news in three of the papers iodicates chenges . 
io its proportiona.te importance at the dil!erent periods. 'fhe Posl devoted 95-5 inches 
to social work out of 675 inches (estimated) io r872-73, or 14 percent. In r922-2J it 
devoted 622 out of 1,953 inches (estimated) or 32 per cent, more then twice its previous 
ratio. Likewise the PhiltJ4t;lpbiG Udgw gave >74 out of 924 inches to social service in 
1872-73 a.nd sB• out of •,•89 inches in r922-23, a former per cent of eighteen and a 
present ou.e of twenty-five. The Tribtm« reversed the deveiopment and gave •••·S 
out of 714 inches, or 3• P"" cent fifty yean~ ago and 359·5 out of •,•68 inches, or only 
x6 per cent this last year. 

The subje<:t-m&tter fifty years ago falls fairly readily into the headings: • family 
case work, delinquency, health, chiid welWe, ·edua~tion, and industrial welfare. Quan
titative comperisons with categories of today are dif!icnlt hecause of the dil!erentiatiOJ> 
of subjects. Settlements, clubs, community organla.ation, recreatioll, big brother and 
big sister WOik, Americanization, and publie health appear a.t 'the later date and W:e 
up one-fourth or one-third of. th. apace. Christmas appeals of a. strictly charitable 
nature are eommon to all papOTS for beth periods and dwell on chiidren, clothing, a.nd 
bomes. -The J!it.VJ York Times features !he ChriStmas appeal and runs for the two 
months, of recent years, from. two -tO three times as much material on social servil:e as 
appears all the Yflll1' in its Qther columns, a. proportion this last year of •,sSa to 921 inches. 
The editorial& for all the papers seem to he, on the whole, favorable for the early date 
(aa:ording to the judgment of Mr. Bussing and myself) numhering eighteen favorable, 
two indil!erent, and five uofavorable and advOTSely critica.I. For the recent period we 
judge the editorials to he . twenty-three favorable, five indilierent or merely informa-
tional, and four uof&vombla. · 

The moat striking feature of the news stuff of fifty years ago, to the social worker, 
is the simitari.ty of the problems. For 02&1Dple, in January 1873 the N1111 Yorio Times 
was already taljing of the insul!emble congestion in New York City, and, with its usua) 

keen insight into workmen's problems, advocating special workmen'o tmina to the sub
urbs. 
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Wial1fn:>papa...,. tlri"k tkey t.!id.-One hundred questionDains weze ""'' to 
as many reporters, names oi whom ......, furnish<d by the Xew Yozt Press Club_ 

Twehre answered. If this jwy cao. pass judgmc:ut for ttparters, social work doesn't 
stand high in their estimation_ for of the forty-eight ans....,. on the tweh·e sheets, four 
in my e>timation can he ronsidered famrable, twenty-eight indi:ierent, and sixteell 
quite unfavorable. A fair sample is as follows: 

QuestiC~r.-"1\l>at do you think is the ne..,; Yaloe of it=s oo social '""'-ice (wel£ue 
work)? 

AJS,S"'" ... "C'.-Very slight unless there is some usob" element or something sensational. 
Qucs!itm.-Df what lasting benefit to the-city or community is social sen-ice in your 

opinion? 
.AnJ"U'er.-Xone. Its futility is depressing. It .seems to me on!y pa.llia.th-e-a 

scratching at the surlace. but not .-orking toward any solution of its problems. 
~li01t.-V\."'ha.t is there <futincti,-e, do you think.. about the methods or personal

ities of social work.as? 
.A~~r..ttr.-Ha\·e met se1o·era.l types; most of them have been either of the emotional 

or the hidebound "sen ice" type. My feeling is that frequent infusions of new blood 
are necessary and that no one is useful for long. There seems to be a tendency to 
become" faddyu about it after a v.-h.ile, and common sense is the chief requ.isite_ 

QtteiJiOft.-'Wb:at other impressions do )"OU have of social work? 
.4n.nnr.-It is much o'oerorganized and one reasou for the great general apathy 

about it is that people feel that the money gi>-enis dissipated in too many sidecha.nneis 
instead of reaching the needy. Also there shoold he some way of reaching people who 
are temporarily in need and should he tided over without hurting their prid"' 

One reporter thought socia1 work bred radicalism among those engaged in it; one 
thought it should he state supported; a correspondent of a Japanese paper said ...,.. of 
this sort in Japan is attracting more attention tha..n any other kind. The other answers 
are ••ery similar to those from the editors. 

One hundred questioJll13ires of the same kind were addressed to editors in a dozen 
states, names of whom were furnished by the Associated Pnss. Twenty~ght replied, 
including the Associated Press, whose answer is not tabulated since its superintendent 
maintained it has no opinions and is concerned only with the thinking and doings of 
others. a high ideal for his profession and mine, but for few others. The ed.ito.s did oot 
avail themselves of the complete- opportunity to send in anonymous retums; they seem 
proud of their opinions, and I feel at liberty to quote names. 

Willis J. Abbot, editor of the C!tri.rtian Sc~ .IID11il<W, writes: 
Regarding the news \"alue of items on social senice: "For the paper I edit it is of 

the very first importance; we diligently gather and editoriaDy comment on such itmlS.u 
Regarding lasting benefit to the rommunity: "Of the greatest possible senice. 

There will always be a certain general hostility to those who make a livelihood out of 
social work. This is unjust but it is & fact to be reckon~ with. There should be 
increasing endeavor on the part of such workezs to 'deliver the goods.,' to show that 
the public benefit accruing from their cHorts more than justifies the cost., 

From staid old ~la..ssat:husetts a stinging reply comes from a pen;on who signs a 
lady's name: 

Regarding the news value of items on social service: "It appeals to altruistic 
t joiners.' such as. Rota.rians, Kiwan:ians. etc. Also to Rligious people. Sport fans 
don't take to iLn 
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Regarding lasting benefit to the community: "Purely palliative. Does not strike 
to the foundation of the ills. Remove the c:awse and th""' will be no need of patching 
up mcia1. ills.. 11 

Reganljng the metheda or personalities of social workers: "Metheda are amuner· 
cial. The milk of human kindness has been extracted from true human charitable 
instincts. ; In its place is efficiency, minus sympathy. Most social workers are unsexed 
humaDitarians who are JLttempting to sublimate their parental instincts." 

Regarding her other impressions: "Thst it is a pleasmable sort of vicarious atone
ment undertaken by morsl......U either to still an eleventh honr ccnscien<:eorto czea.tean 
;mpression of impecx:able commercial dealings. "It is utterly futile to build up a social 
structore w~ mightier forces are continually breskmg down. Social work is neces
sary, but futile as trying to reduce a sunset to paper." 

From both the editors and reporters the answers to the first question regarding the 
news value of social service showed the following results: three thought social service 
excellent material; eighteen thought it was of slight value; and fifteen thought it would 
be better if presented in different form, making it more grsphic, personal, human, local, 
factual. and informative; nit is good if it affects & large number of people," said one; 
another held it is good in inverse ratio to the amount of other material in hand. "Time 
and again what we of the newspapers would he glad to print, they do not want to give 
out, u one WIOte. 

The other part of the study does DOt bear out !he editors, aDd the authors are 
inclined to believe the newspaper men are rationalizing only when they explain pau
city of social service news on the basis of form in which it is presented. Newsp&pe.n~ 

of a favorable attitude print social service news in larger &mGI!llts, and it is the manage
ment of the paper that determines the issue. Time and again the investigstors found 
material, of what seemed to them excellent news value and considerable importance, 
written up in the Pod but ignored in the Tribfm., often also igoored or merely mentioned 
in the Times. 

Regarding the lasting benefit to the community, of the reporters and editors com
·bined: fifteen thought it helps relieve for the present but has little permaneoi: 'value, 
six: called it of great permanent value, four termed it merely palliative, three gave as its 
greatest value the showing up of social facts, three gave inditferent answers, and eight 
gave no answers. . .. 

As to methods and personalities of social workers, the thirty-nine newspaper men 
~ not overly complimentary and 'I beg to be un.derstood now as reporting their opin
inns, notgivingmyowo: thirteen were sure social. workers are impractical or visionary, 
four accused them of pateroalisl!l. Jive spoke of their overly technical manner and 
metheda, two bluntly said social workers (speaking of ladies) have no charm, and five 
mitigsted their severity with statements regarding the sincerity and well-meaning of 
those engaged in weifare service; ten dared not, or at least did not. answer. One 
phrase ia worth quoting (from Springfield, Dlinois) "well-intentioned and enthasiastic, 
but illy fitted novices of the class referred to in street parlance as 'bugs."' They are 
said to "irritate because always seeking money" and becsuse they "flit from town to 
town"; "go per cent sentiment"; uthey slobber over and make a. mess of thework.n 

Other impresainns were fewer and more various: five regarded social service as 
overorganized, one regarded it as quite impractical and visionary, two thought the 
whole idea paternalistic, two believed it "pedantic," one thought it ought but does not 
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reach the lonely, and one believed it fit for women only; one said "I think Dine-tenths 
of this sort of work is not only a pure waste of time but very enfeebling to the morale of 
a people/' 

Sum-mary.~ the 156 answers to the 4 questions on 39 questionnaires we consid
ered: F 17 per cent favorable, 27 percent indifferent, 33 per cent unfavorable, and 23 per 
cent were unanswered.. 

The press, judging from these few samples, thinks indifferently or not at all about 
half the things we ask about ourselves; on the other half it thinks twice as unfavorably 
as to our credit. It sems to be losing interest in some instances and gaining it in 
others. The differences seem to be accounted for more by general social attitude of 
owners and editors than by form of publicity material furnished by social workers. The 
solution of the problem of more and better publicity for social service seems to lie .in the 
education and broadening of editors and ownen with regard to social problems and 
methods of attack~ or a hoped-for increase in the numbers of such managers who are 
socially minded. \Vithout question it is a vital problem. Through the windows of the 
press, social work is seen and judged. To ~ it understood. to secure its broadest 
support, to make some parts of it at all effective, and to make it human and responsive 
to the social will, we will need to create closer relations with the media of publicity. 
These relations apparently will be most effective if they are personal, social, and com
prehensively understanding, not technical, indirect, high brow, nor narrowly profes-
sional 

WHAT THE PUBLIC THINKS OF SOCIAL WORK 

Mrs. Lucia Johnson Bing, Former President, Ohio StaU Conferenu of 
Social W o.-k, Rio 61-o:.We, Ohio 

Sooner ;,r later I believe that every social worker will recognize, as a part of his 
job, the creating of a right public opinion toward social conditions and the causes of 
misery. 

In order W find out how much had been accomplished to make the average person 
understand why social work exists, I made a brief test. First, I tried to discover how 
much the man on the street, the person with no friends or relatives in social work, knew 
about the need for it. Second, I tried to learn what the professional man and the club 
woman knew about social work. Third, with the permission of }.fiss ~{ary Irene Atkin
son, of the Ohio Department of Public Welfare, I have used some material which shows 
what some of our clients think of us. 

All of my lint material was drawn from Ohio. With the help of some of my friends 
107 interviews were taken with persons of the kind who read only the newspaper and 
the Saturday Evening Posl. Six simple questions were Wed of each: What do you 
understand by welfare work? Do you think welfare work is needed? What are some 
of the most worth-while agencies in this county? 'Vho is the judge of the juvenile 
court and what kind of cases does he handle? Is there an associated charities in this 
county and what is it for? \\'hat does the state do in the way of weUare work? 

To the question. 1• \\'hat do you understand by welfare work./' six persons made no 
a.nswer, or frankly said they bad no idea. All the others made some sort of a.nswer 
ranging from the man who said it was "anything for good/' to the man who said it was 
usome sort of work centered in 1t-1r. Croxton's office." 
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Ill answer to the second questioi>-"Do Y.,u believe that welfare work is needed? 
Why ?"-xoJ people believed thatit is needed; • thoughtit Is not, and ofelt doubtfUl 
about it. 

· To the question-"What is an Aslloci&ted Charities lor ?-the DlOllt instructivt> 
reply came from a )"'UDg woman in a town of 8,000, wbo said, "I think the Welfare 
Association in our town is a sort of Associated Charities. Its object is to cut down 
overhead expenses and operate more efficiently with the money pmvided." 

The last question was. "What does the state "do in the way of welfare work?" 
l'orty-l'our P"""""' did not .know; eight guessed wrens; and seven made a partially 
incorrect reply. 

This, in brief, was the result of my first eoperiment in test!Dg publiC opinion. · It 
was made a year ago for the Ohio State Welfare Conference. It would seem to sbow 
that we bave not done nearly enough to appeal to this kind of person and to help him 
understand wbat social service is for and why it is needed. Oceasicmal stories in the 
S~Uurda;~ Eonmg Pm or in the A1flllri<Gt< Magosinewould do more to reach these people 
thiUl all the speeches, monosraphs, and pictorial expositions I know anythins about. 

This SPring, at· Mr. Homer Folk's suggestion, I tried the further experiment of 
. test!Dg out wbat ministers, teachers, merchaots, legislators, and eluh women thought 
of social work. Six hundred questionnaires were sent to various localities, mostly in. 
the state of Obio. These questionnAires asked six simple questions: Ill your opinion is 
social work (sometimes i:alled "welfare work") needed? Why? To your knowledge 
what have social workers done to improve standards of living, lessen illness, and decrease 
delinquency, or crime? What kinds of social work would )lOu like to see developed 
and eatended further? What amtact have you bad with social workers? What was 
your impression of their personslity, intelligeuce, practical-mindedoess, ellectivt>nOSS? 

Just in psssins, it is interest!Dg to note that the ministers replied in pester num
bers thiUl any other group. The teacherS sent fewest replies. Members of the Ohio 
legislature responded neat best.· Ill Obio, the social workers have done cons).~ble 
active lobbyins recently and certainly left an ~n, judging from the replies 
received. . ' •• 

There was & fight this winter to· keep the compulsory school-atteodance law 1\D-d 
the child-labor law at the high standsrd where it was plaoed in 1921. AD children in 
Obio must stay in school until they are sixteen. They must, furthermore, remain until 
they are eighteen, unless they obtsil>: suitable wOrk and are g>anted work certificates. 

Wishing to contrast the feeling in the Ohio legislature with some other state, I sent 
questionnAires to the Massachusetts legislature as welL .If tbere are any present from 
Massachusetts, they may be interested in one' or two repljes. 

A man from Cambridge wrote: "Ill spite of many yoars in politics, two yosrs in the 
Cambridge City COuncil and two in the Massachusetts legislature, results of the welfare 
workers bavt> not come to my attention. Neither bave I board the subject discussed· 
by my associates, with one OICeption, the social welfare lobbyist, wbo, in the few cases I 
bave met, appears to bO a radical, impractical, persistent pest. I feel, bowevt>I, that 
this type is not a repnoentative one, and am always glad of the opportunity to assist 
hy vote and other action in genuine welfare work." 

Ill Ohio, I was told: "My first meet-up with a real genuine social worker was in 
the Obio House of Representatives this year. On the school committee they came to 
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present their case in droves. The trouble with them was they had not made themselves 
acquainted with all sides of a question." 

Here is a note of sympathy. u All I have met are good people trying to do good, 
and have no doubt it is a hard and unsatisfactory 'job' to those who try to do their 
best." 

There was great variety as to the kind of social work that most deserved to be 
extended. More were interested in health work and in public~health nursing than in 
any one thing. This I believe to be due to the consta.nt elforts of public health asso
ciations, anti-tuberculosis societies, etc., to spread the propaganda of health. 

A majority of the Ohio legislature who replied at all seemed to think rather kindly 
and tolerantly of the social worker. One man summed it up thus: uThe social worker 
is a high type of citizen, in the same class as able professional men; i.e., lawyers, doc
tors, professo~, etc.11 

Another said: ur have a high regard for the welfare workers whom I have met. 
They have sometimes been in advance of public opinion as expressed by the general 
assembly, and in some cases perhaps have overlooked some practical situations that 
exist that make their ideas seem too advanced. That I do not regard as a fault, for 
forward-looking people are needed in this work." 

In contrast to this statement I must .in all honesty tell you what a.oother legislator 
said of us, a man who is a professor in one of our Ohio colleges. He said: "To a social 
worker, a hotel is holier than a cathedral, because it has better plumbing. If Jesus 
Christ were to be born on earth again, the modem social worker would sneer at him if 
bom in a manger.11 

In this group of 120 questionnaires, all but one of the replies stated that social 
work was needed and should go on. 

A superintendent of schools in a college town replied thus concerning social workers: 
"Personality not particularly attractive; intelligence average; practical-mindedness 
tendency below the average; effectiveness not what it should be." 

A merchant glued a small newspaper clipping to his questio~ire before returning 
itt which was evidently taken from the lt What'ya see" column. It reads thus: "P.h-I., 
of Medina, Ohio, saw a dog. a cat, and a pig contentedly sharing the same pan of milk." 
The merchant says that social work is needed "To help improve and advance people 
to a degree where they will not upset the pan. n 

Still another merchant writes "District nurses are doing good work; boy scouts are 
fine. Cut out the volunteer worker who hangs around juvenile court offering nothing 
but prayer and goes more than anything else for curiosity." 

Another says; "Social workers are 75 per cent nuts, otherwise they would not be in 
this kind of work; intelligent enough to handle their work. in a satisfactory manner. 
Aa to pm<tical-mindedness, do not feel that they could be charged with this in a general 
'VI.Gy." 

This, from another merchant, shows the inevitable tendency in a small community 
to judge all social work and all social workers by the one example known to them: "We 
are fortunate enough to have a lady looking after our weUa.re work who is especially 
capable in this work and is rendering a very fine service." 

And this one: tc If I had to accept advice and assistance from the rudeJ insulting 
woman we have in our community, I would starve first." 
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Ministers are too wordy, for the most part, to permit quoting them a.t any length. 
,But a considetable number of the ministers make the same point: "Social workers are 
generally of a high intelligence, of varying personality, mostly winning in their ways, 
but often they become nanow and impractical, aod so run to the ""treme as to give the 
impression that there is no gospel 6cept social service." 

One business man, much interested in social work. told me that social work em, 
n...t to ministers, were the most narrow-minded of professional people from constaDtly 
being in a position where they tell the other fellow bow to live. 

Anewspaperi!Wlsaid: "Sccial workers don't tell the truthstemlyenough. They 
are providing a sboe shine as the remrdy fora sprained ankle." Another said: "You 
are nursing the unlit and subsidizing the poor players in the game, opposing the doe
trine of the survival of the fittest." 

The most constructive criticism was given me by a practical politician given to 
picturesque language. He said: "The trouhie with social workers is that they never 
get away from the home pl&te; always raising a howl about conditions, but why don't 
they hum the midnight oil and tell us what to do about it?" 

Be went on to summarize his points thus: "There are three things the matter with 
the social worker: (r) she's always a woman, (•) the breach is too wide and she can't 
jump the gap; (3) she is too young, aod when she talks to the old woman about bringin' 
up the kids, she can't make any impression." Then, brightening with & new idea, he 
said: "Say, can't you keep the doilhaby home, the girl with the tassels, just out of col
lege? She slows up the t!allic for the rest." 

The third and most interesting part of this experiment to test public opinion was 
what we found out about the opinion that the girls in our Suite Industrial School had 
of·us. This wintet, a conference on the delinquent girl was held at the state school. 
Probation officers and social workers came from all over Ohio, staying for two days. 
Mter they had deperted, the girls were asked to write compositions on their opinions 
of social workers. 

I quote from Miss Atkinson's interesting and entertaining report of the conference: 
"The indifference of some social workers to the deCrees of Dame Fashion and acessive 
pl&inness, when viewed en masse, brought forth some very caustic remarks. One girl,' 
having wept all over her prohatiou oflicer who visited ber, wailed to her m&tron as she 
saw her caller dis&ppaar down the steps,"•'She's been more than a mother to me, but 
wouldn't you think she'd ba' sprueed up. Folks here don't know she's anybody, but 
down home they all know bow grsnd she is." • , 

Another girl writes: "Not long ago ,there were a large group of ladies came to 
this school &nd there were some of- the most homeliest people I have ever S&W. I never 
will forget the first time I S&W my probation officer, hecsuse she looked so funny. She 
is a big, tal! lady and she wore an old-fashioued, tight waist and a loose skirt. I teally 
felt ashamed to come on the trsin with her hecsuse ber hair was skinnrd tight hack and 
she looked so queer. I bad my hair bobbed and curled and she said, 'I don't like the 
idea of taking you with your hair like that,' buti just bad to laugh to myself." 

When.,.. the dlllicult girl is being discussed, someone always bcmoall$ her lack of 
dependability and her untrustworthioess. In the light of this criticism, Miss Atkinson 
seys, the condemnation of the same traits by the girls themselves gives us something 
to think about., 
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"As far as my opinion is concerned, social workers are some of the worst trouble
makeno I have ever come in contact with and I ::;ure have learned not to put too much 
confidence in their promises." 

One girl was very b~ about her probation officer not coming to see her: n I 
don't care whether she came or not. She's nothing much anyhow. 'Why I'd call on 
her in her office and spit out my gum on the steps and then go in and find her chewing." 

This "seeing ourselves as others see us," however, bas a .rather happy ending, for a. 
large majority of girls, having relieved themselves of their utter contempt for women 
who as a group have been denied the magic gift of beauty~ who do not improve the few 
meager physical blessings the gods have granted, and who choose their clothes with no 
regard for the correct or the artistic, are kind enough to say that in spite of these draw
backs social workers are perhaps, after all, of some account. ul know when you see 
them all together," one girl wrote, "It just seem-s like a hen party and it don't seem like 
them all talking at once and a lot of clatter that they make could possibly be doing any 
good, but it~ and a whole lot of good, too." 

I condude with three questions: first, how far can we afford to be indifferent to 
public opinion? second, is it, or is it not, a. vital part of our jobs, even the case workees, 
to see to it that the conditions and the causes of conditions are made known in simple 
form to the public ? third, if conditions were better understood, would there not be 
more conscious effort to prevent those which are wrong ? 

Finally, brethren, I think we have no need to worry about criticism. It advertises 
us. A party of opposition is wholesome for the government in power. It makes him 
look alive. Our only worry should be lest this criticism should not be met in good part. 
Avoiding resentfulness and bitterness of spirit, we should welcome every opportunity, 
every challenge, to explain conditions and the causes of conditions. Let us stand on 
the facts and not try to defend personalities. Let tolerance and sweetness of spirit 
mark our way. 

THE SCIE..'ITIFIC JOURNAL OF SOCIAL INTERPRETATION 

Huuxml W. Odum, !Medtw, School of Publit: Wtljtwe, Uni•lll'sily of 
North Carolin<J 

The following considemtions are of importance in this brief discussion of the part 
which the scientific jouma.l may play in social interpretation and in the general develop
ment of social work. 

That portion of public opinion which is represent«! by the constituency of the 
scientific journal is an important factor in the future progress of social work. The fact 
that it has not been so considered in the past may be all the more reason why it should 
be emphasized now. It is important for two reasons: First, the contributors and regu
lar rea.dezs of scientific journals are an important group which ought to become better 
acquainted with social work; second a large body of casual readers and a large constitu
ency of important workers whose judgments are formed indirectly by the scientific 
journal may be reached best in this way. 

The other consideration is that social work itself needs and must have the services, 
more and more, of the dynamic scientific journal if it is to realize its largest opportuni
ties. This is again t.n..e for two reasons: First the profession of social work will profit 
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gR&tly by the lesults of study and ....,.rch such as can be P""""ted only thecugh the 
medium of the scientific journal; seccn<L BCdal workers themselves need to read. m<>l'e 
and more, such scientific journals as will enable them to ccntn'bute to permanent knowl
edge and to keep pace with the intellectual tecsion new being placed upon BCdal prob
lems. 

The thesis of this paper may be stated in general introductory tenns: BCdal work 
is new entering upon new resches and meeting new challenges. The history of progress 
in public heslth and public education, in government, and in eccncmic and BCdal pro
grams, indicates an important function of the acedemic and scientific journal. The 
P""""tation of scientific information in each of these fields has been the forerunner of 
the desin: for more knowledge, the means and methods of obtaining this knowledge, 
and the plans and active programs for the utilization of this knowledge for the common 
good. To those wbc bave been sceptical or prejudiced the word of science has often 
proved convincing wbere other evidence did not avail. And in many spheres of politi
cal, economic, and social progress. the acedemic question has preceded BCdal action. 

The history of social work has been the story of great programs, but it has been 
the story also of great difliculties to be overcome. Many ef these difliculties bave been 
found in the lack of scientific methods used or in misunderst&cding on the part of 
educators and leaders, or the actual opposition of institutions and leader! wbc either 
did not under.itand its principles and methods or were UDCCnvinced of the scientific 
metbcds and possibilities to be found in social work. Wberever the scientific jcumal 
bas undertaken social interpretation, it bas w011 over new and important groups to an 
inmost in and friendly consideration of BCdal work, and -~ infn:quently to a conlial 
spirit of co-operation. 

In the future the scientific jcumal will occupy an inc:reasiDgly larger place for the 
reason that social work is enlarging its soope, is tending more and mcre to scientific 
methods and comprebensive research, and will therefore continue to increase its scope 
IUld gresp of BCdal problems and relationshipe. Social work thus championed by the 
ecientific journal will strecgthen its place as one of the most constructive forces in the 
developmmt of democracy in the bcme, the scbool, religious circles, politics, industry, 
and the community. Tbe ecientific jcumal thus finds "" impcrt&Dt added service .m. 
the field of BCdal interpretation. · 

The gecetal theme may be illustmted briefly. One can but imagine for instance 
wbat might baw been the inftuenq>. of the old ! flfWJiol of S..W St:i.,..., the olliciaf 
publication of the American Social Science ASl!OCiation, organized in r86s and runnicg 
for a few decodes, bad itattained fully the ideals forwbich it ..... •••ah!jshed, and bad it 
meintaiiied or atrecgthened its position and program from year to year in such a way as 
to. bave promoted social worl<. The stated purposes were: "To encourage the study of 
tho·varinua relatiOD$, scciaf and political, of man in modern life; to fecilitate personal 
intercourse and interchange of ideas between individuels interested in promoting educa
tional, financiaf, sanitary, charitable, and other social reforms and progress; and 
promptly to make known· to the public all theoretical or practical results which may 
!low from such studies or investigations." ·Wbat might such a jcumal bave contributed 
in aeven decodes devoted to the scientific presentation of social work if it oould bave 
<:Ontinued and co-opers ted with other jcumals since est&blisbed? 

An illustmtion of the specific influence and standard-setting possibilities of such a 
medium may be illustmted by the American Academy of Arts and Let!e!S. wbich grew 
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out of the work of the committee of the American Social Science As.sociatioD in its 
designated duty to establish a national institute of arts and letters. The membersbip 
is a unioo of the five arts. painting, scu1pture, music, architecture, and litera~ with 
literature predominating. Could a committee appointed to promote the higher stand
ards of social work have helped to promote high standards so specifically in the field of 
social work 7 As a matter of fact the origin and growth of the National Conference 
of Social \\'ork is an example. Could not its committees and its publications have done 
more through the medium of such a publication? 

Again, one can but imagine the tremendous contnootions which psychological 
scientific journals might have made to child welfare had they had the direction, cour
age, and applicability of President Stanley Hall's pedagogical seminary and his in
stitute for child welfare, initiated at Clark University. Dr. Harry Woobum Chase, now 
president of the University of North Carolina, was director of the institute at its be
ginning, and has steadfastly promoted social work and public welfare since that time. 
The same is true of Dr. Hall's studies in abnonnal psychology and many other aspects 
of his work which contribute largely to social interpretation. 

The educational journals, again, are important illustrations. The report of a 
special Committee on the Standardization of Educational Journals just made public 
says: "Educational journals are among the most powerlul forces at work in the 
improvement of the profession. n the intellectual life of the teachers of the nation is 
to be properly nourished, at least two million copies of such journals should circulate 
monthly. The present circulation is less than half that figure." In much the same 
way journals of engineering have paved the way for substantial progress m their respec
tive fields in a way that could not otherwise have been done. 

Other illustrations are abundant. In the medical profession the great programs 
of public heulth and sanitation have been preceded by scientific discovery and publica
tion. Hook worm and pellagra were academic questions, subject to theoretical ridicule 
until and even while being made known through scientific publications. Yellow fever 
and malaria. disease of body, mind, and of social groups are subjects first of scientific 
study, research, and discussion. Social application follows. Many other illustrations 
~ abundant. In politics and government social interpretation through the scientific 
journal is important. Many an academic question precedes the establishment of new 
public policies. The Boston Tea Party grew out of academic theory; so the Declara
tion of Independence. Enough has been suggested to point out the importance of the 
scientific journal as the forerunner of permanent progress in social work. 

From the viewpoint of the practical promotion of social work, ~ is another 
important factor. Can the scientific jouma.l not only make its major contributions to 
the profession of social work, but can it also help to overcome the decade-long objections 
in the way of social work? What are some of these objections? Will the scientific 
jouma.l help break up the interierence of the past or present? Before turning confi
dently toward the hold challenge of the future, therefore. note should be made of some 
of the difficulties that so far have prevented social work from becoming as large an 
integrnl factor in such a social program as would seem justified from the carefully set. 
forth claims of 50cial workers and hta.ny others who sense the larger meanings of social 
work. Such difficulties as have- been most prevalent. while to a large decree djmjnjsh. 

ing: as will be shown, may still bar the way to such goals as :l.fiss Richmond's ca.se-work 
ideul of "helping to build some of the foundations of essential justice for the democracy 
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of the future" or of Professor Queen's social work "where skilled !II!IVices are o.t the dis
posal of democmtically organized communities and states," or Professor Tuft's ideal 
"to look. at human societY in the broad way, to ask for its needs, to anticipate its future 
treatmeot, to sean:h out the causes ol its maladjustmeots, to exercise some directing 
influence on its greater future." Many of 'the obstacles, pbjections, and difficulties 
have been pointed out before. There are, however, certain other apparent difficulties,· 
both from withln and without the field of social work, which should be pointed out. 
Among the mast important are those obstacles that have been set up or allowed to grow 
up by the institutions themselves and by certain of the social workers, and would-be 
social workers, not Mpresentative of the whole method and spirit of«>clal work. 

Omitting for the ptesent the difficulties encountered by social work in its funda
mental task of adjusting human relationships in the home and !emily, we may note 
fust the common situation from the viewpoint of the school and education. Perbapa 
the greatest offendem in this field ..,., the college and UDiversity professors, and those 
who form and administer curricula. Among the last groups to be won over to the 
values to he found in instruction and training in social work, in social laboratories, and 
field work, and in a sound application of sociology to modern social Hfe have been the 
trained specialists in mllege and UDiversity in the departments of general literature, 
the classics, pure science, and even in history and government. Even the prelessor.o 
of education, forgetting so soon the hostility to professional training of teschers which 
they were called upon to combat, have fallen vigorously to making the same sort of 
attack, with the same lack of information and perspective. which was directed toward 
them a few years ago. . mustrations are legion. And the prelessors of eooDOJDics 
have stood afar off or have passed by on the other side. TJle professom of sociology, 
toe, have sometimes taken the unreasonable position of judgizig social work as a whole 
from certain parts and individuals, and have come to erroneous a>nclusinns without 
sufficient evidence, or without being willing lo male the actual needed contributions 
suggested by their criticism. Similar position has been found in the pubJie.school • , 
system and in the state and national conferences of an educational nature. It is not 
intended to deny the fact that some of the objections stated grow out of imj>erfectly 
developed or defective examples of social work; but these will be cited in the further 
· diso•ssion of the difliculties which social work em have p1soed in their own way aDd 
even as have other prelessions. · •.•. 

In much the same way social work has met opposition from other institutions. · 
The representatives of the church hve been afraid of the substitution of social service 
for the social gospel and have turned their eiforta too often toward the rldicule, by 
false analogy, of the methods o~ social work. Oflicia1s of local, state, and national 
government have generally mjnimj....t the importance of social work, and so long as 
they misunderstood its scope and method or so long as they could hold out they have 
UDiformly opposed it or tolemted it as a necessary adjuiu:t. In the field of iDdnstry, 
eusployers have been afraid of the social worker and of the methods of social work, even 
in the great progrsms of industrial social work now sponsored and supported by llosts 
of industries. And tht community itself, the comprehensive institution of them all, 
has looked with suspicion upon the coming of the social worker and has doubted whole
hesrtediy the efficacy of the social work progmm. In most of these instances,, the 
mention of which is a commonplace history, there has been the usual pmvincisl ten
dency of eaca institution to consider its own function and destiny to be separately 
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supreme, and to forget the organic interdependency of human concern and human 
democratic institutions. There has been, consequently and naturally, a failure to 
recognize social work as a profession or to co-operate with its personnel until it shall 
have attained further mastery over the difficulties in its way. 

There is, however, no disposition here or elsewhere to deny the implications that 
social workers themselves have failed to meet always adequately the situations before 
them. The prevailing objectio-ns and limitations might be set down under the two 
general headings of provincial professionalism, and of unscientific background and 
methods. The school and the educator will find some basis for caution in so far as 
the social worker, either ignorant of or refusing to recognize the school technique of 
long standing, scientific development, and much prestige, insists on overriding the pro
fession of teaching to the end that his ulay" program may be substituted. The church 
and the minister have a natural cause for caution in so far as the social worker, with 
youth and provincial learning, insists that the world no longer needs the church except 
as perhaps a social center, thus ignoring. as it w-ere, the craftsmanship, if you please, 
of the venerable profession of the ministry. Industry has reasons for doubts when half, 
baked individual theories are shoved into the field as panaceas for all labor troubles. 
Government and politics, with a rich heritage of evolution and technique, are but fol
lowing natural bents when they doubt the effectiveness of plans of community govern, 
ment without adequate legal background or knowledge of functional organization. A 
younger profession, with many younger members, in many ways one of its strong points, 
finds the community and its problems sometimes a difficult place in which to find bear
ing and perspective. The young case worker, who reports that a country home is 
unsuitable for placing out a child for the sole reason that the mother H dips snuff" while 
ridiculing at the same time the narrowness of the same mother for severely condemning 
the smoking of cigarettes by the same case worker, is matching provincialism with 
supreme provincialism. The young social worker, or editor, or publicist. while resent
ing the failure of the other professions to recognize social work as a profession, yet with~ 
out special knowledge or experience in technique of school, or government, or church~ 
01 industry, still udemands" that his plans be uput over,11 is laying a tremendous bur
den of provincialism on the profession of social work. In other words, the social worker 
is sometimes guilty <tf the same offenses of which he so bitterly complains in the other 
professions, 

The tendency of some social worken to essay fin.ai judgmeDts in all matters per
taining to the good of the individual or to the conduct of institutions has given rise to 
a criticism that social workers may not always have a satisfactory ba.ckground or a 
scientific basis for their conclusions. Now the social worker, with adequate prepara
tion and experience, should &S!>ire. if anyone should, to the reaches of human service. 
But the broad field and interests of the social worker, and his !'&5Sion to perform a great 
service in the readjustment of human rela.tiooships and in the establishment of his pro
fession, have sometimes caused him to yield to the temptation to feel humanly omnis
cient in fields where, in fact, he knows little. On the other hand. there has been oppor
tunity, because of the inability to measure the results of social work, and because of the 
need for social workers, for many to enlist who do not possess suitable preparation or 
aptitude. Of old, in rural cases. it was sometimes said that those who failed in other 
pursuits might teach or farm; indeed some attempted both. Unfortunately, to these 
have been added, in some instances, social work; and this has added its difficulties to 
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IIOcial work, just as the other oontn'buted so long to the limitation of the profession of 
teaching. Professor Giddings has pointed out with force and clarity some aspects of 
the scieDtilic basis for soc:ia1 work. Professor Tufts has noted the important fact thet 
social work. is tending ''toward more :(1Jndamental studies and more scientific analysis,', 
while Professor Burg<ss emph•sira "the tendency toward resean:h, both as a. basis of 
education for the newly denloping profession md as the indi"P""""ble condition for 
soc:ia1 case work." Finally it may not be amiss to note M;sa G.orgia Ralph's quezy 
in the April mid-monthly s..,..,; "Will it I!OOli be said of soc:ia1 work, as soc:ia1 work 
has said of the chun:hes, ths.t it lacks courage and mo.., ths.t it has failed~" 

Is not the scientific journal particuls.rly needed to meet oertain of these objections 
s.nd to overcome oertain difticul~ ~ Is there any substitnte? 

Fmally, in addition to making its generous oontribution to IIOcial work and over
coming oertain obstacles in the ws.y of soc:ia1 work, can the scientific journal aid IIOcial 
inteipretation to the extent of actually les.ding in this new day? It has been pointed 
out by President Angell, President Farrand, and others ths.t this is an age .in which the 
intellectual tension is being placed upon soc:ia1 problems. In other days it was on theol
ogy; in ls.tnr days the tension was upon science; now it is on soc:ia1 problems. Can 
anyone doubt the efficacy of the scientific journal of soc:ia1 interpretation in s.n era. and 
in a. crisis like this? Will soc:ia1 work.,. be able to ts.ke the lead in tho;<e larger tasks 
of soc:ia1 interpretation, as other professions hs.ve done so well in the other periods of 
intellectual tension? Such, .in brief, is the challenge for soc:ia1 worltOI!! and scientiJiC 
journals of soc:ia1 interpretation to join hs.nds anew .in the old CXH>pOJ:ative ventnre .in 
social concem. 

PUBLIC OPINION IN ~ROBLEMS OF RACE 
AND NATIONALITY 

RACE RELATIONS AND PUllLIC OPINION 

Gr......, Rome)~~~ Ta:Jior, P~ ~ Sw~~ary, Clli<4go C..........,. .,. 
RBU~, .. tHJU~.&.culiveDWf.dfd,10imCosH •iU.osJlllifods' 

of P,_,., ~. N.w Yod 

The relations between the white ..;..t Negro races, al-ys a problom of national · 
ooncern, has .in the last decade otmore assumed-a. new signifirance for the people of the 
whole COUll try. This is due to two res.sons, the l!ligr&tion of Negroes from liOUthern to 
northern states, s.nd the OCCUfle!!C& of race riots s.nd mob violence in northern aa well 
as southern coml!lunities. 

During ti.e tW!) years, 1916-18, it is estims.ted ths.t approximately soo,ooo Negroes 
migrated from southern to northern states. 

This migration was due primarily to the lsbor needs of northern industries during 
the Great Wu, but it was much encouraged by the desire of the southern Negroes to 
escape from whs.t they felt to be a land of discrimination, petseCUtion, and low wages 
to the "promised ls.nd" of equaltreo.tment, unlimited opportunity, and fabulous pros
perity. The migrants acxmtnated the existing problem of ·rs<:e oontact and brought 
new probloms of adjustment and assimilation as they came with their hs.bits of life 
and their tladitions, mainly from the rural south to Ulbsn communities of the north. 
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Our memories recall only too vividly the series of race riots and instances of mob 
violence which disgraced such northern cities as our national capital, Coatesville and 
Chester, Pennsylvania, East St. Louis, Illinois, Tulsa, Oklahoma, and Chicago. Only 
a few years earlier the memory of Abraham Lincoln had been dishonored in his home 
city of Springfield, illinois, by as tem"ble an exhibition of mob fury as any that has 
brought shame to the nation. 

No longer can the South say that it alone knows the problem and should be left to 
solve it in its own way; nor can the North longer point the finger of scorn at the states 
which previously maintained almost a monopoly of violations against the Negro. 
Henceforth, as never before, the people of all sections -of the United States must face 
unitedly the task of bringing about a better basis of race relations. 

It can never be too strongly emphasized. to use the language of the report of the 
Chicago Commission on Race Relations, that the problem is not of the Negroes, mak
ing; that no group in our population is less responsible for its existence; that the 
Negroes alone of all our immigrants came to America. against their will and by the 
special compelling invitation of the whites; that the institution of slavery was intro
duced, expanded, and maintained in the United States by the white people and for their 
own benefit; thai they likewise created the conditions that followed emancipation. 
The white people of the country may point out needed improvements in the living 
habits of the vast majority of Negroes, though not without remembering the mote in 
their own eye, but it must not be forgotten that higher standards of education and life 
among the Negroes create the very demands which arouse the most intense prejudice 
on the part of many white citizens. 

At the core, therefore. of our consideration of race relations1 are the mental atti~ 
tudes of the people of one race toward those of the other. We must study what is in 
the minds of people, how it came there1 and how the distorted conceptions, upon which 
opinion and action are so frequently based, may be modified. 

It requires only the briefest study to learn that the whites know faJ: less about 
Negroes and what they are t.hinking about than Negroes know about whites and their 
thoughts. Practically every Negro in America able to read reads some newspaper 
published by whites as well as some Negro newspapers. Rarely do we find white people, 
even in an audience oi social workers, with their effort to put themselves in the "other 
fellow 1s place," who have any familiarity with the Negro press. With this greater lack 
of knowledge on the part of the whites .. to Negroes, with the greater responsibility 
of the whites as the dominant race, and with the whites' greater prejudice and more rigid 
expression of it, it is a misnomer to refer merely to "the Negro probJem." The big 
problem is the problem of the white mind. 

You have already beard a scholarly analysis of the beliefs, conceptions, and the
ories which have arisen traditionally in each race about the other. I wish only to 
empha.siz:e the fact that among whites at least the- conceptions about Negroes are too 
frequently generalized from inadequate and unrepresentative- experiences, Too often 
are imputed to the Negro race as a whole the qualities of character which some one 
Negro, a servant for example, may exhibit. I remember distinctly the pride with which 
one Chicago editor said that he aJways consulted a certain Negro before printing any 
item of news which concerned Negroes. But a little inquiry amongst the Negro popula.
tion revealed the fact that this particular K egro v.-as considered as very unrepresenta
tive of the Negro race. 
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The history of social work in the last fifty )'UlS has laid emphasis upon individual
bed treatment, discarding generalized views about school_ children as a group, crimiDaJs 
as a group, and dependents as a group. It should be a most approprinte service in the 
cause of better race nlations for social workers to lead their communities to discard 
generalized conceptions of Negroes as a group, and to understand that Negroes are no 
more an alike than are whites, and that the wide range of individual differences, which 
is taken for granted amoagst whites, is aiso true amoagst Negroes. 

I wish to be understood as being interested not so niu<:h in fu:iDg the c:ulpability 
either of press or individuals for giving currency to wrong upinions, as in making clear 
the process by which erroneous opinions are set up, so that an of us may the better 
understand how to conect them. It is a natural habit of mind to accept the familiar 
and believe the expected. This applies quite as much to newspaper editomand reportem 
as it does to the rest of us. It is only natural therefore that news about Negroes which 
happens to coincide with the tmditioual beliefs built up in the white mind by genera
tions of slaverY and prejudice is the news which most frequently appeam in tbe press. 

No clearer example may be found than in the news about crimes committed by 
Negroes.· It is a truditioual belief amongst whites that Negroes are unduly inclined 
to crime and to certain types of crime. NeWl!p&per reportem and editom uncoDScioualy 
select and use crime stories about Negroes far out of proportino to the real Negro xecord 
of criminality. This in tum servos to confirm and increase the Impression with the 
white public that the Negro is inclined to crime, and so the vicious circle of thought and 
misconception m created. 

An analysis, mede during the investigations of the Chicago Collllllission on Race 
Relations, of r,ssr articles on social matters appearing in three Chicago neWl!p&pers 
during the two-year period, rgr6-r7, beought this point out clearly. Of these r,ssr 
articles, 1,338 were news items, xo8 were le~ters to the press, and 96 were editorials. 
Of the 1.338 news items, 309 were dewted to riots and clashes, and •97 to crime and 
vice-the two largest numbers. . Only I7 were dewted to public meetiogs held by the • 
Negro population, although many such mee~ were for the discussion pf lmpor- • 
tant matters m Negro impmvement and general Q)TNDIJDjty ooncem. Only I8 rdated 
to Negro education, 8 to Negro artistic endeavor, and.s to Negro business enterprise. 

Through this uoociation of the Negro with crime, so gross is the injustice which the 
Negro sulfers in the handliog of criminal afWr.t, the Chicago Commission on Race .. 
Relations found crime statistics alfectiog the Negro to be particularly !liiR!iable. "The 
evidence at band," says thereporl;"iodicates t"hat Negroes are debited with practically 
an their crimes, while othexs are not. It further appears, from the records and fmm the 
testimOny of judges in the juvenile; municipal. cin:uit, superior, and criminal courts, 
of police officials, of the states • attorneys, and of various experts on crime. probation, 
and puoie, that Negroes are more commonly arrested and subjected to police ideotili
cation than white oft"endem; that on similar evidence they are generaBy held and con
victed on more serious charges; and that they""' ginn longer sentences. This bias, 
when reflected in the figures, servos to boister by false 1iglms the already existing belief 
that Negroes are more likely to be criminal than other racial groups.'' 

The prevalent white notion as to the eriminality of Negroes is furthered by the 
DeWl!p&per habit of labeling as Negroes such individuals of the race as figure in news 
items. This accentuates the evil iol!uenoe of the dispruportionste publication of articles 
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about Negro crime. Innineca.sesoutof ten the articles read: HWilliam Jones, Negro," 
did this or that. Such stock phrases as "burly black brute/' repeated and repeated so 
that they come almost automaticaUy to the minds of reporters, serve to fix an impres
sion upon the white mind. Negroes frequently point out that a similar belief as to the 
criminality of Italians or Norwegians could easily be built up by placing such national 
designations after the name of every Italian or Nonvegian offender mentioned in news 
items. and that if the name of every offender with red hair was always accompanied by 
u red-headed," the public would soon develop an inordinate fear of all people with red 
hair. 

The frequent association of Negroes with sex crimes leads to the same vicious circle 
in the development of opinion. Two cases: come to mind in the investigations by the 
Chicago Commission. An altercation on a crowded street comer in Chicago occurred 
in which three Negroes struck down and killed a white man who had frequently been 
involved in quarrels with Negroes. The three Negroes fled through the streets and 
alleys pursued by a crowd of whites. Almost immediately throughout the crowd and 
in the neighborhood the rumor was current that a Negro had attacked a white woman. 
A stone thrown by a Negro boy in a suburb north of Chicago broke a windshield of an 
automobile driven by its owner, a white man named Blazier. A crowd of whites 
attacked a Negro habitation in the town. The news item which appeared in a Chicago 
newspaper the next day, telephoned by its conespondent in the suburb, stated that 
l.frs. Blazier had been injured, that a white crowd was passing by when Mrs. Blazier 
was struck by the stone and injured. Inquiry by the Commission developed the fact 
that Blazier had no wife, that there was no woman occupant of the car, but another 
man, and that no one was injured. 

The way in which such spread of rumor results in action was strikingly shown in 
connection with the most atrocious murder during the Chicago riot. A rumor somehow 
gained currency that an Italian girl had been kiiled by a Negro. An innocent Negro 
on a bicycle chanced into an Italian neighborhood in a part of the city far removed from 
the principal scene of rioting. He was set upon and murdered. The coroner found 
foprteen bullet wounds, many stab wounds, and fractures of the skull bones and of the 
limbs. The report cvncerniug the Italian girl proved to be a myth, for no girl was 
killed by anyone during the riot. The Negro who met death was innocent of any 
injury. There had been no previous rioting in the part of the city where he met his 
death and no further clashes followed it. The incident exhibited a further character
istic association of ideas in rumor, for immediately the report spread that the crowd 
had burned the Negro, which proved to be entirely false. 

Although many rumors and news items in the press referred to women as riot vic
tims, the facts as established by the Chicago Commission were that no one of the thirty
eight persons who lost their lives was a woman and that of the 537 persons injured only 
ten were women, seven of whom were white, two were Negroes, and the race of one 
unknown. All but one of these ten injuries appeared to be accidental. 

The newspapers' task of handling news during a period of such excitement and 
crowding of events as a riot is, of course, most difficult. On the other hand it must be 
recognized that in a time of such excitement the- effect of sensational news on the popu
lar mind is generally accentuated and the responsibility for careful handling of news is 
correspondingly greater. Where feeling is as pronounced as in a mce riot, it is of the 
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utmost importaDce tha.t .....,.tial facts be stated correctly. :Reports of dead and 
injuzod tend to produce a feeling tha.t tbe score must be evened up on tbe basis of "an 
eye for aa_e~ » a. Negro for a white, or vice versa. 

A most uofortunate impm>Sion may be made upon an excited public, Negro and 
white, by such an erroneous report as tbe following, in which newspapers, although they 
und.,.tated mther than """1!80fated tbe number of injuries, reported tha.t more than 6 
per cent more whites were injuzod than Negroes, when the ·fact was tha.t 28 per cent 
more Negroes were injuzod than whites. A news item in one newspaper stated that 
up to a given hour twenty persons had been killed, of whom thirteen were white and 
seven colored. The truth was tha.t of tbe t"""ty killed seven were white and thirteen 
colored. 

How directly rumor may be reflected in action is shown in tbe following: During 
tbe Chicago riot the police fouud a white man with a bottle of kerosene crawling under
neath a house oa:upied by Negroes. Upon being arrested and questioned at tbe poUoe 
station, he repeated an unfounded rumor tha.t Negroes had set fire to tbe houses of cer
tein whites in another part of the city, and confessed tha.t he was trying to get 
even. 

Mention must be made of malicious p10paganda as a most dangeiOas factor in so 
plaYing upou the l!aditicmal sentiments of race antagonism as to stimulate action which 
otherwise might not occur. A conspicuous instance of open and organized effort i.o 
inlluence tbe minds of whites against Negroes occurred in one part of Chicago where tbe 
purpose of tbe p10peganda was to unite white piOperty-<>Wile!S in opposition to tbe 
invasino of their I<Oidential areas by Negroes. The situ&tion was tense enough, hnt 
tbe p10peganda was extended to all Negroes and employed methods which inevitably 
increased bitterness and antagonism to the point of clashes. In this -oral neighho,. 
hood UO less than s8 bomb explosio:ns oa:uried in tbe period of July I, 1917, to March, 
·rgn, usually at houses recently purchased or occupied by Negroes. Two persons, • 
both Negroes, were killed, a number of white~ colored persons were~~ and tbe • 
damage to property amounted to more than $I'l",ooo. 

It would, of course, he possible to cite examples of the way in which Negro ""!'ti
ments of hitteroess and antagonism towa.xd tbe whites are built up and deliberately 
inllamed. But the commission's study ,oJ race relations in Chicago forced me to tbe 
ccmclusion tha.t the priocipal problem, as I beve already stated, is the problem of tbe' 

·white mind, and that progress toWard the elimination of prejudice on tbe part of tbe 
whites Is the surest way towa.xd brioging about .an accompsnying diminution of bitt.,. 
ness and antagonism on tbe pa{t of the Negroes. 

These two ends, however, can be aca>mplished only through the development of 
mutual unders'tanding. One rsce alone cannot solve its own or the other's p10blem of 
prejudice. It is impossible for one to understand tbe otheruuless there-be acqusintance 
and interchange of thought. 

The organization and experience of the Chicago Commission on Race Relations 
exemplifies the progress which may be geined thlOugh joint effort of the two races. As 
appointed by Governor Lowden, the Commission was composed half of leading white 
citirens and half of leading Negro citirens of Chicsgo. Its study of the blOod com
munity aspects of mce relations was carried .on through a stsff composed of whites and 
Negroes, an<! many informal conferen""'> in which people of both races psrticip&ted. 
Every member would heartily indorse the statement thst those ~ each race learned 
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much from those of the other, and that such closely co-operative effort is indispensable 
for the building up of real understanding. 

It may be remarked incidentally that Negro membership on the boards of directors 
and of the staffs of socia1 agencies operating in communities where both races are living 
would do much to increase not only the effectiveness of the work of such agencies but 
also the mutual understanding of the people of both races in the communities. 

In conclusion, we may take great hope from the progress which is being made, as 
Dr. Adolf Meyer bas so brilliantly pointed out, in the objective study of mental life. 
\\~e are seeiDg the passing of the time, as he says, when mental life has been considered 
a.s something beyond the range of the same kind of objective study as is given to the 
facts of any other science. This progress is pregnsnt with results for the straightening 
out of the mental attitudes of each race toward the other. 

Even in the few years since the Great War there has already come real progress 
in minimizing international hatreds. A:r. Secretary Hughes has said, we are accomplish
ing menta1 disarmament; we are scrapping not only our battleships but our suspicions. 
With all this emphasis on more sympathetic international understanding, we should not 
forget to apply this same spirit and this same effort toward the eradication of our rscial 
antagonisms at home. This conference has progressed from the da.y when it discussed 
the alleviation of poverty and has set the goal a.s the conquest of poverty. Is it too 
much to hope that as the decades go by we can achieve inspiring progress toward the 
conquest of prejudice? 

PUBLIC OPINION AND THE NEGRO 

Clulrks S. Jolms .... Frw,..,.ly Associ<lkSecrtiMy, CltkGgo Commission"" 
Race Relations; NIJ'W Director, Depadmenl of Research and 

In~tigaiions, NaiUmal Urban Leagru, New YDI'i 

In the study of the in.fluence of public opinion on race relations we are dealing with 
tluee important and highly sensitive elements: the facts upon which this opinion rests, 
the theories about these facts, and. most important of all, the actions based on the 
theories. There are certain physical facts that do not change. It is not the purpose 
here to deny or make apologies for the existence of them, whatever they are. But 
with respect to these there is a disposition to assume that the theories about the facts 
are as unchanging as the facts themselves. to deny the fact when it contradicts the the
ory, and to see facts when they do not exist because the theory demands them. There 
are, again, generalizations and theories built upon these assumed and actual facts that 
do change a.s society develops. aDd as false statements are refuted and new facts come 
to light. It is on these theories that the layman is most frequently confounded. Yet 
upon these as a basis he is constantly acting. 

The growth of feeling in the United States on the question of the Negro is a natural 
process. No one seriously believes that the conduct of the two races in relation to each 
other is inspired by moral depravity or mere meanness. No other relations are to be 
expected on the present background of beliefs, the one race about the other. The 
greatest difficulty in objectively analyzing these beliefs lies in the fact that we quite 
generally and naturally regard our views and beliefs, whatever they are, as founded on 
eternal and unchaoging principles. 
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The analogy between tbe struggle of women for status and tbet of the Negro popu
lation is suspiciously dose. Auatomically. mentally, and by an alleged special act of 
God both have been a.mmged in tbe scheme of creation a little lower tben supreme man 
of the particular race making the comparison. · L""' than seventy-five years ago women 
were held uofitted for college education. Scientists are still saying, but with a percepti
bly weakened sense of conviction, tbet women measure five ounces less brain matter 
than men and lack 1<8SOning capacity. The facts about woman. as, for example, that 
she is dilierent from man, had not changed in 1920 when Ulliverssl sulfrage was gmnted. 
The theories about tbe fact, however, had undergone an almost complete revolution. 

False notions, if believed, false preconceptions, may control conduct as eflectively 
as true ones. The moral eruptiODS observed in tbe Ieddess unrestraint of tbe mol;> mind 
are, from one point of view, mOIOiy I.I1 acute phase of the same opinion held by those 
who condone even while not actually participating in tbe unpleasant work of tbe mobs. 
The riots in Washington, Atlanta, Chicago, East St. Louis, and Omaha, are striking 
esa.mples of tbe accumulated resentments, unchallenged mutual beliefs, tbe one race 
about the other~ If these beliefs can be made access10le for examination, there is hope 
tbet many of them may bo corm:ted. 

There are three c:&lliiDal be1ieis that may be said to control in one form or anothei: 
most of the thinking about Negroes: first, that they are mentally inferior by nature; 
second, that, they are innately immoral; and, thiid, tbet tbey are innately aiminal. 
The alleged innate mental inferiority of tbe Negro was once held to be due to a dilieience 
in species; then, again, to a more recent emergence from primitive life; and, linally, 
to badr.wardnesa in ascending the scale of civilization. A.na.tura! deduction followa: 
the mind of tbe Negro cannot be improved beyond a given level; so, quite logic:ally 
adapting his education to his capacities, be is taught mainly to use his bands. The 
belief provides one of the strongest objections to expenditures for Negro education in 
states where there are separate schools for Negroes; tbey ...., uneducable. , , 

This theory has a natural history.. The first Negroes brought to this country were 
not slaves but bond servants, on tbe same footibi with indentured white serV&nts. It • ' 
soon developed, however, tbet permanent servitude and tbe slave tiaffic were his!>IY 
profitable. The holding of slaves by a Christian nation demanded some kind of ju•ti
fication, a-conscience balm. If it were. ~t!li,cally wrong for one human being to enslave 
another, conscience could best be eased by proving that these slaves were less than hu-· · , 
man. Accordingly, biblical arguinents, foundM on Noab and tbe Ark and his three 
sons, one of whom was cursed, have convenientJ¥.supplied support for the unscientific. 
Charles Carroll wrote a book to establish from biblkal texts tbe fact that man was 
created in the image of God and, since God, as eveiYbody knows, is not a Negro, it 
follows tbet the Negro is not a man. Science helped tO bolster up the theories. Prac
tically every anthropologist of tbe old school at some tioie in his career "proved" 
tbe ~tial inferiority of Negroes, first, by cranial measorement, then by brain weight, 
the>! by the complexity of convolutions, eacb in turn being discredited. 

Although Dr. Fi&nk.lin P. Mall, an associate of Dr. R. B. Bean, by using more 
precise instruments, precautions against personal bias, and the same brains, absolutely 
contradicted tbe "findings" of Dr. Bean, these "findings" are still quoted to support 
the belief in tbe peculiar strocture of tbe Negro brain. 

Dr. M. J. Mayo, by a study of white and Negro children in the New York PubHc 
Schools, deduced conclusions which are regarded as scientific in spite of the fact that 
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he used the subjective ratings of teachers as units of measurements, and trusted to the 
memory of teachers extending over three -or four years to select the colored pupils from 
records not classified by race. His study was confounded by the fact that, contrazy 
to theory, the colored children registered higher in the more exact mathematica.l sub
jects. The difference was 4 per cent. 

Then came the army intelligence tests, which a new school is insisting are a measure 
of innate intelligence. Again the Negroes have been consigned to their familiar station. 
They were needed in largest numbers as laborers and fewest in the higher branches of 
the service; and by admitted design the lowest classes among whites were freely elimi
nated. The surgeon general•s instructions to the psychology division explicitly state 
that crin the examination of Negro recruits, camp precedure should be determined by 
the practical needs of the anny, and the collection of scientific data always incidental 
to this main purpose.n Yet the resu1ts are being used by some as primarily scientific. 

The Negroes in most camps were marched in a body to the Beta tests, designed 
principally for non-English spealdng recruits; this was done in spite of the- objection 
of practically all the camps that these tests unnaturally limited Negroes. Specifically 
65.6 per cent of the Negroes as compared with 24.7 per cent of the whites were given 
the Beta tests. Discrimination was further shown when it came to re-examination; 
only 20 per cent of the Negro failures were re-examined in spite of the fact that 86.9 
per cent of these re-examined improved their score anywhere from 3 per cent to 30 per 
cent. The inteUigence gap between Southern Negroes with practically no schools and 
Negroes living in the North with better educational facilities is eight points greater than 
the difference between native whites and Negroes. 

During slavery, when it was the policy to keep Negroes ignorant, and for a period 
after emancipatio~ when over 90 per cent of the Negro population was illiterate, it 
could easily be believed that their illiteracy was unescapable and etema.l. But now 
educability has been demonstrated: illiteracy has been reduced to 25 per cent; thou
sands have gmduated from standard universities• and thousands have entered the 
professions. In spite of such facts as these, and in spite of its questionable support, 
the belief in the innate mental inferiority of the Negro persists. It tends to crush the 
Negro's hope of improvement through education; it insists that Negro education is 
useless; it distorts hooest ambition iDto a desire to avoid hard work, and all effort at 
honest thinking into impertinence and radicalism. 

The second cardinal belief concerns the "constitutional immorality" of Negroes. 
They are sometimes in charity called unmoral. Frederick L. Hoffman in a study of 
H Race Traitsn concluded that "all his facts proved that education, philanthropy, and 
religion have failed to develop {among the Negroes) an appreciation of the stem and 
uncompromising virtues of the Aryan race., 

Not long ago a professor in an Eastern college made the statement that less than 3 
per cent of the Negro women are virtuous. It got credence in spite of the fact that it is 
as impossible of proof as a. similar statement about any other race. A writer in a promi
nent sociologica.l magazine a few months ago, after a study of sixteen cases of desertion 
in Negro families, assumed a racial lack of moral standards among 12,ooo,ooo Negroes 
and deduced a philosophy to explain it. 

The statistical evidence of immorality consists largely of figures on illegitimacy. 
Records here are meager and, when found, tend to shield those with greater means of 
Ra<CY and knowledge of birth control; the number of illegitimate mulattoes and the 
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pRVB]ence of venereal diseases, however, point to a lack of restraint DOt wholly Negroid. 
Pme blacks do not propagate a mixed breed, and venereal diseases were unknown amcmg 
the Negroes imported to this country. But there is a theory io explain the mulatto 
populalk>J! in what is called the "biological urge" of females of inferior races to mate 
with males of the superior race. This places the latter quite innocently on the defen. 
sive. There can be 110 honest objection to the statement that there are immoral 
Negroes, in fact, many such; the rub and the res! danger come in the assumption that 
this immorality is the result of a OODStituUonal laxity which is peculiar to Negroes as a 
race. 

The third cardinal belief is closely lillie<! with the fot<ogoing, that Negroes are 
c:riminal by nature. An alleged peculiar emotional instabilicy predisposes them to 
crimes of violence, particularly sex crimes, and & CODStitutional character weakness 
&ddicts them to petty thefts. In pmctically fNOlY city with a large Negro population 
their crime rate uceeds their proportion in the population.. There •• Negro criminals 

and they·are condemned without apology or excuse. But the bugaboo of the mmiMI 
IJIIIIw• of NsgrO<s is unnecessarily Severe and imwarranted. A CODStituUonal criminal 
nature would most certainly :have shown itself duriog the Civil War when the protective 
hand of the m&Ster was withdrawo from his family and the Negro slave stood guard. 
Yet DOt a single case is recorded of the betrayal of that trust. · Figurea on Negro crime 
mrely escape factors completely viti&ting for comparative purposes. The police 
oflicers, jurors, and court oflicials are members of the public and hold the ooiDIXlOD. 
beliefs about Negro traits. 

In ooe part of New York City, to take ooe """"'!'~e. there were, inooe year, Dine 
more white persons indicted for rape in the first degree than there were Negroes even 
&ecused of the crime throughout the United States in four year!, and more evidence is 
requinod by a New York jury than by & lyoching mob. Or, put it this way: a predilec
tion. for sex crimes can scarcely in fairness be assigned to a race with an average popu
lation of 8,ooo,ooo, of which number 675 :have b= charged with the crime in a period 
of thirty years. Yet this belief,.deepeoed by its ......:iation with the most elemeotaf ' 
of human passions, prompts constaot and innumerable perversions and absUrdities of ' 
cond~ • 

Although these three cardinal beliefs are the most dangerous, there are others, Jess 
important, but worth quostioeing &t least: . (a) That th• Negro race is pbysically repul
siv,_..,e encyclopedi& states tb&t !beY "enut an odor similar to that of & gost." This' 
is entertained less by those whose'<hildren were reared by Negro "mo.mmies" than by 
those who re&d ahout Negroes or are -~ this peculiarity. (b) That they are 
constitutionally incapable of resisting the ravages of the white man's diseases, dying 
out inedeem&bly from tubercUlosis &nd veneresl disee•es, thU. making prog:nu;.. of 
be&lth improvement hopeless, although by & little elfort their mortality :has beeo J:e

reduced at per -cent in eleven ye&J:!I. (c) That they are ":happy-go-lucky" and 
"thriftless," although they own farm lands valued at more than l>,soo,ooo,ooo, 
nearly o,ooo,ooo are insured in one large insurance company alone, and one of every 
four fa.milles owos its home. 

Jokes ahout Negroes, news stories, anecdotes, gossip, the stage, the motion pic>
tures, the Oct&vus Roy Cobeo, Hugh. Wiley, and Irvin S. Cobb type of humorous fiction, 
repeated with unvarying outline, have helped to build up and eryotallile a lictitious 
being unlike any Negro. Usually one of two things :happen& wheB a Negro fails to 
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reflect the typt>: Either he is considered an exception, or he is "out of his place." The 
SOUI<eS of information covering this group that might be useful in dispelling many of 
these notions are most unfortunate. Few white people read Negro periodicals, and 
they come in contact with only a few Negroes, usually their servants whom they often 
seem to regard as omniscient on the aims. individ~ and incidents of the race. 

It is this mass of ideas about the Negro, accumulated ~rough experience, passed 
on through tradition, imbedded in the mores and absorbed even without conscious at
tention, with which this paper deals. These are the background of recognition, of clas
sification1 and of beha"ior itself. This body of ideas, compounded of time-saving 
generalizations, stereotypes, myths, conventions, and dogma-what Walter Lippman 
in his. excellent volume on Public Opinion calls "the picture within our heads "--de~ 
termines our attitudes, our way of interpreting facts, our way even of seeing facts. 
To quote this author: "Except where we deliberately keep prejudice in suspense, we 
do not study a man and judge him to be bad." •••. uwe see a bad man." 

Now what of the Negroes themselves? Vv'hat are the effects of all these beliefs 
upon them ? They cannot escape being assailed on every hand from early childhood 
to the end of their lives, with a pervading intimation of their own inferiority. From 
the beginning they are saturated in a tradition of their own incompetence. This is a 
poison. as one writer pats it, at the very centers of growth. They grow up in the system 
inferior not only to the other race, but to their potential selves. They are in the midst 
of an advanced social system, of definite cuJtural infiut>nces, but denied fuU participa
tion. They may never escape tht- insistent implications of their status and race. 
Attention and intert-st are centered upon them.St"]ves. They becomf' race conscious. 
Opinions and feelings on general questions must always be filtered through this narrow 
scr~en that St"parates them from their neighbors. Their opinions are, therefore, largely 
& negative product, either disparagement of difficu1ties or protest. This enforced self
consciousness has developed strange distortions of conduct in many, increasing Sf'Dsi

tiveness to slights and fabricating compensations for their inferior station. Natural 
impulses and desires are balked. Their conduct becomes unintelligible. The proces
ses of thought by which opinions are reachPd and translated into action are, as a 
result of their isolation, concealed from outsiders. 

The u Back to Africa, movement among Negroes is. a dramatic demonstration of 
their attitude toward their status. This rather absurd dream, to which more than 
x,ooo,ooo Negroes have contributed funds, is more than a gesture to escape America. 
It is a movement of the class lowest down to fabricate a background and a racial self
respect, to compensate for the prestige and power they have habitually lacked. 

Another reflection of their attitude toward their Status is the mass movements from 
South to North. Over soo,ooo have moved within the last six years. Probably I001• 

ooo have moved in the last year. The motives have been both economic and senti
mf'ntal. Both desiffs are evide-ncf's of dissatisfaction and unrest, and these dissatis
factions are in large- part the result of chaniting standards among the Negroes. 

A third refiection is flight of quite a different sort. Tt is that of leaving the Negro 
race entirely, 1 'crossing over" it is called. \Vhc-n a pe-rson of partial Negro descent, 
who is to all appearances indistinguishable, eJects to class himself as a Negro, he volun
tarily assumes all of the limitatioos plae<d upon that group. But he is an equal and 
an eligible to all !onns of association with whites so long as he forgets that black twig 
on his family tree. Dr. Homdl Hart estimates this forgetfulness to be occmring in 
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about •s,ooo new cases each year. The subject does not yield itself readily to statistical 
treatment and the estimate is probably overstated, but it is fact thst as the ring around 
the Negroes grows tighter,· it is squeezing out many who can easily escape, and thus 
beginning a process which the most zealous upholders of ths American dogma have 
decla.red could never occur and which they are most anxious to prevent. 

· On ths hasis of prevailing ·beliefs, race discriminatiens are faultlessly logical. 
When ths practices vary, it is because the belieis ...zy. No senSl'ble person would insist 
that morons sbould be accorded by society the liberties of normal individuals. :But 
the fact thst it has been foond of temporaiY conveoieoce to attribute to Negroes the 
mentsl and moral qUalities of morons is no warrant for permitting the belief to go 
unchaliengod. 

This body of 11eliefs, compoonded of a mixture of truth and fiction, self-interest, 
and passion, forms the structure of publk opinion on the question of ths Negro. These 
beliefs unchaliengod not only magnify themselves and breed others but react upon the 
Negro group, distortiog its conduct. This distortion provokes in turn a sterner appli· 
cation of these beliefs, and so on indefinitely, and with each step the isolation increases, 
each gloup building up its own myths and stiffening its own group morale. If the myths 
can be dissolved, if indeed ths beliefs can oe honestly questioned, many of our inhihi· 
tions to norm&!, rational, and ethical conduct will be removed. 

THE MYTH OF SUPERIORITY 

Proj~SSDr H •berl Atla!P'- Milhr, /kptwtmeM of SoQology,, 
Obtrlits CoUeg•, Oberlits 

Prejudice is the biss of judgment thst comes from either caprice or training. 
Caprice is individual and sporadic, and may sometimes be explained by psychoanalysis,· 
and sometimes is too subtle to be accounted for. '!l.Uned prejudice is socW, and per-. 
eiste.nt. The spontaneity of capricious prejudke gives it ths appearance of an instinct 
and thus releases the possessor from moral responsihility. • , 

Trained prejudices are pre-eminently a.rtilicial-pure creations, but they have 
social sanction, and thus a distinct moral.f!avor. In the past they have been develope<j 
in religious and class groups. At ,Present they predominate in natiooalism, but looming 
ahead is intense race coosciousnesS and its ow'n set of prejodices. The mschinery for 
the inculcation of group attitudes ,is complex 8J1d efficient. The impulse which under
lies prejudice is probebly egotism. Individual egotism is recogni:ed as a vice, and there 
is a constant struggle to hold it in check. Group egotism on the other band is magni
fied as the highest virtue whether in church, nation, or chamber of commerce. The 
identification of the individual with the group gives the emotional l!&tisfactien to the 
ego urge without ths paug of conscience which accompanies it when it is individual. 

When the group is convinced, as is Christianity, that it possesses the only way of 
lllllvatien, rationaliaation of an aggressive egotism is easy. We have recogoieed, he>w
ever, thst it may be carried too far, and we call bigotry thst religious zeal which is· 
uncompromising. This is now a vice, religious tolerance has been made ths law of 
most countries, and while bigotry and intolerance may remain, they are without con-
stitutional sanction. . 
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Excessive patriotism is called "chauvinism," and is creating as much disturbance 
as religious bigotry. The next step must be national tolerance which will correspond 
to religious tolerance. In fact, all the new states of Europe make constitutional pro
tection of minorities to meet this situation. The relation of .races has not yet reached 
its crisis1 but it is rapidly approaching, though we have as yet no word like bigotry and 
chauvinism to indicate the vice of racial egotism. 

In the period of deve1opment each of the groups seem to find justification in its own 
merits. But when there is some questioning of prestige, some mythical sanction 
becomes necessary. When chiefs ruled by power, there was no criterion except the 
possession of the power, but when kingship became hereditary and the birthright was 
not so obvious, it was necessary to call in the divine right of kings. This particular 
myth has been exploded, and since theism has generally changed from transcendency 
to .immanency, thus instead of an outside God who might give special privilege or 
power, now the divine or cosmic power is inherent in the process itself, so that the way 
of nature may be considered as the way of Providence. Thus the theory of evolution 
offers support to those who are trying to justify existing status. The dominance of 
class or race seems to be the result of natural fitness, and has the apparent force of 
divine sanction. This is one of the prevailingmythsof the present. It has made easy, 
however, the rationalizing of group egotism, through religion, the press, the law, neigh
borhood gossip, and now by science. 

Hundred per cent patriotism and confidence in Nordic superiority are the two most 
dangerous ideas in the world today, because they lead in exat.:tly the opposite direction 
to which civilization must go if it is to survive. The fundamental objection to these 
ideas is fust that they have no basis in fact, and second that they organize emotions 
that :~re far reaching in their consequences. 

Both these ideas may be described as defense complexes which have sprung into 
focus with the first uneasy feeling that the old assumptions were no longer valid. 
Patriotism can no longer be justified because the fatherland includes the means of sur
vivaL In the present world a large proportion of what gives meaning to life is inter· 
national. Economic processes both of finance and production are only artificially 
related to the national boundaries. Science, art, and ideas are national only when 
provincial. Sentiment and local activity may justify a 15 per cent patriotism1 but any 
more than that means an emotional adherence to what has no basis in fact. In the 
face of this fading away of a proper reason for patriotism we find the whole world organ
izing itself as though the national unit were the ultimate reality. The anarchy of 
nations is as irrational as the anarchy of individuals. 

In the last 400 years the people who are classified as "Nordics" have succeeded 
in getting political control over most of the surface of the globe. The white race, led 
by this small fraction of itself, has come to feel that it has been destined to rule the two
thlrds of the human race that is not white. The colored races are beginning to revolt, 
and the scepter of domination is passing both from the white race and from that part 
of it which had been in possession.. This threat is resisted with as much energy as has 
been the case with the passing of every order. The vocabulary of science has been 
appropriated and the methods prostituted to prove what men want to prove, namely 
their morn.l right to keep what they want. 

The most fruitful medium for this method has been intelligence testing. We have 
developed a large crop of pseudoscientists. They""' of two sorts: those who have 
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genuine scientific standing in one field, say biology, psycllology, or education, and who 
go into other lields to make generalizations such as they would not dream of making 
within their own lields. I know of an entomologist who is most e&relul what he says 
about bugs, but who applies principles which he has derived from the study of bugs 
to sweeping statements about the Japanese. And there are many good psycllologists 
who lay down B.ll immigration policy as a result of conclusions drawn from the army 
tests. The other kind of pseudoscientists might be called half-baked scientists. They 
have, in a few hours or weeks, loamed how to give Binet tests, and they have as much 
blatancy and confidence as a patent medicine vendor. 

Intelligence-testing is one of the most promising lields of resean:h now before us, 
but it is also amenable to as much mythical use as ever came from a superoatural 
religion. The lint error is in the claim thet it tests more than it actually does test, 
whereas it only tests the limited range in which it applies. The second fallacy comes 
from compariog curves B.lldaverages. If there were any test whose results would enable 
one to judge a race from the test itself, it might be a valid test, but so far there is no way 
of classifYing a group except by color, or language, or place of birth, and then making 
a comparison of curves in tests which apply equally to all. In every case there will be 
overlapping and, though the median line of groups may be quite separete, there is 
never a case where the curves are exclusive. This being the case, there is no reason 
why any entirely different grouping should not be used-height and weight, color' of 
eyes, and slant of nose. 

The tendency of all this rationaliMtion is to make a holy war OUt of the conllict 
which is impending. We are being artmcisliy trained into prejudices which are not 
natural. Individuals of different races and nations may Iiave cordial hilman reistions, 
~t when the group prejudice is released relations thet were cordial may become hostile. 
Tho man with a brogue becomes a bolsbeVik, or a hun, and every one of a different 
color becomes an mferior. 

The way of salvation is a group conviction of sin which will condemn the egotism.' 
and immorality of a race or a nation as severely as it does that of an individUaL The' 
myth of superiority will pass when we can follow the injunction of Kant to treat every 
person as an end, never as a means. When the immigrant is to be admitted as a l'ahor 
commodity, there is little possibility of respecting him as a person. When an intelligent 
person is classilied with a group with 'a !Ow average, it is difficult to separate him from 
the low average, though he does liD! belong there except by the chance grouping. There 
is no evidence that the superiority of any existillg dominant group is based on anything 
but &n accident, and any attempt to DWntain that dominance by teaSOI1 is merely the 
rationaliaation of a. myth. - · 
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PUBLIC OPINION ON SOCIAL WELFARE QUESTIONS AS 
INDICATED BY THE REFERENDUM 

THE REFERENDUM IN TUBERCULOSIS 
CAMPAIGNS 

PhilipP. JIJCObs, Pub/icily Dir<CJ<w, Nalional Tub.,cul<Jsis Ass<>
ciatitm, New York 

Growing out of the general movement for the initiative and referendum has been 
the perlectly natwal adaptation of this method of sounding public opinion by those 
interested in the campaign against tuberculosis. 

Immediately following the Sixth International Congress on Tuberculosis, held in 
Washington in the fall of x<)08, thue began to develop in various parts of the country 
a movement to secure hospital provision for tuberculous patients both in the incipient 
and in the advanced stages of the disease. To meet this demand the antituberculosis 
associations used a variety of methods. In some states, as for exa.m.p1e in New York, 
it was necessary to secure enabling legislation permitting counties to build such institu
tions. In other states, as Illinois, legislation was sought allowing the voters either of 
the municipality or the county to express their opinions upon the hospital question. 
In still others, as in llassachusetts or Pennsylvania-1 the matter was solved by the 
establishment of large, state institutions. It is with the second group of states that 
this paper will largely deal. 

One of the earliest records oi a special statute providing for a tuberculosis referen
dum is the Glackin Law enacted in Marcb 1909 by the Illloois Legislature. The law 
was sponsored largely by the Chicago Tuberculosis Institute, which organization was 
anxious to secure a tuberculosis sanatorium for the city. Immediately following the 
enactment of the law, the Chicago Tuberculosis Institute began a campaign to secure a. 
referendum vote on the hospital question. The matter wa.s put up to the voters of 
Chicago immediately after the bill was signed, andJ after a month's campaign, a vote 
w;u taken, in which t67,230 votes were cast for the sanatorium and 39,410 against the 
proposition. 

Since this historic campaign in Chicago, a number of other states have enacted 
legislation providing for special referendums of the voters of cities or counties to deter
mint: whether or not a tuberculosis sanatorium or hospital should be built out of public 
funds. Among the states that have such provision at the- present time are New York, 
Kentucky, .Minnesota, Vermont. Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Texas, Indiana, ~is, 
Missouri, and a number of others. 

In collecting material for this papu, an effort has beeo made to summarize the 
experience of the last ten years or more of each of these states.. In some instances 
it has been impossible to get the detailed information desired. In other instances the 
referendum provision of the law has never been used. Consequently, the statistics 
in the paper deal largely with the experience of only five statesj namely, Vermont, Illi
nois. Penosylvania1 Indiana, and New York. The figures are furthermore limited, in. 
that they deal only with votes taken on mattets dealing with tuberculosis hospitals or 
sanatoriums. No effort has beeo made to collect detailed information on refuendums 
in which provision for nurses1 clinics, or general bond issues have been voted upon. In 
all of the states listed, moreover, the tubucu:losis hospital referendum is made the sutr 
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ject of a special statute. In some of them then. are general initiative and referendum 
Jaws in addition to those dealing specifira!]y with tuben:ulos;s hOspitals. 

In the five states studied, since rgrs, with the exception of the Chicago vote men
tioned above, 76 units have voted upon tuben:ulosis-hospital questions. In some 
instances the units were cities; in some they were counties; and in some they were 
groups of counties or districts. The total number of votes cast in the 76 units was 
r,ro8,349. Of this number 798,rgo voted lor the hospital proposition and 310,227 
voted against it. Putting it another way, 1• per ~ent of the total vote was for and 28 
per ~ against the tuberculasis-hospital propositions. The total male population of 
voting age in the 76 units was •,36o,04r, of which the total vote cast on the referendum 
question is approximately so per cent. 

It is interesting to note that of the 76 votes taken, 3 were in Vermont, s• in Dlinois, 
II in Pennsylvania, r in Indiana &nd 9 in New York state. In all cases, except two, 
the votes were favorable for the hospital question. 

It is also a matter of interest to zec:ord that in most of the cases where the vote waa 
favorable tlie institutions provided by the fiat of the voters have been built and are in 
operation. ·A striking erception to this is in the case of the s• tounties and cities in 
Dlinois. In this state a number of the counties have taken no steps toward building 
an institution because of the fact that the referendum vote provided an insufficient aum 
lor building such institutions. 

There are a number of pertinent questions relative to the procedure of initiation 
and voting that are also worthy of special attention in a study of this c:harac:ter. The 
ballot or question to be put to the voteis varies considerably in different states. In 
Dlinois, for erample, the proposition calls for the levy of a' tax lor a tuber<ulosis sana
torium or for the levy of a tax against a tuberculosis sanatorium. The tax, regulated 
by law, may not exceed three mills lor each hundred of assessed property valuation. 
In New York the vote is definitely for the approptiation of a specific sum to establish 
a tuberculosis hospital in the particular oounty. The Pennsylvania vote is similai.' 
In other states the vote merely registers a desire lor a hospital on the part of !lie voters,· ' 
but does not specify the funds needed. This aefiniteness or lack of definiteness has 
had no appsrent elfect on the registering of a favorable opinion. ' ' 

Inmost cases any qualified voter is allowed to vote on the question. Ina few cases, 
as, for erample, in Teraa, only tax-paying voters may vote. In most instances the' 
initiotion of the referendum is done by petition, with roo or more names. In New 
York, however, the initiation is Jaft to the COlJl!o/ supervisoiS who may or may not be 
willing m put the question up to the v;oters. In Dlinois, Texas, Missouri, and some 
other states a local hospital camiot be established without a vote of the people. In some 
states, such aa New York or Minnesota, the county governing hoard may establish a 
hospital without suhmittiog it to popular vote, or they may use the popular vote if 
they so desire. In most instances the oounty or municipal governing hoard has a cer
tain amount of freedom with regard to executing the will of the people as eapressed in 
the referendum. Hence the delay in establishiog hospitals after a favorable vote has 
been taken, which frequently occurs. 

. It is necessary also to consider the process by which a vote on a oounty hospital 
question is secured. Take, for eumple, a typical refereodum a.mpaign in New York, 
Pennsylvo.ni4, or Dlinois. The question has been initiated and is to be put before the 
people on a certain date, a month, two months, or three months hence. The usual p10-
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cedure of the tuberculosis association, which in most instances is responsible for stimu
lating action, is to secure some form of special organization or special campaign 
machinery. The woinen's dubs, labor unions, the churchei, the physicians, the schools, 
the lodges, the farm organizations, and in fact every organized force in the community 
is urged to pass resolutions and to secure the support of its own constituency to vote on 
the question. Every effort is made to keep the question out of politics and to make it 
entirely non-partisan. The vote is for or against the hospital proposition and is with
out regard to party lines. Posters, lectures, motion pictures, circulars, exhibits. health 
playS, and a great variety of special educational devices bring the matter constantly 
before the people. The newspapers also devote a large amount of space to the subject. 
Not infrequently paid advertising is used. An effort is made thus to educate the voting 
population from every possible source. Usually the principal argument against the 
county hospital is. of course, the one of increased taxation. To offset this the economic 
argument, pointing out that the saving of life brought about by a tuberculosis hospital 
adds wealth to the community, is widely employed. The appeal is both selfish and 
humanitarian, and is usually presented from the emotional as well as the logical aspects 
of the problem. Letters and postcards are sent in many cases, just before the election) 
to selected lists of people, calling their attention to the vote1 and every electioneering 
method known is used to get a favorable reaction. 

The result of ali of these measures has been that in most instances where tubercu~ 
losis referendum campaigns have ~n carried on, the vote for the hospital question has 
been as large or even Jarger than the vote of the most popular candidate in those cases 
where the referendum has been a part of a general election campaign. \Vhere the 
referendum has been a separate and distinct campaign, the carrying of the vote for 
the hospital is usually a somewhat simpler matter. \Vhere several special questions 
have been put to the voters in one election, the tuberculosis referendum usually leads 
in favorable votes. 

In those few communities where the vote has been lost, so far as the records are 
available, they clearly point out that the loss of the proposition has been due to apathy 
on the part of the local organization and a failure to organize and calflpaign the county. 

· It seems perfect1y obvious from the experience of these various votes. therefore, 
that the mere initiating of the question of the establishment of a tuberculosis hospital 
is not enough to carry it in an election. A large amount of constructive educational 
work must be done in order Lo develop a public opinion that will crystallize and express 
itself in favo[' of the hospital proposition. 

The experience of 'Wyoming in a tuberculosis sanatorium is somewhat peculiar~ 
but at the same time is so indicative of the po~ibilities of the referendum in expressing 
public opinion that special mention of it should be made. In 1921 the legislature 
passed a bill providing that a state sana.torium should be built in a county of that state 
that had certain qualifications, which county the people were to select by popular vote. 
The county was required to be able to provide a site for the sanatorium not more than 
Dve miles from a railroad and at an altitude of between 3,500 and 5,750 feet, with "a 
convenient supply of good water, a dry sunny climate, and a site of not less than 40 
acres... Any county that could meet these conditions was eligible to nomination as a 
.. candidate•• for the state sanatorium. 

The ek-ction was held in November 1922. Five counties were nominated as 04 can~ 
didates" £or the sanatorium site. A total of 32,610 votes was poUed for the five 
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counties, the largest vote being for Big Hom County, 13,59•· The use of the refezen. 
dum in this way might be compared with a vote for a series of candidates for a partieulat 
office. 

The. campaign against toberculosis carried on by the lllltional, atate, and local 
toberculosis associations during the last eighteen yean baa brought this popular social 
que~tion to the public's attention in a great variety of wayo. It seems to be a fail 
conclusion, from the experience of the campaign and partieulatly from thet part of the 
experience thet deals with toberculosis hospital referendums, to oay that if the voter& of 
a community are given a chance to ezpress their opinion after a. propa proceso of edu
cation upon a question pertaining to tobercuJosis institution& or similar provision, they 
will in the great majority of cases vote overwhelmingly in favor of such proposition. 
even though the clear and definite implication of ouch vote is an increase in taaation. 

THE REFERENDUM lN WASHINGTON 

Slutwt A.Riu,/OffiUTly &lU<IJiiMstJf Dirl<lor, N ""'-s- Di>itUm 
Allf#'iQm R&d Cross, Seallh 

A new political device r<iceiveo incroaoing public attention. After reaching a cer
tain maximum, public attention then declines. Wherever the device baa been adopted 
and experimonted with during the early phaoe, its """ likewise tendo to decline and 
become stabilized during the perind whon popular attention io taming to other things. 

The ac:oompaaying charto indicate the coune of this development with respect to 
the initiative and tefereu.dum. A maximum in the umoVement" was reached about 
tgu or xgu. Since then, public interest, ao gauged by the number of articleo in the 
R<ad•'• Guide, and by the number of atateo adopting the principle in their conotitu
tions, baa fallen away. Coincidently, the perind of experimentation, a.o indicated by 
the number of mea.oures voted upon in the state of Oregon, baa also tended to decliM.' 

Washington's experience with the referendum began in 1913 at the pnclse time· 
that the public in general wao beginning to forget the"! and R." It is largely in conso
quence of this fact that Washington baa voted upon •1 initietive and referendum meaa
UieS only, a.o compared with more than 214 in Oregon, its neighbor. 

The voter& of Washington have cfefellted •• of the 27 meaoures presented to them. · 
Sizteen of these •1 had previooaly been passed by the legislatore and were refemd. 
Two were adopted. Eleven were initiated by some group of voters, of which 3 were 
adopted. We might say that the initiative lW seldom won and the tefereu.dum baa 
seldom lost. The dominant attitude of the voter& baa thus been negative. It baa 
ftSU!ted in defeat of legislation 101' ••· On the other hand, 3 of the s mea.oures thst 
were adopted called for state interference with individual liberties. They were: state
wide prohibition, a 14 Bone Dryu Act, and a. m.easme aboljshlng commercial employ.. 
mont agencies, subsequently declsJed invalid, 

In Table I, I present a number of coeflicients of correlation, obtained by tbe 
method of "c:orre!ation by grades," from wbich a number of ioferences may be drawn 
respecting the character of the support obtained by live measures wbich might be 
classed ao "sociollegislation.'' It should be noted that the number of votes ~ 
by each, whether large or sma.ll, ia disregarded by this method. The coeflicient merely 
-bloa us to oay whother a given moaoure wao relatively strong or relatively weak, Oil 
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the whole, in counties in which another measure or some other characteristic was strong. 
We find, for example, a. high negative correlation between the order of support given to 
prohibition in 1914 and that given to measures sponsored by organized labor. This 
mea.ns that where prohibition sentiment was relatively strong, labor sentiment was 
relatively weak, and vice versa. 

TABLE I 

ConxLAnoN BY GaADES BETWEEN CERTAIN VOTES AND CERTAIN PoPULATION 

CHAllACTElUSTICS oF THE 'TRmTY-NINE CoUNTIEs OJ' WASHINGTON• 

Vote: Prohibition, 1914> and Vote: Ttacher's retift:m~t. 1014 ••••. , •••••••••••.•••••..•••••. - .s:z: 
Vote: Prohibition, 1914, and Vote! Eight-hour bill, 1914, promoted by socialist wina of labor... . - .,19 

Vote: Prohibition. 1014. &nd Vote: Bone-dry bill. 1018 .•••. , ........................ , • . • • • •• .ca 
Vote: Prohibition, 10'"'· and Vote: Fanner-labor party candidate for covernor. 1p2o..... . • • • • • • -.sa 
Vote: Prohilntion, IOI.f. and Rank of counties- in popu)ation, IQ20 .•.••••••• ,. ••,,., ••••• , • • • • .13 
Vote: Ptohibitioa, 1014. and Proportion of farmers to total popul&tion, :ro:ZO .••••••• , • •• • . •. •• • ·31 
Vote: Prohibition, xor4, and Value of !Arm property per fanner •.••••••••••.•••••••••••.• ,... .46 
Vote: .. bone dry'", 1918, a.nd Vote: Eight-hour Bill. IOT4········ •• ••. • .. ................ •.• .os 
Vote: "bone dry," X9z8. and Rapidity of decennial po;mlation increase. xoro-20 ...• , • , ••••••• , .:u: 
Vote: Tea.cber"a mimnmt. tOI8 a.ud Anti-employment ot1ic:e bill, X\)14 {!tate federation of labo: 

measure) .•••• , • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • .66 
Vote: School medical inspection, ron, (anti-vaccination) u.d Vote: Proh.ibltion, 1914...... •• • . .oo 
Vote: School medical inspection, r-ou, (a.nti-vattination) and Vote: ••Bone dry,"toJ8 ......... -.,u 
Vote: Sebool medical inspection, .r-on, (anti-vaccination} and Vote: Farmer-lAbor party, xo20... .,385 
Vote: School medical iaJpectiou. :1:022 (anli-va.cx:ina.tion) and Vote: Repea.l of poD tu, especially 

odious to labor and radials. rota . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • .ag 
Vote: School medial inspection, to a a {anti-vaccina:tion) &nd R.anko! counties in order of population, 

1920.,, .......................................................................... --15 
Vote: School medkal i.JJapecti.oo, IOU {anti-vacciDation) &ad R&pidity of population iuae:ase tpto-

1920 .•••••••.•.•...•.•••..•••••• , • •• • • • • . • • •• • • •. •• • • • . • • • . • . • • • • • . • . • . • . •• • • •• • .aS 

Vote: School medical inspection, 1022 (anti-vaccination) and Proportion of fanners to total .PO~ 
lion, 1020 ....•...•.•••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•.• • • ..•• •• · • ·• · • • • · • • · •• • • • · • •• • • • -·.SO 

Vote: School Medical Inspection, tou (uti-vaccination) .and Value of farm property per farmer , • --43 
Vote: •• 30-to" School Act, ron, and Vote: Teuber's utirement, 1914 •.• , • . • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • .57 
Vote: "'3o-1o" Sdrool Act, to:u. and Vote: Farmer-labor pa:rty, 1020,....................... .68 
Vote: "3o-1o" Scbool Act, ron. and Proportion of farmen to total population, 1920. • . • • • • • • • • -.55 
Vote: n Jo-1o" School Act. ron, and Value of farms per Iarmer, 1020, .. • • .. . .. . • . . • .. . • . • . • • • -.so 
Vote: F&rmer-labor '*rty, 1920, ud Vote: Eight-hour bill, HJ14,... ... . • . • .. •• • . .. .. • . • . ... • .So 
Vote: Fannu-Ja.bor-party, 19:to, and Rapidity of population increase, 101o-1oao..... ••• • • • • •• • .57 
Vote: Fanner-labor party, rgao, and Proportion of farmen to total population, .toao..... . • . • • • • - .,!7 
Vote: Farmer-lAbor put}, 1920, and Value of f&rm. property per farmer, .ro:ro .••••••••••.•••••• -.55 
Vote: Anti~mployment offi.ce- bill, promoted by St&te Federation of Laber, 1914, and eight-hour 

bill, promoted by Soci&lists, repudiated by Federation of La.boT leaden. 1914.... •• • • • • . • .8o 

Washington is sharply divided into two contrasted areas by the Cascade Moun
t.a.ins. which extend like a rampart across the state from north to south. W estem 
Washington is humid, timbered, industrial, and radical in political tendencies. Eastern 
Washington is semi-arid, agricultural, and conservative. In 1920~ the f.anner-labor 
party won mon than 35 per cent of the votes of western Washington in a tbree<omered 
c:ontest, but 19 per cent only of the votes in the eastern section. 

Prohibitioo was originally adopted in 1914 by the vote of conservative eastern 
Washington counties, and against the majority vote of those in the west. Table I 
indicates that in 1918, when the "Bone Dry" Act was passed, radical and laboropposi

• FM description of this method ud derivation ol the tt&bslical formula used ~ee H&rold 0 • .R.YG. 
-Jl-A~~,.-..,_,86-0o-
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tion to "dry" ~isl&tion had substantially disappeared. .Comparison of the eight-hour 
vote of 1914 with the fanner-labor party vote of 19:10 shows that there hsd been little 
shift among counties in radical and labor sentiment between these years. 

The Teacher's Retirement Act of 19z3, defeated 4 to I, received its best support in 
localities which approved most strongly of labor measures. It was opposed most 
strongly whsre prohibition was favored most strongly. The "school medical inspec
tion" measure, an antivaccinatlen and antimedical bill passed by the ~ture, was 
defeated more than 3 to •· Its best support came from those counties which hsve 
hsen growing more mpidly in population; likewise from those in which the radical 
vote is hseviest. Opposition WliS greatest in the prosperous rursl counties, whsre the 
"dry" sentiment finds its greatest strength. 

The "thirty to ten" school £and equalization measure aimed to throw upon the 
sta.te at large a. heavier pzoportinn of the cost of maintaining the public schools. It 
was defeated by a. vote of three to two. Tbe rursl counties, which would hsve bene
fited most by its ensctmeilt, opposed the measure more than the industrial counties 
which under its terms would hsve been compelled to pay higher taxes. Conserva
tism and caution, in this case, appeared to outweigh in the minds of rursl voters the 
dictates of enlightened self-interest. 

THE INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM IN OREGON, 
CALIFORNIA, WASHINGTON, AND COLORADO 

.Alesamler Flcist..., .Awkml Secrt~ary, M.wo~n Lif• I..-
""" Company, N"" York 

Social and health wozkers are familiAr with the technique used in promoting social 
legislation, which is dependeot upon a. legislative body lor its passage. 11ut they a.re 
not as yet making exteosive use of the initiative in making an appeal directly to the 
Voters. Other groups, who because of misunders,tanding or for some other JeaSQD.,. are 
opposed to saleguazding public health by means of ~tion, are using these instru
ments in an attempt to destroy existing protective health Jaws. It is a significant fact 
that aD the initiative meas>,Ues which were presented in the campaigns which I shsli 
discuss, would, when enacted into law, ha.ve resulted in serious setbacks to sclentifu:, 
preventive, and curative health wo~k. These ""!"paigns were cazried on in California. 
and Oregon in '9'0, and in California., Coloredo, and Washington in 1922. 

In California in 1920- three initiative measurtS and one referendum measure were 
presented to the voters: The first provided fora special board for licensing chiropra.ctom 
and would hsve permitted unqualified persons to diagnose and treat contagious diseases 
- similar hill hsd been rejected by the legislature on several occasions; the second 
provided .for a constitutional amendment forbiddin& the medical inspection of school 
-children except under restrictions thst would hsve ma.de it impossible to give effective 
protection, and would ~ve made it unlawful to require vaccination for admission 
to school-this measure was generally spoken of as the ua.nti-vacclnation measure»; 
the third would hsve prohibited vivisection oz animal experimentation, including the 
making of va.ccines and serums; the fourth limited the prescn"bing of hsbit-forming 
drugs to responsible and qualified persons, and wa.s known a.s the "poison measure." 
The hill had been passed by the previous legislature in order to suppzess illicit drug 
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traffic and to control the growing narcotic evil. and it was submitted to a vote of the 
people as a refere-ndum measure. 

In Oregon in that year there was presented to the voters a measure similar to the 
California measure outlined above forbidding the medical inspection of school children. 
In 1922 campaigns were carried on simultaneously in Califomial Colorado, and \Vash
ington. 

California voters were again asked to consider two measures rejected by them in 
1920, i.e., the measure creating a special board for licensing chiropractors and the anti
vivisection bill. There was also proposed a measure creating a special board ior licens-
ing osteopaths, that would have permitted certain "'drugless" healers to prescribe drugs. 

Colorado \·oters had presented to them an anti-vivisection measure1 even stronger 
than that before the California voters. 

In V."ashington the voters were called upon to decide on a school medical inspection 
measure. The so-called ''anti-vaccination bill,'' making it unlawful to require medica.l 
ins-pection of school children, had passed the IQ2I legislature and had been signed by the 
govem<)r. This, like the California poison bill in 19201 was a referendum measure. 
The law was made inoperative pending a popular election when the League for the Con
servation of Public Health secured the required number of signatures on a referendum 
petition. 

The greater part of the destructive legislation was defeated by large majorities, and 
the total vote cast was larger than that cast on most measures appearing on the ballot. 
The poison measure however, on which a positive vote was desired by health workers, 
failed to pass in 1920. In 19:22 the chiropractic measure, rejected in I920, together 
with the osteop:1thic measure was enacted into law. 

It is particularly unfortunate to have harmful legislation enacted at a popular 
election, because a repeal can be secured only at some future popular election. 

How was this result secured? How was such a wide general interest in public 
health developed in these states in spite of the large area to be covered and the relatively 
scattered population? 

In California, Colorado, and "'ashington the campaigns were under the direction 
'of the state 1eagues for the conservation of public health. These leagues include in 
their membership a large percentage of the medical profession of the state1 and ordina
rily have a lay secretary. The theory on which they are organized is that legislation 
affecting health is essentially a problem of the individual physician, and that if he is 
to do effecth·e work the profession must be organized into a body capable of following 
and, to a certain extent, of directing legislation. 

At the request of these leagues the lfetropo-litan Life Insurance Company took 
an active part in each .of these campaigns. In connection with this I had the oppor
tunity of making the observations contained in this paper. The basis of the campaign 
in each case was the work of the Public Health League through its own membership; 
that is, through the doctors in the respective states. In addition to this there was the 
active work of hundreds of Metropolitan agents working directly in the homes of policy
holders, informing them about the measures at issue and the real meaning of the legis
lation proposed. All of the usual methods known to social worker5 in developing and 
guiding public opinion were utilized. There was a great deal of newspaper publicity, 
there were a great many addresses, and there was a wide distribution of circulars. run
ning in one California campaign to upward of t,ooo,ooo copies. The support of various 
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politioal forces, labor organizations, and the clnu:l:hes was enlisted as well as the very 
· active support, in at least one instance, of the State Parent Teachers' Associaticm. 

The forces opposed to public bealth made extensive use of much paid, newspaper
advertising space, posters on telegmph poles, and of pastors for automobile wind shields. 
In the case of one measure a post card was sent that reached every voter in the state on 
the day before election. 

In some states the secretary of that state issues to each voter a pamphlet containing 
the text of them""""""' to be voted upon. Brief arguments for and against them, pre
sented respectively by the proponents and opponents of the measures may be inserted. 
In these states this booklet must be mailed to the residence of voters a specified number 
of days preceding the election. 

This booklet is probably the most effective educational medium in regard to the 
measures, and in spite of its form-in Californis last year it ran upward of 200 pagos in 
imposst"bly small print, and gave the text and arguments of the thirty state measuros 
to be voted upon-it is widely read. 

A convincing argument presented in this state booklet is the most valuable public
ity that can be secured. The next important step is to secure an arresting slogan under 
which to canyon the campsign. Following the adoption of.slog&ns, it is necessazy to 
map out a campaign plan which will enlist the support of as many inlluenti&l business, 
Social, and civic bodies as poss~"ble. The essential difficulty throughout is the great · 
number of measuros presented to the voters for their decision. In spite of this apparent 
difficulty, coupled with a widely scattered population, it was possible to arouse very 
Iesl interest and di.cu..ion in health "'""""""' The basis of the <ampsign was IIJl 

effort to reach individual voters byan.appoal from an individual close to them and whom · 
they knew and trusted. Tbere is no better method of securing interest in any given 
measure than by having it interpreted in the light of wbat it will mean to the individual 
voters and their families, by a person known to them and trusted by them. 

That the initiative and referendum are Iesl gauges of the opinion of voters is ' ' 
undoubtedly true. To a surprising extent the voter is found seriously considering the 
measures presented, and in almost an cases taking k 'marked list with him, or with her, 
to the polls, so that the decision previously reached may be properly and effectively• 
registered. The vote cast is an informed vote. While the voters of course do not 
and cannot arrive at a decision on how to'..Ole by a personal investigation of the merits 
of a measure, they do consider cuefuliy the arguments presented to them. Tbere is a 
very general sentiment that it is each voter's duty to register an opinion on each measure 
submirted to him or her. ' ' 

A very great help in the entin: situation, and one that must never be lost sight nf 
by those organiziug nr conducting a campsign, is the import&nct:attached by tbe voters 
to the decisions reached by committees of the chamber of commerce, by tbe recnmmen- · 
dations of newspapers, and of civic-and social nrganizations. Almnst every public 
bndy takes action nn some, and in many cases nn all, of the measures to be vnted on, 
and the voters are largely gaided by these suggestions. Mnst of the city newspaper& 
give, in addition to lists of the measures, the renommendation nf the newspaper as to 
how its readers shnuld vote. The power of the newspaper is very great. . Because of 
this interest on tbe part 1>f the newspapers, the danger nf nverstatements in circulars 
and other publidty material is particularly lisble to lead to results directly oppoeite 
to those which were intended. 
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A special word should be said in regard to the Washington situation. In this case 
a measure, bad on its face, slipped through the legislature and was signed by the gover
nor. This undoubtedly happened because of & lack of organized opposition to it. It 
was held up by the securing of the necessary number of signatures on a referendum 
petition, and could consequently not be put into effect until it bad been presented to 
the voters at the general election. \\'hen it was presented, it was defeated by a 
two-to-one vote. 

It is interesting to compare the efforts of social workers to mold public opinion in 
direct legislation and in securing the enactment of laws by legislative procedure. In 
many ways the technique is the same, but the number of persons to be reached in the 
latter situation is very much smaller than that which must necessarily be reached when 
all the voters must be appealed to~ The educational work: that is ordinarily necessary 
in order to arouse sufficient demand for the overcoming of the natural and proper inertia 
of legislative bodies is very similar to that required under direct legislation. The essen. 
tial difference is that a campaign to secure the necessary signatures on a petition or the 
adequate number of votes to secure the approval or disapproval of a measure at the 
polls, means concentration oi efforts during a much shorter period. The effort must 
be greatly intensified. The procedure and methods used under direct legislation more 
closely correspond to the measures necessary to elect a candidate to office. 

Whereas, in securing legislative actiont it is frequently only necessary to reach 
hundreds of individuals, in direct legislation it .is necessary to get the same message, 
the same arguments1 to hundreds of thousands, or even millions. And this must be 
done within a relatively short period of time if it is to be effective. 

As a test of the public confidence in social workers and in the value of the programs 
for which they stand, direct legislation is exceedingly valuable. In the last analysis, 
the measures in which they are interested affect the great body of the population. 
Unless they are able to convince this body, it is probable that their efforts to improve 
conditions will be gratefully declined if direct legislation becomes the method generally 
adopted in this country. The spread of direct legislation will mean an increasing study 
of the general public and the methods to which it normally reacts. It will mean that 
to an ever increasing extent social workers and health workers must be students of the 
public; that they 111ust develop their programs from the point of view of the appeal they 
make to the general public. Tbey must increasingly analyze and correct their tech
nique and strive to make their programs intelligible to the man in the street. 

SOCIAL PROGRA.."\1S AND PUBLIC SUPPORT 

INCREASED I!I<"TEREST IN SPECIAL GROUPS THROUGH 
CENTRAL FINA..l'<CING 

Rn. C. H. LeBJq,.d, Direcl<w •f Catlwli< Clrariti<s, Diouse •f 
Cleveland 

Tbe general topic of this meeting, "Social Progam and Public Support," dealing 
with the creation of a soundt informed public opinion, which will elicit support on a per
manent basis. bas a very close bearing on the topic about which I am to speak: 
"Increased Interest in Special Groups Through Central Financing." 
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There are two points, I believe, to be especially considered: .first, the increased 
interest on the part of social agencies in general to~ the special group; and, secondly. 
the increased interest in the special group on the psrt of the public. There is a need of 
a thorough undemanding of each other by the various groups of social agencies them
selves before they can !lass thst undezstanding on to the public. 

There are in every city special groups of social workers who may either tbemselves 
· be satisfied to confine their own understanding to their own work, without much thought 
or enthusiasm for other groupst or who may be so isolated from the other groups that 
they are not Wlderstood and their place in the community program is not recognized 
by other social workers. Groups may be put in chis position because of a number of rea
sons. Religious groups ·may be isolated because they confine themselves to their own 
religious contacts, and may easily be led to the position where they do not understand 
the needs of the community in general; or they may so hide their light under a bushel 
that ~ oth~ social organizations in a city do not unders~d or appreciate the work 
they are doing, and may map out their own programs without giving proper considera
tion to the great aid and assistance thst could be mutually rendered by proper 
CIHiperation in program-boilding, if the religious groups and the other social organiza
tions of the community thoroughly understood each other. 

Special groups of other kinds thst are special groups because of the typs of work 
they are doing may be just as much isolated. Recreational groups can be just as easily 
misunderstood and just as much anderestimated as can religious groups; health groups 
may be entirely oblivious of the limitations of family orgsofastions; children's groups 
can be so thoroughly wrapped up in children's work. that they do not even realize the 
necessity of CO!Dlllunity progrsms thst will make proper provision for their children 
after they hsve grown up and ceased to be children. 

Some means must be devised thst will. bring about a thorough understanding of 
each group by all other groups. There is no group of social orgsofastions iJl any com
munity that can do a luli and complete piece of social work by itself, without assistance. 
and C<HJperation from every other group thst works in thst same community, Social 
work is organized to give to every individual thi: opportunity to live a normal life, and 
a normal life is not made up of any single activity. Recreation, bealth, religion, and 
education all enter into everyone's life, and no one bas a right so to specialize his work 
thst it is overdevelopsd to the injury and exclusion of other essentlal orgsofastions, or. 
they are thereby doing a poor piece of social work by defeating the very end of social 
work in general. ' · · 

One means of ellecting chis understanding·aod appreciation on the psrt of social 
agencies of the importance of other orgsofastions outside their own lield is through 
central financing. I do not say it is the only means; but I do say it is & very ellective 
means, and I do not know of any thst is better. When there is a central financing 
orgsofastion, the amount of funds to be raised for social JlUlllOSOS must be determined 
by a consideration of the needs of all the agencies psrticipsting; and as there is no limit 
to the amount of money thst can be spent in social work, the limit of the amount thst 
must be spent can on(y be determined by a thorough study of the aims, the intents, the 
purposes, the quality of work being done, and the importance of the work of every 
agency in that community. And chis study naturally is made by those most interested 
in the financial success of the central orgsofastion, and thst of cowse means the social 
orgsofastionn>ho are dependent on the central orgsofastion for their financing. When 
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all the organizations in a community stand or fall together in their financing; when 
everyone is bound to put his shoulder to the wheel, not only to raise the money, but to 
convince the public of the necessity of providing it; when every organization is obliged 
to defend before the public every other organization enrolled then every organization 
is going to make an effort at least to know and understand what the other feUow is doing 
and why and bow he does it. And this leads to the mutual understanding and good 
will that are so necessary for successful social work in a community. 

After this understanding exists among the agencies themselves, then there is still 
the necessity of extending this understanding to the public. And this of course is one 
of the big factors in central financing that must be developed step by step. Individual 
organizations must sell themselves to budget committees. Budget committees must 
convince central committees of the necessity of accepting these combined budgets. 
Central cnmmittees must enlist workers, and therefore must seU the constituent organi
zations to these workers who are outside of social organizations. And these large 
groups of workers must sell the entire community or the central financing organization 
is a failure. And when a central financing organization is a continued success year 
after year, it proves that a sound, informed, public opinion has been created and perma
nently established that elicits financial support on a permanent basis. 

And there is no one that profits so much by this permanent basis of support as the 
special groups of which we spoke in the beginning of this paper. Religious groups, for 
example, are ordinarily supported by the members of their religious affiliations; and 
these supporters contribute from religious motives more than from thorough understand
ing of the work that is done. They contribute without question as to standards of 
work, with no thought of comparative analysis with others doing the same type of work. 
Their motive is religious, and the amount of their contribution is based on the fervor of 
their religion and not on the need of the work and their ability to contribute. And the 
result is that social work in religious groups is ordinarily very much underfinanced. 
Through central financing organizations these same contributors receive a fuller knowl
edge of social needs, a better understanding of the cost of social work, a finer apprecia~ 
tion of the standards to be followed, and a better knowledge of the difficulties of social 
V,.:orkers. And all this is added without detracting in one whit from the religious motives 
that first prompted them to give. Those that were not moved to give by the fervor 
of their religious convictions are now prompted to contribute from community pride; 
tho:-.e that were uninformed before, are now enlightened by wider publicity, and the 
circle of peo-ple interested in the special group is e-nlarged beyond measure, and their 
interest intensified. 

This is just as true and just as applicable to every other special group. Recrea
tional social work interests a certain number of people. But if all the people of a com
munity can be made to re-aliu the place that recreation plays in a general SO{"ial pro
gra.m. the interest in that type of work will be very much enlarged and made more 
intense-. And recreational workers ne\"er could get the same audience to listen to their 
claims that a central financing organization provides, because it brings together the 
combined intert""Sts of every organization that the community supports. 

A child-caring: institution or organization appeals to the sympathy of people. .But 
if, through a central financing scheme, an the child--caring organizations or a city ca.n 
be grouped together in a definite genera.l program. that will en:1ble organizations to 
specia..liu on various types of child care. and thus cover the whole field in a better man-
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ner, and when this group is i.o!d to a C\)IIImumty, children's organizations and children's 
work will be placed on a foundation such as they never dreamed of before. 

l'l!blic opinion always must depend on public knowledge; and whetber it is based 
on a>rroctinfonnation or the opposite, nevertheless the degroeof public interest depends 
on the amount of infonnation the public absorbs. And no special group can ever reach 
the public in the same way that can he done by an organization that centralizes an the 
efforts of an the social organizations that a community possesses 

I do not believe aoyone that has ever had experience under the workings of a cen- ' 
tral community financing organization can question the fact that central financing tends 
to bring &bout higher standards. The very association that is created by a>mpe.rative 
studies of a>sts and services, the overlappings that are disa>vered, the close association 
of people working in the same field, the attempts at the solution of oommon pmblems, 
the bringing to light of inherent weaknesses, theemph•sizingof special points of strength 
in particular organizations, an tend to spur on social works and social-workers to attain 
higher standsrds in the fields in which they operste. And the attainmeot of higher 
standsrds always increases public interest, because the public is always interested in 
ellicieut operation. 

Special groups always do special works, or a>nfine their general work to a special 
group of people. And therefore the work they do must eolist the .,pathy of limited 
numbers. And there is no way that their work may he made of general interest, ozcept 
by beeuming part of a general scheme that interests an the ~ But when they 
become part of this general scheme they are Jinks in the general chain, and the entire 
public must be interested in the work they are doing, hecanse if they waver the whole 
chain is weakened. And through central financing an these special groups become 
objects of increased interest to an the public. And the benefits of this general interest, 
of the unity of feeling it pmmotes, of the widerstanding it fosters, cannot he overesti
mated- The aid that can he given by the organizations of a city to assist " special 

• group in accomplishing the end !or which it was established is beyond expression. And ' 
this interest and this aid will be increased and instered by a central fin.ancing"organi>a- ·' 
tion, not alone because it brings about this proper understanding, but becl>use its own 
success depends to "great emmt on the success and contentment of the special groUpo 
within its membership.· 

Incz.sedinterest in social work fo~ naturally in the oourse of centml financlag1 • 

aod no one shares so much, or to•greater prolit in this increased interest than do the 
special groups that participate in it. • ' 

A lJNmED PROGRAM OF SOCIAL WORK AS A CREATOR 
OF PUBUC OPINION 

C. M. BODkm<m, ~ .. S....wy, c.........,;,y Clwlw Coomcil 
of SD<ial A,.,..;u, C~ 

The impube responsible for the !orml>tion of public opioion usually comee from 
an organiud minority of the commuofty, whose opinion has been given wide publicity 
and whose voice has an authoritative dominance which carries ccmviction. The gen.. 
era! public having accepted the le&dership of the minority group is inclined to accept 
as its own the opinions that have been formed !or it, if those opinions do not go munter 
to what tho commuofty has already accepted as fundamentally true. 
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The task of creating public opinion on a subject about which there has been at 
least a vague feeling and no definitely formed opinion does not present as many dif!i.. 
culties as when a public opinion has already been formed and a changed public opinion 
is desired. If facts and opinions do go counter to opinions already formed, especially 
opinions that have been held for some time and have become a settled part of the in
dividual's thinking, in other words, if public opinion must k changed, it can be changed 
only through a VerY gradual accumulation of intelligent conceptions on the part of 
individuals, with those desiring a changed public opinion wiDing to furnish facts and to 
wait while evolution slowly works out the tr.msforma.tion desired. 

Social work as a community force bas not impressed itself upon the general public. 
There has been recognition on the part of the public that certain charitable work must 
be done.. However, a Lady Bountiful point of view, with sentimental impulses largely 
holding sway, has prevailed. Sentiment of course should never be divorced from social 
work, it is probably still its mainspring. Yet1 as social workers, we should recognize 
the fact that sentiment alone cannot maintain public opinion. It must have something 
more tan_g1"'ble to build on. There is nothing so tangible as results and, as the newer 
policy in social work has been foDowed long enough to show the first gratifying results 
ours is the duty to keep these results steadily before the people so that the wisdom of 
this policy may appeal to their common sense and develop a favorable public opinion. 
The policy is actually preventing, and this is clearing the way for construction. We 
now have facts and figures and instances to pr-ove the efficacy of prevention, and we 
must make use of them in forming a public opinion which will enable us to enter more 
eHectivdy upon the still newer policy of construction* 

The interested part of society bas been separated into different camps on the ques
ticn of social work. Social work has been a medium through whicb the ricb and strong 
gave of their abundance to the poor and weak. The ricb who gave rarely did so as an 
obligation; the poor who received, I doubt very much, were genuinely appreciative of 
what had been given; the great middle class stood by, scarcely interested at aD. At 
the same time the srmpathy of the poor for the poor has always been shown naturaDy 
and spontaneously by the sacrifices they make for their fellows in distress; indeed, the 

·humanity of the poor has ever been an example for the fortUDate. It is the middle class 
that largely determines public opinion, and the benefactions of the ricb and the e:wnple 
of the poot have steadily been contributing to its education. The church unconsciously 
accepted these groupings of individuals in charitable work and itself heeame an inter
mediary. As life became more complex, necessity coupled with inteDigent direction 
brought into being many separate and distinct ag<ncies organized to handle this or 
that sector of the social service field. The separate agencies furnished to the public 
facts about social maladjustments. However, they made little impression upon the 
average citizen, and cannot be said to have created a public opinion either favorable or 
unfavorable to social work. In truth, as they have grown in number and have main
tained a senseless but probably necessaty competition for the funds with which to do 
their work, a limited contributing public has begun to assume a questioning attitude 
not at all favorable to their work, while the rt'cipients of sentimental benevolence take 
aD they om get. 

Another element that has very definitely added to the confusion has been the 
activities of organizations and individuals that have militantly attacked deep-rooted 
tra.d.itions in American life1 organizations attempting to n:gulate human behavior to 
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an om,ent that human beings regard as unwarranted t:Iespass upon their individual 
rights. Organized freedomisnecessaryinademocracy, hut the individuals in a demoo
racy deeply resent having an their peiSOilal goings and comings charted for them. I 
am not debating whether these movements ..-vera.lly or collectively are necessary, I am 
merely stating that they have not been helpful in creating a public opinion fa.vorable 
to social work, for the public bas quite innocently classilied social work and an efiorts 
at reform as the same, or at least as belonging to the same, family. 

If a public opinion is. to be created on social wcnk, and, what is of greater impor
tance, if a public opinion fa.vorsble to social work is to be created, social workers must 
mak:e of their work a profession with definite understsnduble objectives. They must 
be co-<>perative in their efiorts. They must be able to bring about a harmony of under
stsnding. They must lind a platform upon which an elements in the community can 
stsnd-e.ll religious, economic, social, and civic groups. The work of preveution, 
recognjzed by an forward-looking social agencies as of g....ter importsnce than the old 
and merely ameliorative methods of the past, must be accompanied by a constructive 
social program that makes use of all the great forces that are molding our civilization; 
a program sulliciently UDified that the public can grasp its purposes, and just fa.r enough 
in advance of public thinking to be leading it; a program that makes better citizens of 
all, irrespective of any status whatsoever; a program founded on the conviction that an 
individuals in our modern community life must accept responsibility alq with oppor
tunity; a program that unifies the forces engaged in fighting disease and early death; a 
program that builds up keen minds and sound bodies; . a program that fornishes edu
cational opportunities for all; a program that encourages and helps the church in its 
efiorts &t replacing bad hubits and vices by better human impUlses and in its efiorts at 
adjusting the individual to society; a program that will help to make the laws and c:ua
toms of the country restrictive OD!y to the ""tent that puhlic weliare requires; a pro
gram. that will help to lift the load of poverty from the backs of the poor and will create 
conditions that will oller the opportunity to each and every one to develop to his fullest 
stature. ~' 

There has been toolittleplanninginsocial work: Objectivesbave been tooin:defi.. 
nite. Too much lost motion has resulted from over-specialized, over-departmentaliud • 
social machinery; too much misinformation and confusion has resulted from many pro
grams with little or no unification. I do liot for one moment believe that a UDified 
prclgram in social work is a panacea. • I do firmly believe that by unifying our programs 
we have a better chance to develop public opinion fa.vorable to social wcnk. The uni
fied program. and may I go further, the joint execi.tion of at least a part of the unified 
program, is a necessary step if sociill work is to gain and maintain-the c:onlidence of the 
public. . Soclal work must have a plan, a plan that can be understood by the public. 
Much of the ground work has been laid through the efforts of many unrelated egencies. 
Still more ground work has been laid by the common belief that many human relation
ships are fundamentally wrong and that certain social msindjustments must be c:cr
rected without delay, The war and its consequences have impressed that fact opon the 
mind of practicelly all. Here is a public opininn. 

There is as yet DO general agreement as to the way these maladjustments are to be 
corrected. Some want to tear down the structure of civilization and build all over 
egain. Others believe that constructive changes can be made in our human relation
ohips without destroying what is at present aound. One group believes the church 
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can solve the problem, others that organized labor can find the solution, others that it 
should be left to industrialism, still others that legislation will be all-sufficient. 

Social work knows that not one of these by itself has the solution, but that all are 
contributing their part and that social work is the co-ordinator of all, bringing them 
together on a constructive program of human progress. This is the crux of the whole 
matter. A unified social program drawing upon all the groups in the community for 
its backing and support can bring about a common agreemt>nt upon many things with a 
resulting public opinion which accepts social work as a necessary and vital force in 
modem community life. 

'When American cities first started to develop unified programs in social work, 
comparatively few citiz.ens were interested, and only a few social agencies could be 
counted upon in each community to carry out co..operative principles. The public 
press, which must reflect public opinion as well as help to develop and educate it~ gave 
very little assistance. Sectarian groups handled their own needy members. The 
general public knew little and cared less about organized social work. The community
chest method of securing unified programs has but recently celebrated its eighth birth
day anniversruy. Nevertheless, during the past year, $36,ooo,ooo was raised in com
munity-chest cities in this country from a population of approximately 2rtooo,ooo 
people, according to a survey recently made by the National Information Bureau. 
Far-reaching and constructive social programs have been undertaken in these cities 
that would have been impossible a few years ago. I have no means of knowing the 
extent to which these cities ha.ve developed a public opinion on social work. I do 
feel certain that the unified programs back of the successful financial experiences of 
the-se cities have done much to enlist the support of the vast number of contnOutors on 
the books of community chests. A prominent contributor recently critized the com
munity-chest movement on the ground that public opinion forced individuals to give. 
I do not attempt to analyze his criticism. I mf'rely offer it as an e:rampl<" of the point 
of view of an observing citizen. 

Anyone following the publicity work in cities where unified programs prevail must 
be impressed with the fact that social work has become first-page news in the daily 

"press. It is my honest conviction that a few of these cities have developed a public 
opinion favorable to social work. This group and that group, this individual and that 
individual, may object to certain programs, but the community as a whole has accepted 
social work as a community force. It is not a sufficiently weU-informed public opinion. 
Prejudices are still too often apparent. Programs must at times adjust themselves 
to community demands. 

Another phase of the subject, which time alone will furnish sufficient facts to per
mit analysis, is the extent to which public opinion will influence our social programs. 
Where unified programs have been d<Veloped and the public or & large section of the 
public has become conscious of social work, the pressure of public opinion or at least 
of the opinion of an influential part of the public, is being felt. This pressure is not 
always for the best, and may in the future make us less certain that public opinion after 
all is to be desired on some of our social efforts at an early stage of their development. 
Of onf" thing I am convinced, there are phases of social work which should not be 
brought into too direct contact with the dominant factors in our community life, but 
should still be the concern of the minority1 and not a part of a unified program. They 
cannot with safety be subje<:ted to th• dangers of hostile opinions of a part of the popu-
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lation not sympathetic, but whose opinions are backed by inftueru:es that pass aal'ublic 
opinion. 

Much of our social work has reac:hed the stage, if programs are Wlilied, whea tha 
cmnmunity Will form an opinion tremendously helpfuL Publil: intelligenca has not 
been far behind public opinion on many social service programs. There are other pro
grams on which small groups and then still larger groups must be educated before we 
can !lllfely trust them to the care of aey but their most loyal friends. Community 
orgWz&tions as they develop their UDiJied programs must recognize this fact and be 
willing to admit that even Wlilied programs have their limitAtions, another illuSttation 
of the fact that no one piece of ,.,.hinery exists all....uiicient to ellminate our social 
maladjustments. 

I am fully aware that it is dillicult to estimate the extent to which the public forms 
an opinion on any matter. I hesitAte to mske any broad statement where publil: opin
ion is involved; however, I shall venture this observation. Unified social programs 
llave done very much indeed to create a public opinion in our American cities favorable 
to a constructive social program quite apart from the opiniQDS thousands hold favorable 
to a new orgW.ation-methed of doing an old piece of work. 

THE SETI'LEMENT AS AN INFLUENCE IN PUBLIC OPINION 
THE SPIRIT OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY AS IT AFFECTS 

PUlll.IC OPINION 
JolmLaw;i01 EJMU, Prf<idml, Na~Um~Jl F..W<Jiion of S~, 

Nt1U1 Ycwi 

There are two gn:at problems with which the human race is confronted: the filst 
is a aupremely gn:at adventure, the seoond a ca.lling. Tbe adventure involves ·tho 
effort to understAnd, to conquer, and to put to use the f<m:es of the material universe. 
In this field the advance guard is acience and the administration is in the bands of 
industry; The other gn:at problem, the one I Mve spoken of as the ca.lJing of the 
human mce, is more dillicult to clw:acterize. It has to do with makillg cl.,._ tht • 
purpose'of living, the meaning and si.gnifianre of manJs life on earth, with bringing 
immensely va:ying interests and activitiOs ihto right rel&tio110 with each other so that 
the common task of humanity may be accomplisbed. Tbe philosophies and the relig
ions that the world has known llave been formulations and the seers and prophets have 
from age.to age been the voioe of this human~ 

One reason why it is so much Oe.sier to understand the filst of these problems is that 
it is in tho asoendency at this time. The dominant, achiev'""""ts of our age are 
acientific and administrative. Tbespirltof our time_....,. itself chiefly in science, in • 
business, and administration. The marvelous disooveries and inventions of cur time 
llave ahnost an hypnotic power upon us, and we say, "If man can do this, why can't 
he do anything? .. 

The &DSwer to the question-Why not anything i'-<:ame to me the other day in 
talking with a friend whose son is one of those hundreds of thonaands of boys po sesing 
a :radio machine. He says the youngster spends every evening in wolklDg with his 
appara.tus. It cj,elights and irritAtes him. If he connects with Newark, twenty mlles 
.&way, he is irritAted. Ho wishes that Newark woold not make itself ao prominent. If 
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he can get in touch with Pittsburgh, that's an achievement and the night is well spentj 
but if he can hear Atlanta. Georgia, that's a great victory4 But never by any chance 
whatsoever is he at all interested in anything that is ever said over the wires, and this 
is characteristic of the vast majority of people. The world is all connected and has 
little to say; it has dad itself with machinery and does not know where it is going. 

Our machinery, like any machinery, will lend itseU to any purpose good or bad. 
We are dominated by the interest in the mechanism with nothing like a clear under· 
standing of the common purpose of life. Our second interest, the power of man to deter
mine what kind of a lile he is to live, has lagged behind. Our public opinion in the 
matter of international policies, industrial statesmanship, and educational purposes is 
poor and confused in comparison with the definiteness of scientffic knowledge and the 
power of mechanical and industrial initiative. And so there isn•t a man or woman in 
the world) who is thinking, who is not afraid that this machine-made world will run 
amuck. 

I am not pleading for a. return to the old fonns of social and spiritual expression, 
but I am pleading for a new birth of interest in the power of man to determine what the 
nature of his life shall be, and for a fresh inventiveness in expressing in social adjust
ment, or .social machinery if you will, not only the means but the purpose of living. 
Under the influence of the scientific and administrative spirit of the world, the public 
opinion which makes itself dominant, which gets itself expressed in law, comes from 
certain small groups who understand clearly what they want and who are able to get 
control of the machinery of government and, through publicity and central and diver
!ifi.ed administration, broadcast certain ways of acting. And in many ways and many 
fields, where groups getting control of the machinery of government are experts really 
imbued with a genuine desire for public welfare, immense good is achieved. Wherever 
the activities or needs lend themselves to standardizing and are dependent primarily 
on scientific methods, as in the matter of health or in connection with such physical 
requirements as housing, immense good can be and has been achieved. 

But these ben~fi.cent measures have to be carried out in the United States with 
uo,ooo,ooo individuals living in a vast number of local communities. These groups 
of individuals sometimes help and sometimes hinder progress radiating from the cen
ters. I believe, for instance, that the great majority of the people of the United States 
want prohibition. I personaUy believe it is an infinite good, but no one will deny that 
in certain communities it is meeting a very stubbom resistance, to the infinite detri· 
ment of these communities. Some of the anti-prohibitionists are genuinely convinced 
they are right; some of them are merely profiteers and criminals. However, the fact 
is that the public opinion exp=sed in the Volstead Act is meeting with a. great resistance 
in some local communities. 

But sometimes it happens that strong groups who are working at the center for 
the formulation and enforcement of what is called Hpublic opinionn are not at all dis
interested, not at all scientific, but are interested in furthering their own welfare, and 
then the opposition by the local communities is indispensable to good government. 
The difficulty in the matter of the better expressions of local community -spirit is that 
in our fonn of government. coupled with the two-party system, there are few organs of 
upression for the better local community interests, and those that we have are quite 
inadequate to meet a peculiar situation or to foster local community activity. The 
result is that special interests, when they are strong, can get oontrol not only of the local 
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life, but even of the executive centers, and wotk their will indefinitely. Unfortunately 
when public opinion as expressed in administration is bad, we are weak and spineless in 
resisting it. There is indeed today between the governing powers of the United States, 
whether they are city, state, or national, and the people a dangerous cleft. which in 
many ways seems to me to be an abyss. 

I remember when we were agitating for woman suffrage, going out and speaking 
on the street corners of the district wbere I live and of having a good maoy young meo 
come up after the meeting and say, "Why do you want suffrage for women? It does 
us no good." Tbere is a profound anci deep cynicism in regard to democracy in many 
quarters. Sometimes among the inW!ectuais; very often among what we call the 
"elliciency experts"; but'lnost of all is it dangerous among the people. I think thet 
this cynicism could be taken too seriously and I at least should not want to be one of 
tbese who advocate giving up the popular suffrage. ' Nevertheless it must be admitted 
that elections meao little in the life of the people, and that only on rare occasions is 
there opportuofty for an effective exercise of the power to vote. 

In some ways our American democracy has succeeded; in some ways it has failed. 
Perhsps the outstanding instance of the latter is in the administration of cities where a 
great cleft exists between the administration and the people. I don't believe that the 
people as a whole are deeply interested in their government. There are certainly very 
many who during this next summer will pay far more attention to the baseball acores 
than to the political news, either domestic or foreign. During the war I was talking to 
a group of girls who were most agitated because the music had not come to play for their 
dance. While they were waiting I said to them, "You girls are very much excited 
about your music. If by your oWII'wish yoo could stop the war or have the music 
come, which would you do?" And quite sincerely and honestly they told me they 
would prefer to have the music come. This, was tbenghticss, but so is the life of the 
average citizen very thoughtless. 

While the centralization of authority, which is characteristic of our government, 
has certain good administrative features, it also has a weakness which to m)t ~>lind is 
very dangerous. Someone has said that our go~mment is characterized by apoplexy 
at the center and anaemia at the extremes. Those who do the. community work are 
overburdened, and tbese for whom primarily it is done are indillerent. This leads to a 
dangerous type of standa.rdlzing. Soclal.workers and public administrators have an 
ahnost exclusive interest in essential hut only provisional goods of a standardized 
variety, with tho result that the hlsher and moi.o purposeful community activities are 
neglected* . ' 

Man has certain physical needs, In a way citizens are things, jnst as tables and 
chairs are. They must have space; they must have transportation. In a Way citizens 
""' animals They have bodies; they need food, shelter, clothing. The animal needs 
must he met, but social work or governmental work, which only serves or cbielly serves 
the material or animal side, is falling short of the only purpose which gives human life 
any meaoing. Wheo. soclnl and gov'errunental work does deal with the social and 
spirituallife1 in education or administration, it seems to me that it applies the methods 
meant to serve the material and the animal needs, so that the result is a standardizing 
of the intellectual and the social service which to a very dangerous extent frustrates its 
higher purpose. In requiring certain minimum standards of education we certainiy 
do good, but if I understand the results of the recent work in philusophy and education, 
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they show that while the public school systems have in some ways rendered an immense 
amount of service, they have also done a great deal of harm in frustrating human intelli
gence. and an even greater hann in frustrating citizenship. For they fix on children 
that individualistic morality, that individualistic democracy, which, important as it 
has been and is, is inadequate to meet the needs of such citizenship, in communities 
and nations, as alone'Ca.D. give us the kind of public opinion that will bring order out of 
the present chaos. There is a strong tendencyt among those educators with whom you 
and I would be willing to trust children, to break up these rigid public educational 
systems into units which will teach not only certain standards and give certain mini
mum requirements, which we all admit are needed, but will give special attention to the 
background and the needs of the particular children whom they have in their classes. 
Our thinking about democracy has been mistaken in emphasizing the similarities. of 
men and in failing to recognize their difierences. It is undeniably a :fine thing to recog
nize the equal worth in each one. But we err in refusing to take note of the actual 
dillerences in mind, in body, and in situation. The spirit of this modem education is 
twofold. It regards the children not only as individuals but as citizens in a community; 
it seeks to develop that community and group spirit which alone can make the young 
unwilling to become individualistic and even predatory. 

The purpose of social legislation, welfare "·ork, and government ought to he to free 
the political and social and spiritual powers of the people, and aU the standardizing and 
the minimum requirements in the world will not do that. There is ground I think for 
the discouragement and heartbreaK of the social reformer, of the better labor leader, of 
the community worker, but I have spent more than a quarter of a century in a tenement
house district of New York} and the one thing thit I have brought out of it that is most 
worth while is a belief in the social and political and spiritual capacities of the people 
among whom I have lived. The other thing that stands out in my mind is bow inept I 
have been, bow little I know of the way to make the right kind of appeaL I have failed 
in much but have also seen enough of success to come out with an unshaken and, I 
believe, an almost unshakable faith in the political capacity and spiritual integrity 
of ~people who today are so often inert. How are they to be stirred to effective 
action? 

Mr. Lippman in his book on PublUOpinifm analyzes the situation very well, and 
offers as the main remedy an increase of knowledge. You are familiar with his account 
of the difference between the "Picture in our heads and the world outside." Mr. Lipp
man believes that knowledge, honest news, is the great remedy, and no one can say too 
much oi this need. But it seems to me that this point of view, valuable as it is, is far 
from adequate. Knowledge, even when it is accurate and put in popular fonn, is not 
enough.. \Ve all know bow easy it is to see and approve the good and yet do the evil. 
Besides knowledge there has to be interest and trained capacity. Mr. Lippman 
believes that the average citizen has a knowledge of local affairs, but not of international 
and the larger industrial questions. 1\Jy contention is that if he has the knowledge of 
local affairs, which often is wanting, he hasn't the means of entering into and affecting 
them. The great political parties have seen to that, and the citizen hasn't the training 
and the experience to understand &nd rightly interpret the facts either locally or gen
ern.Uy. 

Let me offer an illustration, however. of a way in which the public spirit in local 
groups can be made effective. I have spoken of the movement to give votes to women, 
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but at first the women of the tenement-house neighborhood made but tittle use of the 
new privilege, and what they made was not of a tine kind.. To hegin with, the more 
energetic women of the neighborhood joined tho various political partia and heca.me 
workers for them, simply adding to the votes of the Repuhlicans or the Demoera.ts, 
and in a few scattering instances to the Sociallsb or the Prohibitionists. ADd then a 
local aoclal worker """ that it was not only necessary to have the opportunity but to 
use it more effectively, aad she induced three of tha local women's dubs to form a 
federation, chiefiy to act for the.guad of the neighborhood. I cannot tell you the story 
of this federation's work, but the result is that there are in that tittle neighborhood oso 
women serving on "3 a<:tive committees. The possession of the vote.g:ives these women 
fer more power than they have bad hefore. Iadividually, in an isolated way, they wore 
indifferent; w>ited they are a real force and an interested fcm:e. When a sewer breaks, 
when a public nuisance develops, their pretest or request receives attention as it never 
didhefore. 

I regret that social workers have not as a wbole been leaders of neighborhood 
movements. .Many of the organizations called "community centers, and "community 
councils" have been more talking or objecting bodies; they have never bad the wwor 
to act; they have rarely bad leaders who knew how to piesent the real preblem to the 
citizens. The settlements which have been neighborhood agencies for so inng have, it 
seems to me, come nearer than any other local gtOups to doing effective work heeause. 
they have followed the project method. They have seen that the people wanted 
recreation, dramatics, music, summer Va<:ations. They have, hatter than any others, 
ozganized neighborliw:os, but too often they have stayed eniliely within their own walls 
and have not seen themselves as one of the organizing centers of the community. They 
have also seen the need for bringing particulsrmen and women, who often become local· 
leaders in touch with la.rgor cultocal interests than ordinsrily are found in tenement
bouse neighborhoOds, but these who have been interested exclusively in boys' or girls' 
clubs have often failed to sense the commw>ity out of which those boys and girls C01'lO • • 
and hack into which they must go; They have !'died on their dubs as ezpressions of 
tittle hits of culture instesd of uaderstandi!ig the DOtwork, the comhinatlon, of commu• 
nity activities in which their dubs were to funetion. • • 

If we can combine tho method of the settlement with the outlook of the oommunity 
organizer, we will have the beginnings pemaps of orgens through which the local a>m· 
mw>ity spirit can ospress itself, and, I beliovo ~ is!"' need in aoclal work so gnat as 
for a 1srge number of men and women who will make themselves, through study and 
more espociaily through ezperiente, genuine reptesentatives and leaders for a. true 
democraCy. They will not lind people indifferent. 

. I have spoken of the influence of the women in one oommunity. I think this ja 

beginning to he true of women in many oommw>ities. I shall be sorry if women only 
divide themselves into Repuhlicans and Democrats and do not upn:so themselves 
socislly as mothers and as citizens. Knowledge is important, but that which simply 
remains as information is inelfec:tive. When, howe-, the woman from the tenement 
bouse or elsewhere gets the ides that she can ospress her motherhood in the oommw>ity 
with other mothers, she1s bound to he a tremendous power. She is limited todsy by her 
notions of individualistic morality, I do not mean to mjnjmjz;e the importance of the 
ides of an individual doing• his duty in his own place and in his own 'way, but! do mean 
to say thst -·are hampered and limited here in America, as elsewhere in tbe world, 
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by a lack of the knowledge of group morality. We do not understand that certain 
functions of the community must be performed by groups of people, that the work of 
the world is not to be done by individuals, but bas got to be done by co-operating groups. 
Now the impulse of the mother not o-nly to look after her children when they are in the 
home but when they are out in the neighborhood with other children is strong enough 
to make her a neighborhood influence~ lly experience is that she will respond. The 
local organizer has in this an immense, perhaps the very greatest, power for good in the 
world at his hand. 

If children mean anything to me, they are the very embodiment not only of happi
ness but of the demand for real joy, and we have in youth and in children the love of fine 
and beautiful things. 

I know the heartbreak of working with masses of people-with labor unions and 
tenement-house groups---and yet there, quite as much as- anywhere else, I have found 
at the bottom of the soul and animating the will of many men the demand for a better 
social ideaL The trade unions, the political parties, the anarchy of our tenement-house 
communities from the standpoint of any joint action, have made it hard for this ideal· 
ism in the common man to express itself~ But the idealism is there, and over and over 
again I have seen workingmen, laborers, fathers. neighbors, do as fine things, adopt as 
far-sighted policies as any educated men I have ever known. 

There is before social workers no matter of so great importance as to utilize these 
finer qualities and these great powers in men in building up local organizations to express 
the better community spirit. Community centers, neighborhood agencies, village 
improvement societies, and especi.a.lly settlements have done much in this direction, 
but great work, and perhaps the greatest work, has yet to be achieved. The genius 
of democracy itself will be immensely furthered by the local organizations. Everyone 
who believes in democracy believes that there is native genius for government and asso... 
ciation in all men. The power to govern first expressed itself in clans and then in city 
states during the Middle Ages in the feudal system. The need and demand for advance 
broke up the feudal system and formed what we have called the uage of contract," and 
that, too, must go in response to the demand for a more real and better way of life. 

· If democracy is not • thing in which all participate, it fails of its purpose. It may 
seem to many that the local organization. expressing themselves in small ways can play 
no great part in the world. Local organizations will always have to do, on one side of 
their activities at least, with small matters of community hou'Sekeeping; they will have 
to see that >ewers are mended; thatgarbageisproperly disposed of; that the playgrounds 
are meeting the needs of the children; that schoolhouses really help to prepare the 
yoUDg$ters of the neighborhood for the life which they have to live in that neighborhood. 
The festivals that can be given by the ....;dents of any small section never will compare 
with the great national festivals in finish and beauty; the discussions carried on by 
local groups and forumJ will rarely reach the level of national debate; only on special 
occasions and in particular places will the spiritual elements of life be to the fore in our 
smaller neighborhoodsj and yet without these local efforts the great adventure of 
democracy will fail, for all its worth and a.U its genius consists in its ability to embrace 
all men. 

Democracy is built on the uncommon good in the common man, and until our 
government and our voluntary associations furnish the means for the common man to 
e.xpras himxlf. to enter into the li!e of the whole, the best in our national govemment 
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and the best in human life am never be perceived or exp~ by anyone. Today the 
reaction from work and from indl!lltry expresses itself for the most part in lower forms 
of recreation and in those violent outbre&ks thet we ca.ll war, but it is peSSI"ble to develop 
a commUility organization which will find its meaning in fostering the finer local activi
ties so thet debilitating sport and war will not be ca.lled upon to re-establish some kind 
of balance between life as a calling and life as an adventure. 

THE SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS' INFLUENCE UPoN PUllLIC 
POLICIES 

Graham Taylor, W ....U.., Cllicago Com,....., Cllicago 

Tbe social settlement movement is the movement of spirit. Spirit describes and 
expRSSeS life rea<:ting upon its environment. And life, individual or collective, in its 
being or doing. in its artistic, literary, industrial, political, or religious expression, makes 
no greater contribution to the world than its spirit. ThUll time evaluates the spirit 
of a person, the house spirit of a. family or household, the espril de ... ps of an army, and 
the morale of a people. , 

Tbe settlement spirit is not something apart from its times and tendencies, but 
shares them and gives them its own expression of what conditions actually are and 
whither tendencies tend. Because settlements have been so much more the expression of 
a social spirit than an organization or institution they have neither attracted nor claimed 
credit for inftuence upon public opinion and policies. Far would we be from presuming 
to claim parity of importance between our few, widely scattered little settlement centers 
and the big sweep of the social democratic tide through all the channels of life and iabor 
upon which they have been borne up and down. And yet the inftuence of these settle
ment groups upon democratic opinion is far out of proportion to their number, resources, 
and personnel. By life and act they have exemplified, expressed, and objectified the 
motive and hope of demeuacy in a way thet appeals not cmly to the sympathies, imagi
nation, and idealism of their own local commUilities, but in a way to inftuence public 
opinion and action further a..lield. Indeed it is embarrassing to acknowled&e, much 
more to live up to, the credit now Qeg;immg to be thrust upon them for accurate infor
mation and diversilied knowledge. • ' • • 

Whatever inftuence they havp bad, howe"!'f, bas been sought, gained, and wielded 
far more by standing in between classes, parties, races, and sects, than bY identifying 
themselves with any one of them. Settlemenf.s! therefore, have been justly regarded 
as standing for the whole commUility, for taking account of the whole situation, and 
for promoting formative policies and legisiation rather than merely remedial or reform&. 
tory measures. For insisting upon going to the roots of serious situations and confused 
public problems, settlements have been denounced unjustly as merely ~radical." 

From this Ulliquely advantageous point of view and base of operations, the settle
ment spirit has contributed an apprecisble inftuence upon public sentiment and action. 
It has done so most of all by exemplifying and emphasizing the policy of observing &t 
fust band actual conditions and relationships thet constitute the problems of life with 
which public policies have to deal. Tbe settlement group's contact with conditions 
and situations is not casual, touch--and--go, or temporazyl but consecutive. residential. 
progressive. ' !t is attained and maintained by fellowsbipping families as neighbors 
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and individuals as personal friends. Those otherwise classffied or massed together for 
various purposes are thus individualized. Persons not "cases" are dealt with. Case 
work, though less technical in its procedure, may be all the more efiective in its results 
for being done with people as neighbors. If from the relief-work point of view, settle
ment workers act as "friendly visitors n in co-operating with charitable or correctional 
agencies, their permanent residence in the community visited may enhance the value 
of their findings above the judgment of itinerant, occasional, volunteer, or professional 
visitors. Perhaps it is for this reason that the settlement group was the first one outside 
the circle of charity and correction officials to be admitted to membership and to be 
given a section of their own by this National Conference twenty-six years ago. How
ever that may be, the example and success of the settlements in making common cause 
with people less understood by others have perceptibly influenced the administrative 
relief policies, methods, and manners of many agencies in dealing with the dependent 
and afllicted. 

It was Arnold Toynbee, the forerunner of the British settlement movement, who 
first credited the trade unions with suggesting to economists the necessity and ad van~ 
tage of observing actual living conditions in order to gain a tenable ground for their 
wage theories. So the settlements continue to seek and share first-hand information 
of the actual conditions and relationships by which they are surrounded or with which 
they come in wider contact. 

The public policies which the settlements have more or less influenced may he 
grouped about the family, economic justice1 and inter-racial relations, and the policy 
of religious bodies toward their local or civic communities. 

First, the influence of settlements upon policies relating to the family is based upon 
their recognition of the family as the social unit. The settlement household itself is 
of the family type and is always located in a family neighborhood. No individual is 
a monad to the settlement worker. Evezyindividual is regarded as naturally associated 
with a household and a neighborhood, as parent or child, as brother or sister, as school
mate or shopmate. Kinship and neighborly groups are fellowshipped as such. There
fore the settlements have sought and obtained the recognition of family rights in public 
policies. The cost of living for a family consisting of husband and wife with three chil
dren under the working age has been regarded as the normal basis for the rate of wages. 
Casual labor, forcing its victims into a roving life, necessarily depriving them of home 
and citizenship, has been deprecated as disastrous alike to the worker and to the nation. 
The rights of woman, as wife, mother, or employee, have been asserted and safeguarded. 
Laws for compulsory school attendance and against child labor have been supported 
to defend the children's right to grow,leam, and play. So also the Juvenile Court law 
and the provision of funds for parents have been initiated by settlements, as in Dlinois, 
because they have been regarded as supplementing family discipline and the family 
income when inadequate to hold the family circle together. The settlement's plea for a 
bouse fit for a healthful home has often been the only check upon the greed of builder or 
landlord, which is destructive of home life and public health alike. Thus~ and in many 
other ways, settlements have reasserted the divine sanction upon the family as the ark 
of the covenant of the Lord of the whole earth. 

Second, for economic justice the settlements have unswervingly and aggressively 
stood. ad\·ocating and defending public policies which are just to the common welfare 
as well as to personal and family rights. A just standard of living is urged by the set-
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tlemmts as justified by What the f&mily budget shows the cost of living to be. A 
minimum wage has been Uiged as the surest defense apiDst the injustice and injurlous
DesS of sweated industries. The protection of maternity from the overwork and under
pay of WOIIIOD, and from the ezcessivo and preventable death mte in childbirth tolemted 
in the UDited States, has been dema.nded as the birthright of the child, as the mother
·right of womanhood, and as the nation's right to pezpetuate its population and to 
progreso. The child's right to grow, loam, play, and thus !it itself for domestic, 
industrlal, oocial, and civic life has rallied settlements to the aggressive support of legis
lation apiDst child labor md for compulsory school attendance, as well as for public 
and voluntary support of infant-welfare work, nutrition clinics, directed playgrounds, 
md indoor-recrea.tion centas. The Federal Children's. Bureau is perhaps the moot 
outstanding evidence of settlement influence upon national policies, since it contnouted 
not only iDitilitive toward the eotablisbmen~ of the bureau, but also the serviceo of two 
residents of Hull House to head it up and stall assis-ts from several other settlements. 
. In pleading for shorter hours m the working day and for week-end leisure, the bal

ance between work and play, so eoseotial to every nmmallife, has steadily been claimed 
for the workers b:v their settlement neighbors. Labor's right to organize for prote<:ting. 
and advancing the .-daM of living, for safeguarding life tmd limb, and for sharing 
control over working conditions has been recognized as much as an economic necessity 
as for capital to combine. In the mvostigation of economic conditions and in the COD• 

ciliation and arbitration of mdustrial dillerences ma.n:v settlement residents hsvo tsken 
activo part. Members of their stalls hsve been dmfted by the Federal Coal Commis
sion to report to it their findings as to the home conditions of the miners' families in the 
mining fields of several ststes. · 

Third, inter-racial relations hsve been studied,~ and improved through the 
neighborly koowledge that the settlement household has acquired conceming the ..,._ 
mopoli- populations in the midst of which most of them are located. Thus mutual 
understanding has been demonstrated to be the only foundation of jlllltice. symp&.: 
thetic interpretation has been proved to be the only basis of public policies illlt the pro-• 
tection and assimilation of the foreign-bam. "The Immigiants' Prote<:tive League of 
Chicago, mainly due to the initiative, Support, and leadership of its settlement constJtu.. 
ency, ma.y possibly be taken over by the Department of Public Welfare of the City 
of Chicago, of which Mary E. McDciW&, bead resident of the University of Chicago· 
Settlement, has recently been appointed commissioner by the new mayor of Chicago, 
William E. Dever, who began his political ~ by speaking from the platform of 
Chicago Commons in his candidacy fe>f the city council twenty-three :years ago. 

During the war ma.n:v settlements J'ODdered effective service in admiDistering the 
selective service law in the neighborly spirit. Then, as before and since, the settlement 
found good cause to cherish both ends of the "hyphen," because the love of old father
lands was found to deepen and inteosifytheloyal allegiance of the foreign-bam to their 
adopted country. 

Inter-mc:ial relations of a just and peaceful kind are also found to point the way 
logica!jy and necessarll:v to our country's international relations as a loyal member of 
the family of nations. The American patriotism of foreign-hom, liberty-loving neigh
bors bas baDisbed the craven fe&r of foreign aggression as a bar to natiooal friendship 
with their kindred in the old-world fatherlands The personal and public de&liogs with 
the peoples of foreign Ianda are realized aa so natural, necessary, and inevitable as to 
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demonstrate the preposterous folly of national isolation and to demand America's 
membership in the Court of International Justice and in the League of Nations. 

Fourth, the infiuence of social settlements upon the policy of religious bodies 
toward their local and civic communities is ngistered not only in the adoption of settle
ment methods by the churches, but far more by three great advances toward identifying 
church life and work with the social and industrial democracy of the age. Thus" soul" 
has come to mean the whole human self, nothing that one has, but all that one is, or is 
coming to be1 in body, mind, and spirit. The parish has become so identified with 
the community that in many localities the church has ceased trying to build itself up out 
of the community and is devoting its energies to building up the community out of 
itself. The catholicityallinned by the Apostles' Creed is coming to imply as its equiv
alent the interdenominational, inter-racial and inter-national faith and practice of 
every religious body. The confession, "I believe in the holy catholic church, the com
munion of saints" is coming to be regarded as not only meaningless, but as a hollow 
mockery when and where sectarian prejudice and intolerance, racial antipathies and 
fratricidal antagonism, and world warfare between s<H:alled "Chrlstiant' nations are 
tolerated, extenuated, or made possible. Vlhether the world is to be made safe for 
democracy depends upon whether the religion of the world becomes democratic. 

In thest and many other wa~ of which almost every settlement can give further 
tokens, the spirit of the settlement movement in the democratic life of today may hum
bly claim to bave exerted appreciable inlluence upon public opinion and public policy. 



PRACTICAL OBJECTIVES IN HEALTH WORK DURING THE NEXT 
TWENTY YEAR& • 

H.,..,_. M. B;gg,, M.D., C.....Wsio!w of Heallh of NtJW Yorl< SIIW 

The topic which I sball discuss today was selected for me. J should hanlly have 
had the temerity to choose it myself-perhaps partly because one grows more cautious 
as one grows older, and ps<tly beca.use in looking hack over an experience of thirty 
years in public health work I realiu fully that at no time during those years could one 
have looked forward even ten years and fom::ast approximately what the principal 
health objectives should be, and still less could he have o;~tim&ted approximately what 
the accornplisDments would be. 

I sball approach the cfucussion from a reve""' standpoint and try to forecast the 
direction of activities and some of the poss1Dle accompHsbnients of ·the comhlg years 
as based on our present knowledge of disease and the records of the past twenty yeaxs. 
In tbisdiscusWn J sball speak largely from the point of view of the public health officer, 
and in order to be more definite shall coofine the consideration chiefly to New York 
City and New York State concerning the'" health ccnditions of which l have long been 
fomiliar. . 

We must fully realiu at the outset that there is little reason to anticipate in the 
future such brilliant results as have been achieved in the past, unless we are first to 
assume that Dr: Step\len Smith was correct in placing the normal d.;.,.tion of human 
life at one hundred years insteed of the biblical spaa of seventy. We are speaking 
now, of course, of those countries and nations and communities which ha*• aJreedy 
availed themselves in considerable degree of the reasonable possibilities in the reduction· 
.of sickness and death, which the discoveries in.medical science during th~ past forty 
years have placed at our dispose!. 

In many communities and in some countries the limitations in the reduction.ef 
death rates which uturalla.w andhumanphysieal frailties impose have already become 
narrow. When I became connected with -the New York City Health Department the 
&nnual crude death rate was •s pq"thousand· or. more; during the last four years it has 
averaged less than one-hall this rate. Within tweoty years nearly eleven years have 
been added to the average expectation of life at birth of males in New York City. 
This is now nearly fifty-two years; i.e., each group of x,ooo male babies bom in N<:W 
York City in 1920 will live sx.s20 instead of 40.6so as was the case twenty years ago. 
The next twenty years can of course bring forth no such increase in longevity as this. 

During the last quarter of a ceotury all the great epidemic diseases except inlluenza 
have beeo brought largely or comPletely under control. The acute respiratory diseases 
alone of the iofec~. diseases endemic in temperate climates and causing high death 

•This ad&.!, deliveM at the Fiftieth~ Meetln« o[ the National Conference of Social 
Work, was the 1ut "PUbUc addrcu which Dr. Biggs made prior to the illness which ended ill his death. 
Owing to his illness, the editor of the ~i~ was not able to secure a copy af thiJ manuscript until 
the p,~irttswae about, to go to pms, but because of the YeJ)" special sipificance of Dr. Bias' last 
public appoamne. the &ddresa has been included eva though ncceuaril,y out of ita replu pl&c:e ln the -· 530 
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rates remain without adequate means for their prevention. \\'bile the prevalence of 
the infective and some other preventable diseases has been rapidly reduced during this 
Period, largely because of the application to disease prevention of the scientific dis
coverie5 of the time. yet on the other hand cancer and the degenerative d-iseases of the 
middle and la~r periods of life have slowly but steadily increased their toll of deaths. 

In r8Q7 the writer delivered an address. on preventive medicine before the annual 
meeting of the British Medical P.~sociation, and chose as the topic for the address, 
"Preventive Medicine in New York City." The New York City Department of 
Health had then been doing rather effective work for some years and was organizing 
its activities on the basis of the best scientific knowledge then available. The diagnostic 
and research laboratories-the first public health laboratories in the world-were well 
established and in effective operation. The death rates had fallen from 25 and more 
per thousand of population to about zr. With mucll hesitation I ventured then the 
prediction that within a few years the death rate of the city could be reduced to Jess 
than 18 per thousand of the population and could be maintained below that level. 
I pointed out then the reductioas in the death rates from tuberculosis, diphtheria, 
diarrhoeal diseases of infants, typhoid fever} etc.} which seemed possible, and which 
would accomplish this result. At that time my prediction was received with much 
incredulity by many public health authorities. If anyone had promised a reduction 
in_the death rate of New York City in a little more than twenty years from above 21 

to Jess than u, as has occurred, he would have been regarded as of unsound mind. 
The rate of r8 per thousand was attained in 1907, much earlier than I had anticipated 
and it has never equaled this since. Even in tgi 8 the great influenza epidemic, terribly 
fatal as it was, only brought the death rate up to 17.9. 

Let us con-sider briefly how these surprising results were achieved, and then see 
what we may reasonably hope to accomplish in the reduction of specific rates in the 
future. 

Let us consider the present condition of the public health in New York State as 
indicated by a comparison of the death rate at each age group with the corresponding 
English rates. If we apply the English rates of each age group for JQ20 to the similar 
age groups in New York State and New York City, we find that approximately 17,000 

more deaths occurred in 1920 in New York State than would have occurred if the 
English rates had prevailed. Or, still further, if' comparison is made with the lowest 
selected rates of each age group in England, Australia, and the Scandavian countries 
in the years H)OI-Iqro, we are somewhat astonished to find that more than 43,000 
excess deaths occurred in New York. State in this single year 1920. And yet 1920 had 
the lowest crude death rate in the history of New York State up to that time. This 
gives us an indication of the possibilities still remaining in the saving of life and the 
prevention of illness as judged by a comparison with the most favorable records. There 
is no reason to believe that the duration of life of those who reach the later periods 
of life has increased in the last one hundred years. On the contrary it is reasonably 
certain that the expectation of life at sixty-five is less now than it was one hundred 
years ago. At the present time. however~ a "-ery much larger proportion of aU individ
uals reach these latter age periods than wa.s pre,ious1y the case. In the future if we 
are to gain any correct information as to how different countries or cities compare 
with each other in relative healthlulne$ as indicated by their comparative death rates, 
we must leam to ask not for the crude death rate of the entire population or for the 
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ratio of deaths to the r,ooo or ro,ooo of population, but we must compare the specilic 
death tates for males and females in corn:spcmdh!g 8f!'O groups. Thus we compare 
the number of deaths oa:urring in persons whose - aue between tweoty and thirtY 
with the ~ number of persons liviDg in the community at these -· It will be 
readily understood that such :ates for different communities are ~ CC>lllpUB.ble, 
and the results are often very different from those obtained by comparing the crude 
rates of these communities. For eumple, the crude death :ate of New York City 
during the u years rgro-rgoo was r<!-8•, and the similar :ate for the rost of the state 
for the same years was r.•r points higher, or r6.o3; but if these rates are corrected 
for ·the age distributioo of the populations in New York City and the rost of New York 
State, the rel&tion between the mtes is emc:tly reve>sed, for the corrected :ate in New 
York City then becomes r6.u; for the remainder of the state 14-34- This same reversal 
is true of the rates for any single year. 

It is, I believe, now the opinion of most competent public health authorities that 
an annual or hlsnnual general physical examination of every member of the community 
made by ._nenced and qualilied physicians, with subsequent instructions as to a 
p!Oper mode of life and the correction of physical defects and the treatment of diseased 
conditions or abnormalities found, will contribute more to the future reductioo of our 
morbidity and our mort&lity rates and to the pro!ODglltion of life than any other single 
medical or public health plOCOduxe or activity. . 

While such eumin•tions are now being made for a small percentage of the popula
tion .by a few physicians, the number is rel&tively so small and the work is ef ruch 
recent adoptioo as to have had up to the prosent thne, I believe, no appreciable elfect 
on the death returns. I have been e,dvocating this plOCOdure, and have myself been 
pmcticing it for nearly a do2en years. 

The general adoption in a systematic JU!d el!icient manner means such a radical 
change in the training and the viewpoint of the great majority of the medical profession 
and of the !sity that I duubt whether it will beconre a widespread or general custom 
for some years to come, in fact p10hably not until the prosent older gen~tion of 
physicians and hqmen has been largely ~ by younger ones who have been 
trained iD a different school, iD which the maintenance of health and the preventiw
of disease receive the chief emphasis, rather than the curative treatment of disease. 

The general adoptioo of this procec!JJ;e among the poor will require a radical 
modificatioo and a great extension of these facilities for examination and treatment 
which are now furnished free by tlie public health and other public authorities. 

The provision of proper instruction iD physiology and hYgiene, and the inculcatioo 
of health habits and physical training for the pupils in elementary and secondary schools 
and for students iD the universities, and the thorough training of pupils iD the Normal 
schools (those who expect to be teschers) in these subjects and iD the fondamental 
. biological sciences so that they will be qualified :to teach, OODStitute, iD my judgment, 
the second important health objective iD the comiDg years. 

It is difficult to over-estimate the importance of the acquirement iD chiJdbood 
and early life of health habits, and of an interest iD and a knowledge of the iDJ!ucnee 
of foods, diet, baths, rest, and uercise, sleep, the care of the teeth, the methods of 
preventioo of the iDfectious diseases, and the gene:al care of the body iD health and 
disease. 
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The alteration of the habits of life after maturity is always a difficult procesa 
and usually only comes about because of apprehension caused by the presence of 
illness or the beginning loss of physical or mental power and endurance. 

The people of the United States are becoming more and more alive to the joys and 
the benefits which accrue from the pursuit of out-door sports and an out-of-door life. 
The sporting pages of the daily papers furnish abundant testimony to this fact. Unfor
tunately, like all good things, excessive indulgence in sports may be harmful, and their 
pursuit also needs intelligent direction. 

This change in the habits of life, which is becoming nation-wide, is undoubtedly 
adding to our national physical efficiency at a rapid and increasing rate. 

Closely allied to the health teaching in childhood is the educational work of the 
public health authorities along general and specific lines. This has been developed to 
a remarkable degree with reference to tuberculosis, and more recently has been rapidly 
extending in relation to the hygiene of maternity and infancy. As a concomita.Dt of the 
war, the prevention of venereal diseases became a prime necessity, and great progress 
has bet'n made since 1917 in popularizing knowledge of sex hygiene and the prevention 
of these diseases. 

The popular interest in the educational work of the public health authorities is 
genuine and widespread. The people a.re eager for it, and everywhere readily a vail 
themselves of opportunities offered. The daily press carries constantly instructions 
as to the prevention of one disease, or the treatment of another, or some health story 
or column. But while people are thus eager to learn about <l.isease and its causation 
and to hear and read of new dL~veries in medicine and of the effect of their application 
in the prolongation of life, probably very few of these people actually early apply this 
information in the conduct of their own lives. It is only constant repetition of the 
lessons in varying form that finally produces, almost impecceptibly, a definite change 
in the habits of life and in the attitude toward disease. Then further, the task of 
reaching and influencing by educational propaganda the no1ooo,ooo people who 
inhabit the United States, or the nearly xx,ooo,ooo people in New York. State, is 
simply stupendous., and the progress made must seem slow. Experience, however, 
has demonstrated beyond any peradventure that successful results may he confidently 
anticipated, both by the methods which have been used in the past and by the greatly 
improved methods which are now being employed. 

There ate also a number of objectives which primarily concern only the public 
health officials. Those which I have just referred to are chiefty without their jurisdic
tion. Among these objectives are such problems as the further reduction of the 
morbidity and mortality rates in the important preventable diseases which have 
r«eived such successful &ttentiou for many years. These are such diseases as tuber
culosis1 ma.larla, typhoid fever, diphtheria, scarlet fever, diarrheal diseases under 
five, puerperal diseases, etc. lfea:J.es, whooping cough. bronchiti!l and pneumonia, 
and the nervous diseases have a1so shown large decreases in their death rates. although 
the direct relation of public health activities to these diseases is not so evident. H 
we compare the general death rate iD Greater New York. City for 1&]6 when it was 
21.6 per thousand with that for 1920 when it was 12.9 we realize how great has been the 
gain-s3,26o less deaths oceurred from the causes above indicated than would have 
occun.d in New Yorlr. City !f the rates of xS¢ had prevailed in 1920 and 50,226 less 
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deaths from all causes actually occurred in 1920 than would have occurred H the general 
· death mte for r8g6 had prevailed. • 

Diseases of the heart, and cancer; with those from automobile accidents are the 
oniy important causes of the deaths to show increases during this period. It is chiefly 
in the later age peftod, of ceurse, that cancer and diseases of the heart and blood vessels 
take their toll. 

The death rate in 1920in Greater New York City, that is, the Boroughs Manhattan 
and the Bronx, from all the more important coiDlilUIIicable diseases, including pul
monary tuberculosis, these diseases· beh>g typhoid fever, measles, scarlet fever, diph
theria, whooping cough, cerebro-spinal meningitis, and ~the death rate from 
all these in 1920 was less than the death rate from diphtheria alone in r8g4, the year 
before the introduction of diphtheria antitoxin, and was oofy one-half the dl!&th rate 
from tuberculoais alone, or one-third of the rate for these same diseases in that year.· 

The expectation of life at birth in New York State for both male and female in 
rg•o was still eight years less than it was in x:an.as; although within twenty years 
(between rgoo and rg20) nearly eleven years have been added to the expectation of 
life at birth in New York City in males, and eight yeai:s in females. The difference 
between male and female, in favor of the latter, has been reduced during this period 
from over four years to a little less than one year. As we have indicated already the 
comparison with selected death r&tes in selected years in England, Australia, and the 
Scandinavinn countries, gives us an indication of the possible theoretical gain which 
may yet be made in this country. This indicates a possible further reduction in the 
death rate of nearly 30 per cent, and a poss1"ble saving of more than 4,1,000 lives a year. 
for example, in New York State. 

Although, therefore, we may cougratulate ourselves on what has been accom
plished, we must realize that very large unatlained possibilities still remain. Comparac 
tive studies of death rates from verious causes in specific age groups will indicate the 
Hoes along which our further health activities should be directed. There is urgedt 
need in our public health organization of mare and better trained vital statisticians- • 
than we now have to intoiprot tho statistics and to direct the Hoes of puhlic bealth 
work. 

One serious haodicap to the accomplishment of these ends in the future, to my 
judgment, will he the lack of a sufficietJ.f liumher of well-trained and qualilied physicians. 
and puhlic health workers, and ,their proper .distribution. Under present conditions · 
in many districts in the United States the number is now totally inadequate, and the 
mtio of physicians to population is slowly decreasing. The number of physicians 
who die or retire each year is greater than those who are annually licensed to practice 
meaicioe, and this dilierence will gradually increase, while at the sanro thne the popW... 
tion of the United States is increasing at the rate of about r,soe,JOO annually. The 
increase of population alone requires at least r,•oo more physicians annually to properly 
provide for its medical care. The deficit in physicians annually, I esthnate, is now at 
least 2,000 or 2,5oo .. We must remember in this connection that one physic-ian twenty 
years ago could care, after the methods of practice of that time, for at least twice as 
many sick and well persons as can tho physician of today, H he gives these persons the 
adequate attention which present scientific bowledge and modern methods render 
desirahle and possible. 
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Furthermore, there is no immediate prospect of there being any increase in the 
number of phvsicians licensed each year, because the capacity of the medical schools 
ol the country has been practically reached. The tendency each year in the best 
schools is to decrea~ the number of students admitted, because the facilities for teaching 
students are inadequate to care for large numbers. The cost of insta.lling and operating 
a high--class medica] school is now so great that there is little prospect of new schools 
being added unless occasionally one may be opened in connection with a state univer
sity which does not now have a medical department. In this case the maintenance 
will rome from legislative grants. 

It is true that in many large centers of population there is apparently a surplus of 
physicians, but this is not because there is not sufficient work for them to do, but 
because the work which should be done remains undone, either because the physicians 
are unqualified or unwilling to d& itt or because no compensation for it is available> 
or because the need for it is not sufficiently appreciated by the people. 

If we consider for a moment the vast unutilized opportunities for more and urgently 
needed service in connection ?.ith our large public dispensaries1 or the conditions 
existing in many of the public institutions, such as the State Hospital, and the enormous 
unoccupied fields in industrial hygiene, one begins to realize bow great is the present 
need. Dr. Rankin, Health Commissioner of North Carolina, has recently stated 
this in a forcible way. He says: .. The health officer sees a field of unsupplied medical 
needs which is from three to five times as large as that which is supplied. He sees 
2,750tooo women confined annually in the United States, and 750~000, or 30 per cent, 
witl10ut medical attendance. He sees them inadequately attended during their 
puerperium, receiving on an average three or four visits, whereas they should. have 
ten or tweh-e, and as a result he sees unnumbered abortions, miscarriages, premature 
labors and other complications of pregnancy, and accidents of delivery with injuries 
and infections, with retarded and abnonnallying-in-periods. In short, he sees countless 
women impaired for the functioning of motherhood, and for the efficient discharge 
ol those domestic duties on which is dependentJ to a large extent, the health of the 
infant and that o[ the family. From damaged motherhood how short the step to 
impaired infancy, The health officer sees, as a result of the neglect of motheJ;"hood, 
a }arge percentage of the I ,soo,ooo cases of diarrhea and enteritis which annually 
affect our s.ooo,ooo infant population: he sees early childhood with 700jooo cases 
annually of the common communicable disease: he sees, closely related to impaired 
motherhood and abnormal and diseased infancy, the great problem of malnutrition, 
invohing, according to the lowest estimate l}ooo.ooo, or, according to the highest 
estimate, 4,000,000 public school children in this country. He sees the common 
defects of childhood, for wbich, according to Emerson, malnutrition is 8o per cent 
responsible. The common defects involve r,ooo,ooo public school children who 
suffer from diseased tonsils and adenoids, 410001000 who have visual defects, and 
ts,ooo,ooo who need dental treatment, all of them retarded and retarding the school 
machinery of this country. 

"The health officer observes 2 1000,000 fresh n.ses of venereal disease occurring 
annually in adolescence, added to the tremenaous carry-over of old cases and compli~ 
cations from pre,-ious years. He finds that these diseases and their complications are 
not receh-ing one-fifth the treatment they should have. Finally, he understands that 
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when.medicine has gained control, to a re&S01Uibly adequate degree, over the pa.thologic 
phases of life, then it will he time for the profession to begin to amsider the yet larger 
opportonity for service--the opportunity thet relates itself, not to the omall pen:mtage 
of the population thetis obviously diseased, but to the larger pen:entage that is appar
ently well.· To make the unlit fit is & worthy task, but to make the fit fitter is a larger 
and a higher achievement." 

Some of the most important health objectivEs of the next twenty yean then may 
he brielly summarized as foUows: 

z. Establishing the custom of obtaining periodic physical .,..,.,;,ations of every 
individual made by competent physicinns. 

•· Provision of systematic instnlction In elementery physiology and hygiene 
and In health habits In the primary and secondary schools, and 11101e extensive instruc
tion in the normal schools and univenities. 

3· Further reduction In the death tate from the common infective diseases, such 
u tubereulosis, diphtheria, typhoid fever, !IC&l'letfe...,, diarrheal diseases of infancy, eli:. 

4· Postponement of the age at which death occms from the amiiovascular diseases 
and the othez diseases of later life through physical eu.minstion .and instnlctions as 
to methode for retszdlng OI arresting their progress. 

5· Coutinued efiOits, through I<SC&ICb, to solve the problems OODDected with 
the causation and prevention of the acute respimtozy diseases and cancer. 

6. Continued efiozts to prevent and cure certain diseases of nutrition and metab
olism, such as dishete$, !ICUIVY, md>itis and gout. 

1· The prevention by education and law enforcement of new infections In the 
venereal diseases, and provision for moze adequate treatment of syphilis. 

8. The extension of the edutational woik of the polilic health authorities as a 
most effective means to promote the proservation of health and the prevention of 
disease. 

9· :Better and more extensive ozgani&&tion of the prenatal, maternity and infant 
W<>rk, and the preschool child. • 

10. The extension of the WOik In mental cygiene and oral hygiene, includhlg ample 
facili~ for treatment. 

u. The ellicinnt development and extension of medical school inspeetioa, and" ill 
foUow-up with the provision of adequate facilities for the treatment of the diseases 
and defects !ound In school children. • · 

We must look to & decrease In the specific death rates In the futuro and not~ 
continuous and material reductions In the crude death mtes. On the contnuy, if 
the population begins to reach & steble equilibrium, and birth mtes continue to faU 
and approach the death rates, the crude death rates will tend to increue as has been 
the case In France. 
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PART1 

BUSINESS ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFERENCE FOR 1923 

C... au 

Pmlident-Homer F-olks, l:OS East Twenty.-second St .. New York. 
First Via-President-Allen T. Burns, New York. Second Vtce-President-Julia C. L&throp. 

Rockiord, ID. Third Vice-President-William Hea]y, Boston. 
General Secreta,cy--:-William Hammond Parker, 25 East N"mth Street, CiDcin.Dati. 
Tn:asurer--C. M. BooJuna.n. 25. East Ninth Street. Cincinn&li. 

Ex:EctmVZ CoKKI'l'TEZ 

&.officio-Homer Folb, New York; Alkn T. Burns, New York; C. M. Bookman, Cincinn&ti. 
Trrm upiring: 1923-\\'illiam T. Crou, Chicago; Owen R. Lovejoy, New York; William J. Norton, 
Detro.it; Frederic Siedenburg, C~eago; Gertrude Vaile, Denver. Term expiring IQ24-Gr:&~ Ab~tt, 
Washington; Allen T. Bu.l'lllll, New York; C. C. Cantens, New Yorlt; Karl de Sc:bwetrulZ, Phila, 
delphia: Robert A. Woods, Boston. Term expiring 1_224-c • .M. Bookman Cincinnati; Frank J. Bruno, 
Minneapolis; J. Prentice Murphy, Philadelphia; John A. Rya.n, Wuh.iru;ton; Jessie Taft,. Phiia,.. 
delphia. Chairmen of Divisions ex-officio-George A. &llamy, Cleveland; Frank J. Bruno, Minne
apoiis; Fred C. Croxton, Columhw: Haven Emerso-n, New York; George W. Kirdiwey, New York; 
Mary Van :Kieeck, New York; Fra.nkwood E. Willia.ms. New York; George S. Wilson, W&Sbington; 
M.n. Helen T. Woolley, Detroit. 

ColOII'tT£!: oN P.aoolt.Uf 

Homer Folks, New York, Chairman; Amos W. Butler, Indianapolis· C. C. Canterul, New York; 
Robert W. Kelso, Bo~-ton; Ju.lia C. Ls.throp, Rockford, IlL; Louis H. ~. Baltimore; William ]. 
Nortoo~ Detroit; William Hammond Parker, Cincinn&ti; John A. Ryan, Washington, D.C. 

ColaaTrE£ ON lt£sot.1l'TIONI 

Julia C. L&throp,llockford, m, Chairman; Frederic Almy, Buffalo; Charles M. Hubbard, St. Louia. 

Coaol:rn'u ON NmaNATJOlilS 

Berny W. Thul"!llon, New York, Chainnan; Donald B. Armstron& New York; Rkhani K. Conant, 
Botton; Otto W. Davis, Minneapolis: C. M. Hinck!, Toronto; Joel D, Hunter, Chicago; Julia C. Lathrop$ 
Rockford, Ill.; Joseph C. Logan, AU.O.ta. 

ColOO'l"l'D OM Tum AND Pucz 
ShtrmtLn C. KinnleY. Phlls.df'lphl.a, Chairman; Brother Barnabas. Toronto; Don. Bnres, Los 

ADRcles; HowardS. Braucher, New York; C. C. Cantens, Ne"' Yorlt City: Mrs. Richa.n! S. Childs New
York; Raymond Clapp, Cleveland; Karl de Schweinil~ Pbilade!phia.; Alexander Fleisher, New York; 
William Hodson, St. Paul; Hany L. Hopkins, Atlant&; Guy T. }1utis Denver; John A. Lapp, Chi~; 
Thl.vid C. Lisgett, LouUviUe: Owen R. Lov~joy, Ne"' York; Blteek.eT Marquett!z: Ciacinn&ti; Olive 
Mc-Cabe, Tacoma: R~ McHugh, Wuhinglon; William J. Nort~n, Delroi~: A. Y~ P~ Winni
pec; Elmer A. Scott, Dallu; !US. Ada E. Sbeffield, Boston~ Luc1us A. Whipple, Providence. 

Cmoat'TD ON KnmUD Gaot:!J'S 
C. C. CarstH~s, NewYor\,Ch&innan: Donald B. Armslrortf New York: Allen T. Bums. Nft'York; 

Amo1 W_ Butler. lndiAnapoli:J: Ida M. Cannon. Boston; M&rt~ P. Falconer. New York; Da.vid B. 
Hari.nns. Winnipt>lt': H. H. Hart, New York; Joel D. Hunter. Chi~; Virgil V. Johnson, New York; 
Robert W. Kei§O, Boalon; Burdette B. Lewis, T~nton; Aaron M. ~:,Ed[rie: Kelley Miller, New York; 
Mnud Rockwell. New YoH.; Herbert C. Pat'50ns. Boston; Ada E. , Bo:Mon; F.redaic Siedenbuq. 
Chicago; -Elwood Street, St. LoW.; Fr&lKel Taussis. New York. 

CoaollTTU os PLAN w NolmfUIOMI Aim ErzcnoNS AND m CONsma. R.cvmov w 
CoHsaltOiiOlli .um BY~LAw 
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CoiDarra 1'0 Srwy 'DZ VALU AliD ~ U ltzaDDs 0'1 Socul. Szavrcl: Oti:wn
&UIOKI AD Pnl.tc Wa.:rAU DDA2rlmll'ra Ra Scaaw AliiD T:u.c::lmlo Ptruoas 

]'omes E. ~. Co~~an; l!dlth Abbott. Chi~, Frank J, llrw!o, WMeapolls; 
Lucile Eav.:s. ~tOO; ~muD. ~uiotyE~ouo Kate Holllday 'horn. New York, Cityi._}~-~~ 
=·~~~ &.;... Liademau, New cnt Cit;y; 1- P • .lolurphy, Wfalo; T.].lUiq,........,.... 

DIVISIONAL ORGANIZATION 

DIVISll>N I-cBILDREN 

c-, V.. Holen T. Woolley<Detnrit. 
y;,..c........,, Ma=s· C. F&Q.J ........ ville. 
s...-,, Emma o. Lundbeq, wasbingtoa. 

Gtue Abbott ft925) •••••••••••••••• Washington 
lluth Berob:beimer (zo•S) ••••••••••••••• ~ 
Lee Bidgood (I02J) •.•••••.•••••• Univcrsity, A!&. 
W'dliam Hodson (:r_o23} ••••••••••••••••• St. Paul 
Lucia B. Johnaoa. {1024),., •••••• , ••• -~~ 
Cheney C. Jones (l02s) •••••••••.•• M1nn"J:"' 
Robert F. Keegan (192-3), •.•••••••••• New ork 
Theodore A. Lothrop (tga4) ••••••••••••• • Boston 
Emma 0. Luodbe<g (lo,., ........... Wtohl-
C. C. MODalar Uo'4) ................ .Naahville 

Lilbum M.mn (JO•al ................... s..ttle 
nmtice M~ (tg;aS) •••••••••• PhiiAdel~ 

Hoi> ltlcka (IO"ll ..... , ........... ltlcbmoad 
Weaver 5mitb (1~5} •••••••• , .GsinesviDe 

Amy D. Steinhart (1924) •••••••••••• Saaam.ento 
Sophie VanS. Theis ~~~s) ••••••••••• New York 
H W. Thurstors. tpl4.} •••••••••••• New Yott 
c~ vm~m {l.,, ............ SJ>rinrield, m. 
.Mrs. Fmnk D. Watson (f9::t:S) ••••• llavelfo"),!:; 
Luclua A. Wbfpplo (11)'4) ............ Ptov! 

DMSION :G-DELINQUEN'I'S AND CORRECTION c-. G<o,.. W. Kirclo~ew Yo.S. s-..,wa B.Johmoa, bus, Ohio. 

H. H. Antels (19'4) ••••••••••••••• LiDco~ 
Sallford Bates (ro•s> ................... . 
Jessie F. Binford b924) ••••••••••••••••• Chicago 
~itb N. Bur~ (ros-4) ..•......•.....• Boston 
FrankL. Chrbuan (zp:rJ) ••••..•••• Elmira. N.Y. 
Mn. Martha P. Falconer (Io:rJ) ••••••• New York 
Anme Hlnri<""" (<o'3l .......... S!Iringfiel~, IlL 
Geoqre W. Kirclnft:y \z9S4)., •••.•. : .• New Yorlr. 
Blr.nche Martin (:ro•4 •••••••••• .Aieande:r, AlL 
Maude E. Miner {t02l) •••••••••••••• .New York 
Edwia E. Muloek (to•3} ••• , ••••• , •••••• Detroit 
Jooepb P. Murphy (•o•sl ................ Bulfa!o 

Samuel D. JlUI"'JAy (lOllS) ••• , •••••• Binningh&ta 
Vqini& M. Murray {1024) •••••••••••••• Detroit 
V&loria H. Pad<er <•o,.) .............. Now Ycnt 
Rft'bert C. PIUSHIB {xoQ) •••••••••.••••. :Rosten 
Anna M. Petersen (1925) ••••••••. Niutic, Conn. 
Louis N.lto~d:oss) •.••••• Swarthmore, Pa. 
Came Weaver • (I9Q), ••••••••. G&ineSYille 
Leou Stem (1925) •••••••••••• , •• H .Philt.delohia 
.Arthur W. Towne (:ro:rs) ••••••••••••• ,New tort 
Miriam Van Wate.ra (1924) ••• , •• , ••• Loa Angeles 
~ W'lllaD (1 .. 5) ••••••••••••• MWlCio, Pa.. 

DMSION m-mALTH 

CWrMo-. Haven Emenou. K.D. New Yo:k. 
y;,..c..,......, Anna E. Rude, ilD., Wasbingtoa. 
S_,.,~ 1~ S. Whitney~ New York. 

Mhmie H. Ahrens ('rou.l ••• • •••••.••• , •• Chkuo .. , Georp J. Nelbu:h (:EQS4} ••••••••••••• Nt!ll' York 
Donald B. ArmatroDS, M.D. h92S), ••. New Yotk. FkueJ:lci httersou Cro:a4) •••••••• , •••. New Yorlt 
Rlclwd A. Bolt. M.D. (~13) ........ w~ c. c. Pi....,, M.D. ho'3) ........... w-....... 
n..vid Edall, !l.D. bots) ••••••••••• Cambndge Ph!h'p S. Platt CtpS4) •••••••• : • ••••• New Haven 
Livippton Farrand, ICJ). (IDl$) ••••• Washingtcn Alvin PGwdiL !rf.D. (tt;2S) •••••••••••••• O&kland 
Enid F-tho (•o•<l· .............. , ... Tornnto Anna Rude, M.D. (<o'4J ............ Wuhinot011 
Ella. beth Fox (tO~) •• , ••••••••••••• Washington Iobn T~ (!023) ...•••••••••••• .La. V'ma. Cat 
Allm FYeeman. M.D. (r923,) ••••••• ; •• -.Columbus. C. E. A. WUWoW"!f.D. boas) ••••••• New HaYCD. 
Edna G.~ (1924) .•• ••••u•••• .Indianapolis Ra£hella Yarros.a.D. {I~) •••••••.••• Chic::a&o 
Harriet L. ""''" U.'4J ............. w-....... 

DIVISION IV-THE FAMILY 

c-.l'oekJ.Bruoo,ldlnn-U.. 
~. PmncillL M.c:I..ian, New Yotk. 

~F. Bope Ct924) ....... ··~···•··Hanisbura' 
Heney H. Bo....U (19") ........... Plilladelphla 
San A. Brow11o (t:o-4), ••• , • , ••••• , ••••• Lanm~ 
F>ank J. BNno (lOOJ) ............. ,Mhme&polis 

I;O&D.D A. C. Colcord (2:923) ••••••••••• New York 
Ulia B. Felsenthai (rou) •• , •••••••• lfinoeapoUa 
ra. Anna B. Fox (rot~) ................ BUffalo 

Rev. Patrick J. Haya rou) .......... New York 
--L.llollHi>ok , ... ) ............ ·-

C. :M. Hubh&rd (1.,3), ................ St. Loull 
Joel D. Hunter (1924) •• u H •••••• u,."' .Chicago 
kate M:eMaho11 (rou) .•••.••••••••.•.••• Bostoa 
Beaj&min P. Merric:k ~~~ ••••••• Grac4 Rapida 
Amelia N. S.... (••" ................. CM'""" 
Mn. F. H. Stoltao (•o'4l ••.....•... M! ..... polis 
Fnm...,TA.,.;g (tooo) ............... N .. Y..C 
Gerttude V.aile (J:g~) ••••••••••••••••••• DeaYer 
G. P. Wyckal (Ig:ta), ............ GdnuU.Iow& 
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DIVISION V-INDUSTRIAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 

C~. Mary Van Kleeck, New York. 
S~D4ry. ~nder Fleisher, New York. 

Edith Abbott (ro24). .................. Chie&JFO 
Frederic Almy (r913) ................... Buffalo 
John B. Andnws (roas} .............. New York 
M&deline H. Aptlcl (tOll) ........•...... Boston 
ltoger N. BaldWin {1924 ......•....... New YOlk 
AUeo T Burns h02)i) ••......•....... New York 
J. E. Hagerty (tQlS) ....•.••••......• Columbus 
.Mn. R. F. Halted. (r!)2J} .•.••••••..•• Louisville 
Mrs. Flotence Kelley (J924} .•••••..••• N~w York 

Paul U. Kellogg fto25). =·· .........•. New York 
Owm 1l. Lovejoy (1923) •••• , •.••.• , •• New York 
Annette Ma.nn (11)25) .•.•.•..•••.•... Cincinnati 
Mn. W. L. Murdcoh (ro::~J),, •••.••. Birmingham 
John A. Rysn ho::J) ...•........•.•. Wa.!obi~on 
John R. Shillady {!1)24), •••••••• , • , •• New York 
Arthur J. Todd (1925) ..•.•••.••••.••••• Chicago 
Mary Van K.leeck {1924) .... , .. , ...... New York 
SoioiDOD Woll {1923) •••• , , ••.•••••. New Orleana 

DIVISION VI-NEIGHBORHOOD AND COMMUNITY LIFE 

ChainMJJ, George A. Be&my, Ckvt"land. 
George A. Bellamy (1924) .•.•.••••.••• Cleveland 
Dora Berres (1923) ............•.... Los Angeles 
LeRoy E. Bowman (t925) ..•••..•.••• N-ew York 
H S. Braucher h9Hl ................ New York 
Henry F. Burt (1023l. .............. Minneapolis 
:Mrt. RalphS. Doud (1024) ............... Toledo 
Dorothy Endem {1924} .•......•....• Milwaukee 
Corinne Fonrlc- (1924) ...............•.. Houston 
George E. Ha}'nes (1o2J) ..•...•.•..•.. Na.shviile 
John Ihlder (1921) .... ,., .. , ........ Wa.~illt[tun 
ll. H. Jaco-bs (1923) ...• , •.....••.•.• Milwaukee 

E. C. Lindeman h925) ..........•.• , .New York 
]OKJ)b C. Logan {1925},, •• , .•. , ... , •.•. Attant& 
Ldward H. Lynde (1925} ............... Madison 
Mary K Mcn~u (1923) •...•.•....••. Chicago 
Eleanor McMain h024) ......•..•.. New Orleans 
Mrs. Beverley B. Mwnford (1925), •.•• Richmond 
J, H. Nash {1021) ..................... Oakland 
Wilbur C. Phillil'5 (1923) ............. New York 
Frederic Siedenburg (1923) .•.•.• , , , .. , .• ChiC:a8Q 
Robert A. Woods (J024) ................. Boston 

DIVISION Vll-MENTAL HYGIENE 

CkaiN!um, Frankwood E. Willia.m.s, M.D., New York. 
Viu.Chai"tunc

1 
Walter E. Fem&ld, M.D., Waverley, Mast. 

S«Tdary, Editn M. Furbush, New York. 
Smiley Blanton, M.D. hoz-4) .•......•.. Madison 
Mary V. Clark. ho:n} ............ , ... New York 
Walter E Fernald. M.D. {I!J'S) .. Waverley, Mass. 
Berna.rd GluecK, M.D. ho-25) •........ New York 
Georf{'e A. Hastings (up4) ...•..••.... New York 
Cl.ark E Ri)tbee (to~4l .....•...... Grand Rapids 
C. M. Hincb, M.D. h025) .•...•..•.••• Toronto 
Arnold J, Jacoby, M.D. (tq2$) ...•.•..... DPtroit 
Mary C. Jarrptf (r1;124) ...... , •.......... Boston 
Everett ltimbaJI (1025} .....•..•... Northampton 
Suzie L. Lyon1 (t92J} .• , .. , .•. , . , , .. , Baltimore 

Mn. Carleton Parker {:r923) ...• : , .... New York 
Robert L. Richards, M.D. ho~J} .. T~e, CaL 
Thomas. W. Salmon (1924) ............ New York 
Ada. Edith Schweitzer, M.D. (1924) ... lndi&napoli3 
Mn. Maida H. Solumoo (1925) .•...•••••. Boston 
Martha B. Strong (l:oa.t) ••• , •••••••.• New York 
Jeosle Taft (IQl$) •••••••••••••••••• Philadelp-hia 
\\illiamA. White. !d.D. (tQ2J) ....... Washington 
Frank.wood E. Williams-, M.D. (I02J) ... New York 
Mrs. Helm Ander.ton Young (192S} ... Minneapolia 

DIVISION Vlll-QRGANIZATION OF SOCIAL FORCES 

Clsii'~Mit, Robert W. Kelso, 'Boston. 
YUe-C44irM4'111, Hany p_ Wuehc-im, RocMster. 
St!Udar-y, John P. Sa.ndenon, New Bedford. 

Scott de Kin• ho:r-tt. ................. St. Louis 
Guy T.Jwti!l h024) ...•..•..•.••.•.. ~. Den"-er 
Shermsn C. King:siey h914) ......... Philadelphia 
M.. C. Macl..eftn (1924)., ..• ,,,,,, •.•.•. Toronto 
T. A. Mason (ro:z4) ..........•....... fhid~~rt 
W. F. MaxweU h924) ................ Harrubura: 

W. J. Norton (1924). ................... Detroit 
J.P. Sanderson (t9:z4) ............. New Bedlord 
OK:ar Sc-hoenherr {IQ2.4-}, ••••••••••• East Orange 
H P. Warcbeim (!024} ••••.•••••••••• Rochester 
Elliabelh H. WebJter b024} .••......... Chicago 

DIVISION IX-PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND ADMINISTRATION 

CliGirwJ~JJJ, Geol'lt'e S. Wilson, Washi~on. 
Vi<~.C4cu·,..,,., M" Clarence A. Johns.oa, Raleigh. 
Seullary, John A. Brown. Indianapolis. 

BurT B-lackburn h925l. ................. Atlanta 
Alida Brown hQ2J) ..................... Dallas 
Herbtr1 Brown hQ1J) ...... ,, .. East View, N.Y. 
:Mn. Carrie P. Bty&Dt (1924) ...•.... Los An~des 
P~t~ Rryce (tQl>;;) •.•.•••••• , •••••••... Toronto 
Amos W. Butkr h-o:z.t) ..... , ....... Indianapolis 
Richard K. Conant (ICUS} ............... Boston 
Cunline M. Cro5hf (1015) .•............ St. Paul 
Clarence E Fa-rd (1025) .•••....•........ Aibuy 
J. E. HAp'~)' h91J) .•...• , ......... .Columbut. 
tb&rlea .P. &elloa (1923) .........•.... Hart!ord. 

Robert W. Kelso h024} ................. Bos-too 
William J. Kerby (1924) ....•...•.••. WashingtO-n 
W. L. Kuscr (1924) ................ Eldotat-.!owa 
}&roes S. l.alr.in h925) .....•... Charleston, W.Va. 
k~sha Sessions. M.D. (tOlJ) ....•. Indianapolis 
Mn. Ada E. She-ffield (1914) .....•...••.. Boston. 
H. H. ShiH-r (t92J),, ................ Columbus 
Lucy Sims h023) .................... Paris, Ky. 
M. J. Tappins (lo2Jl. ................. Ma.dWm. 
ForestS. Tt-eat h925) ............... Da.vecport 
G. Croll Williama (liU-4) ....•••• Columbia. S. Ct 
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DIVlSION X-THE IlWIGllANT c-. F...I c. Croztm>. Colnmbua. ohio. vu..c-...*, Mary C. Hml~ New Yolk. s-. lkw:el>L Mohl<r, Washmgton. • 
Grace Abbott~ .. ~ •• ;, .•... .......•. Washington 
1 ... Add&ms .......................... Chkqo 
P.ul Blansbard ...................... 1loch<ste< 
Charle:! T. Bridgeman, .• , ....••..... . New York 
Kate Clagbom ••• , ................ , . . New York 
Ruth Crawford ......•.....••........ New York 
Juliua Dtacheler ... ....••... ..•.. , •.. New York 
W• W. HIISbaod .................... Washingtoa 

Albert Jenks ....................... Mlnn<own. 
Julia C. I.Mbrop .... , ..••....•..•• Rockford. nL 
Mary E.. McDowtll ... •..•..•••.•..... . Chicago 
ll""" McH .. h ..................... Washiutou 
Herbert A. Millel' • ••.•.••...•••••• Oberlin, Obio 
Cecelia ltam¥Bk7 . .................. . New York 
Gmham: TqJor ••• ..•••.••...........•. Chi£ago 



PART2 

BUSL'IESS ORGAl\'IZATION OF THE CONFEREKCE FOR 1924 

o.ncxu 
President-Grace Abbott, "''he Children'• Bureau, Washington. D.C. 
First Vice-President-Lee K.. Fnmkel, New York City. Second Vice-President-Peter B~ 

TorODto. Third Vi«:-Pnsident-James Hogc Ricks, Richmond. 
General Secretary-William Hammond Parker, 25 Ea!t Ninth Street, Cincinnati. 
Tnasuxcr-C. M Bookman, 25 East Ninth Street, Cincinnati. 

~C<nnanu 

Ex-officio-Grace Abbott Wa.shington; LeeK. Frankel, New York; C. M. Bookman, Cmeinnati• 
Term expiring ro24-Grace Ab~u. Washington: Allen T. Burna, New York; C. C. C&rs~J New York; 
Karl de Scbweinitz, Philadelphia; Robert A. Woods., Boston. Term ~irin$1' t>Qzs-c. M. Bookman, 
Cincinnati: Frank J. B:nmo, Minneapolis; J. Prentice Murphy, Pbiladelplu.a; John A. Ryu, Washington; 
Jessie Taft, Philadelphia. Term expiring ro~M. Edith Campbell, Cincinn&ti; Martha. P. F.akoMr1 
l'iew York; John L. Gillin, Madnon; M. C. M&cl.ean, Toronto; Amelia Sears. Chicago. Chairmen Ol 
Divisions, e:.:-officio-Sanf.ord Bates, Boston: George A. Bellamy, Cleveland; Fred C. Croxton, Columbua; 
K.&rl de Schweinitz, Philadelphia: Dr. Haven Emerson, New York: Robut W. Ke~t Boston; 
George W. Kirchwey. New YGlk; Mary Vao K.1ec::ck, New York; D.r. Fmnkwood E. WillWns, r.~ew York; 
Helen T. Woolley, Detroit. 

Grace Abbott, Washington, Chairman; Homer Folks, New York; William Hammond Parkere 
Cincinnati; John A. Ry&D., Washington; Ame-lia Scan, Chiago. 

COifHI'n'1tE ON REsoLtJTIOllS 

W. S. Reynolds, Chicqo, Chairman; Cb&rlea C. Coope.r, Pitb'bu.rgh; Mrs. Martha P. FUconer, 
New York. 

CmoaTrn ox NoHINAnOHS 
Eva W. 'White, Boston, Chairman; Burr Blaelr.bum, Atl4.nta; Sophonish. P. Breddnridge, Cbiea.p; 

Amoa W. Butler. lndianapolit; Rev. C. H. LeBlond, Cleveland; B&1T)' C. Smith, New York; Elwood 
Street, St. Louis; Franca Taussig, New York; Miriam Van Wate-n., Lot Angeles, 

CoiOm'TU ON Tna: AND Puc::z. 
M. Edith Campbell. Cincinnati, Chairman; Jud~ C. R. Rn.dford, Salt Lake City; Allen T. 'Bums; 

New York: Ml"'. L. B. Bush, Montgomery; Caroline M. Crosby, St. Paul; Fred C. Crorton, Columbtu:, 
Lo~tise: Drury. Milwaukee; Buna.td Fe.gan. New York; Evelyn Gardiner. Seattle; Mrs. John M. Glenn. 
New York; Kathe-rine P. Hewins, Boston; Fred R. Johnson,.~. Detroit; Eugent' Kiodr.te Jones, New- York; 
0. H. Klingeman, Iowa CitY.:!. I. Irving Lipsitcht...San rmncisco: D. S. McLaul!:hiin, LoaA.n,teles; 
Howard W. Odum1 Cha.Pel Hd ; Ellen C. Potter, ttarrisbu~; Mrs. Sidn~ Smalli ;::,onto: Carrie 
We&vu Smith, G&inesville; Gertrude Vaile, Denver: Mn:. Hattie Plum Wtlli&ms. • In; Mn. Ira 
Couch Wood, Chica&o. 

Comanu. ox KtNDtED G&.ODPS 
C. C. Carslnl. New Yor\:, Cbairm&n; Donald B. Armstrong. New York; Allen T. Bui'D!, New York; 

Amo1 W. B~lk:. Jndianapoli~; Idar M. Cannon, Boston; Mut~ P. Fat~~'vNew York; David B, 
Harlr.~1 \\innlpellt; H. H. Hart, New Yorlr.~ Joel D. Hunter. Chicago; Vn·gd , JohMon, New York; 
Robert w. Kd50, &ston; Bu«ktte B. Uwis, Trenton; Aaron M. Lop!e'&, ~rie; Kelley Miller, Ne-w York; 
Maud Rockwell. Ne-w Yort.; Herbert C. Pa.~ns. Boston: Ada E. Sheffield, Bo.tma; Frederic S-iedenburg, 
Chicago; Elwood Stlftt, St. Louia; Fruca T-~ouss.i&;, New York. 

Comarru TO CoKIIDU. REVISIOlf or CoNSTITt1110K AND BY-LAws 

Robert W. Kelso, Boston, Chainn&n; Ka.rJ de Schweinita. Pbiladelpbi&; H. H. Hart, New York;' 
1- Hose R.icb, Rkbmond; Gertrode Vaile, Denvu. 

CoKJmT~~:a- Td STUDY TRE V4I.UJ: .um ADAl"TUIUTT OP R~RDt o. 5oaAL S:nvra OaoAHI· 
u.noNS AND Puauc-WELJ'.U.. Du.oT~~EMTS woa SCIEHTm.C AND ~G Puvos.a 

James E. ~rty. Columbus. Chairmu; Edith Abbott. Chicago; Frank J. Bruno, Minneapolis; 
~ile E.a.va, ~I?Di Thomas D. Elliot, Evanston; Kate Holliday Cbgbom. N.ew York; Joel D. Hunlct. 
ChicJtBo: E. C. unaem&n, New York; Joseph P. Murphy, Buhlo; '1'. ]. Riley', BrooklYn; Arthlll J. 
1' odd, Chicqo. 

543 
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CoiDDrDB 1'0 ConiDu. m& Qnsmnr ~ llMslolf.u. ~TIOJf 
Karl. do Schwdni ... Pllil&d>lphia, ~nnao: Muy Imle AlkhuoD, C.lwnbua· William lrodooD, 

Mirmeapollll; Rev. 'tRJJ\ Kerby, Washington; wm. J. Norton. Detroit~ wm.. Haml!l0!1d Patket, 
CiDciDo&tl: Ad& E. S -: Amy Steiohart, Sacnunento. 

CoJDil'I'IU: ON All IlnzuAmmAJ. CoxnuNa car Socu1. Wou 

Paul U. Xellou, New !ork1 Chairmaa; lkother ~ Tol'?nto; Ernest P. ~icben. W~; 
C. C. c.me... New Y~ Julia C. L&tmop, Rockloft!, J. r,..t.i<e Mwphy, Philadolphia: LllliaD D. 
Wald, New Y..S: B- ·•·• WooJ~e¥, Dotroi~ 

DIVISIONAL ORGANIZATION 

DIVISION I~REN 
C~. Mrt. lle1ea. T. Woo:v.lley Dmoit. 
Viu-C'-in~~M, ::M&n:ul C. F acksonviDo. 
S«n~Dry, EmmA 0. Lundbcr& uhiDgtoo.. 

Grace Abbott (lotS) ..••••••• -~. , •• , WashiDRton 
Ruth Bero!zhehner (1:9~) •••••••• ,.,., •• Chi~ 
Lee BiW<ood (to>,l-.4) •••••• , ••• Univemcy, Ala. 
Willianl11od9on (19"113--•41·., ••••• , , , ••. St. Paul 
Lucia B. Johnson (1~4) ••••.••••••.•. Columbut 
Cheaey C: Jones (1925) ••• ~ ••••••• , • .M.inne&polis 
Robert F. l:,eegan ho:t3-f4} ••••••.•.• New York 
Theodore A. Lothrop {I924) •••••••••••••. Bottoa 
Emma 0. Lundberg (lOQ-24). , • , • , • Washingtou 
c. c. :e.tcuw (l-) ................. Nub villa 

lilburn Yet:rill (:rg:t_,.....) •••• , ••••• , ••••• Seattle 
ntlce Murphy (:ro~s) •• · •••.•••• Philadelphia 

Hop .Rkb (:r924) ••••••••••••••••• Richmond 
W•ver smith (19t5), ••••••••• Geinesville 

Amy D. Steinhart (~g24J .•• ~., •• ~· •• Sacramento 
Sophie VanS. Theis h92s) •...•••.••• New York 
B~ W. Thwston (l~) ............ New York 
Cbarles Yll'deo h92o3414) ••••• , ••• Sorinridd, Ill. 
Mrs. Frank D. Watson (1925) •••• ~:Sa~o:d. Pa. 
Lucius A. Whlpplo (•o•4l· ........... ProYidcuao 

DIVISION II-DELIN()llENTS AND COliRECTION 
C~ George W. Kirchwey New York. s--.. 'Liid&ll.]olmooo. Co!umbuo, Ohio. 

H. H. Antels Clos.t} ••••••••••••••• LiD<:oln. Neb. 
Sanford Ba.t-es bo:rs) •••••••••••••••.•••• Bostou 
Jessie- F. Binford (1:924) .••••.••••••• , ••• Chicago 
Edith N. Bu.rl~h (1924) •••••••••••.•••• Boaton 
Frank. L. Christian !l923-2.4) ••••••• Elmira, N.Y. 
:Mrs. Martha P. Falconer~0113) ..... , .New York 
Annie Hinriehse:n hot -2 • • • • • • • • eld m. 
G<o,.. W. Kit<hwey ?.o ....... ~" Yo<k 
Blanche Martin hOt4}: •••••••••• Aieu1'lder, Ark. 
Maude E. Miner (i:Qli.J-:14},.;, •••••••• New York 
Edwin E. MW.ock bo•J-•4) •••• , ••••••••• Detroit 1-P. M- (too.-..) ............ ;llu1Ialo 

Samuel D. M- <•o•sl .......... Blnniogham 
V1r1-inia M. Murray bo24) .............. Detroit 
Valeria H. Parker, M.l>. (1924) .••••••• New York 
Herbert C. Parsons tro23-14) ..•.••....•• Boston 
Anna M. Petersen (1:925}. , ••• , • , .Niantic. Conn. 
Louis N. Robinson hots) •••.••• SW&rthmo~. PL. 
Canie Weaver Smith (1025) ••••.••••. Gainesville 
Uott Stern (lots) •••••••••••••••••• Philadel_phi& 
Arthur W. Towne (1~5) ••• , ••••••••. New York 
Miriam Van Waters (1;:,4) •••••••••• Los Angetet • , 
Franldio W'llsoD (< .. s) ••••••••••••• MIU!clo, P&. 

DIVISION m-BEALTB 
CWrams, Hawn Eumsott. M.D. New York. v.-...c.o.u- ~.n .. E. Rud., M.D., Washiqtoo. 
S~, JessamineS. Whitney, New York. 

M'Umie H. Ahrens {:1:924-) •• ~, ••••••••••• ChicaP f • Cemp J. Nelbach I:":!" ........... New York 
D?-!d B. Annlitrong, M.D. (:rots) •••. N~ York F~~ Pattenon 19114 .•••••••••••• New .York 
ltith;ud A. Bolt, M.D. (:rt2.J-24l ••••. Washinttou C.~ Pierce. M.D. ::oas •••. , , •••.••..• Chie&IO 
DaVJd Edsall, M.D. h925} ••••••••• · .• Cambridge Philip S. Platt b~) ••.••••.••••••• New Haven 
Livingston Farrud,l.l.D. (lgts) ••••• Washington Alvin.Poweli.~,~-D. (lo•s) ••••••••••••.. Oakl&Dtl 
Enid Forsythe (IOS<J).h ••••••••••• , •••• Toronto Anna Rude, M.D. h924l •••••••••••. Wa!hinston 
Eliabeth Fox bo24) ••• , ••••••• , •••• w.ahington John Tombs hOtl-2.4) ............. La VUl&. Cal. 
Allen Freeman, M.D. (:roaa-•4) •••••••• Columbus C. E. A WbWow, M.D. (I92S) .•••••• New Havm 
Edna G. Henry boJ4), ••••••••••••• Indianapolis hchclle Yatt01, M.D. (t923-24).. •••••••• Cbl.cap 
llaniet L. Lcote (i024) ............... Washingtoa.. 

DIVISION IV-THE PAMILY 
C,._, Karl do Schwohd ... Philadelphia. 
s~. i"l&ncls a Kc.Lcan., Now YMk. 

Muy F.-· c.1 ... ~ ............... a.m.b.., 
Sara BrowD bo25 ••••••••••••• • •. •• · • .I..a.nsinc 
Frank J, Bzuno bo•·d .............. llinnea20lia 
I...,.. C. Col<=! (to'4l· ............ New You 
J!:liabeth Du.tdler (:ro•6} •• , •.••••••••• Brooklyn 
Anta. B. Fox ho24) •• , •••••••••••••••••• Buffalo 
Ra.ymond F. Gates (tot5) ••••••••••• Willimantic 
Ella beth L. Bollnook (toa<) ••••••••• Cambri ... 
c.K. Bu.blJard {1914) ....... -~ .... ~ ... st. LoWI 

Joel D. Hunter (~il!') ......... '*"'"''Cbkago 
tl018la1 W. HutainPillar (1oa6) •••••••..• Denver 
Porter R. Lee (1926) •....••••.••••... New York 
Benjamin P. Kerrick boilS) ........ Grand Rapids 
Stockton Raymond {I9ll6) ••• , ••••••••••• Boston 
- s .... <••••) .................... Chi.,.... 
Mm. F. H. Stoltzo (1925). ••••••••••• Minneapolis 
Prances Taussig ho2<t) ••••••••••••••• New Yor:t 
Gertrude Vaile: (102$) ................... Dmaver 
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DMSION V-INDUSTRIAL M'"D ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 

Ci«U..S•. Mary Van Kleeck, New York. 
S«TGary. Alaandu Fki:sbu, New York.. 

Edlth Abbott (1924) ..••.........•.•••• Chicago 
Frederic Almy (t02.J--2J) ....•.••••.••..•• Buffalo 
John B. Andrewt (1925) .. , ......•..•• Ne. York 
Ma.deline H. Appel (1925) ..••.•••.••.•.. Boston 
Roger N. Hald•nn h924) •.•...•••.•.. New York 
Allen T. Burns {H}~.SJ •••..•.•••••.•.• New York 
J. E. Hagerty h02S) ..•.•.••.•••• , •••• Co1umbu! 
Mn. R. !'.Halleck hotJ-24) ...•...... Louisville 
loin. Flotma: Kelley h924) ........•.. New York 

Paul U. Kellogg h925) ...•....••..•.. New' York 
Owm R. Lovt"joy (1923-24} .. , •....•.. New York 
Annett~ Mann h9tS) .........•...•.. Cincinnati 
Mrs. W. L. Murdoch (rqtJ-24} ...•.. Birmingham 
Rev. Joho A. Ryan h97.J-24) ........ Washington 
John 'B.. Shil1ady hoz4) •.. , .•• ,, •.••.. New York 
Arthur J. Todd (tozs) .........•.•...•.. Cbk:qo 
Mary Van Kleec:k {1924) •..•••••••... New Yort 
Solomon Wolf (I9:13-24} .••... , ..... New Orlea.cl 

DIVISION VI-NEIGHBORHOOD AND COMMUNITY LIFE 

OairMGIJ, George A. Bellamy, Cleveland. 
George A. Bellamy h024) .•..•••.••... Cievela.nd 
Dora Benes (lq,zJ-24) .......••.•.... Los Angeles 
LeRoy E Bownan (1925) .••.•••...•• Nrw York 
H. S. Brautber (tozs) ..••..•.•.•.•... New York 
Henry F. Burt h9l~-1tL ......•.... Minneapolis 
Mra Ralph S. Doud ho24) .. , .••...•.... Toledo 
Dorothy Eodem (•o~.._; •.•....•.•.•.. Milwaukee 
Corinne Fonde (1924) .................. Houston 
George E Haynes (r~U.J-24} ....•.•.... Nashville 
John lblder h?tJ-24) ............... W~bi.ngton 
li. H. Jacobs (102J-2.4) ••..•••••••••• Milwaukee 

E. C. Lindeman (IQJ:S) .•••••••..•.... New York 
Jweph C. Logan (1925) .. , ............. Atlanta 
'tdward H. Lynde {1925}. •.. , •.• , .....• Madi5on 
MMY E. McDowell h923-24) ...••.....• Chicago 
Eleanor McMain {1924) .••• ,.,, .••. New Orlea~ 
Mn. Beverley B. Mwnford (lQlS) .•... Richmond 
J. B. Nub (t923-24) .................. Oalc.la.nd 
Wilbur C. Phillips h92~4} ..•••••... New York 
Frederic. Siedenburx (1923-24) ..•...••.•• Chicago 
Robert A. Woods (~924} •••.••.•••••••.•• Bot:Lon 

DIVISION Vll-MENTAL HYGIENE 

Chamn(JJJ, Frankwood E. Wlll.iams. M.D., New York. 
Viu-ChairMIJII, Wa1t~r E. Funald, M.D .• Waverley, MasL 
Suuldry, Edith M..Furbll&h, New York. 

Smiley Blanton, M.D. {1924) ............ MadOOn Mn. Carleton Parker h923-24) ••... , .New York 
Mal')' V. Clark (u,t1.,-.:r4}, ............ New Yurk Robert L. Ri~:ba.rds, M D.{JozJ--24)Talma.dge, C.l. 
Walter E FenWd.M.D. ho.2J--24}.Wavedey,M&.!I$. Thoma.s W. Salmon, M.D. {.HJ2-4) ....... New York 
Bernard Glueck., M D. (1925), •••....• New York Ad& Edith Schweitur, M.D. (1924) ... India.napolia 
George A. Haslinp {1924i- ...••...... New York Mrs. Maida H. Solomon (t02S) .•....••••• Boston 
Clarlr. K Higbee {toll) ............ Grand Rapids Martha B. Strons: (1924) ... , .......... New York 
C. M, Hinck!, M.D. tcps) .• , .... , ..... Toronto Jessie Taft (1925} .................. Philadelphia 
Arnold J~acoby. MD. {t925) ........... Detroit William A. White, M.D. (1923-24} ..•. Washingtoo 
Mary C . .urt:lt {to24) .................. Boston. Frank wood E. Williams, M.D.(Ig2J-24).New York 
Evere.lt imball hOJ:§') ••.• , •. , ,, .. Northampton Mn. Helen Anderson Youq (tozs) ... Minneapolis 
Suzie L. Lyons (t0.2J-24} ..•..•.•...... .B&.Itimore 

DMSION Vlll--QRGANIZATION OF SOCIAL FORCES 

C4csir-aN, 'Robert W. Kelso, Boston. 
Yiu-OusiM~t~J'II, Harry P. Wanhcim..:.. R.~beter. 
Srcrwry. Jobn P. Sandeno.n. New tseO..tord. 

S<:ott deKins h924l ................... St. Louis 
Guy T. ]tulia h024l ........ , .... , ...... D~ver 
Shennan C. Kiwtsiey h914) ......•.. Philadelphia 
M. C. MacLean {Hj124) •..•.••••.•.•..•. Toronto 
T. A. Mason h924l. ................ Bridgeport 
W. F. Muwcll (1924) ............... H.arrisbur& 

W. ]. l'w.~ortoo h924) ..................... Detmit 
J. P. Saruki'!IOn (f9J4), ••••.•...... New Bedfoni 
~r Schoenherr {1024}, •.......... East Orange 
H. P. Wareheim h024) .••. ,,,., •... , .Rochester 
Elir.abeth H. Webster (ro:a.d •..•........ Cb.ka&o 

DIVISION IX-PUBLIC OFFICIALS .A.71fl> ADMINISTRATION 

Ci~Ji,.,...,., San£ord Ba.tes, Boston, 
Viu-C~I-,.IIIGII, Mn Clarence A Johuon_ Raleigh. 
Secnkl.ry, Jolu:t A. Brow~:~, Indianapolis. 

Burr Bbd.:bum ho:rs) ............. , .... Atlanta Robert W. Kelso h024) .....•.•...• , .... Boston 
Alicia Brown !r9JJ-:r.d .•.•.• , •.•..•...•. D&llu Rev. William J. Kerby {1924), ....... Wuhi~too 
Herbert Brown h-o2J-:J.4} .......• East V'teW, N.Y. W. L Kuser (t924) ....•...•....... Eldora1_IGwa 
Mn.. Carrie P. Bryant (1924) ......... Los ~les J&mes L. La.luo (toas}.. ... , ... Ch&rlt"Ston, w'.Ya. 
Pe1er B~Y« ho:rJ) ..................... Toronto k~osha ~ions M.D. hoa.J-24) .... Indianapolis 
Amos W. Butler f«o24L ............ Indianapolis Mrs. Ad& E. S.tKffi.eld (1924) ............. Boston 
Richard K.. Conant h025) •...•.......... Bo<!!ton. H. H. Shirer (I02J-24) ..•...••...•.••. Columbua 
Caroline M. Cro5by (to2.s} ......•.... Minne•polis Lucy Sims h01,J-2<~.) ...•...........•. Pa.ris. Ky. 
Cl.a!t'nce E. F"'rd (r<Jas} •.............•.. Alb..ny M, J. Tappios (to2J-2'4} ..........•.•.. Mad~ 
J E. H~ty hoaJ-24} ............... Columbus ForestS. Treat h9.,S) .....••...•.... Davenport 
Charles P. K.elloa {1923-24) ........... Hartford G. Croft Willia.ma ho.24} ......... Colu.mbia,S.C. 



BUSINF.SS TRANSACTIONS 

DIVISION X-THE DQUGltANT 

~Fl'OIIC.C=tm>.ColumlmL • 
VU.C...._, Yary C. Hurlbutt, New YOJt. 
S-.BmcoM.Mohlu, w.........,. 

GncoAbbott.._ •••••••••••••••••• w-...., AlbertJeab •••••• ~ ................ JCumeo..ns 
Jaoe Addams .......................... Chicooo Julia c. Latbn>P .................. llocklo.O, Ill. 
Paul Blambard ...................... tl.oduoste< Mary E. McD....n ...... ; ............. ChiCago 
:Rev. Charles T. Bddgeu:ut.a ....• .•.•. • New Yorlt Rose McHugh, ......... >60. un•• .. Washinsrton" 
Kate Cla&hom •• ,\ •••••••.•......... New Yott. Herbert A. Millet,,, ........••••.. Oberlin, Ohio 
Jiuth Cmwford ••••••••.....••.•..... New York Cecelia Razovsq ••••.•••••••.•••••• ..New York 
Julius Dracbs1et ................... ,.New YOlk Gtabam Taylor ......................... Chicap 
W.W.lilllbond' .................... w-...., 



PART3 

BUSINESS SESSIONS OF THE CONFERENCE: MINUTES 

F'iday, A[ay z8, 1923 

Meeting called to order by President Folks. 
Mr. Robert W. Kelso, Chairman of the Committee on Plan of Nominations and 

Elections and to Co.nsider Revision of Constitution and By-laws presented a partial 
report from his Committee recommending that the following amendment to Section 
14 of the By-laws be adopted: 

Dues -shall cover the period of one full year from the date of their payment; but dues paid at the 
annuai5C:Siion in any year shall cover the period tot~ date of, but not including, the next annual session. 
Any person who was• member on the first do.y of january preceding and is a member on the da.te of voting 
aha.l1 be- e~~tit.led to vote. At any busines.! session Clfty such qu.alilled members shall constitute a quorum. 

Motion carried that this amendment be adopted. 
Tbe President requested that Mr. Kel.o present the recommendations of his 

Committee- as to the nomination and election of officers at the next business meeting 
of ~ Conference, Tuesdayl May 22", 1923. 

Professor James Hagerty, Cbainnan of the Committee to Study the Value and 
Adaptability of Reoords of Social Service Organizations and Public Welfare Depart
ments for Scientific and Teaching Purposes presented the following statement: 

The Committee of the National Conference to Study the Value and Adaptability of Record& of Social 
Suvice and Teaching Purposet met wit.h members of the Research Committee of the American Socio!ORica} 
Society in Hotel Washln(ton, May J8. After & discussion of the purposes 8.Dd of the poesible scope of the 
work o£ tbe joint comnuttees-, &n agreement was reached with reference to & pxogr&m of investigation 
for the coming ymr. Your Committee hereby ft(!:uesta that it be contiDued ot lha.t a similar committee 
be appointed for the coming year. 

Motion carried tbat the Committee to Study the Value and Adaptability of 
.Records of Social Service Organizations and Public Welfare Departments for Scientific 
and Teaching Purpases be continued for another year. 

Dr. RenE Sand preSented a proposal for an international conference of social work 
and invited the National Conference of Social Work to cCH>perate in this contemplated 
movement. 

Motion carried that under the usual rules of the Conference this proposal be 
referred to the Executive Committee for re-submission, with their recommendation to 
the Conference. • 

Mr. Robert W. Kel.o requested the privilege of reading a resolution dealing with 
law enforcement, which had been presented to him. After reading, a motion was 
carried that this resolution be referred to the Committee on ResolutioDS-

Motion carried to adjoum.. 

Tuesday, },fay zz, I92J 

Meeting called to order by President Folks. 
The President read messages of congratulation from the Providence Cbamber of 

Commen:e and from the Home and Community Department of the American Farm 
Bureau Federation. 

547 



BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS 
• 

Miss Julio. Lathrop, Chaizman of the Committee on Resolutions, pRSODted the 
follcnring Il:SO!utioos: 

1Wo1H4, That the Secretary be instructed to express the thanks of the Cooference 
to the local oommittees who have assisted hiul in the arrangements for its fiftieth 
8liDiversary meeting. • 

Resalw4, That this National Cooference of Social Work earnestly holds the opinioh 
thet social welfa.re cannot wrvive the destructive processes of modem warfare, and 
that it therefore urges its members and all citizens of all political parties a.nd all religious 
faiths to join. in advancing intemational understanding and amity by all pmcticahle 
means. 

Wl<EuAs, We believe that the use of alcoholic beverages is US\Ially detrimental 
tO individual health and to social welfare; therefore, we hope for the elimination of 
aw:h beverages and urge complete and impartial law enfcm:ement as a progressive 
means to that end. 

Resalw4, That the National Conference of Social Work, at its fiftieth amdversary, 
reiterates its conviction that it haa ·been sufficiently demonstrated by careful investiga
tion and study that both the regulation of child labor and the requirement of a minimum 
wage sufficient for "reasonable and frugal comfort" are essential, and that this Con
ference expresses its earnest hope that some constitutional means may be devised 
for sustaining the validity .of statutes for either of these purposes wherever they are 
sacted. 

WHEREAS, This Cooference recoguizes as an accumulated product of its experience 
in social work that poverty is the cause of a large part of. the distress its members 
endeavor to alleviate or prevent, aud 

Wii:EREAs, Continuous research as to living costs, living standard& and real 
wages is a m<:essary part of intelligent and orilerly efforts to lessen poverty; therefore 
be it 
~ That we call upon collegu and universities to deveiop tearbing in the 

""'thuds of social and economic inquiry needed t1> this end; and forther •• 
RmJI!J<d, That the Cooference heartily upholds the directions regarding investiga

tion of living conditions and pay in the law creating the Fact-Fioding Commissimt m 
the coal industry, which conclude with .t!t~ .words: ·"The standardized cost of living 
to the miners should be the first ineducible item of expense " ' 

Motion carried that the fust of these resolutions be adopted. 
The President stated that action upon other,resolutioos pi<SODted by this com

mittee, aince in his opinion they !leal~: with mattera of policy, must be deferred uuder 
the Constitution to a following meeting. · 

Miss Lathrop presented the following resolution submitted by Reverend Peter 
Bryce: Rosolwtl, That the Constitution of the National Conference of Social Work 
be amended cl:umging the .....,. of the Cooference to the "American Cooference of 
Social Work..u 

The President ruled that since this resolution involved an amendment to the 
Constitution and By-laws, it must be ..,(ened to the Ezecutive Committee prinr to its 
presentation with their recommendation to the Confe=ce. 

Motion carried that wben this meeting adjoumed, it should adjoum to recon

vene at 8:oo """·• Wednesday, May "3· 
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Mr. Kingsley, Chairman of the Committee on Time and Place, presented the report 
of his committee recommending that the next annual meeting of the Conference be 
held in Des Moines, and moved the adoption of the committee's recommendatioiL 

lb. Kingsbury moved as an amendment that the name of Toronto be substituted 
for the name of Des Moines in the report of this committee. 

Amendment seconded by Miss Lathrop. 
lfr. Haynes of Cleveland moved as an amendment to the amendment that the 

name of Denver be substituted for that of Toronto. 
After discussion of these amendments, the previous question was called for. 
The Chair called for a vote on the amendment to the amendment. Amendment 

lost.. 
The Chair called for a vote on the amendment as originally amended. Carried. 
}.lotion carried that the decision of the Conference to name Toronto as the next 

meeting place be made unanimous. 
Motion carried that the time for holding the 1924 meeting be referred tn the 

Executive Committee with power to act. 
}!r. Robert Kelso reported the following recommendations of the Committee on 

Nomination and Election of Officers.: 

NOKDI'ATIOR .um EucnoN o• Onuzu 

T. The president 'Jhall appoint, within ninety days following tbe adjournment o[ the annual meeting 
of the Conferen<:e-, a nominating committee of Dine members, none of whom shall bean offi.cer or a member 
o1 the Executive. Committee of the Conference. 

:7. Tbia committee shall bau the function of nominating two or more persons for eacb of the offices 
of presideot, tint vice-president, aecond vice-pnsident, and third vic~president, and at least twice u 
many Pl"f'jOOS for members of the u.ecutive committee u there~ va.cancies occurring in tba.t body. 

J.. The appointmt:Dt and penonn.el of the nominating committee ahaU be publiahed ill the Bulletin 
nut following . 

.f.· Suggntiooa of names of persona for any of these po&itions may be submitted to the nominating 
conumttee by any member of the Conference at tt.nY time following the committee's appoiD.tmmt up to the 
time of lbe committee':t &DAouac:ement of the lilt of nominations. 

s- Within ninety days of ita appointment, the nominating committee shall, tb~b the Bulletin, 
solicit auuetiGns -of name~ o£ penon& !or the offices to be tilled, and shall renew such solicitation in Ht.eh 
suec:eedin& 8ulktin up to the tune of announcing the list of nominations. The Committee ahall appoint a 
place at or near headquarter~ on the first day of the annual meetin&' and shall announce the~< at which 
SUJ~:Ra.liona lor nominatiou aball be received by them up to 1.~ rs .P.w. of the second full day oJ Ule &.ll.Dual 
meetinj:. 

6. Alter taklng into cormderation the names suggested by the Conference memben, but not neeea
a&rily confin.in« their corWderation to these names, the committee shall draw up a IW of nominatiou u 
p~VJously tpecified. and the aa.me &hAll be &nDOUDCCd &t the aenctaJ te:Won on the eveniq oJ the KCOnd 
tull d&y of thC' cotrlere.nca. 

f. At &D)' time either be:£~ or following the publia.tion of theae nomin&tiont, additlocal nomiDa· 
tion:t may be made by )Wtition of not l.eu than twmty.five ~Mmbert, pmpet-ly &ddreued to the chairman 
ot the nomina tin« c.ommittoe. Such nominationa'ihall be :received up to J:!OOP..l(, on the third full day of 
lbe annual mcetiq. 

8. A '6nal !at of all nominations shall be printed and published Oil the momiq of the fourth fuD day 
of the annual meetina:. At a butineN ses&ion of the Conference to be held on tbe fourth full day of the 
annual meeting tbne b.Jlota Pall be wpplied to all qwt.litied mftllben pmoettt. Each ba.llnt sh&ll be 
marked by the votu to indicate his choice f-or the positiona to be filled. The- ballots Hall then be collected 
and counted by three teUua appointed by the p:esiden~\ and the result announced &t the Dext 1enera! 
seuioa of the Conference. Election ahall be decided by patuality of lhe votes cut. 

'Motion carried to adopt these recommendations as presented by the committee. 
Motion carriL-d that the Committee on Revising the Constitution and By-laws 

be continued and instructed to make further report next year. 
The President directed that ballots be distributed, and named Mr. George A. 

Bellamy, Mr. Frank]. Bruno, and Miss Jessie Taft as tellers. 



sso BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS 

Mr. C. C. CatStens, Chairman of the CommittEe on Kinched Groups, presented 
the followiDg report and asked tha.t either this oommittoe be continued or another 
committee be appointed for the purpose of further stodyiug the problem under con
sideration: 

REPORT OF THE COJIQUTTEE ON XINDllED GROUPS 



MINUTES SSI 

taken at this time, this report be Metred to a committee for the ~~&tberinr of precise information, consulta
tion ...-ith officials of tbt: kindred ,oups., and with membml oft~ Conic~, &Jld for a etudy of the methock 
of otmr l&rge national organizations similarly situated, with instructions to report to the nezt annual meetiOB" 
of the Conference: and tha.t the Executive Com:mjttee should tab such steps as are pmcticable in applying 
the recommendationsot the Kindred Group Committee with n:fe~cc to the 1024 meetina of the Conference. 

Respectfully aubmitt~ 
For the Commitu:e on Kindred Groups 

Signed: C. C. CUsTIJts 
c""""""' 

Motion carried that the present committee be continued with instructiom to carry 
on further investigations as suggested. 

1-iotion made by Mr. de Schweinitz that a committee be appointed by the incom
ing President to consider the question of divisional reorganization, and that it be 
instructed to report at the next annual meeting. 

lrfotion carried. 
Motion carried to adjourtL 

Wednesday er:ening, J{ay 23, I923 

Meeting called to order by President Folks prior to tbe opening of tbe last general 
session of the Conference. 

The Secretary reported that after consideration of the resolution presented by 
Reverend Peter Bryce and Mr. C. A. Dawson, concerning a change in name of the 
National Conference of Socia.J. Work, the Executive Committee recommended to the 
Conference that the name of the National Conference of Social Work remain unchanged. 

Motion carried that this recommendation of the Executive Committee be adopted.. 
The Secretary read the following action of the Executive Committee with regard 

tn the invitation received from Dr. Sand: 
It i,. the opinion ot the Eiecutive Committee that the wgRestion received tbroll.(lh Dr. Ru~ Sand 

~n:ling tbe orgn.niu.ti<Jn of an International Conference of SocisJ. Work Is an interestlnJ and important 
one; that the incoming President is authorized to appoint.& committee with power to parttcipate in formu· 
1ating plans for web a confereuce without committing the ConfemJce to any 6n.t.ncial respon.sibility 110leu 
&pedal fund5 be available therefor; or the E:a:ecutive Committee shall so authorize by & two-thin:is. vote; 
and that the incoming Proideot and E1ecutive Committee are autho-rized to take such further J,lep!l in 
ul6tion to the conh:rence u may seem to them advisable from time to time, subject to the same tina.nci&l 
condition. 

Motion carried that the report of the Executive Committee on this subject be 
adopted by tbe Conference. 

The Secretary announced the result of the election of officers as follows; Presi· 
dent, ll'fiss Grace Abbott; First Vice-President, Lee K. Frankel; Second Vice-Presi
dent, Rev. Pet<:r Brya:; Third Vice-President, Judge James Hoge Ricks. Executive 
Committee Members: Miss lf. Edith Campbell, Cincinnati; Mrs. Martha P. Falconer, 
New York; John Gillin, Madi>on; M. C.Mac:Lean, Toronto; Miss Amelia Sears, Chicago. 

The President rul-ed that in his opinion the resolutions referred to th-e Conf-erence 
for action at this meeting we:re unconstitutional because they violated the Pleamble 
to the Constitution. which reads as follows: 

TM National Conf~ of Sodal Work exists to r.cllitate dile1Wio1l of the problems &ad methads 
of practical buman improvement, to iDcnue the efficieGcy of agencies LDd inatitutiou devoted to lhis 
cause, and to diueminatA! information. lt does aot formulate platforms. 

Miss Lathrop. as Chairman of the Committee on Resolutions, stated that her 
Committee deferred to this decision by the President but requested the privilege of 
readi.ng the resolutions thus refe.zred in order that the members of the Conference might 
be made familiar with their content. This privilage was granted and Miss Lathrop 
l\.':ad and commented upon the resolutions presented at the Tuesday business meet.ing 
of the Conference. 

Motion carried to adjourn. 
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CONSIIIOllON AND BY-LAWS OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
OF SOCIAL WORK 

. CONSTITlTIION · - . The Natkmal Coafenm.ce of Soda1 Work Gists to facilitate discussion: af the problema and methods 
of unet:ka1 human tlllpf'CWen;tent, to incre::ase the eftideney of agenda; &Dd. imtitutiolla devoted to tm. cause ana to dia&emi.D&te iraiormat:i.on. It d.oe& 110t fommia-ce platfonns. 

Jl...Ws!Jil 
ArqlndiW!UIIIor....,;..tionln-iD the...,.....and -of the Nat!..,.. CoD!aeoce..,... 

upon p&yment of the PftSCribed membership fee for their membershipdusifi<:ation, becomeamemberOl 
the Conferenre. lrlemberahip- in the Conference shllll be ol the followiDa claasea: (1) honotary membem
to be ~elected and elected. b7 the Executive CommiUee,. h) ~lar members. {J) SU&tB.tning members. 
(4) inatitutioDal membn, \S) ccmtributing members. State bo&rda and aanmissiona supporlinl( tho 
Omft:rmce through subscription to thePNU«li.p, theen1islmentol membership& or atbenrise filwtcially, 
lhall be ~ted "•tato members!' State, district, and local c:onfetaas may become afliliated witli 
:!:'m:t~ Ccmferea£e UDder web rWa. as mQ' be established. from time to time by the Ezecutive 

Offi-
The of6.es~ of the Coufetente shaD beaPMftdent, Fmt., Secocd, and Third Vlte-Pnsidents. a General 

SecretaJy, sb: or more Assistant Secretaries, a 'INuufef; also a Con ; !1 dh'l Seaetary hom each State. 
Territory, and ProviD<:e of the United State bd. Canada. 

The President and V'~tnts ehaJI be ehc:ted MJlual)y by the Conference; the Cot:repODdiq 
Secretaries shall be a~ted by the Gmeral Seaetaq, and tho Rm&iniDg oflic:ers ahaU be appointed by 
tho Executive Committee. 

The Encutive Committee WJl eonsist of the Pnsidmt. tho Pint V~t and thcl Tnutn·er. 
ex~fli.cio the chairmen ol all of the Division Committees. u.-offido and iifteeu other member! wbo ahall bo 
eletted by the Confert,ttCe. five each yar for a term o! three yean: vacancies shall be filled in like tttlliUlet. 
The Eui:utive Committee shall bold &ll of the powen of the Conference between mee~ DOt othentiw 
teserYed or delegated. It may enact rules supplementing the By-lAws and not iD confiict with them. 
The President ahall JlG. cat-officio chairman; Ave me:mbera ahall oCOD.Jtitute a quo.NIIl at sessions beld during 
annual meeti~ and three members at other sessions. 

The President ehaU appoint the committee~ named :in the lly...J.aws and mch other CODQittea u 
ma,y bo of~Jered by the Cont:CRDC~.~ or the Elocv.1ivo Commi~ from time to time. 

A--'Jl.-,.,, ., 
The CoDf<zollce Mall meet .................. - &Ddd!:.r- ... - by the.....,...... CoDfeftnce. u provided ill the By-Lawa. The Eecutive tee ahall. have authority to chance the 

time or place ol tho &DU&l meetiDa m cue satiaf&ctory local~ C&DDOt be mid~~ o:p other ..,...._... 
... c..raJS~ 

The G<D...J --Mall be the .....utiYo offico< of tho CoD!aeoce .... ohall podonallla ... tloo 
.. der ouch ruloou,.... be ..,...!bed by U., l!y-Lawoor boo tho Eu<u!lva Commit..., ........ _ . 

This Conat!tutlon and the- By.Lam under It lft&l! be amended at -.v 'busiDaa mee&g of tho CoDhr
...,., provided that ................ ohall ...... lint-~ ....... - by tho
Commit-

BY .LAWS 

x. M-s!JiJ> !<'-. ·A.ffilioW c..t,_ 
Membenldp fea for tbe following clusifit:atioDs shall be: for .ftiUlat' members with the~. 

Ss\., without the P~l'• l$; for suatainins mcm~ 11:~ fOJ' institutional membtrs. ls,s. _ {No 
lnmvldual ahall be utitltd to hold institutional :membenhip. this membuship beiDa reserved 1t01dy foz
!l&Uciet, ~imtions, and institutions); fat contributi!:!l; members, ~S or ov-er. _-(Contributiq mem
bersbipalhal.l be limited to individuals contributiq S2$ or over and to tuch orpnjnrions u may con
tribute any sum in exees of the membenhlp fee for an m!itibltionaiiMmbership and which shall elect to 
be classed as contributing mther than u institutional member&.) s-u.t&ining members. inm"tv.tional JneJD
ben, and contributing member~ aball bo eatitled to zeccive both the Bwl~Wi• and tbe annual volw:H of -· ss• 
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Sta.te conf~ Snular in nature to the National Conf~ of Social Work may affili&U with 
the National Confe-rence tbrouKb payment of an annual fee of tweoty.five dollars and throUJh approval 
of the applkation for affiliation by the Executive ComnUUee. The Executive Committee may modify 
the amouot of the fee in CLX- of &.DY umfrrena: wbil:h m:ay be unable to pay the stipulated fee. State 
conle~nce; shall be invited to pay more lba.n the fee indicated in order to build up _the ~Wrvice of the 
National Conference on behalf of the state organizations. A separate arcountins ahall be made o( the 
ft!Ceipts into &nd expenditures from this $t&U: con1~ fund. 

"· Dru#1 tJ/ O§i,ur& 
The President shAll be chairman ~-officio of the Executive Committee and of tM Program Com

mittee. He shall appoint a.ll -tommittec5 oa:pt the E:J:ecutive Committee unles& otherwise ordered by 
the Conference" or the Eu:o1tivc Committee. 

The Treasurer shaH keep the funds of the Conf~ in such banlr: as may be designated by the 
Eucutive Committee. He shall keep bis accounts in such form as may be prescribed by the Executive 
Committee and pay out funds on V<lucber checks in form to be pl"f'!ICribed by the Executive Committee. 
&nd his accounts shall he audited quartuly by & firm of urtified &ecounta.nts appointed annually by the 
Executive Committee-. He shall give bond in .an amount approximating the la~t amount of Conference 
funds hdd St his di.<iposal at &ny Oite time, the expense of the bond to he paid by tbe Conference. 

The General Secretary shali have cbar!!'e of the offioe &nd records of the Conference, and shall conduct 
its bus.iness and connpondence under direc-tion of the Executive Committee. He t~hall make a.rnmgements 
for the annual meeting. He shaU direct the activities of the Assistant Secretaries, Co.rnspondin_g Secre
tAries, and other a.ids: he shall be the official ~itor of the vo-lume of PToceedinp, the periodical Bulletin 
and otbu publication., of the Conference and shall have charge of tbr distributio-n of the Conference Litem
ture. He ~hall devdop the membership of the Conference; ~ shall c~perate with state conference5 of 
cllari.tie and other Joca.! or~niz.ations. He shall conduct an in:fonnalion bureau pertaininJ to lhe KtViee 
of the Conferen~ and iha.U perform such other- duties u may be prescribed by the EX"ecuttve Committee. 
He l!lhatl receive such compensation as shaH be fixed by the Ellecutive Committee. The Executive Com
mittee &hall have authority to appoint such other employee& &1- they may deem neceuary a.nd tofU: their 
compensation. 

!· Fiu"" 
The tinanclal ~ment of the Conference 11ball be vested in the Ex-ecutive Committee. No final 

action involvill$' finances &hall be lakeD. by the Coofermce unles& the question ahall have been referred to 
the Ex«Utive Committee. 

The Operating Fund 1ha.l1 consil!'t of receipts from membership& and from the local organization 
entertaining the Conference. The Publkation nad Educational Service Fund shall consist of rece:ipt1 from 
~ales of publications and ether funds which may be set apart for this purpose. The Executive Committee 
tnay ac=pt dona.tioru for the cr=tioD of fund!! for other pu~ IJ'eruut.Ue to the work of the Conferen~ 
provided that no endowment funds 5hall be ac:«pted in perpetuity: but all such funds m"Wit be -subject 
to cha.~ of objects or to immediate expenditure; but IUC:h change or e.penditure mu5t be authoriu:d by a 
tbTI!'e-fOi.lrths vote of the membeR of the Conference present at & regular meeting and sud proposiUOD 
must farst have been submitted to a.nd acted upon by the Executive Committee • 

..._ "''~ ~ CMJ~.-itiUs 
Within three months after the adjournment of the meetiq the Ptuident ahall appoint the followinr: 

ra.med commilt~: 
IJ} A CQmmittee of three on Resolutions, to whicb all reKJlution. shall be rderred without debate. 

No 6na.l action shall be tabn on any resolution involving a ma.tter of policy at the same lt!Won at wbich 
l:t il reported by the Committee on ResolulionJ... 
• b} A Co-mmittee of twenty or rru:m on lim~ &nd Place of the nat meeting, This committee shall 
med on the .flflernoon or ~ning of the 6nt day after the openiq.es.sion of the Conference for lhe pu~ 
of receivinJC invitations hom citift:, and shaiJ give a reuon&ble time for the presentation of su.cb invitauons, 
ln the proceedinn o1 the committee only the votes of memben pn:!ent shall be counted. The committee 
ahall report to the Conlerence not later than the fourth day of the meeting. Action 011 the report ol the 
committee ahaU be by a rising vote. The dty rea:iviDJ the bigmt; vole thaU be sdt'Cted. 

c) A ~nnanent Program Committee consi&ting of five members Wll be- appointed by tM incomhlg 
Pnsi.dentof the Conference, this committee to consist of the retiring Pretident. the newly<lected Presilknt,. 
who lhall act as chairman, t~ General Secretary. ou member of the Executive Committee who is not 
Ch&irnwt of a Divisicm to be appoillted for two yeua. cme member of the Executive Committee who ls not 
a Chairman of a Divi!ion to be appointed for one year. Alter the Drat year of thi& committee'& exiltence 
each looomioc Presid~t shall appoint oce new member to aerve for • period of two yean on thit com. 
mittee. .. -...... 

o:) The pro«n.rM of the Conference &hall be grouped under Divisiou, of whkh the following shaD be 
continuous: (I} Children; h·l Delinquents and Conection: (J) Health: (4) The Family; (~) Industrial 
a.nd F..:o-oomlc Problems: {ti) Nek-hborhood and Community life; (7) Meot&l Hygiene; {8) Organiu.tioG 
of Social Fom-s: ('l) Public Offici!l.ls and Administration. 

il Other Divi!.ions may he created for & poeriod of one or more yean by the El:ecutive- Committee 
or by t~ m~m~hip a.t the annual meetina:, provided the proposal tberdor is first •u.bmitted ta the Euw.
tive Committee for tTCOmmencbtion. 

c} Ead1 nln!inuQW! Divi~ion ~hnll be in dlll~ of a committee- of not ksa than nine~ oominated 
by the Confe~ members ~tered in the DivisioD and elected at the annual meeting of Conference 
mem~. O~tbin:l of the members of the Division Committee &ba.ll be elected each yev to aerve terms 
of ttuft fekr!i each. 

dl Each other Divi!<ion not continuous shall be in Chaf~A! of a committee appointed by the- Executive
Committe-e. or il cn:ated b)r the membenhip, in such muner as the membenhip lball detettniM &l the 
&nDuai mcrtiq. 
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and anangi:J~K {or hira to be seated aea.rby, Amplific:ation in the Pf't~Ub!it~t~ of matter llliJUJl&J'iud in 
&ddresxs 5ha.ll be pennitted upon ~ requat of division chairmen &nd approval by the editor oi the 
Pr««diafs. 

:ro.. Jli.WU 
A ~ copy of the minutes of the buSncsa tnLtmactions of the annual meetin,g, e:r:cepting official 

documents, sba.il be posted by the ~ Secretary on the official bulletin board at least thtec hours 
before the fina.l meeting, in order tbat the said minutes may be corrected by the Conference, il any question 
of accuracy be: ra~ before adjaummenL 'The minutes oi any busiDes& session held alter such posting 
ahal.l be approved at the close of that ae:Won. 

n:. Lilwuy 
A library for current rdennoe and for historical putp010 s.baU be maint&ined by the Conkrence. 

:n. Lccal Amm:emmts 
The local arra.ngcmeuts. lor the annual meeting lha1J. be subject to the appro\l&l of the Ez.e:utive 

Committee of the Conference. 
13. a.,.;wmo. tnt4 EJuliM of O.ffi,urs 

1. The President shall appoint within ninety days following tbe adioummrnt of the &nDual meeting 
of the Conference, a nominatinf committee of nine member!, none of whom shall be an officer or a. member 
of the Executive Committee o thr: Conferena. · 

2. This commitlee shall have the !unction of nominating two or moR: persons for each of"tbe offi«s 
of President, fi~t vice-president, second vice-pre!ident, and third vice-president, and at )C:allt twice a.a 
ma.ny peBODS for memben of the executive ~mmittee as there are va.cancies ooc:uni~!d, that body. 

3- The appointment and penoiUJel of the nomina.ting committee ahalJ be pub · i.n the Bulle& 
nut following. +· SuA-gestions of na-me& of penon& fm' a.ny or these position~ may be submitted to the nominating 
comnuttee by &ny member or the Conference at any time following the eommittee'• appointment up to 
the time of the committee's announcement of the l~t of nom.inatioDl!l. 

s- Within ninety days of its appointment, the nominating committee ahall, throuJ:;b the Bulletin, 
aolicit sugg-estion• of names ol persons for the offices to be filled, and shall renew such solicitation in each 
au.cceedillg Bulletin up to the tune of announcing the list of nominatiom. Tbe committee shall appoint a 
place at or near hea.dquartera on the first day ol the annual meeting and shall announce the same at which 
suggestions for ClODliJWions shall be reccived by them up to 1:15 P.ll. of the second full day oft~ ann~ml 
meetiq. 

6. After taking into comicknt.tion the names ~ by the Conference memben, but not necessa
rily confining their consideration to these na.mea, the "Committee sbaJl dr&w up a list of nominations u. previ
ously apecified, and the: same ahal1 be announced at the ameral session on the evenics oi the second full 
day of the Con(erence . 

.,. At any time either befon: or following the publication of these nominations1 nominations may be 
m&de by petition of not less than twenty-fiv.e memben, properly addressed to the cllairman o{ the nominat
ing committ~. Such nominat.iolu shall be received up to one o•clock. UL on the third full day of the 
annual meetinJ:. 

&. A final Jist of all nominations shdt be printed and publWled on the morning of the fourth ruu day 
of the annual meeting. At a business session of the Conference to be held on the fourth full day of the 
annu&l meeting, these ballots ah&ll be supplied to all qu&lified memben present. Each ballat shall be 
ma.rked by the voter to indicate his clloice: for the positions to be filled. The ballot! shall then be collected 
and counted by three t.ellen appointed by the president and the r-esult announced at the nut 1ener&l 
tcMioD of the ConfertiWe. Electioo aha1l be decided by plura.lity of the vote& cast. 

1-4- Yen;,., Qtforul 
Dllt!B sh&l1 cover the period of one full re!-1. {tom the date of their payment; but duea paid at the 

anow.l seuion in any year sball cover the pmod to the dat-e of but not including the nut annual seasion. 
Any person who wu a member on the first day of January preceding and is a member on the date of votina 
fllall be- enti.Ued. to vote. At uy buaineM teUion fifty such qualified members ahaU coDStitute a quorum. 
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